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PREFATORY NOTE. 

3 HE work of translating Dr. Meyer’s Commentary on 

the Epistle to the Romans was, for reasons of prac- 

tical convenience, divided between the Rev. John 

C. Moore, B.A., Hamburg (now of Galway), and the 

Rev. Edwin Johnson, B.A., Boston, Lincolnshire. The first 

portion of the present volume—down to the close of the 

eighth chapter-—has been translated by the former, and the 

remainder (nearly three-fourths of the volume) by the latter. 

I have bestowed considerable care on the revision of the 

translation, and have carried it through the press. 

With a view to expedite the progress of this undertaking, 

in which my interest deepens as it advances, but which I find 

to involve a greater expenditure of time and labour than 

I had anticipated, I have, with the consent of the Publishers, 

asked Professor Crombie of St. Andrews to join me in the 

editorship ; and I am glad that a volume of the Commentary 

on the Gospel of John, edited by him, is ready to be issued 

along with this one on my part. 

War. 

GLASGOW COLLEGE, August 1874. 





THE 

EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE ROMANS. 

CHABTER , Vik 

Vv. 7-13. How easily might the Jewish Christian, in his 

reverence for the law of his fathers, take offence at ver. 5 (ta dua 
T. vowov) and 6, and draw the obnoxious inference, that the law 
must therefore be itself of immoral nature, since it is the means 
of calling forth the sin-affections, and since emancipation from 
it is the condition of the new moral life! Paul therefore pro- 
poses to himself this possible inference in ver. 7, rejects ut, and then 
on to ver. 13 shows that the law, while in itself good, is that which 
leads to acquaintance with sin, and which is misused by the prin- 
ciple of sin to the destruction of men. 

Paul conducts the refutation, speaking throughout «u the first 
person singular (comp. 1 Cor. vi. 12, xiii. 11). This mode of ex- 

pression, differing from the wetacynpwaticpds (see on 1 Cor. iv. 6), 
is an ööiweıs ; comp. Theodore of Mopsuestia on ver. 8: To Ev 
Emol OTE Akyeı, TO KOLVOY Ayes TOV avdpwrwv, and Theophy- 
lact on ver. 9: ev T@ olKel@ de TpocwT@ THY avOpwrivyHY 
pvow réyet. Thus he declares concerning himself what is meant 
to apply to every man placed under the Mosaic law generally, in 
respect of his relation to that law—before the turning-point in his 
inner life brought about through his connection with that law, 
and after it. The apostle’s own personal experience, so far from 
being thereby excluded, everywhere gleams through with pecu- 
larly vivid and deep truth, and represents concretely the universal 
experience in the matter. The subject presenting itself throush 

the ey® is therefore man in general, in his natural state under 
ROM. II. ; A 
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the law, to which he is bound, as not yet redeemed through Christ 

and sanctified through the Spirit (for which see chap. viiL) ; 

without, however, having been unnaturally hardened by legal 

righteousness or rendered callous and intractable through de- 

spising the law, and so estranged from the moral earnestness of 

legal Judaism. Into this earlier state, in which Paul himself 

had been before his conversion, he transports himself back, and 

realizes it to himself with all the vividness and truth of an 

experience that had made indelible impression upon him ; and 

thus he becomes the type of the moral relation, in which the 

as yet unregenerate Israelite stands to the divine law. “He 

betakes himself once more down to those gloomy depths, and 

makes all his readers also traverse them with him, only in order 

at last to conclude with warmer gratitude that he is now indeed 

redeemed from them, and thereby to show what that better and 

eternal law of God is which endures even for the redeemed,” 

Ewald. Augustine (prop. 45 in ep. ad Rom.; ad Simplie. 1. 91; 

Conf. vii. 21), in his earlier days, acknowledged, in harmony 

with the Greek Fathers since Irenaeus, that the language here 

is that of the unregenerate man ; though later, in opposition to 

Pelagianism (especially on account of vv. 17, 18, 22; see fe- 

tract. i. 23, 26, ü. 3; ¢. duas ep. Pel. i. 10; ¢. Faust. xv. 8), he 

gave currency to the view that the “ 7” is that of the regenerate. 

In this he was followed by Jerome, who likewise held a different 

opinion previously; and later by Luther, Melancthon, Calvin, 

Beza (not by Bucer and Musculus), Chemnitz, Gerhard, Quen- 

stedt and many others, more, however, among Protestant than 

among Catholic commentators (Erasmus says of him: “dure 
multa torquens;” and see especially Toletus). On the other 
hand, the Socinians and Arminians, as also the school of Spener, 

returned to the view of the Greek Fathers, which gradually be- 

came, and has down to the present day continued, the dominant 

one. See the historical elucidations in Tholuck and Reiche ; 

also Knapp, Ser. var. arg. p. 400 ff. The theory that Paul is 

speaking simply of himself and exhibiting his own experiences 

(comp. Hofmann), must be set aside for the simple reason, that 

in that case the entire disquisition, as a mere individual psycho- 

logical history (7-13) and delineation (ver. 14 ff.), could have 



CHAP. VII. 7-13. 3 

no general probative force whatever, which nevertheless, from 
the connection with what goes before and follows (viii. 1), it is 
intended to have. Others, like Grotius, who correctly referred it 
to the state anterior to regeneration, and among them recently 
Reiche in particular, represent Paul as speaking in the person 
of the Jewish people as a people." But, so far as concerns vv. 7-13, 
it is utterly untrue that the Jewish nation previous to the law 
led a life of innocence unacquainted with sin and evil desire; 
and as concerns ver. 14 ff., the explanation of the double cha- 
racter of the “ I,” if we are to carry out the idea of referring 
it to the nation, entangles us in difficulties which can only force 
us to strange caprices of exegesis, such as are most glaringly 

apparent in Reiche. Fritzsche also has not consistently avoided 
the reference of the “I” to the people as such, and the impossi- 
bilities that necessarily accompany it, and, in opposition to the 
Augustinian interpretation, has excluded, on quite insufficient 
grounds, the apostle himself and his own experience. Paul, 
who had himself been a Jew under the law, could not describe 

at all otherwise than from personal recollection that unhappy 

state, which indeed, with the lively and strong susceptibility of 
his entire nature and temperament, he must have experienced 
very deeply, in order to be able to depict it ashehas done. Tes- 
timonies regarding himself, such as Phil. iii. 6, cannot be urged 
in opposition to this, since they do not unveil the inward 
struggle of impulses, etc. Similarly with Paul, Luther also 
sighed most deeply just when under the distress of his legal 
condition, before the light of the gospel dawned upon him, and 
he afterwards lamented that distress most vividly and truly. 
Philippi has rightly apprehended the “I” coming in at ver. 7 as 
that of the unregenerate man; but on the other hand, following 
the older expositors, has discovered from ver. 14 onwards the 
delineation of the regenerate state of the same “I,’*—a view 

! Jerome on Dan. had already remarked : “ Peccata populi, quia unus e populo 
est, enumerat persona sua, quod et apostolum in ep. ad Rom. fecisse legimus.” 

* Comp. Calovius on ver. 14: ‘‘ Postquam legem divinam vindicavit vel 
pravae concupiscentiae omnem culpam transscribendam docuit, ejus vim sese 
etiamnum experiri ingemiscit apostolus, etiamsi renatus jam sit et justificatus.” 
See also Calvin on ver. 14: ‘‘Exemplum proponit hominis regenerati, in quo sic 
carnis reliquiae cum lege Domini dissident, ut spiritus ei libenter obtemperet.” 
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inconsistent in itself, opposed to the context (since Paul does 
not pass on to the regenerate till viii. 1), and, when applied to 
the details, impossible (see the subsequent exposition). Ham- 
mond very truly observes: “ Nihil potest esse magis contrarium 
affections animi hominis regenerati, quam quae hic in prima 

persona Hgo exprimuntur.” Still Umbreit, in the Stud. u. Krit. 
1851, p. 633 ff., has substantially reverted, as regards the entire 

chapter, to the Augustinian view, for which he especially re- 

gards ver. 25 (aurös eyw) as decisive ; and no less have Delitzsch 

(see especially his Psychol. p. 387 ff.); Weber, v. Zorne Gottes, 
p. 86; Thomasius, Chr. Pers. u. Werk, I. p. 275 f.; Jatho; 

Krummacher in the Stud. u. Krit. 1862, p. 119 ff; and also 
Luthardt, v. freien Willen, p. 404 f., adopted this view with 
reference to ver. 14 ff. Hofmann, who in his Schriftbew. I. 
p. 556 to all appearance, though he is somewhat obscure and 
at variance with himself (see Philippi, p. 285 f., and Glau- 

benslehre, III. p. 243), had returned to the pre-Augustinian 
interpretation, in his N. 7., hampers a more clear and candid 
understanding of the passage by the fact that, while he decidedly 
rejects the theory that the “I” of ver. 7 is that of the unregene- 
rate man, he at the same time justly says that what is related of 

that “I” (which is that of the apostle) belongs to the time which 
lay away beyond his state as a Christian; and further, by the 
fact, that he represents vv. 14-24 as spoken from the same pre- 
sent time as ver. 25, but at the same time leaves the enigma 
unsolved how the wretched condition described may comport 
with that present; and in general, as to the point in question 
about which expositors differ, he does not give any round and 
definite answer. For if Paul is to be supposed, according to 

Hofmann, in ver. 14 ff., not to treat of the natural man, and 

nevertheless to depict himself in the quality of his moral state 
apart from his life in Christ, we cannot get rid of the contradic- 
tion that the “I” is the regenerate man apart from his regene- 
ration, and of the obscuring and muffling up of the meaning 
thereby occasioned. The view which takes it of the unregenerate 

is followed by Julius Miiller, Neander, Nitzsch, Hahn, Baur, 

Tholuck, Krehl, Reithmayr, van Hengel, Ewald, Th. Schott, 

Ernesti, Lipsius, Mangold, Messner (Lehre der Ap. p. 220), and 
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many others, including Schmid, bibl. Theol. II. p. 262; Gess, 
v. d. Pers. Chr. p. 338; Lechler, apost. u. nachapost. Zeitalt. 
p. 97 ; Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 595; the anonymous writer in the 
Erlangen Zeitschr. 1863, p. 377 ff.; Weiss, bibl. Theol. § 95; 
Märcker, p. 23; Grau, Entwickelungsgesch. II. p. 126. The just 
remark, that the apostle depicts the future present of the state 
(Th. Schott) does not affect this view, since the future state 
realized as present was just that of the unregenerate Israelite at 
the preliminary stage of moral development conditioned by the 
law. Compare Ritschl, altkath. Kirche, p. 70 £.; Achelis,’ Le. 
p. 678 ff.; Holsten, z. Ev. d. Paul u. Petr. p. 406. 

Ver. 7. ‘O vonos änapria ;] Is the law sin? a something, 
whose ethical nature is immoral? Comp. Tittmann, Synon. 
p. 46; Winzer, Progr. 1832, p. 5; also Fritzsche, Riickert, 

de Wette, Tholuck, and Philippi. For the contrast see ver. 

12, from which it at once appears that the formerly current 
interpretation, still held by Reiche and Flatt, “ originator of 
sin” (dvdkovos auaprias, Gal. ii. 17), is, from the connection, 
erroneous; as indeed it would have to be arbitrarily imported 
into the word, for the appeal to Mic. i. 5 overlooks the 
poetical mode of expression in that passage. The substantive 
predicate (comp. viii. 10; 2 Cor. v. 21, al.) is more significant 
than an adjectival expression (duaptwdds), and in keeping 
with the meaning of the remonstrant, whom Paul personates. 
The question is not to be supposed preposterous, setting forth a 
proposition without real meaning (Hofmann), since it is by no 
means absurd in itself and, as an objection, has sufficient ap- 
parent ground in what precedes — After adda we are no more 

to understand époduev again (Hofmann) than before o von. 
apapt., for which there is no ground (it is otherwise at ix. 30). 
On the contrary, this adda, but, brings in the real relation 

to sin, as it occurs in contrast to that inference which has just 

1 Who transfers the personal experience of the apostle, so far as it is expressed 
in ver. 14 ff., to the last stage of his Pharisaism, consequently to a period shortly 
before his conversion. But we have not sufficient data in the text and in the 
history for marking off, and that so accurately, a definite period in Paul’s life. 
We may add that Achelis has aptly and clearly set aside the interpretation of 
the regenerate in the case of the several features of the picture sketched by Paul. 
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been rejected with horror: auapria uev our Eorı, nal, yvwpıc- 
TuKos de auaprias, Theophylact. — tiv ap. our E&yvov, ei pr) 
5. vouov] Sin I have not become acquainted with, except through 

the law. The duapria is sin as an active principle in man 
(see vv. 8, 9,11, 13, 14), with which I have become experi- 

mentally acquainted only through the law (comp. the subse- 
quent ov« ndeıv), so that without the intervention of the law 
it would have remained for me an unknown power ; because, 
in that case (see the following, and ver. 8), it would not have 
become active in me through the excitement of desires after 
what is forbidden in contrast to the law. The tiv dp. ove &yv., 
therefore, is not here to be confounded with the eriyvwaıs ap. 
in iii. 20, which in fact is only attained through comparison 
of the moral condition with the requirements of the law (in 
opposition to Krehl); nor yet is it to be understood of the 
theoretic knowledge of the essence of sin, namely, that the latter 
is opposition to the will of God (Tholuck, Philippi; comp. van 
Hengel and the older expositors), against which view ver. 8 
(xwpis vouov dmapt. verpa) and ver. 9 are decisive. The view 
of Fritzsche is, however, likewise erroneous (see the follow- 

ing, especially ver. 8): I should not have sinned, “ cognoscit 
autem peccatum, qui peccat.” —ov« éyvwy is to be rendered 
simply, with the Vulgate: non cognovi. The sense: I should 
not have known, would anticipate the following clause, which 
assigns the reason.—The vowos is nothing else than the Mosaic 
law, not the moral law generally in all forms of its revelation 
(Olshausen) ; for Paul is in fact declaring his own experimental 
consciousness, and by means of this, as it developed itself 

under Judaism, presenting to view the moral position (in its 
general human aspect) of those who are subject to the law of 
Moses. — nv Te yap emid. x.7.r.| for the desire (after the 
forbidden) would in fact be unknown to me, if the law did not 
say, Thow shalt not covet. The reason is here assigned for the 
foregoing: “with the dawning consciousness of desire conflicting 
with the precept of the law, I became aware also of the prin- 
ciple of sin within me, since the latter (see vv. 8, 9) made me 

1 giz Ade, I should not know, more definite and confident than bx zu Ade. 
See Kühner, II. 1, p. 175 f. Comp. also Stallb. ad Plat. Symp. p. 190 C. 
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experimentally aware of its presence and life by the excite- 
ment of desire in presence of the law.” What the law forbids 
us to covet (Ex. xx. 17; Deut. v. 21), was no concern of the 
apostle here, looking to the universality of his representation ; 
he could only employ the prohibition of sinful desire generally 
and in itself, without particular reference to its object.—On re 

... yap, for... imdeed, comp. i. 26 ; it is not to be taken elimac- 
tically (van Hengel), as if Paul had written cat yap tiv Emid. 
or ovdé yap tiv Emid. 75. To the re, however, corresponds 
the following de in ver. 8, which causes the chief stress of the 
sentence assigning the reason to fall upon ver. 8 (Stallb. ad 
Plat. Polit. p. 270D); therefore ver. 8 is still included as 
dependent on yap. Respecting the imperative future of the 
old language of legislation, see on Matt. 1. 21. 

Ver. 8. 4é] placing over against the negative declaration of 
ver. 7 the description of the positive process, by which the 
consciousness of desire of ver. 7 emerged: but indeed sin took 
occasion, etc. In this adopunv placed first emphatically, not 
in 7 äuapria (Th. Schott), lies the point of the relation. — 
7 dänapria] as in ver. 7, not conceived as Kaxodaiuwv 
(Fritzsche) ; nor yet the sinful activity, as Reiche thinks ; for 
that is the result of the emidvwia (Jas. i. 5), and the sin that 
first takes occasion from the law cannot be an action.—For 
examples ot abdopumv Aauß., to take occasion, see Wetstein and 
Kypke. The principle of sin took occasion, not, as Reiche 
thinks, received occasion; for it is conceived as something 
revived (ver. 9), which works. — dia ths Evroxns] through the 
command, namely, the ov« Emıdvn. of ver. 7. This interpreta- 
tion is plainly necessary from the following xateipydcato 

#.TA. Reiche, following De Dieu and several others, erro- 

neously (comp. Eph. ii. 15) takes &vroAn as equivalent to 
vowos. We must connect dia T. Evr. with kareıpy. (Rückert, 
Winzer, Benecke, de Wette, Fritzsche, Tholuck, Umbreit, 

van Hengel, and Hofmann), not with adopy. Aaß. (Luther 
and many others, including Reiche, Köllner, Olshausen, Phi- 

lippi, Maier, and Ewald), because abopu. Aaußaveıv is never 

construed with dua (frequently with ex, as in Polyb. iii. 32. 7, 
iii. 7. 5), and because ver. 11 (80 aurns amekr.) and ver. 13 
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confirm the connection with xareıpy. — kareıpy. év Enoi 
macav Emıd.] it brought about in me all manner of desire. 
Respecting xarepya£&, see on i. 27. Even without the law 
there is desire in man, but not yet in the ethical definite 
character of desire after the forbidden, as émvOupia is conceived 
of according to ver. 7; for as yet there is no prohibition, and 
consequently no moral antithesis existing to the desire in 
itself (“ ignoti nulla cupido,” Ovid, A. A. 397), through which 
antithesis the inner conflict is first introduced. very desire 
is, in accordance with the quite general ov« Emidvunaeıs, to 
be left without limitation. No desire (as respects category) 
was excluded. <A reference to the desires, which the state of 

civilisation joined with a positive legislation calls forth (de 
Wette), is foreign to the connection. Comp. Prov. ix. 17. 
— x@pis yap vouov duaptia vexpa] sc. éott, not iw (Beza, 
Reiche, Krummacher), just because the omission of the verb 
betokens a general proposition: for without the law, ze. if it do 
not enter into relation with the law,’ sin, the sinful principle 

in man, is dead, i.e. not active, because that is wanting, by 

which it may take occasion to be alive. The potentiality of 
the nitimur in vetitum is indeed there, but, lacking the veto of 

the vouos (TOD TO mpaxtéov Vmodeıkvüuvros Kal TO ov TpaKTéov 
drrayopevovros, Theodoret), can exhibit no actual vital activity ; 
it does not stir, because the antithesis is wanting. Hence 
the law becomes the dvvapus tis änaprias, 1 Cor. xv. 56, 
though it is not itself tod mapavoneiv trapaitios (Chrysippus 
in Plut. de Stoic. Rep. 33). Erroneous is the view held by 
Chrysostom, Calvin, Estius, Olshausen, and others, that vexpa 

implies the absence of knowledge of sin (ody obtw Yvwpıwos). 
The voyos is here, as throughout in this connection, the 

Mosaic law, which contains the évtod (vv. 7, 9,12). That 

this may be and is misused by the principle of sin, in the way 
indicated, arises from the fact, that it comes forward merely 

1 According to Krummacher, indeed, the simple xapis vo@ov is held to mean: 
without knowing and laying to heart the significance of the law, which ex- 

tends to the most secret motions, and condemns them. The dawning of this 

significance on the consciousness is then held to be :aéodvens as ivroras. In this 
way people read between the lines whatever they conceive to be necessary. 
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with the outward command (thow shalt, thou shalt not), without 
giving the power of fulfilment ; comp. Lipsius, Zechtfertigungsl. 
p. 63 ff. And the analogous application, which the general 
proposition admits of to the moral law of nature also, is in- 
deed self-evident, but lies here aloof from the apostle’s sphere 
of thought. 

Ver. 9. But I was once alive without the law. éyo &é, the 
antithesis of duaptia; ewv,' antithesis of verpa; vowov, just 
as in ver. 8.— Cov), The sense is, on account of the fore- 

going (verpa) and the following (amredavov, ver. 10) contrast, 
necessarily (in opposition to Reiche and van Hengel) to be 
taken as pregnant ; but not with the arbitrary alteration, videbar 
mihi vivere (Augustine, Erasmus, Pareus, Estius), or securus 

eram (Luther Melancthon, Beza, Calvin, Piscator, Calovius, 

Bengel, and Athers, including Krummacher), thus representing 
Paul as glaheing at his Pharisaie state, in which the law had 
not yet garmed him,—a view which is at variance with the 
words themselves and with the antitheses, and which is cer- 

tainly Auite inadmissible historically in the case of a character 
like Faul (Gal. i. 14, iii. 23; Phil iii. 6), who could testify 

so t¢uly and vividly of the power of sin and of the curse of the 
lay. No, Paul means the death-free (ver. 10) life of childlike 
/nnocence (comp. Winzer, p. 11; de Wette and Ewald i 
loc. ; Umbreit in the Stud. u. Krit. 1851, p. 637 f.; Ernesti, 
Urspr. d. Sünde, I. p. 101; Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 287; also 
Delitzsch), where—as this state of life, resembling the condition 
of our first parents in Paradise, was the bright spot of his own 
earliest recollection —the law has not yet come to conscious 
knowledge, the moral self-determination in respect to it has 
not yet taken place, and therefore the sin-principle is still 
lying in the slumber of death. Rightly explained already by 

1 On the forms ?Zov and ?Zuv, which are both classical, see Ellendt, Zex. Soph. 

I. p. 738 ; Kühner, I. p. 829. 

2 Comp. Mimnerm. li. 3: rayui0v txt povov &vbeciv nBas Teprouba. pos bay, 

cidores ore xaxdy Or’ zyabov. This recollection every one may have in looking 
back on the history of his own moral life ; and even the realization of the moment, 

at which the life of childlike innocence took its end, is by no means inconceivable 
(as Hofmann objects). A dogmatic judgment cannot @ priori be pronounced 
respecting such psychological experiences in the inner life. Hofmann himself 
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Origen: mas yap avOpwros En x@pis vouov more, öre maudlov 
nv, and by Augustine, c. duas ep. Pelag. i. 9. This is certainly 
a status securitatis, but one morally indifferent, not immoral, 

and not extending beyond the childhood unconscious of the 
evroAn. Hence, in the apostle’s case, it is neither to be ex- 
tended till the time of his conversion (Luther, Melancthon, 
etc.), nor even only till the time of his having perceived that 
the law demands not merely the outward act, but also the inward 
inclination (Philippi and Tholuck)—which is neither in har- 
mony with the unlimited yawpls vouou (Paul must at least have 
written xopis THs evroAnjs), nor psychologically correct, since sin 
is not dead up to this stage of the moral development. From 
this very circumstance, it is clear also that the explanation of 
ihose is erroneous, who, making Paul speak in the name of his 
nation, are compelled to think of the purer and more blameless 
life of the patriarchs and Israelites before the giving of the 
law (so Grotius, Turretin, Locke, Wetstein, following several 

Fathers, and recently Reiche; comp. Fritzsche.) — The preg- 
nant import of the éfwv lies in the fact that, while the sin- 
principle is dead, man has not yet incurred eternal death 
(physical death has been incurred by every one through Adam’s 
sin, v. 12); this being alive is therefore an analogue—though 
still unconscious and weak, yet pleasingly presenting itself in 
the subsequent retrospect—of the true and eternal Son (comp. 
Matt. xviii. 3) which Christ (comp. ver. 24 f.) has procured 
through His atoning work. The theory of a pre-mundane life 
of the pre-existent soul (Hilgenfeld in his Zeitschr. 1871, 
p. 190 £.) is a Platonism forced on the apostle (comp. Wisd. 
vill. 20, and Grimm in loc.) in opposition to the entire N. T. — 
enOovans Sé Ths Evrox.| but when the command, namely, the ov« 
émOupnoess of the Mosaic law, had come, i.e. had become present 

to my consciousness. To the person living still in childlike inno- 

declares that a living and dying of the personal Ego is meant: ** so long as this 
Ego was not confronted by the command, it continued in the life given to it by 

God its Creator, which really deserved, as such, to be called a life.” But how 
the looking back, which our passage expresses, to this former life differs essen- 

tially and materially from the recollection of that of childlike innocence, is not 

clear tome. That ?Zw» is, at any rate, the lost paradise of the individual inner 

history. 
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cence the EvroAn was absent ; for him it was not yet issued ; it 
had not yet presented itself. Comp. on Gal. iii. 23. Reiche, 
consistently with his view of the entire section, explains it, as 
does also Fritzsche, of the historical Mosaic legislation. — 
avéfnoev| is by most modern commentators rendered came to life. 
So Tholuck, Rückert, Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, 

Maier, and Hofmann. But quite contrary to the usus loguendi 
(Lukexv. 24, 32; Rom. xiv. 9; Rev. xx. 5), in accordance 

with which it means: came again to life. See also Nonnus, Joh. 
v. 25: adrıs avalpowoıv, where (in opposition to the view of 

Fritzsche) adrıs is added according to a well-known pleonasm ; 
comp. émavalwces, reviviscet, Dial. Herm. de astrol. i. 10, 42; 

respecting the case of avaPdéra, usually cited as analogous, 
see on John ix. 11." So, too, dva&wow in Aquila and Sym- 
machus means reviviscere facio. See Schleusner, Thes. I. p. 219. 
And also the frequent classical avaßın and dvaPidcKopar 
always mean to come to life again; Plat. Rep. p. 614 B; 
Polit. p. 272 ; Lucian, Q. hist. 40 : aveßiovv amodavav, Gall. 18. 

Comp. avaBiwots, 2 Mace. vii. 9. It is therefore linguistically 
correct to explain it, with the ancients, Bengel, and Philippi: 
sin lived again (reviait, Vulgate); but this is not to be inter- 
preted, with Bengel, following Aueustine and others: “ sieut 
vixerat, cum per Adamum intrasset in mundum ” (comp. Phi- 
lippi), because that is foreign to the context, inasmuch as Paul 
sets forth his experience as the expression of the experience of 
every individual in his relation to the law, not speaking of 
humanity as a whole. The aveincev, which is not to be mis- 
interpreted as pointing to a pre-mundane sin (Hilgenfeld), finds 
its true explanation, analogously to the dvaSdérw in John 
ix. 11, in the view that the duapria, that potentiality of sin in 
man, is originally and in its nature a living power, but is, before 
the evroAn comes, without expression for its life, verpa ; there- 
upon it resumes its proper living nature, and thus becomes alive 
again. Comp. van Hengel: “e sopore vigorem recuperavit.” 

1 Generally, the citation of other verbs compounded with z»z, in which the 
latter means not again, but up, aloft (and that is, in fact, the case with very 
many), has no probative force. Passages should be quoted in which édvaZiv 
means merely to come to life, especially as the analogy of the classical &vaß.00» is 
against it. This remark applies also against Hofmann’s citaticns. 
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Ver. 10. ’Armedavov] correlative of davéfncev, antithesis of 
éfwv. It is neither to be understood, however, of physical nor 
of spiritual death (Semler, Böhme, Riickert ; comp. Hofmann 

and others), but, as the contrast eis wy requires, of eternal 

death. This was given with the actual sin brought about 
through the sin-principle that had become alive; the sinner 
had incurred it. Paul, full of the painful recollection, expresses 

this by the abrupt, deeply tragic déOavov.— 1 eis Conv] 
sc. ovca, aiming at life. For the promise of life (in the Mes- 
sianic theocratic sense, Lev. xviii. 5; Deut. v. 33; Gal. iii. 12), 

which was attached to the obedience of the Mosaic law gene- 
rally, applied also to the évtoA2. — ebpéOn] was found, proved 
and showed itself in the actual experimental result; comp. 
Gal. ü. 17; 1 Pet. i. 7. Chrysostom has well said: ov« ete: 
yeyove Odvaros, obde érexe Odvatov, GAN evpéOn, TO Kawwov Kat 
mapado&ov Ths atomias ovTws éEpunvevov, Kal TO TAY eis TOV 
exeivov (of men) mepırpenwv xeparyv. — aurn] hace. To be 
written thus, and not av77, ipsa (Bengel and Hofmann), after 

the analogy of ver. 15 £,19f. It has tragic emphasis. Comp. 
on Phil. i. 22. 

Ver. 11. Illustration of this surprising result, in which 7 
duapria, as the guilty element, is placed foremost, and its 
guilt is also made manifest by the da ris Evror. placed before 
eEnrat. Sin has by means of the commandment (which had 
for its direct aim my life) deceived me, inasmuch as it used it 
for the provocation of desire. An allusion to the serpent in 
Paradise is probable, both from the nature of the case, and 
also from the expression (LXX. Gen. iii. 13). Comp. 2 Cor. 
xi. 2. But such an allusion would be inappropriate, if it were 
“the struggle of the more earnest Pharisaism ” (Philippi), and 
not the loss of childlike innocence, that is here described. As 

to the conception of the e&nmarnoe (sin held out to me some- 
thing pernicious as being desirable), comp. Eph. iv. 22, Heb. 
iil, 13. — drréxrewvev] like aredavov in ver. 10. 

a] [4 

Ver. 12. "Rore] The result of vv. 7-11.— 0 peév vopos] 
The contrast for which w€v prepares the way was intended to 
be: “ but sin has to me redounded unto death through the law, 
which in itself is good.” This follows in ver. 13 as regards 
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substance, but not as regards form. See on ver. 13. — The 
predicates—äyıos (holy, as God’s revelation of Himself, ver. 

14; 2 Macc. vi. 23, 28), which is assigned to the Mosaic law 
generally, and ayia, Sixaia (just, in respect to its requirements, 
which are only such as accord with the holiness), and aya@7 
(excellent, on account of its salutary object), which are justly 
(comp. Acts vil. 38) attributed to the evroAy — exhaust the 
contents of the opposite of auapria in ver. 7. They are accu- 
mulated on 7 EvroAn, because the latter had just been specially 
described in ver. 7 ff. as that which occasioned the activity of 
the sin-principle. 

Ver. 15. Paul has hardly begun, in ver. 12, his exposition of 

the result of vv. 7-11, when his train of thought is again erossed 
by an inference that might possibly be drawn from what had 
just been said, and used against him (comp. ver. 7). He puts this 
inference as a question, and now gives in the form of a refuta- 
tion of it what he had intended to give, according to the plan 
besun in ver. 12, not in polemical form, but in a sentence 

with 6é that should correspond to the sentence with ev. — 
GAG 7 auapria] sc. Ewoi éyéveto davaros. Altogether involved 
is the construction adopted by Luther, Heumann, Carpzov, Ch. 
Schmidt, Böhme, and Flatt: ara 7 apapria dia Tod ayadov 
foot karepyabouevn (Hv) Oavarov, va davn awaptia.— wa havi 
K.T.X.| in order that it might appear as sin thereby, that it wrought 
death for me by means of the good. iva introduces the aim, 
which was ordained by God for the 7 au. éuot éyéveto Oavatos. 
This purposed manifestation (davy has the emphasis) of the 
principle of sin in its sinful character served as a necessary pre- 
paration for redemption,—a view, which represents the psycho- 
logical history of salvation as a development of the divine 
potpa. — auaptia is certainly shown to be the predicate by 
its want of the article and the parallel auaprwAös in the second 
clause. The predicate attributed to the Jaw in ver. 7 is appro- 
priated to that power to which it belongs, namely, sin. Ewald: 
that it might be manifest, how sin, etc. But auapria, because 
it would thus be the sin-principle, must have had the article, 
and the “ how” is gratuitously imported. — wa yevnraı K.T.A.] 
Climactic parallel (comp. on 2 Cor. ix. 3; Gal. iii, 14) to wa 
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dav «.7.d., in which yévynra is to be taken of the actual re- 
sult; see on iii. 4. The repetition of the subject of yévnras (N 
äpapria), and of the means employed by it (Ou As EvroAns), 
may indeed be superfluous, because both are self-evident from 
what goes before; but it conveys, especially when placed at 
the close, all the weightier emphasis of a solemnly painful, 
tragic effect. The less, therefore, is 7 duaptia dua 7. évton. to 

be separated from yevnraı, and regarded as the resumption and 
completion of 1 änapria (sc. Ewoi éy. Oavaros) ; in which view 
there is assigned to the two clauses of purpose a co-ordinate 
intervening position (Hofmann), that renders the discourse 
running on so simply and emphatically—quite unnecessarily 
involved. xa0’ ümepß., in over - measure, beyond measure. 
Comp. 1 Cor. xii. 13; 2 Cor. i. 8,iv. 17; Gal. i 13; and 
see Wetstein. — dua Tis evror.| by means of the commandment, 
which aya@ov it applied so perniciously; a pregnant con- 
trast. — Observe the pithy, climactic, sharply and vividly 

compressed delineation of the gloomy picture. 
Vv. 14-25. Proof not merely of the foregoing telic sen- 

tence (Th. Schott), but of the weighty main thought u yévouro" 
GANG  duwaptia. “ For the law is spiritual, but man (in his 
natural situation under the law, out of Christ) is of flesh and 
placed under the power of sin; against the moral will of his 

better self, he is carried away to evil by the power of the sin- 

ful principle dwelling in him.” 

Ver. 14. Oldauev] ‘Acavet EXeyev ®poroynuévoy TovTO K. 

8nA0v Eorı, Chrysostom. Comp. ii. 2, iii, 19. It is not to be 
written olda uev (Jerome, Estius, Semler, Koppe, Flatt, Reiche, 

Hofmann, Th. Schott), since the following de would only cor- 
respond logically with the uev, if Paul, with a view to contrast 

the character of the Jaw with his own character (so Hofmann), 
had said: olda yap, Ort 6 uev vomos «.T.A.; or, in case he had 
desired to contrast his character with his knowledge (so Schott): 
olda ‚ev yap K.T.A., Gapkıvos O€ Eipt, OF eiut de capKwos, omitting 

the éyé, which is the antithesis of the vowos. — mveynarırös] 

obtains its definition through the contrasted odprıvos. Now 

cape is the material ne nature of man opposed to 

the divine vedwa, animated and determined by the yuxn 
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(comp. on iv. 1, vi. 19), and consequently oaprwos (of flesh) 
affirms of the éy#, that it is of such a non-pneumatic nature 
and quality." So veuuarıros must affirm regarding the law, 
that its essence (not the form in which it is given, according to 
which it appears as ypayuma) is divine = spiritual: its essential 
and characteristic quality is homogeneous with that of the Holy 
Spirit, who has made Himself known in the law. For believers 
no proof of this was needed (olöawev), because the vowos, as 
vowos Oeod, must be a holy self-revelation of the Divine Spirit; 
comp. ver. 12; Acts vu. 38. Jn consequence of this pneu- 
matic nature the law is certainly éudacKandos aperijs Kal Kaxias 
monéutos (Chrysostom), and its tenor, rooting in the Divine 
Spirit, is only fulfilled by those who have the wvetya (Tholuck, 
with Calovius, joining together different references), as indeed 
the necessary presupposition is that it Oelm éypadn mveunarı 
(Theodoret), and the consequence necessarily bound up with 
its spiritual nature is that there subsists no affinity between the 
law and death (Hofmann); but all this is not conveyed by 
the word itself, any more than is the zmpossibility of fulfilling 
the law’s demands, based on its pneumatic nature (Calvin: 
“Lex coelestem quandam et angelicam justitiam requirit ”). 
Following Oecumenius 2, and Beza, others (including Reiche, 

Köllner, and de Wette) have taken wvedua of the higher spi- 
ritual nature of man (i. 9; Matt. xxvi. 41), and hence have, 
according to this reference, explained mvevpatixds very vari- 
ously. Hg. Reiche: “in so far as it does not hinder, but pro- 

motes, the development and expression of the wvedpa;” de 
Wette: “of spiritual tenor and character, in virtue of which 
it puts forward demands which can only be understood and 
fulfilled by the spiritual nature of man.” So too, substantially, 
tückert. But vv. 22, 25 show that wvevparixds characterizes 

ı Not merely direction of life (Ernesti, Urspr. d. Sünde, I. p. 77 ff.). Least 
of all is this rendering sufficient here, looking to the strength of the expression 
cépzsvos. Not, however, as though the vz7£ in itself were evil, something origin- 
ally evil; but it is the seat of the sin-principle, by which it is used as its organ 
to make through it the moral will and the law ineffectual (ver. 14 ff., viii. 3), 
and—in the case of the regenerate—to react against the Holy Spirit. Thus the 
capé itself is opposed to God, and has evil lusts and works, not in virtue of the 
necessity of its nature, but as the seat and tool of the sin-principle. 
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the law as vowos Ocod; consequently the wvedya is just the 
divine, which the natural man, who knows and has nothing of 

the Spirit of God, resists in virtue of the heterogeneous ten- 
dency of his oap&. — éyw öe] but ZT, i.e. according to the iöiweıs 
pervading the entire section: the man, not yet regenerate by the 
Holy Spirit, in his relation to the Mosaic law given to him, 
—the still unredeemed eyo, who, in the deep distress that 
oppresses him in the presence of the law, ver. 24, sighs after 
redemption. For the subject is in vv. 14-25 necessarily the 
same—and that, indeed, in its unredeemed condition’—as pre- 
viously gave its psychological history prior to and under the 
law (hence the preterites in vv. 7-13), and now depicts its 
position confronting (dé) the pneumatic nature of the law 
(hence the presents in ver. 14 ff.), in order to convey the in- 
formation (ydp), that not the law, but the principle of sin 
mighty in man himself, has prepared death for him. It is true 
the situation, which the apostle thus exhibits in his own repre- 
sentative Ego, was for himself as an individual one long since 
past; but he realizes it as present and places it before the 
eyes like a picture, in which the standpoint of the happier 
present in which he now finds himself renders possible the 
perspective that lends to every feature of his portrait the light 
of clearness and truth. — odpkıvos, made of flesh, consisting of 
flesh, 2 Cor. 11.°3 5 1 Cor. au. 1; comp. Plat. Leg. xp. 9 0616; 
Theocrit. xxi. 66; LXX. 2 Chron. xxxii. 8; Ezek. xi. 19, 
xxxvi. 26; Addit. Esth. iv. 8: Bacırea cdpxwov. The sig- 
nification fleshy, corpulentus, Polyb. xxxix. 2. 7, is here out of 
place. It is not equivalent to the qualitative vapkırös, fleshly, 
(see Tittmann’s Synon. p. 23), that is, affected with the quality 
that is determined by the oap&. The capxwos, as the expres- 
sion of the substance,’ is far stronger; and while not including 
the negation of the moral will in man (see ver. 15 ff., 22, 25), 

1 Ewald: ‘‘ He speaks, if possible even more than previously, from the stand- 
point of one not yet redeemed, who finds himself face to face with the law merely 

as a simple man, and consequently as still lacking all higher light and heavenly 
aid.”—In fact, if all that follows can be asserted of the regenerate person, “the 
regenerate man would thus be also the wnregenerate ;” Baur, in the theol. Jahrb. 

1857, p. 192; neut. Theol. p. 148. 
2 Comp. Holsten, z. Ev. des Paul. u. Petr. p. 397. 
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indicates the oap£—-that unspiritual, material, phenomenal 
nature of man, serving by way of vehicle for sin—as the element 
of his being which so preponderates and renders the moral will 
fruitless, that the apostle, transporting himself into his pre- 
Christian state, cannot—in the mirror of this deeply earnest, 
and just as real as it was painful, self-contemplation—-set forth 
the moral nature of the natural man otherwise than by the 
collective judgment, Z am of flesh ; the cap&, my substantial 
element of being, prevails on me to such an extent that the 
predicate made of flesh cleaves to me as if to a nature consist- 
ing of mere oap&. Thisis the Pauline 76 yeyevunnevov Er Tis 
capkos odp& Eorıv (John iii. 6). The Pauline ro yeyevv. éx 
Tod mveunaros mveüud Eorıv follows in chap. viii. Since the 
oap& is the seat of the sin-principle (see ver. 18, comp. ver. 
23), there is connected with the cdpxwos also the empapévos 
vo THY äpapr., sold, as a slave, under the (dominion of) sin, 
ze. as completely dependent on the power of the sin-principle ! 
as is aserf on the master to whom he is sold: 7 rpäcıs 6odAov 

1 These very predicates, as strong as possible, expressed without limitation, 
and in contrast to vevezrızös, should have precluded men from explaining it of 
the regenerate man, of the condition in the state of grace. Paul would have been 
speaking in defiance of his own consciousness (vi. 14, 22, viii. 2). See, more- 

over, Achelis, p. 681 ff. Theodoret has the true view: ray rpo ras xdpiros 
Avkpurov sickyes worioproüpsvov Urs ray Tubuy: ampzızöv yup zus TOY undirw THs 

Tvevmarinns txinovpias reruxuxore. Itis true that there are, in the case 
of the regenerate man also, ‘‘in natura carnali reliquiae prioris morbi” (Melanc- 
thon), and flesh and spirit are at warfare in him (viii. 5, Gal. v. 17) ; but he is 

not cépxivos as Opposed to wvsvzerızos, and not a slave sold to sin, else he must 

have fallen back again from his regenerate state. Very characteristic is the dis- 
tinction, that in the case of the regenerate man the conflict is between jlesh and 
spirit (i.e. the Holy Spirit received by him) ; but in that of the unregenerate 
man, between the flesh and his own moral reason or vovs, which latter succumbs, 

whilst in the regenerate the victory in the conflict may and must fall to the 
Spirit. Comp. on Gal. v. 17; also Baur, Paul. II. p. 158 f. All who have 
taken the subject in our passage to be the man already redeemed have necessarily 
fallen into the error (especially apparent in the case of Krummacher) of confound- 
ing the struggle between flesh and Spirit in the case of the regenerate person, 
with that described in our passage in the case of the still unregenerate man, who 
is not yet able to oppose the rv:du«, but only his own too weak vods, to the power 
of sin in the flesh. From this error they should have been deterred by the very 
circumstance that in the entire passage (how wholly different in viii. 2 f. !) Paul 
is quite silent regarding the rvsye« as a power opposed to the v“,£ and the 
ALUPTICA, 

ROM. II. B 
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TUVTMS ToLel TOV TreTTpPapEvoY Umo TY THS Ummpeoias Kabiota- 
pevov avayknv, Theodore of Mopsuestia. Comp. 1 Kings xxi. 
20,25; 2 Kings xvii. 17; 1 Mace.i.15. The passive sense 
of erpau. finds its elucidation in ver. 23. wirpaoreodaı, 
in Greek authors (Soph. Zr. 251; Dem. 1304. 8; Lucian, 
Asin. 32) with twi (comp. also Lev. xxv. 39 ; Deut. xxviii. 68; 
Isa. 1. 1; Baruch iv. 6), is here coupled with io (comp. Gal. 
iv. 3) for the more forcible indication of the relation. Com- 
pare wimpdoKew eis Tas xeipas, 1 Sam. xxiii. 7; Judith vii. 25; 
-and on the matter itself, Seneca, de brev. vit. 3. 

Ver. 15 elucidates and assigns the reason of this relation of 
slavery. “ For what I perform I know not,’ we. it takes place 
on my part without cognition of its ethical bearing, in the 
state of bondage of my moral reason. Analogous is the posi- 
tion of the slave, who acts as his master’s tool without perceiv- 
ing the proper nature and the aim of what he does. Augustine, 
Beza, Grotius, Estius, and others, including Flatt, Glockler, 

Reiche, and Reithmayr, erroneously take ywookw as I approve, 
which it never means, not even in Matt. vil. 23; John x.14; 

3. Cor. viii.. 3; Rom. =. 19; 2 Tim. 1.19; Ps: 1 6335 

vill. 4; Ecclus. xviii: 27. Hofmann’s view, however, is also 
incorrect, that the cognition is meant, “which includes the 
object in the subjectivity of the person knowing,” so that the pas- 
sage denies that the work and the inner life have anything 7 
common. In this way the idea of the divine cognition, whose 
object is man (Gal. iv. 9; Matt. xii. 23), is extraneously im- 
ported into the passage. — od yap 0 dw «.r.A.] The proof of 
the 0 xarepy. ov yıvworw. For whosoever acts in the light of 
the moral cognition does not, of course, do that which is hateful 

to him following his practical reason (0 yc@), but, on the con- 
trary, that towards which his moral desire is directed (6 O&Aw). 
The person acting without that cognition, carried away by the 
power of sin in him, does not pursue as the aim of his activity 
(rpaoceı, comp. on i. 32) that which in the morally conscious 
state he would pursue, but, on the contrary, does (rove?) what 
in that state is abhorrent to him.‘ The ethical power of reso- 

1 The 216 must not be weakened, ase.g. by Th. Schott, who makes it equiva- 

lent to od ééaw in ver. 16. 
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lution, which decides for the good, is inactive, and man does 

the evil that he abhors. Paul consequently ascribes to the 
unregenerate man also the moral wish,’ which he has in rational 
self-determination ; but he denies to him the action correspond- 
ing thereto, because his moral self-determination does not 
come into exercise in the state of his natural bondage, but he 
is, on the contrary, hurried away to the performance of the 
opposite. His derew of the good and his pucety of the evil 
are not, therefore, those of the regenerate man, because the 

new man, in virtue of the holy wvedua, emerges from the con- 
flict with the oap£ as a conqueror (against Philippi); nor 
yet the weak velleitas of the schoolmen (Tholuck, Reithmayr, 
comp. Baumgarten-Crusius) ; but a real, decided wishing and 
hating (comp. ver. 16), which present, indeed, for the moral 
consciousness the theory of self-determination, but without the 
corresponding result in the issue. The “I” in deAw and pucd 
is conceived according to its moral self-consciousness, but in 
mpaocw and ow, according to its empiric practice, which 
runs counter to the self-determination of that consciousness. 
Reiche, in consistency with his misconception of the entire 
representation, brings out as the pure thought of ver.15; “the 
sinful Jew, as he appears in experience and history, does the 
evil which the Jew free from sin, as he might and should have 
been, does not approve.” As profane analogies of the moral 
conflict meant by Paul, comp. Epict. Enchir. ii. 26. 4: 0 ev 
Oédet (0 dpaptavev) od mouei, nat ö um Oérev moved; Eur. Med. 
1079: Oupos de kpeisowv (stronger) Tov éuav BovrcvpaTor, 
and the familiar “ video meliora proboque, deteriora sequor” 
(Ovid, Met. vii. 19). See also Wetstein, and Spiess, Logos sper- 
mat. p. 228 f. 

Ver. 16. Not an incidental inference (Riickert), but an 
essential carrying on of the argument, from which then ver. 17 
is further inferred. For the relation of the &y® to the law is 
in fact the very aim of the section (see ver. 25). — 6 ov Oda] 
whereto I am unwilling, for in fact I hate it, ver. 15. By ov 

1 For the idea that this ¢:a<» has only come to exist through regeneration 
(Luthardt, v. freien Willen, p. 405), is perfectly foreign to the expression, espe- 
cially in its close connection with ver. 14, and is a pure importation. 
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the @édew is turned into its opposite. Comp. Baeuml. Partik. 
p. 278; Ameis on Homer, Odys. iii. 274.—ctudnusr te vou, 
örtı Kados] since indeed the law also desires not what Ido. My 
conduct, therefore, so far as my desire is opposed to it, appears, 
according to this contradiction, as a proof that I concur with 
the law, that it is beautiful, i.e. morally good ; the moral excel- 
lence which the law affirms of itself (eg. Deut. iv. 8) I also 
agree with it in acknowledging; in point of fact, I say yes 
to it. Comp. also Philippi and Hofmann. The wswal view: 
I grant to the law, that, ete., overlooks the cvy, and the re- 

ference of the 76 vouw to ovv (I say with). Comp. Plat. 
Rep. p. 608 B, Theaet. p. 199 C, Phaed. p. 64 B; Soph. Ay. 
271, Ocd. R. 553; Eur. Hippol. 265; Sturz, Lex. Xen. IV. 
p. 155. We may add that Chrysostom, 7 Joc., has appro- 
priately directed attention to the oixei@ evryévera of the moral 
nature of man. 

Ver. 17. Nuvi 5é] does not introduce a minor proposition 
attaching itself with a “but now” (Reithmayr and Hofmann)— 
a view which is unsuitable to the antithetical form of the ex- 
pression; nor is to be taken, with Augustine, as “nune in 
statu gratiae ;” but it is the quite common and, in Paul’s 
writings especially, very frequent as 2 is, however (see on 
iii. 21), that is, in this actual state of the case, however; namely, 

since my @édew, notwithstanding my conduct, is not opposed 
to the law, but on the contrary confirms it. In connec- 
tion with this view ov«ére also is not, possibly, temporal, 
“pointing back to a time in which it was otherwise with the 
speaker” (Hofmann), namely, to what is related in vv. 7-11, 
but logical, as in ver. 20, xi. 6; Gal. üi. 18. What is indi- 

cated by vuvt de stands to éy® Kxatepy. abro in an excluding 
relation, so that after the former there can be no mention of 

the latter. It is the dialectic non jam, non item (Bornemann 
ad Xen. Cyr. i. 6.27; Winer, p. 547 f. [E. T. 772]; comp. 
Ellendt, Lew. Soph. II. p. 432). — eye] with emphasis: my 
personality proper, my self-consciousness, which is my real, 
morally wishing Ego. It is not this “J” that performs the 
evil (auto, ic. 5 od Oédw, ver. 16), but the principle of sin, 
which has its dwelling-place in me (the phenomenal man), 
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enslaving my better—but against its power too weak—will, 
and not allowing it to attain accomplishment. That ev Euol 
is not, like &y®, to be taken of the moral self-conscious “I,” 
is affirmed by Paul himself in ver. 18. But it is erroneous 
to infer, from what he here says of the éyw, the necessity of 
the explanation in the sense of the regenerate person (see 
especially Calvin and Philippi); for if the power practising 
the evil be not the “I,” but the potentiality of sin, this ac- 
cords perfectly with the state of the capkuxds, Yruxıros (1 Cor. 
ii, 14), imo THY äpapriav merpauevos (ver. 14), consequently 
of the unregenerate, in whom sin rules, and not the grace and 

power of the Holy Spirit leading the moral Ego to victory. 
In the regenerate man dwells the Spirit (vill. 8; Gal. v.16 f.; 
1 Cor. iii. 16), who aids the “I” in conquering the sin-power 
of the flesh (vil. 13 ff; Gal. v. 24). 

Ver. 18. Basing of the aAX % oikotoa Ev éuol dpapria in 
ver. 17 on the human (not: Christian) experimental conscious- 
ness of the euutov karov (Wisd. xii. 10). — roör’ Earıv ev 77) 
capki wov] More precise definition to Ev éuor, by which it is 
designated, in order to make the meaning clear beyond all 
doubt, according to its aspect of self-verification here meant ; 
and the latter is expressly distinguished from that of the moral 
self-consciousness, conveyed by the ey® in ver. 17.— That good, 
that is, moral willing and doing, consequently the opposite of 
dpaprtia, has its abode in the oap& of man, ze. in his materio- 
physical phenomenal nature (comp. on ver. 14"), is negatived by 
ovK oikel., .. ayadov, and this negation is then proved by To yap 
dere «.7.r. If the cap, namely, were the seat of the moral 
nature, so that the will of the moral self-consciousness and 

that residing in the capé harmonized, in that case there would 
be nothing opposed to the carrying out of that moral tendency 
of will; in that case, besides the willing, we should find also 

in man the performance of the morally beautiful (TO KaXov, 
“quod candore morali nitet,” van Hengel). On the identity 
of the xadov and the ayadov, according to the Greek view of 

1 Jul. Miiller, I. p. 458, ed. 5, wrongly takes it here as morally indifferent, 
‘of the collective phenomenal reality of human life.” See against this espe- 
cially vv. 15, 25, viii. 3 ff. Comp. also Rich. Schmidt, Paul. Christol. p. 14. 
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morality, see Stallb. ad Plat. Sympos. p. 201 C. — mapakeıral 
pot] lies before me (Plat. Tim. p. 69 A, Phil. p.41 D; 2 Mace. 
iv. 4)—a plastic expression of the idea: there is present in me. 
Paul presents the matter, namely, as if he were looking around 
in his own person, as in a spacious sphere, to discover what 
might be present therein. There he sees the deXew (TO kaAov) 
immediately confronting him, before his gaze; but his searching 
gaze fails to discover (ody eüpiorw) the catepyateobas TO Kanov. 
The performance of the good, therefore, is something not cha- 
racteristic of the natural man, while that Oe&Xeıv of the moral “I” 

is present with him. “Longe a me abest,’ says Grotius aptly in ex- 
planation of the reading ov sc. mapakeıraı, with which, however, 

ovy eüpiokw is perfectly equivalent in sense; so that to render 
the latter “ I gain it not, ze. I can not” (Estius, Kypke, Flatt, 
Tholuck, and Kollner), or, “it is to me unattainable” (Hofmann), 

is inconsistent with the correlative rapareıral mot, as well as 
the evpicxw in ver. 21. Theodoret has rightly noted the ground 
of the ody eipiorw: aodevo ... . Tepi tiv mpakw, Erepav 
Errıkovpiav (namely, that of the Holy Spirit) od« éyav. But 
the éy#, which has the willing, can not at all be the xauvos 
mvevpatixos avOpwros (against Philippi), whose Gerew is the 
“ fidei promptitudo ” (Calvin), because that éyw, clogged by the 
sinful power of the flesh, is naked and void of the xatepya- 
Geodaı. The latter is the simple Zo bring about, to bring into 
execution (see on i. 27); and if, in order to interpret it appro- 
priately of the regenerate person, it be made to mean, zo live 
quite purely (Luther), or the “implere qua decet alacritate ” 
(Calvin), or the act which is in harmony with the will sanctified 
by the Spirit of God (Philippi), these shades of meaning are 
purely imported. 

Ver. 19. Proof of TO de karepy. TO Kadov ody ebpioxw in Ver. 
18. For the good that I desire I do not; but the evil that I desire 
not, that I pursue. Respecting the interlocking of the relative 
and main clauses, see Winer, p. 155 [E. T. 205]. 

Ver. 20. From this follows, however, the very proposition 

to be proved, ver. 17, that it is not the moral se//, but the 
sin-prineiple in man, that performs the evil. — ov @édw] as in 
ver. 16. 
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Vv. 21-23. Result from vv. 14-20. 
Ver. 21. Among the numerous interpretations of this 

passage, which Chrysostom terms doadés eipnuevov, and the 
exposition of which has been given up as hopeless by van 
Hengel and Rückert, the following fall to be considered :'—(1) 
Tov vonov taken generally as rule, necessity, and the like: “I 
find therefore for me, who am desirous of doing the good, the rule, 
the unavoidably determining element, that evil lies before me ;” 

so that it is substantially the Erepos vonos Ev Tois pwédeor, ver. 
23, that is here meant. So, in the main, Luther, Beza, 

Calvin, Grotius, Estius, Wolf, and others, including Ammon, 

Boehme, Flatt, Köllner, de Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Niel- 

sen, Winer, Baur, Philippi, Tholuck, Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 379, 

Umbreit, Krummacher, Jatho, and the latest Catholic exposi- 

tors, Reithmayr, Maier, and Bisping. But it is fatal to this 

view, that 6 vonos, in accordance with the entire context, can 

be nothing else than the Mosaic law, since a definition altering 
this wonted reference of the meaning is not appended, but 
is only introduced in ver. 23 by the addition of £repov; 
further, that ore éuol TO Kaxov mapareıra, is not a relation 
that presents itself in idea as a vowos, but, on the contrary, as 

something empirical, as a phenomenon of fact; and lastly, that 
we should have to expect Tov vopov, in that case, only before 
örı. (2) tov vouov understood of the Mosaic law: “I find 
therefore in me, who am desirous of doing the law, (namely) the 
good, that evil lies before me.” According to this view, conse- 
quently, ro xadov is in apposition with 7. vouov, and 6te «.T.A. 
is the object of eüpiokw. So, in substance, Homberg, Bos, 

Knapp, Ser. var. arg. p. 389, Klee, Bornemann in Lue. p. 
Ixvii, Olshausen, Fritzsche, and Krehl. But after what goes 

before (vv. 15-20), it is inconsistent with the context to 
separate vrovety TO Kadov; and, besides, the appositional view 
of TO xadov is a forced expedient, feebly introducing something 
quite superfluous, especially after the tov vonov prefixed with 
full emphasis. (3) tov vowov likewise taken of the Mosaic 
law, and örı taken as because: “ I find therefore the law for me, 

1 Leaving out of account Reiche’s misinterpretation as to a double “I” of 
Jewish humanity. 
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who am disposed to do the good, because evil lies before me ;” “ae. 
I find therefore that the law, so far as I have the will to do 

what is good, is by my side concurring with me, because evil 
is present with me (and therefore I need the law as cuvijyopov 
and erıreivovra To BovAnmwa, see Chrysostom), So substantially 
the Peschito, Chrysostom, Theophylact (etpicxkm dpa Tov vouov 
ovvnyopodvra jot, OérXovtse ev moLeiv TO KAaNOV, un TOL- 
odvrı ÖL, dioTL Euol mapakeıra, TO kakov); comp. also Origen, 
Theodore of Mopsuestia, Oecumenius (less clearly Theodoret), 
Hammond, Bengel, Semler, Morus, and my own second edition. 

But the idea, which according to this view would be conveyed 
by the dative r@ O&ovrı Euoi «.r.A., must have been more 
definitely and expressly indicated than by the mere dativus 
commodi ; moreover, this explanation does not harmonize with 

the apostle’s purpose of summing up now, as the result of his 
previous view, the whole misery, in which the natural man sees 
himself when confronted with the law; see vv. 22-25. Hof- 

mann also, modifying his earlier similar view (Schriftbew. I. 
p. 549), now understands under Tr. vouov the Mosaic law, and 
takes örı in the sense of because, but TO Kadov as predicate to 
T. vonov, the dative as depending on TO xadov, and sroceiy, 
which is supposed to be without an object, as belonging to 
0&. The speaker thus declares what he recognises the law as 
being, “namely, as that which to him, who is willing to do, is the 

good ;” and he finds it so, “ because the evil is at hand to him ;” 

when he “comes to act,’ the evil is there also, and presents 
itself to him to be done; which contradiction between the 
thing willed and the thing lying to his hand makes him 
perceive the harmony between his willing and the law, so that, 

namely, he “ would be doing what he wills, if he were doing that 
which the law commands.” This extremely tortuous explanation, 
which first of all imports the nucleus of the thought which is 
supposed to be expressed so enigmatically, breaks down at the 
very outset by its assumption that vroveiy is meant to stand with- 
out object (when I come to act!), although the object (comp. 
vv. 15-20) stands beside it (TO kaAov) and according to the 

entire preceding context necessarily belongs to it,—a statement 
as to which nothing but exegetical subjectivity can pronounce 
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the arbitrary verdict that it is “ groundless prejudice.”* (4) 
Ewald’s attributive reference of Td xaxov to the law is utterly 
erroneous: “J find therefore the law, when I desire to do what is 
beautiful, how it lies at hand to me as the evil.” Paul assuredly 
could not, even in this connection, have said TO xaxov of the 
divine law after vv. 12, 14; comp. ver. 22. (5) Abandon- 
ing all these views, I believe that tov vowov is to be understood 

of the Mosaic law and joined with r® @eXovrı, that moueiv is to 
be taken as infinitive of the purpose (Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 
224), and Ore «.7.r. as object of evpiokw (comp. Esr. ii. 26): “it 
results to me, therefore, that, while my will is directed to the law 

in order to do the good, the evil lies before me.” What deep 
wretchedness! My moral will points to the law in order to do 
the good, but the evil is present with me in my fleshly nature, 
to make the Gere void! What I will,that I cannot do? In 

connection with this view, observe: (a) That the position of 
the words tov vouov T@ OédovTe Euoi serves, without any harsh- 
ness, to set forth tov vouov emphatically, just as often also in 
classical writers the substantive with the article is emphatically 
prefixed to the participle with the article, on which it depends 
(see Kühner ad Xen. Mem. i. 6.13; Bornemann and Kühner 
ad Anab. v. 6,7; Krüger, § 50,10. 1; Bernhardy, p. 461) ;— 

1Th. Schott does not indeed commit the mistake of separating voy from 7ö 
xaaoy, but he introduces in another way what is not in the text: ‘‘ I find the law 
for me, who am willing to do good, such an one as leaves the matter on the 
footing, that to me, etc.” 

? The objections urged against my explanation are very unimportant. Itis said, 
in particular, that the inversion rov vowoy rw #irovrı is harsh (Delitzsch), forced 

(Philippi), strange and meaningless (Hofmann). But it is not harsher than the 
numerous perfectly similar hyperbata found in all classic authors (comp. e.g. 
Xen. Mem. i. 6. 13, where the Sophists are termed ra» codiay of rwacivres, Plat. 
Apol. p. 89C: üpäs of tatyzovres, Herod. vil. 184: cas xapnaous rods tAadvovras, 

Thue. vi. 64. 5: ravra rods Euvdpezcovras, and Poppo in loc.; also Kihner, 
Granm. II. 1, p. 532); and so far from being meaningless, the inverted 

arrangement, very appropriately to the sense, lays a great emphasis upon rov 

viwev. For the vixos, as the divine record of the xa4¢v, in contrast to the xaxé» 

which lies in man, has the stress, which does not rest upon ¢aeves (Hofmann). 
Observe how tke idea of the law is prominent and pervading down to the end of 
the chapter, and then again in viii. 2 ff. Least of all in the case of such an 
extremely difficult passage should people suppose that they may dismiss a 
linguistically unassailable explanation by vague and merely dogmatical objec- 

tions. 
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(b) That H&Xewv with the accusative as object of the willing, ze. 
of the moral striving and longing, of desire and love, is particu- 
larly frequent in the LXX. (see also Matt. xxvil. 43 and the 
remark thereon) ; compare here, especially, Isa. v. 24: od yap 
nOeAncav Tov vouov Kupiov. (c) Finally, how aptly the ouv7- 
Somat yap TO vow K.T.A. in the illustrative clause that follows, 
ver. 22, harmonizes with the rov vonov Td CérovTe éuot; while 
the subsequent Prér@ de Erepov vomor x.7.X., in ver. 23, answers 
to the Ore éuol TO karov wapaxertat.— The dative td OédovTe 
wol is that of the ethical reference: deprehendo mihi, experi- 

ence proves it to me. Comp. etpéOn mor, ver. 10; Hom. Od. 
xxi. 304: of Savro Tpw@T@ Karov evpéTo oivoßapeiwv. Soph. 
Aj. 1144: & POéyw av our dv eüpes. O. R. 546: ducpevh 
yap kat Bapvv 0’ eüpn« euot. Oed. C. 970: od« av e&evpoıs 
Enoi üuaprias dvevdos ovdév. Plat. Rep. p. 421 E; Eur. Ion. 
1407. 

Vv. 22, 23. Antithetical illustration of ver. 21. — ovvrjdowar 
tT. vou tT. Oeoö] The compound nature of the verb is neither 

to be overlooked (as by Beza and others, including Riickert 
and Reiche), nor to be taken as a strengthening of it (Kollner), 
or as apud animum meum laetor (Fritzsche, Baumgarten- 

Crusius, de Wette, Tholuck, and Philippi). It means; J re-' 
joice with, which sense dlone consists with linguistic usage 
(Plat. Rep. p. 462 E; Dem. 519. 10,579. 19; Soph. Oed. ©. 
1398; Eur. Med. 136 ; Sturz, Lew. Xen. IV. p. 184; Reisig, 

Enarr. Soph. Oecd. C. 1398). By this, however, we are not to 
understand the joy over the law, shared with others (van Hengel 
and others)—an idea here foreign to the connection ; nor yet 
the joyful nature of taking part in the law (Hofmann), whereby 
the necessary conception of joy i common falls away; but 
rather: I rejoice with the law of God, so that its joy (the 
law being personified) is also mine. It is the agreement of 
moral sympathy in regard to what is good. Comp. on ovpdnme 
in ver. 16. So also cuprevOety Tıvı, cvvadyeiv Tivi, K.T.A. 5 

similarly ovAAvroVuevos, Mark iii. 5. Rightly given in the 

Vulgate: “ condelector legi (not lege) Dei.” Comp. 1 Cor. 
xiii. 6: auyyalpeı TH adnOela. The Mosaic law is described as 
vouos Oeod (genit. auctoris) in contrast to the Erepos vopos, 
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which is the law opposed to God. — kara T. ow avOp.| The 
rational and moral nature of man, determined by conscience 
(ii. 15), is, as the inward man, distinguished from the outward 
man that appears in the body and its members.’ 0 vods in its 
contrast to cdp& designates the same thing @ potiort ; see on 
Eph. iii. 16, 2 Cor. iv. 16; also 1 Pet. iii. 4, and Huther 
in loc. Philo (p. 533, Mang.) terms it dvOpwmos Ev avOpurrg. 
— Prérw]| Here also Paul represents himself as a spectator of 
his own personality, and as such he sees, etc. — Erepov] a law 
of another nature, not @&AAov. Comp. ver. 4, and on Gal. i. 6. 

— ev Tois pédcoi pov] sc. dvra, correlative, even by its posi- 

1 It is erroneous to discover in the expression the designation of the regenerate 
man (Luther, Melancthon, Calvin, Calovius, Krummacher, and others), or to 

say (as Delitzsch does) that Paul means the higher better self produced or libe- 
rated by the grace of the discipline of the law (Psychol. p. 380). The unre- 
generate man also, whether the law have already taken him into its training or 
not, has the ¢cw äyfpwros, and the connection alone must decide whether the 

ru avbpwaros of the passage relates to the redeemed or the unredeemed. The 
inner man is that which receives the Spirit and grace (comp. 2 Cor. iv. 16; Eph. 
iii. 16), and not the work of these. The latter is the new man (Eph. ii. 10, 
iv. 24). In our passage the entire connection decides that it is the tow &yfpwzos 
of the wnregenerate man which is meant, in his relation to the law ; to him also 
belongs, as respects his moral “I” (although this is quite arbitrarily denied by 
Philippi, following Melancthon, and many others), the cvvjdomas ra vonw 7. Oeod 
(comp. ii. 15), and it must belong to him, since the sinful nature has its seat 

and home in the cé%, vv. 18, 25, as the antithesis of the vs. This does not 

indeed consist with the assumption that it is precisely the higher powers of the 
natural man that by nature are at diametrical variance with God and His law 
(Form. Conc. p. 640 f.), but it nevertheless rests on an exegetic basis. Comp. 
on Eph. iii. 16. The cap%, however, with the power of sin dwelling in it, over- 
powers the voos, so that it becomes in bondage, darkened, and in the activity of 

its conscience blunt and perverted; hence it requires renewal (xii. 2): comp. 

Weiss, bibl. Theol. § 95. There remains, therefore, the necessity for redemption 
of the whole natural man, as also his incapacity for self-attainment of salvation ; 
and it is an error to see in that contradiction to the Formula Concordiae aught 

to shake the Pauline doctrine of atonement and justification by faith alone 
(Delitzsch). Delitzsch brings against me the charge of being un-Lutheran and 
unbiblical. The latter 1 must deny ; the former does not affect me as ewegete, since 
as such I have only to inquire what is exegetically right or wrong. Philippi, 
p- 307, ed. 3, note, quotes against me authorities (of very various kinds) which 
as such prove nothing ; and reminds me of the position of investigation as 
to the idea of the cép%. I may be trusted to possess some acquaintance with 
the position of such investigations, including even those which the respected 
theologian has not embraced in his quotations and to some extent could not yet 
do so. 
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tion, with cata tov éow avOpwrov. Fritzsche and Hofmann 
join ev Tois med. ov avriorpar., whereby, however, the im- 
portance of the added elements avrıorpar. K.T.A. is more subor- 
dinated to the ev T. wéX. pov, and the symmetry of the discourse 
unnecessarily disturbed ; comp. below, r® övrı Ev Tots wei. pov. 
The members, as the instruments of activity of the odp€, are, see- 

ing that the cap& itself is ruled by sin (vv. 18, 25), that in which 
the power of sin (the dictate of the sin-principle, 6 vowos tijs 
apapr.) pursues its doings. This activity in hand, eye, etc. 
(comp. vi. 13, 19), is directed against the dictate of the moral 
reason, and that with the result of victory ; hence the figures 
drawn from war, dvriorpar. and also aixywadwr. — The vonos 
Tod voos—in which the genitive is neither to be taken as that 
of the subject (Fritzsche: “ quam mens mea constituit;” comp. 

Hofmann, “ which man gives to himself”), nor epexegetically 
(Th. Schott), but locally, corresponding to the Ev Tots ner. mov 

—is not identical with the voues T. Ocod in ver. 22 (Usteri, 
Köllner, Olshausen, and others), just because the latter is the 

positive law of God, the law of Moses; but it is the regulator 

of the ovvmdecdaı TS vouw Tod Ocod (ver. 22), implied in the 
moral reason and immanent in the vovs. As to vos, which 

is here, in accordance with the connection, the reason in its 

practical activity, the power of knowledge in its moral 
quality as operating to determine the moral will’ see Stirm 
in the Tüb. Zeitschr. 1834, 3, p. 46 ff; Beck, bibl. Seelenl. 

p. 49 ff; Delitzsch, p. 179; Kluge in the Jahrb. f. D. Th. 
1871, p. 327. The form voos belongs to the later Greek. 
See Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 453.— kal aiyuaX. «.7.r.] and 
makes me prisoner-of-war to the law of sin (makes me subject 
to the power of the sin-principle) which ts in my members. 
The we does not denote the inner man, the vods (Olshausen), 
for it, regarded in itself, continues in the service of the law of 
God (ver. 25); but the apparent man, who would follow the 
leading of the vods. He it is, for the control of whom the law 
of sin contends with the moral law. The former conquers, and 

1 Compare Th. Schott, who however renders iv : in the power of my members. 
? Consequently the morally willing faculty of the human #reuau. Comp. 

(against Holsten) Pfleiderer in Hilgenfeld’s Zeitschr. 1871, p. 165 f. ; Kluge lc. 
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thereby, while the moral law has lost its influence over him, 
makes him its prisoner-of-war (Luke xxi. 24; 2 Cor. x. 5); 
so that he is now — to express the same idea by another 
figure — merpauevos iro T. üuapriav, ver. 14, — a trait of the 
gloomy picture, which likewise does not apply to the condition 
of the redeemed, viii. 2. — T® vouw ths apapr.] is identical 
with the vowos that was previously, without more precise defi- 
nition, called €repos vouos. Instead, namely, of saying : “and 
made me zs prisoner,’ Paul characterizes—as he could not 
avoid doing in order to complete the antithesis—the victorious 
law, not previously characterized, as that which it is, and says: 
aixwar. me T. vouw dyapr. Here r. duapt. is the genitivus 
auctoris ; T. vouw, however, is not instrumental (Chrysostom, 
Theodoret, Theophylact), but can only be taken as the dative 
of reference (commodi). The observation T® ovrı Ev Tots 
pédeci pov, emphatically added to make the disgrace more pal- 
pably felt, obviates the misconception that a power different 
from the Erepos vowos was meant. We must dismiss, there- 
fore, the distinctions unsupported by evidence that (follow- 
ing Origen, Jerome, and Oecumenius, but not Ambrosiaster) 
have been attempted ; e.g. recently by Köllner, who thinks that 
the Erepos vouos means the demands of the sensuous nature, so 

far as they manifest themselves in individual cases as bodily 
lusts, while the vowos 7. auapr. is the sensuous nature itself 
conceived as a sinful principle; or by de Wette, who thinks 
that the former is the proneness to sin which expresses itself 
in the determinableness of the will by the sensuous nature, 
while the latter is the same proneness, so far as it conflicts 
with the law of God, and by the completed resolution actually 

enters into antagonism thereto (comp. Umbreit) ; or by Ewald 
(comp. also Grotius and van Hengel), who thinks that Paul 
here distinguishes two pairs of kindred laws: (1) the eternal 
law of God, and alongside of it, but too weak in itself, the law 
of reason; and (2) the law of desire, and along with it, as 
still mightier, the Jaw of sin. Similarly also Delitzsch, Reith- 
mayr, and Hofmann. The latter distinguishes the law of sin 
from the law in the members, in such a way that the former is 
prescribed by sin, as the lawgiver, to all those who are subject 
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to it; the Zatter, on the contrary, rules in the bodily nature of 
the individual, as soon as the desire arises in him.’ — aiypa- 

AwTifw belongs to the age of Diodorus, Josephus, ete. (aixua- 
Awrevw is still later). See Thom. Mag. p. 23; Lobeck ad 
Phryn. p. 442. 

Ver. 24. The marks of parenthesis in which many include 
vv. 24, 25, down to av, or (Grotius and Flatt) merely 
ver. 25 down to 7uev, should be expunged, since the flow of 
the discourse is not once logically interrupted. — tadaimwpos 
x.T.X.| The oppressive feeling of the misery of that captivity 
finds utterance thus. Here also Paul by his “I” represents 
the still unredeemed man in his relation to the law. Only 
with the state of the Jatter, not with the consciousness of 

the regenerate man, as if he “as it were” were crying ever 
afresh for a new Redeemer from the power of the sin still 
remaining in him (Philippi), does this wail and cry for help 
accord. The regenerate man has that which is here sighed 
for, and his mood is that which is opposite to the feeling of 
wretchedness and death, v. 1 ff, vin. 1 ff; being that of free- 

dom, of overcoming, of life in Christ, and of Christ in him, of 

peace and joy in the Holy Spirit, of the new creature, to which 
old things have passed away. Comp. Jul. Müller, v. d. Sünde, 
I. p. 458 £,, ed. 5. The objection of Reiche, that Paul would, 

according to this view, speak of himself while he was thinking 
of men of quite an opposite frame of mind, is not valid; for 
that longing, which he himself had certainly felt very deeply 
in his pre-Christian life, and into whose painful feelings he 
transports himself back all the more vividly from the stand- 
point of his blissful state of redemption, could not but, in the 

1 Calovius gives the right view : ‘‘ Lex membrorum et lex peccati idem sunt, 
ut e verbis apostoli (£v) ra vorw ris auaprius va dyrı tv rois mireci wow liquet.” 

The clear words themselves do not convey, moreover, the distinetion between 
the produced and the producer (Delitzsch) ; but, on the contrary, the law of sin 
coincides completely with the law of the members, as already Augustine perceived, 
de nupt. et concup. i. 30: ‘‘captivantem sub lege peccati, h. e. sub se ipsa.” 
Comp. also Theodore of Mopsuestia, who declares himself expressly and decidedly 
against the interpretation of our passage as pointing to four laws. 

2 This applies also against Delitzsch’s assertion, that the very form of this 
lamentation shows that it proceeds from the breast of a converted person. How 
natural is it, rather, that Paul should represent the redemption, as he had him- 
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consistent continuation of the idiosis, be here individualized 

and realized as present through his ey®. And this he could 
do the more unhesitatingly, since no doubt could thereby be 
raised in the minds of his readers regarding his present free- 
dom from the raXarropia over which he sighs. Reiche him- 
self, curiously enough, regards ver. 24 as the cry for help of 
Jewish humanity, to which “a redeemed one replies” in 
vill. 1 ; ver. 25, standing in the way, being a gloss ! — tandair. 
eyo avOp.| Nominative of exclamation: O wretched man that I 
am! See Kühner, II. 1, p. 41 ; Winer, p. 172 [E. T. 228].— 
raxai., Rev. iii. 17, very frequent in the tragedians: Plat. 
Euthyd. p. 302 B; Dem. 548. 12, 425. 11. — fvcera:] 
Purely future. In the depth of his misery the longing after 
a deliverer asks as if in despair: who will it be? — Er rod 
owuaros T. Gavatov TovTov| TovTov might indeed grammati- 
cally be joined to owuaros (Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Estius, and 

many others, including Olshausen, Philippi, Hofmann, and Th. 
Schott), since one may say, To o@ua T. 0. TodTo; but the sense 
is against it. For that which weighs upon him, namely, the 
being dependent on the body as captive of the law of sin, lies 
in the fact that the body belongs to this death, z.e. to the death 
incurred by sin (which is not physical, but eternal death, comp. 
ver. 10 ff.), consequently to this shameful death, as its seat ;* 
not in the fact that this relation takes place in the present 
body, or in a present time posited with the quality of the 
earthly body. If the words of the person who exclaims should 
amount to no more than “the hopeless wish to get rid of the body, 
in which he is compelled to live,’ without expressing, however, 
the desire to be dead (Hofmann), they would yield a very con- 
fused conception. Moreover, by postponing the pronoun, Paul 
would only have expressed himself very unintelligibly, had his 

self experienced it, and whose triumphant bliss he bore in his own bosom, as the 
object of the longing and sighing of the still unredeemed! And who ean assert 
that he himself sighed otherwise, before Christ laid hold on him? Thus we here 
listen to the echo of what was once forced from his own breast. Where such 
sighing occurs, it is not the state of grace of the converted, but merely the 
operation of the so-called gratia praeveniens (comp. the Erlangen Zeitschrift, 
1864, 6, p. 378 ff.). 

1 Comp. Ex. x. 17 : wspieartvw aa tuov cov bévaray rovrov, 
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meaning been hoc corpus mortis, and not corpus mortis hajus 

(Vulgate). Comp. Acts v. 20, xiii. 26. The correct explanation 
therefore is: “ Who shall deliver me, so that I be no longer de- 
pendent on the body, which serves as the seat of so shameful a 
death?” or, in other words: “ Who shall deliver me out of 
bondage under the law of sin into moral freedom, in which my 
body shall no longer serve as the seat of this shameful death ?” 
Comp. vill. 9, vi. 6, vii. 5,10 ff.; Col. ii. 11. With what vivid 

and true plastic skill does the deeply-stirred emotion of the 
apostle convey this meaning! underneath which, no doubt, 
there likewise lies the longing “ after a release from the sinful 
natural life” (Th. Schott). In detail, tis we pVceraı corre- 
sponds with the atywarotié ne TO vow THs dw. in ver. 23; 
ex TOD owu. with the 7a dvrı Ev Tois neXeoi ov in ver. 23; and 
rovrov denotes the death as occasioned by the tragic power of 
sin just described also in ver. 23; the genitive relation is the 
same as in vi. 6. The rendering “ mortal body” is condemned 
by the close connection of tovtov with @avarov, whether (in- 
consistently enough with the context, see vv. 23, 25, viii. 1, 2) 

there be discovered in the words the longing for death (Chry- 
sostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Erasmus, Pareus, Estius, 

Clericus, Balduin, Koppe, and others), or, with Olshausen 

(introducing what is foreign to the argument), the longing 
“only to be redeemed from the mortal body, &.e. from the body 
that through sin has become liable to perish, so that the Spirit 
may make it alive.” Finally, as in vi. 6, so also here, those 
explanations are to be rejected which, in arbitrary and bold 
deviation from the Pauline usage, take c@ua not of the human 
body, but as “ mortifera peccati massa” (Calvin, Cappel, 
Homberg, Wolf); or: “the system of sensual propensities 
(capa), which is the cause of death” (Flatt); or: “ death 
conceived as a monster with a body, that threatens to devour 
the éyo” (Reiche). 

Ver. 25. Not Paul himself for himself alone, but, as is shown 

by the following dpa oty «.r.A., the same collective “ I” that 
the apostle has personated previously, speaks here also—ex- 
pressing, after that anguish-cry of longing, its feeling of deep 
thankfulness toward God that the longed-for deliverance has 
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actually come to it through Christ. There is not change of 
person, but change of scene. Man, still unredeemed, has just 
been bewailing his wretchedness out of Christ; now the same 
man is in Christ, and gives thanks for the bliss that has 
come to him in the train of his ery for help. — evyapıora r. 
Oe®] For what? is not expressed, quite after the manner of 
lively emotion; but the question itself, ver. 24, and the dua 
’I. X., prevent any mistake regarding it. — da ’Inood Xpıorod] 
aitiou dvtos THs evyapiatias ToD Xpıoroü‘ avtos yap, bya, 

KaT@pOwaev & 6 vouos ove nOvYnOn autos pe Epploaro ek THs 
aodeveias TOD OWuaTos, Evövvanwoas AUTO, WITE AMKETL TUpav- 
vetodaı bd THs Aapaprias, Theophylact. Thus, to the apostle 
Christ is the mediator of his thanks —of the fact itself, however, 

that he gives thanks to God, not the mediator through whom 
he brings his thanks to God (Hofmann). Comp. oni. 8; 
1 Cor. xv. 57; Col. iii. 17; similar is év dvopats, Eph. v. 20. 
— dpa ovv] infers a concluding summary of the chief contents 
of vv. 14-24, from the immediately preceding evyaptcT® . . 
nuov. Seeing, namely, that there lies in the foregoing expres- 
sion of thanks the thought: “it is Jesus Christ, through whom 
God has saved me from the body of this death,” it follows 
thence, and that indeed on a retrospective glance at the whole 
exposition, ver. 14 ff., that the man himself, out of Christ—his 
own personality, alone and confined to itself—achieves nothing 
further than that he serves, indeed, with his vovs the law of 

God, but with his odp€ is in the service of the law of sin. It 
has often been assumed that this recapitulation does not con- 
nect itself with the previous thanksgiving, but that the latter 
is rather to be regarded as a parenthetical interruption (see 
especially Riickert and Fritzsche) ; indeed, it has even been con- 
jectured that apa ov... .. auaprias originally stood immediately 
after ver. 25 (Venema, Wassenbergh, Keil, Lachmann, Praej. 

p. X, and van Hengel). But the right sense of adtos éyo is 
thus misconceived. It has here no other meaning than J my- 
self, in the sense, namely, Z for my own person, without that 

higher saving intervention, which I owe to Christ! The con- 

1 So also, substantially, Hofmann and Th. Schott; comp. Baur, Reithmayr, 
Bisping, Märcker, and Delitzsch, p. 388. Wrongly interpreted by Thomasius, 
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trast with others, which adrés with the personal pronoun indi- 
cates (comp. ix. 3, xv. 14; Herm. ad Vig. p. 735; Ast, Lea. 
Plat. I. p. 317), results always from the context, and is here 

evident from the emphatic dua ’Incod Xpicrod, and, indeed, so 
that the accent falls on aurös." Overlooking this antithetic 
relation of the “ Z myself,’ Pareus, Homberg, Estius, and Wolf 

conceived that Paul wished to obviate the misconception as 
if he were not speaking in the entire section, and from 
ver. 14 onwards in particular, as a regenerate man; Kollner 
thinks that his object now is to establish still more strongly, 
by his own feeling, the truth of what he has previously ad- 
vanced in the name of humanity. Others explain: “ just J,” 
who have been previously the subject of discourse (Grotius, 
Reiche, Tholuck, Krehl, Philippi, Maier, and van Hengel; 

comp. Fritzsche: “ipse ego, qui meam vicem deploravi,” and 
Ewald); which is indeed linguistically unobjectionable (Bern- 
hardy, p. 290), but would furnish no adequate ground for the 
special emphasis which it would have. Others, again, taking 
autos as equivalent to o avros (see Schaefer, Melet. p. 65; 
Herm. ad Soph. Antig. 920, Opuse. I. p. 332 f.; Dissen ad 
Pind. p. 412): ego idem: “cui convenit sequens distributio, 
qua videri posset unus homo in duos veluti secari,’ Beza. So 
also Erasmus, Castalio, and many others; Klee and Riickert. 
But in this view also the connection of dpa oöv «.r.A. with 
the foregoing thanksgiving is arbitrarily abandoned; and the 
above use of avrds, as synonymous with 6 avros, is proper to 
Ionic poetry, and is not sanctioned by the N.T. Olshausen, 
indeed, takes avr. ey» as I, the one and the same (have in me 
a twofold element), but rejects the usual view, that dpa... . 
dpaptias is a recapitulation of ver. 14 ff, and makes the new 
section begin with ver. 25;” so that, after the experience of 

I. p. 278 : according to my Ego proper. The zörös ty is, in fact, at the same 
time the subject of the second clause. 

1 It is maintained without due reason by Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 914, 
that if zörss stand before the personal pronoun (as here), the /atter has the 
emphasis, and vice versa. The striking vivacity of Greek discourse has not 
bound itself down so mechanically. Comp. Bremi ad Dem. Phil. I. 24, p. 128 ; 
Herm. Opuse. I. p. 322 ff. In the particular cases the connection must decide. 

2 The section is also made to begin with ver. 25 by Th. Schott and Hofmann; 
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redemption has been indicated by evyapiot@ k.r.\., the com- 
pletely altered inner state of the man is now described; in 
which new state the vovs appears as emancipated and serving 
the law of God, and only the lower sphere of the life as still 
remaining under the law of sin. But against this view we 
may urge, firstly, that Paul would have expressed himself in- 
accurately in point of logic, since in that case he must have 
written: dpa oty alrös éyo TH mev capKl ÖovAeiw von apwap- 
Tlas, TO de vol vou® Ocod; secondly, that according to vv. 2,3, 9 ff. 
the redeemed person is entirely liberated from the law of sin; 
and lastly, that if the redeemed person remained subject to the 
law of sin with the cdp&, Paul could not have said ovdev 
kararpına «.7.r. in ver. 1; for see vv. 7-9. Umbreit takes 
it as: even I; a climactic sense, which is neither suggested by 
the context, nor in keeping with the deep humility of the 
whole confession. — dovAeVw vouw Oecod] in so far as the desire 
and striving of my moral reason (see on ver. 23) are directed 
solely to the good, consequently submitted to the regulative 
standard of the divine law. At the same time, however, in 

accordance with the double character of my nature, I am sub- 
ject with my oapé (see on ver. 18) to the power of sin, which 
preponderates (ver. 23), so that the direction of will in the voids 
does not attain to the catepydfecOas. 

Remark 1. The mode in which we interpret vv. 14-25 is of 
decisive importance for the relation between the Church-doctrine 
of original sin, as more exactly expressed in the Formula Con- 
cordiae, and the view of the apostle; inasmuch as if in ver. 14 ff. 
it is the unredeemed man under the law and its discipline, and 
not the regenerate man who is under grace, that is spoken of, 
then Paul affırms regarding the moral nature of the former and 
concedes to it what the Church-doctrine decidedly denies to 

the former with dpa oöv, and the latter with eöxzporo. But it is only with 
ovöty zur&zpıua that the new scene opens, of which the cry of thanksgiving, ver. 25, 
was only a previous glimpse broken off again by dpa oöv abras tya x.7.2. 

1 It employs our passage (see p. 660) for the inference: ‘‘Si autem in beato 
ap. Paulo et aliis renatis hominibus naturale vel carnale liberum arbitrium 
etiam post regenerationem legi divinae repugnat, quanto magis ante regencra- 

tionem legi et voluntati Dei rebellabit et inimicum erit.” 
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it’—comparing it (Form. Cone. p. 661 f.) with a stone, a block, 
a pillar of salt—in a way that cannot be justified Gn opposition 
to Frank, Theol. d. Concordienformel, I. p. 138 f.). Paul clearly 
ascribes to the higher powers of man (his reason and moral 
will) the assent to the law of God; while just as clearly, more- 
over, he teaches the great disproportion in which these natural 
moral powers stand to the predominance of the sinful power in 
the flesh, so that the liberwm arbitrium in spiritualibus is want- 
ing to the natural man, and only emerges in the case of the 
converted person (viii. 2). And this want of moral freedom 
proceeds from the power of sin, which is, according to ver. 8 ff., 
posited even with birth, and which asserts itself in opposition 
to the divine law. 

Remark 2. How many a Jew in the present day, earnestly 
concerned about his salvation, may, in relation to his law, feel 
and sigh just as Paul has here done; only with this difference, 
that unlike Paul he cannot add the styapiord 7 O20 x72! 

1 Comp. Jul. Müller, v. d, Sünde, II. p. 238 f., ed. 5. 
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Ver. 1. After Inoot Elz. has un xara oapua wepımarovow, ard 

xara meöua, Which, following Mill, Griesb. and subsequent 
critics have expunged. The words are wanting either entirely, 
or at least as to the second half, in a preponderance of codd., vss., 
and Fathers, and are an old inapposite gloss from ver. 4.—Ver. 
2. use] BF G8, Syr. Tert. Chrys. have os, which Tisch. 8. has 
adopted. Repetition in copying of the preceding syllable.— 
Ver. 11. die rd &vomoiv adrod avedu«| So Griesb., Matth., Scholz, 
Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch. 7., following Erasmus, Mill, and 
Bengel. The Recepta, again adopted by Tisch. 8., is && rod 
evoinzouvros abrod aveymaroc. The wrtnesses (for an accurate exami- 
nation of which see Reiche, Commentar. crit. I. p. 54 ff.) are 
so divided, that there is on neither side a decisive preponder- 
ance, although, besides A and C, 8 also supports the genitive. 
The thought of itself, also, equally admits either reading. A 
decision between them can only be arrived at through the circum- 
stance that the passage came to be discussed in the Macedonian 
controversy, wherein the Macedonians accused the orthodox of 
having falsified the ancient codices, when the latter appealed 
to the Recepta and asserted that it stood in all the ancient 
codd. See Maxim. Dial c. Maced. 3. in Athanas. Opp. II. p. 
452. This charge, though retorted by the orthodox on the 
Macedonians, is worthy of credit, because di rd x.r.x. already 
predominates in Origen and the oldest vss. (also Syr. Vule.) ; 
consequently that assertion of the orthodox appears erroneous. 
The Recepta, indeed, is found in Clem. Strom. III. p. 344, 
Commel. 545. Pott.; but this single trace of its high antiquity 
loses its weight in opposition to the here specially important 
vss. and Origen (also Tert. and Iren.), and in the face of these 
bears the suspicion of orthodox alteration having been wrought 
on the text of Clement. It is possible, however, that even long 
previous to the Macedonian controversy the questions and dis- 
putes respecting the Holy Spirit may have occasioned now and 
again the changing of ö« rd z.r.A. into dia rod x.r.r. At all events, 
the dogmatic interest attached to both readings is too great 
and too well attested to admit of d:& rod x.7.4. being referred, with 
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Bengel and Fritzsche, to a mere error in copying. In the con- 
troversy the genitive only (as introducing a relation different 
from that obtaining with the previous abstracts 6° auapriav and 
dice Sixcsootvnv) must have been welcome to the orthodox in de- 
fending the personality of the mda. Among modern commen- 
tators, Riickert, Reiche, Philippi, van Hengel, and Hofmann 
have declared for the accusative; whilst de Wette, Krehl, 
Tholuck, and also Ewald, adopt the genitive.—Ver. 13. rod ou. | 
DEFG, Vulg. It. Or. (who, however, gives both readings) «al. 
read rs ooprös, which Griesb. recommended. An interpretation 
in the sense of the preceding. —Ver. 14. «iow vio) Oo] Since 
among the uncials ACDEN read vio? 20d sic, while BFG 
have vio? cio @zod (so Lachm. and Tisch.), we must regard the 
Recepta as at all events too weakly attested. The preference 
belongs, however, to vioi sisıv ©soü, because the omitted siow (itis 
absent also in the Sahid.) would be more easily inserted again at 
the beginning or end than in the middle.—Ver. 23. xa? airo? rqy 
dr. r. m. ty, x. just abroi| So Elz. The variations are very 
numerous. The readings to be taken into account, besides the 
Recepta, are—(1) zai aöro) +. drupy. rod avebu. Ex. nal airof: SO 
B, Meth. Tisch, 7.;—(2) x. ues adrol +. drapx. + m. Ex. abroi: SO 
DFG, Ambros. Fritzsche ;—(8) x. airoi +. de. r. av. 2. [nuers] xan 
adroi: so Lachm. and, without bracketing 77%, Tisch. 8., follow- 
ing AC8, min. Copt. Dam. The first of the three seems to 
have been the original reading; 427 is an addition by way of 
gloss, which was written, in some cases, immediately beside the 
first xa} aöros (thus arose the reading of Fritzsche), and in some 
cases only beside the second, thus producing the reading of A C 
x, as well as the Recepta. With the reading of Fritzsche the 
second zo disappeared, because, after the insertion of jes had 
taken place in the first part, the subsequent xa? airof was no 
longer taken analeptically, and therefore x«/ was found to be 
merely confusing. The reading airoi of +. dm. r. mv. Ey, x. musts 
avroi has so exceedingly weak attestation, that on that very 
eround it ought (against Bengel and Rinck) to be rejected.— 
viodesiav] wanting in D FG, codd. of It. Ambrosiaster. But how 
easily it came to be omitted, when the viodesia was viewed as 
something already possessed !—Ver. 24. ri zai] B** EF G, Syr. 
Vule. codd. of It. and some Fathers have only r. So Lachm. 
But the very absence of need for the zu occasioned its omission. 
— Ver. 26. r7 @o0.] Approved by Griesb., adopted also by Lachm. 
and Tisch. But Elz. and Scholz have rars «oleveiars, against 
decisive testimony. The sing. is also supported by räs denoews 
in FG, which is an explanatory addition to rn dode. Comp. 
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Ambros.: “infirmitatem nostrae orationis” The plural was 
substituted for the collective singular. — The reading rpossuEu- 
weda (Griesb. and others have vpoosv&öusde) is decisively attested. 
— After ürspevruyx. Elz. and Scholz have ör:p Aus, which, 
folowing ABDFGs* al. Arm. and Fathers, Lachm. and 
Tisch. have expunged. A defining addition. —Ver. 28. After 
ouvepye? Lachm. reads 6 ©eög, in accordance with AB,Or. It was 
readily believed that, on account of ver. 27 and 29, révre must 
be understood as accusative and God as subject.— Ver. 34. 
warrov 62 ai] Lachm. and Tisch. 8. have only waa. 62, in accord- 
ance with A BCR, min. vss. and Fathers. But between öE and 
Ey. the seemingly unmeaning za; was easily overlooked and 
omitted. — The omission of the second za/ (behind the first é¢) 
is less strongly attested by A C8, and may be sufficiently ex- 
plained by non-attention to the emphasis of the thrice-used 
word.—Ver. 36. #vexa] According to ABDFGLS 17. al. Evenev 
is, with Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and Scholz, to be substituted. 
See LXX. Ps. xliv. 23.—Ver. 37. rot dyar.] DE FG, vss. and 
Fathers read röv &yarncavra, which has against it the Oriental 
witnesses, and seems to be an alteration in accordance with an 
erroneous exposition of +. dyam. r. Xpıorod in ver. 35 (see the 
exegetical remarks on that passage).—Ver. 38. oüre gveor. ore MERA., 
odre duvémuers] So also Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and Scholz. But 
Elz. has otre duvéu., ore eveor. oure werd. Against greatly prepon- 
derating evidence. A transposition, because du. seemed to belong 
to the category of dpxai. The evidence in favour of ours duvéw., 
moreover, is so decisive and so unanimous, that it cannot, 
with Fritzsche, be regarded as an addition from 1 Pet. iu. 22, 
1 Cor. xv. 24, or Eph. i. 21. Tholuck, Philippi, and Ewald 
reject these words. But their various position in different 
witnesses is quite explained by supposing that their place 
behind weAa., as well as their general isolation, were regarded 
as surprising and confusing. 

Chap. vii. Happy condition of man in Christ. — The cer- 
tainty of salvation, which is represented in chap. v. 1 f. as the 
effect of justification by faith, appears here as brought about 
through the moral freedom attained in Christ. We see from 
this, that Paul conceived of faith not otherwise than as pro- 
ducing this freedom; so that faith is not only that which 
appropriates the atonement, but also the continuous subjective 
source and motive power of the divine life up to the final attain- 
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ment of bliss. See Luther’s Preface, also his utterances quoted 
by Ritschl, Rechtfert u. Versöhnung, I. p. 142 ff., 180 £. 

Vy. 1-11." Accordingly, the Christian is aloof from all con- 
demnation, because he is free from the law of sin—a result 
which the Mosaie law could not accomplish, but which God has 
accomplished through Christ. Yet he must live according to the 
Spirit, and not according to the flesh ; for the latter works death, 
but the former life. 

Ver. 1. ”Apa] draws an inference from the immediately pre- 
ceding autos éy® .... auaptias. If I, for my own person, left 
to myself, am subject indeed with the reason to the law of 
God, but with the flesh to the law of sin, then it follows that 

now, after Christ (as deliverer from the law of sin, ver 2) 

has interposed, there is no condemnation, etc. Zhis inference, 
and not that one must be in Christ, in order to get rid of every 
condemnation (Hofmann), is indicated by yap in ver. 2 as a 
matter of fact that has become historical. It is arbitrary to 
seek a connection with anything more remotely preceding 
(Hofmann, Koppe, Fritzsche, Philippi, and Bisping, with evxa- 
ploT® .... nueov in vil. 25; according to Bengel, Knapp, and 
Winzer, with vü. 6); but to suppose in dpa “ a forestalling of 
the following yap” (Tholuck), is linguistically just as mistaken 
as in the case of 6d in ii. 1. Moreover, the emphasis is not 

upon viv, but on the prefixed ovdév: no condemnation there- 
fore, none is now applicable, after that auros eyo «.r.A. has been 
changed through Christ, et. This applies against Philippi’s 
objection, that, according to our conception of the connection, 

vov should have been placed at the beginning. But the 
objection, that Paul must have continued with öe instead of 
dpa, is removed by the observation that in the adros éyw, pro- 
perly understood, really lies the very premiss of the altered 
relation. — viv] temporally, in contrast to the former state of 
the case. Comp. vii. 6. Philippi erroneously holds apa viv 
as equivalent to dpa obv — which it never is — being forced 
thereto by the theory that the regenerate person is the subject 
of discussion in chap. vii. 14 ff. Hofmann’s view, how- 

! On vv. 1-11 see Winzer, Progr. 1828. —On ver. 3, particularly the words 
by Compas wupros apuprias, see Overbeck in Hilgenfeld’s Zeitschr. 1869, Dp: 178 ff 
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ever, that viv contrasts the present with the future aiwv (even 
now, during the life in the flesh), is also incorrect. Nothing 
in the context suggests it, and it must have been expressed in 
some such way as by 7}6y, or by a defining addition. — ovdév 
kararpına] sc. eotı: no sentence of condemnation (ver. 16), 
whereby God might deny them eternal life, affects them. The 
reason see in ver. 2. — tots ev X.’I.] ü.e. to those in whose 
ease Christ is the element, in which they are (live and move). 
The same in substance, but different in the form of the con- 

ception, is mvedua Xpıortod éyew and Xpıorös Ev tiv in 
vv. 9, 10. 

Ver. 2.1 For the law of the Spirit leading to life delivered me 
in Christ Jesus from the law of sin and death. For the right 
explanation, it is to be’ observed—(1.) The vopos T. ap. x. Tod 
Oav. necessarily, in view of the connection, receives the defini- 
tion of its meaning from chap. vil. 23, 25, as indeed «v0. 
answers to the alyuaAwri£. in ver. 23. For this very reason 
neither the moral law (Wolf) nor the Mosaic law (Pareus, de 
Dieu, Semler, Böhme, Ammon, and Reiche) can be meant; the 

latter cannot, for the further reason that, after vii. 7, 12, 16, 

Paul could not thus name the Mosaic vowos here, as Chrysostom 
has already urged. It is rather the law in our members, the 
power of sin in us, which, according to vii. 24, comp. vii. 10,13, 

is at the same time the power of (eternal) death (kat tod davarov), 
that is meant. The two are one power, and both genitives are 
genitives of the subject, so that sin and death are regarded as 
ruling over the man. — (2.) Since the vowos T. ap. «. T. Oav. 
cannot be the Mosaic law, so neither can the contrasted vowos 

T. mv. THS Sons be the Christian plan of salvation, like vopos 

mor. in ili. 27, but it must be an inward power in the man 
by which the law of sin and death is rendered powerless. It 
is not, however, the vouos tod voos (which had become 
strengthened through Christ), as, following older expositors, 
Morus, Köllner, and Schrader think ; because, on the one hand, 

1 In vv. 2, 3, we have one of the passages that are decisive in opposition to 
the affirmative answer which men have often attempted to give to the question, 
whether the Son of God would have appeared as man, had man not become sinful. 

See generally, Julius Müller, dogm. Abh. pp. 66 ft., 82 f. 
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voos and mvedua are specifically different, and if Paul had 
meant the law of the vods, he must have so designated it, as 

in vii. 23; and, on the other hand, there would result the 

utterly paradoxical idea, that the law of reason (and not the 
divine principle of the wvedua) makes man morally free. The 
TO mveua THS wns is rather the Holy Spirit, who, working in- 
wardly in the Christian (ver. 5), procures to him eternal life 
(comp. 2 Cor. iii. 6); and 6 vouos tod mrevpatos THs fwns is 
the ethically regulative government exercised by the mvedua (not 

the Spirit Himself, as Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophylact, 
Maier, and Th. Schott understand it, but His ruling power). — 
ev X. °I.] On account of ver 3, to be connected neither with 
ns Sons (Luther, Beza, and others, including Böhme, Klee, 

Ewald, and Hofmann), nor with tod mvevp. (Flatt; Tholuck: 
“the sphere, in which the Spirit of life operates”), nor with 
vowos (Semler, Reiche), nor with o vou. r. mv. t. € (Calvin, 
Köllner, Glöckler, Krehl, and others), but with 7revbépace. 
So Theodoret, Erasmus, Melancthon, Vatablus, and others, in- 

cluding Riickert, Olshausen, de Wette, Fritzsche, Reithmayr, 

Maier, Philippi, and Bisping. Jn Christ, the law of the Spirit 
has made us free; for out of Christ this emancipating activity 
could not occur (comp. John viii. 36); but @n the fellowship of 
life with Him, in the being and living in Him (ver. 1), the 
deliverance which has taken place has its causal ground. 
The view which takes it of the objective basis that is laid 
down in the appearance and work of Christ, is unsuitable, 
because the discourse treats of the subjective ethical efficacy 
of the Spirit, which has the eivaı ev Xpior® as the necessary 
correlative. — nXevd.] aorist. For it is a historical act, which 
resulted from the effusion of the Spirit in the heart. The 
progressive sanctification is the further development and con- 
sequence of this act. 

Ver. 3. An illustration justifying the ev Xpior® *Inood 
NNevd. K.T.r., just asserted, by a description of the powerfully 
effective actual arrangement, which God has made for the 
accomplishment of what to the law was impossible. — 70 yap 
aövvarov Tod vouov is an absolute nominative, prefixing a judg- 
ment on the following karerpıve «.r.1. “For the impossible thing 
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of the law—God condemned,” etc. That is, God condemned sin 

in the flesh, which was a thing of impossibility on the part of the 
law. See Krüger, $ 57. 10, 12. Comp. also Heb. viii. 1, 
and on Luke xxi. 6; Wisd. xvi. 17; Kühner, II. 1, p. 42. 
It could only be accusative, if we should assume a general 
verb (like &rroince) out of what follows, which would, however, 

be an arbitrary course (in opposition to the view of Erasmus, 
Luther, and others). The prefixing T. y. advv. 7. v. has rheto- 
rical emphasis, in contrast with the X. ’I.inver. 2. Comp. 
Dissen, ad Pind. Pyth. iv. 152. On the genitive, comp. Epist. 
ad Diogn. 9: TO advvarov Ths nwerepas bVcews, what our nature 
could not do. By a harsh hyperbaton Th. Schott takes a 
sense out of the passage, which it does not bear: because the 
impotence of the law became still weaker through the flesh. 
Erroneous is also Hofmann’s view : “the impotence of the law 
lay or consisted therein, that it was weak through the flesh.” 
The abstract sense of “ powerlesness,” or incapacity, is not borne 
by 76 advvarov at all; but it indicates that which the subject 
(here the vowos) is not in a position for, what is impossible 
to it. See especially Plat. Hipp. maj. p. 295 E; comp. 9. 22; 
Xen. Hist. i. 4. 6: amo rod THs MOAEwS Övvarod, i.e. from what 
the city is in a position to tender. Moreover, since the words 
taken independently, with Hofmann, would only contain a pre- 
paratory thought for what follows, Paul would not have had 
asyndetically 6 ©eös, but must have proceeded by a marking of 
the contrast, consequently with 6 5é Oeds ; so that these words, 
down to cata wvedpua in ver. 4, would still have been in connec- 

tion with yap. And even apart from this, the supplying of the 
substantive verb would at most only have been indicated for 
the reader in the event of the proposition having been a general 
one with eori' understood, and consequently if dodevei, and 
not joéver, were read. —év & 1700. dia T. capK.| because it 
was weak (unable to condemn sin) through the flesh, as is de- 
scribed in chap. vi. On &v , comp. 1 Cor. iv. 4; John ~? 

? Like ver. 1. Paul would have written intelligibly : +d yap aduvar, rod vor. iv 
rovrw nv ors nobever; especially as, according to Hofmann, # would not be a mere 

copula, but would mean situm erat, constitit in. Märcker, p. 25, nevertheless 

agrees with Hofmann. 
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xvi. 30; Winer,p. 362 [E.T. 484]. Itis our causal zn that; 
dua T. capk. is the cause bringing about the nobéver: through 
the reacting influence of the flesh, vii. 18 ff. — 0 ©eös tov éavtod 
k.t.r.| God has, by the fact that He sent His own Son in the 
likeness (see on 1. 23) of sinful flesh, and on account of sin, 
condemned sin in the flesh, that is, “ God has deposed sin from 
its rule in the oap& (its previous sphere of power), thereby 
that He sent His own Son into the world in a phenomenal 
existence similar to the sinful corporeo-psychical human 
nature.” — The participle reuyas is not an act that preceded 
the xaréxpiwve (Hofmann, referring it to the supernatural birth); 
on the contrary, God has effected the kararpıoıs in and with 
the having sent the Son. Respecting this use of the aorist 
participle, comp. on Acts i. 24; Eph. i. 5; Rom. iv. 20. — 
&avrovd] strengthens the relation to év op. o. du., and so enhances 
the extraordinary and energetic character of the remedial 
measure adopted by God. Comp. ver. 32. We may add, that 
in the case of &avrov, as in that of reuyas (comp. Gal. iv. 4) 
and ev ou. o. au. (comp. Phil. ii. 7), the conception of the pre- 
existence and metaphysical Sonship of Christ is to be recog- 
nised (in opposition to Hofmann); so that the previous pop) 
@cod forms the background, although, in that case, the super- 

natural generation is by no means a necessary presupposition 
(comp. on i. 3 f.). See generally, Ernesti, Urspr. d. Sünde, I. 
p. 235 ff.; Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 317. — Ev owowwpate capKos 
auaprlas] in the likeness of sinful flesh; apapr. is the genitive 
of quality, as in vi. 6. He might indeed have come €v popdy 

©eov, Phil. ii. 6. But no: God so sent His own Son, that He 

appeared in a form of existence which resembled the fleshly human 

nature affected by sin. The &v indicates in what material 
mode of appearance God caused His sent Son to emerge. He 
came in flesh (1 John iv. 2), and was manifested in flesh 
(1 Tim. iii. 16). Yet He appeared not in sinful flesh,’ which 

1 In which, however, the idea is not conveyed, that, like a sacrifice, He was 

loaded with the sin of others (Reiche), which was the case only in His death, not 
at His sending. Holsten, following the precedent of Gennadius in Cramer’s 
Cat. p. 123, has erroneously apprehended the oa of Christ as having been 
really od &uaprias, and as having thus had the objective principle of azapria, 

which in his case, however, neither attained to subjective consciousness nor to 
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is otherwise the bodily phenomenal nature of all men. More- 
over, His appearance was neither merely bodily, without the 
aux (Zeller), which, on the contrary, necessarily belongs to 
the idea of the oap& ; nor docctic (Krehl; comp. Baur’s Gesch. d. 
3. erst. Jahrh. p. 310), which latter error was already advanced 
by Marcion ; but it consisted of the general bodily material of 
humanity, to which, however, in so far as the latter was of sinful 
quality, it was not equalized, but—because without that quality 
—only conformed. Comp. Phil.u. 7; Heb. ii. 14,iv. 15. The 
contrast presupposed in the specially chosen expression is not 
ithe heavenly spirit-nature of Christ (Pfleiderer)—to which the 
mere Ev capki, or Ev omotmpate avOperov, as in Phil. ii. 7, 
would have corresponded—but rather holy unsinfulness. — The 
following x. mept apapr. adds to the How of the sending (ev 
Om. gapk. awapt.) the Wherefore. The emphasis is accordingly 
on wepi: and for sin, on account of sin—which is to be left in 
its generality ; for the following xatéxpive x.7.r. brings out 
something special, which God has done with reference to the 
cpaptia by the fact that He sent Christ wep) auaprias.. We 
are therefore neither to refer wept duapr., which affirms by 

subjective act. See Holsten, 2. Ev. d. Paul. u. Petr. p. 436 ff. ; comp. also 
Hausrath, neut. Zeitgesch. II. p. 481 f. But if this was the conception which 
Paul had, what was the expression iv ¢vompers meant for? In it lies the very 

negation of the cap auaprias—of the ozpé, therefore, so far as it had the quality 
of sin. What Holsten advances in explanation of this expression is forced and 
irrelevant, as if it were precisely the reality of the being affected by sin that is 
affirmed. Comp. against this, Sabatier, ?apdtre Paul, p. 285.—Overbeck, along 
with various appropriate remarks in opposition to Holsten, comes nevertheless 
likewise to the conclusion that iv örowparı bears, not a negative, but an affir- 

mative relation to the cap% äuapries, although the auapri« of the cép% of Christ 
never in His case became conscious rapéBacis. But that the Son of God was 
sent in sinful flesh—which, according to Pfleiderer also (in Hilgenfeld’s Zeitschr. 
1871, p. 523), is assumed to be implied in our passage as an ethical antinomy— 
would be a paradox opposed to the entire New Testament, which Paul could by 

no means utter (2 Cor. v. 21); and which, in fact, he with marked clearness and 

precision guards against by saying, not dv capzi äueprias, but iv guommaric. üp., 
and that in contrast to the quality of the e¢p% of all others, of which he had just 

predicated by iv # acbives dit As cupxes a power so antagonistic to God. That 
paradox would have run: iv capxi wiv äuuprias, xowpis 08 rapuBacsws. See also 
Zeller in Hilgenfeld’s Zeitschr. 1870, p. 301 ff., who rightly comes to the con- 
clusion that the czpZ of Christ was of like nature to the cap% cuaprias, in so far as 

the latter was a cépé, but of unlike nature, in so far as it was affected by sin. 
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what the sending of the Son was occasioned, exclusively to the 
expiation (Origen, Calvin, Melancthon, and many others, in- 
cluding Koppe, Böhme, Usteri; comp. Baumgarten-Crusius), 
in which case Ovciav (Lev. vii. 37 al.; Ps. xl. 6; Heb. 
x. 6, 18) was supplied; nor, with Theophylact, Castalio, and 
others, also Maier and Bisping, exclusively to the destruction 
and doing away of sin. It contains rather the whole category 
of the relations in which the sending of Christ was appointed 
to stand to human sin, which included therefore its expiation 

as well as the breaking of its power. The latter, however, is 

thereupon brought into prominence, out of that general category, 
by karerpıve «.7.r. as the element specially coming into view. 
Hilgenfeld, in his Zeitschr. 1871, p. 186 f., erroneously, as re- 
gards both the language and the thought (since Christ was the 
veal atoning sacrifice, iii. 25), makes kat epi aduapt., which 
latter he takes in the sense of sin-offering, also to depend on 
Ev omolmpatt. — Katéxpwe T. an.) This condemnation of sin 
(the latter conceived as principle and power) is that which was 
impossible on the part of the law, owing to the hindrance of 
the flesh. It is erroneous, therefore, to take it as: “Ze ex- 

hibited sin as worthy of condemnation” (Erasmus, de Dieu, 
Eckermann), and: “He punished sin” (Castalio, Pareus, 
Carpzov, and others, including Koppe, Rückert, Usteri; comp. 
Olshausen, and Köstlin in the Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol. 1856, 

p. 115). Impossible to the law was only such a condemnation 
of sin, as should depose the latter from the sway which it had 
hitherto maintained; consequently: He made sin forfeit «ts 
dominion. This de facto judicial condemnation (a sense which, 
though with different modifications in the analysis of the idea 
conveyed by xarexp., is retained by Irenaeus, Chrysostom, 
Theodoret, Valla, Beza, Piscator, Estius, Bengel, Reiche, 

Köllner, Winzer, Fritzsche, Baur, Krehl, de Wette, Maier, 

Umbreit, Ewald, and others) is designated by «aréxpwe, with- 
out our modifying its verbal meaning into önterfeeit (Grotius, 
Reiche, Glöckler, and others), in connection with which 
Fritzsche finds this death of the duapria presented as mors 
imaginaria, contained in the physical death of Christ.. Various 
expositors, and even Philippi, mix up the here foreign idea of 
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atonement (“to blot out by atoning”!); comp. also Tholuck 
and Hofmann. The expression karexpıve is purposely chosen in 
reference to xararpına in ver. 1, but denotes the actual con- 
demnation, which consisted in the dominion of the dpaptia 
being done away,—aits power was lost, and therewith God’s sen- 
tence was pronounced upon it, as it were the staff broken over 
it. Comp. on John xvi. 11; and see Hofmann’s Schriftb. 
II. 1, p. 355, and Th. Schott, p. 286. Yet Hofmann now 

discovers God’s actual condemnation of sin (“the actual de- 
claration that it is contrary to what is on His part rightful, 
that it should have man like a bond-serf under its control ”) 
in the emancipation of those who are under sin by bestowal of 
the Spirit;—a view by which what follows is anticipated, and 
that which is the divine aim of the catéxpwe is included in the 
notion of it.—-Observe further the thrice-repeated auaprtia; the 
last alone, however, which personifies sin as a power, has the 
article. — év 7H oapri] belongs to xarerp., not to Ty au. 
(Bengel, Ernesti, Michaelis, Cramer, Rosenmiiller, and Hof- 

mann), because it is not said ri év T. o., and because this more 
precise definition, to complete the notion of the object, would 
be self-evident and unimportant. But God condemned sin in 
the flesh: for, by the fact that God’s own Son (over whom, 
withal, sin could have no power) appeared in the flesh, and in- 
deed repi dmaprias, sin has lost its dominion in the substantial 
human nature (hitherto ruled over by it). The Lord’s appear- 
ance in flesh, namely, was at once, even i «self, for sin the 
actual loss of its dominion as a principle; and the aim of that 
appearance, mepl apaptias, which was attained through the 
death of Christ, brought upon sin that loss with respect to its 

See, against this, also Rich. Schmidt, Paul. Christol. p. 49 ff. He, however, 

takes riu-pas likewise (comp. Hofmann) as prior to the zerizpwe, holding that 

the latter, which took place through the death of Christ, had for its immediate 
object the o¢p% and sin only as a mediate object. The meaning, in his view, is : 
“God has pronounced sentence on the flesh, and therewith at the same time on the 
sin dwelling in it.” The destruction of Christ’s flesh is thus an act of universal 

significance, by which the flesh in general, and therewith also sin itself, has been 
condemned. But the text clearly and expressly assigns, not the flesh, but ray 
éwapriav, as the immediate object of xaréxpve, so that an impartial exegesis can 
only discover in tv #7 capx! where, i.e. in what material sphere, the act of the 
zararpivew any cuupr. has taken place. 
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totality. Thus, by the two facts, God has actually deprived it 
of its power in the human cap£; and this phenomenal nature 
of man, therefore, has ceased to be its domain. Hofmann, 

without reason, objects that 7. duapr. must in that case have 
stood before xatéxpwe. The main emphasis, in fact, lies on 
Katéxpwe T. auapt., to which then ev Tr. capxi is added, with 
the further emphasis of a reference to the causal connection. 
Many others take év 7. capxi as meaning the body of Christ ; 
holding that in this body put to death sin has been put to 
death at the same time (Origen, Beza, Grotius, Reiche, Usteri, 
Olshausen, Maier, Bisping, and others); or that the punish- 
ment of sin has been accomplished on His body (Heumann, 
Michaelis, Koppe, and Flatt). But against this it may be 
urged, that plainly ev +. capxi corresponds deliberately to the 
previous da 7. capxos; there must have been avrod used along 
with it. Comp. Baur, neutest. Theol. p. 160 f. 

Ver. 4. The purpose which God had in this karexp. T. a. Ev 
T.c. was: in order that (now that the rule of sin which hindered 
the fulfilment of the law has been done away) the rightful 
requirement of the law might be fulfilled, etc. — 7d Six. T. vonov] 

Quite simply, as in i. 32, ii. 26 (comp. also on v. 16, and 
Krüger on Thue. 1. 41. 1): what the law has laid down as its 
rightful demand. The singular comprehends these collective 
(moral) claims of right as a unity.’ Others, contrary to the 
signification of the word, have taken it as justificatio (Vulg.), 
understanding thereby sometimes the making righteous as the 
aim of the law, which desires sinlessness (Chrysostom and his 
followers, including Theodore of Mopsuestia), sometimes the 
satisfaction of justice (Rothe; comp. on v. 16). Köllner, fol- 
lowing Eckermann, makes it the justifying sentence of the law : 
“that the utterance of the law, which declares as righteous, 

1 Many of the older dogmatic exegetes (see especially Beza, Calvin, Calovius, 
and Wolf in loc.) have explained the demand of the law, and the mode of its ful- 
filment, contrary to the context (since what is here spoken of is the proper 
morality of the Christian as emancipated), in such a way that the law’s demand 

is to be understood as well of the punishments which it would require for trans- 
gression, as of the perfect obedience which it desires to have ; Christ having ful- 

filled both by His double obedience in our stead, so that the demand of the law 

is fulfilled in us (by imputation). 
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and thus not only frees from the punishment of sin, but secures 
also the reward of righteousness, might be fulfilled on us, if we,” 
etc. Substantially so (dir. = sententia absolutoria), Fritzsche, 
Philippi, and Ewald (“the verdict of the law, since it has con- 
demnation only for the sinners, and good promises for the re- 
mainder, Deut. xxviii. 1-14”). But against this it may be urged, 
first, that decaiwpa T. vonov, because the genitive is a rule-pre- 
scribing subject, cannot, without urgent ground from the context, 
be taken otherwise than as demand, rightful claim (comp. also 
Luke i. 6; Heb. ix. 1, 10; LXX. Num. xxxi. 21); secondly, 

that vv. 3, 4 contain the proof, not for oddév kararpına in ver. 
1, but for ver. 2, and consequently wa... »nwiv must be the 

counterpart of the state of bondage under the law of sin and 
death (ver. 2)—the counterpart, however, not consisting in the 
freedom from punishment and the certainty of reward, but in 
the morally free condition in which one does what the law 
demands, being no longer hampered by the power of sin and 
death, so that the fulfilment of the Sccaimpa tod vonov is the 
antithesis of the duapria so strongly emphasized previously ; 
thirdly, that rots ya)... wvedua is not the condition of justi- 
fication (that is faith), but of the fulfilment of the law; and 
finally, that in ver. 7, T& yap vouw t. Ocod ovy trotdocerat, 
ovdé yap Suvaraı is manifestly the counterpart of 76 dx. T. vouov 
TmAnpwOn in ver. 3.— mAnpwdn] as in Matt. iii. 15; Acts 
xiv. 26; Rom. xiii. 8; Gal. v. 14, al. Those commentators 
who take dixalwpa as sententia absolutoria take Amp. as may 
be accomplished on us (ev juiv). — Ev naiv] Not: through us, nor 
yet: im us, which is explained as either: an our life-actwity 
(de Wette), or as referring to the inward fulfilling of the law 
(Reiche, Klee, and Hofmann), and to the fact that God fulfils 

it in man (Olshausen; comp. Tholuck) ; but, as shown by the 
following tots... mepımarovaıv &.T.A.: on us, so that the ful- 
filling of the law’s demand shall be accomplished and made 
manifest in the entire walk and conversation of Christians. 
This by no means conveys the idea of a merely outward action 
(as Hofmann objects), but includes also the inner morality 
accordant with the law; comp. Ernesti thik d. Ap. P. p. 69 f. 
Regarding this use of év, see Bernhardy, p. 211 f; Winer, 

ROM. IL D 
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p. 361 [E.T. 483]. The passive form (not: wa TAnpwewuev) 
is in keeping with the conception that here the /aw, and that 
so far as it must be fulfilled, stands out in the foreground of the 
divine purpose. The accomplishment of its moral requirement 
is supposed to present itself as realized in the Christian, and 
that advvatov tot vonov of ver. 3 is assumed to be thereby 
remedied.—Tois pa) Kata oapka K.7.r.| quippe qui ambularemus, 
etc. These words give negatively and positively the specific 
moral character, which is destined to be found in Christians, 

so far as the just requirement of the law is fulfilled in them. 
The #7 is here, on account of the connection with wa, quite 

according to rule; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 287 f. In what that 
fulfilment manifests itself (Hofmann) Paul does not say,’ but 
he announces the moral regulative that is to determine the 
inward and outward life of the subjects. He walks according 
to the flesh, who obeys the sinful lust dwelling in the odpé 
(vii. 18); and he walks according to the Spirit, who follows the 
guidance, the impelling and regulating power (ver. 2), of the 
Holy Spirit. The one excludes the other, Gal. v. 16. To take 
mvedpa without the article (which, after the nature of a proper 
noun, it did not at all need), in a subjective sense, as the pneu- 

matic nature of the regenerate man, produced by the Holy 
Spirit (see esp. Harless on Eph. ii. 22, and van Hengel)—as it 
is here taken, but independently of the putting the article, 
by Bengel, Riickert, Philippi, and others, following Chrysostom 
—is erroneous. See on Gal.v. 16. Itnever means, not even 

in contrast to odpé the “renewed spiritual nature of man” 
(Philippi), but the sanctifying divine principle itself, objectively, 
and distinct from the human mveöna. The appeal to John 
lil. 6 is erroneous. See on that passage. 

Ver. 5. The apostle regards the description just given, Tots 
un Kata oapka x.T.r., as too important not to follow it up 

with a justification corresponding with its antithetical tenor. 

1 This would have required the objective negation, since the negation would 
attach to zur“ odépxa. In Plut. Lyc. 10, 19 (in opposition to Hofmann), the 

negation stands along with the participle, and the relation of dependence is 
given in the text. See Hartung, Partikell. IL. p. 132. 

2 Observe that in ver. 10 the contrast is not e#p%, but ¢Z~«—in opposition to 

Pfleiderer in Hilgenfeld’s Zeitschr. 1871, p. 177. 
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This he bases on the opposite ¢povety of the subjects, accord- 
ing to their opposite moral quality, so that the emphasis lies, 
not upon övres and ¢povodow (Hofmann, “as the being of the 
Ego is, so is also its mental tendency”), but, as shown by the 
antithesis ot de «.r.A., simply on kara odpra and x. mveüna. 
The övres might be entirely omitted; and gpovodcw is the 
predicate to be affirmed of both parties, according to its dif- 
ferent purport in the two cases. — oi kara o. övres] A wider 
conception (they who are according to the flesh) than ot x. oe. 
mepi7. The latter is the manifestation in life of the former. 
— Ta THs o. hpov.| whose thinking and striving are directed to 
the interests of the flesh (the article rijs. co. makes the oap& 
objective as something independent); so that thus, according to 
vii. 21 ff., the fulfilment of the law is at variance with their 

efforts. Comp. on ¢gpov., Matt. xvi. 23; Phil. mi. 19; Col. 

ii. 2; Plat. Rep. p. 505 B; 1 Mace. x. 20. 
Ver. 6. A second yap. The former specified the reason 

(ver. 5), this second is explicative (namely) ; a similar repetition 
and mutual relation of ydp being common also in Greek 
authors. Comp. xi. 24; see on Matt. vi. 32, xvii. 11; and 
Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 340; Kühner, IL. 2, p. 856. — The 
striving of the flesh, namely (comp. voos tis capKos in Col. 
ii. 18), tends to bring man to (eternal) death (through sin), but 
the striving of the Holy Spirit to conduct him to (eternal) life 
and blessedness (of the Messianic kingdom). The explanation: the 
striving . . . has death as its consequence (Riickert, de Wette, 
and many others), is right as to fact (comp. vi. 21), but fails 
to bring out the personifying, vivid form of the representation, 
which, moreover, does not permit us to introduce the analytic 

reflection, that the enmity against God is the desire of the 
flesh “of itself) and that it is death “on account of God” 

(Hofmann, Schrifibew. I. p. 565). That death is God’s penal 
decree, is true ; but this thought does not belong here, where it 
is simply the destructive effort of the odp& itself that is in- 
tended to be conveyed, and that indeed, in accordance with the 

prevailing concrete mode of description, as a conscious effort, a 
real dpovetv, not as an impulse that makes the Ego its captive 
(Hofmann), since the same predicate ppovnua applies to the 
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cap as well as to the wvedüua. On eipnvm, blessedness, comp. 
ii. 10. Understood in the narrower sense (peace with God), 
it would yield a hysteronproteron, which Fritzsche actually 
assumes. 

Ver. 7. Avote] propterea quod, introduces the reason why 

the striving of the flesh can be nothing else than death, and 
that of the Spirit nothing else than life and blessedness : 
for the former is enmity against God, the source of life ; comp. 

Jas. iv. 4. The establishment of the second half of ver. 6 Paul 
leaves out for the present,and only introduces it subsequently at 
vy. 10,11, in another connection of ideas. — The éyOpa eis Ocov 

has its ground assigned by T® ¥. vouw T. ©. ody Dmoracsceraı, 
of which ro dpovnwa THs capxos is still the subject (not 7 cap€, 
as Hofmann quite arbitrarily supposes) ; and the inward cause 
of this reality based on experience is afterwards specified by 
ovdé yap Övvaraı (for it is not even possible for it). — Svivarar] 
namely, according to its unholy nature, which maintains an 
antagonistic attitude to the will of God. This does not ex- 
clude the possibility of conversion (comp. Chrysostom), after 
which, however, the cap with its ¢pdvnya is ethically dead 
(Gal. v. 24). Comp. vi. 6 ff. 

Ver. 8. 4é] is not put for ody (Beza, Calvin, Koppe, and 
others; comp. also Riickert and Reiche), but is the simple 
petaBatixov (autem), which, after the auxiliary clauses r@ y. 
vouw . . . Svvatat, leads over to a relation corresponding to 
the main proposition TO dp. T. oapr. ExOpa eis Oeov, and re- 
ferring to the persons in the concrete. The propriety of this 
connection will at once be manifest if Té y. vouw .... öuvaraı 
be read more rapidly (like a parenthesis). According to 
Hofmann, the progress of thought is now supposed to advance 
from the condemnation of sin to the freedom from death. But 
such a scheme corresponds neither with the preceding, in which 
sin and death were grouped together (vv. 2, 6), nor with what 
follows, where in the first instance there is no mention of 

death, and it is only in ver. 10 f. that the special point is 
advanced of the raising from the dead. — ev capki] is in sub- 
stance the same as kata cdpxa in ver. 5; but the form of the 
conception is: those who are in the flesh as the ethical life- 
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element, in which they subsist, and which is the opposite of 
the eivas ev mveinarı in ver. 9, and ev Xpioro in ver. 1. 
Comp. on vil. 5. The one excludes the other, and the former, 
as antagonistic to God, makes the dpécar Oecd (comp. 1 Thess. 
ii, 15, iv. 1) an impossibility. 

Ver. 9. Antithetic (ye on the other hand) application of 
ver. 8 to the readers. — eizrep] To take this word as quando- 
quidem, with Chrysostom and others, including Olshausen, is 
not indeed contrary to linguistic usage, since, like e¢ in the 
sense of erei (Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. p. 195), etzrep also 
is used in the sense of ewreiwep (see Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. 
vi. 1. 26). But in the present instance the context does not 
afford the smallest ground for this view; on the contrary, the 
conditional signification: if certainly, if otherwise (see Klotz, 
ad Devar. p. 528; Baeuml. Partik. p. 202), is perfectly suit- 
able, and with it the following antithetic ei de corresponds. 
It conveys an indirect incitement to self-examination, We may 
add that Paul might also have written eiye without changing 
the sense (in opposition to Hermann’s canon, ad Viger. p. 834). 
See on 2 Cor. v. 3; Gal. ii 4; Eph. ii. 2. — oikxet Ev üuiv] 
That is, has the seat of His presence and activity in you. The 
point of the expression is not the constantly abiding (“ stabile 
domicilium,” Fritzsche and others; also Hofmann); in that 

case it would have needed a more precise definition (see, on the 
contrary, the simple ov« &xeı that follows). Respecting the 
matter itself and the conception, see 1 Cor. iii. 16, vi. 17,19 ; 

2 Tim. i. 14 ; John xiv. 23. Comp. also Ev. Thom. 10: rveüua 
Ocod évorxet Ev TS Tadiw ToT. See passages from Rabbinic 
writers on the dwelling of the Holy Spirit in man, quoted by 
Schoettgen, p. 527; Eisenmenger, entdecktes Judenthum, I. p. 
268. The ev mvedpati, which is not to be taken as “in the 
spiritual nature ” (Philippi), and the wv. Ocod oiket Ev viv 
said with a significant more precise definition of wvedua, stand 
towards one another in an essential mutual relation. The 
former is conditioned by the latter; for if the Spirit of God do 
not dwell in the man, He cannot be the determining element 
in which the latter lives. Compare the Johannine: “ ye in 
me, and I in you.” According to Hofmann, the relation con- 
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sists in the Spirit being on the one hand, “as active life-ground,” 

the absolutely inward, and on the other “as active ground of 
all life,’ that which embraces all living. This, however, is a 

deviation from the specific strict sense of the rveowa, which, in 
accordance with the context, can only be that Holy Spirit who 
is given to believers ; and the concrete conception of the apostle 
receives the stamp of an abstraction. — ei dé tus mvedua Xpıorod 
x.T..] Antithesis of elzrep . . . vuiv, rendering very apparent the 
necessity of that assumption. “ Jf, on the other hand, any one 
have not the Spirit of Christ, he does not belong to Him,’ is not 

in communion of life with Christ, is not a true Christian; for 
avrod refers to Christ, not to God (van Hengel). Moreover, 
it is not the non-Christians, but the seeming-Christians (comp. 
1 John iv. 13), who are characterized as those who have not 
the Spirit. — mveüua Xpiotod| (comp. Phil. i 19; 1 Pet. 
1.11) is none other than the Holy Ghost, the Spirit of God. 
He is so called because the exalted Christ really communicates 
Himself to His own in and with the Paraclete (John xiv.), so 
that the Spirit is the living principle and the organ of the 
proper presence of Christ and of His life in them.’ Comp. 
on 2 Cor. iii. 16; Gal. i, 20, iv. 6; Eph. üi. 17; Coli 27; 
Acts xvi. 7. That ¢his, and not perchance the endowment of 
Christ with the Spirit (Fritzsche), is the view here taken, is 
clearly proved by the following ei de Xpuoros Ev bpiv. Comp. 
Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 346. The designation of the Holy Spirit 
by mv. Xpıorod is purposely selected in order to render very 
conspicuous the truth of the ov« &orıv aurod. Köllner wrongly 
lays down a distinction between the Spirit of God and the 
Spirit of Christ; making the former the highest rveüna, the 
source and perfection of all rvevwa, and the latter the higher 
God-resembling mind that was manifested in Christ. But a dis- 
tinction between them is not required by vv. 10, 11 (see on 
that passage), and is decisively forbidden by Gal. iv. 6, com- 
pared with Rom. viii. 14-16. We cannot even say, therefore, 
with Umbreit: “the Spirit of Christ is the medium, through 
which man obtains the Spirit of God ;” nor, with van Hengel, 

1 Bengel: ‘‘testimonium illustre de sancta Trinitate ejusque oeconomia in 
corde fidelium.” 
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who compares Luke ix. 55: “si vero quis Spiritum, qui Christi 
est, cum eo non habet communem,’ with which Paul would here 
be aiming at the (alleged) Judaism of the Romans. 

Ver. 10. The contrast to the foregoing. “ Whosoever has 
not the Spirit of Christ, is not His; 2, on the other hand, 
Christ (i.e. mvedua Xpuorod, see on ver. 9) is in you,’ then ye 
enjoy the following blissful consequences :—(1) Although the 
body is the prey of death on account of sin, nevertheless the 
Spirit is life on account of righteousness, ver. 10. (2) And 
even the mortal body shall be revivified by Him who raised 
up Christ from the dead, because Christ’s Spirit dwelleth in 
you, ver. 11.—Vv. 10 and 11 have been rightly interpreted 
as referring to life and death wm the proper (physical) sense by 
Augustine (de. pecc. merit. et rem. i. 7), Calvin, Beza, Calovius, 

Bengel, Michaelis, Tholuck, Klee, Flatt, Rückert, Reiche, 

Glöckler, Usteri, Fritzsche, Maier, Weiss le. p. 372, and 

others. For, first, on account of the apostle’s doctrine regard- 
ing the connection between sin and death (v. 12) with which 
his readers were acquainted, he could not expect his 7. capa 

vexp. Ov ap. to be understood in any other sense; secondly, 
the parallel between the raising up of Christ from death, which 
was in fact bodily death, and the quickening of the mortal 
bodies does not permit any other view, since Gwo7r. stands 
without any definition whatever altering or modifying the 
proper sense; and lastly, the proper sense is in its bearing 
quite in harmony with the theme of ver. 2 (which is discussed 
in vv. 3-11): for the life of the Spirit unaffected by physical 
death (ver. 10), and the final revivification also of the body (ver. 
11), just constitute the highest consummation, and as it were 

the triumph, of the deliverance from the law of sin and death 

(ver. 2). These grounds, collectively,’ tell at the same time 
against the divergent explanations : (1) that invv.10,11 itis 
spiritual death and life that are spoken of; so Erasmus, Piscator, 

1 They do not permit, moreover, any such widening of the idea, as Philippi 
and Hofmann give toit. The former declares death to be, like the vage itself, 
spiritual-bodily ; as such it is even now the overruling principle, inhabiting soul 
and body. According to Hofmann, the body is meant as in that death-condition 
which only finds its conclusion in dying, but in virtue of all this there is already 
present that, which makes the body incapable of being a manifestation of true life. 
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Locke, Heumann, Ch. Schmidt, Stolz, Böhme, Benecke, Köllner, 

Schrader, Stengel, Krehl, and van Hengel. (2) That ver. 10 
is to be taken in the spiritual, but ver. 11 in the proper 
sense ; so Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Grotius, 

Koppe, Olshausen, Reithmayr, and others; de Wette unites 
the moral and physical sense in both verses, comp. also Nielsen 
and Umbreit; see the particulars below. — vexpov] With this 
corresponds the Övnrain ver. 11. It conveys, however, the idea 

“conditiont mortis obnoxium” (Augustine) more forcibly, and 
so as vividly to realize the certain result—he is dead !—a pro- 
lepsis of the final fate, which cannot now be altered or avoided. 
Well is it said by Bengel: “magni vi; morti adjudicatum 
deditumque.” Our body is a corpse! Analogous is the &y® 
de amedavov in vii. 10, though in that passage not used in 
the sense of physical death ; comp. Rev. iii. 1; also &uyruxov 
verpov, Soph. Ant. 1167; Epict. fr. 176 : Yruxapıov ei Baorabov 
verpov. The commentators who do not explain it of physical 
death are at variance. And how surprising the diversity! 
Some take vexp. as a favourable predicate, embracing the new 
birth = davarwdev 77 dpaptia (so with linguistic inaccuracy 
even on account of 6? du., Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, 
Oecumenius, Theophylact, and with various modifications, also 

Erasmus, Raphel, Grotius, Locke, Heumann, Bohme, Baum- 

garten-Crusius, Reithmayr, and Märcker; comp. van Hengel, 

“ mortui instar ad inertiam redactum”). Others take it as: 
miserable by reason of sin (Michaelis, Koppe, Köllner), comp. 
de Wette: “Even in the redeemed there still remains the 
sinful inclination as source of the death, which expresses its 
power ;” Krehl as: “ morally dead ;” Olshausen: “ not in the 
glory of its original destiny ;” Tholuck: in the sense of vii. 
10 f, but also “including in itself the elements of moral 
life-disturbance and of misery.” Since, however, it is the 

body that is just spoken of, and since 6? daptiav could only 
bring up the recollection of the proposition in v. 12, every 
view, which does not understand it of bodily death, is con- 

trary to the context and far-fetched,’ especially since @ynra in 

1 Even though it be explained with Ewald, referring to vi. 2 ff., ‘‘dead on 
account of sin, in order that the latter should not again rule.” Comp. van 
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ver. 11 corresponds to it. — dr duaptiav] The ground: on 
account of sin, in consequence of sin (Kühner, II. 1, p. 419), 
which is more precisely known from v. 12. Death, which 
has arisen and become general through the entrance of sin 
into the world, can be averted in no case, not even in that 

of the regenerate man. Hence, even in his case, the body is 
vexpov Öl anapriav. But how completely different is it in his 
case with the spirit! To mvedua, namely, in contrast to the 
oa@pa, is necessarily not the transcendent (Holsten) or the Holy 
Spirit (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Calvin, Grotius, and others) ; 
nor yet, as Hofmann turns the conception, the spirit which we 
now have when Christ is in us and His righteousness is ours ; 

but simply our human spirit, i.e. the substratum of the per- 
sonal self-consciousness, and as such the principle of the higher 
cognitive and moral activity of life as directed towards God, 
different from the yrvy7, which is to be regarded as the po- 
tentiality of the human natural life. The faculty of the 
mveüua is the vovs (vil. 25), and its subject the moral Ego 
(vil. 15 ff). That the spirit of those who are here spoken of 
is filled with the Holy Spirit, is in itself a correct inference 
from the presupposition ef Xpuortos Ev vyiv, but is not implied in 
the word 76 mveüwa, as if this meant (Theodoret and de Wette) 
the human spirit pervaded by the Divine Spirit, the pneu- 
matic essence of the regenerate man. That is never the case; 
comp. on ver. 16. — fw] we. life is his essential element; 

stronger than &, the reading of F. G. Vulg. and mss. of the It. 
Comp. vil. 7. With respect to the spirit of the true Christian, 
therefore, there can be no mention of death (which would of 
necessity be eternal death); comp. John xi. 26. He is cter- 
nally alive, and that dua Sicaroavyny, on account of righteousness ; 
for the eternal fw is based on the justification that has taken 
place for Christ’s sake and is appropriated by faith. Rückert, 
Reiche, Fritzsche, Philippi (comp. also Hofmann), following the 

majority of ancient expositors, have properly taken éccato- 
cvvnv thus in the Pauline-dogmatic sense, seeing that the moral 
righteousness of life (Erasmus, Grotius, Tholuck, de Wette, 

Hengel: ‘‘ne peccati principio serviat.” But how gratuitously is this negative 
sense imported into the positive expression ! 
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Klee, and Maier), because never perfect (1 Cor. iv. 4; Phil. 
iii. 9, a/.), can never be ground of the Gw7. If, however, 

dia Sixatocvyvnv be rendered: for the sake of righteousness, “ im 
order that the latter may continue and rule” (Ewald, comp. 
van Hengel), it would yield no contrast answering to the cor- 
rect interpretation of verpov 6? au. It is moreover to be 
noted, that as 6? duapr. does not refer to one’s own individual 
sin (on the contrary, see on €&b’ @ mävres twapTov, v. 12), so 
neither does dia dvkatoovvyny refer to one’s own righteousness. 
— Observe, further, the fact that, and the mode in which, the 

dixatoovvn may be lost according to our passage, namely, if 
Christ is not in us,—a condition, by which the moral nature 

of the dsxauocvvn is laid down and security is guarded against. 
Ver. 11. According to ver. 10, there was still left one power 

of death, that over the body. Paul now disposes of this also, 
and hence takes up again, not indeed what had just been in- 
ferred (Hofmann, in accordance with his view of To mveüna, - 

ver. 10), but the idea conditioning it, ee de X. Ev üu.; not, 
however, in this form, but, as required by the tenor of what 

he intends to couple with it, in the form: ei öde r. mv. Tod 
Eryeip. “I. Ex vexp. oikei év viv. In substance the two are 
identical, since the indwelling of the Divine Spirit in us is the 
spiritual indwelling of Christ Himself in us. See on ver. 9. 
— The ö&, therefore, simply carries on the argument, namely, 

from the spirit which is {on (ver. 10), to the quickening that is 
certain even in the case of the mortal body (for observe the 
position of the xai). The apostle’s inference is: “The Spirit 
who dwelleth in you is the Spirit of Him that raised up Jesus ; 

consequently God will also, with respect to your bodies, as 
dwelling-places of His Spirit, do the same as He has done in 
the case of Christ.” The self-evident preswpposition in this 
inference is, that the Spirit of God dwelt in Jesus during His 
earthly career (Luke iv. 1, 14,18; Acts i. 2; John üi. 34, 
xx. 22). — Gworroujoes] Not Eyepei, but the correlate of fon, 
ver. 10 (comp. ver. 6), and counterpart of vexpov and Ovnrd, is 
purposely selected. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 22. — 0vnra] What he 
had previously expressed proleptically by vexpov, he here 
describes according to the reality of the present by @vnra, 
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Observe, moreover, that Paul leaves out of view the fate of 

those still living at the Parousia. Their change is not included 
in the expression fworromoes (Hofmann), —a view which 
neither the sense of the word (comp. iv. 17 ; 1 Cor. xv. 22, 36; 
1 Pet. iii. 18; John v. 21) nor the correlation with éyedpas 
permits. But to the readers’ consciousness of faith it was 
self-evident from the analogy of what is here said to them with 
reference to the case of their being already dead at the 
Parousia ; 1 Cor. xv. 51; 2 Cor. v. 2-4; 1 Thess. iv. 15-17. — 

On the interchange of Incodv and tov Xpıiorov Bengel rightly 
remarks: “ Appellatio Jesu spectat ad ipsum; Christi refertur 
ad nos ;” for Jesus as Christ is destined to be the archetype 
for believers even in an eschatological respect. — dia To 
EVOLKODV K.T.A.] on account of His Spirit that dwelleth in you. 
Observe the emphatic prefixing of the avrov relating to God. 
How could God, the Raiser up of Christ, who was the pos- 
sessor of His Spirit, leave the bodies of believers, which are 
the dwelling-places of the same Spirit, without quickening ? 
The more characteristic €vovxodv (previously it was only o/xe?) 
is a climax to the representation. — Kollner’s explanation 
may serve to exemplify the conception of our passage in an 
ethical sense (Erasmus, Calvin, and many others): “ So will He 
who raised up Jesus from the dead bring to life also your 
bodies that are still subject to death (sin and misery), that is, 
ennoble also your sensuous nature and so perfect you entirely.” 
But even apart from this arbitrary interpretation given to the 
simple dvnra (which ought rather with van Hengel to be inter- 
preted: “quamquam mortalia ideoque minoris numeri sunt”), 
how diffuse and verbose would be the whole mode of express- 
ing the simple thought! How utterly out of place this dualism 
of the representation, as if the divine work of the moral revivi- 

fication of the body were something independent, alongside of 
and subsequent to that of the spirit! See, moreover, generally 
on ver. 10, and the appropriate remarks of Reiche, Commentar 
crit. I. p. 62 ff. Lastly, according to de Wette’s combination 
of the two senses—the moral and the physical—the thought 
is: “This death-overcoming Spirit of God shall destroy more 
and more the principle of sin and death in your bodies, and 
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instead of it introduce the principle of the life-bringing Spirit 
into your whole personality, even into the body itself;’—a 
thought which opens up the prospect of the future resurrec- 
tion or change of the body. But the resurrection will be 
participated in by all believers at once, independently of the 
development noticed in our passage, by which their bodies 
would have first to be made ripe for it; and even the change 
of the living at the Parousia is, according to 1 Cor. xv. 51 ff., 
not a process developed from within outwardly, but a result 
produced in a twinkling from without (at the sound of the last 
trumpet),—a result, which cannot be the final consequence of 
the gradual inward destruction of the principle of sin and 
death, because in that case all could not participate in it 
simultaneously, which nevertheless is the case, according to 
1 Cor. xv. 51. Notwithstanding, this view, which combines 
the spiritual and bodily process of glorification, has been again 
brought forward by Philippi, according to whom what is here 
meant is the progressive merging of death into life, which can 
only be accomplished* by the progressive merging of sin into 
the righteousness of life, and of the o@pa into the mvedua (?). 
The simple explanation of the resurrection of the body is 
rightly retained by Tholuck, Umbreit, Hofmann, Weiss, and 

others ; whilst Ewald contents himself with the indeterminate 

double sense of eternal life beginning in the mortal body. 
Vv. 12-17. Accordingly we are bound not to live carnally, 

Jor that brings death; whereas the government of the Spirit, on the 
other hand, brings life, because we, as moved by the Spirit, are 

children of God, and as such are sure of the future glory. 
Ver. 12. “Apa ovv] Draws the inference not merely from 

ver. 11, but from the contents closely in substance bound up 
together of vv. 10, 11. “Since these blissful consequences 
are conditioned by the Spirit that dwelleth in us, we are not 

' Tf it be attempted to apply this view to the different subjects concerned, the 
absurdity is encountered, that it is incapable of application to all those to 
whom no time is afforded between their conversion and their death, or between 

their conversion and the Parousia, for the development of the alleged spiritual- 
bodily process of glorification. This exposition, therefore, yields an idea which 

would even @ priori, in the generality in which Paul would have expressed 
it, lack truth. 
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bound to give service to the flesh.” That has not deserved well 
of us!—ov TH oapkı . . . Sv] In the lively progress of his 
argument, Paul leaves the counterpart, dAAa TO mveünarı, Tod 
Kata Tvedua Sv, without direct expression ; but it results self- 

evidently for every reader from ver. 13.— Tod x. o. Sv] in 
order to live carnally. This would be the aim of our relation 
of debt to the flesh, if such a relation existed; we should have 
the carnal mode of life for our task. Fritzsche thinks that it 
belongs to 6¢.: “Sumus debitores non carni obligati, nempe 
debitores vitae ex carnis cupiditatibus instituendae ;” so also 
Winer, p. 306 [E. T. 410]. But in Gal. v. 3 Paul couples 
it with the simple infinitive; as in Soph. Aj. 587, Eur. Rhes. 
965. Since he here says rod Gy, that telic view is all the 

more to be preferred, by which the contents of the obliga- 
tion (so Hofmann) is brought out as its destination for us. 
The idea conveyed by kata oapra Sv is that of being alive 
(contrast to dying) according to the rule and standard of cdpé, 
so that cap is the regulative principle. The more precise and 
definite idea: carnal bliss (Hofmann), is not expressed. We 
should note, moreover, 77) capxi with the article (personified), 
and xara odpxa without it (qualitative), ver. 5. 

Ver. 13. Reason for ver. 12—-“ for so ye would attain the 
opposite of your destination, as specified in vv. 10, 11.” The 
pérrew (comp. iv. 24) indicates the “ certwm et constitutum esse 
secundum vim (divini) fati.” Ellendt, Lex. Soph. IL. p. 72. — 
amodvnorew] The opposite of the fw in ver. 10 f.; conse- 
quently used of the being transferred into the state of eternal 
death; and then Gjocecfe in the sense of eternal life (see 
ver. 17). Comp. vii. 10, 24, viii. 6,10. This dying does 
not exclude the resurrection of the body (Riickert), but points 
to the unblissful existence in Hades before (Luke xvi. 23) and 
after (comp. Matt. x. 28) the judgment. If it were true that 
Paul did not believe in a resurrection for unbelievers, he 

would stand in direct antagonism to John v. 28 f.; Acts 
xxiv. 15; Matt. v. 29 f, x. 28; and even 1 Cor. xv. 24 (see 
on that passage). Here also Philippi combines bodily, spi- 
ritual, and eternal death; but see above,on Rom.v.12. And 

here it may be specially urged against this view, that the dying 
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and living are assigned purely to the region of the future. 
Oecumenius aptly says: tov adavarov Havarov Ev TH yeévvn. — 
mveuparı]) tc. by means of the Holy Spirit, comp. vv. 4, 5, 

6, 9, and the following mveinarı Ocod; consequently here also 
not subjective (Philippi and others: “pneumatic condition of 
mind”). — tas mpa£eıs tod owu.] The practices (tricks, machi- 
nations, see on Col. iii, 9; Luke xxii. 51; Acts xix. 18; 

Dem: 126.. 22 ».Polyb.iü. 7,8: 9 2, ivr8. 3 wie 
and Sturz, Zex. Xen. III. p. 646) which the body (in accordance 
with the vowos év tots péreoe, vii. 23) desires to carry out. 
These we make dead (@avatodre), when the Ego, following the 

drawing of the Holy Spirit, conquers the lusts that form their 
basis ; so that they do not come to realization, and are reduced 
to nothing. Sapa is not used here for odp& (Reiche and 
others); Paul has not become inconsistent with his own use 
of language (Stirm in Züb. Zeitschr. 1834, 3, p. 11), but has 
regarded the (in itself indifferent) cdma as the executive organ 
of the sin, which, dwelling in the odp& of the body, rules 
over the body, and makes it the cama änaprias (vi. 6), if 
the Spirit does not obtain the control and make it His organ. 
The term wrp@£eıs, further used by Paul only in Col. iii. 9 (not 
Epya),is purposely selected to express the evil conception, which 
Hofmann (“ acts”) without any ground calls in question. It is 
frequently used thus by Greek authors, as also mpayuara. — 
The alternating antithesis is aptly chosen, so that in the two 
protases living and putting to death, in the apodoses death and 
life, stand contrasted with one another. 

Ver. 14. Reason assigned for the &joeode. “For then ye 
belong, as led by God, to the children of God (for whom the 

life of the Messianic kingdom is destined, ver. 17 ; Gal. iv. 7).” 
Theodore of Mopsuestia: $AAov ody Ste oi ToLodToL THY paka- 
plav bwiy rapa TO Eavrov marpı Sjcovrat.— ayovrar] i.e. are 
determined in the activity of their inward and outward life. 
Comp. ii. 4; Gal. v. 18; 2 Tim. iii. 6; Soph. Ant. 620: orm 
dpévas Oeds äycı, Ocd. C. 254 (Reisig, Enarr. p. LXIL.); Plat. 
Phaed. p. 94E: dyecOa imo tav Tod owuaros madnuarwv. 

The expression is passive (hence the dative), though without 

prejudice to the freedom of the human will, as ver. 13 proves. 
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“Non est enim coactio, ut voluntas non possit repugnare: 
trahit Deus, sed volentem trahit,” Melancthon.—vioi Ocod] 

Thus Paul elevates the hallowed theocratic conception, ix. 5, to 

the purely moral idea, which is realized in the case of those 
who are led by the Divine Spirit (which is granted only to 
those who believe in Christ, Gal. iii. 26). The odro: is there- 
fore not unemphatic (Hofmann)— which would make it quite 
superfluous—but has an excluding and contrasting force (these 
and no others, comp. Gal. iii. 7). Next to it viol has the stress 
(hence its position immediately after odroı, see the critical 
remarks), being conceived already as in contrast to doddov; see 
ver. 15. The viol ©ecod are those who have been justified by 
faith, thereby lawfully received by Him into the fellowship 
of children with a reconciled Father (ver. 15), governed by 
the Holy Spirit given unto them (comp. Gal. iv. 6), exalted 
to the dignity of the relation of brethren to Christ (ver. 29), 
and sure of the eternal glory (of the inheritance). For a view 
of the relation in question under its various aspects in Paul, 
John, and the Synoptics, see on John i. 12. 

Ver. 15 assigns the ground for ver. 14 in application to the 
readers. For ye received not, when the Holy Spirit was com- 
municated to you, @ spirit of bondage, that is, a spirit such as 
is the regulating power in the state of slavery. This view of 
the genitive (Fritzsche, de Wette, Philippi) is required by the 
contrast; because the viofecia, when the Spirit is given, is 
already present, having entered, namely, through faith and 
justification (Gal. iv. 6). Hence it cannot, with others 
(Kollner, Riickert, Baumgarten-Crusius, Hofmann, Reithmayr, 

following Theodore of Mopsuestia and others), be taken as the 
genitive of the effect (who works bondage). This also holds 

1 TIveue dova. is therefore what the Holy Spirit received is not. Comp. 2 Tim. 
i. 7. Altogether contrary to the context, Grotius, Michaelis, and others under- 
stand affectus servilis, taking it consequently not of the objective spirit, but 

subjectively ; as do also Reiche, Baumgarten-Crusius, and de Wette, with whom 

Philippi agrees : ‘‘ a disposition of mind such as one has in slavery (childhood).” 
Vv. 14, 16 ought to have precluded such a view. Chrysostom, Theodoret, and 
others understood it directly of #0 ypzuum rod vowov ws wup& rod avetparos pry dobiv, 

BovAous Of waAADY apuolov, Theophylact. Comp. Oecumenius: rov zvsyaarızav 

One vapor. 
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against Lipsius, Rechtfertigungslehre, p. 170. — marı eis poor] 
again to fear, conveys the aim of the (denied) eAdß. mv. SovA., 
so that raAıv, as its very position shows, gives a qualification, 
not of eXaß., but of eis o8.: “in order that ye should once 
more (as under the law working wrath) be afraid.” — mveupa 
viodee.] i.c. a spirit which, in the state of adoption, is the ruling 
principle. Yiobecia is the proper term for adoption (Oerdaı 
viov, Plat. Legg. xi. p. 929 C; Arr. An. i. 23. 11) ; see Grotius 
and Fritzsche, an loc. ; Hermann, Privatalterth. § 64. 15 ; comp. 
on Gal. iv. 5; also Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 340. Therefore not 
sonship in a] (the Patristic viorns), as is the view of the 
majority ; it is rightly rendered in the Vulgate: “ adoptionis 
jiliorum ;” it does not represent believers as children of God 
by birth, but as those who by God’s grace (Eph. i. 5-8) have 
been assumed into the place of children, and as brethren of 
Christ (ver. 29). Those thus adopted receive the Spirit from 
God, but are not begotten to sonship through the Spirit (Hof- 
mann); comp. Weiss, /.c. — The repetition of eAußere mrvedua 
has a certain solemnity. Comp. on 1 Cor. ii. 7; Phil. iv. 17. 
— ev 8] in whom, as in the element that moves our inner life. 
Comp. on 1 Cor. xii. 3; Eph. ii. 18. — xpafoper] we cry, the 
outburst of fervid emotion in prayer. Comp. on Gal. iv. 6. 
The transition to the irst person takes place without special 
intention, under the involuntary pressure of the sense of fel- 
lowship. — ’Aßß&] See on Mark xiv. 36, and Buxtorf, Lez. 

Talm. p. 20. From the three passages, Mark, l.c., Gal. iv. 6, 

and our present one, it may be assumed that the address NAN 

(j5)) was transferred from the Jewish into the Christian 

prayers, and in the latter received the consecration of special 
sanctity through Christ Himself, who as Son thus addressed 

the Father. This ’Aßßa gradually assumed the nature of a 
proper name; and thus it came that the Greek-praying Chris- 
tians retained the Chaldee word in a vocative sense as a proper’ 
name, and further, in the fervour of the feeling of sonship, added 
along with it the specifically Christian address to the Father, 
using the appellative 6 rarnp in the appositional nominative 
(Kühner, II. 1, p. 42); so that the “ Abba, Father,’ now became 
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fixed.’ It has been frequently supposed (and is still by Rückert, 
Reiche, and Köllner) that Paul added o warnp by way of ex- 
planation. But against this view it may be urged, that in 
passages so full of feeling as Rom. vii. 15 and Gal. iv. 6, an 
interpretation—and that too of a word which, considering the 
familiarity with Jewish modes of expression in the churches 
of Rome and Galatia, undoubtedly needed no explanation, and 
was certainly well known also through the evangelistic tradi- 
tion as the form of address in prayer that had flowed from the 
mouth of Jesus—seems unnatural and out of place. Besides, 
in all three instances, in Mark? and Paul, uniformly the mere 

"ABB o marnp is given without any formula of interpretation 
(rodr’ éo7e or the like) being added. Other views—destitute, 
however, of all proof—are: that the custom which insinuating 
children have of repeating the father’s name is here imitated 
(Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, and Grotius) ; 
or that the emphasis affectus (Erasmus) is here expressed (either 
view would be possible only in the event of the passage stand- 
ing as “ABB4a, ’ABP4) ; or even that it is meant to signify the 

Fatherhood of God for Jews and Gentiles (Augustine, Anselm, 
Calvin, Estius, and others). With our view Philippi is sub- 
stantially agreed. Against the objections of Fritzsche, who 
regards 6 matnp as an explanatory addition grown into a 
habit, see on Gal. iv. 6. — The Father-name of God in the Old 

Covenant (Ex..xx..2; Isa. Ixiii, 16 ; Hos. xi. 1; Jer. iii.;19, 

xxxl. 9) only received the loftiest fulfilment of its meaning in 
the New Covenant through the vioderia accomplished in Christ. 
Comp. Umbreit, p. 287 £.; Schultz, alttest. Theol. II. p. 98. 

Ver. 16. More precise information respecting the preceding 
ev @ Kpat. “ABB& 0 m.— avro To mveiua K.T.r.] Not He, the 
Spirit (Hofmann, inappropriately comparing ver. 21 and 1 
Thess. iii. 11); but, since avrös in the casus rectus always 
means ipse, the context supplying the more special reference 

1 It was owing simply to the provincial dialect of Palestine that NIx and not 

SS was used. Alberti, Tholuck, and Olshausen think it due to the former 

having a more childlike (lisping) sound. Other precarious views may be seen in 

Wolf, Cur. ; Lightfoot, Hor. p. 654 f. 
2 In Mark xiv. 36 the expression is put into the mouth of Jesus from a 

later age. See in loc. 

ROM. II. E 
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of the sense: «pse spiritus, that is, Himself, on His own part, 
the (received) Spirit testifies with our spirit; He unites His 
own testimony that we are children of God with the same testi- 
mony borne by our spirit, which (1 Cor. ii. 11) is the seat of 
our self-consciousness. — In cupmapr. the ovv and its reference 

to 7. mv. na. are not to be neglected, any more than in ii. 15, 
ix. 1, as the Vulgate, Luther, Grotius, and Fathers, also Koppe, 

Riickert, Reiche, Köllner, de Wette, and others have done. 

Paul distinguishes from the subjective self-consciousness: I 
am the child of God, the therewith accordant testimony of the 
objective Holy Spirit: {how art the child of God! The latter 
is the yea to the former; and thus it comes that we cry the 
Abba év 76 mveunarı. Our older theologians (see especially 
Calovius) have rightly used our passage as a proof of the cerzi- 
tudo gratiae in opposition to the Catholic Church with its 
mere conjectura moralis. Comp. Eph. i. 13, iv. 30; 1 John 
ili. 24, iv. 13. At the same time, it is also a clear dietum 

probans against all pantheistie confusion of the divine and the 
human spirit and consciousness, and no less against the asser- 
tion that Paul ascribes to man not a human vevwa, but only 
the divine rvevua become subjective (Baur, Holsten). Against 
this view, see also Pfleiderer, in Hilgenfeld’s Zeitschr. 1871, 
p. 162 £., who nevertheless, at p. 177 f.,, from our passage 
and chap. viii. generally, attributes to the apostle the doctrine 
that in the Christian the real divine wvedua has become the 

proper human one, and vice versa ; comp. on ver. 26. Against 
the Fanatics Melancthon truly observes, that the working of 
the Spirit in the believer begins “ praelucente voce evangelii.” 
— réxva| The term children, expressive of greater tender- 
ness, called forth by the increasing fervour of the discourse.’ 
Comp. ver. 21. The aspect of the Jegal relation (of the 

1 Hofmann incorrectly imports the idea that viss emphasizes the connection of 
life, and +éxvov the descent ; hence Christ is not called r&zvov, but only vis. This 
view is demolished by the fact that, precisely in virtue of His descent as the 
ovoysyns and xpwroroxes, Christ is the vis. He is not called réxvov, simply be- 
cause viss was the prophetic and historical designation of the Messiah consecrated 

by ancient usage. In fact, the LXX. render promiscuously j2 as well as 12" 

(which Hofmann compares) sometimes by viss and sometimes by réxvoy, 
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viobecia) at the same time recedes into the background. 
Comp. Phil. ii. 15. 

Ver. 17. From the truth of the filial relation to God, Paul 
now passes over by the continuative öe to the sure blissful 
consequence of it,—and that indeed in organic reference to the 
Gneeode promised in ver. 13.— From our childship follows 
necessarily our deirship. Comp. Gal. iv. 7. Both are to be 
left perfectly general, without supplying ©eov, since it is only 
what follows that furnishes the concrete, more precise defini- 
tion, in which here the general relation is realized. — xAnpo- 
vopot Ocod| The inheritance, which God once on a time transfers 
to His children as their property, is the salvation and glory 
of the Messianic kingdom. Comp. iv. 14. God is, of course, 

in this case conceived not as a dying testator, but as the living 

bestower of His goods on His children (Luke xv. 12). How- 
ever, the conclusion (ver. 17) forbids us to disregard the idea 
of inheritance, and to find only that of the receiving possession 
represented (in opposition to van Hengel). — ouykAnp. de 
Xpictod| Not something greater than «Anpov. Ocod, on the 
contrary in substance the same, but specifically characterized 
from the standpoint of our fellowship with Christ, whose co- 
heirs we must be as «Anpov. Oeod, since, having entered into 
sonship through the vioderia, we have become Christ’s brethren 
(ver. 29). Moreover, that Paul has here in view, not the 
analogy of the Hebrew law of inheritance that conferred a 
man’s intestate heritage only on sons of his body, if there 
were such, but that of the Roman law (Fritzsche, Tholuck, van 

Hengel ; see more particularly on Gal. iv. 7), is the historically 
necessary supposition, which can least of all seem foreign or in- 

appropriate in an epistle to the Romans, — cupracy.] Whoso- 
ever, for the sake of the gospel, submits to suffering (Matt. x. 38, 
xvi. 24), suffers with Christ; ie. he has actual share in the 
suffering endured by Christ (1 Pet. iv. 13), drinks the same cup 
that He drank (Matt. xx. 22 f.). Comp. on 2 Cor.1. 5; Phil. 
iii. 10; Col. i. 24. This fellowship of suffering Paul regards 
as that which must be presupposed in order to the attainment 
of glory, of participation in the dofa of Christ (eiep, as in 
ver. 9) ; not indeed as meritum, or pretium vitae acternae, but as 
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obedientia propter ordinem a Deo sancitum, Melancthon. Comp. 
2 Tim. 1.11 f. This conviction developed itself, especially 
under the external influence of the circumstances of an age 
fruitful in persecution, just as necessarily and truly out of the 
inward assurance that in the case of Jesus Himself His suffer- 
ing,’ willed by God, and undertaken and borne in obedience 
to the Father, was the condition of His glory (Luke xxiv. 26; 
Phil. i. 6 ff., al), as it in its turn became a rich spring of 
the enthusiasm for martyrdom. Olshausen (comp. also Phi- 
lippi) mixes up an element which is here foreign: “ participa- 
tion in the conflict with sin 7 themselves and in the world.” 
Even without introducing this element foreign to the word 
itself, the ouuraoyeıv, as the presupposition involved in the 
joint-heirship, has its universal applicability, based not merely 
on the general participation of all in the suffering of this time, 
but especially also on the relation of the children of God 
to the ungodly world (comp. John vii. 7, xv. 18 f., xvii. 14). 
— iva kal ovvdo&.] in order to be also glorified with Him ; 
dependent not on ovyrAnp. (Tholuck), but on cupzacy., the 
divine final aim of which, known to the sufferer, it subjoins. 

Vv. 18-31. Grounds of encowragement for the cvpracyew 
iva «x. ovvdo&.— Namely, (1) The future glory shall far out- 
weigh the present sufferings, vv. 18-25.— (2) The Holy 
Ghost supports us, vv. 26, 27.— (3) Generally, all things 
must serve for good to those who love God, vv. 28-31. 

Ver. 18. Aoyifopar] I reckon, as in iii. 28; 2 Cor. xi. 5; 
Phil. iii. 13. In the singular we are not to discover a turn 

given to the argument, as if the apostle found it necessary to 
justify himself on account of the condition eiwep cupmdcy. 
(Hofmann). Just as little here as in the case of wémesopat in 
ver. 38. He simply delivers his judgment, which, however, he 

1 Here also set forth by Hofmann under the aspect of treatment encountered by 
Tim at the hands of the enemies of the work of salvation. 

2 See, on the section about the groaning of the creature, Köster, in Stud. u. 

Krit. 1862, p. 755 ff. ; M. Schenkel, von d. Seufzen der Creatur (Schulprogr. 
Plauen), 1862; Frommann, in the Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol, 1863, p. 25 ff. ; 

Zahn, in the same, 1865, p. 511 fl. ; Graf, in Heidenheim’s Vierteljahrsschr. 

1867, 3 ; Engelhardt, in the Luther. Zeitschr. 1871, p. 48 ff. (against Frommann) ; 

and against Engelhardt, see Frommann in the same Zeitschrift, 1872, p. 33 ff. 
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might have expressed with equal propriety in a form in- 
clusive of others, as subsequently he has written oldauev (ver. 
22). Such changing of the person is accidental and without 
any special design, especially as here he does not say éyw yap 
Aoyik., or Aoyikouaı yap avros eyo, or otherwise give himself 
prominence. A certain Jlitotes, however, lies (not indeed in 

the singular, but) in the use of Aoyiouae itself, which really 
contains an olda and a mereıowaı. — our afta] not of equal 
importance, not of corresponding weight ; they are unimportant. 
On zpos, in comparison with, in relation to, comp. Plat. Gorg. p. 
471 E: ovddevds dEiös éott mpös tHv adjGeay, Protag. p. 356 A; 
Winer, p. 378 [E. T. 505]. On ov« aé&ov éore itself, how- 
ever, in the sense: non operae pretium est, see Kühner, ad 

Xen. Anab. vi. 5. 13. Comp. Dem. 300 wit.; Polyb. iv. 20. 2. 
On the subjeet-matter, see especially 2 Cor. iv. 17.— tod viv 
xaıpov] of the present time-period. The viv kaıpos marks off 
from the whole atwv obros (see on Matt. xii. 32) the period 
then current, which was to end with the approaching Parousia 
(assumed as near in xiii. 11, 12, 1 Thess. iv. 17, 1 Cor. 
vii. 29, and in the entire N. T.), and was thus the time of 
the crisis. — wérr. 50. amor.] péAXovaay (see on ver. 13) is, as 
in Gal. iii. 23, prefixed with emphasis, correlative with the 

foregoing viv. Comp. 1 Cor. xii. 22; Plat. Rep. p. 572B: 
kal tavu Soxovdow nuwv Evioıs nerpios evar. See Stallbaum 
in loc. — dmokaX.] Namely, at the Parousia, when the dofa 
which is now hidden (in heaven, comp. Col. iii. 3 f.; 1 Pet. 
i. 4) is to be revealed. — eis nuäs] on us, so that we are those, 
upon whom (reaching unto them) the aroxddvyis takes place. 
Comp. Acts xxviii. 6. The dof comes to us, therefore, from 

without (with Christ descending from heaven; comp. Col. iii. 
4; Phil. iii. 21; Tit. ii. 13); but is not conceived as having 
already begun inwardly and then becoming apparent out- 
wardly (in opposition to Lipsius, Rechtfert. p. 206). 

Ver. 19. Tap] introduces, from the waiting of the creation 
(to whose groaning that of Christians thereupon joins itself 
in ver. 23) for this glorious consummation, a peculiar confir- 
mation, couched in a poetic strain, of the fact that the dmoxd- 
Avis THs SoEns is really impending ; and thus lends support 
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to the comforting certainty of that future manifestation, that is, 

to the element involved in the emphatically prefixed weAAov- 
cay ; comp. Calovius, Fritzsche, de Wette, Krehl, Reithmayr, 

and Bisping. From Origen and Chrysostom down to Hof- 
mann, there has usually been discovered here a ground assigned 
for the greatness of the glory. But this is neither consistent 
with the emphatic prominence of weAAovoav, nor with the sub- 
sequent ground itself, which proves nothing as to the greatness 
of the do€a, but stands to the indubitableness of the latter, 

otherwise firmly established and presupposed, in the relation 
of a sympathetic testimony of nature.‘ Least of all can ydp in- 
troduce a ground of the apostle’s belief for his own Aoyidonar 
«.T.%. (van Hengel). According to Philippi, what is to be 
established is, that the dofa is not already present, but only 
future, which, however, even taking into account human im- 
patience, was quite self-evident. For the nearness of the d0€a 
(Reiche), just as before it was not expressly announced in the 
simple ueAAovoav, the sequel affords no proof, since the element 
of speediness is not expressed. — % arorapadoria] The verb 
kapadoreiv (Xen. Mem. iii. 5, 6, frequent in Euripides) strictly 
means: to expect with uplifted head, then to expect generally, to 
long for (Valck. ad Herod. vii. 168; Loesner, Obss. p. 256 f.); 
and xapadoria means expectatio (Prov. x. 28 ; Aq. Ps. xxxviil. 
7). The strengthened (Vigerus, ed. Herm. p. 582; Tittmann, 
Synon. p. 106 ff.) dwoxapadoxeiv (Joseph. Bell. Jud. iii. 7. 26; 
Polyb. xvi.(2. 18, xviii. 31. 4, xxii. 19.35 Aq. Ps. zone 
Alberti, Gloss. p. 106 ff.) and amoxapadoxia (only elsewhere in 
Phil. i. 20) is the waiting expectation (not anxious expectation, 
as Luther has it) that continues on the strain till the goal is 
attained. See especially Tittmann, /.c.; Fritzsche in Fritzschior. 
Opuscul. p. 150 ff. Without warrant, Loesner, Krebs, Fischer, 

de vit. Lex. p. 128 £, and others, including Rückert, Reiche, 
and van Hengel, have refused to recognise the strengthen- 
ing element of do, already pointed out by Chrysostom and 

1 The train of thought may therefore, expressed in Latin, be paraphrased 
somewhat thus: ‘‘ sry wirarcucay x.7.2. inquam, haec enim spes nostra tanlae 

est certitudinis, ut confirmetur totius naturae ad eundem finem nostrum tendentis 

expectatione suspiriisque.” 
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Theodore of Mopsuestia, although Paul himself gives promi- 
nence to it repeatedly in amexdéy. (comp. vv. 23, 25; 1 Cor. 
i. 7; Gal. v. 5; Phil. iii. 20). — is «tioews] Genitive of the 
subject. The waiting of the «rious is with rhetorical emphasis 
brought into prominence as something independent. See 
Winer, p. 221 [E. T. 239]. ‘H «rious means—(1) actus 
creationis ; so i. 20, corresponding to the classic usage in 

the sense of establishment (Pind. O/, 13. 118 ; comp. 1 Pet. ii. 
13), founding (Polyb., Plut., and others), planting, etc. — 
(2) The thing created, and that (a) where the context supplies 
no limitation, quite generally like our creation, Mark x. 6, 

xiii. 19; 2 Pet. iii 4; Judith xvi. 14; Wisd. i. 6, a/.; and 

(b) where the context does limit it, in a more or less special 
sense, as in Mark xvi. 15, Col. i. 23 (of that portion of the 
creation, which consists of mankind), Col. i. 15, Heb. iv. 13 

(of every individual creature) ; comp. i. 25, vill. 39 ; also kaum 
krioıs in 2 Cor. v. 17, Gal. vi. 15. Since, then, the absolute 
7 krioıs must receive its limitation of sense simply from the 
connection, the question is, What does the text in our passage 
exclude from the meaning of tis xticews? There are plainly 
excluded not only the angelic and demoniac kingdom (see ver. 
20), but also Christians collectively, as is clear from vv. 19, 21, 

and 23, where the Christians are different from the «tious, and 

even opposed to it, so that they cannot be regarded (according 
to the view of Frommann) as forming a partial conception, em- 
braced also in the «rieıs.! But is the non-Christian portion 
of humanity to be excluded also? If not, it must be meant 
either along with something else, or else alone. If the former, 
then Paul, seeing that irrational nature at any rate remains 
within the compass of the idea, would have included under 
one notion this nature and the Jewish and heathen worlds, 

which would be absurd. But if non-Christian humanity alone 
be meant, then—(1) we should not be able to see why Paul 
should have chosen the term xricıs, and not have used the 

definite expression xocpos, which is formally employed for that 
idea elsewhere in his own writings and throughout the N. T. 

1 Frommann unjustifiably appeals to 2 Cor. vii. 7. See, on the contrary, also 
Zahn, l.c. p. 516 f., and Engelhardt, p. 49. 
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Besides, the absolute «tioıs nowhere in the entire N. T. means 

non-Christian mankind (in Mark xvi. 15 and Col. i. 23, raon 

stands along with it); and, indeed, räca n «ricıs (Mark) and 
maca krioıs (Col.) mean nothing else than the whole creation 
and every creature, and in these cases it is purely the context 
that shows that created men are meant, while at the same 

time it is self-evident ex adjuncto (for the discourse concerns 
the preaching of the gospel to the «7éovs) that Christians are 
not to be understood. (2) The hostile attitude of the then 

existing xooos towards the Christian body would cause the 
assertion respecting it of a sympathetic and, as it were, pro- 
phetic yearning for the manifestation of the children of God 
to seem a curious paradox, which, moreover, as a truth, in the 

case of the Jews and Gentiles, would rest on quite a different 
foundation, namely, the expectation of the Jewish Messianic 
kingdom, and on the other hand, the yearning dream of a golden 

age. (3) Again, the expressions in ver. 20 are of such a cha- 
racter, that they in no way make us presuppose in the writer 
such a conception of humanity subjected through sin to the 
@dvatos as Paul had, but allow us just to think of the «rious as 
having fallen a prey to the lot of mortality, not by its own free 
action, but innocently, and by outward necessity; the apostle 
would not have left the @dévaros unmentioned.’ (4) Further, 
the hope of attaining to the freedom of the glory of the children 
of God (ver. 21) was only left to the xdopos, in so far as it 
should be converted to Christ ; but ver. 21, in point of fact, 
merely asserts that on the entrance of that glory the «rious is 
to be glorified also, without touching, in regard to mankind, 
on the condition of conversion—which assuredly Paul least 
of all would have omitted. (5) Finally, Paul expected that, 
previous to the entrance of the Parousia, the fulness of the 
Gentiles and all Israel would become christianized (xi. 25, 26), 

and had to shape his conception, therefore, in such a way as to 
make humanity, taken as a whole, belong to the viois Ocod 
when the manifestation of the kingdom should appear. And 

1 An antinomy of two different conceptions as to the origin of death (From- 
mann, 1872, p. 53) is certainly not to be found in Paul’s writings. See onv. 12; 

1 Cor. xv. 47 ff. 
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as to that, ver. 21 decidedly forbids the connecting of the 
notion of mankind with 7 xtiow. — There remains, therefore, 
as the definition of the notion of 7 «ricıs in accordance with 

the text: the collective non-rational creation, animate and inani- 

mate, the same which we term in popular usage “ all nature” 
(comp. Wisd. v. 18, xvi. 24, xix. 6), from which we are accus- 
tomed to exclude intelligent beings. In view of the poetically 
prophetic colouring of the whole passage, the expressions of 
waiting, sighing, hoping, of bondage and redemption, excite the 
less surprise, since already in the O. T. instances of a similar pro- 
sopopoeia are very common (Deut. iv. 34; Ps. xix. 2, Ixviü. 
eye Xen 6. evil leat in, dois Selva 125 Eck 3x 

15; Hab. ii. 11; Bar. iii, 34; Job xii. 7-9, al.); and Chry- 

sostom very aptly remarks: Ware de eudavtixwtepoy yevécOar 
TOV Aöyov, Kal TpocwrroTroLEet TOV KOopOoY &TravTa TOUTOV: ürrep 
Kat of mpopytat Trovwodc.v, ToTamovs Kporoüvras yepoly elod- 

yovres x.7.A. Comp. Oecumenius and Theophylact. The idea 
of the glorification of all nature cannot be accounted unpauline, 
for the simple reason that it is clearly expressed in our passage ; 
and because, moreover, as being connected with the history of 
the moral development of humanity according to Gen. iii. 17 f., 
and necessarily belonging to the idea of the dmoxatdctacts 
mavrwv (Matt. xix. 28; Acts iii. 21; 2 Pet. iii. 10 ff.; Rev. 
xxi. 1), it may be least of all disclaimed in the case of Paul, 
since it emanates from the prophets of the Old Testament (Isa. 
xO ti bizelxxcxviihs Tea. ixvedl7olxvic- Ise comp) Bs: cil. 
27; and see Umbreit, p. 291 ff.), and has thence passed over 
into the Rabbinical system of doctrine. See Fisenmenger, 
entdeckt. Judenth. II. p. 367 ff, 824 ff.; Schoettgen, Hor. 11. 

pp. 71, 76, 117 ff.; Bertholdt, Christol. p. 214; Corrodi, 
Chiliasm. I. p. 376 ff. ; Ewald, ad Apocal. p. 307 f. ; Delitzsch, 

Erläut. 2. s. Hebr. Uebers. p. 87. The above interpretation, 
therefore, of the «tious has been rightly adopted—only that 
the intelligent creatures have not in all cases been expressly or 
exclusively separated from it (e.g. Theodoret includes also the 
aöopara, angels, archangels, ete., as Origen previously, and Eras- 

mus and others subsequently, have also done)—by the majority 
of expositors, following most of the Fathers (in the first instance 
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Irenaeus, Zeer. v. 32.1), by Luther, Erasmus, Beza, Melancthon, 

Calvin, Cornelius a Lapide, Balduin, Estius, Grotius, Cocceius, 

Calovius, Calixtus, Seb. Schmid, Wolf, Bengel, and others, in- 

cluding Flatt, Tholuck, Klee, Usteri (in Stud. w. Krit. 1832, 

p. 835 ff, and Zehrbegr. ed. 4 and 5, pp. 373, 399 ff), 
Riickert, Benecke, Schneckenburger, Reiche, Glöckler, de 

Wette, Neander, Nielsen, Reithmayr, Maier, Philippi, Ewald, 

Umbreit, Bisping, Lechler, apostol. Zeitalt. p. 143, Delitzsch, 

Ruprecht in the Stud. u. Krit. 1851, p. 214 ff., Zahn, Man- 

sold, Hofmann, and Engelhardt; comp. also M. Schenkel and 
Graf. Among these, however, are several who, like Luther, 

Beza, and also Fritzsche, wish to understand it too narrowly, 
merely of the inanimate creation,—a limitation not given in 
the text, and moreover antiprophetic (Tertullian, ad Hermog. 
10); while, on the other hand, Köllner, with whom Olshausen 

agrees, takes it too widely of all created things generally. See, 
against this, the textual limitation explained above. If, how- 
ever, in accordance with the above, the removal of intelligent 
beings from the compass of the xriovs must be regarded as de- 
cided, the decision is fatal to the view of others, who, following 

the example of Augustine, explain 7 xricıs as mankind; and that 
either in the quite comprehensive sense of mankind collectively 
(in the state of nature), as, following older expositors especially 
scholastic and Roman Catholic, Döderlein, Gabler, Ammon, 

Keil (Opuse. p. 207), Grimm (de vi vocabuli krie., Lips. 1812), 
Schulthess (evangel. Belehr. üb. d. Erneuer. d. Nat., Zurich 
1833), Geisler (in the Annal. d. ges. Theol. 1835, Jan. p. 51 ff), 
Schrader, Krehl, van Hengel, Frommann, and others do; or, 

with exclusion of the Christians, in the sense of mankind still 
unconverted, as Augustine himself suggested,? by which again, 

1 So Wetstein, Baumgarten-Crusius, Jatho, and Köster ; formerly (in eds. 
1, 2, 3) also Usteri, following Schleiermacher. 

2 His entire exposition (see Lxpos. quar. propos. ex ep. ad Rom. 53) runs 
thus :—“‘ Sic intelligendum est, ut neque sensum dolendi et gemendi opinemur 
esse in arboribus et oleribus et lapidibus et ceteris hujuscemodi creaturis (hic 
enim error Manichaeorum est) ; neque angelos sanctos vanitati subjectos esse 

arbitremur : sed omnem creaturam in ipso homine sine ulla calumnia cogitemus. 
. . . Omnis autem est etiam in homine, et spiritualis et animalis et corporalis, quia 
homo constat spiritu et anima et corpore. Ergo creatura revelationem filiorum 
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however, many understood specially the unconverted Gentiles 
(Locke, Lightfoot, Knatchbull, Hammond, Semler, and Nachti- 
gall), and various others the unconverted Jews (Cramer, Bohme, 
and Gersdorf). Others have even explained it of Christians col- 
lectively, as the new creature (Vorstius, Deyling, Nösselt, Socinians 

and Arminians). And just as little can «réows be equivalent to 
avy (Märcker) or to odp£, and be supposed to designate the 
creaturely element in the regenerate (Weissbach in the Süächs. 
Stud. I. p. 76 ff., and Zyro in the Stud. u. Krit. 1845, 2, 1851, 

p. 645 ff). Compare also, regarding the various expositions, 
M. Schenkel, p. 9 ff; and against the view which takes it of 
mankind, Engelhardt, /.c. — tiv amorax. T. vidv t. Ocod] The 
event, the blissful catastrophe, whereby the sons of God become 
manifest as such (in their öo&a). How exalted the dignity in 
which they here appear above the «rioıs! Bengel: “ad crea- 
turam ex peccato redundarunt incommoda ; ad creaturam ex 
gloria filiorum Dei redundabit recreatio.” The xriaıs, in virtue 
of its physical connection with that amoxddvWis, shall be a 
partaker in the blissful manifestation. 

Vy. 20, 21. Ground of this longing. — 7H waraıor.] Pre- 
fixed with emphasis: vanitati, to nothingness. The substantive 
(Pollux, vi. 134) is no longer found in Greek authors, but 
frequently in the LXX. (as in Ps. xxxix. 6). See Schleusner, 
Thes. III. p. 501. It indicates here the empty (ec. as having 
lost its primitive purport, which it had by creation) quality 
of being, to which the xricıs was changed from its original 

perfection. — vrerayn] was subjected, was made subject to, as to 
a ruling power formerly unknown to it. This historical fact 
(aorist) took place in consequence of the fall, Gen. ui. 17. 

Dei exspectat, quicquid nunc in homine laborat et corruptioni subjacet. Erant 

enim adhue credituri, qui etiam spiritu subjacebant laboriosiserroribus. Sed ne 
quis putaret, de ipsorum labore tantum dictum esse, adjungit etiam de iis, qui 
jam crediderant. Quamquam enim spiritu, i..e. mente, jam servirent legi Dei: 
tamen, quia carne servitur legi peccati, quamdiu molestias et sollicitationes mor- 
talitatis nostrae patimur, ideo addit dicens: Non solum, ete. (ver. 23). Non 
solum ergo ipsa, quae tantummodo creatura dicitur in hominibus, qui nondum 
crediderunt, et ideo nondum in filiorum Dei numerum constituti, congemiscit ac 
dolet : sed etiam nosmet ipsi, qui credimus et primitias Sp. habemus, quia jam 
spiritu adhaeremus Deo per fidem, et ideo non jam creatura, sed filii Dei appel. 
lamur,” ete. 
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Comp. Beresh. rabb. f. 2, 3: “Quamvis creatae fuerint res 

perfectae, cum primus homo peccaret, corruptae tamen sunt, et 
ultra non redibunt ad congruum statum suum, donec veniat 
Pherez, h. e. Messias.” See also Zahn, p. 532. The refer- 
ence to an original pataotns, introduced even by the act 
of ereation (Theodoret, Grotius, Krehl, Baumgarten-Crusius, de 

Wette, and Köster), is historically inappropriate (Gen. i. 31), 
and contrary to ody éxodoa, aAAA K.7.r., Which supposes a pre- 
vious state not subject to the war. Further, since the vro- 
ra£as is subsequently mentioned, the interpretation se subjecit 
(Fritzsche) is thereby excluded. — ovx éxodoa, adda Sia T. 
vroTaé.| This must occasion their expectation all the more; 
for their subjection is at variance with their original state and 
the desire of immunity founded thereon, and it took place 
“invita et repugnante natura” (Calvin, namely, through the 
guilt of human sin), on account of the subjector (dia with the 
accusative, comp. on John vi. 57), that is, because the counsel 
and will of the subjecting God (the contrast to one’s own non- 
willingness) had to be thus satisfied. The idea of another 
than God in tov broraé. (Knatchbull and Capellus: Adam ; 
Chrysostom, Schneckenburger, Bisping, and Zahn: man ; 

Hammond and others, quoted by Wolf: the devil) is for- 
bidden by the very absence of a defining statement, so that the 
subject is assumed as well known. According to Gen. iii. 17, 
it was indeed man through whose guilt the subjection ensued ; 
but God was the subjector (6 twotaéas). — em eAmidı OTe K.T.A.] 
on hope (iv. 18) that, ete,, may be joined either with vrora£. 
(Origen, Vulgate, Luther, Castalio, Calvin, Piscator, Estius, 

and others, including Ch. Schmidt and Olshausen) or with 
birerayn. The latter conjunction brings out more forcibly 
the Er’ édmiév; for this contains a new element by way of 
motive for the expectation of nature. &ri, spe proposita, indi- 
cates the condition which was conceded in the trerdyn, as it 

' The marks of parenthesis before odx and after öror. are to be expunged, since 
the connection and construction proceed without a break. This applies also 
against Frommann, who assigns to this parenthesis merely the object of explain- 
ing the passive ürerzyn. Ewald puts in a parenthesis the entire verse, thus 

making i=’ tawi% connect itself with ar:zdixerz. But for this there appears 

likewise no reason. 
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were, the équivalent provisionally given for it, Acts ji. 24; 
Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 18, and Kühner in loc.; Ast, Lex. Plat. I. 

p. 767; Bernhardy, p. 250.— 67] that, object of the hope 
(Phil. i. 20); not nam, as it is taken by most expositors, who 
join em’ eAmidı with ümord£.; among others by Schnecken- 
burger, Beitrag. p. 122, who assigns as his reason, that otherwise 
the aurn 7 xticts could not be repeated. But that repe- 
tition is necessitated by the emphasis of the similarity of the 
relation, which avr) 1 «rioıs has over-against the children 
of God, for which reason Paul did not write örı Kat EeAevdepw- 
Onceraı (in opposition to Hofmann’s objection). Besides, the 
purport of the eAmis had necessarily to be stated, in order to give 
the ground of the expectation of the «rioıs as directed precisely 
to the manifestation of the sons of God. The indefinite er’ 
&Aridı would supply a motive for its expectation of deliver- 
ance in general, but not for its expectation of the glory of the 
children of God. This applies also against Hofmann, who 
refers 6tt K.T.A., as statement of the reason, to the whole preced- 
ing sentence, whereby, besides, the awkward idea is suggested, 

that the subjection took place on account of the deliverance to 
be accomplished in the future ; it had, in fact, an entirely differ- 

ent historical ground, well known from history, and already 
suggested by the dua tov ümora£., namely, the implication of 
the xriovs in the entrance of sin among mankind. — kal adr 
N KTiots| et ipsa creatura, that is, the creature also on its part, 
not merely the children of God. There is simply expressed 
the similarity ; not a climax (even), of which the context affords 
no hint. — rs @opas] Genitive of apposition: from the 
bondage that consists in corruption. See ver. 23. Incorrectly 
paraphrased by Köllner: “from the corruptible, miserable bond- 
age.” At variance with this is ver. 20, according to which 
r. 60. cannot be made an adjective; as is also the sequel, in 
which nv EeXevd. corresponds to tis SovAcias, and THs do&ns 
7. terv. T. Ocod to the ths POopas. The POopa (antithesis = 
abdapoia, ii. 7; 1 Cor. xiv. 42-50) is the destruction, that 
developes itself out of the patairns, the catddvois opposed 

frequently in Plato and others to the yeveoıs (Phaed. p. 95 E; 
Phil. p. 55 A; Lucian, A. 19). Comp. on Gal. vi. 8. It is 
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not the ¢@opd in the first instance that makes the state of the 
Ktiots a state of bondage, as Hofmann apprehends the genitive ; 
but the existing bondage is essentially such, that what is sub- 
jected to it is lable to the fate of corruption. — eis T. éXev8.] is 
the state, to which the «tiovs shall attain by its emancipation. 
An instance of a genuine Greek pregnant construction. See 
Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 322; Winer, p. 577 [E. T. 776]. — js 
Sons t. 7. tT. ©.) Likewise genitive of apposition: into the 
freedom which shall consist in the glory of the children of 
God, i.e. in a glory similar thereto (by participation in it), 
not, as Hofmann thinks: which the glory of the children 
of God shall have brought with i. If, with Luther and many 
others, including Böhme and Köllner, ris öo&ns be treated as 
an adjective: “to the glorious freedom,” we should then have 
quite as arbitrary a departure from the verbal order, in accord- 
ance with which trav rexv. belongs most naturally to rijs d0€., 
as from the analogy of the preceding ris dour. Tis POopas. 
The accumulation of genitives, T. öo&ns «.7.r., has a certain 

solemnity; comp. i 5; 2 Cor. iv. 4; Eph. iv. 13, al.— 

Observe, further, how Paul has conceived the catastrophe, of 
which he is speaking, not as the destruction of the world and 
a new creation, but, in harmony with the prophetic announce- 
ments, especially those of Isaiah (Isa. xxxv., lxv. 17, Ixvi. 22; 

comp. Zahn, p. 537; Schultz, alttest. Theol. II. p. 227), as a 
transformation into a more perfect state. The passing away 
of the world is the passing away of its form (1 Cor. vu. 31), 
by which this transformation is conditioned, and in which, 

according to 2 Pet. iii. 10, fire will be the agent employed. 
And the hope, the tenor of which is specified by örı «.7.r., 
might, in connection with this living personification, be 
ascribed to all nature, as if it were conscious thereof, since the 

latter is destined to become the scene and surrounding of the 
elorified children of God. But that eAris does not pertain to 
mankind, whose presentiment of immortality, by means of its 

darkened original consciousness of God (Frommann), does not 
correspond to the idea of &Aris; comp., on the contrary, Eph. 
ii. 12; 1 Thess. iv. 13. If, on the other hand, the Gentile 

hope, cherished amidst the misery of the times, as to a better 
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state of things (according to poets: the golden age of the 
Saturnia regna), were meant as an image of the Christian hope 
(Köster), then Paul would have conceived the éAevPepwOjcerar 
as conditioned by the future conversion of the Gentiles. But 
thus the eXris would amount to this, that the Gentiles should 
become themselves children of God, which is inconsistent with 
ver. 19. There, and likewise in ver. 21, the sons of God are 

the third element, for whose transfiguration the «rics waits, 

and from whose glorification it hopes, in ver. 21, that the 

latter shall benefit 7¢ also—the xtious—through participation 
therein; and be to it also deliverance and freedom from its 

hitherto enduring bondage. This is applicable only to the 
maxıyyeveria (see on Matt. xix. 28) at the Parousia. 

Ver. 22. Proof, not of the dmoxapadoxia tis Kticews 
(Philippi), which is much too distant, and whose goal remains 
quite unnoticed here ; nor yet of the dovdela tis POopas (Zahn), 
which was not the point of the foregoing thought at all; but 
of what was announced by em’ &Amidı, Ott K. a. 1) kr. ENevOEpa- 
Onceraı x.7.r. For if that hope of glorious deliverance had 
not been left to it, ald nature would not have united its groan- 
ing and travailing until now. This phenomenon, so universal 
and so unbroken, cannot be conduct without an aim; on the 

contrary, it presupposes as the motive of the painful travail that 
very hope, towards whose final fulfilment it is directed" The 
oldamev (comp. il. 2, iii. 19, vii. 14) is sufficiently explained 
as an appeal to the Christian consciousness, in which the view 
of nature stands in connection with the curse of sin? The 

1 Consequently the element of proof does not lie in cidzmev, but in the ¢r raw 
z.7.4., introduced as well known. This in opposition to Hofmann, who refers 
oldauev yap x.¢.2. back as probative to the thought #7 yap karasenni x.7.2. in 

ver. 20; and gives as the sense of the argument : ‘‘The Christian would not 
speak of a subjection of the creature under vanity, if he looked upon its present 

existence as one satisfied in itself and this world as the best world.” But it could 

not at all be an object to prove that relation of gerzirns (who can be supposed 

to have doubted it ?); but it was an object to prove the i#’ tawid: örı x.7.a. ; this 
is the punctum saliens, which is then further brought out in ver. 23 ff. 

2This consciousness is the necessary premiss of the Christian idea of the 
Palingenesia of the universe at the end of history, Matt. xix. 28. Hence 
Frommann is in error in discovering in the above o/3zmuev the overthrow of our 
explanation of zriais. 
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perfectly superfluous assumption, that the apostle had a book 
before him containing a similar deduction (Ewald), is suggested 
by nothing in the text. —— In ovotevafer and ovvwdiver the ovv 
is not a mere strengthening particle (Loesner, Michaelis, Sem- 
ler, Ernesti, and Kollner), but, on the contrary (comp. Beza), 
finds its natural reference in räca, and denotes “ gemitum et 
dolorem communem inter se partium ereaturae,” Estius.' Calvin, 
Pareus, Koppe, Ewald, and Umbreit, following Oecumenius, 
have indeed referred ovv to the groaning being ww common 
with that of the children of God ; but against this view ver. 23 
is decisive, and the reference to men generally, with whom 
the «rious sighs (Fritzsche), is foreign to the context. Fritzsche, 
without due reason, asserts the want of linguistic usage in 
favour of our view. For it is unquestionable that, in accord- 
ance with the usage of analogous verbs, cvatevagew may denote 
the common sighing of the elements comprised in the collec- 
tive dca % «tioıs among themselves” (comp. Eph. iv. 16: 
Tay TO CHa cuvapporoyovpevoy, comp. ll. 21; Plat. Legg. ii. 
p. 686 B: émel yevouevn ye 7) Tore Sudvora Kai ovubwvncaca 
eis &, Dem. 516. 7: ovvopyıodeis 6 Önuos, 775. 18: ouvra- 
pärreraı Tas 6 Ts TOAEWS kooyos). That concrete examples of 
that nature cannot be quoted, is not decisive against it, since 
ovotevatew (Eur. Ion. 935, comp. avorevew, Arist. Eth. ix. 11) 
and also cuvwdivew (Eur. Hel. 727; Porphyr. de abst. ii. 10) 
are only extant in a very few passages. Comp. generally Winer, 
de verb. compos. II. p. 21 f. Just the same with cuvaryeiv, 
Plat. Rep. p. 462 D, and ovAAvreichaı p. 462 E. — ovvwöiver] 
Not an allusion to the mwnn ‘ban (Reiche), because the dolores 
Messiae (see on Matt. ii. 3) are peculiar sufferings, that shall 
immediately precede the appearance of the Messiah, whilst the 
travail of nature has continued since as early as Gen. iii, 17 

(ver. 20). But the figure is the same in both cases—that of 

the pains of labour. All nature groans and suffers anguish, 

as if in travail, over-against the moment of its deliverance. 
The conception of the @dvew is based on the fact that the 

1So already Theodore of Mopsuestia: Povacras 32 simsiv, Ors cup Padvas tai 
~ ~ e , 

Ösixvurau TOUTO WATCH N KTICIS. 

2 Comp. also Nägelsbach, z. Ilias, p. 193, ed. 3. 
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painful struggling of the xrious is directed towards the longed- 
for change, with the setting in of which the suffering has accom- 
plished its end and ceases. Comp. John xvi. 21.— axpı tod 
vov| that is, up to the present moment; so incessantly has the 
sighing continued. Formerly Frommann imported the thought : 
until now, when the revelation of the true goal in Christ has taken 
place ; see, against this, Zahn, p. 524 f£ However, Frommann 
has now corrected his view. Hofmann erroneously takes it as: 
now still, in contrast to the future change. Comp. rather Phil. 
i. 5. The point of beginning of the sighing and travailing is 
that ürerayn in ver. 20. Comp. also €ws tod viv in Matt. 
xxiv. 21. Now still would be ére viv, 1 Cor. iii. 2. 

Ver. 23. Climax of the foregoing proof that the em’ eXmidı, 
ote K.T.A. of the «tious, ver. 21, is well founded. “ Otherwise, 

indeed, we Christians also would not join in that sighing.” — 
ov uovov ÖE] scil. maca 1) Krioıs arevaßeı. — What follows must 
be read: dAXG Kal avrol, THY aTapynY TOD MmVveuuaros 

EXOVTES, KAL AUTOL ev EauTOLs oTEvacomev. See the critical 

remarks. But we also on our part, though we possess the first- 

Jruits of the Spirit, sigh likewise in ourselves. — tiv amapy. T. 
mvevp.| T. mv. is the partitive genitive, as is involved in the very 
meaning of arapyn. Comp. xvi. 5; 1 Cor. xv. 20, xvi. 15; 

Jas.1.18; and all the passages of the LXX. and Apocr., where 
ar. stands with the genitive of the thing, in Biel and Schleusner. 
Comp. Herod.1.92; Plat. Legg. vii. p. 806 D; Dem. 164. 21; 

Thue. iii. 58.3; Soph. Trach. 758; Eur. Or. 96; Phoen. 864 ; 

Ion. 402; also arrapyy tis codias, Plat. Prot. p. 343 A; and 
amapxai ao dirocodgias, Plut. Mor. p. 172 C. By the pos- 
sessors, however, of the amapxı Tod mveunaros, are not exclu- 
sively meant the apostles, who at Pentecost had received the first 
outpouring of the Spirit, and among whom Paul includes himself 
on account of his miraculous conversion (Origen, Oecumenius, 
Melancthon, Grotius, and others). He means rather the Chris: 
tians of that age generally, since in fact they—in contrast to 
the far greater mass of mankind still unconverted, for whom, 
according to Joel iii. 1, the receiving of the Spirit was still a 
thing of the future (x1. 25 f.)—were in possession of that, 
which first had resulted from the communication of the Spirit, 

ROM, II. F 
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and which therefore stood related to the collective bestowal as 
the daybreak. So, on the whole, Erasmus, Wetstein, Morus, 

Reiche, Köllner, de Wette, Olshausen, Köster, and Frommann ; 

see also Müller in the Zuther. Zeitschr. 1871, p. 618. Paul 
does not say simply 76 mvedua Exovres, but, in the lofty feeling 
of the privilege,' which he discovered in the earlier calling and 
sanctification of the then Christians: tiv amapy. T. mv. &x.; 
“even we, though favoured so pre-eminently that we possess 
the jfirst-fruit gift of the Spirit, cannot refrain from sighing 
likewise.” This we remark in opposition to the oft-repeated 
objection, that it was not an element of importance whether 
they had received the wvedua at the first or a few years later; 
and also in opposition to the quite as irrelevant objection of 
Hofmann, that the conception of a measure of the Spirit to be 
given forth by degrees is nowhere indicated. This conception 
has no place here, and the Spirit is one and the same; but if, 
in the first instance, only a comparatively small portion of 
mankind has received it, and its possession in the case of the 
remaining collective body is still in abeyance, this serves to con- 
stitute the idea of an dmapyy in relation to the whole body. 
Nevertheless, the sense: best gift of the Spirit (Ch. Schmidt, 
Rosenmiiller), is not conveyed by Tr. arapxıjv, because that must 
have been suggested by the context, and also because Paul 
could not have regarded the later communication of the Spirit 
as less valuable. Further, the sense of a merely provisional 
reception of the Spirit, taking place, as it were, on account, im 
contrast to the future full effusion in the kingdom of heaven 
(Chrysostom and other Fathers, in Suicer, Zhes. I p. 423; 
Calvin, Beza, Pareus, Estius, Calovius, Semler, Flatt, Tholuck, 

Philippi, and Bisping; comp. also Pfleiderer), is not contained 
in dm. r. mv., because Paul, had he wished to speak here of a 

preliminary reception in contrast to the future plenitude, must 
necessarily, in accordance with the connection, have so spoken 

of that of the vioderia or Sofa, not of the Spirit, and because 
a full effusion of the Spirit at the Parousia is nowhere taught 
in the N. T. The Spirit already received, not a new and more 

ı This is certainly no ““ side-glance at other Christians” (as Philippi objects), 

which, would be both a far-fetched and a disturbing element. 
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perfect reception of it in the future aiwv, by its quickening 
activity leads to and conditions the eternal &07, in which God 

is then all in all (1 Cor. xv. 28). Others, again, make r. zy, 
an epexegetical genitive of apposition: the Spirit as first-fruits, 
namely, of the state of glory. So Bengel, Keil, Opusc., Winer, 
p. 495 [E. T. 667], Baumgarten-Crusius, Reithmayr, Riickert, 
Maier, Hofmann, Zahn, and Engelhardt; comp. also Flatt. 

But however Pauline the idea may be (2 Cor. 1. 22, v. 3; 
Eph. i. 14; comp. Rom. ii. 5), it would, when thus expressed, 
be lable to be misunderstood, since the readers were accus- 

tomed to find in the genitive with arapyxn nothing else than 
that, of which the latter is a portion; and how intelligibly 
Paul might have expressed himself, either in accordance with 
2 Cor. Zc. and Eph. l.c., by tov appaßava, or by T. am. (scil. THis 
viodeo.) Ev TO mveiu.! This applies, at the same time, against 
Fritzsche, who takes Tod wrvevp. as genitive of the subject, and the 
first gifts of the Spirit as in contrast to the owrnpia which the 
Spirit will give to us in the aiov ueAAwv. Against this it may 
also be urged that the Holy Ghost is not described in the 
N. T. as the Giver of eternal life (not even in such passages as 
2 Cor. i. 22, v. 5; Eph. i. 14, iv. 30; Gal. vi. 8). It is God 

who, in like manner as He calls and justifies, confers also the 
eternal öo&a (ver. 30). The Spirit operates to eternal life by 
His government (ver. 2), and is the ground (ver. 11) and 
pledge (appaßov) of that life; but He does not give it.! — kal 
avroi] Repeated and placed along with Ev éavtois with earnest 
emphasis: et ipsi in nobis ipsis. The latter is not equivalent 
to ev aAAAoıs (Schulthess and Fritzsche), but denotes, in har- 

mony with the nature of the deep, painful emotion, the inward 
sighing of the sti/ longing of believers; which suffers, is 
silent, and hopes, but never complains, being assured of the 
goal that shall be finally reached. Hofmann incorrectly would 
join x. adrol Ev éavtois with Exovres. But this would leave the 
cat, which, according to the common connection with areva£,, 

ı Hence also the expression used by Luther, in the explanation of the third 
article in the Smaller Catechism, does not accord with the New Testament mode 

of expression. The sense in which he meant it is brought out, however, in the 
Larger Catechism. 
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has its appropriate correlative in the sighing of the xriaıs, 
without a reference. For, when Hofmann sets it down as the 

object of the xai to emphasize personal possession on the part of 
the Christians in contrast to the future participation of the 
ktiows, there is thus forced on this cai the meaning of already; 
and this all the more arbitrarily, since cat avdroé just precedes 
it in the quite common sense of et ipsi (Baeumlein, Partik. 

p. 151; Breitenbach, ad Xen. Hell. 111. 1. 10), and its emphatic 
repetition is very appropriate to the lively emotion of the 
discourse. — viodeo. amerdex.] whilst we wait for the adoption of 
children. It is true, believers have already this blessing (ver. 
15), but only as inward relation and as divine right, with 
which, however, the objective and real state does not yet 
correspond. ‘Thus, looked at from the standpoint of complete 
realization, they are only to receive vioderiav at the Parousia, 
whereupon the drokaavyıs av vidv tr. ©eod and their 
Sofa ensues. Comp. also Matt. v. 9, 45; Luke vi. 15. In 
like manner the évcaroovvn is a present possession, and also 
one to be entered on hereafter. Comp. on v. 19; and see on 
Gal. v. 5; Col. iii. 3 f Luther incorrectly joins viodeo. with 
oteval,, which, with an accusative, means to bemoan or bewail 

something (Soph. Ant. 873; Oed. C. 1668; Dem. 690. 18; 
Eur. Suppl. 104; and often elsewhere). — ryv don. T. own. 
na.] epexegesis: (namely) the redemption of our body from 
all the defects of its earthly condition; through which re- 
demption it shall be glorified into the c@ua apCaprov similar 
to the glorified body of Christ (Phil. iii. 21; 2 Cor. v. 2 ff; 
1 Cor. xv. 51), or shall be raised up as such, in case of our 
not surviving till the Parousia (1 Cor. xv. 42 ff). So, in 
substance (Tod c@p. as gen. subj.), Chrysostom and other 
Fathers (in Suicer, Zhes. I. p. 463), Beza, Grotius, Estius, 

Cornelius a Lapide, and most modern expositors. On the 
other hand, Erasmus, Clericus, and others, including Reiche, 

Fritzsche, Krehl, and Ewald, take it as: redemption from 
the body. This is linguistically admissible (Heb. ix. 15); we 
should thus have to refer it, not to death, but to deliverance 
from this earthly body through the reception of the immortal 
and glorious body at the Parousia, 1 Cor. xv. 51. But in that 
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case Paul must have added to Tod capat. judy a qualitative 
more precise definition, as in Phil. ii. 21 

Remark.—If we adopt the common reading (Err& zul aidrei 
THY AT. T. Te eyovres, zul Nueis aurol %.7.1.), which Ewald and 

Umbreit follow, while Rückert, Philippi, Tholuck, and Hofmann 
declare themselves in favour of ours (see the crit. remarks), 
aörol.. . eyovres 18 understood, either as meaning the Chris- 
tians of that age generally, and zai juss aöroi the apostles 
(Köllner, following Melancthon, Wolf, and many others), or 
Paul alone (Koppe, Reiche, Umbreit, and many others) ; or, the 
former is referred to beginners in Christianity, and the latter 
to those who have been Christians for a longer time (Glöckler); 
or, both (the latter per analepsin) are referred to the apostles 
(Grotius), or to the Christians (Luther, Beza, Calvin, Klee, 
Maier, Koster, and Frommann). The interpretation referring 
it to the Christians is the only right one; so that jwe7s brings 
into more definite prominence the repeated subject. The 
exovres, without the article, is fatal to every reference to sub- 
jects of two sorts. 

Ver. 24. Ty yap &Am. éooO.] Ground of the viodeniav 
amek6., so far as the vioGecia is still object of expectation ; for 
in hope we were made partakers of salvation. The dative, 

“non medii, sed modi” (Bengel), denotes that to which the 
€ow®. is to be conceived as confined (Winer, p. 202) [E. T. 271], 
and 77 eAm. is prefixed with the emphasis of the contrast of 
reality ; for “sic liberati sumus ut adhuc speranda sit haere- 
ditas, postea possidenda, et ut ita dicam, nunc habemus jus 
ad rem, nondum in re,” Melancthon. Comp. Tit. iii. 7; Col. 
il. 3 f. Following Chrysostom, others (recently Rückert, 
Köllner, and de Wette) take the dative in an instrumental 
sense: by hope—thus assuming that Paul characterizes faith, 
the proper medium of salvation, as hope. Incorrectly, because 
in general Paul specifically distinguishes faith and hope 
(1 Cor. xiii, 13), while he always bases salvation only on 
faith, from which hope thereupon proceeds (comp. Col. i. 

1 See even Melancthon, who rightly observes: ‘‘ Differunt autem fides et spes > to} > 

quia fides in praesentia accipit remissionem peccatorum-. . . sed spes est exspec- 

tatio futurae liberationis.” Faith precedes the latter. 
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27); and here especially, as is shown by what follows, he 
brings into prominence the definite conception of hope, which 
as ofa werAovrwv (Plat. Legg. I. p. 644 C) rests in the 
mpocookia aya0od (Plat. Def. p. 416 A). Hofmann also takes 
77 EX. in the sense of the means, but so that it shall signify 
the benefit hoped for, the object of the waiting, which God has 
offered to us in the word, by which we were converted to faith 
(Col. i. 5). Thus, however, the thought that we have been 
saved by hope (instead of by faith, Eph. ii. 8) is set aside 
only by the insertion of parenthetical clauses. And in Col. 
i. 5, the blessing hoped for, heard of through preaching, is 

set forth as the ground, not of conversion or salvation, but of 
love. — édmis de KT... . amexdey.] is a deduction from 
TH &m. éowO., closing the first ground of encouragement, and 
meaning substantially: “the nature of hope, however, involves 
our patiently waiting for.”-—PBrerouévn| But a hope (de peta- 
Barırov) that is scen, ae. whose object lies before the eyes 
(comp. on the objective éAmis, Col. 1.5; 1 Tim.i.1; Heb. 
vi. 18; Thue. iii. 57. 4; Lucian, Pisce. 3; Aeschin. ad Ctesiph. 

100). Comp. 2 Cor. iv. 18. — ri kat eAmiteı ;] Why doth he 
still hope for it? By «ai is indicated the—in the supposed 
case groundless—accession of hope to sight (1 Cor. xv. 29). 
Comp. generally, on this strengthening use of the xai, etiam, 
in lively interrogation, Klotz, ad Devar. p. 633 f, and on 

1 Cor. lc. Bengel aptly remarks: “cum visione non est 

spe opus.” 
Ver. 25. Av taop.] With patience, perseveringly. Heb. xi. 

1; Kühner, II. 1, p. 418. — The indicative amexdey., which is 

not, with Estius, Koppe, Kollner, and others, to be taken as 

exspectare debemus, does not announce the virtuous operation 
(Grotius), but simply the situation, which the circumstance 
that we hope without seeing involves. The ethical position 
assigned to us is, that we patiently wait for the object of our 

hope. ; 
Ver. 26. The second ground of encouragement (see on 

vv. 18-31), connected with the immediately foregoing by 

a@cavTws.' — TO mvedüua] The objective Holy Spirit. See vv. 
1 The progress of thought is simple: “If we hope for what we see not, then 
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16, 23, and what follows, where the activity of the mvetuwa 
is described as something distinct from the subjective con- 
sciousness. Köllner incorrectly takes it (comp. Reiche) as: 
the Christian life-element; and van Hengel: “ fiduciae sensus 
a. Sp. s. profectus.” — ovvavrı\.| The avy must neither be 
neglected (as by many older expositors, also Olshausen), nor 
regarded as a mere strengthening adjunct (Rückert and 
Reiche). Beza gives the right explanation: “ad nos labor- 
antes refertur.” He joins His activity with our weakness, 
helps it. See Luke x. 40; Ex. xvii. 22; Ps. Ixxxviüi. 22. — 

rn aodevela numv] Not specially weakness in prayer (Ambro- 
siaster and Bengel), for in what follows there is specified only 
the particular mode of the help, which the Spirit renders to us 
in our infirmity. It is therefore to be left general: with our 
weakness,—so far, namely, as in that waiting for final redemp- 
tion adequate power of our own for dzopuovy fails us. — TO 
yap Ti mpooevé. x.T.rX.| Reason assigned, by specifying how the 
Spirit, ete.; in prayer, namely, He intercedes for us.—On To, see 
Winer, p. 103 [E. T. 135]. It denotes what of praying comes 
into question in such a position. Comp. Krüger, Xen. Anab. 
iv. 4. 17. — Ti mpocevé. Kao det] what we ought to pray for 
according as it is necessary, in proportion (comp. 2 Cor. vill. 
12; 1 Pet. iv. 13) to the need. The latter is the subse- 
quently determining element; it is not absolutely and alto- 
gether unknown to us what we ought to ask, but only what 
it is necessary to ask according to the given circumstances. 

Usually «ao öe is taken in reference to the form of asking, 

like z@s in Matt. x. 19; but thus the distinctive reference of 
the meaning of «a0, prout (comp. Plat. Soph. p. 267 D; 
Baruch i. 6) is neglected. Chrysostom rightly illustrates the 
matter by the apostle’s own example, who imép tod oKoAomos 
Tod dedouevov aur@ Ev TH capKi (2 Cor. xii.) had prayed for what 
was not granted him. According to Hofmann, «ao de? connects 

the matter stands with us, (1) on the footing, that we with patience wait ; but 

likewise (2) on the footing, that the Spirit helps us.” The dcadras, pariter ac, 
itidem (see generally Kühner, II. 1, p. 564), introduces a symmetrical correspond- 
ing relation, which is added on the divine side to our waiting. Comp. Mark 
xiv. 31; 1 Tim. v. 25; Tit. ii. 6; Plat. Symp. p. 186 E, al. ; 2 Macc. xv. 39; 

3 Mace. vi. 33. 
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itself with ov« oidapev, so that the thought would be: “we do 
not so understand as it would be necessary.” But how much too 
feeble in this connection would be the assertion of a merely 
insufficient knowledge ! — brepevtvyyaver] ic. evtvyyaver UTEP 
npav, He applies Himself for our benefit (counterpart of x1. 
2), namely, t® Oe@, which addition is read by Origen. The 
double compound is not elsewhere preserved, except in the 
Fathers, but it is formed after the analogy of Umrepamorpivo- 
pat, UTEpaTroAoyeouat, and many other words. The super- 
lative rendering of it (Luther: “ He intercedes for us the best”) 
is improbable, since &evruyxaveı does not already express the 
notion of that which is much (v. 20) or triumphant (vill. 
37; Phil. ii. 9), or the like, which would admit of enhance- 
ment. — otevayp. aXaAyroıs] i.c. thereby that He makes unutter- 

able sighs, sighs whose meaning words are powerless to convey. 
The idea therefore is, that the Holy Spirit sighs unutterably 
in our hearts (ver. 27), and thereby intercedes for us with. 
God, to whom, as heart-searcher, the desire of the Spirit 

sighing in the heart is known. It was an erroneous view, 
whereby, following Augustine, 7’r. VI. on John ii., most exposi- 
tors, who took 76 av. rightly as the Holy Spirit, held the 
otevayp. adanr. to be unutterable sighs which the man, incited 

by the Spirit,’ heaves forth. The Spirit Himself (comp. also 
Hofmann) must sigh, if He is to intercede for us with sighs, and 
if God is to understand the dpovnua of the Spirit (ver. 27); 
although the Spirit uses the human organ for His sighing (comp. 
the counterpart phenomenon of demons speaking or crying 

! According to Philippi: “the sanctified human spirit,” whose sighing is 
traced back to its ultimate origin, the Spirit of God Himself. In the cordial 
marriage of the Spirit of God with that of man, there takes place, as it were (?), 

an incarnation of the former. This mysticism is not in harmony with the N. T., 

which always distinguishes clearly and specifically between the Holy Spirit and 
the human spirit, as in ver. 16. This applies also against Pfleiderer in Hilgen- 
feld’s Zeitschr. 1871, p. 178 f., who thinks that our spirit is to be distinguished 

from the divine Spirit dwelling in us only in such a way, that the two stand 

related merely as the form to the real contents of the self-consciousness. In 
cases such as our passage, according to his view, the Ego knows itself in ob- 
jective consciousness as furnished with the Divine Spirit, without feeling itself 

to be so in the subjective consciousness. In this way there is substituted for the 
twofold spirit in our passage a twofold form and activity of the Christian con- 
sciousness, Which the plain words do not permit. 
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out of men), as He likewise does elsewhere for His speaking, 
Matt. x. 20. See also on Gal. iv. 6. The tongue is analo- 
gously, in the case of speaking with tongues, the organ of the 
Spirit who speaks. The necessary explanation of the wvedua 
as meaning the Holy Spirit, and the fact that the sighs must 
be His sighs, overturn the rationalizing interpretations of 
Reiche: “ Christian feeling cherishes, indeed, the quiet long- 
ing in the heart, and therewith turns, full of confidence, to 
God, but nevertheless does not permit itself any inquisitive 
wishes towards Him ;” and of Köllner: “ The Spirit gained in 
Christ . . . works in man that deep and holy emotion in 
which man, turned towards God in his inmost feeling, cannot, 

in the fulness of the emotion, express his burden in words, and 

can only relieve his oppressed heart by silent groanings.” A 
mere arbitrary alteration of the simple verbal sense is to be 
found in the view to which Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophy- 
lact, and others have recourse, that the Spirit is here the yd- 

pıopa evxijs, in virtue of which the human soul sighs. Comp. 
Theodoret, who thinks that Paul means not tiv Umocracıv Tod 
Tvevpatos, but tv dedouermv tots MioTevovsı xapıy bro yap 
Taurns Öleyeipouevor katavurröueda, Tupaevopevor TpoOvpuorepov 

pooevyoueda x.7.r. The question whether, moreover, ddan. 
should, with Beza, Grotius, Wetstein, Koppe, Flatt, Glockler, 

Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius, Reithmayr, van Hengel, Köster, 

and others, be rendered unexpressed,' i.e. dumb, not accompanied 
with words, or, with the Vulgate and the majority of com- 
mentators, inexpressible (for the expression of whose meaning 
words are insufficient), is decided by the fact that only the 
latter sense can be proved by linguistic usage, and it charac- 
terizes the depth and fervour of the sighing most directly and 
forcibly... Comp. alsa 22. Cor. ix, 15.21, Pet; 12,885 Antha eal 

v. 4 (Philodem. 17); Theogn. 422 (according to Stob. Serm. 
a0. p: 210). 

Ver. 27. ‘O épeuv. tas kapd.] Traditionally hallowed (1 Sam. 
xv. po Kings vii. 59%. Ps. vi: 10. Provan eye en =eder. 
xvi. 9 f.), description of God, bearing on the subject in 

1 As dpinros may be used; but not @@üöfnres, which always means, unutterable, 
unspeakable. 
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hand; for it is @n the heart, as in the central laboratory of the 
personal self-conscious life (comp. Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 254), 
that the praying Spirit sighs, Gal. iv. 6.— örı] Not for, as 
many think, including Tholuck, Riickert, de Wette, Philippi, 
Ewald, and Umbreit. What follows in fact conveys no real 
ground, since God would in every case know the purpose of 
the Spirit, and to take oide in the pregnant sense: under- 
stands and hears (so Riickert, following Calvin), is utterly 
unjustifiable, especially after o Epevv. x.7.A. The örı is rather 
that, annexed by way of explanation: that He, namely. 
Comp. Grotius, Estius, Benecke, Reiche, Fritzsche, Maier, 

Krehl, Baumgarten-Crusius, Bisping, Reithmayr, van Hengel, 
and Hofmann. See on Phil. i. 27, ii. 22, al. — ara Oeov] 
This, explained by Origen “secundum divinitatem,” does not 
mean: on the instigation of God (Tholuck, appealing improperly 
to 1 Cor. xii. 8), but: im accordance with God, wc. so as God 
desires it, kata yvoumv avtov, Theodore of Mopsuestia. Comp. 
2 Cor. vii. 9, 10; 4 Macc. xv. 2; Plat. Apol. pp. 22 A, 23 B. 
The sense: in pursuance of the divine disposal, more common 

in classic usage (see Wetstein on the passage, and Valcken. ad 
Herod. iii. 153), is here foreign. Böhme, Reiche, and Fritzsche 

render it before God, with God (“in Deum quasi conversus”). 
This is indeed justifiable from a linguistic point of view 
(Bernhardy, p. 240), comp. Wisd. v. 1, Ecclus. xxxiv. 6; but 
how superfluous and unsuited to the emphasis of the prominent 
position assigned to it! With the emphasis on xara Oecov it 
cannot appear strange that Paul has not written xar’ aurov, 
but has rather named the subject. Comp. Xen. Mem. 1. 3. 2: 
euxero S€ mpos Tovs Hens, .. . @s Tos Oeods KaAAoTa 

eidoras K.TA. The omission of the article, which does not 

render the expression adverbial (against Hofmann), establishes 
in the case of Oeds no difference of sense (Winer, p. 115 £. 
[E. T. 151]). — t7rép aylov] for saints, without the article 
because qualitative ; “ sancti sunt et Deo propinqui et auxilio 
digni, pro quibus intercedit,” Bengel. On évtuyy. Ürrep twos, 
to pray for any one, see Bähr on Plut. Mamin. p. 83. 

Ver. 28. Third ground of encouragement; comp. on ver. 26. 
— oldapev de] It is known to us, however (as in ver. 22). This 
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de is not: on the other hand, however, in contradistinction to 

the sighing discussed since ver. 22, as Hofmann thinks—a 
reference, that must have been marked in some way or other 
(at least by the stronger adversative add). It is the usual 
neraßarırov, and carries us from the special relation discussed 
in ver. 26 f. over to a general one, the consciousness of which 
must finally place the good courage of the believer on a footing 
all the more sure. — rois dyar. Tt. Ocov] the dative of com- 
nvumion. Paul characterizes as lovers of God (kar’ éfoy.) the 
true Christians (comp. 1 Cor. ii. 9, ii. 8; Eph. vi. 24; Jas. 
i. 12), as is plain from Tols kara «.7.d.! — mavra] everything, 
i.e., according to the context, all destined events, even those full 
of pain not excepted (ver. 35). On the thought, comp. Plat. 
Rep. p. 613 A. — ovvepyet] works along with, that is, contri- 
butes ; BonOet, Hesychius. See Wetstein. The ovy does not 

refer to the common working together of the elements con- 
tained in wdyta (comp. ver. 22), but to the idea of the fellow- 
ship in which he who supports necessarily stands to him who 
is supported. Comp. on ver. 26.— eis dyaov] indefinitely : 
for good; it works beneficially. Comp. Theogn. 161; Hom. 
il. x. 102; Plat: Rep. l.e.; Ecclus. xxxix. 27; Rom. xiii. 4. 
Reiche erroneously takes it as: “the good of the Christians, 
their eternal welfare.” In that case, the article at least must 

have been used as in xiv. 16; and some witnesses in reality 
add it. Bengel has the right view: “ in bonum, ad glorifica- 
tionem usque” (ver. 30).—Tois Kata rpöd. kAnrois daw] These 
words may mean either (odowv as predicate, joining on): “ since 
they are the called according to His purpose” (so Hofmann), or 
(taking tots in conjunction with oöcıv), as to those who (quippe 
qui, i.e. since they indeed) are the called according to His pur- 
pose. So usually ; and this latter is the true rendering, because 
otherwise odow would be put not only quite superfluously, but 
also in a way very liable to misconception, since it would occur 
to every reader, at the first glance, to join tots with odcırv. 

In this very description of the Christian estate there is implied a ground of 
conviction of the o/dzrev, the certainty of which is thereupon still more precisely 
explained. Hofmann finds a retrospective glance at v. 1 ff., but only by means 
of his incorrect view of A aydéan cov Ozov, Vv. 5. 
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Had Paul meant what Hofmann thinks he did, he would have 

written simply tots x. m. kAmrois without odew, or possibly 
oitivés eioıv ot K. 7. kAnroi. — Respecting the idea itself, there 

is causally involved in the relation of being the called according 
to His purpose (for the emphasis rests on xAnrots), the certainty 
that to them all things, ete. ; for otherwise that high distinction, 

which God has conferred upon them according to the purpose 
of His grace, would be vain and fruitless, which is impossible 
(ver. 30). The mpodesıs here meant is the free decree formed 
by God in eternity for imparting bliss to believers through 
Christ @x., 141; Eph; 1:11, 1.411572 Dims 29; pee 

In accordance with that decree, the call of God to the Messianic 

salvation through the preaching of the gospel (x. 14; 2 Thess. 
ii. 14) has gone forth to those comprehended in that decree. 
Therefore, when Paul terms the Christians «Anroi, it is self- 

evident that in their case the call has met with success (1 Cor. 
i. 24), consequently has been combined with the converting 
operation of the divine grace —without the latter, however, 

being found in the word itself, or the word being made equiva- 

lent to exXexrol. Comp. Lamping, Pauli de praedest. decreta, 

Leovard. 1858, p. 40 f. Christians are at the same time 
KAnTol, éxAexTOL (ix. 11), ayıos x.7.X.; but the significations of 
these predicates correspond to different characteristic qualities 
of the Christian state. Consequently, just as it was quite a 
mistaken view to interpret rpödesıs of the personal self-deter- 
mination of the subjects (Chrysostom, Theodoret, and others), 

so also it was an unbiblical and hazardous distinction (see 
against this, Calovius) to put the called cata pödecıv in con- 
trast with those who are called su) cata mpo0. (Augustine, 

Estius, Reithmayr, and others). Weiss aptly observes, in the 
Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol. 1857, p. 79: “ Election and calling 
are inseparable correlative ideas; where the one takes place, 
there the other takes place also; only we cannot take cog- 
nizance of the former as an act before all time and within the 
divine mind, while the latter becomes apparent as a historical 

fact” Comp. also his bibl. Theol. p. 386 f. 
Vv. 29, 30. More detailed development and expression of 

Tois K. TpoO. KA. odcw,—as a continued confirmation of the 
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oldapev, Ott K.TN. “ For this divine plan cf salvation advancing 
from the mpobears to the mAnjaıs, leads the Christian safely and 
surely to the 8o&a ;” hence it is not conceivable that anything 

whatever, in opposition to this plan, should exercise other than 
a beneficial influence upon them (ver. 31 ff.). — rpoeyvo] 
Joreknew, namely, as those who should one day, in the way of the 
divine plan of salvation, become ctppopdor ths eixovos T. viov 

! That this character, in which they were foreknown by 
God, presupposes the subjection to faith (the taxon rictews 
1. 5), was self-evident to the Christian reader. Erasmus aptly 
remarks : “ Non temere elegit Deus quos elegit, novit suos multo 
antequam vocaret.” The text merely gives the terminus of the 
rpo in mpoeyvw and mpowpice quite indefinitely, namely : before 
their calling. More precise definitions, therefore (¢.g. that of 
Tholuck: “before the foundation of the world,” though in 
itself correct, Eph. 1. 4, iii. 11), should not be here given. The 
taking of the mvoéyvw in the sense of prescience, demanded by 
the signification of the word, has been followed (though with 
various, and in part very arbitrary, attempts to supply that, 
as which the persons concerned were foreknown by God) by 
Origen, Chrysostom, Augustine, Ambrosiaster, Jerome, Theo- 
phylact, Oecumenius, Erasmus, Paraphr., Toletus, Calovius, 

and others, including Reiche, Neander, Tholuck, Reithmayr, 

Maier, Philippi, van Hengel, Hahn, Ewald, Weiss, and others. 

The question whether ¢his exposition or the other of the pre- 
election (Calvin and others, including Riickert, Usteri, Kollner, 

de Wette, Fritzsche, Krehl, Baumgarten-Crusius, and Lamping), 

is the true one, cannot be got rid of by mixing up the two 
conceptions (Umbreit) ; nor is it to be decided by dogmatic 
presuppositions, but simply by the usage of the language, in 

accordance with which rpoy. never in the N. T. (not even in 

xi, 2, 1 Pet. i. 20) means anything else than to know before- 

avTov. 

1 This filling up of the idea of zpofyyw is implied, namely, in what follows. If 
God has destined them beforehand to a future fashioning in the likeness, ete., He 
must also have already known them beforehand as those who should one day be 
thus fashioned. Consequently we are not to understand the predisposition to 
love (ver. 28) as the object of the xpoéyyw (Weiss Uc. p. 74 f., and bibl. Theol. 
p. 385). Bengel well remarks on cvpucppous x.7.a. : ‘Hic est character prae- 
cognitorum et glorificandorum.” 
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hand (Acts xxvi. 5; 2 Pet. iii. 17; Judith ix. 6; Wisd. vi. 
13, vüi. 8, xvii. 6). Comp. Philippi en loc., and his Glaubens- 
lehre, IV. 1, p. 117 ff, ed. 2. That in classic usage it ever 
means anything else, cannot be at all proved. See, on the 
contrary, Hom. Cer. 258; Xen. Ap. 30; Plat. Rep. p. 426 C; 
Theaet.p. 203D; Tim.p. 70 C; Eur. Hipp. 1072; Dem. 861. 
13; Lucian, Prom. 20. Comp. also mpoyvocıs and mpoyvaott- 
xos. An appeal is made to the familiar use of ywacx. in the 
sense of judicial cognizance, or even of other resolutions and 
decisions (Herod. iv. 25, i. 74, 78; Thue. iv. 30, iii. 99, and 
many other instances). But, in the first place, it is never in 
this sense joined with the accusative of the person without an 
infinitive ; and secondly, there is no such precedent of usage for 
the compound mpoyıvookeiv, current as it was in Greek authors; 
for the few passages in which it means to take forethought 

about something (Thue. i. 64. 5; Xen. Cyr. ü. 4. 11, with a 
very doubtful reading) are not suitable for comparison, either 
as regards the sense, or as respects the union with the personal 
accusative in our passage. The incorrectness of this explana- 
tion is confirmed, moreover, by the analogy of the following 
clauses, which always add another and different idea to the one 
preceding. The right interpretation remains, therefore : prae- 
cognovit (Vulg. = praescivit), which, however, is neither to be 
altered, with Augustine, Vatablus, Grotius, Estius, and others, 

into approbavit jam ante, to which view also Tholuck and 
Riickert incline (see on vii. 15); nor to be taken, with Hof- 
mann, in that sense of yıvworeıv which obtains in 1 Cor. vill. 3, 
xii 12, Gal. iv. 9, 2 Tim. ü. 19 (an appropriating cogniz- 
ance of what is akin and homogeneous, according to Hofmann). 
The latter, to which also Delitzsch ultimately comes, Psychol. 
p. 39} is incorrect, because in accordance with it the mpoyvwous 
would be a relation of communion already entered into actively 
by God, which would necessarily include the spoopicpos, and 
consequently exclude the latter as a special and accessory act. 
For to suppose that Paul, with mpoéyyw and mpowpice, does 
not mean two acts following each other in succession, but 

1 Comp. Calvin: the zyvurıs is an ““adoptio, qua filios suos a reprobis 

semper discrevit ;” this notitia being dependent a beneplacito of God. 
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asserts the former of the persons, and the latter of the character 
ascribed to them (Hofmann),is wholly groundless in presence 
of the clearly progressive description of the apostle. The right 
view, since faith is the subjective ground of salvation, is that 
held by Calovius and our older dogmatists: “ quos ereditwros 
praevidit vel susceptwros vocationem.” It is @od’s being aware 
in His plan, by means of which, before the subjects are destined 
by Him to salvation, He knows whom He has to destine thereto. 
Comp. on xi. 2.— Kal mpowpıce] them He destined also before- 
hand. To what? cuppopd. tis etx. T. vi. adt.: tobe conformed 
to the image of His Son, we. to be such as should present the 

image of His Son in their conformation. From the following eis 
To eivaı x.7.r. it is plain that Paul here means the same which 
in ver. 23 he has designated as viobeciav, tHv dmoAurpwoıv TOD 
T@pLaTos nu@v, consequently the glory to which God has pre- 
destined them, the state of the u&XXovoa Sofa (ver. 18), so far 
as this shall be the same (even in respect of the glorified body, 
Phil. ii. 21, 1 Cor. xv. 49) as that which the exalted Christ 
has. Comp. 2 Cor. iii. 18, 1 John ii. 2. The fellowship in 
suffering (Calvin, Grotius, Calovius, and others) is here remote. 
What Paul has in view must be the same as he denotes in 
ver. 30 by Eöo&aoe, consequently the conformitas gloriee. This 
very thought of the entire glorious appearance, which he means, 
has suggested the vivid expression cuppopd. T. eikövos ; where- 
fore we are not, with Chrysostom (ömep yap 6 povoyerns Hv 
pvcet, TodTO Kai avTol yeyovact Kata Xapıv), Theophylact, Bengel, 
and others, to refer it to the present vioderia. Theodoret has 
the right view. The conformity of the inner being is not 
conveyed in the expression (Hofmann understands it as @n- 
cluded), but is the moral presupposition of the glory meant. — 
cvppoppos (Lucian, Amor. 39), in Phil. iii. 21 with the dative, 
here with the genitive. See Bernhardy, p. 171; Kühner, II. 1, 
p. 295. — eis TO eivaı «.r.X.] Not an inferential clause (see on 
i. 20), but—as the very notion of mpowp. embraces the pur- 
pose—the jinal aim of mpodp. cuppopd. «.7.r. Nor is the 
main thought contained in ev moAX. aöerd., as de Wette very 
arbitrarily supposes; but, on the contrary, Paul contemplates 
Christ as the One, to whom the divine decree referred as to «ts 
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final aim. Christ was to fulfil His lofty commission not merely 
by standing in the relation of His glory to the Father as the 
poovoyerns, but by being the First-born among many brethren, 7... 

among many who through Him, the essential and primordial 
Son of God, should, as adopted viot ©eod, and consequently in 
so far as His brethren, have attained to the same do£a of sharing 
the possession of the dignity and privilege (Col. i. 18) of the 
First-born.! Comp. also Heb. i. 6, and Lünemann in loc. — 
erareoe] Like xAnrots in ver. 28. For those who despised the 
invitation to salvation conveyed to them through the preachers 
of the gospel did not belong to the called, whom God poeyvo 
and mpowpice; the following tovrovs x. edır. also presupposes 
that the calling has been attended with the result of the 
vmaron miotews. Comp. on ver.28. Hence the divine saving 
erace is to be conceived as working by means of the word on 
those who become called, namely, in opening and preparing the 
heart for the reception of the word,’ Acts xvi. 14; Phil. i. 
6, 29; John vi. 44. God has fore-known those who would 

not oppose to His gracious calling the resistance of unbelief, 
but would follow its drawing; thereafter He has fore-ordained 
them to eternal salvation ; and when the time had come for the 

execution of His saving counsel, has called them, etc. (ver. 30). 
With the «Ajcıs begins the execution of the mpoopicpos in 
accordance with the mpoyvwaıs ; and the subjects concerned are, 
in contrast to the multitude standing outside of this divine 
process of salvation, the exXexroi (ver. 33). — édixatwoev| Jus- 
tification is consequently the sole ground of the glorifying ; 
sanctification is added to it, in order that the justified may 
attain that goal in the way that God desires. — eöo&ace] Jus- 
tification, as a divine act of imputation, is really (not merely 

ideally or in principle, in opposition to Lipsius, Zechtfert. 
p. 48 f.) accomplished ; but the glorification falls to the future 
(ver. 21, v. 2, and constantly in N. T.; comp. also 1 Cor. 11.475 

tom. ix. 23). Notwithstanding, the aorist neither stands for 
the future nor for the present (in opposition to Kollner; see 

1 Comp. Philippi, Glawbensl. II. p. 214, ed. 2. 
2 Comp. Luthardt, v. freien Willen, p. 427; Julius Müller, dogmat. Abhandll. 

p. 264 if 
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Herm. ad Viger. p. 746); nor does it express anywhere in the 
N. T. a habit, as Flatt thinks—against which view, in the pre- 

sent instance, the analogy of the preceding aorists is decisive ; 
but it represents the de facto certainly future glorification as 

so necessary and certain, that it appears as if already given and 
completed with the edscatwoev. “ Whom He has justified, them 
He has— viewing the relation from its final aim—therewith also 
glorified.” See Herm. ad Viger. p. 747 ; Kühner, II. 1,p. 142. 
In order thus to place the glorification on the same platform 
of certainty with the mpoeyvo, mpowpice, éxddece, and ééduk., 
Paul selected the proleptic aorist. On the other hand, the 
triumphant flow of the great chain of thought and the tho- 
roughly Pauline boldness of expression (comp. on Eph. ii. 5) 

are misapprehended, if the act be regarded as accomplished 
only in the decree of God (Grotius, Reiche, and Umbreit) ; or if 
the expression be referred to the glory of God possessed “ at 
jirst only inwardly and secretly” (Hofmann), or to “ repute with 

God” (Märcker), or to the bestowal of grace and vioderia here 
below (Chrysostom and his followers, Ambrosiaster, Pelagius, 
and Erasmus), to which also van Hengel adheres, appealing 
to John xii. 28. 

Vv. 31-39. Inference from vv. 29, 30. So, then, the 

Christian has to fear nothing that might be detrimental to his 

salvation; but on the contrary he is, with the love of God im 
Christ, assured of that salvation.—This whole passage is (observe 
the logical relation of örı in ver. 29, and odv in ver. 31) a 
commentary on ver. 28. And what a commentary! “ Quid 
unquam Cicero dixit grandiloquentius ?” Erasmus on ver. 35. 
Comp. Augustine, de doctr. Chr. iv. 20. A sublime éyxos tis 
NeEews (Arist. Let. 111.6) pervades the whole, even as respects 
form. 

Ver. 31. What shall we therefore say (infer thence) with 

respect to these things (vv. 29, 30) ? — ei o Oeds «.r.X.] Here- 
with begins a stream of triumphant questions and answers (on 
to ver. 37) which contains what we say.— The 0 Ocds ürep 
apov briefly sums up the divine guardianship according to 
the tenor of vv. 29, 30.— Tis xa@ sav ;] a question not 
of challenge (Hofmann), with which the following does not 

ROM. II. G 
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accord, but of the sure, already triumphant certainty that all 
hostile power must be unsuccessful and harmless for us. On 
eivat Kata Twos, comp. Ecclus. vi. 12; Wisd. iv. 6; Plut. Nee. 
21; and on the contrast of vrep and card, 2 Cor. xiii. 8. 

Ver. 32. The answer to the foregoing question,’ likewise 
interrogative, but with all the more confidence.—doye] quippe 
qui, He, who indeed, brings into prominence causally the sub- 

ject of what is to be said of him by as «.7.X. (see Baeumlein, 
Partik. p. 57 £.; Bornemann, ad Xen. Symp. iv. 15; Maetzn. 
ad Lycurg. p. 228). This causal clause is with great emphasis 
prefixed to the mas «.r.A., of which it serves as the ground (the 
converse occurs e.g. in Xen. Mem. iv. 4. 14; Aristoph. Ran. 
739). — Tod idiov] full of significance, for the more forcible 
delineation of the display of love. A contrast, however, to 

the viols Oerovs (Theophylact, Pareus, Wetstein, Tholuck, 
Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Fritzsche, Philippi) is not 
implied in the text. Comp., rather, viii. 3: tov éavtod viov. — 
ovx Ebeioaro] Comp. xi. 21; 2 Cor. xiii, 2; 2 Pet. ii. 4, 5; 
frequent also in classic authors. “Deus paterno suo amori 
quasi vim adhibuit,” Bengel. The prevalence of the expres- 
sion, as also the fact that Paul has not written tod viod Tod 

ayarntov, makes the assumption of an allusion to Gen. xxii. 
12 seem not sufficiently well founded (Philippi, Hofmann, and 
many older commentators). The juxtaposition of the negative 
and positive phrases, ov« éd., aAX ... mapéd., enhances the 
significance of the act of love. On zapédwxev (unto death), 
comp. iv. 25. ovv aité: with Him who, given up for us, has 
by God’s grace already become ours. Thus everything else 
stands to this highest gift of grace in the relation of concomi- 
tant accessory gift.— ms ovxl kai] how is it possible that He 

should not also with Him, ete.? The «ai belongs, not to mas 
ovxé (Philippi), but to odv ad7@; comp. iii. 29 ; 1 Cor. ix. 8; 
1 Thess. ii. 19. The inference is « majori ad minus. “ Minus 

1 That question no longer required a corroboration (Hofmann) after ver. 28 ff. 
Besides, Paul would have expressed this meaning by y¢p. Regarding the fre- 
quent use of yé to introduce the answer in classical Greek, see Klotz, ad Devar. 

p- 292 f. ; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 347; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 62; Kühner, 

II. 2, p. 734. 
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est enim vobis omnia cum illo donare, quam illum nostri 
causa morti tradere,” Ambrosiaster. Comp. Chrysostom. — 
ta mavra] the whole, of what He has to bestow in accordance 
with the aim of the surrender of Jesus; that is, not “the 

universe of things” (Hofmann), the «Anpovowia of the world, 
which is here quite foreign, but, in harmony with the context, 
vv. 26-30: the collective saving blessings of His love shown 
to us in Christ. This certainty of the divine relation toward 
us, expressed by m@s «.7.X., excludes the possibility of success 
on the part of human adversaries. 

Ver. 33 ff. It is impossible that this ody aité ta mavra 
Huiv xapioeraı should be frustrated, either on the side of God, 
with whom no accusation of His elect can have the result of 
their condemnation (ver. 33, down to karakpivwv in ver. 34), 
or on that of Christ, whose death, resurrection, etc., afford the 

guarantee that nothing can separate us from His love (ver. 34, 
Xpiorös 0 amodavov, on to ver. 36). In the analysis of this 
swelling effusion we must return to the method for which 
Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, and other Fathers paved the 
way, and which Erasmus followed: namely, that to the question 
Tis éyKddéoes K.T.r. the answer is: Ocds 6 Sikatdv' Tis 6 KaTa- 
kpivev ; and then follows, moulded in similar form to that 
answer, the expression, passing over from God to Christ, Xpuaros 
... pov tis Huds yopice K.7.r.; so that after ducacov, and 
also after tmép nuwv, only a colon is to be inserted. Who 
shall raise accusation against the elect of God? Answer, in a 
boldly triumphant counter-question —@od is the justifier, who 
the condemner ? (there is consequently no one there to con- 
demn, and every accusation is without result! Comp. Isa. 1 8.) 
And as regards Christ: Christ is He that has died, yea rather 
also has risen again, who also is at the right hand of God, who 

also intercedes for us: who shall separate us from the love of 
Christ? This view (followed also by van Hengel, but by 
Hofmann only with respect to the first portion as far as xata- 
«pivov), though abandoned by nearly all modern expositors,' 

1 The difficulty started by Philippi, that corresponding to the ris tyxaa. xara 
2xA. @zod in ver. 33, there is introduced, with the ris au. yup. x.7.a. of ver. 35, 

a question for which nothing prepares the way, and which is not answered in the 
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is corroborated by its entire accordance with the sense, by the 

harmony of the soaring rhetorical form, and by its freedom 
from those insuperable difficulties which beset the modes of 
division that differ from it. Of the latter, two in particular 
fall to be considered. 1. Luther, Castalio, Beza, Calvin, 

Grotius, Wolf, and many others, including Ammon, Tholuck, 

Flatt, Fritzsche, Philippi, Reithmayr, and Ewald, take ©eos o 

dıkaıwv as aflirmative answer to Tis éyxadéoes «.7.A.; then Tis 
0 KaTaxpivwy as a new question, and as the affirmative answer 
thereto: Xpictos 0 amodavov x.7.r., thus: Who. shall accuse, 
etc.? God is the justifier (consequently no accuser shall succeed). 
Who ws the condemner 2? Christ is He that has died, ete. (so 
that He cannot, therefore, condemn us in judgment). But 
against this view it may be urged, (a) that ©eos o dıraıav and 
Tis 0 KaTaxpwav are, as regards both substance (dıxamwv and 
kataxpw.) and form (Paul has not written ris kararpıvei to 
correspond with tis éyxanécer), correlative, and therefore may 
not, without arbitrariness, be separated; (b) that in ver. 34 
Christ is not at all described as a judge, which would be in 
keeping with the 0 «araxpıv@v, but, on the contrary, as re- 
deemer and intercessor ; (c) that, if ris éyxadéoer is at once 
disposed of by ©eös o dixadv, it must be already quite 
self-evident that there can be no kataxpivwy, and conse- 
quently tis 0 katax., as a new question, would be something 
superfluous and out of keeping with so compressed an utter- 

ance of emotion; (d) and, finally, that in the entire context 
there is no mention of the last judgment. 2. The theory, that 
came into vogue after Augustine, doctr. Chr. iii. 3, and Am- 
brosiaster (adopted in modern times by Koppe, Reiche, Köllner, 
Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, and Maier, also by 

Griesbach and Lachmann; Tholuck is undecided), consists in 
supplying eykaA&ocı with ©eös o dıxamwv, and taking it as a 

foregoing ver. 34—is incorrect in itself, since the answer to this question is cer- 
tainly yielded by ver. 34; and it mistakes, moreover, the truly lyric character 

of the magnificent passage. Tholuck’s objections, as also those of Hofmann, 
regarding the second half (from Xpords 6 @wodava» onwards), are quite unim- 

portant. The latter lays particular stress on the fact that Paul has not added 
mip iuavto axobavdy. As if that purpose of the «of. were not perfectly self- 

evident, especially amidst such a vehement flight of the discourse! 
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question, and dealing in a corresponding manner with Xpictos 
_.. qpav also: Who shall accuse? Shall God do so, who jus- 
tifies? Who shall condemn? Shall Christ do so, who has 
died, etc.? But against this view it suffices to urge the deci- 
sive reason, that to conceive of God as accuser (before Christ) 
is destitute of scriptural analogy, and could not at all have 
occurred to the apostle. Hofmann takes Xpiorös .. . evruyy. 
Dep nu. as a question with two dissimilar relative adjuncts, of 
which the first declares how it was possible, after the question 
tis 0 Kataxp., to subjoin the further question, whether it might 
not be feared with regard to Christ that He should condemn 
where God acquits; while the second shows the impossibility 
of such a fear. But this artificial interpretation, in connection 
with which the first and second «at (see the critical remarks) 
are condemned as not genuine and this condemnation is acutely 
turned to account, fails, so far as the substance is concerned, 

on the very ground that the thought of its being possible per- 
haps for Christ to condemn where God acquits would be an 
absurd idea, which could not occur to a Christian conscious- 

ness; and, so far as form is concerned, on the ground that the 

second relative clause is annexed to the first with entire simi- 
larity, and therefore does not warrant our explaining it, as if 
Paul, instead of ös xal evr., should have written adda kat Evr. 
—TIn detail, observe further: The designation of Christians in 
ver. 33 as exXerrot Oeod is selected as having a special bearing 
on the matter, and renders palpable at once the fruitlessness of 
every éyxAnaots ; while Oeds coming immediately after Oeod has 
rhetorical emphasis. — ara ékr. Ocod] i.e. against those whom 
God has chosen* out of the cdcpos (John xvii. 6) to be mem- 
bers of His Messianic peculiar people to be made blessed for 
Christ's sake, according to His eternal decree (Eph. i. 4); 
comp. on ver. 30. This is the Christian conception (comp. 
1 Pet. ii. 9) of the Old Testament exXexr. (Ps. ev. 43, evi. 5; 
Isa. xlii. 1, Ixv. 9; Wisd. iii. 9, al). The elect constitute the 

Israel of God, Gal. vi. 16. Regarding the genitive Oeod (erX. 
is used quite as a substantive; comp. Col. iii. 12 ; Matt. xxiv. 

1 Against Hofmann, who (Schriftbew. I. p. 223 f.) calls in question the refer- 
ence to others, non-elect, see on Eph. i. 4. 
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31 al.), see Fritzsche, Diss. II. p. 31; Pflugk, ad Eur. Hee. 

1135. The absence of the article (comp. ver. 27) in the 
case of éxrX. Oeod brings out the quality of the persons. —The 
predicates of Christ in ver. 34—under which His death is to 
be conceived as an atoning death, His rising again as having 
taken place dia tiv Suxalwow nuwv (iv. 25), and His being at 
the right hand of God as personal participation in the govern- 
ment of the world (Eph. i 20, Col. iii. 1, al.; comp. also 

Dissen, ad Pindar. Fragm. xi. 9) in the heavenly dwelling-place 
of the Father’s glory (see on Matt. vi. 6)—exclude the possi- 
bility of any one separating us from the love of Christ. For, 
as regards His past, He has proved by His death the abundance 
of His love (v. 6 f.; Eph. iii. 18 f.), and this demonstration of 
His love has been divinely confirmed by His resurrection ; and 
as regards His present, through His sitting at the right hand of 
God He possesses the power to do for His own whatever His 
love desires, and through His intercession He procures for 
them every protection and operation of grace from the Father 
(Heb. vii. 25, ix. 24; 1 John ii. 1). But this intercession 
(comp. ver. 26 f.) is the continuous bringing to bear of His 
work of atonement, completed by His Aacrnpıov, on the part 
of Christ in His glory with the Father; which we are to con- 
ceive of as real and—in virtue of the glorified corporeity of the 
exalted Christ, as also in virtue of the subordination in which 

He even as ovvOpovos stands to the Father—as request pro- 
perly so called (£vrev£is) through which the “ continwus quasi 
vigor” (Gerhard) of redemption takes place. Comp. John xiv. 
16. There has been much dogmatic and philosophical ex- 
plaining away of this passage on the part of systematists and 
exegetes. Some apt observations are to be found in Düster- 
dieck on 1 John ii. 1, who nevertheless, without assigning his 

exegetical grounds, calls in question that the intercession is 

vocalis et oralis. As such, however, it must be conceived, 

because it is made by the glorified God-man ; though the more 

special mode in which it takes place is withdrawn from the 

cognizance of our earthly apprehension. Comp. Philippi, 

Glaubensl. IV. 2, p. 336, ed. 2. — padrov de is the imo vero, 

vel potius, by which the speaker amends his statement (see 
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on Gal. iv. 9); for what would Christ’s having died have been 
of itself ? how could it have been to us the bond and the secu- 
rity of His love against all distresses, etc., ver. 35 f, if the 

divine resurrection had not been added to it? Paul therefore 
appends to the bare amodavov, by way of correction: imo vero 
etiam resuscitatus, in which the «at, also, signifies: non solum 

mortuus, sed etiam resuse.; comp. Eph. v.11. It is thus clear 
that (contrary to Hofmann’s view) this cat was quite essential 
and indispensable ; for it was not the azo@avey itself, but its 
having been mentioned alone and without the resurrection 
belonging to it, that needed correction. It is, moreover, self- 
evident that all this application of the corrective expression is 
here merely of a formal nature, serving to bring into marked 
prominence the two elements in their important correlation. — 
The ös «al occurring twice has a certain solemnity. — Ver. 35. 
tis] Paul puts the question by tis, not ri, in conformity with 
the parallel tis 0 xataxpivev. The circumstance that he sub- 
sequently specifies states and things, not persons—which, how- 
ever, naturally suggest themselves to the conception of the 
reader—cannot lead any one astray, least of all in such a bold 
flight of rhetoric. — amo tis ayar. t. Xptotod] Most expositors 
take tod X. (comp. Eph. iii. 19) as genitive of the subject, and 
rightly, because this view was already prepared for by ver. 34 
(in which the great acts of Christ’s love toward us are speci- 
fied), and is confirmed by ver. 37 (6:a Tod ayar. jas), and 
by ver. 39, where the ayarrn tot Ocov 4 ev Xpior® comes in 
the place of the ayarn tot X. This excludes the interpreta- 
tion of others, who understand it of the love to Christ (Origen, 
Ambrosiaster, Erasmus, Majus, Heumann, Morus, Köllner, and 

Ewald). Köllner’s objections to our view do not touch its true 
sense, since the point in question is not a possible interruption 
of the love of Christ to us, nor yet the hindering of our 
access to it (Philippi), but a possible separation from the love 
of Christ (that helps to victory, ver. 37) through hindrances in- 
tervening between it and us, which might nullify its manifestation 
and operation upon us and might thus dissolve our real fellow- 
ship with it" It was therefore very unwarranted in de Wette 

1 The tribulations, ete., are, forsooth, not something which might form a wall 
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(comp. Calvin, Riickert, and Tholuck) to convert, in accord- 
ance with v. 5, the love of Christ into “the joyful feeling of 
being loved by Christ,” which ver. 37 does not permit, where 
manifestly the aid of the exalted Christ, who has loved us 
(comp. Matt. xxviii. 20; Phil. iv. 13), is meant. 

Ver. 36. The marks of parenthesis are to be expunged, be- 
cause the construction is unbroken, and dA Ev tovT. mäcıv in 

ver. 37 refers to ver. 35 and ver. 36. On the accumulation of 
designations that follows, comp. 2 Cor. vi. 4 f.; and on the 
so frequently repeated #, Xen. Mem. i. 1. 7, Soph. 0. C. 251. 
By way of scriptural proof for the most extreme element men- 
tioned, for 2) wayarpa, Paul quotes a passage, in accordance 
with which even the slaying sword has here its place already 
prophetically indicated beforehand. In Ps. xliv. 23 (quoted 
exactly from the LX X.), where the historical meaning refers to 
the daily massacres of Jews in the time of the Psalmist (in an 
age after the exile, but not so late as the Maccabean), he re- 

cognises a type of the analogous fate awaiting the Christian 
people of God, as their sacred-historic destiny. Karadhahos 
Tols mporeın£vors 7 kaprupia: ER T™ poowTrov yap avopav elipntat 

Tov avTov Eoxnkorwv okomov, Theodoret. Therein lies the jus- 
tification of this typical view. But since our passage specially 
mentions only the being put to death and the slaying, we have 
no right to make the reference which Paul gives to them 
extend, with Hofmann, to the treatment in general which the 

Christians should have to experience, instead of leaving it 
limited to uaxaıpa.—örı] for. A part of the quotation, without 
relevant reference to the connection in our passage. — évexev 
cov] There is no reason whatever for departing, with Köllner 
(comp. Hofmann), from the reference of the original text to 
God, and referring cov to Christ. For, in the first place, the 

probative point of the quotation does not lie in évexev cod (but 
in davar. and édAoy. os mpoß. od.); and in the second place, 

of separation between us and the love of Christ, such as they might produce 
perhaps in human fellowship—so that the affection of any one should be unable 
to reach us or act upon us. Philippi introduces a foreign element, when he 
holds that the tribulations might seem to us signs of the divine wrath, and thus 
mislead us into unbelief in the existence of the divine love. 
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the very massacres of the Christians took place on account of 
God, because they continued faithful to Him in Christ, while 
the denial of Christ would have been a denial of God, who had 

sent Him. Hence martyrdom was regarded as a dokafew 
Gavat@ tov Ocov (John xxi. 19). — 6rAnv tHv nu.] Not quotidie 
(Castalio, Grotius, and Glockler) ; Paul follows the LXX., who 

thus translate pies, It means: the whole day (comp. x. 21; 
Isa. Ixil. 6 ;'Ex. x, 13; 1 Sam. xix. 24; 1 Mace. v. 50) are 

we murdered, so that at every time of the day murder is com- 
mitted upon us (now on this one, now on that one of us) ; it 
ceases not the livelong day. And this is the consequence 
of the fact, that we have been counted (aorist) as sheep for the 
slaughter, reckoned like sheep destined for slaughter. 

Ver. 37. But in all this—namely, what is specified in vers. 
35 and 36—we conquer, etc. This adda does not break off an 
incomplete sentence (Hofmann), but is rather the simple anti- 
thetic at, but, whatever sufferings and dangers may await us. 
— vrrepvır.] We gain a victory that is more than victory; we 

are over-victorious. Luther well renders: “we overcome far.” 
Comp. v.20. It does not involve more than this; neither the 
easiness of the victory (Chrysostom, Theophylact), nor the “ in 
eruce etiam gloriamur” (Beza), which is rather the consequence 
of this victory; for a sublime testimony to the latter, see 
2 Cor. iv. 8-11. In the ancient Greek vrrepvir. is not extant, 
but it occurs in Socr. H. E. iii. 21, Leo Tact. xiv. 25, although 

in a derotatory sense (vırav uev Kadov, Umepvırav de ériOovor). 
Nevertheless there is contained in our passage also a holy 
arrogance of victory, not selfish, but in the consciousness of the 
might of Christ. — dua tod ayarr. nuas] He who hath loved us 
is the procurer of this our victory, helps us to it by His power. 
Comp. esp. 2 Cor. xii. 9. That it is not God (Chrysostom, 
Estius, Grotius, Bengel, and others, including Reiche, Köllner, 

Olshausen, and van Hengel) that is meant, but Christ (Rückert, 

de Wette, Philippi, Tholuck, Ewald, and Hofmann), follows, 

not indeed from Phil. iv. 13, but from the necessary reference 
to Tis nu. Kup. amo T. ay. T. X. in ver. 35; for ver. 37 con- 
tains the opposite of the separation from the love of Christ. — 
ayamna.] denotes the act of love ar’ éEoynv, which Christ 
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accomplished by the sacrifice of His life. This reference was 
self-evident to the consciousness of the readers. Comp. v. 6; 
Gal. ii. 20; Eph. v. 2, 25. 

Vv. 38, 39. Paul now confirms what he had said in ver. 37 | 

by the enthusiastic declaration of his conviction that no power, 
in whatever shape it may exist or be conceived of, ete. For 
the singular rereionaı there is as little necessity for seeking 
a special reason (Hofmann, e.g., thinks that Paul wished to 

justify the confidence, with which he had expressed ver. 37) as in 
the case of Aoyifouae in ver. 18, especially as ver. 37 contains 
only the simple assertion of a state of fact, and not a how of 
that assertion. — The following expressions (Oavatos x.7.X.) are 
to be left in the generality of their sense, which is, partly in 
itself and partly through the connection, beyond doubt; every 
arbitrary limitation is purely opposed to the purpose of declaring 
everything—everything possible—incapable of separating the 
believers from the love of God in Christ. Hence: ovre davaros 
oute Cwn: neither death nor life, as the two most general 

states, in which man can be. We may die or live: we remain 
in the love of God. The mention of death first was occasioned 

very naturally by ver. 36. It is otherwise in 1 Cor. in. 22. 
Grotius (following Chrysostom and Jerome, ad Aglas. 9) 
imports the idea: “metus mortis; spes vitae,’ which Philippi 
also regards as a “correct paraphrase of the sense.” — ovte 
dyyedor ovre dpyat| Neither angels (generally) nor (angelic) 
powers (in particular). ayy. is, with Chrysostom, Theophylact, 
Beza, Tholuck, Philippi, Fritzsche, Hofmann, and others, to be 

understood of good angels, because the wicked are never termed 
aryyeAoı without some defining adjunct (Matt. xxv. 41; 2 Cor. 
xii. 7; 2 Pet. ii. 4; comp. Jude, 6). The objection repeated by 
Reiche (who, with Clemens Alexandrinus, Toletus, Grotius, 

Estius, and others, understands it of wicked angels), that an 
attempt on the part of the good angels to separate Christians 
from God is inconceivable, does not hold, since, according to 
Gal. i. 8, the case of such an attempt falling within the sphere 
of possibility could certainly be—not believed, but—conceived 
ex hypothesi by Paul. Theophylact already aptly says: ovy 

r "4 \ n 

@s TOV ayyé\ov adıorwvrwv Tors avOpwrovs amo Äpıorod, 
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GN Kal brdbecw Tov Aöyov Tels. Against the view that 
ayy. denotes good and wicked angels (Wolf, Bengel, Koppe, 
and van Hengel), the linguistic usage is likewise decisive, 
since according to it the absolute ayy. signifies nothing else 
than simply good angels. Comp. on 1 Cor. iv. 9. — dpyat] 
obtains, through its connection with ayy., its definite reference 
to particular powers in the category of angels—those invested 
with power in the angelic world. Paul recognises a diversity’ 
of rank and power in the angelic hierarchy (of the good and 
the wicked), and finds occasion, especially in his later epistles, 
to mention it (Col.i. 16; Eph. i. 21; 1 Cor. xv. 24; Eph. 
vi. 12; Col. ü. 15); without, however (comp. on Eph. i. 21), 
betraying any participation in the fluctuating definitions of the 
later Jews. See, respecting these definitions, Bartolocci, Bibl. 

rabb. I. p. 267 ff.; Eisenmenger, entdecktes Judenthum, II. p. 
370 ff. Olearius, Wetstein, Loesner, Morus, Rosenmiiller, 

Flatt, and Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 460, refer apy. to human 

ruling powers ; van Hengel to “ principatus quoslibet.” Against 
these its connection with ayy. is decisive, because no contrast 
is suggested of non-angelic powers.’ Just as little, because 
without any trace in the text, are we to understand with Hof- 
mann the apyai, in contrast to the good God-serving dyyenor, 
as spirits “that in self-will exercise a dominion, with which they 
do not live to the service of God,” te. as evil spirits. — ovTe 
Eveotwta ovTE médAroVTA] neither that which has set in nor that 
which is future. Comp. 1 Cor. iii. 22. Quite general, and 

not to be limited to sufferings (Vatablus, Grotius, Flatt, and 
others). eveor., however, does not absolutely coincide with the 
idea things present (as it is usually taken), which is in itself 

linguistically possible, but is never the case in the N. T. (see 

on Gal. i. 4); but it denotes rather what is in the act of having 
set in, has already begun (and weadn, that, the emergence of 
which is still future). So, according to Gal. i. 4; 1 Cor. iii. 
22, vil. 26; 2 Thess. ii. 2. Aptly rendered by the Vulgate: 
“ instantia” Comp. Lucretius, i. 461: “quae res instet, quid 
porro deinde sequatur.” — ove Övvaueıs] nor powers ; to be left 

1 Tn opposition to Hofmann, who without any reason denies this (Schriftbew. 

I. 347). See Hahn, Theol. N. T. 1. 282 ff. ; Philippi, @laubensl. II. 307 ff., ed. 2. 
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in its utmost generality, personal and impersonal (Hofmann 
arbitrarily limiting it to the latter). The common interpreta- 
tion, angelic powers, would be correct, if its position after apyat 
were right; but see the crit. remarks. The incongruity of the 
apparent zsolation of this link vanishes on observing that Paul, 
in his enumeration, twice arranges the elements in pairs 
(@avaros .. . apyat), and then twice again in threes (viz. ovTe 
EVEOT. oUTE HEAA. oUTE Övvan., and ovre Tryapa ovTE Babos ovTE 
tis Ktieıs Erepa), and the latter indeed in such a way, that to 
the two that stand contrasted he adds a third of a general 
character. — ovte Uüyrwua ote Bados] neither height nor depth; 
likewise without any alteration or limitation of the quite 
general sense of the words. No dimension of space can sepa- 
rate us, etc. Arbitrary definitions are given: heaven and hell 
or the nether world (Theodoret, Bengel, Wetstein, Michaelis, 

Klee, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald, and Hofmann) ; heaven and 

earth (Fritzsche; comp. Theophylact, Morus, and Flatt); the 
height of bliss and the depth of misery (Koppe) ; spes honorum 
and metus ignominiae (Grotius, Rosenmüller) ; sapientia haere- 

ticorum and communes vulgi errores (Melancthon); neque alti- 
tudo, ex qua quis minaretur praccipitium, neque profundum, in 
quo aliquis minaretur demersionem (Thomas Aquinas, Anselm, 
Estius). — odte tis xtiows Erepa] nor any other created thing 
whatever, covers all not yet embraced in the foregoing elements ; 
and thus the idea of “nothing in the world in the shape of a 
creature” is fully exhausted. The attempt to bring the collec- 

tive elements named in their consecutive order under definite 
logical categories leads to artificialities of exposition, which 
ought not to be applied to such enthusiastic outbursts of the 
moment. —Instead of rs ay. rod Xpıorod (ver. 35), Paul now 
says, THs ay. ToD Oeod rhs ev X.’I., not thereby expressing some- 
thing different, but characterizing the love of Christ (toward us) 
as the love of God which is in Christ Jesus. The love of Christ, 
namely, is nothing else than the love of God Himself, which has 

its seat and place of operation in Christ. God is the original 
fountain, Christ the constant organ and mediating channel of 
one and the same love; so that in Christ is the love of God, and 

the love of Christ is the love of God in Christ. Comp. v. 6, 8. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

Ver. 3. The verbal order dvadewa civas adrig yo (recommended 
by Griesb., adopted by Lach. and Tisch.) receives prepon- 
derant attestation from A BD E FG, min., vss., and Fathers ; as 
also from &, reading eivaı before avéd. Erroneously attached to 
nixon, avros &ya became placed before dyad. (Elz.).—Ver. 4. ai 
öialäauı) BDEFG, min, Vulg., with several Fathers, read 
4 diad;un, Which Lachm. has adopted. An alteration, because 
the plural was understood of the Old and New Test. (Gal. iv. 24), 
and yet the latter could not be considered as a privilege of the 
Jews. — Ver. 11. x«xöv] Lachm. and Tisch. read gaitaoy, according 
to ABs, min. Or. Cyr. Damase. Rightly; the more usual 
opposite of dyads easily intruded.— Ver. 15. The order rg 
Muwüoe? yép is decidedly to be received, with Lachm. and Tisch., 
following BDEF Gs. The Recepta r. y. M. is a mechanical 
alteration.— Ver. 16. édcodvros] A B* DEF GPR, 39, read 
&Xeövrog;, so Lachm. and Tisch. But since in no other passage 
of the N. T. is éAcéw, the form belonging to the xo, (see Htym. 
M. 327. 30), to be found; and in ver. 18 only D* FG have 
2ae% instead of !reer (and yet in both places Paul doubtless 
used one form) ; it is most probable that © instead of OY was 
merely an early copyist’s error, which, as the form -«u was 
actually in existence, became diffused, and also induced in some 
Codd. the alteration :%:% in ver. 18 (so Tisch. 7).— Ver. 27. 
narareinjoa| A BS* Kus. read iaéacimuo; so Lachm. and Tisch. 
Rightly ; see LXX. Isa. x. 22. — Ver. 28. év dixcsoodvn, brs Aöyov 
suvrerwngevov] is wanting in A B n*, 23*, 47*, 67**, Syr. Aeth. Erp. 
Copt. Eus. Damase. Aug. It certainly bears the suspicion of being 
an addition from the LXX.; but its deletion, which Lachm. 
and Tisch. 8 have carried out, is precluded by the ease with 
which it was possible for transcribers to turn from owrewvav at 
once to owrerunuévov.— Ver. 31. The second éd:csobvys is wanting 
in ABDEGs 47, 67**, 140, Copt. It. Or. and several 
Fathers, and is marked with an obelus in F. Omitted by 
Lachm. and Tisch. 8. But the omission admits of no sense 
accordant with the context. See the exeg. notes. The weight 
of the omitting codd. is much diminished by the counter- 
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testimony of ancient vss. (including Syr. and Vulg.) and of most 
Greek Fathers. The omission itself might easily, from the 
frequent recurrence of the word in vv. 30, 31, occur through 
a homoeoteleuton, which led, in the first instance, to the dis- 
appearance of the words eis vou. dinasooivns (they are still absent 
from 2 min.), followed by their incomplete restoration. — Ver. 
32. vjuov] Wanting in A BF G s*, min., Copt. Vulg., and several 
Fathers. Rightly deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. A defining 
addition. — The „ap after wpostzonbev, which is wanting in 
A B D* FGs* 47*, Copt. It. Vule. ms, Goth. Ambr. Ruf., Dam. 
(and is omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8), is simply a connective 
insertion. — Ver. 33. zé%:] has preponderant evidence against 
it, and must, with Lachm. and Tisch., be struck out. An addi- 
tion from x. 11, where it stands in all the witnesses. 

Chap. ix.-xi.! On the non-participation hitherto of the 
greater part of the Jews in the Christian plan of salvation ; 
and specially (a) the lamentation over this (ix. 1-5); (0) the 
Theodicée on its account (ix. 6-29); (ec) the fault thereof, 
which rests upon the Jews themselves (ix. 30-33 and x. 1-21); 
(d) the consolation in reference to this (xi. 1-32), with final 
giving glory to God (xi. 33-36). Paul could not do otherwise, 
he must still settle this great problem ; this is inevitably de- 
manded by all that had gone before. For if the whole pre- 
vious treatise had as its result, that only believers were the 
recipients of the promised salvation, and if nevertheless the 
Messianic promise and destination to salvation had their refer- 
ence in the first place (comp. i. 16) to the Israelites, concerning 
whom, however, experience showed that they were for the 

1On this section, see Nösselt in his Opuse. I. p. 141 ff; Beck, Vers. e. 
pneumatisch hermeneutischen Entwickel. d. neunten Kap., ete., Stuttg. 1833; 

Steudel in the Tüb. Zeitschr. 1836, I. p. 1 ff.; Baur, ib. III. p. 59 ff. ; Hau- 

stedt in Pelt’s Mitarbeiten, 1838, 3; Meyer, ib.; Hofmann, Schriftbew. I. 
p. 240 fl.; Krummacher, Dogma von der Gnadenwahl, Duisb. 1856, p. 142 fl. 

(though less for the purpose of strict seientific exegesis); Weiss, Prädestinations- 

lehre d. Ap. P. in the Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol. 1857, p. 54 f.; Lamping, 
Pauli de praedest. decreta, Leovard. 1858, p. 127 ff.; Beyschlag, d. Paulin. 
Theodicee Rom. ix.-xi., 1868; also Th. Schott and Mangold.—According to 
Weisse’s criticism, based on style, the whole section, chap. ix.-xi., would be an 
interpolation; according to the view on which Baur proceeds (see Introd. § 3), 

the three chapters would be the chief portion of the whole epistle. 
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most part unbelieving (comp. John 1. 11), this contradictory 
relation thus furnished an enigma, which Paul, with his warm 

love for his people, could least of all evade, but in the solu- 
tion of which he had on the contrary to employ all the boldness 
and depth of his clear insight into the divine plan of redemp- 
tion (Eph. iii. 4 ff). The defence of the efficacy of his Gentile 
apostleship (Th. Schott, and in another way Mangold and 
Sabatier) is not the object of the section—that object Paul 
would have known how to meet directly—but such a defence 
results indirectly from it, since we see from the section how 
fully the apostle had recognised and comprehended his place 
in connection with the divine plan of salvation. The problem 
itself, the solution of which is now taken in hand by the 
apostle, was sufficiently serious and momentous to be treated 
with so much detail in this great and instructive letter to 
the important mixed community of the world’s capital, which, 
however, does not ene appear to have been a Jewish- 
Christian one. 

Vv. 1-3.1] The new section is introduced without connec- 
tion with the foregoing, but in a fervent outburst of Israelitish 
patriotism, the more sorrowful by contrast with the blessed- 
ness of the Christian previously extolled and so deeply expe- 
rienced by the apostle himself. This sorrow might be deemed 
incredible, after the joyous triumph which had just been 
exhibited. Hence the extremely urgent asseveration with 
which he begins: truth I speak in Christ, that is, in my 
fellowship with Christ; é X. is the element, in which his soul 
moves. Just so Eph. iv. 17; 1 Thess. iv. 1; 2 Cor. ii. 17, 
xii. 19. The explanation adopted by most of the older commen- 
tators (especially Joh. Capellus, Clericus, Locke), and by Nösselt, 
Koppe, Böhme, Flatt, Reiche, Köllner, and others, of ev in the 

sense of adjuration, is a perfectly arbitrary departure both from 
the manner of the apostle, who never swears by Christ, and 
also from Greek usage, which would have required zpos with 
the genitive (Kühner, II. 1, p. 448; Ellendt, Zex. Soph. II. 

p. 647); and cannot at all be justified from Matt. v. 34, 
LXX. Jer. v. 7, Dan. xii. 7, Rev. x. 6, because in these 

1 On vv. 1-5, see Winzer, Progr. Lips. 1832. 
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passages oyvVew expressly stands beside it. — od wevdouar] 
mpotepov de dıaßeßawvraı Trepi VY wéAdEL Eye" OTrEP TrOANOIS 
00s Tovey, OTav ueAAwoL TL Acyeıv Tapa Tols TOAKOIS AmioTov- 
pevoy (comp. eg. Acts xxl. 21), Kai tép ob odhddpa Eavrovs 
eioı mereıkores, Chrys. Compare 1 Tim. ii. 7. Conversely, 
Lys. iv. 12: yevderas x. ok adyOi Neyer. — cuppapT. joe Tis 
ovveıd. ov] ground assigned for the od wevd.: since with me 
(agreeing with my express assurance) my conscience gives testi- 
mony. Compare ii. 15, vill. 16.— ev mvevp. äyio] is by no 
means to be connected with THs cuved. wou (Grotius and 
several others, Semler, Ammon, Vater: “conscientia a Spiritu 

sancto gubernata”), because otherwise 77s would not be want- 
ing; but either with od Yevöouaı (Cramer, Morus, Nösselt, 

Koppe, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Winzer, Reiche, Köllner, Fritzsche ; 

of whom, however, only Winzer and Fritzsche take it not as 
an oath, but as equivalent to ws ev TVeiuarı ayiw wv), or— 
which is the nearest and simplest—with ovpmapr. (Beza, 
Bohme, Tholuck, Riickert, de Wette, Maier, Philippi, van 

Hengel, Hofmann, and others). Compare Matt. xxii. 43; 
Luke ii. 27; Mark xii. 36; 1 Cor. xii. 3. The testimony of 
his conscience, Paul knows, is not apart from the wveüua that 
fills him, but “Spiritu sancto duce et moderatore” (Beza), in 

that mvedwa. And thus the negative ov wevd. receives its 
sacred guarantee through a concurrent testimony of the con- 
science Ev Tveiuarı ayiw, as the positive ad7O. Acyo had 
received it through ev Xpiot@. This very appropriate sym- 
metry dissuades us from joining cuppapt. nor x.7.r. to ary. 
A€yw, so that od edd. would be only “thrown in between” 
(Hofmann). — örı Avrn x.7.r.] that, etc. A comma only pre- 
ceding. Over what is this sorrow? Over the exclusion of a 
great part of the Jews from the Messianic salvation. With 
tender forbearance Paul does not express this, but leaves it to 
be gathered by the reader from what follows, in which he 
immediately, by yap, assigns the grownd for the greatness and 
continuance of his sorrow. — yvyounv] I would wish, namely, 

if the purport of the wish could be realized to the advantage 
of the Israelites. Comp. on Gal. iv. 20, where also no ay is an- 
nexed, But van Hengel takes it of a wish which had actually 
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arisen in the mind of Paul amidst his continual sorrowfulness. 
So also Hofmann: the wish had entered his mind, though but 
momentarily. But a thing so incapable of being fulfilled he 
can scarce have actually wished ; he would only wish it, «f it 
were capable of being fulfilled; this is expressed by nvyouny, 
and that without dy, as a definite assurance ; comp. on Acts 
xxv. 22; Gal. iv. 20; Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 187; Kühner, 
II. 1, p. 178. On the wish itself, comp. Ex. xxxii. 32. — 
avaßena] or, in the Attic form, avadnpa (Lobeck, ad Phryn. 
pp. 249, 445, and Paralip. p. 391 ff.), in Greek writers (also 
Luke xxi. 5; 2 Mace. ü. 13, et al.) a votive offering, corresponds 
frequently in the LXX. to the Hebrew DAN, and means some- 
thing devoted to God without redemption (Lev. xxvii. 28); then 
—in so far as such a thing was devoted to the divine wrath, and 
destined to destruction (see Ewald, Alterth. p. 101 ff.)—some- 
thing abandoned to destruction; a curse-offering. So in the 

N.T. See Gal. i. 8, 9, 1 Cor. xii. 3, xvi. 22, which passages 

at the same time prove that the (later) special sense of DAN, as 
denoting the Jewish curse of excommunication, is not to be 
here introduced. The destruction, to which Paul would fain 

yield himself on behalf of his brethren, is not to be understood 
of a violent death (Jerome, Limborch, Elsner, and others, also 

Michaelis, Nosselt, Flatt), but, as ao r. X. renders necessary, 

of the everlasting amwAeıa. It has been objected that the wish 
must thus be irrational (Michaelis: “a frantic prayer”); but 
the standard of selfish reflection is not suited to the emotion 
of unmeasured devotedness and love out of which the apostle 
speaks. Groundlessly, and contrary to Paul’s usage elsewhere, 
Hofmann weakens the positive notion of the expression into 
the negative one of the being excluded from Christ. This element 
is implied in azo Tod X. as the specific accompanying relation 
of the avadeua. Bengel well remarks that the modulus ratio- 
ewmationum nostrarum as little comprehends the love of the 
apostle, as does a little boy the animos heroum bellicorum. — 
autos éyw| belonging to elvae by attraction (Kühner, II. 2, p. 
596): I myself, I, as far as my own person is concerned. Comp. 
on vii. 25. Paul sees those who belong to the fellowship of his 
people advancing to ruin through their unbelief; therefore he 

ROM. II. H 
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would fain wish that he himself were a curse-offering, if by 
means of this sacrifice of his own self he could only save the 
beloved brethren. The contrast, with reference to which avros 

éy# is here conceived, lies therefore in Umep tav adedXd. pov, — 
whose unhappy state appears already in vv. 1, 2 so sad in the 
eyes of the apostle; not in the duty of the apostle’s calling 
(Th. Schott); and least of all in a “nescio quis alius” 
(Fritzsche). Theodoret and Theophylact (comp. Chrysostom) 
refer back to vill. 39 (Z myself, whom nevertheless nothing 

can separate, etc.); but this les too far off. Van Hengel 
(after Krehl): “Ipse ego, gui me in Christi communione esse 
dix.’ But ev X. in the previous instance was merely an 
accessory definition. — amo tod X.] away from Christ, sepa- 
rated from Him. Comp. 2 Thess. i. 9; Gal. v. 4; 2 Cor. 

v. 6, xi. 3; Lev. xxvii. 29; and see generally, Nägelsbach on 
Ilias, p. 188, ed. 3; Ameis on Hom. Od. Anh. &,525; Buttm. 
neut. Gr. p. 277. Christ is not conceived as author of the 
ava. (Nösselt, Morus, Flatt, and others); for amo (comp. Lev. 
xxvii. 29) does not stand for dz, which latter D E G actually 
read in consequence of this erroneous view. — v7rép Tav adend. 
pod| vmép is here also not instead of (Riickert, Tholuck, 
Olshausen, and many others), but jor the advantage of, for 
their deliverance. Grotius aptly paraphrases: “Si ea ratione 
illos ad justitiam veram et ad aeternam salutem possem per- 
ducere.” — xara o.] subjoined, without the connective of the 
article, as a familiar accessory definition, which blends with the 
principal word into a single notion. Comp. 1 Cor. x. 18; 
Eph. ii. 11, vi. 5. Moreover, there lies in the addition 7. ovyy. 
fu. k. o. already something conveying with it the wish of love, 
and that from the natural side; the theocratic grounds for it 
follow, ver. 4 ff. 

Ver. 4. Oitwes «.1.%.] quippe qui, who indeed ; a description 
assigning the motive for what is said in ver. 3—of the 

adarpov Kata... odpka according to their theocratic privi 
leges, and first of all by significant designation according to 
their ancient and hallowed (Gen. xxxii. 28, xi. 1; 2 Cor. x1. 
21 f.; Phil. ii. 5; John i. 48) national name "TopamXiraı. 

To the latter are then attached the relative definitions, which 
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are threefold (@v...@v...eE av); the first of them embraces six 
particulars connected by xaié,—purely sacred-historical divine 
benefactions. — % viodeoia] the adoption. They are those 
adopted by God into the place of children, which must of course 
be understood, not in the Christian (chap. viii.) but in the old 
theocratic sense, of their adoption, in contradistinction to all 
Gentile peoples, to be the people of God, whose Father is God. 

Comp. Ex. iv. 22 ff., xix.5; Deut. xiv. 1, xxxii. 6; Hos. xi. 1, 
et al. Inthe vioGecta of the N. T. (see on viii. 15), the specific 
essence of which is the reconciliation obtained for Christ’s sake, 

there has appeared the antitype and the completion of that of 
the O. T. — kat 7 Sofa] The fivefold xai lends an emphatic 
weight to the enumeration. » öo&a is the glory Kar’ éEoyny, 
ae. WM 22 (Ex. xxiv. 16, xl. 34, 35; 1 Kings viii. 10, 11; 
Ezek. i. 28; Heb. ix. 5), the symbolically visible essential com- 
munion of God, as it was manifested in the wilderness as a 
pillar of cloud and fire, and over the ark of the covenant; the 
same as MY, of which the Rabbins maintained (erroneously, 
according to Lev. xvi. 2) that it had hovered as a cloud of 
light continually over the ark of the covenant. See Ewald, 
ad Apoc. p. 311. But 9 öofa is not the ark of the covenant 
itself (Beza, Piscator, Hammond, Grotius), for in 1 Sam. iv. 

22 the ark of the covenant is not called “the glory of Israel,” 
but this is only predicated of it. Others understand the whole 

glory of the Jewish people in general (de Dieu, Calovius, Estius, 

Semler, Morus, Böhme, Benecke, Köllner, Glöckler, Fritzsche, 

Beck). Incorrectly, since it is merely individual privileges 
that are set forth. — ai diaOjxar] not the tables of the law 
(Beza, Piscator, Pareus, Toletus, Balduin, Grotius, Semler, 

Rosenmiiller), which it cannot denote either in itself or on 
account of the following vowo0.; nor yet the O. and WN. T. 
(Augustine, Jerome, Calovius, and Wolf, in accordance with 
Gal. iv. 24), which would be entirely unsuitable in respect of 
the N. T.; but the covenants concluded by God with the patri- 
archs since Abraham. Compare Wisd. xvii. 22; Ecclus. xliv. 
11; 2 Macc. viii, 15; Eph. ii, 12.— 7 vopobecia] The 
(Sinaitic) giving of the law. This is “ una et semel habita per 
Mosen ;” but the “ testamenta /requenter statuta sunt,’ Origen. 
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There is no ground for taking it, with others (including Reiche, 
de Wette, Fritzsche), not of the act, but of the contents, like 

vowos (why should not Paul have written this ?). Certainly, 
he who has the vowoßeria has also the vöwos; but on that 
account the two significations are to be kept distinct even in 
places like 2 Mace. vi. 23. The giving of the law was a work 
(comp. Plat. Legg. vi. p. 751 B: weyarov tis vouoherias Epryov 
övros), by which God, who Himself was the vowoderns, had 

distinguished the Israelites over all other peoples. — 7 Aarpeia] 
the cultus ar’ é£oynv, the service of Jehovah in the temple. 
Comp. Heb.ix. 1. It corresponds to the vowo®., in consequence 
of which the Aarpeia came into existence ; just as the follow- 
ing at érrayyeniat (kar’ e£oyny, the collective Messianic promises) 
is correlative to the ai Sara, on which the erayy. were 
founded. The chiasmus in this order of sequence (comp. 
Bengel) is not accidental; but ai erayyeriaı is intentionally 
put at the end, in order that now, after mention of the fathers, 
to whom in the first instance the promises were given, the 
Promised One Himself may follow. 

Ver. 51 Now, after that first relative sentence with its six 

theocratic distinctions, two other relative clauses introduce 
the mutually correlative persons, on whom the sacred-historical 
calling of Israel was based and was to reach its accomplish- 
ment. — oi marepes] Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, who are per 
excellentiam the patriarchs, Ex. iii. 13, 15, iv. 5; Acts iii. 13, 

vii. 32. — kal €€ ov «.7.r.] The last and highest distinction 
of the Israelites: and from whom Christ descends, namely, 
according to the human phenomenal nature, as a human phe- 

nomenon, apart from the spiritually-divine side of His per- 
sonality, according to which He is not from the Jews, but (as 
vios Ocod Kata mvedna Ayıwovvns, i. 4) is ex Tod Ocod. Re- 
garded in the light of His supernatural generation, He would 
be also Kata cdpxa of God. Comp. Clem. Cor. I. 32: e& avrod 

1 See on ver. 5, Herm. Schultz, in the Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol. 1868, 

p. 462 ff., where also a list of the earlier literature is given ; Grimm, in Hilgen- 

feld’s Zeitschr. 1869, p. 311 ff. Among the English opponents of the Unitarians 
there is to be especially noted, in defence of the orthodox explanation, Smith, 

Scripture testimony to the Messiah, 1847, ed. 4, Il. p. 370 ff. 
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6 küpıos ’Incods TO Kata capa. On the article To x. o., see 
Heind. ad Gorg. p. 228; Buttm. newt. Gr. p. 84. The xat 
before eE dy forbids the reference of the latter to ot marepes. — 
6 av emt mavrwv Oecos evroy. eis T. aiwvas] This passage, which 
has become of dogmatic importance, has received two different 
leading interpretations, by the side of which yet a third way, 
namely, by taking to pieces the relative sentence, came to be 
suggested. (1) The words are referred (placing a comma 

after cdpxa) to Christ, who is God over all, blessed for ever." 
So, substantially, Irenaeus (Haer. iii. 16. 3), Tertullian (adv. 
Prax, § 13, p. 2101, ed. Seml.), Origen, Cyprian, Epiphanius, 
Athanasius, Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Augustine, 
Jerome, Theodoret, and later Fathers; Luther, an, 

Flacius, Calvin, Beza, and most of the older expositors; and 

of the later, Michaelis, Koppe, Tholuck, Flatt, Klee, Usteri, 
Benecke, Olshausen, Nielsen, Reithmayr, Maier, Beck, Philippi, 
Bisping, Gess, Krummacher, Jatho, Hahn, Thomasius, Ebrard, 
Ritschl, Hofmann, Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 306, Delitzsch, and 

others; in a peculiar fashion also, Herm. Schultz (see below); 

de Wette is undecided. (2) The words are regarded (placing 
a period after odpxa,as do Lachm. and Tisch.) as a doxology to 
God, isolated from the foregoing: “ Blessed for ever be the God 
who is over all” So none of the Fathers (as to those erro- 
neously adduced by Wetstein, see Fritzsche, p. 262 ff.”), at 

1 So also the Catech. Racov. 159 f. But, in its view, since there are not 

two Gods, ‘‘ qui natura sit Deus” cannot be understood. Conversely, Flacius 

infers from iwi révrwy, that Christ is designated as naturaliter Deus. 
2 Yet the non-reference to Christ is indirectly implied in Ignatius, Tars. 

interpol. 5 (obx avrés tor bial xdévrwy Ocds x.7.a.), and Phil. interpol. 7. The 
reference to God is also found in a fragment ascribed to Diodorus, in Cramer, 

Caten. p. 162, where it is said : :% ascay Oncıv 6 Xpioros. Oeds DE ob wövov aUruv, AAAG 

xowy ti révrwy iors @eös. In the Arian controversies our passage was not made 
use of. But at a later period it was triumphantly made available against the 
Arians. Thus Oecumenius, e.g., exclaims : ivradfz Auumporara Ocov roy Xpirroy 

dvoudlcı 6 ambororas: wloxuvenrı rpiccbrse "Apsis, axovwy rapa Wavdou DokoArorovpecvay 

cov Xpiaröv Ocdv zAnéivev! Comp. Theophylact; also Proclus, de fide, p. 53, whe 
says generally of our passage: wwpeirdusıv cuxopavrings amorreixiCes Trois Piro- 
Aoıdöpeıs. In Cyril of Alexandria this passage is insisted on in opposition to the 
assertion of Julian, that only John calls Christ God ; whilst the rpaxeixe of the 

Synod of Ephesus make no reference to it, which is, however, carefully done 

in the Synod of Antioch. See the passages in question in Tisch. 8, who also 
observes that, among the codd. CL. 5, 47, place a full stop after capxa. 
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least not expressly; but Erasmus in his Annot., Wetstein, 
Semler, Stolz, and several others, and recently Reiche, Köllner, 

Winzer, Fritzsche, Glöckler, Schrader, Krehl, Ewald, van 

Hengel, and, though not fully deeided, Rückert, See also 
Baur, II. p. 231; Zeller, in the Theol. Jahrb. 1842, p. 51; 

Räbiger, Christol. Paul. p. 26 f.; Beyschlag, Christol. p. 210. 
Now the decision, which of the two leading interpretations 
fits the meaning of the apostle, cannot be arrived at from the 
language used,’ since, so far as the words go, both may be 
equally correct; nor yet from the immediate connection, 
since with equal reason Paul might (by no means: must, 
against which is the analogy of ver. 3; and the divine in 
Christ did not belong here, as in i. 3, necessarily to the con- 
nection) feel himself induced to set over-against the human 
side of the being of Jesus its divine side (as in i. 3), or might 
be determined by the recital of the distinctions of his nation 
to devote a doxology to God, the Author of these privileges, 
who therefore was not responsible for the deeply-lamented 
unbelief of the Jews ; just as he elsewhere, in peculiar excited 
states of piety, introduces a giving glory to God (i. 25; 2 Cor. 
xi. 31; Gal. i. 5; comp. 1 Tim. i. 17). Observe, rather, with 
a view to a decision, the following considerations: Although 
our passage, referred to Christ, would term Him not 6 ©eos, 

but (who is God over all) only ©eös predicatively (without the 
article), and although Paul, by virtue of his essential agree- 
ment in substance with the Christology of John, might have 

1 As van Hengel has attempted, who starts from the idea that the contrast to 
be thought of in +3 zara cdépxa (according to him: “non quatenus spiritus 
divini particeps erat”) excludes a wider antithesis, and therefore a point must 
necessarily be placed after e¢px«. Such prepositional definitions with the accusa- 
tive of the article #5 or r« (see also Kühner, II. 1, p. 272) certainly denote a 
complete contrast, which is either expressly stated (as e.g. Xen. Cyr. v. 4. 11, 
viv ro iv tor” woh olxcomeas, vd d tal cot ctowopas: Plat. Min. p. 320C; Rom. xii. 

5, v0 dt xa cis), or may be self-evident from the context, as i. 15, xii. 18, and 
very frequently in the classics. The latter would, however, be the case in our 
passage according to the ancient ecclesiastical exposition, inasmuch as the con- 

trast obviously implied in #0 zar& edépxa would permit us mentally to supply a «> 

zura revue as Suggesting itself after 6 dv. That self-evident negative antithesis : 

non quoad spiritum, would thus have in ö dv ia} wdvrwv Osds x.7.a. its positive 
elucidation. 
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affirmed, just as appropriately as the latter (i. 1), the predicative 
eos (of divine essence) of Christ, because Christ is also in 

Paul’s view the Son of God in a metaphysical sense, the image 
of God, of like essence with the Father, the agent in creation 
and preservation, the partaker in the divine government of 
the world, the judge of all, the object of prayerful invocation, 
the possessor of divine glory and fulness of grace (i. 4, x. 12; 
Piel n. 6; Col. 1.15 ff, 1. 9; Eph.i.20 f£; 1, Cor: wil. 6 : 
2 Cor. iv. 4, viii. 9); yet Paul has never! used the express 
©eos of Christ, since he has not adopted, like John, the 
Alexandrian form of conceiving and setting forth the divine 
essence of Christ, but has adhered to the popular concrete, 
strictly monotheistic terminology, not modified by philosophical 
speculation even for the designation of Christ ; and he always 
accurately distinguishes God and Christ; see, in opposition 
to such obscure and erroneous intermingling of ideas, Rich. 
Schmidt, Paulin. Christol. p. 149 ff. John himself calls the 
divine nature of Christ ©eös only in the introduction .of his 

Gospel, and only in the closest connection with the Logos- 
speculation. And thus there runs through the whole N. T. a 
delicate line of separation between the Father and the Son; so 
that, although the divine essence and glory of the latter is 
glorified with the loftiest predicates in manifold ways, never- 
theless it is only the Father, to whom the Son is throughout 
subordinated, and never Christ, who is actually called God by the 
apostles (with the exception of John i. 1, and the exclamation of 
Thomas, John xx. 28)—not even in 1 John v. 20. Paul, par- 

ticularly, even where he accumulates and strains to the utmost 

expressions concerning the Godlike nature of the exalted Christ 
(as Phil. ü. 6 ff; Col. i. 15 ff, ii. 9), does not call Him Qeds, 
but sharply and clearly distinguishes Him as the «vpıos from 

1 Not even in 2 Thess. i. 12 (in opposition to Hofmann’s invention), or in 

Eph. v. 5. As regards the Pastoral Epistles, if they actually denominated Christ 
@<és, this would be one of the signs of a post-apostolic epoch. But not once do 
they do this. The most specious passage is still Tit. ii. 13, respecting which, 
however, Huther is in the right, and Philippi, Glaubenslehr. II. p. 208, ed. 2, is 
incorrect. In 1 Tim. iii. 16, ¢; is to be read, with Lachm. and Tisch. ; on Tit. 

i. 4 even Philippi desires to lay no particular stress; it has, in fact, no bearing 
whatever on our passage, any more than Col. ii. 2 (see in loc.). 
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©eös, even in x. 9,1 Cor. xii. 3 (in opposition to Ritschl, Altkath. 
K.p. 79 f.). The post-apostolical period (and not at all 2 Pet. 
i. 1, see Huther) first obliterated this fine line of separation, 

and often denominated Christ ©eos, 6 Oeds 7uav, and the like. 

So, e.g., already several of the Ignatian epistles in the shorter 
recension (not those ad Magnes., ad Philadelph., ad Trall., not 

even chap. vil.) and the so-called second epistle—not the first’ 
—of Clement, nor the epistle of Polycarp. In the closest 
internal connection herewith stands the fact, that in the pro- 
perly apostolical writings (2 Pet. iii. 18 does not belong to 
them, nor does Heb. xii. 21) we never meet with a doxology 
to Christ in the form which is usual with doxologies to God 
(not even in 1 Pet. iv. 11); therefore, in this respect also, 
the present passage would stand to the apostolic type in the 
relation of a complete anomaly.’ Besides, the insuperable 
difficulty would be introduced, that here Christ would be called 
not merely and simply ©eos, but even God over all, and con- 

sequently would be designated as Oeos tavtoxpdtwp, which is 
absolutely incompatible with the entire view of the N. T. as 
to the dependence of the Son on the Father (see Gess, v. d. Pers. 
Chr. p. 157 ff.; Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 457 ff.), and especially 
with passages like vill. 34 (evruyxaveı), 1 Cor. iii, 23, viii. 6, 
x1. 3, Eph. iv. 5, 6, and notably 1 Cor. xv. 28. Accordingly, 
the doxology of our passage cannot be referred to Christ, 
but must be referred ¢o God; although Philippi continues of 
opinion that the former reference has all in its favour and 
nothing against it. On the other hand, Tholuck (see also 
Schmid, bibl. Theol. II. p. 540, ed. 2) does more justice to the 
objections against the old ecclesiastical interpretation, which 
Messner also, Lehre d. Ap. p. 236 f., prefers, but only with a 
certain diffidence; whilst Herm. Schultz (comp. Socinus, in 

! There certainly occurs at chap. ii., in Clement, the expression rz wafruarz 
avrov (i.e. rod ®tov), where we are not to correct it into zafsgarz, with Hilgen- 

feld. This expression, however, is fully explained, without Christ being named 
@scs, from the Pauline view : @t0s Ay iv Xpiora xoouov xararArAdeowy tavra, 2 Cor. 

v. 19. 

? The doxology in xvi. 27 does not refer to Christ. 2 Tim. iv. 18 certainly 
refers to Christ; but this is just one of the traces of post-apostolic com- 
position. 
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Calovius, p. 153) comes ultimately to a lower acceptation of the 
notion of Oeds, which is meant not metaphysically, but only 
designates the fulness of power committed to Christ for behoof of 
His work, and eacludes neither dependence and coming into being, 

nor beginning and end. Against the latter suggestion it may be 
decisively urged, that thus characteristics are attached to the 
notion ©eös, which, compared with the current Pauline mode of 
expression, directly annul it, and make it interchangeable with 
Kvptos, as Paul uses it of Christ (Eph. iv. 5,6; Phil. i. 11; 
1 Cor. viii. 6, and many other passages). See, in opposition to it, 
also Grimm. If we suppose the quite singular case here to 
occur, that Paul names Christ God, yea God over all, we need 

not shrink from recognising, with the orthodox interpreters, an 
expression of the fact that Christ is not nuncupative, but natu- 
raliter God (Flacius, Clav. II. p. 187). (3) Another way, 
that of taking to pieces the relative clause, was suggested by 
Erasmus, who proposed to place the point (as in Cod. 71) after 
mavrwv (in which Locke, Clarke, Justi, Ammon, Stolz, Grimm, 

l.e., and in de Johann. Christol. indole Paulinae compar. p. 75 f., 

Baumgarten-Crusius, Ernesti, Urspr. d. Sünde, I. p. 200 ff, 

and Märcker follow him), so that qué est super omnia (or 
omnes) refers to Christ (comp. Acts x. 36), and then the doxo- 
logy to God follows. But how intolerably abrupt is this — 
not merely the brief description given of Christ, but also the 
doxology itself, which with o dv emi mavrwv loses its natural 
connection with the preceding. Again, with this separation 
would disappear the motive for Paul’s not having put evaAoy. 

in the first place, as usually (comp. 2 Cor. i. 3; Eph. i. 3; 
also the doxologies in the LXX.). This motive is, namely, the 
emphasis which ©eös obtains by the characteristic description 
6 ov Emi mavrwv (the God who is over all)" Still more 
disjointed and halting the language becomes through the 
punctuation of Morus (who, however, concurs in referring the 
whole to Christ): 6 @v em mavrwv, Oeds, evroy. eis T. al.” 

1 With emphasis, too, in the LXX. Ps. Ixviii. 20, xdpsos 6 O15 appears to be pre- 

fixed to euroy. Yet the translator must have had 2 twice in the original text. 

2 Otherwise Hofmann (comp. his Schriftbew. J. p. 144; also Kahnis, Dogmat. 
I. p. 453 f.): Paul predicates ¢ dy ix) xdvrwy of Christ, and then causes @sos 
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Why Reiche, whom Krehl and van Hengel have followed, 
although rightly referring the whole to God, has adopted this 
punctuation (He who is over all, God, be praised for ever), we 
cannot perceive; 6 wy Ei mavrwv ©eös, taken independently, 
forms in fact, according to a quite customary manner of ex- 
pression, one phrase, so that ©eös is not without the article. 
Comp. 1 Cor. iii. 7; Kühner, IT. § 464, 8,¢. Finally, Grotius 

(not also Schoettgen, as Schultz states) would consider ©eös 
as not genuine, and would refer 6 @v Emi 7. evr. to Christ, to 
whom “aus et honor debetur supra omnes, i. e. etiam supra 
Abrah., Isaac. et Jacob.” But that ©eos is not wanting in the 
Peschito, as Grotius maintains, is decisively settled (see Koppe), 
and the witnesses who actually omit it (edd. of Cyprian, and 
Hilary, Leo once, Ephraem) are much too weak and doubt- 
ful; see Bengel, Appar. erit. in loc. Quite arbitrary is the 
conjecture of Sam. Crell (Artemonius): &v 6 em «.7.A. — Emi 
mäavrwv] neuter. The limitation which takes it as masc. (Syr., 
Beza, Grotius, Socinus, Justi, Hofmann, and others), in which 

case it is by some held to apply to men generally, by others 
to the patriarchs,’ must have been presented by the context; 
but it is not at all suggested by anything, not even in the 
reference of the sense, which Fritzsche introduces: “ qui 
omnibus hominibus prospicit Deus, ut male credas Judaeos ab 
eo destitutos esse, etc.” —ézri indicates the relation of the rule 

over all things; see Lobeck, ad Herodian. p. 474, ad Phryn. pp. 
164, 174; Bahr, ad Plut. Ale. p. 162. God is the mavrorpa- 
twp, 2 Cor. vi. 18; often in the Apocalypse, 0 wövos duvdarns, 
6 Bacıreis THY BaciNevovTwY K.T.r., 1 Tim. vi. 15, 16. 

söroy. eis r. aiav. to follow as a second predicate. But if we once believe that 
the sentence must be referred to Christ, it is in any case far more in keeping 
with the emotional flow of the language to leave the whole unbroken, without 
making an artificial abatement from the result, that Paul has named Christ ¢ dy 
tal edvrwy sds. This artificial abatement is thus brought out by Hofmann: he 
takes ia} xrdéyrwy as in contradistinction to 22 dy, and @<é; asin contradistinction to 

xara cépxa, after which arbitrary analysis the twofold antithetic sequence of 
thought is supposed to be: ‘‘ He who supremely rules over all has come forth out of 
this people, and, in respect of the self-transmitting human corporeal nature, there 
has come forth out of this people He who is God.” Asthough Paul had written : 
IE wy 6 Xpiords 6 im rdvrwy TO xara adpra, 0 WY Osds evAoynres eis +. wiavas, Gess. 

1 Van Hengel assumes that the Israelites and patriarchs and Christ are intended. 
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Vv. 6-13. First part of the Theodicée: God’s promise, how- 
ever, has not become untrue through the exclusion of a part of the 
Israelites; for it applies only to the true Israelites, who are 

such according to the promise, which is confirmed from Scripture. 
Ver. 6. Having in vv. 4, 5 adduced the great divine pre- 

rogatives of his people, and given honour to God for them, as 
his Israelitish sympathies impelled him to do,’ his thought 
now recurs to that utterance of grief in vv. 2, 3, over-against 
which (de) he now proposes to justify the God of his people. 
Quite unnecessarily Lachmann has put vv. 3-5 in a paren- 
thesis. — ovy olov de, örı] does not mean: but it is not possible that 
(Beza, Piscator, Grotius, Homberg, Semler, Ch. Schmidt, Morus, 

Böhme, Rosenmüller, Benecke, Ewald); for in that case örı 
would not be allowable, but the infinitive must follow (Matthiae, 
$ 479; Krüger, $ 55. 3. 1); moreover, as Calvin has rightly 
observed, ofov re would be found, at least according to the in- 
variable usage (4 Mace. iv. 7; Xen. Anab.ii. 2. 3, vii. 7. 22; 
and Bornemann, in loc.; de Rep. Ath. ii. 2; Mem. iv. 6.7; 
Thuc. vii. 42. 3; Soph. Phil. 913; O. C. 1420; Ast, Lex. 
Plat. II. p. 425), instead of which scarcely an uncertain 
example (as Gorgias, pro Palam. in Wetstein) is forthcoming 
of the simple oiov without re, whilst the masculine olos eins 
(without re) is frequent (see Schömann, ad Is. p. 465 ; Weber, 
Dem. Aristocr. p. 469; Kühner, II. 2, p. 702. 580). It is 

rather to be explained by the very current usage in later 
Greek (Lennep. ad Phalar. p. 258 ; Fritszche on our passage) 
of ovx. oiov with a following finite tense ; e.g. ody olov dpryifoua 
in Phryn. p. 372, and the passages from Polybius in Schweig- 
häuser, p. 403). According to this usage, the attracted ofov 
is not to be resolved, with Hermann, ad Viger. p. 790, into 
rotov oiov, because the following verb does not suit this, but with 

Fritzsche into Totovrov örı: the matter is not of such a nature, 
that. But since Paul has here expressed ort, he cannot have 
conceived it as contained in olov: in reality he has fallen into a 
mixing up of two kindred modes of expression,—namely, of ody 

! And yet Hofmann terms the words ö ay iat wayru Oss z.r.1., taken as a 
doxology, an uncalled-for, and aimless, insufferable interruption. Psychologi- 
cally, a very unjust judgment. 
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olov with a finite tense, and ovx dru, ü.e. ox epw Ott. See Tyr- 
whitt, ad Arist. Poet. p. 128; Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 153 f.; 
Kiihner, II. 2, p. 800 f. Without this intermingling he would 

have written ovy olov de éxrértwxey; but consequent on this 
intermingling he wrote ov» olov de, örı exr., which accordingly 
may be analyzed thus: ov rotov de A€yw, olov örı, I do not 
speak of a thing of such kind, as (that is) that. So also sub- 
stantially Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 319, and previously, by way 
of suggestion, Beza. The deviation from Greek usage into 
which Paul has fallen renders also necessary this solution, 
which deviates’ from the analysis of the Greek ovy olov 
dé éxmémt. (without örı) ; and we have here, amongst the 
many solecisms falsely ascribed to the apostle, a real one. 
Observe, moreover, the strength of the negation implied in ovy 
otov ; for this affirms that the lament of the apostle was to be 
something quite other than a lament over the frustration of the 
divine word. According to Hofmann, nvyouny is to be again 

supplied to ody olov, and örı to be taken as because,’ so that 
thus Paul would deny that he had for that wish the ground 
which is named in 67e éxmémtwxev x.7.X. This is—indepen- 
dently of the arbitrariness of the insertion of vyounv—in- 

correct, just because the thought that this yvyounv could 

have had that ground would be an absurd thought; for it 
would suppose a fact, which is inconceivable as a motive of 
the wish. — exwertwrev]) has fallen out of its position, te. 
fallen through, become unavailing, without result. See Plut. 
Tib. Gracch. 21; Ael. V. H. iv. 7; Kypke, II. p.173 f. So 
dıarimrew, Josh. xxi. 45; Judith vi. 9; and irre, Josh. 
xxiii. 14; both in use also among the Greeks; comp. exßaX- 

Accdaı, Dissen, ad Pind. Nem. xi. 30. The opposite is pévery, 
ver. 11. Comp. also 1 Cor. xiii. 8.— 0 dAdyos rt. ©ecov] 
namely, not the Dei edictwm (ver. 28) as to the bestowal of 
blessing only on the election of the Israelites, as Fritzsche, an- 

! Fritzsche prefers to assume a constructio apis rö onwesvouevev, so that Paul has 
written dr, because in ody olov dt lies the essential meaning: sed multum abest.— 
Van Hengel proposes to resolve the expression thus: rodvds Atywy, clo Tours 

irrıv, od Alyw ori. 

2 Comp. also Erasmus, Castalio, Reithmayr. 
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ticipating, would have it, but generally the promise given by 
God to the Israelites, by: which the assurance of the Messianic 

salvation is obviously intended. This sense the context yields 
generally, and especially by é& dv 0 Xpiarös Tor. c., ver. 5, with- 
out our having exactly to think of Gen. xii. 3, where the pro- 
mise is to Abraham (Th. Schott).— ob yap mävres K.T.A.] for 
not all who spring from Israel, not all viot "Iopajr (ver. 27), 
are Israelites (Israel’s children, according to the divine idea), 
so as to be all destined to receive the salvation promised to 
the Israelites. Comp. Gal. iv. 29, vi. 16. The first Iopanr 
is the name of the patriarch ; the second, instead of which the 

old reading ’IopanAtraı (D. Chrys.) contains a correct gloss, 
is the name of his people (xi. 2, 7, 26, al.). Mistaking the 
subtle emphatic character of this mode of expression, Hof- 
mann, in spite of the clear oi E&, takes the first ’Iop. also as a 

name of the people, so that the sense would be: the unity of 
the people is something other than the sum of is members. 
To of é& 'Iop. corresponds o7éppa ’ABp., ver. 7. 

Ver. 7. Nor yet, because they are descendants of Abraham, 
are they all (his) children. — Before ov8 a colon only is correct, 
because the discourse proceeds continuously, annexing denial to 
denial. — ici] The subject is that of the previous clause, of 
eE Iopanr. The rexva of Abraham, as significantly contrasted 
with the mere bodily descendants (o7épya), are those destined 
by God to receive the promised salvation. Comp. Matt. iii. 9; 
John vill. 33, 39; Justin, c. Tryph. 44. That it is not God’s 
children that are to be understood (although they are such), as, 
after Theodoret and several others, Glocker afresh takes it, is 

manifest from the foregoing parallel otros 'Iopan\, and from 
the fact that it is not till afterwards that rexva 7. Oeod are 
spoken of.— Wrongly, but in consequence of his erroneous 
understanding of the 670, ver. 6, Hofmann regards ov8’ örı etal 
om. Ap. as the negation of a second ground of the nuxounv, so 
that then a new sentence begins with wavtes rexva. This view 
the obvious correlation of ovd’. . . rexva with the preceding ov 
yap mavres x.7.r. should have precluded. — After aAN we are 
not to supply yéypamta or oürws &ppéOn, which would be 
quite arbitrary ; but the saying in Gen. xxi. 12, which is 
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well known to the reader as a saying of God, is subjoined 
unaltered and immediately (comp. Gal. iii. 11, 12; 1 Cor. 
xv. 27) without a Ka@as yeyparrraı (xv. 3; 1 Cor. i. 31) or 
the like being introduced, or the second person being altered 
into the third; simply because it is taken for granted that the 
saying is one well known. — év Io. kdO. cor orréppa] closely 
after the LXX., which renders the original literally. In the 
original text we read 1 1 SIP" PAYD: through Isaac pos- 
terity shall be named to thee, 2.e. through Isaac it will come to 
pass to thee, that posterity of thine shall have the status and 
the name of the omépya ’ABp. (comp. Heb. xi. 18); the de- 
scendants of Isaac (consequently not the Ishmaelites) shall be 
recognised as thy posterity (and therewith as the heirs of the 
divine promise).' But the apostle has otherwise apprehended 
the sense of the passage according to its typical reference ; for 
it is evident from the relation of ver. 9 to ver. 8, that he 

limited that saying to the person of Isaac himself, who (not 
Ishmael) was the promised child of Abraham, and thus re- 
presented in himself the character of the true posterity of 
Abraham accounted as such by God. Hence, in the sense of 
the apostle: “In the person of Isaac will a descendant be named 
to thee ;” %e. Isaac will be he, in whose person the notion 
“descendant of Abraham” shall be represented and recog- 
nised. Paul finds in this divine declaration the idea enun- 
ciated (ver. 8), that not on bodily descent (which was also the 
case with Ishmael), but on divine promise (which was the 
case with Isaac, ver. 9), the true sonship of Abraham is 

founded. Usually (not by Philippi and Ewald, who concur 
with our view) the passage is understood, conformably to the 
historical sense of the original, not of the person of Isaac, but 
of his posterity ; which, because Isaac himself was the son of 
promise, represents the true descendants of Abraham accord- 
ing to the promise. But to this posterity «all Israelites cer- 
tainly belonged, and it would therefore be inappropriate to set 

1 According to Hofmann, the sense is: ““ The race, whose ancestor Abraham 
is assumed to be, shall bear Isaac’s name.” This sense would, instead of PMy'3, 

require pny) owa, and in the Greek rs évéuacs (Isa. xliii. 7) or (xlviü. 1) im) 
~ > 2 ? : 4 

va ovouarı louux. 
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them down, by virtue of their extraction from Isaac, as the type 
of the true sonship of Abraham, when the very claim to that 
sonship, resting upon bodily descent, is to be withdrawn from 
them. The person of Isaac himself, as contrasted with Ishmael, 
was this type, which was thereupon repeated in Jacob, as con- 
trasted with Esau (in their persons), vv. 10-13. Chrysostom 
aptly indicates the reference to Isaac himself: da yap Tovro 
eimev" ev Io. Kd. 0. oF, va ways, OTe ol TS TPOT@ TOUTW 'yevvo- 
nevoı TO Kara TOV 'Ioaak, ovTOL ualıora eioı TO omepua 
tod "Aßpaau mas ody 6 Ioaak EyevvnOn ; ov Kata vouov 
hicews, ovdé Kata Ölvanıv capKos, AAAA KaTa Stvapiy Emay- 
yerlas. —KAnOjoeta] nominabitur. See Winer, p. 571 f. 
[E. T. 769]; Eur. Hee. 625, and Pflugk, in loc. The opinion of 
Reiche, that «ad. denotes to call out of nothing (see on iv. 7), 
which it signifies also in Gen. xxi. 12, so that the sense would 
be: “In the person of Isaac a descendant will be imparted to 
thee,” is erroneous, because that saying of God was uttered after 
the birth of Isaac. — cor] Dative of ethical reference. — Todt’ 
éotw| This purports, thereby the idea is expressed. Rightly 
Grotius: “Haec vox est explicantis tovoiav latentem, quod 
ws dieitur Hebraeis.” — rerva T. Oeod] Paul characterizes 
the true descendants of Abraham, who are not so from bodily 
generation, as @od’s children, that is, as such descendants of the 

ancestor, whose Abrahamic sonship is not different in the idea 
of God from that of sonship to Him, so that they are regarded 
and treated by God as His children. — 14 réxva tis Erayy.] 
might mean: the promised children (so van Hengel); for the 
promised child of Abraham was Isaac (ver. 9), whose birth was 
the realization of a promise (and so Hofmann takes it), But 
that Paul had the conception that Isaac was begotten by 
virtue of the divine promise, is evident from Gal. iv. 23 (see 

in loc.), and therefore the genitive (as also previously tis 
capros) is to be taken cawsatively: the children of Abraham 
who originate from the divine promise, who are placed in this 
their relation of sonship to Abraham through the creative 
power of the divine promise, analogously to the begetting of 
Isaac ; 1) Tis erayyeXlas toyds Erere TO maıdiov, Chrysostom. 
—oyiferar] by God. Comp. iv. 3, 5.— eis arepna] that 
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is, as an Abrahamic posterity. See ver. 7. To understand 
Gentiles also, is here foreign to the context (in opposition to 
Beyschlag) ; see. vv. 9-13. Abraham's race is treated of, to 
which not all! who descend from him are without distinction 
reckoned by God as belonging. 

Ver. 9. Proof of the foregoing aAXA Ta Téxva THs Errayye- 
Alas. “ The children of promise, I say, for a word of promise 

is that which follows: about this time, etc.” Hence, therefore, 
we see that not the bodily descent, but the divine promise, 
constitutes the relation of belonging to Abraham’s fatherhood. 
The quotation is freely put together from Gen. xvii. 10 and 
xviii. 14, after the LXX. — To cata tov kaıpov rodrtov, at this 
time (namely, of the next year), corresponds "N HYD in the 
original (comp. 2 Kings iv. 16, 17; Gen. xvii. 21), which is 
to be explained: as the time revives, that is, when the time 
(which is now a thing of the past and dead) returns to life ; 
not with Fritzsche: in the present time (of the next year), 
which suits the words of the LXX.,— where, by way of expla- 
nation, the classical eis dpas, over the year, is added,—but not 
the Hebrew. See Gesenius, Zhes. I. p. 470; Tuch and Knobel 

on Gen. xviii. 10. On the whole promise, comp. Hom. Od. xi. 
248 f£., 295. 

Ver. 10. A fresh and still more decisive proof (for it might 
be objected that, of Abraham’s children, Sarah’s son only was 
legitimate) that only the divine disposal constituted the suc- 
cession to Abraham which was true and valid in the sight 
of God. Comp. Barnab. 13. The more definite notion of 
promise, which was retained in the preceding, is here expanded 
into the more general one of the appointment of the divine 
will as made known. — od povov dé] See generally on v. 3. 
What is supplied must be something that is gathered from the 
preceding, that fits the nominative ‘PeSéxxa, and that answers 
as regards sense to the following eppe@n airy. Hence, because 

TH Zappa precedes, and with dAAa xai another mother’s name 
is introduced, we must supply, as subject, not Abraham 
(Augustine, Beza, Calvin, Reithmayr, van Hengel; comp. also 
Hofmann, who however thinks any completing supplement use- 

less), but Zappa ; and moreover, not indeed the definite Aödyyov 
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ErayyeXias elev or ermyyeAevn Hv (Vatablus, Fritzsche, Winer, 

Krehl, Baumgarten-Crusius), but the more general Adyov or 
phya Ocod ciyev, which is suitable to the subsequent éppéOn, 
as well as to the contents of the sayings adduced in vv. 
12,13: “ But not only had Sarah a saying of God, but also 
Rebecca, etc.” We must therefore throw aside the manifold 

arbitrary supplements suggested, some of which are inconsistent 
with the construction, not suiting the nominative “Peß., as eg. : 

“non solum id, quod jam diximus, documentum est ejus, 

quod inferre volumus; Rebecca idem nos docet” (so Grotius, 

also Seb. Schmid, Semler, Ch. Schmid, Cramer, Rosenmiiller, 

and several others; comp. Tholuck and Philippi); or: rovro 
qv (Rückert, de Wette), so that the nominative “Peß. forms an 
anacoluthon, and the period begun enters with ver. 11 upon 
quite another form (how forced, seeing that vv. 11 and 12 in 
themselves stand in perfectly regular construction). It is 
only the semblance of an objection against our view, that not 
Sarah, but Abraham, received the word of promise, ver. 9; for 

Sarah was, by the nature of the case, and also according to 
the representation of Genesis, the co-recipient of the promise, 
and was mixed up in the conversation of God with Abraham 
in reference to it (Gen. xviii. 13-15); so that Paul, without 
incurring the charge of contradicting history, might have no 
scruple in stating the contrast as between the mothers, as he 
has done. — é& évos Koitnv Exovoa] Who had cohabitation of 
one (man), the effect of which was the conception of the twin 
children. The contextual importance of this addition does 
not consist in its denying that there was a breach of conjugal 
fidelity, but in its making palpably apparent the invalidity— 
for the history of salvation—of bodily descent. She was preg- 
nant by one man, and yet how different was the divine deter- 
mination with respect to the two children ! — é& évos] mascu- 
line, without anything being supplied ; for Io. T. m. nu. is in 
apposition. xoirn, couch, bed, often marriage bed (Heb. xiii. 4), 
is found seldom in the classical writers (Eur. Med. 151, Hippol. 
154; not Anacr. 23, see Valck. Schol. II. p. 594), with whom 

evvn and Aexos often have the same sense, euphemistically 
used as equivalent to concubitus, but frequently in the LXX. 

ROM. II. I 
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See Schleusner, Zhes. III. p. 347. Comp. Wisd. iii. 13, 16. 
— Tod marp. nu.) from the Jewish consciousness; for the dis- 
course has primarily to do with the Jews. Comp. iv. 1. 
If Isaac were to be designated as the father of Christians 
(Reiche, Fritzsche), the context must have necessarily and 
definitely indicated this, since believers are Abraham’s (spi- 
ritual) children. We may add that’Ic. rod warp. nu@v is not 
without a significant bearing on the argument, inasmuch as it 
contributes to make us feel the independence of the deter- 
mination of the divine will on the theocratic descent, however 

legitimate. 
Vy. 11,12. Although, forsooth, they were not yet born, and 

had not done anything good or evil, in order that the purpose 
of God according to election might have its continued subsistence, 

not from works, but from Him who calls, it was said to her, etc. 
— uno] not ov7w, because the negative relation is intended to 
be expressed subjectively, that is, as placed before the view of 
God and weighed by Him in delivering His utterance. See 
Winer, p. 450 [E. T. 608]; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 295. Comp. 
Xen. Cyr. iii. 1. 37. — The subject (avrav) to the participles 
is not expressed, according to a well-known classical usage 
(Matthiae, § 563; Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. i. 2. 17), but it 
would be self-evident to the reader from the history familiar 
to him, that the twins of Rebecca were intended; Winer, 

p. 548 [E. T. 736]. — The sentence expressive of purpose, va... 
ka\odvros, is placed with emphasis before eppe@n, and therefore 
not to be placed in a parenthesis. — iva] introduces the pur- 
pose which God had in this, that, notwithstanding they were 
not yet born, etc., He yet gave forth already the declaration of 
ver. 12. He thereby purposed, namely, that His resolve—con- 
ceived in the mode of an election made amongst men—to bestow 
the blessings of the Messianic salvation should subsist, ete. — 

Kat’ éxXoy. mpößeoıs'] can neither be so taken, that the 
exroyn precedes the mpoOears in point of time (comp. vill. 28), 
which is opposed to the nature of the relation, especially see- 

1 Taken by Beck in a rationalistie sense: “The fundamental outline which 
serves as a standard for the temporal training of the éxasy#, and pervades their 
temporal development in all its parts.” 
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ing that the mpödeoıs pertains to what was antecedent to time 

(see on viii. 28) ;* nor so that the exAoryy follows the mpd0ects, 
whether it be regarded as the act of its fulfilment (Reiche) or 
as its aim (Krehl). These latter interpretations might certainly 
be justified linguistically (see Kühner, II. 1, pp. 412, 413), 
but they would yield no specific peculiarity of the act of the 
mpoGects. Yet, since kart’ EexAoyyv must be the character- 
istically distinctive mark of the purpose, it cannot by any 
means denote: the resolution adopted in respect of an election 
(Grotius, Rückert) ; but it must be apprehended as an essential 
inherent of the mpodeoıs, expressing the modal churacter of 
this divine act: the purpose according to election, te. the pur- 
pose which was so formed, that in rt an election was made. The 
mpodects would have been no mp0. kat’ éxroynv, no “ propo- 
situm Dei electiwvum ” (Bengel), if God had resolved to bless 
all without exception. His resolve to vouchsafe the Messianic 
blessedness did not, however, concern all, but those only who 
were to be comprehended in this very resolve (by virtue of 
His mpdyvwots, viii. 29), and who were thereby, by means of 
the mpodeors itself, chosen out from the rest of men (xi. 5), and 
thus the rpodesıs was no other than 9 Kar’ éxdoynv mpdbecus 
(comp. Bengel, Flatt, Tholuck, Beck, Fritzsche, Philippi, 
Lamping). In a linguistic aspect car’ éxAoy. (frequently in 
Polybius, see Raphel) comes under the same category with the 
well-known expressions Kata xpdtos, Kal” brepBodnvy K.T.A. 
(Bornem. ad Cyrop.i. 4. 23; Bernhardy, p. 241). Comp. xi. 
21; 1 Tim. vi. 3. But it is incorrect to alter, with Carpzov, 
Ernesti, Cramer, Bohme, Ammon, Rosenmiiller, the signification 

of éxd., and to explain 7 car’ éxh. wpod. as “ propositum Dei 
liberum.” For, as election and freedom are in themselves dif- 

1 Since the divine »pödesıs is antecedent to time (Eph. iii. 11; 2 Tim. i. 9), asis 

also the tzasya (Eph. i. 4; and see Weiss, bibl. Theol. § 126), we cannot, with 
Beyschlag, p. 38, understand it of the plan developing itself in history, pertain- 
ing to the history of God’s kingdom, as God forms it in the calling of Abraham 

and executes it up to the apostolic present. Mistaken also is van Hengel’s view, 
according to which the zac’ xaoy. xpod. is to be limited to the determination of 
choice respecting the two brothers, and «vn to the abiding realization of it in the 
posterity of both sides, while obx 2% Epywv, arr tx tov z@Aovvros is supposed to be a 
gloss. 
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ferent conceptions, so in those passages which are appealed to 
(Joseph. Bell. Jud. ii. 8. 14; Psalt. Sal. ix. 7), exX. is none 
other than electio; and especially in the N.T. é€xdoyn, ErA&- 
yeodaı, and ékdexTds are so statedly used for the dogmatic 
sense of the election to salvation, that no alteration can be 

admitted. In general, Hofmann has rightly understood it of 
the quality, which the purpose has from the fact that God 
chooses; along with which, however, he likewise transposes the 
notion of the ékrAoyy into that of the free act of will, “ which 

has its presupposition only in the chooser, not on the side of 
the chosen.” This anticipates the following, which, moreover, 
joins itself not to exAoryn, but to the abiding of the xar’ ékr. 
mpoGects; hence ExAoyn must be left in its strict verbal 
sense of election. The exAoyny may in and by itself be even an 
unfree act of will; its freedom does not he in the notion in 

itself, but it is only to be inferred mediately from what is 
further to be said of the pévew of the cat’ Er‘. mpoßenıs, 
viz. ov« EE Epywv K.T.A. — uevn] The opposite of exmwertwrer, 
ver. 6. Comp. Xen. Anab. ii. 3. 24; Eurip. Iph. T. 959; 
Herod. iv. 201. It is the result aumed at in such a declaration 

as God caused to be given to Rebecca before the birth of her 
two sons: His purpose according to election is meant to remain 

unchangeable, etc., so much He would have to be settled in 
His giving that declaration. — ov« é& Epywv x.7.d.] is by most 
joined, through a supplied odca, to mpößeoıs T. Ocod;' by 
Fritzsche regarded even as a supplementary definition to kar’ 
ekAoynv, in which he is followed by Lamping, as though 
Paul had written 2) ov« EE Epywv «.7.r. But for rejecting the 
natural and nearest connection with pévy there is absolutely 
no ground from the sense which thus results: the elective 

1 Luther, however, with whom agree Hofmann and Jatho, connects with 

27ptén wie7 But this last has already its defining clause in wire x.¢.a., and 

that a clause after which odx 2 tpywy x.r.r., annexed to the tpién air7 as a defi- 

nition of mode, would be something self-evident and superfluous. Hofmann 
insists, quite groundlessly, that, according to the ordinary connection of ovx !£ 
tpywy x.7.a., instead of ovx, wi must have been used. On account of the follow- 

ing 2a’ x.7.4., on which the main stress is meant to be laid, odx, even in a 

sentence expressing purpose, is quite inits place. See Buttm. Neut. Gr. p. 302, 8. 
The negation adheres to the 6% %yw», see Kühner, II. 2, p. 747 f. 
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resolution must have its abiding character not on account of 
works, which the subjects concerned would perform, but on account 
of God Himself, who calls to the Messianic salvation.’ Accord- 
ingly, ov« EE Epywv x.7.X. is a causal specification annexed to 
the—in itself independent—evn, namely, of its objective 
actual relation (hence ov, not a7), and should be separated 
from pévn by a comma (Paul might more formally have 
written: kal TodTo ov« EE Epywv K.7.r.). Hence the objection 
that wévery éx is not found is of no importance, since pévy 
in itself stands absolutely, and ex is constantly employed in 
the sense of by virtue of, by reason of. See Bernhardy, p. 
230 ; Ellendt, Zex. Soph. I. p. 551.2>— On the form €ppé0n, 
which, instead of the Recepta eppn6n, is to be adopted with 
Lachmann and Tischendorf, following the preponderance of 
testimony, in all passages in Paul, see on Matt. v. 21, and 
Kühner, I. p. 810 f£—The quotation is Gen. xxv. 23, closely 
following the LXX.; örı forms no part of it, but is recitative. 
In the connection of the original text, 6 weifwv and o édaoc., the 
greater and the smaller, refer to the two nations represented by 
the elder and younger twin sons, of which they were to be 
ancestors ; and this prediction was /ulfilled first under David, 
who conquered the Edomites (2 Sam. viii. 14); then, after they 
had freed themselves in the time of Joram (2 Kings viii. 21), 
under Amaziah (2 Kings xiv. 7; 2 Chron. xxv. 11) and 
Uzziah (2 Kings xiv. 22; 2 Chron. xxvi. 2), who again 
reduced them to slavery; and lastly, after they had once more 
broken loose in the time of Ahaz (2 Chron. xxviii. 17 ; accord- 
ing to 2 Kings xvi. 6, they had merely wrested the port of 
Elath from the Jews), under Johannes Hyrcanus, who com- 
pletely vanquished them, forced them to be circumcised, and 

incorporated them in the Jewish state (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 9.1). 
Paul, however, has in view, as the entire context vv. 10, 11, 

1 This characteristic designation of God as 5 zzr2@, makes it apparent that the 
attainment of the salvation entirely depends on Him. 

? Not essentially different from our view is that of Tholuck, de Wette, Phi- 
lippi, who regard obx 3% !pywv x.7.a. as a subjoined definition of the whole final 
clause : ‘* And this indeed was not to be effected by virtue of works, etc.” (Phi- 
lippi). But Riickert incorrectly explains it, as though the passage ran givn wn 22 
Epy. #.T.A. 
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13 evinces, in 6 nei. and To eAdoc., Esau and Jacob themselves, 
not their nations ; so that the fulfilment of the dovX. is to be 
found in the theoeratie subjection into which Esau was reduced 
through the loss of his birthright and of the paternal blessing, 
whereby the theocratic lordship passed to Jacob. But inasmuch 
as in Gen. /.c. the two brothers are set forth as representatives 
of the nations, and their persons and their destiny are not con- 
sequently excluded,—as, indeed, the relation indicated in the 

divine utterance took its beginning with the brothers them- 
selves, by virtue of the preference of Jacob through the paternal 
blessing (Gen. xxvii. 29, 37, 40),—the apostle’s apprehension 
of the passage, as he adapts it to his connection, has its 
ground and its warrant, especially in view of similar herme- 
neutic freedom in the use of O. T. expressions. — 6 peifov and 
T® eAdeo. have neither in the original nor in Greek the signi- 
fication: the first-born and the second-born, which indeed the 
words do not denote; but Esau, who is to come to birth first, 

is regarded as the greater of the twins in the womb, and Jacob 
as the smaller. 

Ver. 13. “ This utterance (EppeOn) took place in conformity 
with the expressly testified (in Mal. i. 2, 3, freely cited from 
the LXX.) love of God towards Jacob and abhorrence of 
Esau.” Thus, that utterance agrees with this. But just like 
Paul, so the prophet himself intends by 'Iar»® and ’Hoaöd, not 
the two nations Israel and Edom, but the persons of the two 
brothers ; God loved the former, and hated the latter (and there- 

fore has exalted Israel and destroyed Edom). — The aorists are, 
in the sense of the apostle—as the relation of kados yéyp. to 
the preceding, imparting information respecting the subjective 
ground of the divine declaration in ver. 12, shows—to be 
referred to the love and abhorrence entertained towards the 
brothers before their birth, but are not to be understood of the 
de facto manifestation of love and hatred by which the saying 

of Gen. xxv. 23 had been in the result confirmed (van Hengel). 
*Epionoa, moreover, is not to have a merely privative sense 

ascribed to it: not to love, or to love less (as Fessel, Glass, 

Grotius, Estius, and many, including Nösselt, Koppe, Tholuck, 
Flatt, Beck, Maier, Beyschlag), which is not admissible even in 
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Matt. vi. 24, Luke xiv. 26, xvi. 13, John xii. 25 (see, 
against this and similar attempts to weaken its force, Lamping); 
but it expresses the opposite of the positive nyaz-., viz. positive 
hatred. See Mal.i. 4. And as that love towards Jacob must 
be conceived of as completely independent of foreseen virtues 
(ver. 11), so also this hatred’ towards Esau as completely inde- 
pendent of foreseen sins (in opposition to the Greek Fathers 
and Jerome on Mal.i.). Both were founded solely on the free 
elective determination of God; with whom, in the necessary 
connection of that plan which He had freely adopted for the 
process of theocratic development, the hatred and rejection of 
Esau were presupposed through their opposite, namely, the free 
love and election of Jacob to be the vehicle of the theocracy 
and its privileges, as the reverse side of this love and choice, 
which the history of Edom brought into actual relief. 

Vv. 14-18. Second part of the Theodicée: God does not deal 
unrighteously, in that His mpodesıs according to election is to have 
its subsistence, not EE Epywv, but Ex Tod kaXovvros; for He 
Himself maintains in the Scripture His own freedom to have 
mercy upon or to harden whom He will.—-This reason has pro- 
bative force, in so far as it is justly preswpposed in it, that the 
axiom which God expresses respecting Himself is absolutely 
worthy of Him. Hence we are not, with Beyschlag, to refer the 
alleged injustice to the fact that God now prefers the Gentiles 
to the Jews, which is simply imported into the preceding text, 
and along with which, no less gratuitously, the following 
receives the sense: “the Jews have indeed become what they are 
out of pure grace ; this grace may therefore once again be directed 
towards others, and be withdrawn from them” (Beyschlag). 

Ver. 14. A possible inference, unfavourable to the character 
of God, from vv..11-13, is suggested by Paul himself, and 
repelled. — un adux. Tapa ta Oce ;] But is there not unright- 
eousness with God? Comp. the question in iii. 5. apa, with 
qualities, corresponds to the Latin in. See Matthiae, § 588. 6. 
Comp. i. 11. 

Ver. 15. Reason assigned for the un yevorro, not for the 
legitimacy of the question un aödırla m. T. ©. (Mangold, p. 134), 
so that the opponents language continues, until it “ culmi- 
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nates in the audacious exclamation of ver. 19.” Tap after 
pa yevorro always relates to this. Bengel rightly remarks on 
yap: “Nam quod asserimus, Dei assertum est irrefragabile.” 
—7® Moi. y. (see critical remarks) brings into strong relief 
the venerated recipient of the word, which makes it appear the 
more weighty (comp. x. 5,19). The citation is Ex. xxxiii. 19, 
verbally following the LXX. (which would have more closely 
translated the Heb. by éAe@ ov dv Aenow x.7.r.).' In the 
original text it is an assurance by God to Moses of His 
favour now directly extended towards him, but expressed 
in the form of a divine axiom. Hence Paul, following the 
LXX., was justified in employing the passage as a scriptural 
statement of the general proposition: God’s mercy, in respect 
of the persons concerned, whose lot it should be to experience 
it, lets itself be determined solely by His own free will of 
grace: “I will have mercy upon whosoever is the object of my 
mercy ;” so that I am therefore in this matter dependent on 
nothing external to myself. This is the sovereignty of the 
divine compassionating will. Observe that the future denotes 
the actual compassion, fulfilling itself in point of fact, which 
God promises to show to the persons concerned, towards whom 
He stands in the mental relation (&Xew, present) of pity. The 
distinction between éAe@ and oixreipw is not, as Tittmann, 

Synon. p. 69 f., defines it, that €A. denotes the active mercy, 
and ovr. the compassionate kindness, but that the same 
notion misereri is more strongly expressed by oixt. See 
Fritzsche. Comp. Plat. Huthyd. p. 288 D: EXenoavre pe kab 
otxtelpayte. The latter denotes originally bewailing sympathy, 
as opposed to waxapifew (Xen. Anab. iii. 1.19). Comp. oikros 
(to which öövpwös, Plat. Rep. ili. p. 387 D, corresponds), oixrifa, 
oixtpos K.T.X. On the form oikreipyow, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. 
p. 741.— ov dy] The ap is that everywhere usual with the 
relative in the sense of cungue. Hence conditionally expressed : 
if to any one I am gracious, etc. See generally Hartung, Parti- 
kell. II. p. 293 f.; Ellendt, Zex. Soph. I. p. 119. Consequently, 

1 Even thus ?a¢%cw would be future indicative, not subjunctive (in opposition to 
Fritzsche’s criticism). See Bornemann, ad Xen. Apol. 16; Poppo, ad Cyrop. 

ii. 1. 13; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 61. 5 D. 
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not merely the mercy in itself, but also the determination of 
those who should be its objects, is designated as a free act of 
God, resting on nothing except on His elective purpose, and 
affecting the persons according to it; for the emphasis lies in 
the relative clause on the repeated Ov dy, as ay generally has 
its place after the emphatic word. 

Ver. 16. Paul now infers from this divine word the doctrine 
implied in it of the causality of the divine redemption. — ov 
Tod Gérovtos| sc. eoti. Accordingly, therefore, it (the partici- 
pation in that which has just been designated in the divine 
utterance as éAeos and oixtippos) is not of him that wills, nor 
of him that runs, but of God who is merciful ; it depends not 
on the striving and urgent endeavour of man, but on the 
will of the merciful God.’ The relation of the genitive is: 
penes. See Bernhardy, p. 165; Kühner, II. 1, p. 316 f.— 
tpéxewv, a figurative designation of strenuously active endeavour, 
borrowed originally from the competitive races (1 Cor. ix. 24). 
Comp. Gal. ii. 2, v. 7; Phil. ii, 16; also in the classical 
writers. Incorrectly, Reiche (following Locke and others) 
thinks that @éXovtos was probably chosen with reference to the 
wish of Abraham to instal Ishmael, and of Isaac to instal 

Esau, in the heirship ; and rpex. with reference to the fruitless 
running in of Esau from the chase (Theophylact understands it 
of his running off to the chase). For Paul, in fact, draws an 
inference with his dpa ody only from the divine utterance issued 
to Moses ; and hence we are not even to conjecture, with van 

Hengel, a reference to Pharaoh’s hasty pursuit of the Israelites. 
Not on the runner himself depends the successful struggle 
for the prize (in opposition to Reiche’s objection), but he, 
whom God has chosen to obtain it, now on his part so runs 

that he does obtain it. | Consequently the conception is, that 
man by his tpéye never meritoriously acquires the divine 
favour; but, fulfilling the predetermination of God, he, in the 

power of the grace already received, demeans himself conform- 

'The proposition in the generality with which it is expressed forbids the 
assumption of a particular reference to /srael (Beyschlag), whose moral and reli- 
gious endeavour (ver. 31) hinders not the right of God’s world-ruling majesty to 
open the heart of the Gentiles for the gospel, and not that of the Jews. 
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ably to it; hence Paul, in another place, where the context 

suggests it, exhorts to the tpéyew (1 Cor. ix. 24). Beck’s 
opinion, that O&Xewv and rpexew are here intended not in the 
moral sense, but metaphysically and juridically, is nothing but 
an exegetically groundless deviation from the simple and clear 
meaning of the words. — 7. €dXeodvTos Ocod] to be taken 
together. Had Paul intended r. €XeodvTos as independent, and 
Ocod as an apposition, he would have only weakened the 
antithetic emphasis by the very superfluously added ©eod (in 
opposition to Hofmann). 

Ver. 17. Tap] Establishment of this doctrine e contrario,! as 
the inference of ver. 18 shows. — % ypabn] for in it God 
speaks; comp. Gal. iii. 8, 22. — 76 Sapaw] Paul has selected 
two very striking contemporaneous and historically connected 
examples, in ver. 15 of election, and here of rejection. The 
quotation is Ex. ix. 16, with a free and partly intentional 
variation from the LXX. — örı] does not form part of the 
declaration, but introduces it, as in ver. 12.— eis avtd rodro] 

brings the meaning into stronger relief than the &verev TovTov 
of the LXX.: for this very purpose (for nothing else). Comp. 
xiii, 6; 2 Cor. v. 6, vii. 11; Eph. vi. 22; Col iv. 8.— 
éEnyerpa ae] The LXX. translates PAWYI by dvernpHOns, de. 
vivus servatus es, and so far, leaving out of view the factitive 

form of the Hebrew word (to which, however, a reading of the 
LXX. attested in the Hexapla with dvet#pnod ce corresponds), 
correctly in the historical connection (see Ex. ix. 15). Paul, 
however, expands the special sense of that Hebrew word to 
denote the whole appearance of Pharaoh, of which general fact 
that particular one was a part; and he renders the word 
according to this general relation, which lies at the bottom of 

1 The counterpart of that ¢azes is, namely, the divine hardening ; and if this 
likewise presents itself as dependent only on the divine determination of will,— 
as the language of Scripture to Pharaoh testifies,——what is said in ver. 16 thus 
receives a further scriptural confirmation from the correlative counterpart. 
Beyschlag also recognises a reasoning e contrario, but sees in Pharaoh the type 

of Israel, unto whom the gospel has not merely remained strange, but has tended. 
to hardening. Thus in this type ‘‘the present exchange of röle between Israel 
and the Gentile world is illustrated in a terrible manner.” This change of röle 
is imported. 
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his view, and in reference to which the active form was 

important, by: I have raised thee up, that is, caused thee to 
emerge ; thy whole historical appearance has been brought about 
by me, in order that, ete. Comp. the current use of éyelpew 
in the N. T., as in Matt. x1. 11, xxiv. 11; John vii. 52, ei al. ; 

Ecclus. x. 4; 1 Macc. iii. 49; and the Hebrew O73. So, in 

substance, Theophylact (eis TO pécov Myayov), Beza, Calvin} 
Piscator, Bengel, and various others, including Reiche, Olshau- 

sen, Riickert, Beck, Tholuck, Philippi; formerly also Hof- 
mann; comp. Beyschlag: “I have allowed thee to arise.” The 
interpretation: vivum te servavi (Vorstius, Hammond, Grotius, 

Wolf, and many, including Koppe, Morus, Böhme, Rosenmüller, 

Nosselt, Klee, Reithmayr), explains the Hebrew, but not the 
expression of the apostle; for Jas. v. 15 ought not to have 
been appealed to, where the context demands the sense of 
“erigere de lecto graviter decumbentem.” Yet even now 
Hofmann compares Jas. v. 15, and explains accordingly: I 
have suffered thee to rise from sickness. But this would only be 
admissible, provided it were the sense of the original text, 
which was assumed by Paul as well known; the latter, how- 
ever, simply says: I allow thee to stand for the sake of, ete. 
(comp. Knobel, i loc.), with which also the LXX. agrees. 
Others explain: I have appointed thee to be king (Flatt, 
Benecke, Glöckler). Others: I have stirred thee up for resist- 
ance (Augustine, Anselm, Köllner, de Wette, Fritzsche, Maier, 

Bisping, Lamping, comp. Umbreit), as Eyeipeıv and e£eyeip. 
denote, in classical usage, to incite, both in a good and bad 
sense; comp. 2 Macc. xiii. 4; Hist. Sus. 45. But these: 
special definitions of the sense make the apostle say some- 
thing so entirely different both from the original and from the 
LXX., that they must have been necessitated by the connec- 
tion. But this is not the case; not even in respect to the 
view of Augustine, etc., since in ver. 18 dv dé Hexer, arAmpüver 
is not inferred from the verbal sense of é&ny. oe, but from the 
relation of the é7rws «.T.A. to the EEnyyeıps ce (eis auto TovTO 
evinces this),—a relation which would presuppose a hardening 

ı «Deus Pharaonem a se profectum dicit eique hanc impositam esse per- 
sonam.” 
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of Pharaoh on the part of God, and for the reader who is 
familiar with the history (Ex. iv. 21, vii. 3, xi. 10, xiv. 4, 

et al.), actually presupposes it. — ömws évdeié. «.r.A.] namely, 
by means of thy final overthrow ; not: by means of the leading 
out of Israel (Beyschlag), against which is Ev coi. — EvöeiE.] 
may show, may cause to be recognised in thy case. Comp. 
iii, 25; Eph. ii. 7; 1 Tim. i. 16.— ddvapw] LXX.: toxdv. 
With Paul not an intentional alteration, but another reading 
according to the Hexapla (in opposition to Philippi). — &arvy. | 
might be thoroughly published. Comp. Luke ix. 60; Plat. 
Protag. p. 317 A; Pind. Nem. v. 5; Herodian, i. 15. 3, 
ii. 9. 1; Plutarch. Camill. 24. — 76 évoua pov] As naming 
Him who has shown Himself so mighty in the case of 
Pharaoh. For the opposite, see ii. 24; 1 Tim. vi. 1.— & 
raon Th yn] in the whole earth; a result, which in the later 

course of history (comp. Eusebius, praep. ev. ix. 29), especially 
was fulfilled in the dispersion of the Jews and the spread of 
Christianity, and continues to be fulfilled. The explanation: 
in the whole /and (van Hengel), is less in keeping with the 
tendency of the original text than the all-comprehensive des- 
tination of this great judgment of God. 

Ver. 18. Result from vv. 15-17. — oxAnpöver] Opposite 
of EXeei, not merely negative like ov« EXeez (Bengel), but posi- 
tive: He hardens him, makes him thereby incapable of being 
a oKedos €d€ous (ver. 23). Such an one becomes oxAnpos re 
Kat apetdotpodgos (Plato, Crat. p. 407 D), oxX. Kal arrevOys 
(Plato, LZocr. p. 104 C),in a moral respect." Comp. Acts xix. 9; 
Heb. iii. 8, 13, 15, iv. 7; oxAnpoxapdia, Matt. xix. 8; Mark 

xvi. 14; Rom. ii. 5; see also Soph. 47. 1340, Trach. 1250; 

Lobeck, ad Aj. p. 384; from the O. T., Umbreit, d. Sünde, 

p. 113 ff. Vv. 19 ff prove that all warping or alteration of 

? For an analogous pagan conception, comp. especially Euripides, in Lycurgus 
adv. Leocr. p. 198 (§ 92) : 

oray yop opyn duımnovav Parry Five, 

TOUT aUTO wparoy tLaPuspsiras Ppevav 

Tov vouv Tov ecbAdy, eis Ot Thy xeipw Tpirsı 

vıounv, iv 607 undiv wy dwapreéves 

See also Ruhnken, ad Vell. Paterc. ii. 57, p. 265 ff 
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this sense of the word is erroneous ; that the suggestion, e.g., 
in Origen and several Fathers, in Grotius, Koppe, Flatt, Klee, 
Maier, and others, that only the divine permission is intended 
(comp. Melancthon : “ Indurat, i.e. sinit esse durum, nec con- 
vertit eum”), is erroneous; and equally erroneous is the inter- 
pretation duriter tractat (Carpzov, Semler, Cramer, Ernesti, 

Schulthess, Zixeg. Forsch. II. p. 136 ; comp. Beck, p. 75 f.), 
which is contrary to the signification of the word (also in the 
LXX. Job xxxix. 161). Evidence to the same effect is supplied 
by the twofold representation given of the hardening of Pharaoh 
in Exodus, where it appears partly as self-produced (viii. 15, 32, 
ix. 34; comp. 1 Sam. vi. 6), partly as effected by God (iv. 21, 
vii. 3, ix. 12, x. 20, 27, xi. 10). Of these two ways of re- 

garding the matter, however, Paul, suitably to his object, has 
expressly adopted the latter; Pharaoh hardened by God is to 
him the type of all who obstinately withstand the divine 
counsel of salvation, as Israel does. In opposition to Beck’s 
evasive expedients, see Lamping. On the hardening itself 
Olshausen remarks:—(1) That it presupposes already the 
beginnings of evil. But this is at variance with dv Hexe: and 
Er Tov avTov dupduaros, ver. 21. (2) That it is not an aggra- 
vation of sin, but a means of preventing its aggravation. But 
Pharaoh’s history is against this. (3) That the total hardening 
is an expression of simple penal justice, when sin has become 
sin against the Holy Ghost. But in that case there could be 
no mention of a öv Here. The clear and simple sense of the 
apostle is, that it depends on the free determination of God’s 
will whether to bless with His saving mercy, or, on the other 

hand, to put into that spiritual condition, in which a man 
can be no object of His saving mercy (but rather of His opyn 
only). Accordingly, the will of God is here the absolute will, 
which is only in the eXeei a will of grace, and not also in the 
oxAnpvve, (in opposition to Th. Schott). Of the style and 

1 In Job, l.c., axecxarpuve, LXX., is said of the ostrich, which renders hard, 
i.e. makes hardy, its young ones. Comp. Leon. Tarent. 11; Athen. I. p. 24D; 
Theophr. C. pl. iii. 16. 2, v. 15. 6. Such is also the meaning of érocxAnpiw. 

The sense of the original (MP!) is not decisive. The LXX. has understood it 
as @rsoxinp. Comp. Lamping, p. 188 f. 
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manner in which the older dogmatic interpreters have here 
introduced qualifying clauses in the interests of opposition 
to absolute predestination, the development of the matter by 
Calovius may serve as an example. He maintains, that when 

it is said that God hardens, this is not to be taken évepyntuxas 
or effective, but (1) cvyxwpntiKas, propter permissionem ; (2) 
abopunrtırws, propter occasionem, quam ex lis, quae Deus agit, 
sumunt reprobi; (3) éyxatadeurrTiKds, ob desertionem, quod 
gratia sua deserat reprobos ; (4) mapadorır@s, ob traditionem in 

sensum reprobum et in ulteriorem Satanae potestatem. But 
Philippi’s suggestion of the immanent /aw which the divine 
freedom carries within itself—according to which God will have 
mercy upon him who acknowledges His right to have mercy on 
whom He will, and to harden whom He will; and will harden 

him who denies to Him this right,—will only then come into 
consideration by the side of what Paul here says, when (see 
remarks after ver. 33) we are in a position to judge of the rela- 
tion of our passage and the connection that follows it to the 
moral self-determination of man, which the apostle teaches else- 
where; seeing that no further guiding hint is here given by Paul, 
and, moreover, that immanent law of the divine freedom, as 

Philippi himself frankly recognises, is not at all here expressed. 
For now the apostle has been most sedulously and exclusively 
urging nothing but the complete independence of the divine 
willing in &Xeeiv and oxAnpdbvew,' which the Form. Cone. p. 821 
does not duly attend to, when it maintains that Paul desired to 
represent the hardening of Pharaoh as an example of divine 
penal justice. Not “ut eo ipso Dei justitiam declararet,’ has 
Paul adduced this example, although it falls historically under 
this point of view, but as a proof of the completely free self-de- 
termination of God to harden whom He will. Accordingly, the 
hardening here appears by no means, as has been lately read 
between the lines, “as @ consequence of preceding conceited self- 
righteousness” (Tholuck), or “ such as the man himself has willed 

1 Observe that in öv ae the emphasis falls on és, not—as in ver. 15, where 
&» was added—on ö,. In the second clause this emphatic ö ¢:as: is then repeated, 

on which occasion % (again, on the other hand) brings out the corresponding 

symmetry of the relative definition on both sides (Hartung, Partik. I. p. 168 ey 
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it” (Th. Schott), or conditioned by the divine standard of 
holiness confronting human sin (Weiss), or with an obvious 
presupposition of human self-determination (Beyschlag). Else- 
where the hardening may be adjudged as a punishment by God 
(Isa. vi. 9 ff.; Ps. Ixix. 28; see Umbreit, p. 310 £.), but not so 
here. The willof God, which in truth can be no arbitrary plea- 
sure, is no doubt holy and just ; butit is not here apprehended 
and set forth under this point of view and from this side, but 
in reference to its independence of all human assistance, conse- 
quently in accordance with its absolute aseitas, which is to be 
retained in its clear precision and without any qualifying 
clause to the words dv Here EXeei,! and must not be obscured 

by ideas of mediate agency that are here foreign. 
Vv. 19-21. Third part of the Theodicée: But man is not 

entitled to dispute with God, why He should still find fault. 
For his relation to God is as that of the thing formed to is 
former, or of the vessel to the potter, who has power to fashion out 

of a single lump vessels to honour and dishonour. 
Ver. 19. An objection supposed by the apostle (comp. xi. 19) 

which might be raised against ver. 18, not merely by a Jew, 
but generally. — odv] in pursuance of the dy dé Hereı cxANpdveL. 
— £rı] logical, as in iii. 7, and frequently: If He hardens out 
of His own determination of will, why does He still find fault ? 
That fact surely takes away all warrant from the reproaches 
which God makes against hardened sinners, since they have 
been hardened by the divine will itself, to which no one 
yet offers opposition (with success).— 76 yap BovA. x.7.A.] 
ground assigned for the question, ri &rı ueub. — avOéornxe] 
Who withstands? whereby, concretely, the ärresistibility of 
the divine decree is set forth. The divine decree is exalted 
above any one’s opposition. According to the present opinion 

of Hofmann (it was otherwise in the Schriftbew. I. p. 246 f.), 
the opponent wishes to establish that, if the words ov 6éne, 

! Hofmann rightly remarks : the res is designated as an act, whose object 
one is in virtue of the fact, that God wills to make him its object. Just so it 

stands with the cxzanpivev, by which God fulfils His own will in the person con- 
cerned, without having his action and character as a ground of determination 
in the matter. 
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ok\mpüveı be correct, no one may offer opposition to that which 
God wills, and therefore God can in no one have anything to 
censure. But thus the thought of the question tis avdeotnke 
would be one so irrational and impious (as though, forsooth, 
no sinner would be opposed to God), that Paul would not even 
have had ground or warrant to have invented it as an objec- 
tion. That question is not zmpious, but tragic, the expres- 
sion of human weakness in presence of the divine decree 
of hardening. — On the classical BovAnua (more frequently 
Boirenpa), the thing willed, ie. captum consilium (only here in 
Paul), see van Hengel, Lobeck, ad Aj. 44. Comp., as to the 
distinction between Bovrouaı and H&Aw (Eph. i. 11), on Matt. 
119: 

Ver. 20. Mevodvye] Imo vero, here not without irony: Yea 
verily, O man (ii. 1), who art thow (quantulus es) who repliest 
against God? See on Luke xi. 28; also Ast, Lex. Plat. II. 

p. 303. On od tis el, comp. xiv. 4; Plato, Gorg. p. 452 B: 
ov 6€... Tis ei, @ dvOpwre ; Paul does not give a refutation 
of the ri Erı ueud., but he repudiates the question as un- 
warranted ; “ abrumpit quaestionem ” (Melancthon), and that 

wholly from the standpoint of the entirely unlimited divine 
omnipotence, on which he has placed himself in the whole of 
the present connection, and consistently with that standpoint. 
— 6 dytatoxpw.] For in ri &rı... avdeor. there is contained 
an oppositional reply, namely, to God’s finding fault, not to the 
saying of Scripture, ver. 17 (Hofmann), which the apostle’s 
present train of thought has already left behind. On the 
expression, comp. Luke xiv. 6; Judg. v. 29; Job xvi. 8, 

xxxii. 12. The word is not found in the Greek writers. But 
avramorpiveodaı, says Paul, as little belongs to man against 
God, as to the thing formed belongs the question addressed to 
its former: Why hast thou made me thus (as I am)? This 
comparison is logically correct (in opposition to Usteri, Zehrbegr. 

1 The general expression ‘‘ opposition’ [Widerpart] does not correspond with 
sufficient definiteness to the notion of avééornxs, since the latter everywhere sig- 
nifies the real and active resistere. So also in Paul (xiii. 2; Gal. ii. 11; Eph. 

vi. 13). Comp. Soph. Fragm. 234; Dindorf : xpés rav avayxny 0” Apns avbiorarat, 

Plato, Symp. p. 196 D. 
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p. 269), since the Zertium comparationis generally is the con- 
stituting of the quality. As the moulder produces the quality 
of the vessel formed by him according to his own free will, so 
God constitutes the moral quality (fitted for blessedness or not 
so) of men as He will. Only when it is maintained that the 
comparison with the thing formed must properly refer only to 
the first formation of men, and not to the subsequent ethical 
moulding of those created (as in Pharaoh’s case, whom God 
hardened), can its logical correctness be denied. But Paul 
wrote in a popular form, and it is to do him injustice to press 
his simile more than he himself, judging by the tenor of the 
entire connection, would have it pressed. Glockler (following 
Pareus) finds in un épet «.r.A. and ver. 21 an argumentatio a 
minore ad majus: “ If not even in the case of an effigy can 
such a question be addressed to its former, how much less 
can man, etc.” But this also is to be quite laid aside, and we 

must simply abide by the conception of a simile, since that 
question on the part of the thing formed cannot certainly be 
conceived as really taking place, and since the simile itself is 
of so frequent occurrence in the O. T., that Paul has doubtless 
employed it by way of reminiscence from that source. See Isa. 
xxix. 16, xlv. 9; Jer. xviii. 6; Wisd. xv. 7; Ecclus. xxxvi. 
13. Vv. 21-23 also show that Paul sets forth God Himself 
under the image of the potter. According to Hofmann, the 
sense of the question resolves itself into a complaint over the 
destiny, for which the creature is created by God. But the con- 
textual notion of ovety is not that of creation, but that of 

preparation, adjustment (vv. 21, 22), correlative to the making 
of the potter, who does not create his vessels, but forms and 

fashions (wAdoay7t) them thus or thus; and ovrtws simply 
specifies the mode of the making: «n such shape, in such a kind 
of way, that I have not issued from thy hands as one of another 
mould. Comp. Winer, p. 434 [E. T. 584]. It is the tpozros 
of the zocety, which presents itself in the result. 

Ver. 21. ‘H] The sense, without an interrogation, is: Unless 
perhaps the potter should not have power over his clay (tov mnAod), 
to make (moıncat, the infinitive of more precise definition), etc. 
Comp. Wisd. xv. 7. — ex Tod avrov dupdu.] The dvpaya (comp. 

ROM. II. K 
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on xi. 16; 1 Cor. v. 6) is the Jump of the mnAös, mixed with 
water and kneaded, out of which the potter makes the different 
vessels. In the application of the simile, the same lump denotes 

human nature in and by itself, as it is alike in all with its 
opposite moral capabilities and dispositions, but not yet con- 
ceived of in its definite individual moral stamp. Out of this, 
like the potter out of the clay-dough which is susceptible of 
various moulding, God—who does not merely “ allow to come 
into being” the different moral quality of individuals, in order 
then to fulfil on them the eXeeiv or axAmpivew which He will 
(Hofmann), but effectively produces it—makes partly such as 
are destined to stand in honour (namely, as partakers of the 
Messianic glory), partly such as are to stand in dishonour 
(namely, through the eternal aw@dea). Comp. vv. 22, 23, 
See also 2 Tim. ii. 20, 21. The former is the effect of His 
EXeeiv, as in the case of Moses; the latter that of His oxd- 

puveww, as in the case of Pharaoh. Much too general and ration- 
alizing, in opposition to the text, is van Hengel’s view, that 
the figure refers generally to the “inexplicabiles divint rerum 
humanarum regiminis rationes ;” and Beyschlag’s view amounts 
to the same thing: “ out of the material of the human race (?) 
which is at His disposal as it continues to come into existence, 
to stamp individuals with this or that historical destination” (?). 
— eis rywyv] This is the destination of the vessel; it is either 
to be honoured, so that it has rıunv (as eg. a sacred vase), or is 

to experience the opposite, so that aruuia cleaves to it (as eg. 
an utensil destined to foul use).— Observe the pwrposely- 
chosen arrangement of the words: the juxtaposition oi ov éxee 
(or lacks), the juxtaposition of 0 xepayeds Tod mnAod (although 
Tov mr. belongs to é€ove.; comp. Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 332), 
and the prefixing of eis rumv. 

Vv. 22-29. Fourth part of the Theodicée: God, full of 
long-suffering, has borne with vessels of wrath, in order withal 
to make known His glory on vessels of mercy, as which He has 

1 This massa is by Augustine onesidedly viewed as “ peccato originali infecta, 
corrupta damnationique obnoxia,” so that then the vessels «is rıunv are those 

which assumuntur in gratiam, and the vessels «is eriziav those which ad lwendum 

debitum relinquuntur, 
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also called us Christians both out of the Jews and out of the 

Gentiles. Comp. on vv. 22, 23; Wisd. xii. 20, 21. These 

two kinds of oxein are necessarily the same as those meant in 
ver. 21 (in opposition to Weiss, p. 66 f., and bibl. Theol. p. 
383). This is shown by the retention of oxeun, as well as by 
the attributes «arnprıoueva and & mpomroiuacev corresponding 
to the moujoaı of ver. 21, just as eis amwAeıav aptly corre- 
sponds to the eis arıylav, and eis do€av to the eis Tıumv, ver. 
21. The former vessels as karnprioueva eis dmwAeıav are 
necessarily oxedn dpyis, for the divine opyy and dmwAcıa are 
correlates, which suppose one another. But the guilt, which 

is supposed by the notion of öpyn, is, in the entirely consistent 
connection of our passage, presented——by the xataprifew 
which precedes the guilt, and in virtue of which God has made 
them such as they are and not otherwise—as the consequence 
of the moral development conditioned by this previous pre- 
paration. Weiss fails to recognise the onesidedness of the 
mode of view here necessarily intended and boldly carried out 
by the apostle, which will not, moreover, bear the attempts of 

Hofmann to explain it away, or those of Beyschlag to twist 
the notion; the latter least of all, on the subjective ground 
that the strictly understood notion of oxedn öpyns is incapable 

of fulfilment, which at the absolute standpoint of the text it 
is not. 

Ver. 22 f. forms a conditional interrogative sentence, the 
apodosis of which is not expressed, but is gathered from the 
context, viz.: Wit thow still be able to venture the avramo- 

xpiveodaı TO Oc@.of ver. 20 7.2 Must thou not utterly be- 
come dumb with thy replies? Comp. on John vi. 61; Acts 
xxill. 9; Luke xix. 41: see also Calvin and Calovius, a Joc. ; 

Fritzsche, Conject. p. 30; Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 212; 
Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. p. 297. This aposiopesis with ei dé 
corresponds perfectly to our: but how if, etc. It is to be 
translated: “ But how if God, although minded to manifest His 
wrath and to make known His power, has endured with much 
long-suffering vessels of wrath, which are nevertheless adjusted 

for destruction, in order also to make known the riches of His 
glory on vessels of mercy, which He has prepared beforehand for 
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glory 2”  Paraphrased, the sense is: “ But if God, notwithstand- 
ing that His holy will disposes Him not to leave unmanifested 
His wrath and His power, but practically to make them known, 
has nevertheless hitherto, full of long-suffering, endured such as 
are objects oj His wrath, and spared them from the destruction, 
to incur which they are nevertheless constituted and fitted like a 
vessel by the potter—endured them and spared them not merely 
as a proof of such great long-suffering towards them, but 
also with the purpose in view of making known, during the 
period of this forbearance, the fulness of His glorious perfection 
in respect to such as are objects of His mercy, whom He, as the 
potter fashions a vessel, has prepared beforehand, and put im 
order for eternal glory,—how, in presence of that self-denying 
long-suffering of God towards vessels of wrath, and in presence 
of this gracious purpose, which He withal, at the same time, 

cherishes towards the vessels of mercy, must any desire to dis- 
pute with God completely depart from thee !’—In detail the 
following points are to be observed: de is neither equivalent 
to odv, nor resumptive, but the simple wetaBarexov, making the 
transition to something further, namely, from the previous dis- 
missal of the objector to the refutation which puts him to 
shame.’ Tholuck (comp. also Weiss, Reithmayr, and others) 
takes it antithetically, so that the sequence of thought would 
be: “I assert this as God’s absolute right against you, if you 
choose to take your stand on the point of right; but how if 
God has not so much as even dealt thus, ete.?” But such an inter- 

pretation, which would require the contrast to be much more 
strongly marked than by the mere 6¢, is at variance with the 
retention in the sequel of the figurative oxevn and their pre- 
paredness; because it is thence evident, that what Paul had 
previously said concerning the freedom of God to prepare men 
of different character and destiny like potters’ vessels, he by no 
means intended to cancel, as if God had not thus dealt. O&wv 

is, with Fritzsche, Philippi, Lamping, and several others, to be 
resolved by although, because only thus is there yielded the logi- 

' Hofmann asserts, with singular dogmatism, that the metabatic 3: (Hartung, 

I. p. 165) is not fitted to introduce the transition to a stronger reply. Why 

not? It introduces a new point (Baeumlein, p. 90). 
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cally correct preparation for the notion of moAA) narpodvnia, 
which is a self-denying one; the @érew évdeiEac Oar x.7.X. is the 
constant essential characteristic of the holy God, and yet He has 
borne, etc. The analysis: because God willed (so most, including 
de Wette, Riickert, van Hengel), yields the sense that God 
has, in order thereupon to issue all the more evident a penal 
judgment, endured patiently, ete.; but this would not amount 
to a moAA) pwaxpobuuia, but in fact to a delay occasioned by an 
ungodlike motive, and having in view the heaping up of wrath. 
Unworthy of God, and only rendered possible by the importa- 
tion of parenthetical thoughts, is the sense which Hofmann 
educes: God has not so borne with those men, that He would 

first see how it would be with them, in order then to deal with 
them accordingly ; but He has done so with the will already 
withal firmly settled, to prove, etc. That negative and this 
already firm settlement of will are read between the lines. — 
O&wv is placed at the head of the sentence, in order by con- 
trast the more forcibly to prepare the mind for the notion for 
which it is intended to prepare, that of the paxpoOuyia. To 
duvatov avtod is what is possible to Him, what He is in a posi- 
tion to do. Comp. viii. 3, TO advvatov Tod vonov. Xen. Hell. 
i. 4. 13, rod THs moAews Svvarod. As to the matter itself, see 
3 Mace. ii. 6. The aorist sveyxev does not refer to the long 

forbearance with Pharaoh (Chrysostom, de Wette, and most) ; 
the reference to him has been already concluded with ver. 18 ; 
but Paul intends generally the time hitherto (which will in 
like manner run on under this divine long-suffering up to 
the Parousia), when God has still restrained the will of 
His holiness, and has not yet accomplished the destruction 
of the objects of His wrath, which He will do for the first 

time in judgment. The oxeun öpryns, without the article, 
vessels of wrath, denotes not some, but such oxedn generally, 
qualitatively understood, namely, vessels which are prepared 
(ver. 20 f.) to experience God’s wrath on themselves, to be 
the objects of it. The effect of this wrath, which will go 

! And that so that both kinds of vessels exist among Jews and Gentiles (see 
ver. 24); in opposition to van Hengel, who thinks that the vessels of wrath 
represent only the Jewish people; comp. also Weiss and others, 
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forth at the judgment, is everlasting destruction ;' hence karnpr. 
eis amoX., adjusted for destruction (not “ripe for destruction,” 
as Weiss and Hofmann explain), serves to bring the paxpoPuuia 
into still clearer relief, which is not that which waits for the 

self-decision of human freedom (Beyschlag), especially for amend- 
ment (in opposition to Bengel, Tholuck, and others), but that 
which delays the penal judgment (comp. on Luke xviii. 7), the 
prolongatio trae, Jer. xv. 15, et al. The passage ii. 4 f. is no 
protest against this view, since the apostle does not there, as 
in the present passage, place himself at the standpoint of the 
absolute divine will. The subject who has adjusted those 
concerned for d7r@deva is God ;” and any saving clause whereby 
the passive sense is made to disappear, or the passive ex- 
pression—which, after ver. 20 f, not even a certain refinement 

of piety is to be suggested as underlying—is made to yield 
the sense that they had adjusted themselves for destruction, 
or had deserved it (see Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, 

Theophylact, Grotius, Calovius, Bengel, and many; also Steu- 
del, Olshausen, Reithmayr, Beck, Hofmann, and Krummacher), 

is opposed to the literal meaning and to the context (ver. 21). 
See also Lamping, p. 213. Hofmann’s interpretation espe- 
cially: “who had advanced to that point, and found them- 
selves therein,” is wrecked on his incorrect explanation of 
Ti pe érroinoas ovTas, ver. 20. In cal iva x.7.r., Kai is also, 
introducing, in addition to the object involved in the pre- 
vious ev Todd} paxpoOvula, that accessory object which God 
had in view in enduring the vessels of wrath in reference to 
vessels of mercy (the use of the genit. édéovs corresponds to 
that of dpyfs, ver. 22). Besides His great long-suffering 
towards those, He would also make known how rich in glory 
He was towards these. For had He not so patiently tolerated 

1 Hahn, Theol. d. N. T. 1. p. 166 f., erroneously refers the épy4 and the 
axrarsa to time, as opposed to eternity. The employment of eis doa» in contrast 
is decisive against this view. Comp. Ritschl, De ira Dei, p. 15. This remark 
also applies against Beyschlag, p. 57, who thinks that I change notions pertain- 
ing to the history of God’s kingdom into abstract dogmatic ones. As though the 

everlasting 2réAs and the everlasting 3¢%« were not precisely the issues of that 

kingdom’s history ! 
? Comp. also Estius and Lechler, apost. Zeit. p. 123. 
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the oxedn opyis, but already caused the penal judgment to set 
in upon them (which is to be thought of as setting in along 
with the Parousia, not antecedently to this, like the destruction 
of Jerusalem), He would have had no space in which to make 
known His glory on oxevecw EeX£ovs. But this purpose was 
to be served exactly by that long period of forbearance, during 
which such oxevn as were prepared beforehand by God for 
eternal öo&a should through their calling (ver. 24) be led to 
Christ, and thereby the fulness of the divine glory should be 
made known in respect to them; which making known is matter 
of fact (Eph. iii. 10). In ts 60€. adrod, the context directs us 
to think of the divine majesty in relation to its beneficent 
glory, its glory in the bestowal of blessing; but eis do€av, as 
the opposite of eis am@X., denotes the everlasting Messianic 
glory (viil. 21, 30). The verbs Eroıuagerv and catapTifew are 
not as different from one another as existence (Dasein) is from 
mode of existence (Sosein),—an assertion of Hofmann’s as in- 
correct as it is devoid of proof,—but éroiudfew also denotes to 

constitute qualitatively, to prepare in the corresponding quality 
(1 Cor. ü. 9; Eph. i, 10; Philem. 22; Matt. ii 3; Luke 
i. 17, ii. 31; Joln xiv. 2, et al). Comp. here especially 
2 Tim. ii. 21. Against such an error the well-known reflexive 
use of érowuatew éavrov (Rev. viii. 6, xix. 7) should have 
warned him, as well as the equivalent use of the middle 
(1 Mace. v. 11, xii. 27, and very frequently in the classics). It 
is solely with a view to variety and illustration that Paul uses 
for the same notion the éwo verbs, of which Hofmann rationalizes 

the érouwafew to mean: “that it is God who has caused those 
who attain to glory to come into being for the end of possessing 
the glory, to which they thereupon attain by the fact that 
He pours forth His own upon them.” Nor is there anything 
peculiar to be sought behind the change from passive to 
active; the transition to the active was more readily suggested 
by the thought of the activity of love. The rpo in mponroiuaoev 
is not to be disregarded (see on Eph. ii. 10); nor is it to be 
referred to the time before birth, nor to the aeterna electio (the 
latter is the act of God, which before time preceded the pracpa- 
ratio); but to the fact that God has so previously fashioned 
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the oxevn €déovs, before He makes known His glory on them 
(just as the potter fashions the vessel), that is, has con- 
stituted in them that ethical personality, which corresponds to 
their destination to obtain eternal d0£a through Christ.' In et 
the act of making known is contemplated as extending over the 
men, who are its objects. If, with Beza and Fritzsche (Conject. 

p- 29; not abandoned in his Comment. p. 343 f., but placed 
alongside of the ordinary mode of connection), we should make 
Kai iva yvwpion K.T.\. dependent, if not simply on xarnpric- 
péva (hückert), yet on xarnpr. eis amwxeıav (so also Bey- 
schlag), in which case «at would have to be taken most 
simply as and, the entire balance of the discourse would 
be deranged, inasmuch as the important thought xal wa 
yvepicn K.T.A., on which the whole sequel depends, would be 
subordinated to a mere secondary definition. The centre of 
gravity of the argument lies in the bearing with the vessels of 
wrath on the part of the divine long-suffering ; and thereof in 
ver. 23 there is brought forward an explanation glorifying God, 
which is added in respect to the oxevn EX&ovs.” The connection 
above referred to would also certainly yield a severity of 
thought, a vigour of telic view, which, granting all the boldness 
of deduction with which Paul follows out the idea of predesti- 
nation, yet finds nothing further in accord with it in the whole 
treatise ; the thought, namely, that God has made ready the 
axevn opyns for destruction, in order, through the effect of the 
contrast, the more fully to make known His glory in the 

! Thus the #parroeelew, to prepare beforehand, is to be understood accord- 

ing to the context (vv. 21, 22), in the real sense, therefore, of actual con- 

stituting, as previously xernpr., and not in the sense of the mere predesti- 

nation in the divine counsel (Philippi), to which also the explanation of 
Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 40, amounts, who represents God as having eternally 
before Him ‘‘the whole future state of the facts as to the decision” of the sub- 
jects, and dealing accordingly. Comp. Matt. xxv. 34, 41; 2 Tim. ii. 21; Eph. 
ii. 10. 

* Beyschlag incorrectly objects, that thus the notion of long-suffering is de- 
prived of its value; for it is no more such, if it is exercised not for the sake 
of its objects, but for the love of others. This does not take account of the 
fact that Paul has certainly expressed with sufficient definiteness, by his xaé 

before ivz, that he is speaking only of an aim which subsisted along with others, 

not of that which took place alone. 
3 Beyschlag here pushes to the utmost his explanation from the history of 
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oxevect EA&ovs. —It is further to be remarked, (1) That the 
interrogative conditional sentence forming an aposiopesis termi- 
nates with ver. 23, and is not (with Fritzsche) to be extended to 
ver, 24, since all that follows from ver. 25 onward belongs to 
the topie started in ver. 24. (2) That we are not, following 
Reithmayr and older commentators with Philippi,’ to supply a 
second ei between xai and iva in ver. 23, and to assume that 

Paul had intended at the close of ver. 23 to say EexaAeoev 
avrovs, but that he at once directed his glance at the concretes, 

and therefore wrote ods Kal éxaXecev nuäs instead of éxadecev 
avtovs. Thereby a rambling and confusion in the present- 
ing of his thoughts is, quite unnecessarily, imputed to the 
apostle, which would be very glaring, particularly in a 
dialectic passage so stamped throughout with clearness, defi- 
niteness, and precision as the present. Similarly, but still 
more confusedly, Tholuck. The language in wv. 22, 23 is 
condensed and rich in thought, but runs on according to 
plan and rule in its form. (3) The apodosis (which on our 
understanding is not expressed) is not to be found in ver. 23, 
because this would only be possible by arbitrarily supplying 
hoc fecit, or the whole preceding chief sentence. So Ewald: 

God’s kingdom, in order to obtain the very opposite of this rigour: ‘‘ If God now 
drives the Jewish people through hardening towards destruction, He does cer- 
tainly no more towards them than what they have richly deserved (?) ; but, at the 
same time, by breaking the brittle shell of Judaism, in which the gospel has 
germinated (?), He turns the same to account for the unfettered adoption of the 

Gentile world, and brings in, along with the day of judgment (?) on Israel, the 
day likewise (?) of the glorification of the community chosen (?) by Him out 
of all the world.” This is consistent interpolation, with an elastic interpreta- 
tion of the strict notions conveyed by the words. 

1 In regard to my explanation, Philippi stumbles especially at the fact that 

Paul has not written ta? rAsiovz oxevn tatovs. But the apostle has in truth 
the two kinds of ex’ in view solely according to their quality; the opposition 
thought of by him is purely qualitative; a numerical comparison did not concern 
him. Had God not been so long-suffering towards vessels of wrath, He would 
not have been able to make known how rich in glory He was towards men of an 
opposite sort—towards vessels of grace. The reflection is not concerned with how 
many of one and the other class were in reality extant; but with the fact that 
God, with His long-suffering exercised in spite of His holy will towards the 
first category, had purposed at the same time the making known of His %&« 
respecting the second category. Philippi’s doubt, still expressed in the third 

edition, touches Fritzsche’s exposition, but hardly mine. 
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“so He did that also, in order that He might make known, on 
the other hand, the riches of His glory, ete.;” so also Th. Schott 
and Hofmann. — With our explanation agree substantially 
Calvin, Grotius, and several others; including Winer, p. 530 
[E. T. 713]; Baur, in the Theol. Jahrb. 1857, p. 200; Lamp- 
ing and van Hengel, whilst Umbreit educes something which 
has no existence in the passage, as though it ran: ed 88 @0edev 
0 ©eös... aM Hveyxev «.7.r. (He has, on the contrary, en- 
dured, etc.) 

Ver. 24. Not a confirmation of the design of the divine 
endurance expressed in ver. 23 (Hofmann), but as the con- 
tinuation of the relative construction most readily suggests, 
the concrete more precise designation of those intended by cKxebn 
édéous, and that for the confirmation of what was said of them 
by & mponroiuacev eis So£av. The xai denotes what is added 
to this rpomroin. €. 6.: as which aoxeum He has also called us to 
this glory of the Messianic kingdom. — ovs] attracted by was 
into the same gender. See Bernhardy, p. 302; Winer, p. 156 f. 
[E. T. 207]. The relative after an interrogative sentence has 
the emphasis of an odtos yap (Kühner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 2. 64); 
but the masculine is first introduced here, not in the preceding 
relative sentence (against Hofmann’s objection), because the 
neuter expression & mpontoiu. was required by the conformity 
with the correlate catnpticpéva, — ol povoy x.7.r.| Therefore 
without preference of the Jews. “Judaeus credens non est 
eo ipso vocatus, guod Judaeus est, sed vocatus est ex Judaeis,” 

Bengel. 
Ver. 25. Of the cat é& éeOvav' it is shown that it is in 

accordance with (@s) a divine prophetic utterance. The €& 
’Iovsaiwv required no confirmation from prophecy; but the 

1 According to Hofmann (comp. his Weissag. u, Erf. II. p. 215, and Schrift- 
bew. I. p. 251), Paul has referred the quotation to the Jewish people, in so far, 
namely, as it was called out of free grace, according to which the bestowal of 
grace promised by Scripture appears as an act of God not founded on the condi- 
tion of the subjects. But this after the immediately preceding @rr& xai :2 
:#vöv is quite inadmissible, as it is also forbidden by the transition to Israel, 
which first appears in ver. 27. Very rashly, Hofmann terms the establishing of 
the typically prophetic reference to the Gentiles an ““idle talk.” Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 
10, with Wiesinger and Huther thereon. See also on x. 20. The simply correct 

view is already given by Chrysostom. 
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other statement required it the more, inasmuch as it was exactly 
the Gentiles who had become believing that had been intro- 
duced as oxetdn édéous, in place of the Jews who had remained 

unbelieving. — év r@ ‘Qo.] in libro Hoseae : comp. Mark i. 2; 
John vi. 45; Acts vil. 42. The passage Hos. ii. 25 (the cita- 
tion varies both from the LXX. and the original text) treats of 
the idolatrous people of the ten tribes, to whom God announces 
pardon and renewed adoption as the people of God. The 
apostle recognises in this pardon the type of the reception of the 
Gentiles to salvation, and consequently, as its prophetically Mes- 
sianie sense, a prediction of the calling of the Gentiles ; and 
from this point of view, which has its warrant in the likeness 
of category to which the subjects belong (comp. Hengstenberg, 
Christol. I. p. 251), he has also introduced the deviations from 
the words of the original and of the LXX., transposing the two 
parallel sentences, and rendering the thought €pa 7@ ov Au 
poou &.T.X. (LXX.) by xaréow x.7.r., because the divine kAjoıs 
of the Gentiles loomed before him as the Messianic fulfilment 
of the saying. Yet we are not thereby justified in under- 
standing cadéow and KkrnOyncovrat, ver. 26, immediately in the 

sense of vocation (Fritzsche); for careiy Tıwa te, to call any 
one to something, is without linguistic warrant, and the de- 
parture thus assumed from the original and from the LXX. 
would be unnecessary, and would amount to a mechanical pro- 
ceeding. On the contrary, xadeiv is to be left in its ordinary 
signification to name (comp. Hos. i. 6); the divine naming, 
however, as “my people, my beloved,” of which the Gentiles 
were previously the very opposite, is in point of fact none 
other than just their calling to Messianic salvation, in conse- 
quence of which they are then named also from the human side 
viol Ocod Cavros (ver. 26),and are therewith recognised accord- 

ing to the theocratic status which they have obtained. The vivid 
thought laid hold of the expression xadéow the more readily, 
since in this word to call and to name form a single notion. 
Accordingly we must translate: Z will name that which is not 
my people, my people; and her who is not beloved, beloved. Both 
expressions refer in the original to the significant names of a 
son (2Y N?) and of a daughter (MOM x>) of the prophet, which 
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he had been directed to give them as symbolically significant 
of the rejection of the people, Hos. 1. 6-9.—On the ov standing 
beside the noun with the article, where the denial refers to a 

concrete definite subject, see Baeumlein, Partik. p. 276. 
Ver. 26. Hos. ii. 1 (almost literally from the LXX., i. 10) 

is joined to the former passage, so that both are regarded as 
forming one connected declaration. Often so in Rabbinical 
usage, even when the passages belong to different writers. 
See Surenhusius, karaAX., p. 464. 45. — kal éotar] NM, and 
it (the tollowing) will come to pass. Comp. Acts u. 21. These 
words are included in those of the prophecy (see also the LXX.), 
and therefore a colon is not to be placed after xai, as though 
they were the apostle’s (Hofmann and others).—These words 
also treat, in Hosea himself, of the theocratic restoration of the 

exiled people of the kingdom of Ephraim, so that ev td Toro 
ov’ denotes Palestine, whither the outcasts were to return (not 
the place of exile, as Hengstenberg, I. p. 248, and others 
think). But Paul recognises the antitypic fulfilment, as before 
at ver. 25, in the calling of the Gentiles, who, previously desig- 
nated by God as not His people, become now, in consequence of 
the divine calling, sons of the living (true) God. See on ver. 25. 
But in this sense of Messianic fulfilment, according to Paul, 

the Tomos ov éppéOn avrois «.7.r. cannot be Palestine, as it is 
in the historical sense of the prophet; nor yet is it “the com- 
munion of saints” (de Wette, comp. Baumgarten-Crusius : “ the 
ideal state, the divine kingdom”), nor the “ coetus Christianorwm, 

ubi diu dubitatum est, an recte gentiles reciperentur” (Fritzsche) ; 
but simply—and this is also the ordinary explanation—the 
locality of the Gentiles, the Gentile lands. There, where they 
dwelt, there they, called by God to the salvation of the Messiah, 
were now named sons of the true God; and there, too, it had 

been before said to them: Ye are not my people! i so far, 
namely, as this utterance of rejection was the utterance of God, 
which, published to the Gentiles, is conceived, in the plastic 
spirit of poetry, as resounding in all Gentile lands. To suppose 

the locality without significance (Krehl), is inconsistent with its 

1 For analogous examples of of after iv +. réry, see Bornemann, Schol. in 

Lue. p. 132. 
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being so carefully designated. And to take ev r@ row od, 
with Ewald, not in a local sense at all, but in that of instead 

that, even if it agree with the Hebrew (comp. Hitzig), can- 
not be made to agree with the Greek words. The LXX. 
understood and translated WW DiPY2 locally, and rightly so. 

Vv. 27, 28. If Paul has, in vv. 25, 26, shown aAra kat eE 
edvav to be based on prophecy, he now begins, seeing that 
the accepted Gentiles have taken the place of the excluded 
Jews, also to adduce prophetical evidence of the exclusion of 
the greater part of Israel.—6é] leads over to another prophet," 
who prophesies something further, and that concerning Israel: 
“ But Esaias cries respecting Israel, etc.’ — xpafer] Of the loud 
erying, and therewith peculiarly impassioned, profoundly moved, 
and urgent call of the speaker, comp. Acts xxiii. 6, xxiv. 21; 

John vii. 28, 37, xii. 44, i. 15.— Vrep] Like epi, in respect 
of, as, since Demosthenes, frequently with verbs of saying. 
The quotation is Isa. x. 22 f., not quite closely following the 
LXX., and with a reminiscence (0 dpi0y. 7. viev ’Iap.) of 
Hos. ii. 1. — 70 b7rorcyppa owd.] The remnant concerned (with 
emphatic accentuation, £.e. not more than the remnant) will be 
saved ; that is, in the sense of the apostle: out of the count- 

lessly great people only that small number which remains after 
the rejection of the hardened mass will attain to the Messianie 
salvation.” With this understanding Paul employed the trans- 

1 Only this view agrees with the connection, since the prophet Hosea was 
previously cited by name, and now another is likewise introduced by name. 
Therefore we are not to say, with van Hengel, that by 3: the prophet is placed in 
contradistinction to God Himself speaking. But Hofmann’s opinion, that the 
position of ixtp rod "Isp. (for Paul has not placed ör:p 8: rod "Isp. first) proves that 
ver. 25 refers to Israel, is incorrect; because, if ver. 25 did not refer to the Gen- 

tiles, Paul would have had no reason for here adding ör!p +. ’Iop., since in the 
very passage under citation Israel is expressly named. The train of thought is: 
(1) Hosea gives the divine prediction respecting the not-God’s-people (respect- 
ing the Gentiles), vv. 25, 26 ; (2) but Isaiah utters a prophecy which contains 

information respecting the relation of Israel to the reception of salvation. Thus 
both prophets establish what was said in ver. 24, od wovev 2% "Ioudaiwy, draw nul iB 

?dvav,—namely, Hosea the zai %% va», and Isaiah the od wavoy 2% "Iovdaiov. Thus 

the emphasis in ver. 27 lies primarily on ’Hozias; 3:, whose prophecy, differing 
from the oracle of Hosea, is to be introduced by the significant pales ixtp r. 
"Ivp. Paraphrase somewhat thus: But Isaiah, what do we hear from him ? 
We hear the ery respecting /srael, etc. 

2 Hofmann misinterprets the passage in Isaiah, making it to mean that the 
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lation in the LXX.—not verbally exact, but corresponding to 
the Messianic reference—of N by ow@nceras (which they 
understood of the deliverance by a return into Palestine) in 
the Messianic sense. In /saiah the word refers to the return 
to God, is converted, of which the Messianic c@feo@as is just 
the consequence. 

Ver. 28. The Hebrew runs: nba 2 mpIy no yn hs 
yasııda apa ny nixay nim WIN AMIN, Letirpation is decided} 
streaming justice (i.e. penal justice) ; for eatirpation and decision 
(penal decision) the Lord Jehovah Zebaoth makes (i.e. is on the 
point of executing) in the midst of the whole earth (on Zion). 
The LXX. did not understand these words, and translated them 

incorrectly (on how they came to do so, see Fritzsche, also 
Maier, in the Theol. Jahrb. 1845, I. p. 190 f). This cannot 
be denied; nor are we, with Olshausen, to attempt to conceal 
or smooth over the fact by arbitrary interpretation of the 
Hebrew. Paul has nevertheless felt no scruple in abiding by 
their translation with a few unimportant deviations, since its 
sense is not less suitable than that of the original to the con- 

whole people Israel, which shall return, be it never so numerous, is called a 
‘‘remnant,” for the reason that it has come out of a severe time of distress. 

In correspondence with this sense, the passage, which is incorrectly translated 
by the LXX. (because they have tay yiyaraı, and add airay to zur@rsınue), is 
held to be rightly understood by Paul: “that the remnant which obtains salva- 
tion is one with the people, of which the case is supposed, that it is then as nume- 

rous as the sand by the sea.” Against this it may be urged (1) that 12 aw IN 

according to the context (comp. also vii. 3) cannot mean : the return of the 

people will be the return of a remnant, so that the latter would be the people 
itself, but only : a remaining part (not the mass) will return in the people, i.e. 
among the people,—the rest not. (2) The LXX. have understood the original 
substantially with perfect correctness, inasmuch as, instead of writing word for 
word +.xarér. owlne. tv avrois, they give the explanation: r. xarda,. aurav cwlhe. 
(3) Paul follows the LXX. in this, only passing over the self-understood «rar. 

That the LXX. render MM by yévnras, and Paul writes 7 instead, is entirely 

unessential. u 

1 According to Hofmann, 7 must be not predicate, but adjective: “an 
end-making, which actually and truly makes an end,” which permits no further 
extehsion of the present state of the world; such an end-making will bring in 
the state of righteousness as with the force of waves. Incorrectly, because thus 
yon is made to contain something which is not in it (even at Job xv. 1), and 

because PI¥ is understood with Drechsler contrary to the context, and unsuit- 

ably to the figurative NOW (comp. viii. 7, xxviii. 15, 18). 
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nection and object which the declaration here subserves. The 
words, as Paul has them, mean: “ For utterance-accomplishing 
and (as matter of fact, through a speedy execution of it) short- 
cutting in righteousness (is He); for a short-cut utterance (10. a 
saying in which the whole penal decision is summarily included) 
will the Lord bring to pass on the earth.” In reference to single 

expressions, remark: (1) Adyov, which belongs to both parti- 
ciples, is neither decree (usually so taken, but this is not its 

meaning), nor matter of fact (Beza, Melancthon, Castalio, Calvin, 
Koppe, Reithmayr, formerly also Hofmann, Weissag. wu. Erf. I. 
p. 213, and various others), which it never denotes with Paul, 

nor reckoning, which, in connection with mroıetv, would be con- 
trary to idiom, but dictum, an utterance, which He has delivered ; 

and this indeed, in the first clause of the verse, which expresses 
the executive justice of God in general, is to be understood 
quite generally; comp. Erasmus, Paraphr.: “quicquid dixit, 
plene praestet et quidem compendio.” In the second clause, 
on the other hand, which adduces proof of that general descrip- 
tion of God with the concrete case, the occurrence of which is 

predicted, the divine saying of ver. 27, delivered through the 
prophet, is intended. (2) ovvreuvew, used of something that 
is said (speeches, answers, and the like), like avvaıpetv, never 

denotes in Greek anything else than to cut short (Plato, Protag. 
p. 334 D, Ep. 3, p. 318 B; Aeschines, p. 32. 23; Euripides, 
Iph. A. 1249, Aeol. fr. v. 2; Lucian, bis. accus. 28 ; Soph. 

jfragm. 411, Dind.; 2 Macc. x. 10; Pflugk, ad Eur. Hee. 
1180), and it is therefore inadmissible to depart from this 
signification of the ovvronia Aoywv (Plato, Phacdr. p. 267 B). 
We must, however, observe that in cvvtéuvev this “ comprising 
in short” must be a matter of fact, consisting in the short sum- 

1 So now Hofmann, omitting (see critical notes) the words iv dizasoadvn* drı Adyav 
ouvrerun. The Aödyav roziv is supposed to be the appointment of an accounting, 
which is designated by cuvreaciv as a settlement of account, and by euyriuvem as an 
abridged process of accounting. The notion of holding a reckoning is certainly 

expressed in the Greek writers by the familiar phrases Aöyov Arußdvem, dad vor 
Abyov dys, Abyov alreiv, ete., but not by Asyoy wausiv, which has quite other signi- 

fications, and in which Aöyos never means reckoning. Besides, cuvriuyew with 
Aöyov demands for the latter, according to constant usage, the signification of 

speech, saying. 
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mary despatch of the matter (comp. LXX. Isa. xxviii. 22 ; Eur. 
Rhes. 450), like our “ ewt it short ;” while, on the other hand, 

ovvrerunnevov (perfect) refers to the concise, short, and stern 
style in which the saying itself is conceived (TO UroXeıuua 
ow@nceraı!)“ Passages in which auvr&uveıv denotes overtake 

and the like (as Soph. Ant. 1090) have no bearing on the 
present one. Neither are we to adopt what Tholuck reads into 
it, that God will accomplish the promise delivered in Isa. x. 
20, 21, only with great limitation of the number of the people, 

which would, besides, be not at all suitable to the perfect par- 
ticiple cvvretunpévov. Moreover, the LXX. cannot have meant 

Aöyov of the word of promise, but, according to the sense of the 
original, only of the penal judicial declaration. (3) ev dcato- 
cvvn does not stand for the righteousness of faith (Fritzsche), 
but is to be referred, according to the context, as in the Hebrew, 

to the judicial righteousness of God. (4) The participles avvrer. 
and ovvreuvov require only Eori to be supplied? See Her- 
mann, ad Viger. p. 776; Bernhardy, p. 470; Kiihner, II. 1, 

p. 37. And (5) as respects the argumentative force of the 
yap, it lies in the fact that, if God causes such a penal judg- 
ment to be issued on Israel, the part of the people remaining 
spared, which obtains salvation, can only be the Öroxeıuna out 
of the mass, that which remains over. Incorrectly Hofmann, 
in accordance with his erroneous interpretation of vv. 27, 28, 
explains: So long as this present world-period endures, Israel’s 
final salvation might remain in suspense ; “but Jehovah leaves 
it not on this footing, He makes an end and settles accounts 

1 The Vulgate has, with literal correctness, rendered brevians and breviatum. 

Van Hengel abides by this signification, but assumes as the sense of cuvriuvay : 
de ipsa tamen minatione nonnihil detrahens, so that God, in virtue of His 

righteousness, does not reject all, but saves a small part, consisting of the less 
refractory ; auvrerwnatvov he then makes dependent on rojoe: “ faciet, ut dictum 

suum incisum sit, i. e. ut minatio sua plerosque tantum Judaeorum attingat, de ea 
detrahens ad salutem pauciorum.” But so cvvriuysiv would amount to the sense 

of subjecting something in part to deduction ; but it is not employed thus of 
speeches, but only of things, Thue. viii. 45. 2 (rv re wscboopav Zuvérsuev), Xen. 
Hier. iv. 9 (r&s tardvus cuyrepyesy). 

* The subject, God, is here understood of itself according to the following con- 

text, so that it is unnecessary to parenthesize dr... romes in order to gain 
xvpios as Subject, as van Hengel artificially proposes. 
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with the world, and the remnant which is then Isracl’s people 
returns to Him and attains to salvation.” 

Ver. 29. Since the preceding prophecy was not introduced 
by «a@és or ws, we must here punctuate cal, kadws poeipnkrev 
“Hoaias, ei un «.7.r., so that Paul adopts as his own! the 

words of Isa. 1. 9 (closely following the LXX.): “ And, as 
Isaiah has prophesied, if the Lord of Zebaoth had not left behind 

to us a seed (in the sense of the apostle, this is that very i7o- 
Aes of ver. 27, which, like seed out of which new fruit grows, 

preserves and continues the true people of God), we should have 
become as Sodom, and like to Gomorrha ;” the whole nation (by 
exclusion from Messianic salvation) would have without ex- 
ception perished (fallen unto a7r@deva). — rpoeip.] Not to be 
understood, with Baumgarten-Crusius and van Hengel, follow- 
ing Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Michaelis, and others: 

has said at an earlier place, for local specifications ot this kind 
are quite unusual in quotations with Paul, and here such re- 
ference would be without significance. It is used in the pro- 
whetie sense; the prophet has said of the fate of the people in 
his time, with a forecast of its corresponding fate in the present 
time, what holds good of Jsrael’s present; the mass of its 
people is hardened by divine judgment, and forfeits salvation, 
and only a holy omepua is left to it. Comp. on mpoeip., 
Acts i. 16; Plato, Rep. p. 619 C; Lucian, Jov. Frag. 30; 
Polyb. vi. 3. 2.— os Tou.] Two modes of conception are inter- 
mixed: become like, and become as, LXX., Hos. iv. 6; Ezek. 

xxxi. 2; Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 140 f. Compare the classical 

connection of duotos and ouoiws with es and @arrep. 
Vv. 30-33. The blame of their exclusion rests upon the Jews 

themselves, because they strove after righteousness not by faith, 

but by works; they took offence at Christ. Observe how Paul 
here “with the fewest words touches the deepest foundation 

of the matter” (Ewald). 
Vv. 30, 31. From the preceding prophecies, ver. 25 ff. (not 

with particular regard to ver. 16, as de Wette), Paul now, in 

order to prepare the transition to the diaté ; örı «.T.A., ver. 32, 

1 To supply an apodosis (Philippi: eörw za} vdv 2x2) is therefore completely 
superfluous, and consequently arbitrary. 

ROM. II. L 
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draws the historical result, and that in the form of question and 
answer: “ What shall we say then? (we shall say) that Gen- 
tiles, they who strove not after righteousness, have obtained 

righteousness, but righteousness which proceeds from faith ; 
while Israel, on the contrary, in spite of its endeavour after 

the law which justifies, has not attained to this law.” Others 
take örı... &b@ace to be a question, namely either: “ What 
are we to say to the fact, that Gentiles, etc. ?” So, following 
Theodore of Mopsuestia and others, Heumann, Flatt, Olshau- 

sen, also Morus, who takes örı as because. Or: “ What are 
we therefore to say? Are we to say that Gentiles, ete.?” So 
Reiche, who is then compelled to consider dir. dé ryv Er mie. 
as an answer inserted as in a dialogue, and to see in ver. 32 
the “removal of the ground of the objection by a disclosure 
of the cause of the phenomenon, which has now no longer 
anything surprising in it.” But Reiche’s view is to be rejected, 
partly on the ground that the insertion of a supposed answer, 
duc. de T. x m., is a makeshift and unexampled in Paul’s 
writings ; partly because örı... éf0ace, even with the ex- 
clusion of dun. dé T. é« ., contains complete Pauline truth, 
and consequently does not at all resemble a problematic in- 
quiry, such as Paul elsewhere introduces by Ti Epoduev, and 
then refutes as erroneous (see iv. 1). This, too, in opposition 
to Th. Schott, who, taking ri ody .. . Suxavoodvnv ; as a single 
independent question (What shall we now say to the fact, that 
Gentiles, etc.), then finds the answer in Sixatoctvnv de Er 

miotews, but afterwards, no less strangely than groundlessly, 
proposes to connect dvaté immediately, no punctuation being 
previously inserted, with the proposition ’IopanA de «.r.A. 
Finally, it is decisive against Heumann and others, that the 

answer of ver. 32, dru ovx« «.7.X., does not concern the Gentiles 
at all (see ver. 30). — &0vn] Gentiles (comp. ii. 14), not the. 
Gentiles as a collective body. On the part of Gentiles righteous- 
ness was obtained, ete. — Ta un Siwx.] They, whose endeavour 

(for they had not a revelation, nor did they observe the 
moral law) was not directed towards becoming righteous, they 

obtained righteousness, but —and hereby this paradox of 
sacred history is solved—that which proceeds from faith. In 
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the first two instances dix. is used without any special defini- 
tion from the Christian point of view; the latter only comes 
to be introduced with the third dw. — de] comp. iii. 22; 
Phil. ii. 8.— On the figurative dvxew, borrowed from the 
running for the prize in the racecourse, as also on the correlate 
KatarapPavew, comp. Phil. iii. 12-14; 1 Cor. ix. 24; 1 Tim. 
vi. 11,12; Ecclus. xi. 10, xxvii. 8; on dwwkeıv Öukauoovvnv, 
Plato, Rep. p. 545 A. Observe the threefold dıkawovvnv, as in 
ver. 31 the repetition of vowov duxatoc. The whole passage is 

_framed for pointed effect: “ Vehementer auditorem commovet 
ejusdem redintegratio verbi ... quasi aliquod telum saepius 
perveniat in eandem partem corporis.” Auct. ad Herenn. iv. 28. 

Vv. 31,1 32. Israel, on the contrary, striving after the law of 

righteousness, has (in respect to the mass of the people) not 
attained to the law of righteousness. — vopov Sicatoc.] The 
law affording righteousness, Quite erroneous is the view of 
Chrysostom, Theodoret, Calvin, Beza, Piscator, Bengel, Heu- 

mann, that it is a hypallage for Sucacootvnv vowov; and that 
of Rückert and Köllner is arbitrary, that Paul, in his effort 
after brevity and paradox, has used a condensed phrase for tov 
vouov ws vouov vx. On the contrary, the justifying law is in 
both instances (comp. dixatoovvnv, ver. 30) to be left without 
any more precise concrete definition, and to be regarded as the 
ideal (comp. also Fritzsche and Philippi), the reality of which 
the Israelites strove by their legal conduct to experience in them- 
selves (to possess), but did not obtain. The justifying law! this 
is the idea, which they pursued, but to the reality they remained 
strangers. If, finally, we chose, with many others (including 
Bengel, Koppe, Flatt, Reiche, Kollner, Krehl, de Wette), to 
understand the first vow. dx. of the historical Mosaic law, and 

the second ot Christianity, Suoxwv would be opposed to us; 
for this, according to ver. 30, expresses not the endeavour to 
fulfil the law, but the endeavour to possess the law, as, indeed, 

ovx ébOace eis must correspond to xareXaße in ver. 30, 

1 Ver. 31, although belonging to the answer to the r? ofy épovuev, and therefore 
regarded by many as still dependent on ov, is nevertheless better taken as an 
independent proposition, because thus more emphatic, and because deri, ver. 32, 

refers only to ver. 31. 
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and therefore must simply denote non pervenit (Vulg.), not: 
non praevenit (Erasmus, Estius, Hammond, and others, in- 
cluding Ewald and Jatho). Comp. on Phil. ii. 16. The 
reading of Lachmann, eis vouov ov« &b0ace, which Hofmann 
follows, is explained by the latter: Israel was set upon fulfill- 
ing a law which teaches what is right (SvoKwv vonov durauo- 
ovvns), but did not thereby succeed, did not become Evvopos 
(eis vonov ou &épGace); because the law remained for it, 
like a shadow, ever only near, but unattainable, thus Israel 

had not at all come to have its standpoint generally in a law 
and to live in it, neither in that of the Old Testament, which it 

sought to follow, nor in that of the Mew Testament, on which 
it turned its back. An entirely subjective artificial complica- 
tion of ideas, with invented accessories, and not even histori- 

cally correct, since in fact the Israelites stood and lived only too 
much év vope and as Evvowoi, but could not withal attain to the 
vouos Suxacocvyns. This dtxatocdvrns is the tragic point 
of the negative counter-statement, and hence is indispensable 
in the text. — dua ri] sc. eis vouov Six. od« EpOacev ; answer: 
Ste ove Er Tlatews, sc. EdiwEav vonov Sux. For, had they 
started from faith in their striving, they would have obtained 
in Christianity the realization of their endeavour, the vowov 
ducatoovrns ; through faith in Christ, to whom the law already 

points (iii. 31, x. 5 ff; John v. 46), they would have become 
righteous, and would thus in the gospel have really attained 
what floated before them as an idea, the justifying law. — 
os EE épy.| @s can neither denote a hypocritical conduct 
(Theophylact), nor preswmed works (Fritzsche), nor quasi (van 
Hengel, following the Vulgate); for, indeed, the Jews really 

sect out from the works of the law in their endeavour. On 
the contrary, it means: Because their diwreıw was in the 
way, in which a Soke starting from works is constituted ; the 
(perverted) kind and quality of the endeavour’ is designated, 
comp. 2 Cor. ü. 17; Johni.14. The é& &py. is by @s brought 

1 To this, aceording tothe real sense, Philippi’s explanation amounts ; taking 
as, however, of the subjective conception of the daxovres, equivalent to as; 
Plnosusvo x.7.%. This is inadmissible, because, as with € wrier., so also with 

t2 tpywy, only the notion of 30x can be supplied. Hofmann has, in consistency 
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into fuller relief ; see Klotz, ad Devar. p. 757 £. — mpocéxowap 
«.7.r.] without yap (see critical remarks), but thus coming 
in all the more strikingly: they stumbled, etc.; that is the 
fatal fact, which befell them in their ds&xew, and caused 
that they ov« é« mictews «.r.!. Had they not stumbled at 
the stone of stumbling, they would have entered on the right 
line of endeavour ex miorews, instead of their perverted one 
as EE épywv vouov. The simple appropriateness, clearness, and 
force, with which the mpooexoyrav x.r.X. is thus introduced, 
must exclude the connection with aAW as EE Epywv vouov 
(Lachmann), followed also by Th. Schott (“ but, as could not but 
happen in consequence of works, came to ruin on the stone of 
stumbling”). The Aidos mpooxöunaros, the stone on which one 
stumbles (trips), is Christ, in so far as occasion for unbelief is 
taken at His manifestation (especially at His death on the 
cross, 1.001,25), Comps Lukei.34 41 PRetyi. 7.18. “Lhe 
figure is in perfect correspondence with the conception of the 
Suwxewy, and was perhaps selected in anticipation of the passage 
of Scripture to be adduced. Aptly, moreover, Theophylact 
remarks: Ad. mpook. x. wétpa cKavd. amo Tod TéAOUS Kal THS 
exPacews TOY ATIoTNoavrwv wvomacTat 6 XpıoTös' avTos yap 
kal Eaurov Gewéros Kal éSpaiwpa éréOn. 

Ver. 33. This wpocéxoav 76 iw T. mpoox. ensued—and 
this is the dei@ wotpa herein—in conformity with the prophetic 
declaration, according to which Christ is laid as the stone of 

stumbling in Israel (Ev Zıwv, as the theocratic seat of the 
people), and faith on Him would have been that very thing 
which would have preserved them from the forfeiture of salva- 
tion.—Isa. xxviil. 16 and viii. 14 are blended into one declara- 
tion, with a free but pertinent variation both from the original 
and also from the LXX. With Isaiah, in the first passage, the 
theocracy—the kingdom of Jehovah,’ whose sacred basis and 

central seat is the temple—is the stone laid by God; and in 
the second, God Himself is the stone of stumbling and the rock 

with his erroneous understanding of ver. 31, extorted from the words the sense, 
“that Israel fancied itself to be in the position of a doing, by virtue of which it 
was in pursuit of the law of God.” 

! See the varying interpretations in Gesenius, Drechsler, Hofmann. The 
latter understands the house of David. 
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of offence for His enemies. But Paul (comp. 1 Pet. ii. 6-8) 
justly perceives in the passages prophecies of the Messiah (as 
do also the Rabbins), and, in connection with the Messianic 

character, of all the glory and triumph of the theocracy, the 

fulfiller of which is the Messiah. — 0 mıor. er. aur@] he who 
relies on Him, in the Messianic fulfilment: he who believes on 

Christ. Comp. x. 11; 1 Tim.i.16; 1 Pet. 1.6; Luke xxiv. 
25. Christ, the object of faith, is conceived of as He to whom 
faith adheres as its foundation (comp. Bernhardy, p. 250); 
there is therefore no need of the circumlocution: “ fidem in Deo 
ponit Christo fretus” (van Hengel). See also on Matt. xxvii. 42, 
and comp. €Amifew emi, xv. 12. We may add that was, if it 
were the genuine reading, would not have the emphasis; but 
the latter lies upon 6 mucTevwr, as the opposite of rpookörrreın. 
— xatacxuvOncerat] The LXX. have this verb (xarauoxuvOn), 
apparently deviating from the original text, Isa. xxvii. 16, 
where probably they have merely given an inaccurate transla- 
tion of wn’, according to the approximate sense, and have not 
adopted another reading, namely wa’ (Reiche, Olshausen, Hof- 
mann).—In the sense of the Messianic fulfilment of the saying, 
“he will not be put to shame” means, “he will not forfeit the 
Messianic salvation.” Comp. on v. 5. 

REMARK.— The contents of ix. 6-29, as they have been unfolded 
by pure exegesis, certainly exclude, when taken in and by them- 
selves, the idea of a decree of God conditioned by human moral 
self-activity, as indeed God’s absolute activity, taken as such by 
itself, cannot depend on that of the individual. On the other 
hand, a fatalistic determinism, the “ tremendum mysterium” of 
Calvin, which, following the precedent of Augustine, robs man 
of his self-determination and free personal attitude towards sal- 
vation, and makes him the passive object of divine sovereign 
will, may just as little be derived as a Pauline doctrine from 
our passage. It cannot be so, because our passage is not to be 
considered as detached from the following (vv. 30-33, chap. 
x. xi.); and because, generally, the countless exhortations of 
the apostle to obedience of faith, to stedfastness of faith and 
Christian virtue, as well as all his admonitions on the possi- 
bility of losing salvation, and his warnings against falling from 
grace, are just so many evidences against that view, which puts 
aside the divine will of love, and does away the essence of 
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human morality and responsibility. See also, against the Cal- 
vinistic exposition, Beyschlag, p. 2 ff. If we should assume, 
with Reiche and Köllner, Fritzsche and Krehl, that Paul, in his 
dialectic ardour, has allowed himself to be carried away into 
self-contradiction,‘ we should thus have a self-contradiction 
so palpable, and yet so extremely grave and dangerous in a 
religious and ethical aspect, making the means o: grace illusory, 
and striking so heavily at the Christian moral idea of divine 
holiness and of human freedom, — that we should least of 
all suppose this very apostle to be capable of it; for, on the 
one hand, his penetration and his dialectic ability well might, 
just as, on the other hand, his apostolic illumination in 
particular, and the clearness and depth of his own moral ex- 
perience must, have guarded him against it. But this affords no 
justification of the practice which has been followed by those 
of anti-predestinarian views from the time of Origen and 
Chrysostom (see Luthardt, vom freien Willen, p. 14 ff.) until 
now (see especially Tholuck on vv. 16-18, 20-22, and also 
Weiss, 2b.; comp. Gerlach, letzte Dinge, 1869, p. 159), of import- 
ing into the clear and definite expressions of the apostle in this 
place, and reading between the lines, the moral self-determination 
and spontaneity of man as the correlate factor to the divine 
volition.” On the contrary, a correct judgment of the deter- 

1 Fritzsche, II. p. 550: “ Melius sibi Paulus consensisset, si Aristotelis, non 

Gamalielis alumnus fuisset.” 
2 This practice of importing is obvious, among the Greek Fathers, especially in 

Theodore of Mopsuestia, and among modern theologians since the precedent of 
Arminius (see Beyschlag, p. 9 ff.), but especially in Tholuck’s paraphrase of the 
passages in question. Thus he paraphrases, e.g., ver. 17: “How greatly this is 
the case, is shown according to Scripture in Pharaoh, of whom, in spite of his 
running against the divine will, it is said, etc.” Again, in ver. 18: ‘‘ Thus God 

executes His decree of mercy on those who desire to become blessed through mercy 
[2 tae !], and hardens those who in their resistance reject such decree of grace” 
[cv Ars]. It is self-evident that, with such importations and alterations of the 
sense, no text is any longer sufficiently safe from the subjectivity of its inter- 
preter. See, against such methods, the in the main apt observations of Baur in 
the Theol. Jahrb. 1857, p. 196 ff., and in his N. 7. Theol. p. 182 ff. Lechler 
also, Apost. Zeit. p. 122 fi., passes an unprejudiced and correct judgment ; whilst 
Weiss, by the mediating suggestion that God may determine, according to His 
unlimited will, to what condition He will annex His grace, can by no means avail 

against the clearness and definiteness of the text; and Hofmann, by the inter- 
mingling of rationalizing attempts to explain the details, cannot remove the diffi- 
culties. Philippi (Glaubensl. IV. 1, p. 113) rightly leaves the absolute divine 
freedom in the bestowal of salvation, as Paul dwells on it, intact, and connects with 

this result the solution which is disclosed by Paul himself in reference to that, at 
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ministic propositions of vv. 15-23 lies in the middle between 
the admission, which is psychologically and morally impossible, 
of a self-contradiction, and the importation, which is exegetically 
impossible, of conceptions of which the apostolic expression is the 
stark opposite—somewhat as follows. Seeing that the mode of 
the concurrence, so necessary in the moral world, of the individual 
freedom and spontaneity of man on one side, and the absolute 
self-determination and universal efficiency of God on the other,— 
which latter, however, as such by no means lacks the immanent 
law of holiness (against the objection of Beyschlag, p. 20),—is 
incomprehensible by human reflection, so long, that is, as it does 
not pass out of the sphere of the Christian fundamental view 
into the unbiblical identity-sphere of the pantheistic view, in 
which indeed freedom has no place at all; as often as we treat 
only one of the two truths: “God is absolutely free and all- 
efficient,’ and “Man has moral freedom, and is, in virtue of 
his proper self-determination and responsibility as liberum 
agens, the author of his salvation or perdition,” and carry 
it out in a consistent theory and therefore in a onesided 
method, we are compelled to speak in such a manner, that 
the other truth appears to be annulled. Only appears, however ; 
for, in fact, all that takes place in this case is a temporary 
and conscious withdrawing of attention from the other. In 
the present instance Paul found himself in this case, and he 
expresses himself according to this mode of view, not merely 
in a passing reference, vv. 20, 21 (Beyschlag), but in the 
whole reasoning of vv. 6-29. In opposition to the Jewish 
conceit of descent and of works, he desired to establish the 
free and absolute sovereign power of the divine will and 
action, and that the more decisively and exclusively, the 
less he would leave any ground for the arrogant illusion of 
the Jews, that God must be gracious to them. The apostle 

first sight, onesided theory at the close of this very chapter, and in chap. x. 
and xi. The doctrine of election of Schleiermacher pours unbiblical notions into 
the mould of biblical expressions, and finishes with a general apokotastasis ; 
whilst in the Hegelian school, to which evil is a necessary element in the absolute 
process, the positive fundamental doctrines of the gospel as to sin, grace, regene- 
ration, and reconciliation with God, when they are thought to be raised at all 
to their notion [Begriff], find no longer a place. For the history of doctrine in 
modern times here concerned, see Luthardt, vom freien Willen, p. 366 ff. 

? To say nothing at all of the modern materialism (Vogt, Moleschott, Büchner, 
and others), according to which spirit is replaced by the exertion of force in 
brain-substance, nerve-material, change of matter, and in material substrate 
generally. See on it, and its relation to theology, Rosenkranz in Hilgenteld, 
Zeitschr. 1864, p. 225 fi. 
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has here wholly taken his position on the absolute standpoint 
of the theory of pure dependence upon God, and that with 
all the boldness of clear consistency; but only until he has 
done justice to the polemical object which he has in view. He 
then returns (see vv. 30 ff.) from that abstraction to the human- 
moral standpoint of practice, so that he allows the claims of both 
modes of consideration to stand side by side, just as they exist 
side by side within the limits of human thought. The contem- 
plation—which lies beyond these limits—of the metaphysical 
relation of essential interdependence between the two,—namely 
objectively divine, and subjectively human, freedom and activity 
of will,—necessarily remained outside and beyond his sphere of 
view ; as he would have had no occasion at all in this place 
to enter upon this problem, seeing that it was incumbent upon 
him to crush the Jewish pretensions with the one side only of 
it—the absoluteness of God. The fact that, and the extent to 
which, the divine elective determination is nevertheless no “ de- 
lectus melitaris,” but is immanently regulated in God Himself 
by His holiness, and consequently also conditioned by moral 
conditions on the human side, does not enter into his con- 
sideration at all for the moment. It is introduced, however, in 
ver. 30 ff, when the onesided method of consideration temporarily 
pursued is counterbalanced, and the ground, which had been 
given up for a while in an apologetic interest to the doctrinal 
definition of an absolute decree, is again taken away. Comp. 
also Beck /.c., and Baur, neut. Theol. p. 182 ff. But when 
Beyschlag places chap. ix. under the point of view, that the dis- 
cussion therein relates not to a decree, antecedent to time, for 
men’s everlasting salvation or perdition, but only to their adop- 
tion or non-adoption into the historical kingdom of God (thus 
into Christianity), and that of the Jews and Gentiles as the two 
groups of mankind, not of individual men, and when he finds 
the true key of exposition in this view; his idea cannot be 
justified by the simple exegesis of chap. ix., and without antici- 
pating the contents of chap. x. and xi.; and the difficulty in 
principle, which is involved in the entirely free self-determina- 
tion of the divine will, remains—while it is transferred to the 
sphere of the action of God in the historical government of the 
world—even thus unremoved. 

1 He says by no means only how God could proceed without violating a claim 
of right (Julius Müller, v. d. Sünde, I. p. 541, ed. 5), but how He does proceed. 

Older expositors have also endeavoured to help themselves with this problematie 
periphrasis. See, e.g., Flacius, Clav. IL. p. 387. 
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CHAPTER. X. 

Ver. 1. 4 before xpés is wanting according to a large prepon- 
derance of evidence, and is omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. A 
hasty grammatical emendation, as éeriv before eig is supplied in 
Elz. — aöröv] Elz. : rod ’Iopaq2, against decisive evidence. With 
ver. 1 a church-lesson begins. — Ver. 3. After iörav, dincsoobvgy IS 
wanting in ABDEP, min., and several versions (including 
Vulg.) and Fathers. Omitted by Lachm. But the very emphasis 
of the thrice-occurring word, so obviously intended (comp. ix. 
30), speaks for its originality ; and how easily the omission of 
the second é:csoodvmy might arise, as that of a supposed quite 
superfluous repetition ! — Ver. 5. aurors] Lachm. and Tisch. 8: 
av7%, according to A Bx*, 17, 47, 80, Copt. Arm. Vulg. Germ. 
Damasc. Ruf. But this would involve that, with the most of 
these, and with yet other witnesses, the preceding airé should 
be omitted, as also Tisch. 8. has done. However, both airy and 
the omission of «#iré appear like an emendatory alteration, since 
the context contains no reference for airé and airo%. In the 
same light we must also regard the reading 61 rnv dimcsooduny av 
éx vowov (instead of ray dm... . ors), as Tisch. 8. has it, in A D* 8%, 
and some min., Vulg., and some Fathers. — Ver. 15. eipzunv, ray 
edayy.] is wanting in A BCx*, min., Copt. Sah. Aeth. Clem. Or. 
Damasc. Ruf. Omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. 8. Copyist’s 
omission, through the repetition of etayy. If it had been inter- 
polated from the LXX. (Isa. lil. 7), &xonv eipzyns would have been 
written instead of the mere eipzvns. The article before ayadd is, 
with Lachm., on decisive evidence to be omitted, although it is 
also wanting in the LX X. — Ver. 17. @zod] Lachm. and Tisch. 8: 
Xpiorod, according to BC D* Ex*, min., several vss., Aug. Pel. 
Ambrosiast. There is no genitive at all in F G, Boern. Hilar. 
But how readily this omission might suggest itself by a com- 
parison of ver. 8! Xpioros, however, appears to be a more pre- 
cise definition of the sense of the divine f%u«, the expression of 
which by j. ©zod is found already in Syr. and Clem. — Ver. 19. 
The order ’Iop. odx yyw is supported by decisive evidence; Elz. : 
obr eyvw Iop. 
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Vv. 1-13. More particular discussion of the guilt of the Jews 
specified in ix. 32; introduced (vv. 1, 2) by a reiterated assur- 

ance of the most cordial interest in their salvation. 
Ver. 1. ’Aöerdoi] Address to the readers, expressive of 

emotion. Comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 20; Gal. iii. 15. — uev] without 
a corresponding 6€; the thought following in ver. 3 loomed 
before the apostle, as standing in the relation of opposition to 
his heartfelt interest, of which the solicitude thus remained 

unfulfilled through the perverted striving after righteousness 
of the people. — evdoxia] does not denote the wish, the desire 
(Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, and many, including 
Riickert, Reiche, Köllner, de Wette, Olshausen). It may mean 
pleasure, delight (Bengel: “lubentissime auditurus essem de 
salute Israelis;’ comp. Philippi), Matt. iii. 17, xi 26; or 
goodwill (Phil. 1. 15, ii. 13), ae. propensa animi voluntas. See 
generally Fritzsche. The latter signification is that most im- 
mediately suggested by the connection here ; comp. van Hengel, 
“ benevola propensio.” It is indeed the intention of the will 
(Hofmann), but conceived of and designated as the being well- 
disposed of the heart, as it was such. —rpös Tov Oeov is joined 
to 7 dénows, hence there was no need of the (not genuine) 
article (Acts viii. 24; Winer, p. 128 f. [E.T.169 £.]) ; to the 
connection with éoré to be understood, evdoxia would not be 

suitable. Hence: Zhe goodwill of my heart and my petition 
to God are on their behalf towards this end, that they might 

obtain salvation ; owrnpia is the goal which my evdoxia wishes 
for them, and my prayer entreats for them. In this view 
wmép avtav belongs so necessarily to the completeness of the 
thought, that we are not to assume a tacit contrast to a Kata 

(Hofmann). The article before dénous represents, according to 

the context, the personal pronoun (7 eun 6.); Winer, p. 103 
[E. T. 135]; Kühner, I. 1, p. 515. — On the distinction be- 
tween déyaus and mpocevxn, petition and prayer, see on Eph. vi. 
18. DBengel aptly remarks: “Non orasset Paulus, si absolute 
reprobati essent.” 

Ver. 2. Reason assigned why 1) ebdoria ... eis owrnpiav. — 
Enrov Ocod] zeal for God. Comp. Acts xxi. 20, xxii. 3; Gal. 
i. 14; John ii. 17; 1 Macc. ii. 58. This their zeal makes 
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them worth that interest of my heart.— od Kar’ Eriyvwaıv] 
knowledge is not that, according to the measure of which they 
are zealous for God. We must here again (comp. on i. 28) 
note the composite expression ; for the Jews were not wanting 
in yvdous generally, but just in the very point, on which it 
depended whether their yv@ous was the right and practically 

vital eriyvoaıs. 
Ver. 3. Confirmatory elucidation of ob car’ ériyvwow: “for 

else they would not, unacquainted with the divine righteous- 
ness (see on i. 17), have insisted on their own righteousness, 
and striven against the divine.” This is just the actual proof 
that their zeal for God is wanting in knowledge. — a@yvoodvres] 
does not mean any more than at ii. 4,1 Cor. xiv. 38," anything 
else than not knowing; Reiche, de Wette, Tholuck, Ewald, and 

several others: misapprehending ; Hofmann: overlooking. The 
guilt of this not-knowing Paul does not further enter into, 
not so much (comp. Acts iii. 17, xvii. 30) from mild forbear- 
ance (Riickert and others), but because he had simply nothing 
else than the od kar’ Eriyvwcıv to explain. — nv idlav Sixato- 
abımv] tiv Ex Tod vönov, THY EE Epywv iSiwv Kal movwv KaTop- 
Oovuevnv, Theophylact. Comp. Phil. iii. 9, and see oni. 17. — 
orhoaı] stabilire, to make valid. Comp. ili, 31; Heb.x. 9. — 
imetaynoav| The dx. Ocod is conceived of as a divine ordi- 
nance, to which one subjects oneself (through faith). The sense 
is not that of the passive, as viii. 20, but that of the middle, 

as in viii. 7, xiii. 1, and frequently, expressing the obedience. 
As to the subject-matter, comp. mpooekoyrav k.T.A., ix. 32. 

Ver. 4. For the validity of the law has come to an end in 
Christ, in order that every believer may be a partaker of right- 
cousness. Herewith Paul, for the further confirmation of what 

was said in ver. 3, lays down the great principle of salva- 
tion, from the non-knowledge of which among the Jews that 
blinded and perverted striving after righteousness flowed. — 
TeXos vopou, which is placed first with great emphasis, is applied 
to Christ, in so far as, by virtue of His redemptive death (Gal. 

1 In the classical passages also, which are adduced for the signification mis- 
apprehend (as Xen. Mem. iv. 2. 25, 29, Cyr. iv. 1.16; Dem. 151. 7, et al.), 

the sense of not know is to be maintained. 
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iii. 13, iv. 5), the divine dispensation of salvation has been 
introduced, in which the basis of the procuring of salvation 
is no longer, as in the old theocracy, the Mosaic vouos, but 

faith, whereby the law has therefore ceased to be the regu- 
lative principle for the attainment of righteousness." Only 
this view of TeXos, end, conclusion (adopted after Augustine 
by most of the modern expositors), is conformable to what 
follows, where the essentially different principles of the old 
and new d:catocvyn are stated. For its agreement with the 
doctrinal system of the apostle, see vii. 1 ff. Contrary to the 

meaning of the word tédos (even in 1 Tim. i. 5), and con- 
trary to the inherent relation of what follows, Origen, Erasmus, 

Vatablus, Elsner, Homberg, Estius, Wolf, Ch. Schmidt, Jatho, 

and several others, take it as: fulfilment of the law (“ quic- 
quid exigebat lex moralis praestitit perfectissime,” Calovius), 
which many dogmatic expositors understood of the satisfactio 
activa, or of the activa and passiva together (Calovius). 
Linguistically faultless, but at the same time not corre- 
sponding to the connection, is the interpretation of Chrysos- 
tom, Theophylact, Melancthon, Beza, Michaelis, and others, 

that the object and aim of the law was the making men 
righteous, and that this was accomplished through Christ; 
or (Theodoret, Toletus, Vorstius, Grotius, Wetstein, Loesner, 

Heumann, Klee, Glöckler, Krummacher), that Christ was 

called the object and aim of the law, because everything in the 
law, as the maidaywyos eis Xpıorov (Gal. iii. 24), led up to 
Him; “quicquid praecipiat, quicquid promittat, semper Christum 
habet pro scopo,” Calvin. Observe further, that Xpıoros must 
be the definite historical person that appeared in Jesus, and not 
the promised Saviour generally, without regard to whether and 
in whose person He appeared (Hofmann), an abstraction which 
would have been impossible to Paul, particularly here, where 
all righteousness is traced back only to definite faith in 
contrast to works—as impossible as is the reference combined 

1 The wAnpweıs rod vouov, Matt. v. 17, does not conflict with the present pas- 

sage. For the ideal, purely moral import of the law cannot be annulled, and it 
is exactly this which Christ has freed from its limitations. See on Matt. lc. 
Comp. also Lipsius, Rechtfert. p. 85 ff. 
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with it, of vopos to any law whatever, no law has validity any 
longer, if the promised Saviour be at hand. See, in opposition 
to this, immediately below, ver. 5 ff. — eis duxatoc. mavri TO 
mioT.] aim, for which Christ is the end of the law: i order 
that every one who believes may obtain righteousness, The prin- 
cipal stress lies on ıcr., as the opposite of that which the law 
required in order to righteousness ; see vv. 5, 6, ui. 21 ff. 

Ver. 5. Now follows, as far as ver. 10, the proof of ver. 4, 

and that from Moses himself. — ypadeı ryv Six.] writes con- 
cerning righteousness, John i. 46; Hermann, ad Eur. Phoen. 
574. As to the use of the present tense, comp. the frequent 
Aéyer in scriptural citations. — The passage introduced by the 
recitative örı is Lev. xviii. 5, almost exactly after the LXX. 
Comp. Neh. ix. 29; Ezek. xx. 21; Gal. ili. 12. — avra] refers 

in the original, and so also here, to the mpoordypata Ocod, 
which Paul supposes as well known; but the principal stress 
lies upon srouwjoas: he who shall have done them, so that thus 
Moses exhibits the doing as the condition of the attainment 
of Cw (which is referred by Paul not to the happy and pros- 
perous life in Palestine, but to its antitype, the fw aiwvıos). — 
Ev avtois| 1. by the fact, that they are fulfilled. 

Vv. 6-8. The righteousness which comes from faith is per- 
sonified (comp. Heb. xii. 5), so that the following words of 
Moses, in which Paul recognises an allegorically and typically 
prophetic description of this righteousness, appear as its self- 

description. An increasing animation, and indeed triumphant 
tone in the representation, which thus introduces over-against 
that dark background (ver. 5) the bright picture the more 
immediately in concrete vividness. Hofmann artificially im- 
ports the antithesis, that the righteousness of the law is 
found only in a description of the lawgiver, but the righteous- 
ness of faith itself speaks as one existing and present. There 
is the less room for this supposition, since vv. 6 ff. are 
also Mosaic expressions. But that Paul actually regarded 
the words of Moses as a prophetical testimony to the nature 
of the righteousness of faith, is an opinion sanctioned only 
by a minority of expositors (Augustine, de nat. et grat. 83; 
Bucer, Balduin, Calovius, Semler, Ch. Schmidt, Reiche, 
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Köllner, Olshausen, Benecke, Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius, 

Ewald, Umbreit). The majority, on the other hand, assume that 
Paul only clothed his own thoughts in the words of Moses, and 
used the latter as a suitable substratum for the former. So Tho- 
luck, Flatt, Riickert, Reithmayr, Maier, Philippi: “a holy and 
charming play of the Spirit of God upon the word of the Lord;” 
van Hengel and several others, as formerly Chrysostom, Luther, 
Beza, Calvin, Cornelius a Lapide; Bengel: “suavissima parodia.” 
But against this view is the fact that ver. 5 begins with yap 
a demonstration of the téAos vouov Xpıorös, of which ver. 5 
contains only the one, and vv. 6-8 the other, side; both sides, 

however, unite their probative force in Mwiojs yap ypades. 
Therefore it is quite wrong (see esp. Riickert, Philippi) to look 
upon n de ex mor. dix. as the opposite to Mwücns, and to sup- 
pose that the parallel would be more sharply drawn if Paul had 
said: But Christ speaks thus, ete. No, 6é places the righteous- 
ness of faith in opposition to the previously mentioned dsraro- 
otvn 1) Er ToD vouov; and for these two modes of righteousness 
the testimony of the lawgiver himself is introduced by 
Mwüons yap ypadet. “ For Moses writes of the righteousness 
of the law, etc.; but the other kind of righteousness, the right- 
eousness of faith, says (in the same Moses) thus, etc.” The 

| Moic. x. yp. thus holds good not only for ver. 5, but also covers 
vv. 6-8 ; therefore the absence of a formula of quotation before 
ver. 6 is no valid argument against our view. This applies 
likewise against Hofmann, according to whom that, which the 
righteousness of faith speaks, is intended to recall Deut. lc. ;? in 
such a way, however, that the word of which Moses speaks is 

related to that which the righteousness of faith means, as the 

1 Luther, on Deut. l.c., says that Paul has, abundante spiritu, taken occa- 
sion from Moses against the justitiarios velut novum et proprium textum com- 

ponendi. 
2 Hofmann arrives at the sense: ‘‘ What Israel could not say in respect of the 

revealed law of God, after possessing it, that should he, to whom the right- 
eousness of faith speaks, not think in respect of the revealed and perfect 
Saviour.” But how could Paul, without any indication whatever, have expected 

of the reader that he should infer, from mere reminiscence of the Mosaic words, 

the point of the thought intended, that what the one could not, the others 

should not ? 
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O. T. to the N. T.,' and thus the former is a prediction of the 
latter. Groundless is the further objection, that Paul nowhere 
else thus mixes up a biblical passage with comments. For 
we are acquainted with comments in the style of the Midrash 
in Paul’s writings (ix. 8; Gal. iii. 16, iv. 23, 24); and that 
they are here interspersed is unessential, and was very 
naturally suggested by the opposed dvaß. eis T. odpavdy and 
kataß. eis T. aßvooov. In conclusion, we must further 

observe that, if Paul had given the biblical words only as 
the clothing of his own representation, yet we should have to 
assume, and that for the very sake of the honesty of the apostle 
(which Philippi thinks endangered by our view), that he 
actually found in the saying the typical reference to the right- 
eousness of faith; even the holy “ play” upon words of the 
Spirit can be no erroneous play. Theodoret took the right view : 
Suddoxer TaAW vomov Kal Xapıros Tiv Siahopary, Kal dupoTépwv 
eiodyeı Mwicéa tov vowobérny SidaoKxarov. Erasmus, Paraphr.: 
“ utriusgue justitiae imaginem Moses ipse depinxit” Comp. 
also Hofmann, Weissag. u. Erf. II. p. 217. The Mosaie declara- 
tion itself is Deut. xxx. 12-14, with free deviations bearing on 
his object, from the original and the LXX. Moses has there 
said ot the commandment of God to Israel to fulfil His law (for 
the passage speaks of nothing else according to its historical 
sense) in ver. 11, that this commandment does not transcend the 
sphere of what is capable of accomplishment, nor does it lie at 
strange distance; and he then adds, ver. 12 ff., in order more 

precisely to depict this thought: J¢ ds neither in heaven nor be- 
yond the sea, so that one must first ascend to the former or sail 
over the latter (comp. Bar. iii, 29, 30) to fetch it, that one may 
hear and do it; rather is it quite near, in the mouth and in the 
heart (and in the hands, an addition of LXX., and in Philo) ; that 

is, the people itself carries it in its mouth, and it is stamped 
upon its heart, 7 order that they may accomplish it (iny>). 
Paul finds here a type, and therewith an indirect prophecy, of 
the demand which the righteousness of faith presents, entirely 
different from that crovety which is demanded by the righteous- 

! But for this purpose Hofmann employs an incorrect reference and under- 
standing of ov, ver. 9. 
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ness of the law, inasmuch as the righteousness of faith forbids only 
unbelief in reference to Christ, as though He had not come from 

heaven, or had not risen from the dead, and directs men, on the 

other hand, to the word of faith, which, through ts preachers, is 

laid in their mouth and heart. The sum and substance of this 
typically prophetic sense is therefore: “ Be not unbelieving, but 
believing ;”' and here the grand historical points, to which 
faith as well as unbelief relate, could not be brought into 

relief more definitely and significantly? than by means of the 
XpıoTöv karayayeiv and avayayety (in opposition to Tholuck’s 
objection). According to Fritzsche (comp. Calovius), the sense 
meant is: no one can become righteous through works, “ faci- 
endo et moliendo,’ vv. 6, 7; for in fact one must otherwise 
have been able—since the becoming righteous rests upon 
the incarnation, death, and resurrection of Christ—to ascend 

into heaven in order to bring Him down, or to descend into 
the lower world in order to bring Him up; but (ver. 8) 
after that salvation has been obtained by Christ, we are to 
have faith only. But in this case, vv. 6, 7 would surely 
be a warning from the mouth of the righteousness of faith 
against a facere et moliri, which would be of quite another 
kind than that of the righteousness of the law, and which 
even would have included in abstracto, as a presupposition, this 
very faith in the incarnation, death, and resurrection of Christ. 
Still less can we, with Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, 
Grotius, and several others (comp. also Reithmayr, Philippi, 
and Krummacher), find in vv. 6, 7 the denial of the difficulty, 
and then in ver. 8 the assurance of the facility, of becoming 

1 The allegorical and typical signification of the apostle finds its correct logical 
point of connection in the fact that every one who, instead of bearing the jez 
of God in his mouth and in his heart, asks, Who will ascend into heaven for 

us, and bring it to us? puts a question of unbelief. 
2 For he who thinks that one must ascend into heaven to bring Christ down, 

denies thereby that Christ has come in the flesh ; and he who supposes that one 
must descend into the lower world to bring Christ up from the dead, denies that 
He arose from the dead. This likewise against Hofmann, p. 436, according to 
whom it is only meant to be said, that in order to produce Christ, an impossi- 

bility—namely, an ascent into heaven, or a descent into the lower world—would 
be requisite. Therein lies the folly, as if that which we have were at unattain- 
able distance. 

ROM. I. M 
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rishteous. For against this view is the fact, in the first place, 
that in what Paul subjoins, ver. 9 ff., nothing at all is said of 
difficulty and facility ; secondly—and this is decisive—the fact 
that vv. 5-8 is to be a proof founded on Moses of the state- 
ment, r&Xos vouov Xpiotos; but it is evident, that not from 
the facility of the Christian dsxawoovvn, but from its being essen- 
tially different from the old (the latter resting on doing, the 
former on faith), it follows that with Christ, the Mediator of 
the new dxaocvvn, the vöwos must have reached its end. 
This, too, in reply to Knapp, Ser. var. arg. II. p. 558 f., who, 

besides the erroneous point of view of difficulty and facility, 
reads otherwise between the lines the most essential points 
of his interpretation. See, on the other hand, van Hengel, 
who, however, on his side assumes that Paul desired “ avocare” 

unsettled Jewish Christians “a salutis duce longe quaerendo, 
quum quisque, qui Christi communione utatur, per fidem in 
Deo positam possideat, quod, ut ex legis alicujus observatione, 
sic etiam aliunde afferri non possit.” The connection with ver. 4 
likewise tells against this view, as does also the circumstance 
that, if only the longe quaerere were the conception presented, 
it would not be easy to see why Paul should have inserted 
at all his explanations tod7’ Eorı x«.7.X., and why he should not 
have retained in ver. 7 the words of the LXX.: tis duamrepaces 
jut eis TO mepav THs Oardoons. — um eimms Ev T. Kapd. cov] 

LXX.: Aéywv, Heb. osd, wherein, according to the connection 
(“It is not in heaven that one might speak,” etc.), the for- 
bidding sense indirectly lies. This Paul expresses directly, 
because his quotation is severed from the connection of the 
original; and he adds €» T. xapd. cov, because unbelief has its 
seat in the heart, and the expression “ to speak in the heart” (as 
Ps. xiv. 1; Matt. iii. 9; Rev. xviii. 7) was very current in the 
mention of unholy thoughts and dispositions (Surenhusius, 
kaTanrr., p. 479.) — Tis avaB. eis tT. odp.] Who will ascend into 
heaven ? In the sense of the apostle, the inquiry is one not ex- 
pressive of a wish (“utinam quis sit, qui nos e longinquo in 
viam salutis ducat,’ van Hengel), nor yet of despair, but— 
correlative of that 7@ miorevovr. in ver. 4, and opposed to the 

6 mowmcas, ver. 5—the inquiry of unbelief, which holds the 
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appearance of Christ from heaven, «ec. His incarnation, as 
not having taken place, and as an impossibility. Therefore 
Paul adds the Midrashistie interpretation: that expresses, that 
signifies: i order to bring Christ down—this is the object, 
which is implied in avaßnoeraı eis T. ovp., and by its addition 
Paul thus contributes a more precise explanation of the ques- 
tion (Tov7r’ ore: scilicet), namely, as respects its tendency, as 
respects that at which it aims." Thus more exactly defined, 
the question would presuppose, that he who puts it does not 
believe that Christ has come out of the heavenly world and 
has appeared in the flesh (comp. viii. 3), ev onowwparı avOpo- 
mov (Phil. ii. 6, 7; comp. 1 John. iv. 2)” Following 
Melancthon, Castalio, Calvin, and others, Reiche thinks that 

unbelief in regard to the session of Christ on the right hand of 
God is meant. But if there were here a prohibition of the 
desire to behold with the eyes this object of faith (Reiche), 
the second question, which nevertheless is manifestly quite 
parallel, would be highly inappropriate ; for then an existence 
of Christ in the 48vooos would of necessity be an object of 
faith, which yet it is not at all. Nor could we see why Paul 

1 Many others (Erasmus, Calvin, Cornelius a Lapide, Bengel, Usteri, Riickert, 

Glöckler, etc.) regard rode’ !rrı as the ground of the prohibition, and that in 

the sense: that is just as much as, ete. So also Philippi: ‘‘ Righteousness is 
for me as distant and high as if it were in heaven and I must fetch it down 
from thence; . . . that is just as much as if thou wouldest bring down Christ 
from heaven, as if thou didst deny that He has already come down from heaven 
and become man;” and afterwards, ver. 7: that is just as much as to deny that 
He has already risen from the dead. But it is inappropriate to conceive of 
righteousness itself as the imagined distant (and to-be-fetched) object, because 
righteousness itself is speaking, and because Paul names Christ Himself as the 
object to be fetched. Inappropriate, too, is the idea of allowing righteousness in 
any way to be represented as found in Hades, and brought up thence, from 
whence Christ, indeed, has not brought it with Him. To this connection 

belongs van Hengel’s view: ‘‘Haec quaerere nihil aliud est quam Christum 
indigne tractare, tanquam e locis remotis, at salutis auctor sit, in terram revocan- 

dum.” In this case the Christum indigne tractare is imported. Further, it 
makes absolutely no difference to the sense of ror’ Errı, whether it is written 
divided (Lachm., Tisch.) or united (rodreor1, Hofmann). The codd. yield no 

certain basis; see Lipsius, gramm. Unters. p. 131 ff. Todro is the subject, and 
£rrı the copula of that which is to be predicated epexegetically of the subject. 

? The Xpiordy zurayaysıvy presupposes the certainty of the personal pre- 
existence. Comp. Lechler, Apost. Zeit. p. 50. 
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should have said xatayaryety in ver. 6, since the matter would 
in fact turn only on a seeing of Christ in heaven. Moreover, 
Paul, considering the freedom with which he handles this 
passage from Moses, would have transposed the two questions, 
in order to avoid the glaring historical prothysteron which 
occurs, if the first question refers to the session of Christ at 
the right hand of God, to which van Hengel also refers it. 
According to Glöckler, the question, Who will go up into 
heaven ? means to ask, Who will accomplish redemption ? for 
the ascension was a necessary requisite for the Mediator; and 
therefore tod7’ €ore signifies: this would mean to deny the 
ascension of Christ. Consistently, Glockler then understands 
the second question as, Who will (voluntarily) go into death ? 
this would mean to deny the death of Christ. But by this 
necessarily consistent view of ver. 7 the whole exposition is 
overthrown. For ver. 9 proves that ver. 7 refers to the resur- 
rection of Christ; nor did unbelief, in truth, deny the death 

of Christ, but took offence at it. Like: Glockler, Lipsius, 

Rechtfertigungsl. p. 102 f., has essentially misunderstood both 
verses, and Riickert the question of ver. '7.— 7) Tis Kata. eis 
t. a8.;| The colon after 7 is to be omitted. The question 
is, in the sense of the apostle, likewise a question of unbelief, 
and that in reference to the fact and the possibility of the 
resurrection of Christ Ex vexpdv (i.e. out of Scheol, aBvacos). 
The LXX., following the original, has: tis Svamrepaces uw eis 
TO mepav THS Oardoons ; But Paul, in his typical reference to 
Christ, had sufficient cause and liberty, from the standpoint 
of the historical fulfilment, to put expressly, instead of repav 
THs Oadaoons, even without reflecting that the springs of the 
sea lie in the lowest depth of the earth (see Ewald, Jahrb. 
III. p. 112), the familiar contrast to heaven, eis 7. a8uccov 

(Job xi. 8; Ps. evii. 26, cxxxix. 8; Amos ix. 2; Ecelus. 
xvi. 18, xxiv. 5). For Christ is the object of justifying faith, 
not merely as He who came from heaven, but also as He who 
descended into Hades, and came up again thence, and rose from 
the dead." — adra Ti réyer 5] But what says wt (the righteous- 

I The descensus Christi is in any case the undoubted presupposition, which led 

Paul to substitute the words of our passage for those of the original. The 
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ness of faith)? An unexact contrast to un eins, ver. 6, as 
though previously the negation had stood with Aeyeı, ver. 6 
(ody ott Néyeur eime «.7.r.). The interrogative form serves 
“ad attentionem excitandam,” Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. p. 186. 
347. Comp. Gal. iv. 30.—év 76 oTöu. o. K. ev T. Kk. o.] 
Epexegesis of éyyts cov éotiw.— tod? Eorı x.7.d.] This pipe, 
so designated by the righteousness of faith, signifies the word 
of faith. The genitive r. mior. is genit. objecti (comp. Acts 
exo: Heb: v.13 ;"Eph, 15 135 vay 15,3 Gallet, 2)2 Nöte 

here the two articles ; for that pha intended by the righteous- 
ness of faith is not generally “a word of faith,’ whose con- 
tents desire to be believed as historical reality (as Hofmann 
takes it), but the definite specific enpvypa, whose entire summary 
contents are faith in Jesus Christ ; comp. vv. 4, 9 ff, i. 5, 17. 

— knpvocoper] we preachers of the gospel. 
Ver. 9. Not a statement of the contents of the pjua,' but 

assigning the ground of the immediately previous tobdr’ gore 
TO phua THS wistews ö Knpvoo.” The force of the argument lies 
in the fact that, in respect of the pjua published by its preachers, 
confession and faith (mouth and heart) must be consentaneous 
in order to obtain salvation, which is what Moses also means 

of the pjua (ver. 8). — opor. Ev T. oto. cov] corresponds to 
ev TO oro. cov (Eorı) in ver. 8, as afterwards riet. Ev T. kapß. 
cov to Ev T. Kapd. gov in ver. 8.—xvpiov] as Lord (comp. 
1 Cor. xii. 3, vill. 6; Phil. ii. 11). “ In hac appellatione est 
summa fidei et salutis,’ Bengel. It refers to the question ris 
avaß. eis T. ovp., ver. 6 ; for the whole acknowledgment of the 
heavenly kvpiorns of Jesus as the ovvOpovos of God is con- 
ditioned by the acknowledgment of the preceding descent from 
heaven, the incarnation of the Son of God; viii. 3; Gal. iv. 

passage has therefore more probative force in favour of that doctrine than 
Giider, Lehre von der Erschein. Christi unter d. Todten, p. 20 f., is willing to 

accord to it. 
1 So van Hengel and others. But by cis =irreus the prize in ver. 8 is already 

completely defined. 
2 Which is not with Hofmann to be leaped over, so that örı refers to tyyvs 

cov ro fruc tors, and introduces the reason why it is that we have this word so 
near, in the mouth and in the heart. Hofmann strangely objects to the view 
taken above, that not ör,, but ya, must then have been used. Why so? 
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4; Phil. ii. 6, et al. — nyeıpev Ex verpwv] corresponds to the 
question of ver. 7.— ow@naon] corresponds to {nceraı in ver. 6, 

but characterizes the latter, according to the doctrinal system 
of the apostle (i. 16, v. 9, 10, et al.), as a deliverance from 
destruction to the Messianic salvation—The confession of the 
mouth (of high essential importance for the relations of every 
time, and peculiarly of that time!) and faith in the heart are 
not separate things, as though one without the other had as 
its consequence the cwrnpia, but they are mutually dependent 
requisites. Comp. Knapp, p. 565 ff. — The reswrrection of the 
Lord here appears, as suggested by ver. 7, and according to 
iv. 25 quite justly, as the object of that faith which makes 
blessed. Without it, His death would not be the atoning 
death, 1 Cor. xv. 17, 18, nor would He Himself be the Son 

of God, i. 4. 
Ver. 10. Elucidation of ver. 9. With mıor. and opor. Jesus 

is not to be supplied as subject (Hofmann), which is not 
even in accordance with the linguistic usage of the N. T., for 
1 Tim. iii. 16 has a singular poetical style; but the contents 
of the faith and of the confession are wnderstood, according to 
ver. 9, entirely of themselves. “ With the heart, namely (yap), 
one believes unto righteousness, but with the mouth confesses unto 
salvation.” In the style of Hebrew parallelism the thought 
is thus expressed: “ With the faith of the heart is united the 
confession of the mouth to the result that one obtains righteous- 
ness and salvation.” The righteousness obtained through faith 
would, forsooth, fall to the ground again, and would not be 
attended by salvation, if faith had not the vital force to pro- 
duce confession of the mouth (which speaks out of the fulness 
of the heart); see Matt. x. 32; comp. 2 Cor. iv. 13. We 
have thus here no merely formal parallelism, but one framed 
according to the actual relation of the dispensation of salvation ; 
and in this case, moreover, Paul observes the genetic sequence 
in kapdia ... orönarı, because he is now no longer dependent 
on ver. 8. 

Ver. 11. Now, after that grand proposition: reAos vopou 
Xpucros x.7.r. (ver. 4), has been proved from Moses himself 
(vy. 5-8), and this proof has received its confirmatory discus- 
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sion (vv. 9, 10), Paul brings forward, as if for the solemn 
sealing of all this, once more that weighty word of Scripture 
which he has already adduced in ix. 33. But this scriptural 
saying (Isa. xxviil. 16) now receives, with the object of closely 
connecting with it what is further to follow, the significant 
addition of the wniversal element mas (perhaps already with 
a regard to Joel iii. 5), which indeed is found neither in the 
LXX. nor in the Hebrew; but in the unlimited 6 mictedwy 
in Isaiah, ground and justification for its appearance was found 
to the apostle’s mind, since he had the sacred historical fulfil- 
ment of the prophecy before his eyes, and therein its more 
particular definitive character. 

Ver. 12. Elucidation of was.— od ydp Eorı dar. ’Iovo. 
re kal” EXA.] in respect, namely, to the bestowal of blessing. 

on the believing, ver. 11. Comp. iii. 22.— For the Lord of 
all is one and the same. This xüpıos is Christ (Origen, Chry- 
sostom, Calovius, Wolf, Bengel, Bohme, Tholuck, Flatt, Riickert, 

de Wette, Fritzsche, Philippi, Hofmann, and several others), 

the avdrds of ver. 11, and the xvpuos of ver. 13, who is neces- 
sarily identical with this avrés. Were God intended (Theo- 
doret, Theophylact, Grotius, and many, including Ammon, 
Reiche, Kollner, Ewald, Umbreit, van Hengel, Krummacher), 

it would in fact be necessary first to suggest the Christian 
character of the demonstration (as Olshausen: “God in Christ”). 
— xtpios mavtwv] comp. Phil. ii. 11; Acts x. 36; Rom. xiv. 9. 
— tovTav| comp. Eph. iii. 8: “Quem nulla quamvis magna 
credentium multitudo exhaurire potest,’ Bengel. Jn what He 
was rich, the Christian consciousness understood of itself; it 

is contained also in the previous karausxvv@nceraı and in the 
subsequent aw@ncera,—namely, in grace and salvation. Comp. 
v. 15, xi. 33, and on 2 Cor. xiii. 13.— els mavras] for all, 

Sor the benefit of all. See Bernhardy, p. 219; Maetzner, ad 
Lycurg. 85. — The calling upon Christ, who nowhere in the 
N. T. appears as zdentical with the Jehovah of the ©. T. (in 
opposition to Philippi), is not the worshipping absolutely, as it 
takes place only in respect of the Father, as the one absolute 
God; but rather worship according to that relativity in the 
consciousness of the worshipper, which is conditioned by the 
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relation of Christ to the Father (whose Son of like nature, 
image, partner of the throne, mediator and advocate on behalf 

of men, etc., He is). This is not imported as an Origenistic 
gloss (Philippi), but is necessarily founded on the dependence 
and subordination in which even the glorified God-man Christ, 

in virtue of His munus regium, stands in relation to the Father ; 
see on 1 Cor. ill. 23, xi. 3, xv. 28. Comp. Lücke, de invocat. 

J. Chr., Gott. 1843. He who calls upon Christ is conscious 
that he does not call upon Him as the absolute God, but as 
the divine-human Representative and Mediator of God exalted 
to the divine glory, in whom God’s adequate revelation of 
salvation has been given. To the mediatorial relation of 
Christ Hofmann also reverts. Comp. on Phil. ü. 10, 11; 
1iCorg 2: 

Ver. 13. Ground assigned for eis mavras ToVs émixanr. aurov, 
ver. 12, and that with words of Scripture from Joel ii. 5. 
This passage (LXX. ii. 32, closely following the LXX.) treats 
of the coming in of the Messianic era; hence Paul might refer 
xupiov, which in the original points to God, justly to Christ, 
who has appeared in the name of God, and continually rules 
as His Representative and Revealer, and Mediator, whose name 
was now the very specific object of the Christian calling on 
the Lord. That Paul writes not avrod, but «upiov, is from 
no particular motive (against Hofmann) ; he simply reproduces 
the words of Scripture, which he presumes to be well known 
and makes his own. 

Vv. 14-21. In order to realize this calling upon the Lord, 
proclaimers of the gospel had of necessity to be sent forth; 
nevertheless all did not obey the gospel; in which case 
neither does this excuse avail, that they had not heard the 
preaching (ver. 18); nor that, that Israel did not recognise 
the universality of the preaching (ver. 19 ff.). Thus, following 
up 1-13, there is still further set forth the people’s own guilt 
in their exclusion. 

Vv. 14, 15. Introduction: In order now that men should 

' According to Hofmann, the promise attached to the calling on Jehovah is 
regarded by the apostle as valid in New Testament times, for those, and those 

only, who »lace their confidence of salvation on Jesus and thus call on Him. 
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call on the name of the Lord, it is necessary that they should 
have been believing, hearing, preaching, and that the sending forth 

of preachers should have taken place, which sending forth also 

the Seripture prophesies. The object of this introduction is 
not already to cut off every way of escape from the Jews 
(Chrysostom, Theodoret, and several others, including Köllner), 
for this is spoken of for the first time in ver. 18 ff.; but 
the necessity of the evenyelical amootoAN is first of all to be 

established generally, in order then to make the disobedience of 
the Jews stand out wrth the force of contrast. Grotius and 
Michaelis see in vv. 14, 15 a Jewish objection, which 
alleces that the gospel had not been preached to all the 
Jews in the world, etc.; Paul then answers in ver. 16 ff. 
But how unsuitably he would have answered! Must he 
not, before everything else, make good—what he only brought 
in at ver. 18—that all Jews had heard the announcement 
of the gospel? The objection here assumed is made by Paul 
himself in ver. 18.— odv] draws an inference from ver. 13: 
How shall they accordingly (in pursuance of the requirement 
of émixanetc Oar contained in ver. 13) call on, etc.? On the 
future of ethical possibility, see Winer, p. 262 [E. T. 348]. 
Important codd. and Lachm. have, instead of the futures, the 
deliberative subjunctive aorists: How should they, ete.? The 
attestation in the case of the different verbs, of which Tisch. 8. 

likewise reads the subjunctive forms, although he retains instead 
of dxovowow the future form drovoovraı, is so unequal, that we 

can come to no decision. Comp. generally Lobeck, ad Phryn. 
p. 734 f£ The subject to émixarécovtat x.7.r. is those who, 
according to the passage of Scripture in ver. 13, shall attain 
to salvation through calling on the name of the Lord; that to 
knpvEovew and dmootan., the knptocovtes. The impersonal 
rendering (Fritzsche, de Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Philippi, 

van Hengel, and several others) has against it the fact that 
xnpv€é. has not the same general subject as the foregoing verbs. 
— eis dv ov« Errior.] Him, on whom they have not become believing ; 
see Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 92. — mas 88 miotedcovew K.T.A:] 
Rightly the Vule. : “ Quomodo credent ei, quem non audierunt.” 
ov is not an adverb of place (Hofmann); for thus after eis öv 
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the symmetry of the discourse would only be heterogeneously 
disturbed. Nor can it denote de quo (Luther, Castalio, and 
many, including Philippi and van Hengel), since dxovew Tevds 
in the sense of ax. repi twos, without a participle annexed, is 
entirely foreign both to the N. T. and to Greek prose (Xen. Mem. 
iii. 5. 9 is a case of attracted genitive); and in Homer only, 
Od. iv. 114, is the solitary instance of it found." See Kühner, 
II. 1, p. 309; Buttmann, Progr. üb. d. syntakt. Verbind. der 

Verba axovew and axpodcOa, Potsd. 1855, pp. 7, 12, and 

neut. Gr. p. 144 f. Just as little is the object, i.e. the contents 
of the preaching heard, meant by ov, which would rather be 
expressed by öv (Eph. iv. 21); but rather the speaking subject, 
who is listened to as he from whom the discourse proceeds 
(Mark vi. 20, vii, 14; Luke ii. 46, et al.; Winer, p. 187 

[E. T. 249]), Christ being in this case conceived of as speaking 
through His preachers (see the following); comp. Eph. ii. 17. 
On the general thought, comp. Plat. Rep. p. 327 C: 7 kai 
Sivaic? adv, 7 8 bs, meicaı un axovovtas ; — xwpis xnptoo.] 

without their having a preacher, apart from a preacher. Comp. 
Tittmann, Synon. p. 95; who, however, wrongly explains, ov _ 

mioTeboavres TO Knpvocovrı. —amoataract] Whence? dıa 
pnparos Oeod, ver. 17, informs us.—The form of the argument 
is a sorites, and its conclusion: The appointment of evangelical 
heralds is the first condition in order to bring about the calling 
upon the Lord. This retrograde sorites thus leads us back to 
the source; and of the amocrody} thus suggesting itself as 
primarily necessary, the prophetic confirmation from Isa. lit. 7 
(not closely after the LXX.) isthen given. This “dulcissimum 
dictum” (Melanchthon), because it speaks of the message of 
blissful liberation from exile, therein possesses the Messianic 
character, as concerning the restoration of the theocracy; and 
therefore is legitimately” understood by Paul—in connection 
with the Messianic idea and its historical fulfilment—as a 
prophecy of the evangelical preachers. These preach salvation 
(di, meaning in Isaiah also not merely peace, but the theo- 

1Comp. the Homeric ruvtdvertai ros, equivalent to spi rıvos (Niigelsbach, 
Ilias, p. 104, ed. 3). 

2 Comp. Hengstenberg, Christol. II. p. 292. 
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cratic saving deliverance), preach good (3\0) ; that is, still more 
generally, omne quod felix faustumque est, which is to be received 
through Christ, the accomplisher of the divine dominion. 
That the Rabbins also understood the passage in a Messianic 
sense, and in what way, see Wetstein.—The opposite of the 
poetical: how pleasant are the feet (ü.e. how welcome the arrival), 
etc., at ui. 15; Acts v. 9; Neh. i. 15 ; see Schaefer, ad Eur. Or. 

1217; Boeckh, Expl. Pind. p. 281; Wunder, ad Soph. El. 
1357 f. p. 120. 

Ver. 16. ’AAN] contrast to the prophetic saying of 
ver. 15: Lut— notwithstanding that accordingly the blessed 
sending forth of messengers of salvation did not fail to take 
place—all did not obey the message of salvation, all did not 
submit to the requirement (of faith), which the glad news 
concerning Messiah and His kingdom placed before them ; 
comp. i 5, xvi. 26; 2 Thess. i 8. With Theodore of 

Mopsuestia, who takes aX’ od x.r.A. as a question (comp. 
Theodoret), Reiche thinks that a) ... evayy. is an opponent’s 
objection, which Paul accordingly repels by the passage from 
Isaiah. Against this view the presence of the following yap 
would not be decisive—it would rather be quite in its proper 
place in the reply (Herm. ad Viger. p. 829 ; Hartung, Parti- 
kell. I. p. 473 f.)—but vv. 18 and 19 (comp. xi. 1, 11), 
to which Reiche appeals, testify directly against it, because 
there Aéyw is found. Fritzsche, following Carpzov, refers od 
mavres to the Gentiles, of whom, however, although van 

Hengel also understands them to be intended in vv. 14, 15, 
nothing is said in the whole context; hence it is not to be 
even taken quite generally (Hofmann), but is to be referred 
textually to the Jews, of whom so many, notwithstanding that 
the lovely feet of the messengers of salvation came to tread 
amongst them, yielded no result. The negative expression for 
this multitude is a Zitotes, forbearing, but making it felt quite 
tragically enough, that the opposite of ov mavres should have 
been found. Comp. ill. 3: riernoav twes. — yap] prophetic 
confirmation of the sad phenomenon (ov avres «.r.A.), which 
thus, as already predicted, enters into the connection of divine 
destiny, and is not an accidental occurrence. This Hofmann 
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misapprehends, extending the reference of the yap to the 
following dpa n miorıs x.T.X., Which is impossible on account 
of the apa commencing a new sentence, since Paul has not 
written ei yap ‘Hoaias Akyaı «TA... . dpa m mioris K.T.A., 
whereby to these Zatier words would fall the definition of the 
citation, as Hofmann thinks.—In the lament of the author of 

Isa. liii. 1 (closely following the LXX., even with the «öpie 
added by them) over the unbelief of his time in the prophetic 

preaching (4xon, see on Gal. iii. 2), Paul sees—and on account 
of the Messianic character of the entire chapter justly—a pro- 
phecy of the Jewish unbelief of Christian times in the Christian 
preaching. Comp. John xii. 38. Following Syr., Calovius, 
and others, Umbreit and Hengstenberg, Christol. II. p. 307, 
take dxon as the thing heard, i.e. “that which is announced to 
us through the word of God (by revelation).” But the very 
following 7 mlorıs €E axons shows, that Paul did not wish 
to be understood as meaning the divine communication which 
the preacher received, but the preaching of that word heard 
by the listeners. The historic aorist corresponds closely to 
üUmnkovoav. We may add that Theophylact rightly remarks : 
To tis dvri TOD omävıoı keiraı évtadOa’ TovTéoTIW OrLYyOL 
ETITTEVTAD. 

Ver. 17. Inference from the prophetic passage, with the 
view of substantially recapitulating what was said in ver. 14, 
and then pursuing the subject in ver. 18.— dxon] the same 
as in ver. 16, the announcement, which is heard; comp. on 
John xii. 38. From this comes faith ; the heard preaching of 
the gospel brings about in men’s minds faith on Christ ; but 
preaching is brought about by God's behest (Luke iii. 2; Matt. 

iv. 4; Heb. xi. 3), set to work by the fact that God commands 
preachers to their office. Rightly have Beza, Piscator, Semler, 
Cramer, Fritzsche, Glöckler, Tholuck, Baumgarten-Crusius, so 

understood pnua Ocod. For the ordinary interpretation of 
it, also followed by Hofmann, as the preached word of God, is 
incorrect for this reason, that according to it pjwa Ocod in 

point of fact would not be different from axon; and this pia 
@cod does not point back to ver. 8, but to dmocraA@eı in 
ver. 15, as the remaining contents of the verse show, so that 
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the signification saying obtains textually the more precise 
definition of its sense as behest. But when axoy' has been 

taken in two different senses in ver. 16 and ver. 17, so that in 

ver. 16 it signifies the preaching, but in ver. 17 the hearing 
(Riickert, de Wette, Philippi, according to whom the preaching 
is to be analysed into its two elements, the hearing and the 
word of God, comp. Tholuck); or when in &@ pnuaros Ocod, 
instead of “ God’s word,” divine revelation has been substituted 

(Reiche, van Hengel, comp. Olshausen, who explains it as 
equivalent to dca mvedpatos cod): these are just makeshifts 
in order to separate the incorrectly assumed notion of pjya 

Ocod from that of axon.”—How could Paul infer also 4 de 
axon Sia pyyatos Ocod from Isaiah? Certainly not from the 
mere address «vpce, but rather from the whole attitude of the 
prophet towards God, as it is expressed in «Üpıe . . . Yuav,— 

an attitude in which the prophet stands as the servant and 
ambassador of God, so that God thus appears as He on whose 
saying, ie. on whose command, the axon is preached. 

Ver. 18. A perhaps possible exculpation for the Jews is 
suggested by Paul as a spontaneous objection, and that in the 
form of a question to be negatived, and is then repelled with 
words from Scripture. “But I ask: Was it then in any way 
not possible for them to come to faith e& axons? The preach- 
ing surely did not remain unheard by them, surely did not fail 
to come at all to their ears?” The correct view is simply 
and clearly given by Chrysostom. Incorrectly Hofmann: After 
Paul has introduced the prophet as speaking, he leaps over to 
the saying something himself, which that prophetic saying 
suggests to him. Against this may be urged, (1) that not 
here for the first time, but already in ver. 17, it is Paul who 

' That axon may denote hearkening, listening to, is undoubted. See Plato, 
Theaet. p. 142 D ; Diod. xix. 41. But more usually it denotes, even in the 
classics, either the faculty of hearing, or, as here, the thing heard. Comp. on 

Gal. iii. 2. 
2 In which they cannot succeed, however, for :% zxo7s in fact could not bea 

hearkening in the abstract, but only the hearkening to the word of God (the 
gospel). So also, the thing heard would be even in itself the word of God ; 
therefore we are not to explain, with van Hengel : “id vero, quod auditum est, 
debetur patefactioni divinae.” 
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speaks ; (2) that he, in placing himself in contradistinction to 
the prophet, must have written not merely ad\Aa Acyo, but 
ON éyo Néyo ; (3) that ara A. is not to be taken, with Hof- 
mann, “ Well! then I say,’ since in that case a\Ad would 
have the sense of agreement or concession (see Baeumlein, 
Partik. p. 16), which is suitable neither here nor in ver. 19." 
The arxa is the quite customary adda of objection, which is 
made by oneself or in the name of the opponent; Baeumlein, 
p. 13.— On the following question: Surely it cannot be that 
they have not heard? observe that ov« is closely joined to 
Mkovoav, expressing the opposite of »7xovoav (Baeumlein, p. 
277 £.; Winer, p. 476 [E. T. 642]; comp. 1 Cor. ix. 4, xi. 
22), and that the interrogative 47 supposes the negative answer: 
by no means has it remained unheard by them, which negation 
of the ov« xovcay implies the assertion of the 7xovcay.— 
nxovoav| sc. THY axony. The subject is those who remained 
unbelieving (ov mavres brHx., ver. 16), by whom Paul certainly 
means the Jews, although without expressing it directly and 
exclusively. The reference to the Gentiles (Origen, Calvin, 
Fritzsche, and others, including van Hengel and Krummacher) 
is quite foreign to the connection; comp. on ver. 15.— 
pevodvye] imo vero.” See on ix. 20. — eis mäcav x.7..| from 
Ps. xix. 5 (close after the LXX.), where the subject spoken 
of is the universally diffused natural revelation of God; Paul 
clothes in these sacred words the expression of the going forth 
(e&MrXOev, aor.) everywhere of the preaching of the gospel. 
Comp. Justin, e. Tryph. 42, Apol. i. 40. — 6 POdyyos adrar] 
their sound, the sound which the preachers (to these, according 
to the connection, aur@v refers, which in the psalm refers to 

heaven, the handiworks of God, day and night) send forth 
while they preach, In the LXX. it is a translation of Dip, 
which some have understood, with Luther, as their measuring 
line (comp. Hupfeld), some, and rightly so, according to the 

? Hofmann appeals without pertinence to Hartung, II. p. 35. For the pro- 
inde in challenges or exclamations is here entirely heterogeneous. 

2 Theodore of Mopsuestia aptly says: +d psvoivys trl Adası zixpnran, ... Adm 
7d nrovmevoy. Comp. on the «tv ov introducing a correcting answer, Hermann, 

ad Viger. p. 845 ; Pflugk, ad Hur. Hec. 1261 ; Kühner, II. 2, p. 711. 
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parallelism, with the LXX., Symm., Syr., Vulg., and most 

expositors, as their sound. — The answer pevodvye «.T.A. (in 
which, moreover, Paul does not adduce the passage from the 
Psalms as a quotation) confutes the ovx nxovoav very forcibly, 
because it argues a majori, and even applies to all the Jews 
of the dispersion. But the conclusion that, according to our 
present passage, the gospel had at that time actually penetrated 
everywhere (even to China, America, etc.), is simply an arrant 
mistake, contrary to the nature of the popularly poetical 
expression, although, in imitation of the older commentators, 
renewed by Löhe (v. d. Kirche, p. 34 ff), and Pistorius in the 
Luther. Zeitschr. 1846, II. p. 40. The universal extension of 
the gospel (comp. Col. i. 6, 23; Clem. Cor. i. 5) set on foot 
by the apostles on a sufficiently large scale, is continually in 
course of development. Comp. xi. 25, 26. 

Ver. 19. A further possible exculpation,' introduced in 
emphatic conformity with the preceding, and the repelling of 
it by means of scriptural declarations down to ver. 21. On 
ara Theodore of Mopsuestia rightly observes: wdadw Er£pav 
avtideciy Emaycı.— un ’Iopanı ov« éyvw ;| surely it did 

“not remain unknown to the Israelites?” The “it” to be sup- 
plied with éyvw (see Nägelsbach, z. Ilias, p. 120,ed.3) is: dre 
eis Tacav Thy yhv EEerevoeraı 0 POoyyos aur@v «.7.A. This 
universal destination of the preaching of Christ expressed in 
ver. 18 must have been known by the Jews, for long ago 
Moses and also Isaiah had prophesied the conversion of the 
Gentiles—Isaiah likewise, the refractory spirit of opposition 
thereto of the Jews (vv. 20, 21). This reference of ov« éyvw 
alone (followed also by de Wette, Fritzsche, and Tholuck) flows 

purely in accordance with the text from what immediately pre- 

cedes, and is at the same time naturally in keeping with the 
contents of the corresponding biblical passages; for the con- 
version of the Gentiles and the universality of Christianity are 

1 The correctness of which would in turn weaken the blameableness pointed 
out in ver. 18. Comp. Chrys. 

? Those previously meant (in opposition to Hofmann) are here expressly named 
—which indicates a climax of the increasing urgency of the question, and 
which is the more naturally suggested to Paul, since he has already in view a 
prophecy directed to the people in contrast to the Gentiles (ver. 21). 
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one; since the former was prophesied to the Jews, the latter 
could not be unknown to them ; and they could not therefore 
allege as the excuse for their unbelief: We did not know that 
Christianity is destined for the whole of humanity—the less 
could they do so, since Isaiah places before them the true 
source of their unbelief in their own spirit of resistance. The 
view of the passage which comes substantially nearest to 
ours, is that of Thomas Aquinas, Cornelius a Lapide, Piscator, 

Pareus, Toletus, Calovius, Turretine, Morus, Rosenmiiller, Koppe, 

Benecke, Köllner, Ewald (comp. Tholuck), who supply with ov« 
éyvw : that the gospel would pass over from the Jews to the Gen- 
tiles. So Pelagius and Theodore of Mopsuestia: TO Tovs €& 
edvav mpoceırmdbaı eis THY evaeßeıav. But this is wrong, in 
so far as the object to be supplied is not purely borrowed from 
the preceding, but is already in part antieipated from what 
follows. Beza has vaguely and erroneously supplied Deum 
with éyvw; Reithmayr, on the other hand, thinks no object is 

to be supplied; while others imagine the gospel to be the 
object (“ Have they not learnt to know the gospel, in order to 
be able to believe in it ?”). So Chrysostom, Vatablus, Gomarus, 
Hammond, Estius, and several others, including Riickert, Ols- 

hausen, van Hengel, Beyschlag, Mangold, and, with a peculiar 
turn, Philippi also; similarly Hofmann and others, taking up 
the following mp@ros (see below). In that case—against which 
there is no objection in itself — un “Icpanr ove éyvw would be 
so complete a parallel to 47 ov« kovaav in ver. 18, that here, 
as there, the gospel would have to be supplied. But as this is 
by no means necessary (in opposition to Hofmann)—-since it 
fully satisfies the symmetry of the discourse, if in both instances 
ara Acyw has its reference to what immediately precedes—so 
it is directly opposed by the fact, that the following reply begin- 
ning with mpa@tos would not be suitable. For if we were to 
assume that Paul has given an indirect answer (“ when he 
shows that the Gentiles believe, he says : How should not, could 
not Israel have believed, if it had willed?” Olsh.), this would 
only be a makeshift, in which the answer would appear the 
more unsuitable in proportion to its indirectness, and still 
leave open the possibility of the ov« &yvo. Or if we were to 
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suppose with Riickert, that the thought is: “Want of know- 
ledge is not the cause, but God is now putting into penal 
execution what He has threatened, and is allowing salvation 
to pass over to the Gentiles, in order thereby to convert the 
Jews to a better disposition,” the point of the &yvo would not 
be entered into at all, and moreover, the essential part of the 

interpretation would simply be supplied by the reader. This 
objection is at the same time valid against van Hengel, 
according to whom it is to be made to appear from the following 
prophetic quotations that Israel had indeed known, but had 
shamefully despised, the gospel. Or if, finally, with Philippi, 
we are to say that the passages from the prophets contained 
not a refutation, but a substantiation, of the fact that verily 

Israel! had rejected the gospel (which rejection lies in ov« 
éyvw), this would be inconsistent with the interrogative form 
with a7 (comp. on iii. 5), which necessarily presupposes the 
denial” of the ov« éyvw (consequently the affirmative: &yvo). 
In entire deviation from the views just given, Reiche thinks 
that ’Iopanı is accusative, and ©eös to be supplied as subject. 
“Did not God recognise Israel for His people? How could 
He permit it to be so blinded and hardened?” It is decisive 
against this view, that to supply ©eös as subject, especially 
after ver. 18, is highly arbitrary, and that the following 
passages of Scripture would be quite inappropriate. — mpwros] 
not in the sense of rporepos (which, resarded by itself, might 
indeed be the case according to the context; see on John i. 15); 

? Philippi paraphrases : ‘‘Is it conceivable that Israel precisely, the chosen 
people of God, did not recognise the Messianic cwrnpie destined in an especial 
manner for it, or the preaching thereof, while yet the Gentiles attained to this 
knowledge?” “The adduced passages from the prophets show now that there 
was by no means any cause of wonder over this fact, for thus exactly it had been 
predicted in the divine word,—namely, that the Gentiles would accept, but 

Israel would reject, the salvation.” 

2 Philippi, indeed, in eds. 2 and 3, proposes, in the event of the denial of 
the question being retained,—which, however, he does not concede,—the 
expedient, that then the prophetic passages might serve to prove that the fact of 
the prophecy, which appeared in itself incredible, had nevertheless occurred in 
correspondence therewith. But the contents of this thought would be invented, 
not gathered from the language ; and self-contradictory besides, for the no would 
be involved in the question, and in wparos x.¢.4, the yes, which had yet occurred 
in accordance with prophecy. 

ROM. II. N 
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but, since Moses is quoted, with whom the testimony of God 
in the O. T. begins: as the first (who in Scripture comes for- 
ward in opposition to this) speaks Moses. Of the later testi- 
monies of Scripture, Paul then contents himself with adducing 
only the bold divine utterances of Isaiah. Theodore of 
Mopsuestia well gives it: ev60s MwüÜcns. Wetstein, Michaelis, 
Storr, Flatt, Hofmann, connect mpa@ros with ov« éyvw. But 
the supposed sense: “ Did not Israel first learn to know it 
(the gospel) ?” or, as Hofmann expresses it: “ Was it possibly 
to stand in such a position, that Israel did not obtain the first 
experience of it?” must have been expressed without px.’ — 
éyo mapa£. «.r.\.] Deut. xxxii. 21, almost exactly after the 
LXX. God there, in the song of Moses, threatens the idolatrous 

Israelites, that He on His part (ey®) will bless a Gentile people, 
and thereby incite the former to jealousy and to wrath, as 
they had incited Him by their worship of idols. Paul recog- 
nises in this—according to the rule of the constancy of the 
divine ways in the history of the development of the theocracy 
—a type of the attaining of the Gentiles to participation in 
the communion of God’s people, whereby the jealousy and 
wrath of the Jews will be excited. — &m’ ov« évec] BY N>2, 
in respect to a not-people ; for only the people of God was the 
real one, the people corresponding to the divine idea of a 
people ; every other is the negation of this idea. Comp. ix. 
25; 1 Pet. ii 10. On the connection of ov with nouns, 
cancelling the notion objectively, see Hartung, Partikell. IL. 
p. 129; Grimm on 2 Mace. iv. 13. Often found in Thucy- 
dides (Krüger on i. 137. 4). On eri, over, on the ground, 
that is, on account of, comp. Demosthenes, 1448. 4: mapofvp- 
Oévrwv emt TH yeyeımuevo, Polyb. iv. 7. 5. — dovvero] Ti yap 

! By taking zparos with {yvo, there would result the quite preposterous sense 
of the question : Surely it is not possibly the case that Israel first remained 
unacquainted with it ? i.e. that the Israelites were the first to whose knowledge 
the gospel had not come? Hofmann groundlessly refers to Buttmann, newt. 
Gr. p. 214, and explains as though odx did not qualify ?yvo, but wpwros, as 
though consequently Paul had said : un "Iopana ob wparos tyvw; This would be: 
Surely Israel has not experienced it only in the second place (the Gentile world in 
the first)? With strange incorrectness, Hofmann says that, according to our way 
of taking vparos, eirev should stand instead of atyss. Moses speaks and writes 

(ver. 5) still at this day as xparos in the O. T. 
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‘EXdijvev dovverwrepov EiXoıs Kat Aidoıs mpocKeynvotwr ; 
Theophylact. Comp. i. 21. 

Vy. 20, 21. Aé] marking the transition to another prophet, 
as at ix. 27. — dmororud x. Akyeı] is emboldened and says. The 
latter is the immediate consequence of the former ; hence here 
not a Hebraizing mode of expression for the adverbial notion 
(he freely speaks out), but amorory. is absolute (Hom. Jl, x. 232, 
xii. 51, et al.). Comp. Winer, p. 437 f. [E. T. 588 f.]; Butt- 
mann, p. 249; and see Maetzner, ad Antiph. p. 173; Hom. 
Il. i. 92: @dponce kal nida pavtis. — amororua] éBiacato 
yvuvnv eimeiv tiv adnOevav Kal Kivdvvedoat N atrocwwThcat, 
Theophylact. Yet the prophet of bold speech is represented as 
present, as previously Moses in Aéyer. The citation is Isa. 
Ixy. 1, freely from the LXX., and with undesigned transposition 
of the two parallel clauses. According to its historical sense, 
the passage refers to the Jews’ who had become apostate from 
God through immorality and idolatry, on whose behalf the 
prophet has just begged for grace, to which entreaty Jehovah 
begins His answer by reminding them how He had given 
Himself to be found, and revealed Himself with prevenient 
undeserved kindness to the faithless people. But in the 
apostate Israel, which was in fact sunk into an idolatrous 
condition (see esp. Isa. lxiv. 6, Ixv. 3 ff), and in the relation 
to it which Jehovah here affirms of Himself, Paul sees a 

typical representation of the Gentile world, which (as deo Ev TO 
Koopo, Eph. ii. 12) did not concern itself about God, but to 
which God has given Himself to be found, and (epexegetic 
parallel) to be recognised in His self-revelation (through the 
gospel). The Gentiles have accepted this prevenient divine 
compassion, but Israel in its obstinate apostasy has resisted it ; 

hence Paul continues in ver. 21 with mpös de tov ’IerpanA 
‘eye. The latter clearly indicates that Paul really found in 
ver. 20 the prophetic reference to the Gentile world (of which 
Israel is the opposite); and not, as Hofmann with strict 
adherence to the historical sense of the original supposes, the 
Jruitlessness of the divine long-suffering towards Israel, which 

1 Not to the Gentiles (Calvin, Vitringa, Philippi). See, on the other hand, 
Delitzsch on Isa. 
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justifies God’s dealing if He now rests not until He has requited 
ats disobedience. According to this interpretation, mpos tov 
’Iopanı would have been already said in ver. 20, against which 
view ver. 21 testifies. — evpéOnv] not: “I have allowed myself 
to be found” (Reiche and others), but: Z have been found. 
On the sense, comp. Acts xvii. 27; and on the connection of 
evp. and Eu. éyev., Wisd. i. 1 f. The aorists are, in the sense 

of the apostle, to be understood of that which has taken place 
in the Christian present. — tots Eue um érepwt.| who inquired 
not of me, namely, respecting revelation; comp. Ezek. xx. 1; 
Dem. 1072. 12. — Ver. 21. zpos] not udversus (Erasmus, 
Beza, Calvin, Piscator, Toletus, Grotius, Cramer, Koppe), since 

in itself—without a more special indication of the text which 
would yield the hostile sense—it denotes only the simple 
placing in contrast. Hence, either: in reference to Israel 
(Estius, Wolf, Ch. Schmidt, and others, including Tholuck, de 

Wette, Fritzsche, Philippi), like Heb. i. 7, 8, Luke xii. 41, 

xx. 19; or, “in the case of Israel He declares” (Köllner, 
Rückert, Ewald, and others, following Luther and Vulg.). The 

former view, which is adopted also by van Hengel, is to be 
preferred for this reason, that 6é introduces a contrast, not 
with those to whom the previous passage was directed, but 
with those to whom it refers in respect of its figurative appli- 
cation. — Aéyer] Isaiah, namely. That he speaks in the name 
of God, is understood of itself. — 6rnv Tr nu£p.] the whole day, 
like vii. 36. Expresses the unremitting nature of the love. — 
ameıd. K. avrı&keyovra] present participle, denoting the continu- 
ance of the conduct. dvtiAéy. is not to be explained, with 
Grotius, Reiche, Fritzsche, van Hengel, and most, as to be 

refractory, which it does not mean, but to contradict. The 
Jews—although God stretched out His saving hands towards 
them from early morning till evening (comp. Prov. i. 24)—are 
disobedient, and say: We will not! Comp. Matt. xxiii. 37; 
Tit. 11. 9; 3 Mace. i. 28; Lucian. D. M. xxx. 3; and see on 

John xix. 12. Also in Achilles Tatius, v. 27 (in opposition 
to Kypke and Fritzsche), avtiAéyew is conceived as contradic- 
tion; as also dvrı%Aoyia, Heb. xii. 3. Note how opposed the 
passage is to absolute predestination, and particularly to the 
Calvinistic “ voluntas beneplaciti et signi.” 
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CHARTER SITE 

Ver. 1. After r. Auöv aired, A D* 8** and some Fathers have 
öv mpo&yva. So Lachm. in brackets. An addition from ver. 2. 
— Ver. 2. After ’Ispayr Elz. has Aéywy, against decisive evi- 
dence. — Ver. 3. r& dvoimor.] Elz.: zu) r& duo, against so im- 
portant witnesses, that x«/ would appear a connective addition. 
Comp. the LX X.— Ver. 6. The addition in Elz., ef 6: é& epywy, 
odxérs gor) yupısı eel vb Epyov odxérs Eoriv &pyov, Is wanting in A C D 
EFGPSs*, 47, Copt. Sah. Arm. Vulg. It. Dam. Rufin., and all 
the Latin Fathers. An old interpolation (found already in 
B L s**, Syr. Arr. Chrys.), with a view to the completion of 
the proof; rejected by Erasmus, Grotius, Wetstein, Griesbach, 
Scholz, Lachm.; adopted, indeed, by Tisch. 7, but again omitted 
in ed. 8; after Beza, Bengel, Matthiae, Rinck, defended most 
thoroughly by Fritzsche and Reiche (in opp. to his Comment- 
ary) in the Comment. Crit. I. p. 68 ff But considering the 
preponderance of the opposing testimony, the completely 
superfluous character of the proposition in the argument, and 
the anomalous form in which the words appear in the principal 
Codex which contains them (B: <« 6: 2& epywy, obzerı xapıg“ evel Tb 
epyov obzerı “ory yapic), and also the other variations in detail 
(see Tisch. 8), the defences of them are not convincing. See 
also van Hengel. The argument for retaining them, on the 
ground that an interpolator would have framed them more 
closely in conformity with the first half of the verse, is weakened 
by the fact that very ancient authorities have éoriv instead of 
yivercı also in the first half of the verse. — Ver. 7. roöro] Elz.: 
rovrov, against decisive evidence. Anemendation in accordance 
with the usual construction. — Ver. 13. yép] Lachm., Tisch. 8: 
62, according to AB Ps, min. Syr. Copt. Damasc. Theodoret. 
Ms.; C has oöv; Aeth. utr. no particle. With such divided tes- 
timony, 6 is the best supported, and to be preferred ; it came to 
be glossed by more definite particles. — wév] is wanting in DE 
F G, min., which was occasioned by the apparent absence of 
reference for the wv. Lachm., Tisch. 8: «iv oöv, according to 
ABC PRS, Copt., which has therefore the external attestation 
decidedly in its favour, but is to be explained from the fact 
that the unrelated wiv was glossed by oiv (a new sentence was 
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commenced with é¢’ öoo) ; therefore these authorities indirectly 
pass over to the side of the otherwise weakly accredited Recepta. 
— Ver. 17. ris filns zei] This zur is wanting in B © s*, Copt. 

Omitted by Tisch. 8; but how easily it might be suppressed, 
owing to the homoeoteleuta! In D* F G, codd. It. Ir., säs fifns 
is also wanting from the like cause. — Ver. 19. zAdééo:] So Rinck, 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch. 8, according to decisive testimony. But 
Elz. and Tisch. 7 have of xAdéo, the article being mechanically 
introduced in imitation of ray xAddwv, vv. 17, 18. Were os ori- 
ginal, and had it been desired through its omission to designate 
the rig ray xAddov in ver. 17 (Matth., Fritzsche), it would have 
more readily occurred to the mechanical tendency of copyists 
to insert swig instead of of.— Ver. 20. inAcgpéver] Lachm. and 
Tisch. 8: ipyrd& ppöver, according to ABs. Resolution of the 
word—which is only found besides in 1 Tim. vi. 17—into its 
elements in conformity with xüi. 16. — Ver. 21. wArus] is want- 
ingin ABCPs, min, Copt. Damasc. Ruf. Aug. Omitted by 
Lachm. and Tisch. 8. But the offence which was taken partly 
at the apparent unrelatedness of w7rw5 (which is therefore 
exchanged in Or. for siow narro and wiow At), partly 
at the following future, readily induced the omission. For 
geionrast, Which Elz. has instead of geiceru, is very feebly sup- 
ported by evidence, and has manifestly come in in accordance 
with the original pyzw;; wrongly defended anew by Rinck. 
See the exegetical notes; comp. also Beng. Apparat. Crit.— 
Ver. 22. In the second clause Lachm. and Tisch. have, instead 
of Amorowiav, arorouia, and instead of xpnorörnra, Xpnorörns Ozov; 

the former according to ABC s*, 67**, Or. Damasc.; the latter 
according to A BC D* (s has xpnorörnrog God), 67**, Arm. Or. 

Eus. Damase. Rightly; the common reading is a hasty gram- 
matical emendation. cod, too, bears, in its belonging to the 
reading xpnorörns, the stamp of genuineness. — Ver. 25. rap 
zur.) Lachm. and Tisch. 7: &v &aur., according to A B, Damase. 
The latter is to be preferred (ap’ &aur. was introduced through 
a comparison of xii. 16), and it explains, too, the origin of the 
bare éavro?; in F G; for by the omission of the N the preposi- 
tion would easily come to be dropped.— Ver. 30. iver] Elz., 
Scholz: xu? üweis, against decisive evidence. — Ver. 31. Before 
&ren0. B D* s, Copt. Dam. have viv; so Lachm. in brackets, and 
Tisch. 8. Inappropriate addition, arising from misconception, 
instead of which some min. have ‘orepov.— Ver. 32. rode vdvras] 
Instead of the first r. «, D. Ir. et al. have ra wrévra, and FG 
rayra. Also Vulg. It. express the neuter, which, however, is 
taken from Gal. iii, 22. 
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Contents :—After the humiliation hitherto expressed, there 
now follows the consolation in respect to the exclusion of a 
large part of Israel. (1) God has not cast off His people, but 
has allowed a part of them, according to a gracious election, to 
attain to salvation, and has hardened the remainder, vv. 1-10. 

(2) Yet God wills not their final destruction; nay, their un- 
belief subserves the salvation of the Gentiles, and their con- 

version will have yet more happy consequences. This is 
matter for hope, and the Gentile Christians may not therefore 
give way to self-exaltation, vv. 11-24. (3) For the hardening 
of a portion of the people will last no longer than until the 
whole of the Gentiles have become Christians; and then 

Israel will obtain salvation, vv. 25-32. How unfathomable 

are the riches, wisdom, and knowledge of God! To Him be 

glory ! vv. 33-36. 
Ver. 1. Aéyw ody] corresponds to the twofold add\Aa rAé€yo, 

x. 18, 19, but so, that now this third interrogative réyw is 

introduced in an wferential form. In consequence, namely, 
of what had just been clearly laid down in x. 18 ff., as to the 
guilt of resistant Israel in its exclusion from salvation in Christ 
—over-against the Gentiles’ acceptance of it—the difficult 
question might arise: Surely God has not cast off His people ? 
Surely it is not so tragic a fate, that we must infer it from that 
conduct of the people?! Paul states this question, earnestly 
negatives it, and then sets forth the real state of the matter. 
The opinion of Hofmann, that the apostle starts this question 
because the scriptural passages x. 18 ff. show that it is to be 
negatived, is the consequence of his incorrect interpretation of 
those scriptural sayings, and is confuted by the fact that the 
negation is first given and supported in what follows, not drawn 
‚rom what precedes, but made good by a quite different scriptural 
proof, ver. 2.— un dmwoaro x.7.r.] Comp. Ps. xciv. 14, xev. 
3; 1 Sam. xii. 32; onthe form, see Winer, p. 86 [E.T. 111]. 
Reiche thinks, but erroneously, that the question is not expressed 

1 Namely, as a divine measure of retribution taken in consequence of their 
spirit of resistance to the message of salvation preached to them. The divine 

act of casting off from Himself is not viewed as the cause (against this is x. 21), 
but as the penal consequence, of the disdaining God’s loving will. 
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sharply enough, and that @ravra is to be supplied. ’Amwcoaro 
has in truth the emphasis, and is placed first on that account ; 
so that Paul’s simple idea is, that the casting off of God’s 
people, exclusion from the divine decree of the bestowal of 
salvation, recall of this destination to salvation, may not be in- 

ferred from what has gone before. Rightly, too, Bengel remarks: 
“ Ipsa populi ejus appellatio rationem negandi continet.” This 
ratio negandi is then, in ver. 2, additionally strengthened by 
dv rpoeyvo. — The un yeEvorro expresses horror at the amwoaro, 
not at the Aéyw (van Hengel), as though Paul had written 
simply arwcaro without u7. — Kal yap éyo x.7.r.] For I also, 
etc., expresses the motive for un y&vorro! For Paul, as a true 

Israelite of patriotic feeling, cannot, in virtue of his theocratic 
self-esteem, admit that dmwcato, but can only repel the 
suggestion with abhorrence. Comp. de Wette and Baumgar- 
ten-Crusius. A peculiar proof of the ov adm@cato was yet 
to follow. Usually it is thought that Paul proves the negation 
by his own example, since he in truth was not cast off. So 
also Philippi. But apart from the consideration, that the 
example of a single elected one, however highly favoured,’ 
would be far from convincing, we see no reason why Paul 
should have added é« omépp. ’ABp., dvr. Beviay.; moreover, 

it appears from ver. 2, where he defines the negation, em- 
phatically reiterates it, and then confirms it from Scripture, 
that he did not intend till ver. 2 to adduce the argument 
against the arwoaro, which he had only provisionally rejected 
in ver. 1. Without the least indication from the text, Hof- 

mann introduces into x. ey® the reference: Even I, the apostle 
entrusted with the calling of the Gentile world (which is sup- 
posed to imply a sealing of the sacred historical call of Israel); 
even I, as once upon a time a persecutor, deserving of rejection. 
— ex omepu. “ABp., dur. Beviay.] added, in order to exhibit 
the just and genuine privileges of his birth. Comp. Phil. 
iii. 5; Acts xiii, 21; Test. XII. Patr. p. 746 f The tribe 
of Benjamin was in truth, along with that of Judah, the 
theocratic core of the nation after the exile. Es. iv. 1, x. 9. 

1 Theodore of Mopsuestia asks: ras yap civ... re nv arucuctas rev Osov Tov 
~ , , , “os e ¢ 4 

imi TH WITTEN TEMYUVOLLEYOY zai Epi THYTUS OLO“TKIY UMITWVOUMEVOY ETEpOUS § 
‘ / 
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Ver. 2. “Ov mpoéyvw] An element which renders the im- 
possibility of amwoaro at once palpable; comp. ver. 29. 
Others take it as a limiting definition, tov X. adtod dv mp. being 
understood of the spiritual people of God destined to the 
Christian salvation (Origen, Augustine, Chrysostom, Luther, 
Calvin, and others, including Heumann, Semler, Rosenmiiller, 

Flatt, Glockler). But against this view it is decisive that 
T. Aaov avr. in ver. 1, without any limitation, denotes the 

Jewish nation, and consequently Paul himself would now 
completely disarrange the point in question; the whole chapter 
has for its subject, not the spiritual Israel, but the fate of the 
nation in respect to the salvation of Messiah. Hence, too, 
we are not to supply, with Philippi, p. 554, after ov rpoeyvo 

the limitation: as seminary of the spiritual omeppa. — The 
sense of poeyv® has been understood as variously as in vill. 
29, but is to be taken just as there: God knew His people as 
such beforehand, before it actually existed; that is to say, it 
was to Him, to whom the whole future development of sacred 
history was present in His pretemporal counsel and plan, 
known and certain: Z/srael is my peculiar people! And con- 
sequently God cannot have afterwards rejected Israel; for this 
would in truth presuppose that which is inconceivable with God 

(comp. Acts xv. 18), and irreconcilable with the aueraderov ris 
BovAns avrod (Heb. vi. 17), namely, that He had been deceived 

in His zpoéyvw; comp. ver. 30 ff. To suppose the qualitas 
mala of the people as that which God foreknew (van Hengel) is 
inadmissible, for the reason that mpoyvocıs must be the premiss 
of the wpoopifew of the people of God (comp. viii. 29); hence, 
too, it is not to be objected, with Hofmann,’ against our view, 
that God would surely have been able to foresee the fact that, 
and the time when, His people would cease to be His people. 
—) ovx« oldate x.7.., down to ver. 4, adduces a proof for 
ovx at@caro from an historical example of Scripture, according 
to which a case analogous to the present of the resistance of 

1 Who also here (comp. on viii. 29) takes wpoiyvw as an act of the will, by 
which God has beforehand constituted Israel what it, in accordance therewith, 

actually became. This would amount to the notion of the xporromeZesv in the 
divine decree (comp. Eph. ii. 10). 
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the people to God had once occurred, but God has made the 
declaration that He had (not indeed cast off His people, but) 
reserved to Himself, in the midst of the depravity of the 
mass, a number of faithful ones. So (ver. 5) too now there 
has taken place, not a rejection of the people, but rather a 
gracious election out of the people. — ev ’HXia] belongs to 
Ti Aeyet, but is not: de Elia (Erasmus, Luther, Beza, Calvin, 

Piscator, Castalio, Calovius, and others), which would be lin- 

guistically erroneous, but: in the passage treating of Elias. 
Comp. Thue. i. 9. 3, where &v Tod cxnrtpov dua TH mapadoceı 
eipnkev means: at the passage, where he (Homer) treats of the 
yielding of the sceptre, he has said, etc. Very prevalent is this 
mode of quotation in Philo, and also in the Rabbinical writ- 
ings (Surenhusius, xaraAX. p. 493). Comp. also Mark xii. 
26; Luke xx. 37, but not Heb. iv. 7.— os &vruyyx. 7. ©. 
kata T. ’Iopayx] dependent on ov« olöare, as a more precisely 
defining parallel of év "HX. ri Aeyeı n yp. Comp. Luke vi. 4, 
xxii. 61; Acts xi. 16, xx. 20, et al.; Göller and Krüger on 

Thuc, i. 1.1. On evruyxaveıv (vill. 27, 34; Heb. vii 25), 

with dative of the person concerned (frequently in Plutarch, 
Polyb., Lucian, etc.), comp. Acts xxv. 24; Wisd. vill. 21, xvi. 

28. On xara (accusing), comp. 1 Mace. viii. 32; 2 Mace. 
iv. 36. 

Ver. 3. 1 Kings xix. 10, 14, freely from the LXX. — azréxr.] 
The Israelites, namely, under Ahab and Jezebel. 1 Kings 
xviii. 4, xiii, 22. — Karéoxay.] have thoroughly destroyed, have 
razed. Comp. Soph. Phil. 986: Tpolav .. . karackanraı. 
Eur. Hee. 22 (of the domestic altar); Dem. 361. 20; Plut. 

Popl. 10; 2 Mace. xiv. 38 (TO @vovactrpiov). — Ta Ovoracr.] 
On the plural, as the temple in Jerusalem was the place 
exclusively destined for worship, the view of Estius suffices: 
“Verisimile est, Eliam loqui de altaribus, quae passim in 
excelsis studio quodam pietatis Deo vero erecta fuerant ; 
maxime postquam decem tribus regum suorum tyrannide pro- 
hibitae fuerunt, ne Jerusolymam ascenderent sacrificii causa. 
Quamvis enim id lege vetitum esset [see Lev. xvii. 8, 9; 

Deut. xii. 13, 14] ac recte fecerint Ezechias et Josias, reges 
Judae, etiam ejusmodi aras evertendo, tamen impium erat eas 
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subvertere odio cultus Dei Israel.” Comp. Grotius, also Keil, 
on the books of Kings, p. 262, Archdol. I. § 89. — ieneipd. 
wovos] in the sense of Elias: alone of the prophets; but 
according to the application designed by the apostle, as ver. 4 
shows: as the only one of Thy faithful. But in this case we 
are not to assume, as Hofmann and others wish to do, that Paul, 

in order to suggest this sense, has transposed the original order of 
the two clauses of the verse—which is rather to be regarded as 
accidental ; and this, considering the freedom of citation other- 

wise used, we need the less hesitate about, since Paul could 

not, even in the original order, see the reference of the verse 

which was in his thoughts to be excluded. — On &nreiv T. wux. 
twos, to seek after one's life, see on Matt. 11. 20. 

Ver. 4. “AdAa] But, although Elijah complained that he had 
been left sole survivor.—o xpnparicwös] the divine oracular 
utterance (replying to this accusation). Found here only in 
N. T. (in the Apocrypha, 2 Macc. ii. 4, xi. 17); but see Diod. 
Sic. i 1, xiv. 7, and Suicer, 7’es. II. p. 1532; and respecting 
xpnuario, on Matt. ii. 12. — xatédurov «.7.r.] 1 Kings xix. 
18, with free deviation, bearing on his object, both from the 

LXX. and from the original. Itmeans: Ihave left remaining, 
so, namely, that they are not slaughtered with the rest. Comp. 
Xen. Anab. vi. 3. 5: oxT® povouvs kareAımov (superstites, vivos 
reliquerunt); 1 Macc. xiii. 4. Hofmann incorrectly takes 
KaTéxr, as the third person plural, having the same subject as 
arerteıvav. A groundless departure from the Hebrew text and 
from the LXX., according to which God is the subject. And 
it is God who has guided and preserved those who remained 
over. — Euavro] i.e. to myself as my property, and for my 
service, in contrast to the idolatrous abomination. — oiTıves 

K.T.A:] ita comparatos ut, etc.—yovv] Not a knee has been 
bowed by them; hence the singular, comp. Phil. ii. 10.— 77 
Baar] Dative of worship. Bernhardy, p. 86. Comp. xiv. 
11. The Phoenician divinity dy2, the adoration of which 
was very widely diffused (Keil, § 91) amongst the Jews, 
especially under the later kings, though not of long subsist- 
ence (see Ewald, Alterth. p. 304), is most probably to be re- 
garded as the sun-god (Movers, Phönicier, I. p. 169 ff.; J. G. 
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Müller in Herzog’s Encyklop. I. p. 639 f.), not as the planet 
Jupiter (Gesenius in the Hall. Encyklop. VIIL p. 384 ff.). It 
is remarkable—seeing that 5y2 (according to different local 
and ritual forms also in the plural) is a masculine noun— 
that in the LXX. and in the Apocrypha it has sometimes, and 
most frequently, the masculine article (Num. xxii. 41; Judg. 
il. 13; 1 Kings xvi. 31, et a/.), sometimes the feminine (Zeph. 
114; Hos.’ u. 8; 1 Sam. wii 45 calways ani der. 5" Tob. 198, 

et al.). That the LXX. should have thought Sya to be of the 
common gender, and to denote also Astarte (Reiche), is not 
probable for this reason, that in the LXX. not merely are the 
masculine Baal and Astarte often mentioned together (Jude. 
ii. 13, x. 6, et al.), but also the feminine Baal and Astarte 

(1 Sam. vii 4). The view that the feminine article was 
assioned to Baar contemptuously (Gesenius, in Rosenmüller’s 
Repert. I. p. 139), as also Tholuck and Ewald, Alterth. p. 302, 
assume, finds no sufficient support—seeing that 5ya was a 
very well known divinity ——in the feminine designation of 
idols unknown to them in the LXX. at 2 Kings xvii. 30, 
31; cannot be justified by comparison of the Rabbinical de- 
signation of idols as NiM8; and cannot be made good in the 
particular passages where the LXX. have the masculine or the 
feminine. To refer the phenomenon solely to an opinion of 
the LXX., who held 5y2 to be the name of a god and also that 
of a goddess, and therefore, according to the supposed connec- 
tion, used now the masculine and now the feminine article — 

the latter particularly, where the word occurs along with 
ninavy (Fritzsche), as in Judg. ii. 13, x. 6, 1 Sam. vii. 4,—is 
improbable in itself (because of the wnity of the Hebrew name), 
and cannot be maintained even in passages like Judg. iii. 7, 
2 Kings xxi. 3 (comp. with 1 Sam. xii. 10; Hos. ii. 10, 15), 
without arbitrariness. An historical reason must prevail, and 

it appears the most feasible hypothesis that Baal was con- 
ceived as an androgynous divinity (Beyer, ad Selden. de Düis 
Syr. p. 273 £., Wetstein, Koppe, Olshausen, Philippi), although 
more precise historical evidence is wanting. The feminine 
article has been also explained by supplying a substantive 
(eixovı by Erasmus, Luther, Beza, Grotius, Bengel, and others ; 
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orjAn by Glass, Estius; Opnoreia by Cramer; even dauareı 
by Drusius, after Tob. i. 5, but see Fritzsche on Tob.) ; but this 

is both erroneous and arbitrary, because at least the expression 
must have run 7H tod Bdan, since by2 has always the article. 
This linguistic incongruity van Hengel avoids only by the pre- 
carious conjecture that 7 Badan signifies the column of Baal, and 
0 Baan the god Baal—wWe have to remark, moreover, that the 
LXX. have in our passage the masculine article; but Paul, 
acquainted with the use also of the feminine article, has, in 

quoting from memory, changed the article. According to 
Fritzsche and Ewald, he had found 77 in his copy of the 
LXX.; but 77 is now found only in more recent codd. of 
the LXX., into which it has found its way merely from our 
passage. 

Ver. 5. In this way, corresponding to this Old Testament 
historical precedent, therefore (in order to make the application 
of vv. 3, 4), there has been (there has come into existence, 

and actually exists—perfect) also in the present time, in con- 
sequence of an election made out of grace, a remnant, namely, a 
small part taken out of the hardened mass of the people, ze. 
the comparatively insignificant number of believing Jews, whom 
God’s grace has chosen out of the totality of the people. It is 
related to the latter as a remainder (Herod. i. 119; 2 Kings 
xix. 4) to a whole, from which the largest part is removed 
(vv. 3, 4, ix. 27, 29), notwithstanding Acts xxi 20. The 
point of comparison is the notion of the Aetuua in contrast to 
the remaining mass; the latter in the typical history has 
perished, but in the antitypical event has forfeited saving 
deliverance. — kat’ ékr. Xap.] opposed to the presumption in 
reference to works of the Jewish character; hence, too, the 

emphatic declaration in ver. 6. It is to be connected not with 
Nelupa as its more precise definition (Hofmann), but with 
yéyovey as its mode. This is evinced by the following ei de 
xäpırı, sc. yeyovev, where xapırı is equivalent to the Kat’ éxdoy. 
xapıros. 

Ver. 6. This thought is not merely by the way and inci- 
dental (Koppe, Riickert, de Wette, Fritzsche, Maier, and 

others), but it belongs essentially to the development of the 
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apostle’s thought to set forth the mode according to which 
Nelupa yeyove, not only positively (kat Er\. xap.), but also 
negatively (our é& py.) ; because he then, in ver. 7, goes on to 
argue: 6 emiönrei Iopanı x.7.r., which erıönreiv, in fact, took 
place exactly €& Epywv, ix. 32. — ei de xapırı] but if through 
grace, sc. Netpa yéyove. — ovKéts €& Epyav] As previously the 
individuals who compose the Aelupa are conceived as the 
objects of the divine grace, through which they belong to the 
Nelupa;, so are they also (not the people generally, as Hofmann 
takes it) conceived in this contrasted negative statement 
as the subjects, who do not owe it to legal works that in 
them is present the Aeuua composing the true community 
of God. On the logical ovxérs, see on vil. 17. Of €& Epyav 
there can be nothing more said. — emei 7 xapıs K.T.A.] because 
(otherwise) grace ceases to be grace (namely, if €E Epywv Aecıupna 
yéyove)—since in truth “gratia nisi gratis sit, gratia non est,” 
Augustine. “H xapıs is the definite grace, which has made 
the election, and yiveras (not equivalent to Eesti) means: 
it ceases, in tts concrete manifestation, to become, 2c. to show 

itself as, that (comp. on Luke x. 18, e¢ al.) which according 
to its nature it is. Positively expressed: it becomes what 
according to its essence it is not; it gives up its specific 

character. 
Ver. 7. Ti oöv] infers the result from vv. 5 and 6. Since 

a Aeiuna has been constituted according to the election of 

grace, and therefore not possibly from the merit of works: 
accordingly Israel (as regards the mass) has not obtained that 
which it strives after (namely, Sicatocdvyn, as is known from 
ix. 30 ff.)—for it strives, in fact, €& épywv—the election, on the 

other hand, namely, that chosen Aeluna, has obtained it (for 

they were the objects of the divine xapıs) ; but the rest were 
hardened. In this manner the true state of the case is now 
set forth, in contrast to dwecato, without its being necessary 
on this account to refer ri ody to the whole preceding vv. 2-6 
(de Wette, Fritzsche, Philippi, and others) ; since the reference 
to vv. 5, 6 is quite sufficient, and quite in keeping with the 
logical progression. Reiche (comp. Lachm., who places a note 
of interrogation after ri odv and after emervxev) makes the 
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question extend to ééruyev, to which question of wonder 
Paul then answers by 7 de éxd. «.r.A. But the futility of 
Israel’s endeavour has already been long (ix. 31, 32) known 
to the reader, and is therefore not appropriate as the subject 
of such a question. Hofmann also takes 6 emiiyre... 

éréruxev as a question, but in the sense whether that which 
Israel has not obtained is the same thing as that to which its 
quest and striving tends (namely, its own righteousness) ? To 
the self-evident negation of this question dé then relates in the 
sense of nevertheless, and after the second Erervyev there is to 

be supplied, not 6 ésvufjr. “Iopaynd, but merely 0 emiönre 
(namely, to be, out of grace, the people of salvation). This 
complete distortion of the sense falls to the ground from the 
very fact, that for the second Errervxev, since 0 emiönrei is not 

appended, no other object can be thought of without the greatest 
arbitrariness than that of the first éméruyev, namely 6 émifntet 

’Iopan\; and also, as respects the contents of the question, 
from the consideration, that if we should not be able to say 
that Israel has not obtained that for which it strove, this 
would stand in contradiction to the universal Pauline dogma 
of the impossibility of righteousness by the law. — émufnret 
does not denote the zealous pursuit (Fritzsche, Philippi), but 
its direction, correlative to Errervxev. See on Matt. vi. 33; 
Phil. iv. 17. By the present, the continuance of the endeavour 
is admitted—The rodro (on the accusative instead of the cus- 
tomary genitive, see Matthiae, § 328; Ellendt, Lew. Soph. II. 
p. 861) has tragic emphasis: even this it has not reached. — 
9 de éxdoyn| that is, here “reliquiae illius populi, quas per 
gratiam suam Deus elegit,” Estius. Comp. the use of wrepırom, 
ete., Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 469.—The trepwars, hardening (not 
blinding, as Hofmann thinks; see on 2 Cor. iii. 14), is the 

making unsusceptible in understanding and will as respects the 
appropriation of salvation in Christ. Fritzsche, ad Mare. p. 
78 ; Winzer, Progr. 1828, p. 8. The subject who hardens is 
God. Comp. 2 Cor. iii. 14, and on ix. 8. 

Ver. 8. This érwp#Oncav ensued in conformity with that 
which stands written, etc. That which is testified of the 

hardening of the people in the time of Isaiah, and as early as 
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that of Moses, has its Messianic fulfilment through the har- 
dening of the Jews against the gospel, so that this hardening 
has taken place kados yeyparraı x.7.d. This prophetic rela- 
tion is groundlessly denied by Tholuck and Hofmann. The 
agreement denoted by «ad. yéyp. is just that of prophecy 
and fulfilment according to the divine teleology. Comp. Matt. 
xv. 7.—In the citation itself, Isa. xxix. 10 (as far as xatavv€.) 
and Deut. xxix. 3 (not Isa. vi. 9) are combined into one saying, 
and quoted very freely from the LXX. Deuteronomy /.c. has 
after drovew: €ws THs tuépas TavTns, hence €ws Tis orp. Mu. 
belongs to the quotation; and the words kafas... axovew 
must not be put in a parenthesis, as Beza, Wolf, Griesbach, 
and others have done. — édwxev] He gave" not mere permission 

(Chrysostom, Theophylact, and many). — mveüua karavv£ews] 
Heb. Er Mm, ie. a spirit producing stupefaction, which is 
obviously a daemonic spirit. Comp. 2 Cor. iv. 4; Eph. ii. 2. 
Elsewhere the LXX. translate mon by &xoracıs (Gen. li. 21, 
xv. 12), or daußos (1 Sam. xxvi. 12), or dvdpoyvvoy (Prov. xix. 
15). They gave the approximate sense of the word differently 
according to the connection. But that they understood xard- 
vukis actually as stupefaction, intoxication, is clear from Ps. lx. 5, 
where they have rendered nayın 1", intoxicating wine, by oivov 
karavvkews. See in general, Fritzsche, Luxe. p. 558 ff This 
sense of xaravvkıs is explained by the use of karavucaeodaı, 
compungi, in the LXX. and the Apocrypha to express the deep, 
inward paralyzing shock caused by grief, fear, astonishment, 
etc., whereby one is stupified and as if struck by a blow 
(Schleusner, Zhes. III. p. 256; comp. on Acts ii. 37). In 
classical Greek neither the substantive nor the verb is found. 
We may add that every derivation is erroneous, which does 
not go back to viccew (comp. vö&ıs, Plut. Mor. p. 930 F); nor 
is it admissible (since Paul certainly knew that xarav. expressed 
an) to seek explanations which depart from the notion of 
moti. So eg. Calvin: “ Spiritum vocat...compunctionis, ubi 
scilicet quaedam /ellis amaritudo se prodit, imo etiam furor in 
respuenda veritate.” Similarly Luther (“an embittered spirit ”) 
and Melanchthon. Chrysostom, indeed (and Theophylact), 

I LXX. Isa. xxix. 10: werörızıv buds xdpios wvsuuurı xaravwesos. 
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hits the thing itself rightly: xatdvvéw Evranda tiv wept To 
xeipov Ew Ts wuxhs pyot tv avidtws éyovoay Kal ünera- 
Gérws, but his analysis of the word: karavıymvar yap ovdév 
Erepov €oTW i) TO Eeumayhvar mod Kat mpoonA@cdaı, is 
arbitrarily far-fetched. — Tod um BAereıv] A fatally pregnant 
oxymoron. The genit. is that of the aim: eyes, in order that 
they may not see, etc. Linguistically correct is also the render- 
ing of Grotius: eyes of not-seeing, ue. “oculos ad videndum 
ineptos,” Fritzsche, comp. Philippi and van Hengel. But the 
former view corresponds better at once to the original text 
(LXX. ook Eöwre. .. obharuovs BAereıv x. ara axovewv) and to 
the telie rod un Brérrewy, ver. 10. Comp. Isa. vi. 9, 10; John 

xii. 40; Acts xxviii. 27. — &ws 7. ang. nuep.] belongs to the 
whole affirmation &öwrev «7... Thus wninterruptedly God 
dealt with them. The glance at a future, in which it was to 
be otherwise (Hofmann), is here (comp. ver. 10) still quite 
remote. 

Vv. 9,10. A further Scripture proof of erwpw@ncav, and 
that from Ps. Ixix. 23, 24, quoted with free deviation from 

the LXX. The composer of this psalm is not David (in 
opposition to Hengstenberg, Hävernick), but some one of 
much later date; a circumstance which we must judge of 
analogously to the expression of Christ, Matt. xxii. 43. The 
suffering theocrat of the psalm is, as such, a type of the 
Messiah, and His enemies a type of the unbelieving Jews; 
hence Paul could find the fulfilment of the passage in the 
mopwots of the latter. Consequently, in pursuance of this 
typical reference, the sense in which he takes the words is as 
follows: “ Let their table become to them for (let it be turned 
for them into, comp. John xvi. 20) a@ snare, and for a chase, 

and for a trap, and (so) for a retaliation ;” ü.e., while they feast 
and drink securely and carelessly at their well-furnished table, 
let the fate of violence overtake them unawares, just as wild 

1 With the simple zei, and, to take which climactically (Hofmann) is justified 

neither by the name of David nor the contents of the passage. It would place 
a quite uncalled-for emphasis on Aavid (even David). 

* To conceive of the table as an outspread coverlet (Gesenius, Thes. III. p. 
1417, Hofmann) in which they entangle themselves, is to come very unnecessarily 
and arbitrarily to the aid of the boldness of the poetical expression. 

ROM. II. 10) 
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beasts are surprised in a snare, and by the capture of the chase, 
and by a trap; and so must retaliation alight upon them for that 
which they have done (in rejecting, namely, faith on Christ). 
But what violent calamity is meant, the sequel expresses, 
namely: “ Darkened must their eyes become, that they may not 
see,’ te. they must become spiritually blinded, incapable of dis- 
cerning the truth of salvation; and finally the same thing 
under another figure: “ And bend their back always,’ denoting 
the keeping them in bondage, and that, in the sense of the 
apostle, the spiritual bondage of the unfree condition of the 
inner life produced by the 7epwous.' The hardening, there- 
fore, which Paul recognises as predicted in the passage, does 
not lie in 7 tpamefa aurwv (Fritzsche), —which is not to be 
explained “ of the /aw and its works, which was Israel’s food” 
(Philippi, following older expositors, also Tholuck),—but in 
yerndytw eis mayida K.T.\., and is more precisely indicated in 
ver. 10. The express repetition in ver. 10 of the becoming 
blinded, already designated in ver. 8, forbids our explaining the 
prophetic images in vv. 9, 10 generally as representations of 
severe divine gudgments like Pharaoh’s overthrow, in which case 
the specific point of the citation would be neglected (in oppo- 
sition to Hofmann).— ai eis @jpav] stands neither in. the 
Hebrew nor in the LXX.; but Opa means chase, not net 

(Tholuck, Ewald), to establish which signification the solitary 
passage Ps. xxxv. 8, where the LXX. render NW? inexactly by 
Onpa, cannot suffice. It often means booty (van Hengel) in 
the LXX. and in classical Greek; but this is not appro- 
priate here, where the “ becoming for a booty” is said not of 
such as men, but of the rparefa. This shall be turned for 
them into a chase, so that they, in their secure feasting, become 

like to the unfortunate object of the chase, which is captured 

' Those who have found in ver. 9 the destruction of Jerusalem predicted 
(Michaelis, after Grotius, Wetstein, and many), so as to refer rpér:fa to the 
Passover meal, for the celebration of which the Jews were in Jerusalem at the 
very time the city was invested (Josephus, Bell. Jud. vi. 9. 3, 4), or even 
(Grotius) to the altar in the temple; and those who have regarded ver. 10 (xai 
roy varov x.7.2.) as a prophecy of the servitude of the Jews to Rome (so some of 
the Fathers) ; could not have given an explanation more opposed in sense to the 

connection. 
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by the hunter.'— oxdvdaXov] corresponding primarily to the 
classical oxavöarnOpov, the stick set in a trap (Schol. Ar. Ach. 
687), is frequently in the LXX. (see Schleusner, Thes. V. p. 
38), and so also here, the translation of YPiP, snare, by which 
we must therefore abide——dyvtazrodopa is not found in classical 
Greek, but often in the LXX. and Apocrypha, Luke xiv. 12. 
— kal Tov vOTov K.T.X.] is to be taken, according to the context, 

as the expression of the idea of hardening (represented as a 
bending together under the yoke of spiritual servitude), not, 
with Fritzsche, of rendering miserable through the withdrawal 
of the Messianic salvation. On the masculine 6 v@ros, see 
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 290. 

Ver. 11.” At this point begins the teleological discussion 
respecting the of de Aout erwpwOncav, ver. 7. See the contents 
above. — Aéyw oöv] quite as in ver. 1: I ask therefore, attach- 
ing it by way of inference to the érwpeOncay just supported 
by Scripture. — un érracav, va meo.] But their stumbling had 
not the aim (ordained by God) that they should fall? i.e., by 
the fact of their stumbling at Christ (ix. 32, 33), and refusing 
faith to Him, has the divine purpose not aimed at their ever- 
lasting dmodAea? This emphasis on récwou (come to be pros- 
trate) involves the climactic relation to Erraıcav (to stumble), 
—a relation which Hofmann loses sight of when he makes 
the question express nothing further than: whether the fall 
which Israel suffered had been its own aim? Photius aptly 
remarks: 70 raioua aitav ody eis Karamrwoıv Tédevay 
yeyovev, GANA povoy olov UmeokeXio@noav. Others have found 
the point of the question not purely in the climax of the two 
figurative verbs, but in definitions mentally supplied, which, how- 
ever, as such, cannot be admitted. So, in particular, Augus- 
tine and many: only in order that they should fall, as though 
it ran povoy wa, as Umbreit still takes it (comp. Hofmann) ; 
further Melancthon: “non sic impegerunt Judaei, ut in tota 

1 How very often éypa, énpzv, and énpzcba: are used also in classical Greek in 
the figurative sense, see in Dorvill. ad Charit. p. 539 ; Heind. ad Plat. Theaet. 
p. 143. 

2 On vv. 11-33, see Luthardt, Lehre von d. letzten Dingen, p. 106 ff. ; von 
Oettingen, Synagogale Elegik des Volks Israels, 1853, p. 133 ff. 
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gente nemo sit salvandus,” as though it ran wa mävres; and 
yet further, Ewald: “that they might purely in accordance 
with the divine design, and therefore without their freedom 
and their own will, fall into sin and into destruction,” as 

though it ran wa EE avayrns, or the like. We must simply 
abide by the view, that wra/ew is a figure for the taking 
offence at Christ which refuses faith, and wémrew a figure for 
the being involved in everlasting destruction ; comp. Heb. iv. 
11, Ecclus. ii. 7. In the former the latter was not present 
as the aim of God’s purpose. — On érraicay, comp. the 
proverb: un Sis mpos tov aurov Aldov mralew, Polyb. xxxi. 
19. 5, xxxi. 20. 1; and on the sense of moral stumbling, 
Jas. ii. 10, iii. 2; 2 Pet. i. 10; Eur. Ag. fr. ii. 1: rraloayr’ 

üperav amodel&acdaı. The subject is the Aoımoi of ver. 7, the 
mass of the people not belonging to the exAoyn. — To avrav 
mapart.| through their fault consisting in the refusal of faith, 
through their offence. Ilaparr. does not refer to meower 
(Reiche, Tholuck, and several others)—which the emphatic 
sense of ee. forbids; but in substance that rratoua is meant, 

which is morally characterized by means of raparroua as 
delictum (so rightly Vulg.), as dwaptia (comp. John xvi. 9), 
according to its stated figurative designation (comp. also iv. 25, 
v. 15). Quite against the usage of the N. T., Tholuck renders: 
defeat (Diod. xix. 100). — tots EOverw] sc. yeyovev. That 
through the despising of the Messianic salvation on the part 
of the Jews its attainment by the Gentiles was effected—this 
experience Paul had learnt to recognise as that which it actually 
was, as the way which the fulfilment of the divine arrangement, 

i. 16, took. Comp. Matt. xxi. 43, xxii. 9; Acts xiii. 46, 

xxvii. 28.— eis TO mapa&. adtovs] aim; comp. Calovius: 
“ Assumtio novi populi directa fuit ad veteris provocationem 
ad aemulationem, ut nempe Israelitae ... seria aemulatione 
irritati, et ipsi doctrinae ev. animos suos submitterent.” Comp. 
x. 19. With this eis To mapa£, avr., exactly the counterpart 
of iva merwoı is expressed. 

Ver. 12. Aé] petaBarixor, leading over from what has been 
said in ver. 11 to a very joyful prospect thereby opened into 
the future. — The conclusion is a “ felici effectu causae pejoris 
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ad feliciorem effectum causae melioris.” — mAovros] for the 
Gentile world (xoowos) became enriched with the cwrnpia 
(ver. 11), through the raparroua of the Jews. — 76 Arrmua 
aut. mAodr. EOvav| and their overthrow riches for Gentile 
peoples. Parallel to the foregoing. — rrnua] is not found in 
the old Greek, but only in the LXX. Isa. xxxi. 8, and 1 Cor. 

vi. 7; it is, however, equivalent to the classical jrra, which 

is the opposite of vikn (Plato, Zach. p. 196 A, Legg. i. p. 
638 A; Dem. 1486. 3; Xen. Cyr. iii. 1. 19, 20), and, corre- 
sponding to the signification of „rracdaı, profligari, vinci, 
means clades, both in its proper sense, and also generally: 
succumbing, decline (comp. Dem. 1466. 23, arta ths mpoat- 
pécews), loss suffered (1 Cor. vi. 7), getting the worse. See 
Perizon. ad Ael. V. H.ii. 25. Here the proper signification is 
to be retained, and that, as the contrast of 7d mANpwua requires, 
in a numerical respect. So now also Tholuck, likewise Mangold. 
Through the fact that a part of the Jews was unbelieving, the 
people has suffered an overthrow, has, like a vanquished army, 
been weakened in numbers, inasmuch, namely, as the unbeliev- 

ing portion by its unbelief practically seceded from the people 
of God. Comp. Vulg.: “ diminutio eorum ;” Luthardt: “ loss in 
amount.” If it be explained as: loss of the Messianie salvation, 
which they have suffered (Fritzsche and others’), or: the loss which 
the kingdom of God has suffered in their case (Philippi, comp. 
Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 573), the former is not appropriate to the 
contrast of 7Ajpwpa, and the latter introduces the reference to 
the kingdom of God, as that which has suffered the detriment, 
the more unwarrantably, inasmuch as the genit. avtay is ex- 
pressed. The threefold aitov is to be taken with the like refer- 
ence as the genitive of the subject, and applies in each instance 
to the people Israel as a whole (whose collective guilt also 
is the maparrwna), in contrast to the koowos and the €Ovy— 
which likewise is not preserved in Philippi’s view. This very 

1 So also de Wette; similarly Ruckert : ‘‘the loss of their original dignity 
and glory as the people of God ;” and Hofmann: “their hurt, in that they, 

by virtue of their unbelief, are not what they should be.” Comp. Köllner and 
Glöckler. Among the older interpreters, Calvin : ‘‘ Diminutio honoris sui, qui 
fuerant populus Dei gloriosus.” 
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circumstance, and more decisively the utter absence of linguistic 
proof, tells also against the traditional usual rendering, accord- 
ing to which 70 yrrmpa is supposed to signify the minority: 
“ paucitas Judaeorum credentium.” (Grotius). So, in substance, 
Chrysostom, Theodoret, Erasmus, Beza, Estius, Wetstein, 

Bengel, and many others, including Reiche, Olshausen, Baum- 
garten-Crusius, Maier, Bisping, Reithmayr; comp. Ewald: 
“their remaining behind.” — oom padXov TO TANpwpa avTav] 
sc. mAoDTos eOvav yevnoetat; how much more their becoming 
Jull, that is, how much more will it issue in the enrichment 

of the Gentiles with the Messianic salvation, if the Jews, after 

the defeat which they have suffered, shall again be reinstated 
to their plena copia, so that they will then again in their full 
amount (ver. 26), as an integral whole, belong to the people of 
God,—which will take place through the conversion of all 
Israel to Christ (not would, as Luther has it’). The Arrmpa 

aurwv is then compensated, and the wAjpwpya avtav brought 
in, which, moreover, may take place even with a continuance 
of the duacropd. On TAnpwua generally, see Fritzsche, II. 
p. 469 ff. Comp. on Eph. i. 10. The numerical reference of 
the wAjpopa aurav is suggested by the correlative TO wAxjpopa 
tov Edvav in ver. 25; and in so far the view which takes it of 
the full number of the Jews (Theodoret: mavres mioTeloavres 
neıkovov ayabav macw avdpwros éyévovto dv mpokevot, SO 
most) is correct. Comp. Ewald: “ their full admission, sup- 
plying what is wanting.” With this Umbreit mixes up at the 
same time “the fulfilment of their predestination ;” whilst van 
Hengel sees in the Ayp. avr., not absolutely the full num- 
ber, but only the collective body of those destined by God to con- 
version, Which, however, is not expressed, but is supplied by the 

reader. The various views correspond to the varying expla- 
nations of 7rrnua. So eg. Fritzsche: the fulness of Messianic 

salvation, which they will possess; Philippi: the filling up— 
which takes place through their conversion—of the blank in the 

1 Philippi also explains vv. 12 and 15 not of an actual, but only of a possible 
xpocanyus of Israel (p. 554). Vv. 13, 14 are not in favour of this, where Paul 
has in view the intermediate time until the final rpscanyis of the vArpuue ; 

and ver. 26 is decisive against it. 
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kingdom of God which arose through their unbelief;' Rückert, 
Kollner: the restoration of Israel to its befitting position ; 
Hofmann: the status, in which they are fully and entirely 
that which they ought to be (qualitative). Luthardt also 
takes the correct view. 

Vv. 13, 14. Not a parenthetical thought (Reiche), but the 
connection with the preceding and following is: “ moow warAov 
To TAnpopa aurwav I say: but you precisely, the Gentile Chris- 

tians,—who might think that my office belongs only to you 
and the Gentiles, and that the conversion of the Jews lies 

less in my vocation,—yow? I hereby make to know (ipiv Aeyo), 
that I, as apostle of the Gentiles, etc.; for (motive) the conver- 
sion of the Jews will have the happiest consequence (ver. 15).” 
— Tots Ovecw] to the (born) Gentiles, denotes, as an apposi- 
tion to vuiv, the readers according to their chief constituent 
element, in virtue of which the Christian Gentile body is repre- 
sented in them; comp. i. 13. Observe that Paul does not 
write Tots de €Ovecw Ev vpiv yw, as though he intended only 
a Gentile fraction of the otherwise Jewish-Christian commu- 
nity (in opposition to Mangold). In contradistinction to his 
readers, the Jews, although his flesh, are to him ¢hird persons, 
whom he, as apostle of the Gentiles, might mediately serve. 
Baur fails to recognise this, I. p. 371. — eb’ dcov] not temporal 
(quamdiu, Matt. ix. 15; 2 Pet. i. 13), but: in quantum, in 
as far as I, etc. Comp. Matt. xxv. 40; Plato, Rep. p. 268 B; 
Xen. Cyr. v. 4. 68. Just so eis dcov and xa? dcov. — pév] 
as so often in Paul without a corresponding ö& But we see 
from the following that the train of ideas passing before his 
mind was this: “I seek indeed, so far as J am one who has 

the commission of Apostle to the Gentiles (observe the emphatic 
éy#, in which a noble self-consciousness is expressed), to do 

honour to my office, but I have in view withal (for see x. 1, ix. 
2,3) to incite my kinsmen to emulation, etc.” — eimws] whether 

1 Comp. Melancthon: ‘‘Complementum integrae ecclesiae convertendae ex 
semine Abrahae.” Similarly Origen. : 

2 According to the reading div 3: (see the critical notes). This 32 forms a 
contrast with the perspective just opened by woe, maaa. +. Asp. abray in 
favour of the Jews. 
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in any way. The practical honouring of the office, which con- 
sists in a true discharge of it, is an acting, whereby the desired 
attainment is attempted, see on i. 10; Phil. iii. 11; Acts xxvii. 
12; Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 220. Less in accordance with 
the text—since the very eimws mapa. «.7.d. presupposes an 
actual do€afew (2 Thess. iii. 1; John xii. 28). — Reiche and 
Ewald (after Grotius and many others, including Flatt) take it 
as: I boast, hold my office something high and glorious. Hof- 
mann, indeed, understands an actual glorification, but con- 

ditioned by ei mwas «.r.X., so that the latter is not whether 
possibly, but af possibly. From this the illogical relation of 
present and future which thus arises’ must deter us (Paul 
must have used the future do&aow). — wapa&. and coco] 
future indicative, like i. 10. On c@cw, comp. 1 Tim. iv. 16; 
1 Cor. vil. 16, ix. 22. The enclitic ov standing before the 
noun cannot be emphatic (van Hengel), but represents, at the 
same time, the dative of interest (whether I shall perhaps 
rouse to me my flesh to jealousy), like 1 Cor. ix. 27, Phil. ii. 2, 
Col. iv. 18, et al., and frequently in classical Greek. — adrav} 
refers to those intended by the collective tiv cdpxa. Zapra 
dé eimav yvnorntTa Kal dirootopyiay Evebnve, Theophylact. 
Theodoret quite erroneously thinks that Paul wished to inti- 
mate a denial of spiritual fellowship. On the contrary, rA£ov 
avrovs oixetovpevos (Oecumenius), he says u. T. cdpxa, which 
is like tobs ovyyevels wou kara capka, ix. 3, but more strongly 
significant. Gen. xxxvii. 27; Judg. ix. 2; 2 Sam. v. 1. 
Comp. Isa. lviii. 7. Note the modesty of the expression tuvas, 
which, however, was suggested by the experience of the difi- 
culty of the conversion of the Jews; comp. 1 Cor. ix. 22. 

Ver. 15. By way of inference, like ver. 12; yap assigns a 
motive for vv. 13, 14. — amoßoXN, casting away; Plato, Legg. 
xl. p. 493 E, 944 C; Aq. Prov. xxvii. 24. By this is meant 
their exclusion from the people of God on account of their 

1 Hofmann adduces as an example Xen. Anab. iv. 7. 3. But such passages 
are of a quite different kind (see Brunck, ad Arist. Plut. 1064; Maetzner, ad 
Lycurg. p. 251); and to the necessary connection expressed in them of the con- 
sequence with the condition, the ‘‘if in any way” (possibly), which would make 

the condition problematic, would be wholly unsuitable. Comp also Kühner, ad. 

Xen. I, c. and Gramm. II. 1, p. 120. 
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unbelief, and the opposite of i is their mpdodn ws, reception 
in addition (Plato, Theaect. p. 210 A), by which they, having 
become believing, are adopted by God into the fellowship of 
His people. The view of dood} as loss (Acts xxvii. 22; 
Plato, Phaed. p. 75 E; Zach. p. 195 E; Plut. Sol. 7) is less 
suitable to this contrast (in opposition to the Vulg., Luther, 
Bengel, and others, including Philippi, who understands the 
loss, which the kingdom of God has suffered in their case). — 
KaTaAdayn Kocpov] in so far, namely, as the converted por- 
tion of the Gentiles has attained to Sccavoodvy through faith, 
and is no longer subjected to the öpyn of God; and there- 
with reconciliation of the Gentile world with God has begun. 
Comp. v. 11. It is a more precise definition of the notion 
expressed in ver. 12 by mAodros Koopov. — fury Er verp.] ie. 
life, which proceeds from the dead (namely, when these arise). 
The mpdcrnyis of the still unconverted Jews, Paul concludes, 

will be of such a kind (tis, not ri, is his question), will be of so 

glorious a character (comp. Eph. i. 18), that it will bring with 
it the last most blessed development, namely, the life be- 
ginning with the resurrection of the dead in the aiwv o ueAAwr, 
the €w7 atw@vıos, which has the awakening from death as its 
causal premiss. Hence Paul does not say avdotacus Er vexpov 
(as Philippi objects) ; for his glance is already passing beyond 
this event to its blessed consequence. The transformation of 
the living is included in this last development (1 Cor. xv. 51), 
which is here designated @ potiori; comp. vill. 11. The con- 
clusion of the apostle does not, however, rest on Matt. xxiv. 

14 (Reiche after Theodoret), but on the fact of the catadray?) 
Kocpov, whose most blissful final development (as it, according 
to Paul, must necessarily be occasioned by the blissful op- 

posite of the doB8ory) can be none other than the blessed 

resurrection-life which will set in with the Parousia (Col. iii. 
3,4; 1 Thess. iv. 14 ff). The view which takes don éx 
vexp. in the proper sense has been held by Origen, Chrysostom, 
Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, Anselm, Erasmus, Toletus, 

Semler, Reiche, Glockler, de Wette, Nielsen, Fritzsche, Riickert, 

Reithmayr, Bisping, Hofmann, Beyschlag, and others. Ap- 
proaching it, but taking the resurrection by way of compari- 
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son, stands the view of Ewald: “ The final completion of all 
history down to the last day, and like the very resurrechion 
itself, which is expected on this day.” Luthardt, too, is sub- 
stantially in the right, taking, however, verp@v in the ethical 
sense: from the dead Israel the new bodily life of glorifica- 
tion will proceed. A heterogeneous mode of viewing the con- 
trasts, for which the text affords no support. The non-literal 
interpretation of the “ futura quasi resurrectio ex mortuis” 
(Melancthon), ze. of the “novitas vitae ex morte peccati” 
(Estius; so in substance Calvin, Hunnius, Calovius, Vorstius, 

Bengel, Carpzov, Ch. Schmidt, Cramer, Böhme, Baumgarten- 

Crusius, Maier; also Lechler, apost. w. nachapost. Zeitalt. p. 129; 
Krummacher, p. 172 f.; and Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 574), is to 
be set aside on the ground that then nothing higher than the 
katadrayy (and it must be something far higher) would be 
expressed,’ but only its ethical consequence in the activity of 
life. Olshausen, too, understands it primarily of the spiritual 
resurrection, yet thinks that the notion “plays into the bodily 
resurrection” (?). Umbreit finds spiritual and bodily revival 
from death conjoined. Others explain the expression meta- 
phorically, as designating summum gaudium (Grotius after 
Oecumenius) or summa felieitas (Hammond, Koppe, Köllner). 
Comp. Theophylact (areıpa ayaa), Beza, Flatt, van Hengel, 
and now, too, Tholuck, who recurs to the general thought of 

the most important position in the history of the divine kingdom 

to be occupied by converted Israel. But interpretations of 
such a non-literal character must be necessitated by the con- 
text; whereas the latter by the relation, in accordance with the 
connection, of fw Ex verpwv to the quite proper Katadyn. 
köonov requires us to abide by the literal sense. Hence we 
are not to understand, with Philippi, at once both the ex- 
tensive diffusion of the kingdom of God, and a subjective 
revivification of Christendom, which had again become dead, 
“and thus a glorious flourishing time for the church on 
earth.” So, again, Auberlen supposes a charismatic life of 
the church, and depicts it with the colours of the palingenesia 

1 Calvin’s excuse: “Nam etsi una res est, verbis tamen plus et minus inest 
ponderis,” only shows the baldness of this interpretation, 
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of the golden age. No such ideas are here expressed; and it 
would have been peculiarly necessary to indicate more par- 

ticularly the dead state into which Christendom was again to 
fall, especially after the xararXayn koouov already including 
within itself spiritual revival. And by no means is the sup- 
posed flourishing time (the time of worship (!) Auberlen calls 
it, as opposed to the present time of preaching) compatible 
with the nearness of the Parousia (xiii. 14; 1 Cor. vii. 29, 
et al.), with the avayxn immediately preceding it (1 Cor. vii. 
26; Matt. xxiv. 29), and with the rovnpia of the last period 
(on Gal. i. 4). 

Ver. 16. 4é] continuative; but this mpocdn ys, how well 
it corresponds to the character of holiness, which has been 
associated with the people of Israel from its origin till now! 
The two figures are parallel, and set forth the same thought. 
— drapxn] obtains the genitival definition to be mentally 
supplied with it through 70 ¢vpaua, just as in the second 
clause 7 pifa is the root of the «Addo. The drapyy Tod 
&upauaros is known from Num. xv. 19-21 to be a designa- 
tion of the first of the dough ; that is, from every baking, when 
the dough was kneaded, a portion was to be set aside and a 
cake to be baked therefrom for the priests. See Philo, de sac. 
hon. II. p. 2382; Josephus, Anit. iv. 4. 4; Saalschutz, M. R. 
P. 347 ; Keil, Archéiol. 1.$ 71; and the Henhines prescriptions 
in en Surenh. p. 989 ff. This arapxn, as the first portion 
devoted to Jehovah from the whole, was designed to impart 
the character of its consecration to the remainder of the lump. 
The article with dvpapya denotes the lump of dough concerned, 
from which the arapxn is separated; hence éAov did not re- 
quire to be expressed (in opposition to Hofmann’s objection). 
Grotius and Rosenmiiller take 7. ¢vp. to be the corn destined 
for the baking, and arapyxr to be the first-fruits. But (ix. 21) 
&upaua always denotes a mass mixed (with moisture or other- 
wise), particularly a kneaded one, and is in the LXX. (Ex, xii. 
34) and in Paul (1 Cor. v. 6, 7; Gal. v. 9) the standing 
expression for dough. Estius, Koppe, Köllner, Olshausen, 
Krehl rightly take it so, but nevertheless understand by 
amapyn the sacred first-frwits (comp. Ex. xxiii, 10) which 
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were employed for dupawa. But in that case drapxn obtains 
a genitival definition not presented by the text; and this can 
the less be approved, since dmapxn $upäuaros, in fact, was 
the stated expression from Num./.c. This applies also against 
Hofmann, who likewise explains the arapyn as the firstling- 
sheaf, but considers the ¢vpaya to be the dough worked up 
from the harvest-fruit generally.—The figure is correctly in- 
terpreted, when by 1) arapxn we understand the patriarchs 
(Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob), and by ro up. the whole body of 
the people, to whom the character of holiness—of consecration 
in property to God—passed over from the former. With the 
holiness of the zravépes, ix. 4-13 (in accordance with which 
we are not here to think of Abraham alone), is given also the 
holiness of the theocratic people, their posterity, according to 
the divine right of covenant and promise. Comp. ix. 4,5. But 
this holiness, which Paul looks upon, as respects the national 
whole, in the light of a character indelebilis, is not the inner 
moral, but (comp. 1 Cor. vil. 14) the theocratic legal holi- 
ness (“ quod juribus ecclesiae et promissis Dei frui possint,” 
Calovius). The expression is taken of the patriarchs by 
Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Estius, 

Grotius, Calovius, Bengel, and others, including Koppe, Tho- 
luck, Köllner, Olshausen, Fritzsche, Philippi, Maier, de Wette, 

Krehl, Umbreit, Ewald, Reithmayr, Hofmann (though the 

latter thinks only of Abraham). This is correct, because the 
second figure (ei de pia «.r.A.) is capable of no other interpre- 
tation (see below); but to explain the two figures differently, 
as Toletus and Stolz,’ Reiche and Riickert,? Glöckler, Stengel, 

Bisping, van Hengel, after Theodore of Mopsuestia and Theo- 

1 Toletus and Stolz suppose the @rz7xi to be the Jews who first accepted 
Christianity, and the ¢vezu« to be the remaining part of the nation. The second 
figure they suppose to denote our first parents and their posterity. So, too, van 
Hengel. 

2 In substance like Toletus and Stolz. On the first figure Reiche remarks : 
“As the whole, whereof a firstling gift is consecrated to God, is something excel- 
lent, worthy of God, or by the very offering of it is declared to be such, so is 
also the Jewish people through the fact, that a part of it has been received into 
God’s fellowship, declared to be a noble people, worthy to be wholly accepted, 
so soon as it only fulfils the conditions.” 
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doret,' have in manifold ways arbitrarily done, is simply a 
violation of the parallelism.” This holds also against the 
interpretation of the Jews who have become believing, and of the 
remaining mass of the people (Ambrosiaster, Pelagius, Anselm, 
Toletus, Rosenmiiller, Stolz, Reiche, Riickert, Bisping). — 
n pita and ot «Adéou are the patriarchs and their theocratic 
bodily descendants, the Jews. As the arapyxn is related to the 
gvpaua, so is the pifa to the «Aadoz; comp. on the latter, 
Menander, 711: &kapmös Eotıv obtos amo pitys KXddos. The 
divergent interpretation, which may deserve to be considered in 
opposition to this usual one, is, that the fifa is the first pri- 
mitive or mother church consisting of the believing Jews, and 
that the «Aadoı are the Jews, in so far as they in virtue of 
their national position were primarily called thereto. This 
exposition (substantially in Cornelius a Lapide, Carpzov, 
Schoettgen ; Semler and Ammon suppose of «Aaöoı to be the 
Gentile Christians) is still considered possible by de Wette. 
It is, however, unsuitable ; for the (natural) «Aadoı must have 
proceeded from the pifa, must have their origin from it (comp. 
Ecclus. xxiii. 25, x]. 15), and the broken-off branches (ver. 17) 
must have earlier belonged to the p/fa,—which is not the case, 

if pifa is the Christian mother-church of which they were never 
#Aaöoı. The true theocracy (the olive tree, comp. Jer. xi. 16; 
Hos. xiv. 7; Zech. iv. 11; Neh. viii. 15) did not begin in the 
Christian mother-church (as its root), but in the patriarchs, 
and Christ Himself was xara oapka from this sacred root, 
Matt. 1. 1f. In this view it is clear that the unbelieving 
Jews, in so far as they rejected Christ, ceased thereby to 
belong to the true people of God, and fell away from their 
root. They were now—after the light, and with it judgment, 
had come into the world (John iii. 19)—broken-off branches, 
apostate children of Abraham (John viii. 37, 39, 40), children 
of the kingdom who were to be cast out (Matt. viii. 12). 

1 Theodore of Mopsuestia and Theodoret explain the ärapxn of Christ, and 
the fia of the patriarchs ; while Origen interprets both figures as referring to 
Christ. 

* The identity of the thought expressed by a twofold figure is also confirmed 
by the fact, that in what follows Paul pursues only the one figure, and entirely 
drops the first. 
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Comp. the figure of the vine in John xv. See also Rom. 
iz 46 uf, 

Vv. 17-24. In pursuance of the figure, a warning to the 
Gentile Christians against self-presumption, and an exhortation 
to humility, down to ver. 24. — rıv&s] some, a portion of the 
branches ;? comp. on iii. 3. — é£exrdoO.] were broken off (Plat. 
Rep. p. 611 D), «Aaw being the proper word for the breaking 
of the young twigs (xAddoı); Theophrastus, c. pl. i. 15. 1. 
They were broken off on account of their unfitness for bearing. 
— ov &é€] individualizing address to each Gentile Christian. — 
aypier. av] although being of the wild olive. ayp. is here an 
adjective, like Ex tijs aypıedaiov, ver. 24. This view is assured 
by linguistic usage (Erye. 4, in Anthol. ix. 237: okvraAnv 
ärypıerauov, Theocr. xxv. 255; see Jacobs, Delect. Epigr. p. 
33; Lobeck, Paralip. p. 376) and necessary; for the tradi- 
tional interpretation: “oleaster, ze. surculus oleastri,” is as 
arbitrary as the apology for the expression when so explained, 
on the ground that Paul wished to avoid the prolixity of the 
distinction between tree and branch, is absurd (in opposition to 
Hofmann), inasmuch as he would only have needed to employ 
the genitive instead of the nominative, and consequently to 
write not a word more, if he wished to be thus sparing. 
The opinion of Reiche, Riickert, Köllner, Philippi, Krehl, 
Ewald, van Hengel—that the collective body of the Gentiles 
is conceived as an entire tree—is inappropriate to the relation 
portrayed by the figure, because the ingrafting of the Gentiles 
took place at first only partially and in single instances, while 
the ov addressed cannot represent heathendom as a whole, 
and is also not appropriate to the figure itself, because in fact 
not whole trees, not even quite young ones (in opposition to 
de Wette), are ingrafted either with the stem, or as to all their 

branches ; besides, ver. 24 contradicts this opinion. Matthias 
also takes the right view. — ev av’rots] may grammatically be 
equally well understood as among them (the branches of the 
noble olive tree generally) — so Erasmus, Grotius, Estius, and 

1 On vv. 17, 18, see Matthias in the Stud. u. Krit. 1866, p. 519 ff. 
® Without indicating the great multitude of them, in order not to promote 

Gentile-Christian self-exaltation (ver. 18). 
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many others, including Rückert, Fritzsche, Nielsen, Tholuck, 

Philippi, Maier, Reithmayr, Hofmann—or as: in the place of 
the broken-off branches (Chrysostom, Beza, Piscator, Semler, and 
others, including Reiche, Kollner, de Wette, Olshausen), which, 

however, would have to be conceived of, not as ordinarily, in 
locum, but in loco eorwm (Olshausen has the right view). The 
first rendering is preferable, because it corresponds to the 
notion of the cvyKowwvos. — tis pi€ys K. T. mir. T. EX.) of the 
root (which now bears thee also among its own branches, ver. 
18) and fatness (which now goes jointly to thee) of the olive 
tree. On the latter, comp. Judg. ix. 9. The assumption of a 
hendiadys (of the fat root) (Grotius and others) is groundless and 
weakening.’ The sense without figure is: “Thou hast attained 
to a participation in holy fellowship with the patriarchs, and 
in the blessings of the theocracy developed from them,’—both 
which the unbelieving Jews have forfeited.—.Has Paul here, 
ver. 17 ff, had in view the process, really used in the East, 07 

strengthening to renewed fertility olive trees by grafting scions of 
the wild olive upon them (see Columella, v. 9. 16; Pallad. xiv. 
53; Schulz, Zeit. d. Höchsten, V. p. 88; Michaelis, orient. 

Bibl. X. p. 67 ff, and note, p. 129; Bredenkamp in Paulus, 
Memorab. II. p. 149 ff)? Answer: The subject-matter, which 
he is setting forth, required not at all the figure of the ordinary 
erafting of the noble scion on the wild stem, but the converse, 
namely, that of the ingrafting of the wild scion and its 
ennoblement thereby. The thing thus receiving illustration 
had taken place through the reception of Gentile members into 
the theocracy; and the thing that had taken place he was bound 
to represent (figuratively depict) as it had taken place. “ Ordine 
commutato res magis causis quam causas rebus aptavit,” Origen. 
But that, while doing this, he had before his mind that actual 
pomological practice, and made reference to it (Matthias: in 
order to exhibit the wapafnr@0nvas of the unbelieving Jews, 

1 ans wiörnros would only represent the adjectival notion, if <«i—omitted by 

B C &* Copt. Dam.—were not genuine, as Buttmann in the Stud. u. Krit. 1860, 

p- 366, pronounces it. Tisch. 8 omitsit. But D* F G and Codd. of It. omit 
ris pins zai (manifestly through a copyist’s error) ; therefore cis pifnas without 
nai appears as an incomplete restoration. 
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ver. 13), is not to be assumed for this reason, that here, con- 
formably to the following kat ouykowwvos x.T.A., there is 
conceived as the object of the ingrafting the ennobled 
fertilization of the graft itself; whereas, in the practice re- 
ferred to, the ingrafted scion was not to receive the fatness 
from the noble tree, not to become fertilized, but to fertilize ; 
for “ foecundat sterilis pingues oleaster olivas, et quae non 
novit munera, ferre docet,” Palladius. 

Ver. 18. un karax. Tov Kdad.] Boast thyself not against 
(comp. Jas. ü. 13, ii. 14; also in the LXX., not in classical 
Greek) the branches. These are not the broken-off branches, of 
which he has just been speaking (Chrysostom, Theodoret, 
Theophylact, Erasmus, Calovius, and many others, including 

de Wette, Riickert, Ewald), but, according to vv. 16, 17, the 

branches of the olive tree generally (of which some have been 
broken off); without figure, therefore: the people Israel, but 
by no means merely those now composing the non-Christian 
Israel (Hofmann). The latter, because the Christian Israelites 
also still belonged to the branches of the olive tree, must, as 

well as the broken-off xAaödoı, have been more precisely de- 
signated (against which Hofmann urges subtleties) ; more- 
over, the following warning would not be suitable to the 
broken-off ones, because they no longer stand in any connec- 
tion with the root. The xAddou standing on the root of the 
patriarchs are the Israelites, whether believing or unbelieving ; 
but under the broken-off ones, which are therefore no longer 
borne by the root, we are to think not generally of all those Jews 
who at the time had not yet become believers in Christ (vv. 
13, 14)—otherwise the apostolic mission to the Jews would in 
truth have no meaning (in opposition to Hofmann’s denial of 
this distinction)—but only of those who had rejected the Christ 
preached to them (Acts xxvill. 23, 24), and therefore were 
already no longer in living communion with the patriarchal 
root, excluded in God’s judgment from the theocracy borne 
by this root (ix. 7, 8). Hence, too, we are not, with Fritzsche, 
to think in tév «Addwv merely of the converted Jews, as indeed 
to give a particular warning against pride towards Jewish- 
Christians was foreign here to the object of the apostle. — ei 
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de Katar. «.7.r.] But if the case occur, that thow boastest against 
them, then know, reflect: 2 is not thou who bearest, etc. ; without 

ficure: Thy theocratic position is not the original theocratic 
one, but only a derived one, proceeding from the patriarchs and 
imparted to thee, conditioned by the relation into which thou 
hast entered towards them; thou therefore standest lkewise 

only in the relation of a branch to the root, which is borne by 
the latter, and not the converse, and which may not therefore 

bear itself proudly towards its fellow-branches, as though it 
were something better. In these words there lies a warning 
hint beforehand of the possibility which Paul afterwards, vv. 
21, 22, definitely expresses—The ov od Tr. pif. Baor K.T.A. is 
to be taken declaratively. See Winer, p. 575 [E. T. 773]; 
Buttmann, p. 338. Comp. on 1 Cor. xi. 16. The fact itself 
is quite independent of the case supposed in ei «.r.A., but it is 
brought to mind. 

Ver. 19. Oöv] therefore; since this reason (ov od tiv pitav 
K.T.A.) forbids thee karakavyacdaı, thou wilt have something 
else to allege. — e£er‘. «.7.r.] branches were broken off (see 
critical notes), in order that I, etc. This iva éyw has the stress 
of arrogant self-esteem, which, however, is not to be extended 
also to «Adöos" forming the simple subject, and not even 
standing in the first place (Hofmann: “ branches which were so 

are broken off”). 
Vy. 20, 21. By xada@s Paul admits the fact; but in what 

follows he points out its cause, as one which must prevent 
haughtiness, and inspire fear and anxiety respecting the dura- 
tion of the state of grace; assigning the reason in ver. 21. 
— Kahas| Good! recte ais. Demosth. 998. 24; Plat. Phil. 
p. 25 B; Eur. Or. 1216; Lucian, Deor. jud. 10.— The 77 
amıoria and tH miore, placed first with emphatic warning 
means: on account of unbelief, etc. Comp. ver. 30. See on 
Gal. vi. 12. — Eornkas]thow standest, namely, as a branch upon 
the olive tree. As the figure is present, both before and after- 

1 Were we to read, with the Rec., of xAado, the article would have to be taken 

duzrızas of the branches concerned, not the collective branches, from the haughty 

standpoint of the opponents, as Philippi holds. The simple x«Aas of the apostle 
does not suit this. 

ROM. IL 1% 
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wards, it is opposed to the context to take éornx. absolutely, 
as the opposite of wirrew (vv. 11, 22, xiv. 4; Fritzsche, 
Tholuck, Krehl, Philippi—the latter doubtfully). — dWro- 
dpoveiv, to be haughty (1 Tim. vi. 17), is foreign to classical 

Greek, which has peyadodpovety; yet see scholion on Pind. 
Pyth. ti. 91: tnrodpovodvta Kal Kkavyopmevoy KataKdpyrrer 
6 @eöos. The adjective iWyACdpwy is found in the classics in 
a good sense: high-spirited. — hood] “ timor opponitur non 
fiduciae, sed supercilio et securitati,’ Bengel. Secure haugh- 
tiness fears not the possible loss. — av kara vow] those 
according to nature, not ingrafted. — unmws ovde a. deic.] to 
be referred to the underlying conception: it is to be feared* 
(Winer, pp. 469 f 442 [E. T. 632, 595]; Baeumlein, 
Partik. p. 288; Ast, Lex. Plat. II. p. 335). The future is 
more definite and certain than the subjunctive. See Hermann, 
ad El. 992, Aj. 272, Med. p. 357, Elmsl.; Stallbaum, ad 
Plat. Rep. p. 451 A; Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 140. At the 
same time the specially chosen mode of expression with uyros 
(Paul does not say directly ov6€ cod deiceraı, as Lachmann 
reads) is sufliciently mitigating and forbearing. 

Vv. 22, 23. An exhortation inferred from ver. 21, and 

corresponding to un tryyArodpover, GAA ood in ver. 20. — 
Behold, therefore, the goodness and the severity of God, how both 
divine attributes present themselves before thee side by side. 
That xpnor. and aor. should be without the article is, on 
account of the following ©eod? being anarthrous, quite regular, 
and does not entitle us artificially to educe (as Hofmann does) 
the sense of “a goodness” (which is here exhibited), etc. 

1 Observe, however, that girws z.r.%. is not an actual formal apodosis (in 
opposition to van Hengel’s difficulty, by which he sees himself compelled to 
adopt Lachmann’s reading); that, on the contrary, a formal apodosis, as 

frequently along with conditional protases (see Winer, p. 556 [E. 'T. 748]; 
Buttmann, p. 330), is by anacoluthon suppressed, and instead of it the fear 
uixws 2.7.1. is independently introduced, in keeping with the emotional vivid- 
ness of the discourse. Consequently : ‘‘ For if God has not spared the natural 
branches, . . . He will, I am apprehensive, also not spare thee.” Stallbaum, 
ad Plat. Symp. p. 199 E, rightly observes that the suppression of the apodosis 
after a conditional protasis has ‘‘ minimum offensionis in familiari colloquio.” 

And such we have here, vv. 19-21. 

2 Comp. Elwert, Quaest. ad philolog. sacr., Tiib. 1860, p. 7 f. 
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According to the correct reading (see the critical notes), a 
point is, with Lachmann, to be placed after drorowiav ©eod; 
and with the following nominatives, drorowia and xpnotörns 
©ecod, Eori is to be supplied! “ Towards the fallen there is 
severity, but towards thee (directed to thee) goodness.” The 
fallen are the Jews who have refused to believe,—so designated, 

because they are conceived as branches broken off and thereby 
fallen from the tree. Comp. €otnxas, ver. 20. In allusion to 
this, the severity of God is also designated as arorowia (only 
here in the N. T., but see on 2 Cor. xiii, 10; Kypke, II. p. 
179; Grimm on Wisd. v. 21). This reference to the figure, 
which certainly pervades the whole representation, it is arbi- 
trary to deny (de Wette, Fritzsche).— &av Erneiv. TR xpnoror.] 
if thow shalt abide (see on vi 1) by the goodness, %.e. if thou 
shalt not have separated thyself from the divine goodness (through 
apostasy from faith), but shalt have remained true to it ; comp. 
Acts xiii. 43. Rightly, therefore, as respects the mode of the 
Erineveiv T. Xp-., Clemens Alex. Paedag. I. p. 140 Pott.: 7H 
eis Xpiotov mioreı. But it is erroneous, because contrary to 
the context (for the emphasis lies on ésripelv., and 77 ypnotor. 
is but the repetition of the divine attribute just mentioned) 
and un-Pauline, to take xpnorörns, with Fritzsche, following 
Ch. Schmidt, in the sense of human rightness of conduct (ii. 
12). Comp. rather on ypyoror., ii. 4, and on Eph. ii. 7; also 

Tit. iii. 4.—ésel kal ob Eerkomnon] for otherwise thou also (like 
those broken-off branches) shalt be cut of. The threatening 
tenor of the discourse suggests unsought the stronger word 
erkom., which is also in ver. 24 retained of the wild olive tree. 
— Since küreivoı” de «.7.A. does not depend on the condition 
previously to be supplied with erei, but has its own conditional 
sentence, a point is to be placed (in opposition to Hofmann) 
after Eexkom.; and with xdxetvor de a new sentence, still 
further repressing Gentile self -exaltation, must be begun, 

1 To assume epexegetic nominatives absolute (Jacobs, ad Del. epigr. v. 43), 

with Buttmann, neut Gr. p. 329, is inappropriate, because the appended tay 
imimciv, x.7.2. can no longer be dependent on i232, but presupposes an independent 
sentence. 

* Such, with Griesb. Lachm. Scholz, Tisch., according to a large preponderance 
of evidence, is to be the reading, instead of xat éxsivos 
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which wsual punctuation Lachmann, ed. maj., has again 
adopted: And those, too, if they shall not have persisted in un- 

belief, will be grafted in,—whereby the reception into the true 
divine community (vv. 25, 31) is figuratively depicted. The 
cai puts the éxeivou on a parallel to the ingrafted wild olive 
branches (ver. 17). — övvarös yap] if, namely, the cause has 
ceased to exist, on account of which God had to break off 

these branches, the power of God (comp. iv. 21, xiv. 4) leaves 

no doubt, etc. In waAıv the conception is, that by the in- 
grafting their restoration to their previous condition is accom- 

plished. Comp. Winer, p. 576.—We may notice that this 
is a probative passage for the possibility of forfeiture of the 

state of grace, for the conversio resistibilis and for reiterabilitas 
gratiae, and also against absolute predestination. 

Ver. 24. Tap] does not serve to assign the reason of övva- 
ros K.T.A., so that the ability of God for that reingrafting would 
be popularly illustrated from the facility of this process, as 
according to nature (the ordinary view). Against this it may 
be decisively urged, that—apart from the difficulty which 
experience attests in the conversion of unbelieving Jews—the 
power of God is the correlative, not of that which is easy, but 

precisely of that which is difficult, or which humanly speak- 
ing appears impossible (iv. 21, xiv. 4; 2 Cor. ix. 8; Rom. ix. 

22; Matt. xix. 26; Luke i 37, e& al.); and that Too 

padXov, as a designation of greater easiness, must have found 
in the context a more precise explanation to that effect, if it was 
not intended to express generally, as elsewhere (comp. Philem. 
16, and the similar use of 7oAA@ paddov), the greater degree 
of probability or certainty. Rightly, therefore, have Winzer, 
Progr. 1828, Reiche, Philippi, and Tholuck, referred the 

yap to the main thought of the previous verse, to éyxevtpic- 
Oycovraı. Yet they should not have taken this yap as purely 

co-ordinate with the preceding yap, but—as must always be 

done with two such apparently parallel instances of yap—as 

caplicative (see on viii. 6), namely, so that after the brief ground 

assigned for éyxevtpicOncovtar (Svvaros x.7..), the same is 

now yet more fully elucidated in regard to its certainty, and 

by this elucidation is still further confirmed. To this the con- 
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firmatory reference to Eyxevr. in Hofmann substantially amounts. 
— ov] Gentile-Christian. — é« tijs kata dvow . . . arypter.] out 
of the wild olive, which is so according to nature, which by nature 

has grown a wild olive. — mapa vow] for the grafting, as an 
artificial proceeding, alters the natural development, and is so 
far contrary to nature (1. 26). The interposition of é&exor. 
brings out more markedly the contrast between cata vow 
and mapa ¢. Very violently the simple words are twisted by 
Hofmann as follows: aypıerlaiov is in apposition to é« tis 
kata ¢vow; while for the latter there is to be borrowed from 
aypteraiov the more general notion of the olive tree, and 1) kara 
vow is the tree, which is so for the branch in a natural 
manner. — eis KadNsénr.] into a (not the) noble olive tree. The 
word is also found in Aristotle, Plant. i. 6, in contrast to 

arypıed. — ovrTot] the Jews who have refused to believe. — 
of kata duo] sc. dvtes,’ those according to nature. In what 
respect they are so, the context exhibits, namely, as the original 
branches of the holy olive tree, whose root the patriarchs are, 
ver. 16. — 77 idia EX.] for they have originally grown upon it, 
and then have been cut off from it ; hence it is still their own 
olive tree. 

Vv. 25-32. The formal and unconditional promise of the 

collective conversion of the Jews, and the confirmatory proof of 
this promise, now follow down to ver. 32.— yap] introduces 
the corroboration of the previous Eeyrevrpioßyoovras: “they 
shall be grafted in, I say ; for be it not withheld from you,’ ete. 
—ov Oédw Ünäs aryvoeiv] not a mere formula of announce- 
ment generally (Riickert), but always of something important, 
which Paul desires to be specially noticed,i. 13; 1 Cor. x. 1, 

xii, 1; 2 Cor.i. 8; 1 Thess. iv. 13. That which is addressed, 

under the fervent addition of the adeA¢o/ embracing all readers, 

1 Fritzsche takes o/ as the relative ©: how much more shall these be grafted 
into the olive tree, who, according to nature, shall become grafted into their 

own olive tree! Superfluous in itself,—and what diffuse and unwieldy circum- 
stantiality of expression! Hofmann has nevertheless acceded to this reading of 
ei, in which case, through the punctuation otra, of zur& Qucw (sc. tyxevrpiodi- 
covras) syzevrpiolnoovras 77 idia tAawiz, nothing is gained. How simply and clearly 
would the thought thus artificially made out have been expressed, if Paul had 
only left out that alleged relative of! 
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is the whole church, although it stands before the apostle’s eyes 
such as it was, namely, in its predominantly Gentile-Christian 
character. Comp. vv. 13, 28, 30.— 70 wvornpiov] has not 
in the N. T. the sense in which profane writers speak of 
mysteries (something mysterious in itself, comprehensible only 
by the initiated, and to be concealed from the profane). See 
on pvew and vornp., Creuzer on Plotin. de Puler. p. 357 f.; 
Lennep. Ztymol. p. 441; comp. Lobeck, Aglaoph. I. p. 85 ff. 
But it signifies that which, undiscerned by men themselves, has 
been made known to them by divine amoraxvyıs, and always 
refers to the relations and the development of the Messianic 
kingdom (Matt. xiii. 11). Thus it frequently denotes with Paul 
the divine counsel of redemption through Christ,—as a whole, 
or in particular parts of it,—because it was veiled from men 
before God revealed it (Rom. xvi. 25; 1 Cor. ii. 7-10; Eph. 
iii, 3-5). Whether the contents of a mystery have already 
become known through the preaching of the gospel, may be 
gathered from the scope of the particular passages. That, 
however, which Paul here means by vornp., is something the 

aroxdduyis of which he is conscious of having received by 
divine illumination (just asin 1 Cor. xv. 51), and he declares 

it as a prophet év amroxadtwver (1 Cor. xiv. 6, 30); without pre- 
supposing that the church, personally still strange to him, was 
already acquainted with the peculiar point of doctrine, as is 

evinced by va pun are Ev &avrois ppov. He desires, namely, by 
a disclosure of the wvorrnpvov, to take care that his readers, from 

their Gentile-Christian standpoint, should not, under a misappre- 
hension of the divine counsel, hold for truth their own views on 
the exclusion of the Israelitish people, and therewith be wise im 

themselves (év éavr., see the critical notes), «e. in their own 

judgment (comp. Jas. ii. 4). What Luther has: “that ye be not 

proud” (comp. Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Calovius), is not directly 

expressed, but is rightly pointed out by Theodoret as a conse- 

quence. Comp. Isa. v. 21; Soph. ZI. 1055 f. — ore «.r.A.] 
Contents of the pvartnp., namely, the duration of the hardening 
of Israel, which will not be permanent. — T@pwaıs] See on 

ver. 7. — dd pépous] is to be connected with yéyover, not, as by 

Estius, Semler, Koppe, Fritzsche, contrary to the construction, 
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with r@ ’Iopan\. Hardening has partially befallen the people, 
in so far as ov mävres nmiorevoav ToAdOl yap EE éxelvov 
Errioreveav (Theodoret). Comp. xv.15. Itis therefore to be 
understood extensively (comp. of Aoımot, ver. 7; Tıves, ver. 17), 
not intensively, as Calvin takes it (attaching it to m@pwars) : 
quodammodo, which was intended to soften the severity of the 
notion. So taken, it would not modify the conception, but 
alter it (ver. 7 ff.). Köllner finds in do u. the statement of 
a single ground of the divine arrangement, leaving it unde- 
cided whether other reasons, and what, were in the mind of 

the apostle: on the one part the hardening had been decreed 
by God over Israel only for the end, that first, etc. But in 
that case azo a. must have referred to an expressed tva or the 
like. The temporal view, “ for a while” (Hofmann), is here as 
contrary to usage as in 2 Cor.1.14, 11.5. Paul would have 
known how to express this sense possibly by 76 viv, or by 
the classical téws. — yeyovev] from whom? is known from 
ver. 8. — äxpıs ob] usque dum intraverit. Then—when this 
shall have taken place—the hardening of Israel shall cease. 
Calvin’s za wut is intended, in spite of the language, to 
remove the idea of a terminus ad quem; and for the same 
reason Calovius and others employ much artifice in order to 
bring out the sense, that down to the end of the world the 
partial hardening will endure, and therefore, too, the partial 
conversion, but only that which is partial.— 70 mAnp. Tov eOvadr] 
In opposition to Gusset, Wolfburg, and others named by Wolf, 

also Wolf himself, Michaelis, Olshausen, Philippi, who under- 

stand only the complementum ethnicorum serving to make up 
for the unbelieving Jews (“ the recruitment from the Gentiles,” 
Michaelis), the usus loguendi is not decisive; for according to 
usage that, with which something else is made full, might cer- 
tainly be expressed by the genitive with mAnpwpa (Mark viii. 
20, and see on Mark vi. 43; comp. Eccles. iv. 6). But how 
enismatically, and in a manner how liable to misapprehension, 
would Paul have indicated the supposed thought, instead of 
simply and plainly writing 70 mAnpwpa adtod TO E&k Tor 
edvav! especially as already, in ver. 12, the analogous expres- 
sion TO mArpwna avTov was used in the sense of “their full 
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number.” Fritzsche also finds too little: caterva gentilium, so 
that only a great multitude is meant. Comp. on Eph. iii. 19. 
We must observe the correlation of amo pépous . . . TANpoua 
... mas: a part of Israel is hardened, until the Gentiles col- 
lectively shall have come in, and, when that shall have taken 

place, then all Israel will be saved. The conversion of the 
Gentiles ensues by successive stages; but when their Zotality 
shall be converted, then the conversion of the Jews in 

their ¢otality will also ensue ; so that Paul sees the latter— 
which up to that epoch certainly also advances gradually in 
individual cases—ensuing, after the full conversion of the Gen- 
tiles, as the event completing the assemblage of the church 
and accomplishing itself probably in rapid development.’ AU 
this, therefore, before the Parousia, not by means of it. Comp. 
on Acts iii. 20. The expression 76 mAnpwpa T. edvav is there- 
fore to be taken numerically: the plena copia of the Gentiles 
(of whom in the first instance only a fraction has come and is 
coming in), their full number. Rightly Theophylact: avres, 
but with arbitrary limitation he adds: of mpoeyvwouevoı Edviroi. 
Just so, in substance, Augustine, Oecumenius, and many others, 

including even van Hengel: “plenus numerus gentilium, 
quotquot comprehendebant proposita Dei,’ comp. Krummacher : 
“only the elect among the Gentiles.” The collective multitude 
of the Gentiles in the strict sense Hofmann seeks to get rid 
of, by making To mAnpwua serve only to emphasize the fact 
that ra &0vm is to be thought of “in the full compass of the 
notion,’ so that by To mAnp. T. Eedvav no other full amount 
is intended than that which would be expressed by ta 
€Ovn itself. Thus there would result as the sense: until no 

1 There would have been no offence taken at the full sense of the ravpuya ray 
24yvav, as well as of the correlate ws ’Irpaar, ver. 26, and there would have been 

no occasion to seek artificial limitations of the fulness of these notions, had it 

been sufficiently considered that Paul is speaking apocalyptically, in virtue of 
his prophetic contemplation of the last sacred-historical development before the 
Parousia. The prophet (comp. e.g. Acts ii. 17, xi. 28) contemplates and speaks 
of the grand things in the perspective opened to his view in the bulk and sum- 
marily, without being answerable for such utterances according to strict mathe- 

matical precision. By a restrictive explaining away and modification of these 
utterances the prophetic character and spirit suffers a violence foreign to it, 
against which the simple and clear words do not cease to offer resistance. 
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people of the Gentile world is any longer found outside the 
church. This is decidedly at variance with ver. 12, and with 

the whole context down to its evident concluding verse (ver. 
32), according to which not the peoples as such (in the lump, 
as it were), but all persons who compose them, must be the 
subjects of the entrance into the church and of the divine 
mercy. The above interpretation is a process of rationalizing, 
artificial and far-fetched, and contrary to the language and the 
context, by interpreting what is said of the individuals as 
applying to the nations ; just as Beyschlag, p. 75, understands 
the two great groups of mankind to be thought of here and in 
ver. 26. — eicéXOy] namely, into the’ community prefigured by 
the holy olive tree, ze. into the people of God. There is 
not yet mention of the kingdom of Messiah ; its establishment 
is later. The passage Col. i. 13 is wrongly employed with a 
view to supply eis r. Baoir. Oecod. See in loc. 

Ver. 26 f. Kat oürw] And so, namely, after the TAnpwpya TOY 
€6vav shall have come in. The modal character of the ovtw 
therefore lies in the succession of time conditioning the emer- 
gence of the fact (comp. 1 Cor. xi. 28), as it also in the 
classics, in the sense of so then, embraces what has been pre- 

viously said" See Schweighäuser, Zex. Herod. II. p. 167; 
Thucyd. iii. 96. 2; Xen. Anab. iii. 5.6; Dem. 644.18, 802. 20. 
Theodoret rightly says: T@v yap Edvav dekauevwv TO Knpvryua 
mioTeloovsL KaxKetvot, and that, according to ver. 11, under the 

impulse of powerful emulation. We may add that this great 
final result is brought into more important prominence, if we 
take Kai oUt «.r.X. independently, than if we make it form 
part of the statement dependent on örı (Lachmann, Tischen- 
dorf, Fritzsche, Ewald, Hofmann, and others). — was ’IopanA] 

This notion, so definitely expressed, of the totality of the people 

is in no way to be limited; the whole of those are intended, 
who, at the time that the fulness of the Gentiles shall have 

1 Hofmann, in connection with his incorrect explanation of ax wépous, ver. 25, 

refers oörw to the temporal limitation of the Jewish hardening; through the fact 
that the latter took place in the first instance only and thus in its time ceases, 
there is given to the people the possibility (?), etc. In this way this definitely 
prophetic element, which lies in the zai ovrw joined to what immediately pre- 
cedes, is removed, and resolved into something entirely self-evident ! 
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come in, will compose Israel. All Israelites who up to that 

time shall be still unconverted, will then be converted to sal- 

vation, so that at that term entire Israel will obtain the saving 
deliverance; but comp., as to the quite unlimited expression, 

the remark on ver. 25. Limitations from other interests than 
that of exegesis have been suggested: such as that the spiritual 
Israel, Gal. vi. 16, is meant (Augustine, Theodoret, Luther, 
Calvin,’ Grotius, and others, including Krummacher) ; or only 
the select portion of the Jews (Calovius, Bengel, and several 

others, including Olshausen: “all those members of the 
Israelitish people who from the beginning belonged to the 
true Actua”) ; or that was is to be taken comparatively only 
of the greater number, of the bulk (Oecumenius, Wetstein, 

Riickert, Fritzsche, Tholuck). To this comes in substance also 
Hofmann’s explanation: “that the people, as a people, will be 

1 “Ego Israelis nomen ad totum Dei populum extendo, hoc sensu: Quum 
gentes ingressae fuerint, simul et Judaei ex defectione se ad fidei obedientiam 
recipient, atque ita complebitur salus totius Israelis Dei, quem ex utrisque 
colligt oportet.”—The Reformers were induced to depart from the literal sense 
of the apostle, not by exegetical, but by dogmatic considerations, and also by 
their bad opinion of Jewish depravity (‘‘a Jew or Jewish heart is as hard as 
stock, stone, iron, or devil, so as in no way to be moved,” ete., Luther, 1543, who 

passed a milder judgment at an earlier period). Still the literal interpretation 
remained predominant amongst the Reformed through the influence of Beza; and 

through Calixtus and Spener it became so again in the Lutheran Church, in which 
it had even at an earlier period asserted its claims, through Hunnius, Balduin, and 

others, in spite of Luther’s authority. Melanchthon held simply by the state- 
ment (see his Enarratio, 1556): ‘‘futurum esse ut subinde usque ad finem mundi 
aliqui ex Judaeis convertantur.” The modest addition which he made at an 
earlier period (1540), of a possible universal conversion of the Jews, is not found 
in this, his last exposition of the epistle. Following Luther, Calovius also ex- 
plains it only of a successive conversion of the Jews, which is gradually to ensue 
up to the end of the world, so that there is merely meant a magnus numerus still 
to be converted. So, too, others in Calovius, and now also Philippi (p. 557 ff.) 
joins them : Israel is partially hardened until the entrance of the pleroma of the 
Gentiles; and in this way, namely, that out of the only partially hardened people 
a great assemblage of believing ones is continually being formed until the end of 
the days, will the entire Israel properly aimed at by the O. T. divine word, 
according to the prophetic passage, be saved. It is self-evident that thus all the 
elements which form the points properly so called of this interpretation are forced 
upon the text, and the result is an historical process recognisable by any one, 
concerning which it is not easy to see how Paul could introduce it as a wueripioy. 
—On the history of the exposition of this passage, see, moreover, Calovius, 
p- 190 ff, and Luthardt. 
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converted ;” but was ’Iopamı is, in fact, not “Israel as a 

whole, but rather the entire Israel, as is also meant in 2 Chron. 
xii, 1 and in all O. T. passages, in contrast to amd pépous, 
ver. 25. Comp. mäs oiros 'Iop., Acts ii. 36, ras 6 Aaös ’Iop,, 
and the like. This also against Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 404. — 
owOncerar] will be saved, unto Messianic salvation, by their 

conversion to Christ. — xaos yéyp.] For ras ’Iop. owOho. 
Paul finds a Seripture warrant,’ not merely a substratum for 

his own ideas (Tholuck), in Isa. lix. 20, 21 (not quite closely 
after the LXX., and, from örav onwards, with a bringing in of 
Xxvil. 9; see Surenhus. xaraAA, p. 503 £.); to the prophetic 
sense of this passage the future salvation of all Israel corre- 
sponds as result. — éx Zev] for from God will the deliverer 
come; the theocratic central-point and dwelling-place of the 
divine kingdom is the holy mount of Zion. Comp. Ps. xiv. 7, 
li. 7, et al. See also ix. 33. The LXX. have, following 
the original, &verev Zıav (ji*8?, de. for Zion). Our &x Susy 

ı Not, however, as though Paul had derived his prophecy from Isa. l.c., for the 
on rapucis.. . zul ourw he could not derive thence. Rather has he—after having 
zy droxnavpes recognised the declared yverrpsov—now also recognised an O. T. 
prophecy in reference to that constituent of it which is contained in +z- *Iopanar 

cwdnceres; this, therefore, pertains no longer to the éroxéauyus, by which the 

pevoripioy itself was disclosed to him, but is to be ascribed to his own apprehension 

of the meaning of Scripture. The Messianic prophecy of Isa. lix. 20, 21 (also with 

the Rabbins a solemn Messianic utterance; see Schoettg. Hor. II. pp. 71, 187), 

refers merely to the Israelites turning from apostasy, and appears therefore in- 

capable of warranting #25 ’Irpanı cubiceras, We have, however, to observe that, 
according to the apostle’s view and exposition in ver. 17 ff., it is only those who 

reject Christ among the Jews who have fallen away from the true theocracy (from 
the olive tree) ; consequently, if these are converted, entire Israel is reconciled, 

because they who remained and do remain in the theocracy are those who have 
accepted and accept the preaching of Christ—of whom the swrnpiz is therefore 

self-evident. This mode of apprehending the quotation, corresponding to the 
contextual view of the state of the matter, excludes the far-fetched and artificial 

expedient which Fritzsche offers, when he brings out from the anarthrous éo¢Beiac, 

and from ras apaprias having the article (aliqua peccata—all sins), the result 
that in the first half only the elect Israelites, but in the second the entire people, 
are meant.—Following Calvin and others, Glöckler again believes that ver. 27 
is borrowed from Jer. xxxi. 31-34; but this must be rejected, because xa? zUrn 
. . . diaé4xn stands in Isa. lix. 21, while ora» x,7.a. stands literally in Isa. xxvii. 
9. Philippi also thinks that the contents of the passage in Jeremiah floated 
before the mind of the apostle. If this were the case, why should he not have 
cited this well-known leading passage in reference to the new covenant ? 
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is a variation of memory, occasioned by the reminiscence of other 
passages (comp. Ps. xiv. 7, liii. 7, cx. 2); for &vexev &. would 
have been quite as suitable to the apostle’s purpose (in opposi- 
tion to Reiche, Fritzsche, van Hengel) ; hence to discover in- 
tentional reasons for this deviation (Philippi: in order to bring 
into stronger relief the claim of the people as contrasted with 
the Gentiles) is groundless. Nor was this deviation more 
convenient (Hofmann) for the apostle, namely, in order to 
designate Christ’s place of manifestation ; but it involuntarily 
on his part found its way into the citation freely handled.— 
6 pvöpevos] ic. not God (Grotius, van Hengel), who first 
emerges in ver. 27, but the Messiah. In the Heb. we find 
Ssix, a deliverer, without the article, by which, however, no 

other is intended. The future coming of the deliverer which 
is here predicted is, in the sense of the fulfilment of this 
prophecy, necessarily that whereby the was ’Iopan\ owOnoeraı 
will be effected ; consequently not the Parousia, because the 

conversion of all Israel must be antecedent to this, but rather 

that specially efficacious self-revelation of Christ in the preach- 
ing of His gospel (comp. Eph. ii. 17), to be expected by the 
future, whereby He will bring about that final sacred-historical 
epoch of the people, the conversion of its totality. Erro- 
neously, however, Augustine, Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Beda 

have supposed it predicted that Elijah or Enoch would appear 
before the end of the world as converter of the Jews. — 
atootp. aceß. amo ’Lax.] He will turn away, i.e. (comp. Bar. 
iii. 7; 1 Macc. iv. 58) remove, do away with impieties from 
Jacob. By this, in the sense of the apostle, is meant the 
atoning, reconciling work of the Messiah (comp. John i. 29: 
aipov T. apapr.), which He will accomplish in Israel by its 
conversion. Hence there follows, as the correlative to this in 

ver. 27, the forgiveness of sins on the part of God, procured 
through Him, and that as the actually saving essence of the 
covenant, which the people possesses from God." Compare the 
original text, which, however, instead of «. amootp. doeß. amo 

"TaxoB has Abyr2 yen AU, and for those turning from apostasy 

' How happy a final result! Instead of a rejection of the people of God (ver. 1), 
the covenant of God with them now subsists in its entire fulfilment! 
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in Jacob. Paul, however, because following generally in this 
quotation the LXX., retains also its deviation from the original 

text, but not as if this could have been more welcome to him 
for his object, for in that respect he might have just as well 
made use of the words of the original. — aürn] points to the 
Following (comp. 1 John v. 2), so that the sense of ver. 27 is: 
“ And when I shall have forgiven their sins, this, this remission 

of sins conferred by me, will be my covenant to them, i.e. they 
will therein have from me the execution of my covenant.” 

Both in the original and in the LXX. aürn points to the 
following, in which the words of the covenant (TO mvedua To 
Enov.... ov um ErAlan Er TOU oTOM. K.T.r.) are adduced; but 
instead of them, Paul, for the object which he has in view, 

puts örav adérwpae x.7.r. from Isa. xxvii. 9, where likewise a 
preceding demonstrative (ToüTo éotw 7 evAoyia avrod) points 
forward to örav. Hence we may not, with others (including 
Köllner and Hofmann), refer aürn to the preceding, in which 
case atoatp. aoeßelas amo ’lar. is supposed to point to the 
moral conversion, and ager. T. auapr. avt. to the forgiveness, on 
the ground of which that conversion takes place (see Hofmann). 
According to this view, the essence of the covenant would lie 
in sanctification, not in reconciliation, which would be conceived 

rather as antecedent to the covenant—a view which runs 

counter to the N. T. doctrine (Matt. xxvi. 26; Heb. ix. 15 ff, 
x. 29, xii. 24, xii. 20).— 17 map’ euod Ssadnem] The covenant 
which proceeded from me, which was made on my part. See 
Bernhardy, p. 255 f.; Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 182 f.; van 
Hengel, in loc. 

REMARK.— The conversion of entire Israel promised by Paul 
as a wuornpiov revealed to him, has not yet taken place; for the 
opinion, that the promise had been fulfilled already in the 
apostolic age through the conversion of a great part of the 
people (comp. Euseb. H. E. iti. 35; Judaizantes in Jerome ; 
Grotius, Limborch, Wetstein), is set aside, notwithstanding Acts 
xxi. 20, by the literal meaning of r&s "Iopayr and of rAypaya ray 
zévav. The fulfilment is to be regarded as still future, as the last 
step in the universal extension of Christianity upon earth. In 
respect of time no more special definition can be given, than 
that the conversion of the totality of the Gentiles must precede 
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it; whence only this is certain, that it is still a time very 
distant. Paul has certainly viewed the matter as near, seeing 
that he conceived the Parousia itself to be near (not merely, 
perhaps, its possible, but its actual emergence—in opposition to 
Philppi),—a conception which was shared by him with the 
whole apostolical church, although it remained without the 
verification of the event, as this was conceived of. But the 
promise of the conversion of the people of Israel is not on 
that account itself to be regarded as one, the fulfilment of 
which is no longer to be hoped for,—as though, with the non- 
verified conception of the time of the event, the event itself 
should fall to the ground (Ammon, Reiche, Kollner, Fritzsche) ; 
for it is the fact in itself, and not the epoch of it, which is 
disclosed by the apostle as part of the wvoriprv which was 
revealed to him; and therefore this disclosure rested on the 
anoxdauvig received, not on individual opinion and expecta- 
tion. The duration of time until the Parousia was not subject- 
matter of revelation, Acts 1. 7, and the conception of it belongs, 
therefore, not to that in the apostolic teaching which has the 
guarantee of divine certainty, but to the domain of subjective 
hope and expectation, which associated themselves with what 
was revealed,—a distinction which even Philippi does not 
reject. The latter, however, endeavours to remove from the 
category of error the apostolic expectation of the nearness 
of the Parousia, because it was not cherished with that divine 
certainty; but cannot thereby prevent it, where it is pre- 
supposed so definitely, as e.g. xiii. 11, or is expressed so uncon- 
ditionally, as eg. 1 Cor. xv. 51, 52, from being characterized 
by an unprejudiced mind as a human error, which did not, 
however, exclude occasionally other moods, as in 2 Cor. v. 8, 
Phil. i, 23. Ofsuch human mistakes and vacillations, which 
lie outside the range of revealed truth, that truth is inde- 
pendent (against Hoelemann, neve bibelstud. p. 232 ff, and 
others)—We may further notice that our passage directly 
controverts the Ebionitish view, now renewed in various 
quarters (Chr. A. Crusius, Delitzsch, Baumgarten, Ebrard, 
Auberlen, and others; expositors of the Apocalypse), of an 
actual restoration of Israel to the theocratic kingdom in 
Canaan, as to be expected on the ground of prophetic predic- 
tions (Hos. ii. 2,16 ff, iti. 4, 5; Isa, xi. 11, xxiv. 16, chap. 
lx.; Jer. xxxiv. 33, et al). Israel does not take in the 
church, but the church takes in Israel; and whenever this 
occurs, Israel has in the true sense again its kingdom and its 
Canaan. Comp. Tholuck on ver. 25; Kahnis, Dogm. I. p.576 £.; 
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Hengstenberg, Christol. I. p. 256 ; and see especially Bertheau, 
in the Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol. 1859, p. 353 ff. 

Ver. 28 ff. Yet a final summary gathering up of the sacred- 
historical relation of Israel to God, and (vv. 29-32) discussion 
of it; in which, however, the reference, bearing on the apostle’s 
object, to the statement at ottw was ’Iopayı cobijoeras 
does not require the parenthesizing of kadws yeyparraı K.T.X. 
(Ewald), as in ver. 28 the substantive verb is easily and 
obviously supplied.—The unbelieving Israelites as such are the 
subject (a’t@v, ver. 27). — Kata To evayy.] The relation is 
thereby designated, according to which they are ex@poi. The 
gospel was preached to them; but they rejected it, in which 
relation they are hated of God. In conformity with the mes- 
sage of salvation, which reached them, but was despised by 
them (comp. ver. 25), they must necessarily be ex@pol; since 
in fact, not accepting the dcatoovvn proffered in the gospel, 
they remained under the wrath of God (ver. 7). According 
to the context, we must think of the areideıa of the Jews, 

ver. 30; and therefore neither of their exclusion from the 
gospel (Fritzsche), nor even of the diffusion of the latter 
(Rückert). — éy@pof] not my enemies (Theodoret, Luther, 
Grotius, Semler, and others), nor yet enemies of the gospel (Chry- 
sostom, Theophylact, Michaelis, Morus, Rosenmüller). That, on 

the contrary, Oem (see on Gal. iv. 16) is to be supplied, as 
Ocod with ayarnroi, is evident generally from the connection 
with vv. 27 and 29; and that éy@pod is to be explained not 
in an active (Olshausen, van Hengel, Ritschl, and older inter- 

preters), but in a passive sense (to whom God is hostile), is 
shown by the contrast of ayarnroi. Comp. on v. 10.— ov 
wmas| for your sake, because you are thereby to attain to 
salvation, ver. 11.— ara ti ékr.] is usually taken: as 
fellow-members of the nation elected to be the people of God; 
comp. ver. 2. But é«Aoy7—differently from the mpodyve, 
ver. 2—has already been clearly defined in vv. 5, 7 as the 
elect Aeluwa, and hence, with Ewald, is here also to be taken 

in this sense. Consequently: in conformity with the fact, 
however, that among them is that elect remnant. This be- 
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lieving exXoyn is the living testimony of the undying love of 
God towards the people. Comp. ver. 5. — dua rovs mar.] for 
the fathers’ sake. Calvin aptly remarks: “ Quoniam ab illis 
propagata fuerat Dei gratia ad posteros, secundum pacti for- 
mam: Deus tuus et seminis tul;” comp. ver. 16; Luke 1 
54, 55. 

Ver. 29. Confirmation of the second half of ver. 28 by the 
axiom: “ Unrepented, and so subject to no recall, are the dis- 
plays of grace and (especially) the calling of God” The 
application to be made of this general proposition is: Con- 
sequently God, who has once made this people the recipient 
of the displays of His grace and has called them to the Mes- 
sianic salvation, will not, as though He had repented of this, 
again withdraw His grace from Israel, and leave and abandon 
His calling of Israel without realization —On dpetapérnrtos, 
comp. 2 Cor. vu. 10. 

Vv. 30, 31. Tap] not referable to ver. 28 (Hofmann), in- 
troduces that, which, according to the economy of salvation 
under the divine mercy, will emerge as actual proof of 
the truth of ver. 29.—nmeußncare] have refused obedience, 
which came to pass through unbelief. For the elucidation 

of this, see i. 18 ff. —vdv dé] contrast to the time before 
they become Christian (more), Eph. ii. 8. — nAenÖnre] For 
the reception into Christianity with its blessings is, as 
generally, so in particular over-against the preceding 77re- 
Ojcate, on God’s part solely the work of mercy. — TH TovTwy 
üreıd.] through the disobedience of these ; for they are éy@pot 81 
vas, ver. 28. Comp., besides, vv. 11 f, 15,19 f. The non- 

compliance of the Jews with the requirement of faith in the 
gospel brought about the reception of the Gentiles. The latter, 
the converted Gentiles, are individualized by the address to 
the Gentile-Christian community of the readers (dpets).—7el- 
Oncav] namely, through rejection of the gospel—7@ tperép 
€héev] is, on account of the parallelism, to be joined to the 
following (iva «.7.X.), and the dative to be taken in the sense 
of mediate agency, like 7H rovr. ameıd.: in order that through 
the mercy that befell you (which may excite them to emulation 
of your faith, ver. 11), mercy should also accrue to them. 
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The position of 7. bu. EX. before the introductory conjunc- 
tion is for the sake of emphasis; comp. 2 Cor. xii. 7; Gal. 
iv. 10; @ al.; Winer, p. 522 [E. T. 688]. Hence the 

parallelism is not to be sacrificed by placing a comma after 
érxéet. Nevertheless such is the course followed—and with 
very different views of the dative, arbitrarily departing from 
the datival notion in 7H Tov. ameıdeia—by the Vulgate (“in 
vestram misericordiam”), Peschito, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, 

Estius, Wolf, Morus, Lachmann, Glockler, Maier, Ewald (“so 

these also became now disobedient alongside of [bei] your 
mercy”), Buttmann in the Stud. u. Krit. 1860, p. 367 (“in 
favour of your mercy, that you might find mercy”), and 
others. — iva] the divinely ordained aim of the nreißncav. 
On the emphatic tuetépw in the objective sense, see Winer, 

p. 145 [E. T. 191]; Kühner, II. 1, p. 486. 
Ver. 32. Establishment of ver. 30 f, and that by an 

exhibition of the universal divine procedure, with the order 
of which that which is said in ver. 31 of the now disobedient 
Jews and their deliverance is incorporated. Thus ver. 32 is 
at once the grand summary and the glorious key-stone—im- 
pelling once more to the praise of God (ver. 33 ff.)\—of the 
whole preceding section of the epistle! — ovykrclw eis: to 
include in (2 Mace. v. 5, comp. Luke v. 6), has, in the later 

Greek (Diod. Sic. xix. 19, comp. xx. 74, frequently in Poly- 
bius), and in the LXX. (after the Heb. 107 with 5), also 
the metaphorical sense: to hand over unto or under a power 
which holds as it were in ward. Comp. on Gal. iii. 22, 23. 
Correspondent, as regards the notion, is mapeöwke, 1. 24. The 
compound expression strengthens the meaning ; it does not de- 
note simul (Bengel and others)—The effective sense is not to 
be changed, which has been attempted by taking it sometimes 
as declaratwe (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Grotius, Zeger, Glass, 

Wolf, Carpzov, Wetstein, Ch. Schmidt), sometimes as permis- 
sive (Origen, Cornelius a Lapide, Estius, and many others, 

including Flatt and Tholuck). — eis dzrei@.] towards God; see 

1 “Note this prime saying, which condemns all the world and man’s 
righteousness, and alone exalts God’s mercy, to be obtained through faith” 
(Luther’s gloss), 

ROM. IL Q 
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vv. 30, 31.—-ods mavras] Of Gentiles (iets) and Jews 
(oöroı) Paul has previously spoken; hence of wavres now 
comprises the Zotality, namely all Jews and Gentiles jointly 
and severally,—* cunctos s. umiversos, i. e. singulos in unum 
corpus colligatos,” Ellendt, Zex. Soph. IL. p. 521. Comp. on 
the subject-matter, iii. 9, 19; Gal. iii, 22. So necessarily ' 
also the following tovs mavras. The view which understands 
only the two masses of Jews and Gentiles, these two halves of 
mankind in the gross (usually so taken recently, as by 
Tholuck, Fritzsche, Philippi, Ewald, Weiss), cannot suit the 

comprehensive 7. mavras (as if it were equal to rods audoré- 
povs), since it is by no means appropriate to the mere number 
of two, but only to their collective subjects. Not even the 
Jewish éxdoy7, vv. 7, 28, is to be excepted (Maier, van 

Hengel), because its subjects were also before their conversion 
sinners (iii. 23), and therefore subjected to the power of dis- 
obedience towards God ; for the avverXeice . . . arreıdeiav points 
back, in the case of each single member of the collective 
whole, to the time before conversion and until conversion. If 

we should desire to refer ot wdvtes merely to the Jews (van 
Hengel by way of a suggestion, and Hofmann), who are meant 
as a people in their collective shape (consequently not in all in- 
dividuals ; see Hofmann), the close relationship between ver. 30 
and ver. 31 would be opposed to it, since the reference of yap 
merely to the apodosis in ver. 31 is quite arbitrary ; and, indeed, 

the bold concluding thought in ver. 32 possesses its great 
significance and its suitableness to the following outburst of 
praise, simply and solely through its all-comprehensive contents. 
And even apart from this, rods mavras in fact never denotes: 
them as a collective whole, as a people,‘ but, as universally (in 
1 Cor. ix. 22,x. 17; 2 Cor. v. 14; Phil. ii. 21; comp. Eph. 
iv. 13; 2 Mace. xi. 11, xu. 40, e¢ al., and in all the classical 

writers) all of them, as also only in this sense does the suitable 
emphasis fall on the repetition in the apodosis. — iva T. 7. 
eXenom] in order that He may have mercy upon all. This divine 
purpose Paul saw to be already in part attained,—namely, in 

1 oi wdvre; has, as is well known, the sense of in all in the case of numbers, 

See Krüger, $ 50. 11. 13 ; Kühner, II. 1, p. 545. 
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the case of all already converted; but its general fulfilment 
lay, to his view, in the development of the future on to the 
great terminus expressed in ver. 25 f£ We may observe that 
our passage is at variance not merely with the decretum repro- 
bationis (“hance particulam universalem opponamus tentationi 
de particularitate ...; non fingamus in Deo contradictorias 
voluntates,” Melanchthon), but also with the view (Olshausen, 
Krummacher, and older expositors) that Paul means the collective 
body of the elect. See rather ver. 25 f£ The amoxatdcracis 

is not, however, to be based on our passage for this reason, that 

the universality of the divine purpose of redemption (comp. 
1 Tim. ii. 4), as well as the work of redemption having taken 
place for the justification of all (ver. 18), does not exclude its 
final non-realization in part through the fault of the indivi- 
duals concerned," and cannot do away with either the appli- 
cability of the purpose -clause exhibited in principle and 
summarily in prophetic fashion (comp. remark on ver. 25), nor 
with the divine judgment on final concrete self-frustrations of 
the counsel of salvation. And this the less, because such mis- 

interpretations of the universalistic axiom are opposed by the 
apostle’s doctrine of election as a sure corrective. There has 
been incorrectly discovered in such general expressions a want 
of consistency on the part of Paul, namely, “ undeveloped out- 
lines of a liberal conception” (Georgii in the Theol. Jahrb. 
1845, I. p. 25). 

Ver. 33. The great and holy truth containing the whole 
divine procedure in preparing bliss (ver. 32),—with which 
Paul now arrives at the close of his entire development of doc- 
trine in the epistle—compels first an enraptured expression 
of praise to God from his deeply-moved heart, before he can 
commence the exhortations, which he then (chap. xii.) purposes 
to subjoin. — @ BdOos] Oavpatovros Eotiv 4 preis, our elöoros 
ro may, Chrysostom.— The depth is an expression of great 
‚Fulness and superabundance, according to the very prevalent 
mode of expressing also in the classics greatness of riches by 
ßBados mAovrov (Soph. Aj. 130, and Lobeck, zn loc. ; but comp. 

1 Comp. Gerlach, d. letzten Dinge, p. 154 fi. ; Schmid, in the Jahrb. 7. D. 
Th. 1870, p. 133. 
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with Ellendt, I. p. 286), Ba@ds mAoüros (Ael. V. A. iii. 18), 
Pad mAovreiv (Tyrt. iii. 6), Ba@umAovros, very rich (Aesch. 
Suppl. p. 549, Crinag. 17), BabvmAodoros (Poll. iii. 109). 
Comp. Dorville, ad Charit. p. 232 ; Blomfield, Gloss. ad Aesch. 

Pers. 471. By this sense we are here to abide, just because 
\ovrov is added, and without deriving the expression from the 
conception of subterranean treasure-chambers (van Hengel’) ; 
and we are not to find in it the sense of wnsearchableness 
(Philippi), which is not expressed even in 1 Cor. ü. 10, 
Judith viii. 14, and is not required by the following os aveE. 
K.T.X., Since this rather characterizes the Bd@os sodias Kat 

yvooews from the point of view of human knowledge, to which 
it must necessarily be unfathomable, but in a peculiar relation. 
In its reference to codpias x. yvwaews, namely, Babos is the 
depth of wisdom, £.e. the fulness of wisdom, which is acquainted 
with the nature and the connection of its objects not super- 
ficially, but exhaustively and fundamentally, and is therefore 
incomprehensible by human judgment. See on Sd0os and 
Baus, as applying to mental depth (Plat. Theaet. p. 183 E; 
Polybius, xxvii. 10. 3, vi. 24. 9, xxi. 5. 5), Dissen, ad Pind. 

Nem. iv. 7, p. 396 ; Blomfield, ad Aesch. Sept. 578; Jacobs, 
ad Anthol. XI. p. 252. Comp. Badubpwv, Pind. Nem. vii. 1; 
Plut. Sol. 14; BaOvBouvros, Aesch. Pers. 138. — mAovrov] is 
either regarded as opening the series of genitival definitions of 
BdaOos: O depth (1) of riches, and (2) of wisdom, and (3) of 
knowledge of God (so Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theo- 
phylact, Grotius, Bengel, Semler, Flatt, Tholuck, Kollner, de 

Wette, Olshausen, Fritzsche, Philippi, Ewald, Hofmann, Man- 

gold, and others); or the two other genitives are subordinated 
to mdovrov (Augustine, Ambrosiaster, Luther, Calvin, Beza, 

Wolf, Koppe, Reiche, van Hengel, and others), in which case, 
however, 840. mAovr. is not to be resolved into deep riches, 

but is to be taken: O depth of riches in wisdom as well as 
in knowledge of God ; comp. Col. ii. 2; Rom. ii. 4. The deci- 
sion between these two suppositions is given by what follows, 
of which & ßa6os.... ©cod is the theme. As vv. 33, 34 

‘This idea might have been precluded by the fact that the expression Baéos 
xaxay (Kur. Hel. 310) and the like are used. 
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describe the oodia and yraous, and vv. 35, 36 the mAodros 

©eov, the former view, which also primarily and most naturally 
presents itself, is to be preferred. IIAovros, however, is usually 

understood of the divine riches of grace (comp. i. 4, x. 12; 
Eph. i. 7, ii. 7); see ver. 32. To this ver. 35 aptly corresponds ; 
and see x. 12. But since no genitival definition is appended, 
we must content ourselves simply with the sense of the word 
itself; how superabundantly rich is God! Phil. iv. 19. Comp. 
Rückert, Fritzsche, Philippi, Hofmann. — Sodia and yvacıs 
are certainly to be distinguished (comp. on Col. ii. 3), but 
popularly, so that the former, the more general, is the wisdom 
of God (comp. xvi. 27; Eph. iii. 10), ruling everything in the 
best way for the best end; while the latter, the more special, is 
the knowledge pertaining to it of all relations, and thus espe- 
cially of the means which He therein employs, of the methods 
which He has therein to take. To the latter—the yv@oıs—are 

to be referred ai 060i avtod, i.e. His measures, modes of procedure, 

ai oikovoular, Chrysostom (comp. Heb. iii. 10, Acts xiii. 10, 
according to the Heb. 777, and also to classical usage); to the 
former—the cofpta—hbelong ta kpiuara avrod, i.c. decisions, re- 
solves formed, according to which His action proceeds (comp. 
Zeph. iii. 8 ; Wisd. xii. 12), as He, e.g., has decided, according to 
ver. 32, that all should be disobedient, in order that all might 
find mercy. On account of the deep oodia of God His xpiuara 
are unsearchable for men, etc. — aveEepevvntos, unsearchable, is 

found only in Heraclitus as quoted in Clement and Symmachus, 
Prov. xxv. 3, Jer. xvii. 9, Suidas ; ave&ixviaoros, untraccable 
(Eph. iii. 8), ob yd tyvos éotiv eüpeiv (Suidas), corresponds 
to the metaphorical od0/. Comp. Job v. 9, ix. 10, xxxiv. 24; 
Manass. 6 ; Clement, ad Cor. i. 20. 

Ver. 34. Paul, by way of confirming his entire exclamation 
in ver. 33 (not merely the second half), continuing by Yap, 

adopts the words of Isa. xl. 13 (almost quite exactly after the 
LXX.) as his own. Comp. 1 Cor. ii. 16; Judith viii. 13, 
14; Wisd. ix. 17; Ecclus. xviii. 2 ff—The first half has been 
referred to yva@ous, the second to the copia (Theodoret, Theo- 
phylact, Wetstein, Fritzsche), and rightly so. Paul goes back 
with his three questions upon the yvacıs, to which the vods, the 
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divine reason as the organ of absolute knowledge and truth, 
corresponds ;' upon the copia, which has no ctpBovros; and 
(ver. 35) upon the Aovros, from which results the negation 
of tis mpoédwxev «.7... Philippi is opposed to this view, but 
can at the same time (similarly van Hengel and Hofmann) only 
bring out in a very far-fetched, and indirect manner the result, 

that ver. 35 also sets forth the divine wisdom and knowledge 
(so far, namely, as the latter is not bound from wane 
tis ovpP. adtod éyév.| Who has become His adviser, His coun- 
sel-civing helper? “Scriptura ubique subsistit in eo, quod 
Dominus voluit et dixit et fecit; rationes rerum universalium 

singulariumve non pandit ; de iis, quae nostram superant in- 
fantiam, ad aeternitatem remittit fideles, 1 Cor. xii. 9 ss.,” 

Bengel. For parallels in Greek writers, see Spiess, Logos 
spermat. p. 240. 

Ver. 35. Description of the Babos mrovrov by words 
which are moulded after Job xli. 3, according to the Hebrew, 
not according to the LXX. (xl. 11), whose translation is quite 
erroneous.” — kal avramood. ait] and will it be recompensed 
again to Him? With whom does the case occur, that he has 
previously made a gift to God, and that a recompense will 
be made to him in return for it? Change of construction 
by «al... avr, here occasioned by the Heb. N But 
for the Check usage, comp. Bernhardy, p. 304; Kühner, II. 2, 
p. 936. 

Ver. 36 does not apply to all the three foregoing questions 
(Hofmann), but simply the last of them is established by the 
connective örı ( for truly) as regards its negative contents: “No 
one has beforehand given to God,” ete.—-All things are from 
God (primal cause), in so far as all things have proceeded 
from God’s creative power; through God (ground of mediate 
agency), in so far as nothing exists without God’s continuous 

operation ; for God (final cause), in so far as all things serve 
the ends of God (not merely: the honour of God, as many 

2 Comp. Kluge in the Jahrb. f. D. Theol. 1871, p. 324 ff. 
2 In the LXX. Isa. xl. 14, Cod. A, as also X, has our words, but certainly 

through interpolation from the present passage. According to Ewald, Paul 
probably found them in his copy of the LXX. just after Isa. xl. 13. 
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think). Comp. 1 Cor. viii. 6; Col. 1.16; Heb. ii. 10. These 
passages speak quite against the opinion, that in the present 
passage the relation of Father, Son, and Spirit (Olshausen, 
Philippi, Thomasius, Jatho, Krummacher, following Am- 
brosiaster, Hilary, Toletus, Estius, Calovius, and others) is 

expressed—a view which is also quite remote from the con- 
nection" The context speaks simply of God (the Father), 
to whom no one can have given anything beforehand, etc., 
because He, as Bengel aptly expresses it, is Origo et Cursus et 
Terminus rerum omnium. This may be recognised by the 
exegesis that has the deepest faith in Scripture without any 
rationalistic idiosyncrasy, as the example of Bengel himself 
shows. With reason neither Chrysostom, nor Oecumenius, nor 
Theophylact,” neither Erasmus, nor Melanchthon, nor Calvin, 

nor Beza have expressed any reference to the Trinity in their 
explanations ; but Augustine has this reference, against which 
also Tholuck, Hofmann, and Gess (v. d. Pers. Chr. p. 158) 
have been sufficiently unbiassed to declare themselves. — 6v’ 
avtov| God is mediate cause of all things by His upholding 
and ruling. Comp. Heb. ii. 20. To refer, with others, this 
statement to creation (Theophylact: 6 wountis mavrwv; comp. 
Oecumenius, Riickert, Fritzsche), would fail to bring out at 
least any popular distinction from é€& avrod, and—which is 
decisive against such reference—that would be affirmed of the 
Father which pertains to the Son (Col. i. 16; 1 Cor. viii. 6; 

John i. 2). Theodoret rightly remarks: auros Ta yeyovora 

1 With the same warrant, or, in other words, with the same arbitrariness, the 

Trinity might be found, with Origen, in ver. 33; and in particular, va0drou might 
be referred to the Father, cogizs to the Son (Luke xi. 49), and yvracews to the 

Holy Spirit (1 Cor. ii. 10, 11); in consistency with which, moreover, the ß«&6os, 

belonging to all three elements, might have been explained of the mystery of 

the Trinitarian relation. This observation is not meant to sound like ‘‘ Gnostic 

mockery” (Philippi); such is far from my intention. That the doctrine 

of the Trinity (that of the New Testament, namely, which is Subordinatian) 

was vividly before the consciousness of the apostle, no unprejudiced person 
denies ; but here he has neither stated not hinted at it, as the third element eis 
avroy Shows sufficiently in and by itself, for all things can have their ¢elic 
reference to none other than to the Father or (Col. i. 16) to the Son. 

2 Theodoret argues from the first two statements the equality of the Father 
and the Son ; he says nothing concerning the Spirit. 
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Suatehet kußepvav. — eis adtov] All things serve Him (comp. 
Heb. ii. 10) as their ultimate end. This is explained by 
Oecumenius, Theophylact, and Fritzsche of the wpholding 
(ovvexovraı érecTpaypeva mpos avTov). On the whole, comp. 
what Marcus Antoninus, iv. 23, says of dvous: Ex cod mavra, 
Ev colt mayra, eis oe mävra, and Gataker in loc.—1 d0€a] 
sc. ei; as at xvi. 27: the befitting glory. Gal. i. 5; Eph. 
iii. 21. 
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CHAPTER XII 

Ver. 2. Instead of the imperatives, which Tisch. also defends, 
Lachm. has, what Griesb. already approved: cveyymaurifeodas and 
Herawoppovodu, according to A B** DFG, min. Theoph. The pre- 
ponderating evidence of the codd. is in favour of the infinitives, 
while that of the vss. (Vulg. It. Syr. etc.) and Fathers is in favour 
of the imperatives. But, since the frequent practical use of the pre- 
cept in the direct paraenetic form of expression at any rate sug- 
gested—especially considering the closely similar pronunciation 
of the infinitives and imperatives—the writing of the latter rather 
than the former, the infinitive reading is to preferred, which 8 
also supports by reading weraoppotcdas, although it has ovoynue- 
rileode. —iuav] is wanting in A B D* FG, 47, 67*, Copt. 
Clem. Cypr. Omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. The preponderance 
of evidence, as well as the circumstance that iuay very readily 
suggested itself to mechanical copyists for repetition from ver. 
1, justifies the omission. — Ver. 5. Lachm. and Tisch. 8: ro, 
according to AB D* FGPs, 47*, Antioch. Damasc. Rightly ; 
ro 6 xa eis, not being understood, was exchanged with 6 6: 
zaé eis, as the antithesis of of roAAo7,— Ver. 11. 7a xup&] So 
Griesb., after Erasm. 2, Steph. 3, Mill, and others. But Erasm. 1, 
Beza, Elz. Matth., Lachm., Scholz, Tisch., and Rinck have ro 
zupiw. The former is found in D* F G, 5, and Latin Fathers ; 
the latter in A B D** EL Ps, and most min. vss. and Greek 
Fathers. See the accurate examination of the evidence in 
Reiche, Comm. crit. p. 70 ff., who decides for xupiw, and in Tisch. 
8. Kupiw is certainly the oldest and most diffused reading. 
Nevertheless, if it were original, we cannot well see why xa:pp 
should have been substituted for it; for dova. rö zupiw is a very 
usual Pauline thought (Acts xx. 19; Eph. vi. 7; Rom. xiv. 18, 
xvi. 18; Col. in. 24, et al.), and would suit our passage very well. 
It would be far easier to take exception to xa:p@ than to xupiw (as 
in xiil. 11, instead of xa:pév, the reading xdpiov is already found 
in Clement), especially as the principle itself, rq xaipq dovrede, 
might readily seem somewhat offensive to a prejudiced moral 
feeling. Hardly can zupiw, considering its great diffusion, be a 
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mere copyist’s error (in opposition to Fritzsche). — Ver. 13. 
»„peiaıg] D* F G, Clar. Boern. codd. Lat., in Rufinus and some 
Latin Fathers: aveiaıs (defended by Mill). Its origin is due to 
the reverence for martyrs: “lectio liturgica pro tempore ficta,” 
Matth. — Ver. 17. &vurıov] A** has &varıov rod Osod, zul &vamıov. F 

G, Arm. Goth. Vulg. and several Fathers: 0d wivov Evarıov r. @eod, 
ara zul tvamı. Ascetic amplification, after Prov. iii. 4; 2 Cor. 
viii. 21.—Instead of rdıray Lachm. has röy, according to A** 
D* FG, min. It. Harl. Guelph. Tol. Tert. Lucif. Probably, 
however, this was connected with that amplification. — Ver. 
20. gay ody] AB Ps, min. Copt. Arm. Vulg. Clar. Bas. Dam. : 
aar& exy (so Lachm. and Tisch. 8). D* F G, min. Goth.: &dv, 
which is to be preferred, with Griesb. ; the other readings aim 
at furnishing a connection. 

THE SECOND, OR PRACTICAL PART OF THE EPISTLE.! 

Ver. 1f. General exhortation to sanctification. — odv] draw- 
ing an inference, not from the whole dogmatie part of the 
epistle, beginning with i. 16 (Calvin, Bengel, and many others, 
including Reiche, Köllner, de Wette, Philippi, Hofmann), —as 

also in Eph. iv. 1 and 1 Thess. iv. 1, the oöv which introduces 
the practical portion is not to be taken so vaguely,—but from xi. 
35, 36, where the riches of God were described as, and shown 

to be, imparted apart from merit. This connection is, on 
account of Sia tév oikripp. tT. Oeod, more readily suggested 
and simpler than that with ver. 32 (Riickert, Fritzsche, and 
several others). — dua tov oikr. T. Ocod] by means of the com- 
passion of God, reminding you of it. Just so da in xv. 30, 
1 Cor. i. 10, 2 Cor. x. 1. The exhortation, pointing to the 

compassion of God, contains the motive of thankfulness for 
compliance with it. “Qui misericordia Dei recte movetur, in 
omnem Dei voluntatem ingreditur,” Bengel.— On oikrippoi, 

1See Pet. Abr. Borger, Dissertatio de parte epistolae ad Rom. paraenetica, 

Lugd. Bat. 1840.—The subdivision of what follows into #422 (chap. xii.), 
rorırırd (chap. xiii.), and izpecizé (chap. xiv. f.) is, considering the miscella- 
neous character of the contents, an untenable formal scheme (in opposition to 
Melanchthon, Beza, and others). Paul proceeds from the general to the par- 
ticular, and vice versd. 
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see Tittmann, Synon. p. 68 ff. On the singular, comp. Pind. 

Pyth. i. 85; Ecclus. v. 6; Bar. ii. 27; 1 Macc. ii. 44. ‘The 
plural conforms, indeed, to om, but is conceived according to 

the Greek plural usage of abstract nouns (see Kühner, II. 1, 
p. 15 f.; Maetzner, ad Lycurg. p. 144 f.): the compassions, ü.c. 
the stirrings and manifestations of compassion. — vapaori- 
cat| selected as the set expression for the presenting of sacri- 
ficial animals at the altar; Xen. Anab. vi. 1. 22; Lucian, de 
sacrif. 13; and see Wetstein and Loesner, p. 262. Paul is 
glancing at the thank-offering (dua T. oixtipp. T. ©.), and raises 
the notion of sacrifice to the highest moral idea of self- 
surrender to God; comp. Umbreit, p. 343 fl. — a copata 
vpov| not, on account of the figure of sacrifice, instead of vuäs 

avrovs (so usually ; still also Philippi), as if coua might denote 
the entire person, consisting of body and soul (but comp. on 
vi. 12). On the contrary, the apostle means quite strictly: 
your bodies, reserving the sanctification of the vovs for ver. 2, 
so that the two verses together contain the sanctification of the 

whole man distributed into its parts,—that of the outer man 
(set forth as the offering of a sacrifice), and that of the inner 
(as a renewing transformation). Fritzsche also takes the 
correct view ;+ comp. Hofmann. Other peculiar references of 
T. oop. vy. (Köllner: “the sensuous nature of man, which 
draws him to sin;” Olshausen: “in order to extend the idea 

of Christian sanctification down even to the lowest potency of 
human nature”) are not indicated by the text. The following 
T. Aoylx. AaTp. is not opposed to our view; for, in truth, bodily 
self-sacrifice is also an ethical act, 1 Cor. vi. 20. Comp. on 
the subject-matter, vi. 13, 19. — Ovoiav Eacav] as a sacrifice 
which lives. For the moral self-offering of the body is the 
antitypical mAnpweoıs of the ritual sacrificial-service, in which 

1 The ordinary objection brought against this view in its literal fidelity, 

that the body could not be sacrificed to God without the soul, is just in itself, 
but does not exclude the supposition that Paul might formally separate the 
bodily self-sacrifice and the spiritual renewal. He passes from the organism 
of the bodily life, in which the inner is made manifest, over to the latter; comp. 

1 Cor. vii. 34. In passages also of the Greek writers, in which cava is apparently 
used for the personal pronoun (as Eur. Alc. 647; see Brunck in loc.), ruux is 
simply body. Comp. also Soph. O. C. 355, eé al. 
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the sacrifice dies; whereas that ethical sacrifice is no doubt 

also connected with dying, as to sin namely, in the sense of 
vi. 2, vu. 4 ff, Col. ii. 20, iii. 5, Gal. ii. 19, but it is pre- 

cisely out of this death that the being alive here meant pro- 
ceeds, which has vanquished death (Gal. ii. 20, ei al.). Such 
a sacrifice is also, in the eminent sense of antitypical fulfilment, 
ayia (as pure and belonging to God in an ethical relation) 
and evapeotos T@ Oe@ (comp. Eph. v. 2). That r. Oe is not, 
with Estius, Bengel, and Koppe, to be connected with rapaor., 

is shown by its very position, as well as by the superfluous 
character of a r. Oe@ with mapaor. — Passages from Porphyry, 
Hierocles, Philo, Josephus, and the Rabbins, in which likewise 

moral devotion to God is set forth as self-sacrifice, see in 

Wetstein and Koppe. On the asyndeton, as strengthening the 
force of the predicative notion, in ay., evap. T. ©., comp. Nägels- 

bach, z. Ilias, p. 50, ed. 3. — nv Aoy. Aarp. üp.] accusative of 
epexegesis,—an appositional definition, and that, indeed, not to 
the mere @vaiay (to the notion of which the wider notion of 
Aatpelav does not correspond), but to the whole mapasrncaı 
K.T.A., containing, respecting this whole act of presenting offering, 
the judgment, what it ought to be; see Winer, p. 496 [E. T. 669]; 

Kühner, II. 1, p. 243 f. Luther aptly remarks: “the which 
is your reasonable service.” Comp. Lobeck, Paralip. p. 519; 
Nägelsbach, z. Zl. ii. 51; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 134. — 
Aarpeia] service of worship, as in John xvi. 2. See on that 
passage. Comp. ix. 4. Aorıxoös, rational (1 Pet. ii. 2; Plato, 
Locr. p. 99 E, 102 E; Polyb. xxv. 9. 2), is not in contrast to 
faa adoya (Theodoret, Grotius, Koppe, and many others), 
which at most would only be to be assumed if Aarpeia were 
equivalent to @voia, but generally to the ceremonial charac- 
ter of the Jewish and heathen worship,—designating the 
Aatpeia here meant as a spiritual service, fulfilling itself in moral 

rational activity,—of which nature the opus operatum of the 
Jewish and heathen cultus was not. The Test. XII. Patr. p. 547 
calls the sacrifice of the angels Aoyızyv x. avaluarrov poo popar. 
On the idea, comp. John iv. 24; Rom. i. 9; Phil. iii. 3; 1 Pet. 

il. 5; Athenag. Leg. 13. Melanchthon: “ Cultus mentis, in 
quo mens fide aut coram intuetur Deum, et vere sentit timorem 
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et laetitiam in Deo.” The opposite is the character of mechani- 
cal action, the ddroyos rpıBn Kat Eurreipia (Plat. Gorg. p. 501 A). 

Ver. 2. Infinitives (see the critical notes): avoxnnariteodaı, 
to become like-shaped, and werauopbovsdaı, to become trans- 
formed. The two verbs stand in contrast only through the 
prepositions, without any difference of sense in the stem-words. 

Comp. the interchange of wopdy and cyjwa in Phil. ii. 7, 
also the Greek usage of oynuarifev and wopbovv, which 
denote any kind of conformation according to the context 
(Plut. Mor. p. 719 B: 70 penopdwuevov kai éoynpwaticpévor, 
Eur. [ph. T. 292: popdis oxjuara). Here of moral confor- 
mation, without requiring us to distinguish popdy and oxnjua 
as inner and outer (Bengel, Philippi), or as appearance to 
others and one’s own state in itself (Hofmann). On the inter- 
change of the infinitive of the aorist (wapacthcar) and present, 
comp. on vi. 12. —7T@ aiavı TovT@] to the present age, running 
on to the Parousia, 1 poly (see on Matt. xii. 32), the charac- 
ter (ethical mould) of which is that of immorality (Eph. üi. 2; 
Gal. i. 4; 2 Cor. iv. 4, ctal.). ovoxnuarigeodaı is also found 

in rhetoricians with the dative (as also 1 Pet. 1. 14), instead 
of with rpös or eis. — TH avaxaw. 7. vods] whereby the pera- 
pop®. is to be effected : through the renewal of the thinking power 
(vovs here, according to its practical side, the reason in its moral 
quality and activity; see on vil. 23; Eph. iv. 23). It needs 
this renewal in order to become the sphere of operation for 
the divine truth of salvation, when it, under the ascendency 
of dwaptia in the cdpé, has become darkened, weak, unfree, 

and transformed into the addxipos vots (i. 28), the vods tis 
capros (Col. ii. 18). Comp. on vii. 23. And this renewal, 
which the regenerate man also needs on account of the conflict 
of flesh and spirit which exists in him (viii. 4 ff; Gal. v. 
16 ff.) through daily penitence (Col. iii. 10; 2 Cor. vii. 10; 
1 Thess. v. 22, 23), is effected by means of the life-element 
of faith (Phil. iii. 9 ff), transforming the inner man (Eph. iii. 

1 According to the latter supposed distinction, Hofmann hits upon the arbi- 
trary definition of the relation of ver. 1 to ver. 2, that ver. 1 contains how the 
Christian should stand towards God, and ver. 2 how he should present himself 
to those who surround him. 
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16,17; 2 Cor. v. 17), under the influence of the Holy Spirit, 
Eph. iv. 23, 24; Tit. iii. 5. This influence restores the har- 
mony in which the vovs ought to stand with the divine mveüna ; 

not, however, annulling the moral freedom of the believer, 
but, on the contrary, presupposing it; hence the exhortation: 
to be transformed (passive). As to the ava in avaraıv., see on Col. 
iii. 10. — eis TO Soxep.| belongs not merely to avaxaivwous T. 
voos um. as its direction (Hofmann), but (comp. Phil. i. 10 and 
on Rom. i. 20) specifies the aim of the petapopd. T. avak. T. 
v. üuov. To the man who is not transformed by the renewal 
of his intellect this proving—which is no merely theoreti- 
cal business of reflection, but is the critical practice of the 
whole inner life—forms no part of the activity of con- 
science. Comp. Eph. v. 10. The sense: to be able to prove 
(Rückert, Köllner), is as arbitrarily introduced as in ii. 18. 
He who is transformed by that renewal not merely can do, but 
— which Paul has here in view as the immediate object of the 
petapoppodcbat x.7.r.—actually does the Soxiwafew, and has 
thereby the foundation for a further moral development; he 
‘does it by means of the judgment of his conscience, stirred and 
illuminated by the Spirit (2 Cor. i. 12). On ro deimua Oeod, 
what is willed by God, comp. Matt. vi. 10; Eph. v. 17, vi. 6; 
Col. i. 9; 1 Thess. iv. 3.—70 a@yaov «. eddp. K. TEX.] is, by 
the Peschito, the Vulgate, Chrysostom, and most of the older 

interpreters, also by Riickert and Reiche, united adjectivally 
with 76 0&X. But as evap. would thus be unsuitable to this, 
we must rather (with Erasmus, Castalio, and others, includ- 

ing Tholuck, Flatt, Köllner, de Wette, Fritzsche, Reithmayı, 

Philippi, van Hengel, Hofmann) approve the substantival ren- 
dering (as apposition to To O&X. 7. Qeod): that which is good and 
well-pleasing (to God) and perfect. The repetition of the article 
was the less necessary, as the three adjectives used substan- 

tivally exhaust one notion (that of moral good), and that 

climactically. Comp. Winer, p. 121 [E. T. 159]; Dissen, ad 
Dem. de cor. p. 373 £.; Kühner, II. 1, p. 528. 

Ver. 3. The exhortation now passes on to single duties, amongst 

which that of humility and modesty, generally (vv. 3-5), and 

in respect of the individual xapiouara in particular (vv. 6-8), 
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is the first—the first, too, compliance with which was indis- 

pensable to a prosperous life of the church. And Paul must 
have known how very necessary this same injunction was in 
the Roman community. — ydp] for. The special requirement 
which he is now to make serves in fact by way of confirma- 
tion to the general exhortation of ver. 2. As to Aéyw in the 
sense of enjoining, see on ii. 22.— dia THs yap. THs 600. wor] 
Paul does not command 6 Eavrod, but by means of, i.e. in virtue 
of the divine grace bestowed on him. It is thus that he charac- 
terizes—and how at once truly and humbly! (1 Cor. xv. 10)— 
his apostleship. Comp. xv. 15; 1 Cor. ii. 10; Eph. ii. 7, 8. 
This xapıs was given to him (por), not in common with 
Christians generally (ipiv, ver. 6).— ravri.... vuiv] to every 
one in your community; none among you is to be exempt from 
this exhortation; not: to every one who thinks himself to be 
something among you (Koppe, Baumgarten-Crusius). — un 
vrrepbpov. K.T.r.| not loftily-minded ought the Christian to be, 
going beyond the standard-rule of that disposition which is 

conformable to duty (map © Set dp.); but his disposition 
should be such as to have wise discretion (1 Pet. iv. 7) for its 
aim (comp. Hom. Il. xxiii. 305: eis ayada povéwy, Eur. 
Phoen. 1135: eis uaynv dpoveiv). Paronomasia. Comp. Plat. 
Legg. x. p. 906 B: cadpoctvyn peta hpovicews, Eur. Heracl. 

388: TeV hpovijuarwv ... Tey üyav bTepppovwev; and see 
Wetstein. — exact ws| éxdotm depends on £uepioe (comp. 
1 Cor. iii, 5, vi. 17, and on Rom. xi. 31), not on Ayo 
(Estius, Köllner)— which view makes the already said mavrı 
... uuiv to be once more repeated, and, on the other hand, 

deprives €uépice of its essential definition. ‘Rs designates the 
scale according to which each one ought gpovety eis TO cwdpo- 
vety, and this scale is different in persons differently furnished 
with gifts, so that for one the boundary, beyond which his 
gpovety ceases to be eis TO aw&poveiv, is otherwise drawn than 
it is for another. The regulative standard, however, Paul 

expressly calls the measure of faith, which God has assigned. 
This is the subjective condition (the objective is the divine 
xapis) of that which every one can and ought to do in the 
Christian life of the church. According, namely, as faith in 
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the case of individual Christians is more or less living, practical, 
energetic, efficacious in this or that direction, — whether con- 
templative, or manifesting itself in the outer life, in eloquence 
and action, ete,—they have withal to measure their ap- 
pointed position and task in the church. He, therefore, who 

covets a higher or another standpoint and sphere of activity 
in the community, and is not contented with that which 
corresponds to the measure of faith bestowed on him, evinces 
a wilful self-exaltation, which is without measure and not 

of God—not that spirit wherein the Christian perpiodpo- 
ctvn consists, the dpovely eis TO cwppovety, ExdoT@ ws KıT.A. 
The wiorıs is therefore to be taken throughout in no other 
sense than the ordinary one: faith in Christ, of which the 
essence indeed is alike in all, but the individually different 
degrees of strength (comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 2), and peculiarities of 
character in other respects (vv. 4 ff.), constitute for indivi- 

duals the uEerpov wicrews in quantitative and qualitative rela- 
tion. Comp. Eph. iv. 7. This likewise holds in opposition to 
Hofmann, who with violence separates pérp. wictews from 
éuépice, and takes it as an accusative of apposition, like rp 
Aoyır. Aarpeiav tuov, ver. 1; holding wictews to be the geni- 
tive of quality, which distinguishes the measure within which 
the thinking of the Christian is confined, from that which 
the natural man sets up for himself. Comp., in opposition 
to this strange separation, 2 Cor. x. 13, and in opposition 
to this artificial explanation of the genitive, 2 Cor. x. 13; 
Eph. iv. 7, xiii. 16; Plat. 7heaet. p. 161 E: peérpo.. . THs 
avtod codias. Soph. El. 229: pérpov kakörnros. Eur. Ion, 
354: Ans wérpov. Pind. Isthm. i. 87: kepdcwv u. 

Vv. 4, 5 ff. Motive for compliance with the previous 
exhortation.—For the prevalence of the parallel between a 
human body and a corpus sociale (1 Cor. xii.) also among the 
ancients, see Grotius and Wetstein. — 74 dé wéAn travta K.T.\.] 
ie. but the members, all of them, have different activity ; thus, e.g., 
the eyes another than the ears, the feet another than the mouth. 
Wrongly van Hengel takes the expression, as though ov ravra 
were the reading, so that only some—namely, those we possess 
in pairs—would be meant, not all. —oi moAAoi] the many, 
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.e. the multiplicity of Christians taken together, in opposition 
to the unity of the body which they compose. Comp. v. 15. 

— ev Xpior®] The common element in which the union con- 
sists; out of Christ we should not be &v capa, but this we 
are in Him, in the fellowship of faith and life with Christ. 
He is the Head (Eph. 1. 22, 23, iv. 15; Col. i 18, ii. 19),—a 

relation which is understood of itself by the consciousness of 
faith, but is not denoted by ev Xpioct@ (as if this meant on 
Christ), as Koppe, Rosenmiiller, and older interpreters hold. — 
ro 6€ Kal’ els] but in what concerns the individual relation» In 

good Greek it would be ro de xa@’ Eva (see on Mark xiv. 19, 
and Bernhardy, p. 329; Kühner, II. 1, p. 414); but «a6 eis, 
in which «ara has quite lost its regimen, is a very frequent 
solecism in the later Greek writers (Mark, lc. ; John viii. 9; 

3 Mace. v. 34). See Lucian, Soloec. 9, and Graev. in loc. ; 

Thom. Mag. p. 483; Wetstein on Mark, l.c.; Winer, p. 234 
[E. T. 312}. To xa@ eis is groundlessly condemned by 
Fritzsche as “commentitia formula.” If xa@ eis and o xa 
eis were in use (and this was the case), it follows that ro 
xa? eis might be just as well said as TO «a0’ Eva (comp. To 
caf éavrov and the like, Matthiae, § 283; Kühner, IT. 1, p. 
272). See also Buttmann, neut. Gr p. 968 

Vv. 6-8. In the poseession, however, of different gifts. This 
EXovTes de yapicpata K.T.A. corresponds to Ta de ueAm mavra 
ov THY aurnv ever mpäfıv, ver. 4.—As regards the construction, 
the view adopted by Reiche, de Wette, and Lachmann makes 

Exovres a participial definition of éopev, ver. 5; accordingly, 
eite mpobnreiav and elite Svaxoviay depend on éyovtes as a 
specifying apposition to xaplouara ; whilst the limiting defini- 
tions Kata TH advan. T. mior., &v TH Stak., Ev TH Sidack., Ev TH 
mapak\. x... are parallel to the cata tHv xapıv 600. nuiv, and 
with elite 0 dvddoxwv the discourse varies, without however 

becoming directly hortatory. Comp. also Riickert. But 
usually Kata Tyv dvanr. T. mıor., Ev TH Stak. K.7.r., are regarded 
as elliptical hortatory sentences, whilst &xovres is by some like- 
wise attached to the foregoing (Theodoret, Erasmus, Luther, 
Castalio, Calvin, Estius, and others, including Flatt, Tholuck, 

Reithmayr), and with others éyovres begins a new sentence (so 
ROM. IL R 
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Olshausen, Fritzsche, Baumgarten - Crusius, Philippi, van 

Hengel, Hofmann, following Beza). The usual construction 
is the only correct one (in which, most suitably to the pro- 
gressive Ö&, a new sentence commences with &xovres), be- 
cause, under the mode followed by Reiche and de Wette, 

the alleged limitations ev 7H dıar., ev TH dudack., and Ev TH 
maparı. either express nothing, or must be taken arbitrarily 
in a variety of meaning different from that of the words with 
which they stand; and because &v amAörnrı, ev omovön, and 
Ev iNaporyrı, ver. 8, are obviously of a hortatory character, 

and therefore the previous expressions with ev may not be 
taken otherwise. By way of filling up the concise maxims 
thrown out elliptically, and only as it were in outline, itis sufü- 
cient after kata Thy dvadoy. T. mior.to supply: mpobnreiwuer, 
after &v TH Svaxovia: oper, after Ev TH dvdacKadla: Eorw, the 
same after &v 7H maparınyoeı,; and lastly, after the three 
following particulars, ev amAörnri K.7.r., the imperatives of the 
corresponding verbs (weradiddrw «.7.r.). Comp. the similar 
mode of expression in 1 Pet. iv. 10, 11. — xapiouara] denotes 
the different peculiar aptitudes for the furtherance of Christian 
life in the church and of its external welfare, imparted by God’s 
erace through the principle of the Holy Spirit working in the 
Christian communion (hence mvevuarıra, 1 Cor. xii. 1). On 
their great variety, amidst the specific unity of their origin 
from the efficacy of this Spirit, see esp. 1 Cor. xii. 4 ff—Paul 
here mentions by way of example (for more, see 1 Cor. xii), 
in the first instance, four of such yaptowara, namely: (1) 
mpobnreia, the gift of theopneustie discowrse, which presupposes 
arrokdduis, and the form of which, appearing in different 
ways (hence also in the plural in 1 Cor. xiii. 8; 1 Thess. v. 
20), was not ecstatic, like the speaking with tongues, but 
was an activity of the vods enlightened and filled with the con- 

secration of the Spirit’s power, disclosing hidden things, and 

profoundly seizing, chastening, elevating, carrying away men’s 

hearts, held in peculiar esteem by the apostle (1 Cor. xiv. 1). 

Comp. on 1 Cor. xii. 10. Further, (2) Svaxovia: the gift of 

administration of the external affairs of the church, particularly 
the care of the poor, the sick, and strangers; comp. 1 Cor. xü. 
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28, where the functions of the diaconia are termed davriämfeıs. 
Acts tk Phil a, 151 Tim. i. 8, 12; 1 Pet. iv. 11; 
Rom. xvi. 1. The service of the diaconate in the church, 
which grew out of that of the seven men of Acts vi, is 
really of apostolic origin: Clem. Cor. I. 42, 44; Ritschl, 

altkath. Kirche, p. 359; Jul. Müller, dogmat. Abh. p. 560 ff. 
(3) The didacxadia, the gift of instruction in the usual form 
of teaching directed to the understanding (€& oikelas Svavoias, 
Chrysostom, ad 1 Cor. xii. 28), see on Acts xiii. 1; Eph. iv. 11; 
1 Cor. xiv. 26. It was not yet limited to a particular office ; 
see Ritschl, p. 350 f. (4) mapdkrnats, the gift of hortatory 
and encouraging address operating on the heart and will, the 
possessor of which probably connected his discourses, in the 
assemblies after the custom of the synagogue (see on Acts xiii. 
15), with a portion of Scripture read before the people. Comp. 
Acts iv. 36, xi. 23, 24; Justin, Apol. I. ec. 67.— «ata tiv 
avan, T. mior.] Conformably to the proportion of their faith the 
prophets have to use their prophetic gift, ze. (comp. ver. 3): 
they are not to depart from the proportional measure which 
their faith has, neither wishing to exceed it nor falling short 
of it, but are to guide themselves by it, and are therefore so 
to announce and interpret the received amoraxınkıs, as the 
peculiar position in respect of faith bestowed on them, according 
to the strength, clearness, fervour, and other qualities of that 

faith, suggests—so that the character and mode of their speaking 
is conformed to the rules and limits, which are implied in the 
proportion of their individual degree of faith. In the con- 
trary case they fall, in respect of contents and of form, into 
a mode of prophetic utterance, either excessive and over- 
strained, or on the other hand insufficient and defective (not 
corresponding to the level of their faith). The same revelation 
may in fact—according to the difference in the proportion of 
faith with which it, objectively given, subjectively connects 
itself{—hbe very differently expressed and delivered. dvadoryia, 
proportio, very current (also as a mathematical expression) 
in the classics (comp. esp. on kata T. avandoy. Plato, Polit. 
p. 257 B, Locr. p. 95 B; Dem. 262. 5), is here in substance 
‘not different from pérpov, ver. 3; comp. Plato, Zim. p. 69 B: 
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avaxoya kal Eiuuerpa. Hofmann groundlessly denies this 
(in consequence of his incorrect view of pétpov mioTews, ver. 

3), yet likewise arrives at the sense, that prophetic utterance 
must keep equal pace with the life of faith. Paul might, in 
fact, have written cuppétpws rn mioreı, and would have thereby 
substantially expressed the same thing as kara T. avan. T. 
mist. or avadoyos T. m. The old dogmatic interpretation! (still 
unknown, however, to the Greek Fathers, who rightly take 
T. miortews subjectively, of the fides qua creditur) of the 
regula fidei (wiotts in the objective sense, fides quae creditur), 
i.e.of the conformitas doctrinae in seripturis (see esp. Colovius), 
departs arbitrarily from the thought contained in ver. 3, and 
from the immediate context (cata T. yap. T. 500. nuiv), and 
cannot in itself be justified by linguistic usage (see on i. 5). 
It reappears, however, substantially in Flatt, Klee, Glöckler, 
Köllner, Philippi (“to remain subject to the norma et regula 
fidei Christianae”), Umbreit, Bisping, although they do not, 
like many of the older commentators, take prophecy to refer 
to the explanation of Scripture. — év rn dwakovia] If it be the 
case that we have diaconia (as yapiopa), let us be in our 
diaconia. The emphasis lies on ev. He who has the gift of 
the diaconia should not desire to have a position in the life 
of the church outside of the sphere of service which is assigned 
to him by this endowment, but should be active within that 
sphere. That by ötarovia is not intended any ecclesiastical office 
generally (Chrysostom, Luther, Reithmayr, Hofmann), is shown 
by the charismatic elements of the entire context. On eivau Ev, 
versari in, comp. 1 Tim. iv..15 ; Plato, Prot. p. 317 C, Phaed. 

p. 59 A; Demosth. 301. 6, et al.; Krüger, ad Dion. Hist. p. 

269, 70. — eire 0 dudaocxwv] Symmetrically, Paul should have 
continued with eire dudacKxariav (sc. Exovres), as A. actually 
reads. Instead of this, however, he proceeds in such a way as 

now to introduce the different possessors of gifts in the third 
person, and therefore no longer dependent on the we implied 

in éyovtes. The change of conception and construction may 

1 Comp. Luther’s gloss : ‘‘ All prophecy, which leads to work and not simply 
to Christ as the only consolation, however valuable it is, is nevertheless not like 

faith.” 
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accordinely be thus exhibited: “ While, however, we have 
different gifts, we should, be it prophecy that we have, make 
use of it according to the proportion of our faith,—he it diaconia 
that we have, labour within the diaconia,—be it that it is the 

teacher, (he should) be active within the sphere of teaching, 
ete.” After 6 diddcxwr, simply eori is to be supplied: «f it, 
viz. one charismatically gifted, 7s the teacher. The apostle, in 
the urgent fulness of ideas which are yet to be only con- 
cisely expressed, has lost sight of the grammatical connection ; 
comp. Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 351. Hofmann’s expedient, 
that here eire... e’re are subordinated to the preceding ev 
Th Svaxovia, and 6 duddoxwy and 0 mapaxadey are to be taken 
as a parenthetical apposition to the subject of the verb to be 

supplied (“be 2 that he, the teacher, handles teaching, etc.), 
is an artificial scheme forced upon him by his incorrect view 
of dvaxovia, and at variance with the co-ordinated relation of 
the first two cases of eire. 

Ver. 8. ‘O peradidovs x.7,r.] The detailed exposition with 
eite ceases as the discourse flows onward more vehemently, 
but the series of those charismatically endowed is continued, yet 

in such a way that now there are no longer mentioned such as 
possess a xapıoua for a definite function in the church, but 
such as possess it generally for the activity of public usefulness 
in the social Christian life. Hence, because with év amAornri 
K.T.A. the continuance of the exhortations is indicated, we are 

to place before o peradidovs not a full stop, but a comma, or, 
better, a colon. ‘The reference of these last three points to 
definite ministerial functions (such as that 0 petad:6. is the 
diaconus who distributes the gifts of love; 6 mpoiorau. the 
president of the community, bishop or presbyter; 0 eXewv he 
who takes charge of the sick) is refuted, first, by the fact that 
the assumed references of weraöıd. (according to Acts iv. 35, 
we should at least expect dvadid0vs) are quite incapable of 
proof, and indeed improbable in themselves; secondly, by the 
consideration that such an analysis of the diaconal gift would 
be out of due place, after mention had been already made of 
the d:axovia as a whole; and thirdly, by the consideration that 
the position of the mrpoiorauevos, as the presbyter, between two 
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diaconal functions, and almost at the end of the series, would 

be unsuitable. But if we should wish to explain poioran. 
as guardian of the strangers (my first edition; Borger), there is 
an utter want of proof both for this particular feature of the 
diaconia and for its designation by mpoiotdu. (for the mpo- 
otatns at Athens, the patron of the metoeci, was something 
quite different; Hermann, Staatsalterth. § 115. 4).— 0 pera- 
didovs] he who imparts, who exercises the charisma of 
charitableness by imparting of his means to the poor. Eph. 
iv. 28; Luke iii. 11. To understand the imparting of 
spiritual good (Baumgarten-Crusius), or this along with the 
other (Hofmann), receives no support from the context, espe- 
cially seeing that the spiritual imparting has already been 
previously disposed of in its distinctive forms. — év ämAor.] in 
simplicity, therefore without any selfishness, without boasting, 
secondary designs, etc., but in plain sincerity of disposition. 
Comp. 2 Cor. viii. 2, ix. 11, 13, and the classical collocations 

of ämAovs Kal adnOys, ar. x. yevvaios x.7.A. On the subject- 

matter, comp. Matt. vi. 2 ff— 0 mpoiortäuevos] the president, 
he who exercises the ydpuowa of presiding over others as 
leader, of directing affairs and the like (comp. mpoioracdaı 
Tov mpayuarov, Herodian, vii. 10. 16), consequently one who 
through spiritual endowment is 7jyeuovixos Kal apxıros (Plato, 
Prot. p. 352 B). This xapıona mpoorarırov had to be 
possessed by the presbyter or eriakomos for behoof of his work 
(comp. 1 Cor. xii. 28); but we are not to understand it as 
applying to him exclusively, or to explain it specially of the 
office of presbyter, as Rothe and Philippi again do,' in spite 
of the general nature of the context, while Hofmann like- 
wise thinks that the presbyter is meant, not as respects his 
office, but as respects his activity. What is meant is the 
category of charismatic endowment, under which the work des- 
tined for the presbyter falls to be included. — ev amovn] with 
zeal; it is the earnest, strenuous attention to the fulfilment of 

duty, the opposite of dauAörns. — 6 EAewv] he who is merciful 
towards the suffering and unfortunate, to whom it is his 
xdapicua to administer comfort, counsel, help. — ev idapor. | 

1 So also Jul. Müller, Dogmat. Abh. p. 582. 
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with cheerful, friendly demeanour, 2 Cor. ix. 7, the opposite of 
a reluctant and sullen carriage. Comp. Xen. Mem. ii. 7. 12: 
iNapai de avti cxvOpwrav. — Observe, further, that év amXor., 
ev omovön, and Ev iNapor. do not denote, like the preceding 
definitions with év, the sphere of service within which the 
activity is to exert itself, but the quality, with which those who 
are gifted are to do their work; and all these three qualities 
characterize, in like manner, the nature of true ow&poveiv, 
ver. 3. 

Vv. 9-21. Exhortations for all without distinction, headed 
by love ! 

Ver. 9. “H aydrn ävvmörp.] sc. éotw. The supplying of 
the imperative (comp. ver. 7), which is rare in the classical 
writers (Bernhardy, p. 331; Kühner, II. 1, p. 37), cannot 
occasion any scruple in this so briefly sketching hortatory 
address. dvvmöorpıros is not found in classical Greek, but it 
occurs in Wisd. v. 19, xvii. 16, 2 Cor. vi. 6, 1 Tim. i. 5, 

2 Tim. 1 5, Jas. ii. 12, 1 Pet. i. 22. Antoninus, viii. 5, has 

the adverb, like Clem. Cor. II. 12.— The absolute 7 daydarn 
is always love towards others (see esp. 1 Cor. xiii.), of which 
&iraderdia is the special form having reference to Christian 
fellowship, ver. 10. As love must be, so must be also faith, 

its root, 1 Tim. i. 5; 2 Tim. i. 5.— The following participles 
and adjectives may be taken either together as preparing for 
the evAoyetre Tovs Sim. in ver. 14, and as dependent on this 
(Lachm. ed. min.) ; or, as corresponding to the personal subject 
of 7 aydirn avvmörp. (so Fritzsche), see on 2 Cor. i. 7; or, 
finally, by the supplying of éoré as mere precepts, so that after 
dvvrorp. there should be placed a full stop, and another after 
Sudxovres in ver. 13. So usually; also by Lachmann, ed. 
maj., and Tischendorf. The latter view alone, after 7 ayarrn 

avuTo«p. has been supplemented by the imperative of: the 
substantive verb, is the natural one, and correspondent in its 
concise mode of expression to the whole character stamped on 
the passage ; the two former modes of connection exhibit a for- 
mal interdependence on the part of elements that are heterogene- 
ous in substance. — aroatuyobvtes| abhorring. The strengthen- 
ing significance of the compound, already noted by Chrysostom, 
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Theodoret, Oecumenius, and Theophylact, has been ground- 
lessly denied by Fritzsche ; it is quite appropriate in passages 
like Herod. ii. 47, vi. 129; Soph. Oed. C. 186, 691, Eur. Ion. 

488; Parthen. Erot. 8.— 70 movnpov and 76 ayaOe are to be 
taken generally of moral evil and good ; abhorrence of the one 

and adherence to the other form the fundamental moral 
character of unfeigned love. The evil and good which are 
found in the object of love (Hofmann) are included, but not 
specially meant. Comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 6. 

Ver. 10. TH piraderdg.] In respect of (in point of) brotherly 
love (love towards fellow-Christians, 1 Thess. iv. 9; Heb. 
xii. 1; 1 Pet. 1. 22; 2 Pet.i 7). On its relation to ya, 
comp. generally Gal. vi. 10. — diAöcTopyor] fondly affectionate ; 
an expression purposely chosen, because Christians are brothers 
and sisters, as the word is also in classical Greek the usual one 

for family affection. Comp. also Cicero, ad Att. xv. 17.— 7h 
run] in the point of moral respect and high estimation. — 
mponyovjevor| not: excelling (Chrysostom, Morus, Köllner), nor 
yet: anticipating (Vulgate, Theophylact, Luther, Castalio, Wolf, 
Flatt), but, in correspondence with the signification of the word: 
going before, as guides, namely, with the conduct that incites 
others to follow. Without the support of usage Erasmus, 
Grotius, Heumann, Koppe, and Hofmann take rponyeiodaı as 

equivalent to yyelodaı drrepéyovtas (Phil. ii. 3), se ipso potiores 
ducere alios, which would be denoted by „yelodaı po Eavr@v 
aX. (Phil. ii. 3). In Greek it does not elsewhere occur 
with the accusative, but only with the dative (Xen. Cyr. 
i. 1.1; Arist. Plut. 1195; Polyb. xii. 5. 10) or genitive of 
the person (Xen. Hipp. 4. 5; Herodian, vi. 8. 6.; Polyb. xii. 
13. 11); with the accusative only, as in Xen. Anab. vi. 5. 10, 
Tpony. oOov. 

Ver. 11. TH omovöj)j] in respect of zeal, namely, for the 
interests of the Christian life in whatever relation. —7@ Tv. 

&eovres] seething, boiling in spirit, the opposite of oxvnpot TA 
omovön , hence T@ mvevp. is not to be understood of the Holy 
Spirit (Oecumenius and many others, including Holsten, 
Weiss), but of the human spirit. Comp. Acts xviil. 25. 
That this fervent excitement of the activity of thought, 
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feeling, and will for Christian aims is stirred up by the Holy 
Spirit, is obvious of itself, but is not of itself expressed by 76 
mvevpatt. Zew of the mental aestuare is also frequent in the 
classics; Plato, Rep. iv. p. 440 C, Phaedr. p. 251 B; Soph. 
Oed. C. 435; Eur. Hec. 1055; and Pflugk in loc. See also 
Jacobs, ad Anthol. IX. p. 203; Dorville, ad Charit. p. 233. — 

To Katp@ dovA.] consigns— without, in view of the whole laying 
out of the discourse as dependent on 7 aydırn dvvmökp., ver. 9, 
requiring a connective de (against van Hengel)—the fervour 
of spirit to the limits of Christian prudence, which, amidst its 

most lively activity, yet in conformity with true love, accom- 
modates itself to the circumstances of the time,‘ with moral 
discretion does not aim at placing itself in independence of 
them or oppose them with headlong stubbornness, but submits 
to them with a wise self-denial (1 Cor. xii. 4-8). Comp. on 
the Sovrd, TH Katpd (tempori servire, Cicero, ad Div. ix. 17, 
Tuscul. iii. 27. 66) and synonymous expressions (Kalpo 
Aarpeveı, Tots Kap. aroAovdeiv), which are used in a good or 
bad sense according to the context, Wetstein and Fritzsche in 
loc. ; Jacobs, ad Anthol. X. p. 261. On the thing itself, see 
Cie. ad Div. iv. 6: “ad novos casus temporum novorum con- 
siliorum rationes accommodare.” 

Ver. 12. In virtue of hope (of the future do&a, v. 2) joyful. 
The dative denotes the motive (Kühner, II. i. p. 380). — 7 OA. 
von.) in the presence of tribulation holding out, remaining con- 

stant in it. On the dative, comp. Kühner, lc. p. 385. Paul 
might have written ty Ort brow. (1 Cor. xiii. 7; 2 Tim. ii. 
19; Heb. x. 32, et al., and according to the classical use); he 

writes, however, in the line of formal symmetry with the other 
expressions, the dative and then the absolute vrrouev. (Matt. x. 
22; 2 Tim. ii. 12; Jas. v.11; 1 Pet.ii. 20). — 7. mpooevxn 
mpook.] perseveringly applying to prayer, Col. iv. 2; Actsi. 14. 

Ver. 13. Having’ fellowship in the necessities” of the saints 

1 How much was Paul himself in this matter, with all his fervour of spirit, a 

shining model! 1 Cor. ix. 19 ff.; Phil. iv. 12, 13; 1 Cor. iv. 11 ff., viii. 13; 

Acts xx. 35, xvi. 3, xxi. 23 ff. To the dovacvew +a xaspa, in the noble sense 
here meant, belongs also the having as though one had not, ete., in 1 Cor. vii. 
29) ff 

* The reading aveizıs yields no sense, although Hofmann commends it and 
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(comp. xv. 27), i.e. so conducting yourselves that the necessities 
of your fellow-Christians may be also your own, seeking there- 
fore just so to satisfy them. Comp. on Phil. iv. 14. The 
transitive sense: communicating (still held by Riickert and 
Fritzsche, following many of the older interpreters), finds no- 
where, at least in the N. T., any confirmation (not even in Gal. 
vi. 6). The äyıoı are the Christians in general, not specially 
those of Jerusalem (Hofmann), who are indicated in xv. 25, 
but not here, by the context. — nv Ptro€.| studying hospitality. 
Comp. Heb. xiii. 3; 1 Pet. iv. 9. A virtue highly important 
at that time, especially in the case of travelling, perhaps 
banished and persecuted, Christian brethren. Comp. also 
1 Tim. v. 10; Tit. i. 8. That those in need of shelter should 

not merely be received, but also sought out, belongs, under 

certain circumstances, to the fulfilment of this duty, but is not 
expressed by Si@xovtes (as Origen and Bengel hold). Comp. 
ix. 30; dpetnv Sioxewv, Plato, Theact. p. 176 B; ro ayabov 
Sımreiv and the like, Ecclus. xxvii. 8, et al.; adıriav SidKew, 

Plat. Rep. p. 545 B. 
Ver. 14. Tovs dw. tu.] who persecute you (in any respect 

whatever). The saying of Christ, Matt. v. 44, was perhaps 
known to the apostle and here came to his recollection, with- 
out his having read however, as Reiche here again assumes 
(comp. on ii. 19), the Gospels. 

Ver. 15. Xaipew] ic. yalpew twas dei, infinitive, as a 
briefly interjected expression of the necessary behaviour de- 
sired. See on Phil. iii. 16. On the subject-matter, comp. 
Eeclus. vii. 34. Rightly Chrysostom brings into prominence 
the fact that xralew «7d yevvalas oboöpa Setrar >Wuyijs, 
Gore TO eldorınoüvrı pi) ovov un POovelv, ANA Kab avvn- 
dec Oat. 

Ver. 16. These participles are also to be understood impera- 
tively by supplying écec@e (comp. on ver. 9), and not to be 
joined to ver. 15, nor yet to py yiveoOe hpov. map’ éavt. — TO 

seeks to acquire for it, by a comparison of Gal. ii. 10 and Phil. i. 4, the sense of 
renderings of assistance, which is a linguistic impossibility. Yet even Theodore 

of Mopsuestia wished to assign to this reading, which is found in some copies, 
the sense: drı Bixasy ünäs mynwovedssy TaYTOTE THY üyiuv, 
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abro eis GAN. &povodvres] characterizes the loving harmony, 
when each, in respect to his neighbour (eis, not év as in xv. 5), 
has one and the same thought and endeavour. Comp. gene- 
rally xv. 5; Phil. i. 2, iv. 2; 2 Cor. xi. 11. According to 
Fritzsche, ro avrd refers to what follows, so that modesty is 
meant as that towards which their mind should be mutually 
directed. But thus this clause of the discourse would not 
be independent, which is contrary to the analogy of the rest. 
— um Ta wrnra bpovodvres] not aiming at high things,—a 
warning against ambitious self-seeking. Comp. xi 20; 1 Tim. 
vi. 7.— Tots rameıvois] is neuter (Fritzsche, Reiche, Köllner, 

Glockler, de Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Borger, Reithmayr, 
Philippi, Maier, Bisping, following Beza and Calvin): being 
drawn onward by the lowly; %.e. instead of following the impulse 
to high things, rather yielding to that which is humble, to the 
claims and tasks which are presented to you by the humbler 
relations of life, entering into this impulse towards the lower 
strata and spheres of life, which lays claim to you, and follow- 
ing it. The rareıva ought to have for the Christian a force 
of attraction, in virtue of which he yields himself to fellow- 
ship with them (ovv), and allows himself to be guided by 
them in the determination of his conduct. Thus the Chris- 
tian holds intercourse, sympathetically and effectively, in the 
lower circles, with the poor, sick, persecuted, etc. ; thus Paul 

felt himself compelled to enter into humble situations, to work 
as a handicraftsman, to suffer need and nakedness, to be weak 

with the weak, etc. With less probability, on account of 
the contrast of ta ürnAd, others have taken trois tazrew. as 
masculine—some of them understanding tazrewds of inferior 
rank, some of humble disposition, some blending both meanings 
— with very different definitions of the sense of the whole, e.g. 
Chrys.: eis tip éxetvav edrérerav karaßndı, cvptrepipépov, un 
aTAOS TO bpovjnarı ovvrareıvod, adda Kal Bonde Kal xeipa 
opéyou K.T.A.; Similarly Erasmus, Luther, Estius, and others; 
Grotius (comp. Ewald): “modestissimorum exempla sec- 
tantes ;” Riickert (comp. van Hengel): “let it please you to 
remain in fellowship with the lowly ;” Olshausen : Christianity 
enjoins intercourse with publicans and sinners in order to 
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gain them for the kingdom of Christ;' Hofmann: “to be 
drawn into the host of those who occupy an inferior station and 
desire nothing else, and, as their equals, disappearing amongst 
them, to move with them along the way in which they g0.” 
— ovvaray.| has not in itself, nor has it here, the bad sense: 
to be led astray along with, which it acquires in Gal. ii. 13, 
2 Pet. iii. 17, through the context. — ppovipor map’ £avr.] wise 
according to your own judgment. Comp. Prov. iii. 7; Bern- 
hardy, p. 256 f. One must not fall into that conceited self- 
sufficiency of moral perception, whereby brotherly respect for the 
perception of others would be excluded. Similar, but not 
equivalent, is Ev Eavr., xi. 25. 

Vv. 17-19. The participles—to be supplemented here as in 
ver. 16—are not to be connected with un yiverde dpov. trap’ 
éavt. — pndevi] be he Christian or non-Christian. Opposite : 
ravrwv avOporewv. The maxim itself taught also by Greek 
sages, how opposed it was to the döelv 7H döıkodvrı of 
common Hellenism (Hermann, ad Soph. Philoct. 679 ; Jacobs, 
ad Delect. Epigr. p. 144; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Crit. p. 49 B, 
ad Phileb. p. 49 D) and to Pharisaism (see on Matt. v. 45)! 
— Tpovoovpevot] reminiscence from the LXX., Prov. iii. 4. For 
this very reason, but especially because otherwise an entirely 
unsuitable limitation of the absolute moral notion of xara 
would result, evarıov x.7.r. is not to be joined to cada (Ewald, 

Hofmann) ; it belongs to mpovoovp. Comp. 2 Cor. viii. 21; 

Polycarp, ad Phil. 6. Before the eyes of all men—so that it 
lies before the judgment of all—taking care for what is good 

(morality and decency in behaviour). Verbs of caring are 
used both with the genitive (1 Tim. v. 8) and with the accusa- 
tive (Bernhardy, p. 176), which in the classics also is very 
frequently found with rpovoeiodaı. Rightly Theophylact re- 
marks on ever. mavrwv avOp. that Paul does not thereby exhort 
us to live mpds xevodoklav, but ta un mapexwpev Kal? tov 
adoppas Tois Povropévors, he recommends that which is 
dcKavoddoToy K. aTpocKoTrov. — ei Övvarov, TO EE vuav peTa 
x.7.r.] to be so punctuated. For if the two were to be 

1 Certainly not here, for the discourse concerns the relations of Christians to 

one another (not to those who are without). 
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joined together (“as much as it is possible for you,” Glöckler), 
the injunction would lose all moral character. Still less are 
we to suppose that ei öuvarov belongs to the preceding (Eras- 
mus, Cajetanus, Bengel), which indeed admits of no condition. 
Grotius’ view is the correct one: “omnium amici este, si fieri 

potest; si non potest utrimque, certe ex vestra parte amici 

este,” so that ei duvarov allows the case of objective impossi- 
bility to avail (how often had Paul himself experienced this !) ; 
70 €EE üu@v (adverbially : as to what concerns your part, that 
which proceeds from you ; see generally oni. 15, and Ellendt, 
Lex. Soph. IL. p. 225) annuls any limitation in a subjective 
respect, and does not contain a subjective limitation (Reiche), 
since we for our part are supposed to be always and in any 
case peaceably disposed, so that only the opposite disposition 
and mode of behaviour of the enemy can frustrate our sub- 
jective peaceableness. — ayarrnrot| urgent and persuasive. 
Comp. 1 Cor. x. 14, xv. 58; Phil. ii. 1, iv. 1.— dara dore 
KT.A.) The construction changes, giving place to a stronger 
(independent) designation of duty. See Winer, p. 535 [E. T. 

720]. Comp. here especially Viger. ed. Herm. p. 469. Give 
place to wrath (kar é€oxynv, that of God), i.e. forestall it not by 
personal revenge, but let it have its course and its sway.’ The 
morality of this precept is based on the holiness of God; hence, 
so far as wrath and love are the two poles of holiness, it does 
not exclude the blessing of our adversaries (ver. 14) and inter- 
cession for them.: The view, according to which 79 opyn is 
referred to the divine wrath (comp. v. 9; 1 Thess. ii. 16)—as 
the absolute 7 xapıs is the divine favour and grace (comp. v. 
9; 1 Thess. 1. 10, ii. 16)—is rightly preferred by most inter- 
preters from the time of Chrysostom down to van Hengel, 
Hofmann, Delitzsch; for, on the one hand, it corresponds 

entirely to the profane (Gataker, ad Anton. p. 104; Wetstein 
in loc.) and Pauline (Eph. iv. 27) use of romov (or x@pav) dudovae 
—which primarily denotes to make place for any one (Luke 

! Quite analogous to the sense and sequence of thought of our verse is Synops. 
Sohar, p. 95: ‘* Homo non debet properare, ut vindictam sumat (comp. va 
tavrous txdixouvres) ; melius est, si vindictam committit alii” (Deo), comp. 2ar@ 
dor: Tom, TH Opyn. 
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xiv. 9), then to give any one full play, time and opportunity 
for activity (Eph. l.c., comp. Ecclus. xiii. 21, xix. 17, xxxviii. 
12, xvi 14; Philo in Loesner, p. 263); and on the other 
hand it is most appropriate to the following scriptural proof.’ 
Non-compliance with the precept occasions the opyifec@at kal 
äuapräaveıv, Eph. iv. 26. Comp. on the thought 1 Pet. ii. 23 ; 
1 Sam. xxiv. 13,16. Others interpret it of one’s own wrath, 

which is not to be allowed to break forth. So de Dieu, Bos, 
Semler, Cramer, and Reiche : “ Wrath produces terrible effects 
in the moment of its ebullition; give it time, and it passes 
away.” The Latin use? of irae spatium dare agrees indeed 
with this interpretation, but not the Greek use of romov diddvat 
—not even in the well-known expression in Plutarch (de ira 
cohib. p. 462) that we should not even in sport dssovaı tomov 
to anger, 2.¢. give it full play, allow it free course. Since this 
“ giving way to wrath” (justly repudiated by Plutarch as highly 
dangerous) cannot be enjoined by Paul, he must have meant 
by r. öpyn the divine wrath. For the interpretation given by 
others of the wrath of an enemy, which one is to gwe place to, 
to go out of the way of (Schoettgen, Morus, Ammon), must be 
rejected, since this, although it may be linguistically justified 
(Luke xiv. 9; Judg. xx. 36), and may be compared with Soph. 
Ant. 718 (see Schneidewin @n loc.) and with the Homeric 
eireıv Ovu®, yet would yield a precept, which would be only a 
rule of prudence and not a command of Christian morals. 
This applies also in opposition to Ewald: to allow the wrath 
of the other to expend itself, which, as opposed to personal 

1 Yet it must be admitted, that either of the two other explanations (see below) 
would not be opposed to the sense of the following passage of Scripture, if 

only one of them were otherwise decidedly correct. 
2 So Zyro in a peculiar manner in the Stud. u. Krit. 1845, p. 891 f. : “Give 

place to wrath, when it comes and seeks to get possession of your mind, and go 
from it (turn your back upon it).” This would be psychologically inappropriate 
(for wrath is in man, an emotion which indeed is stirred up from without, but 
does not come thence, comp. Eph. iv. 31; Col. iii. 8; John xi. 33, 38), and at 

the same time how strange in point of expression ! 
® Livy ii. 56, viii, 32 ; Seneca, de ira, iii. 39. Comp. especially Lactantius, 

de Ira, 18: ‘‘ Ego vero laudarem, si, cum fuisset iratus, dedisset irae suae 

spatium, ut, residente per intervallum temporis animi tumore, haberet modum 

castigatio.” 
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revenge, has no positive moral character (it is otherwise with 
Matt. v. 39); not to mention that the injury, the personal 
avenging of which is forbidden, by no means necessarily 
supposes a wrathful offender. — yeyp. yap] Deut. xxxii. 35, 
freely as regards the sense, from the Hebrew (to me belongs 
revenge and requital), but with use of the words of the LXX., 
which depart from the original (Ev jpépa éxdixnoews avra- 
moowow), and with the addition of Aeyeı Kdpios. The form 
of this citation, quite similar to that here used, which is found 

in Heb. x. 30, cannot be accidental, especially as the charac- 
teristic &y® avramod. recurs also in the paraphrase of Onkelos 
(ndwix 8281), But there are no traces elsewhere to make us 
assume that Paul made use of Onkelos ; and just as little has 
the view any support elsewhere, that the writer of the Epistle 
to the Hebrews followed the citation of Paul (Bleek, Delitzsch). 
Hence the only hypothesis which we can form without arbi- 
trariness is, that the form of the saying as it is found in Paul 
and in Heb. x. 30 had at that time acquired currency in the 
manner of a formula of warning which had become proverbial, 
and had influenced the rendering in the paraphrase of Onkelos. 
The Aeyeı xvpcos Paul has simply added, as was frequently 
done (comp. xiv. 11) with divine utterances; in Heb. x. 30 

these words are not genuine. 
Ver. 20. Without ody (see the critical notes), but thus the 

more in conformity with the mode of expression throughout 
the whole chapter, which proceeds for the most part without 
connectives, there now follows what the Christian—seeing that 
he is not to avenge himself, but to let God’s wrath have its 
way—has rather to do in respect of his enemy.—The whole 
verse is borrowed from Prov. xxv, 21, 22, which words Paul 

adopts as his own, closely from the LXX. — Youuße] feed him, 
give him to eat. See on 1 Cor. xii. 1; Grimm on Wisd. xvi. 
20. The expression is affectionate. Comp. 2 Sam. xu. 5; 
Bengel: “manu tua.” Ecelus. vi. 32 — dv@paxas mupos 
cwpevc. Em THY xeb. avTod] figurative expression of the 
thought : painful shame and remorse wilt thou prepare for 
him. So, in substance, Origen, Augustine, Jerome, Ambro- 

siaster, Pelagius, Erasmus, Luther, Wolf, Bengel, and others, 
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including Tholuck, Baumgarten-Crusius, Rückert, Reiche, 

Köllner, de Wette, Olshausen, Fritzsche, Philippi, Reithmayr, 

Bisping, Borger, van Hengel, Hofmann ; comp. Linder in the 
Stud. u. Kri. 1862, p. 568 f. Glowing coals are to the 
Oriental a figure for pain that penetrates and cleaves to one,’ 
and in particular, according to the context, for the pain of 
remorse, aS here, where magnanimous beneficence heaps up 
the coals of fire. Comp. on the subject-matter, 1 Sam. xxiv. 
17 ff. See the Arabic parallels in Gesenius in Rosenmüller’s 
Repert. I. p. 140, and generally Tholuck in loc. ; Gesenius, 
Thesaur. I. p. 280. Another view was already prevalent in 

the time of Jerome? and is adopted by Chrysostom, Theodoret, 
Oecumenius, Theophylact, Photius, Beza, Camerarius, Estius, 

Grotius, Wetstein, and others, including Koppe, Bohme, Heng- 
stenberg (Authent. d. Pentat. II. p. 406 f.),—namely, that the 
sense is: Thow wilt bring upon him severe divine punishment. 
Certainly at 4 Esr. xvi. 54 the burning of fiery coals on the head 
is an image of painful divine punishment; but there this view 

is just as certainly suggested by the context, as here (see esp. 
ver. 21) and in Prov. /.c., the context is opposed to it. For the 
condition nisi resipiscat would have, in the first place, to be 
quite arbitrarily supplied; and how could Paul have conceived 
and expressed so unchristian a motive for beneficence towards 
enemies!” The saving clauses of expositors regarding this 
point are fanciful and quite unsatisfactory. 

Ver. 21. Comprehensive summary of vv. 19, 20.—“ Be not 
overcome (carried away to revenge and retaliation) by evil (which 
is committed against thee), but overcome by the good (which thou 
showest to thine enemy) the evi,’ bringing about the result 

1 Not for softening (from the custom of softening hard meats by laying coals 
upon the vessel), as Glöckler, following Vorstius and others, thinks, nor for 

inflaming to love (Calovius and others). The Jesuit Sanctius (see Cornelius a 

Lapide in loc.) even found in the figure an indication of the blush of shame. So 
again Umbreit, p. 353; comp. also van Hengel. 

* « Carbones igitur congregabis super caput ejus, non in maledietum et con- 
demnationem, ut plerique existimant, sed in correctionem et poenitudinem,” 
Jerome. 

3 Augustine, Propos. 71: “ Quomodo quisquam diligit eum, cui propterea 
cibum et potum dat, ut carbones ignis congerat super caput ejus, si carbones 

ignis hoc loco aliquem gravem poenam significant ?” 
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that the enemy, put to shame by thy noble spirit, ceases to 
act malignantly against thee and becomes thy friend. “ Vin- 
cit malos pertinax bonitas,” Seneca, de benef. vii. 31. Comp. 
de ira, ü. 32; Valer. Max. iv. 2, 4. On the other hand, 

Soph. El. 308 f.: ev rois kaxois | IIoAXy or’ ävayın kämıry- 
Öeveıv Kakd. We may add the appropriate remark of Erasmus 
on the style of expression throughout the chapter: “ Comparibus 
membris et incisis, similiter cadentibus ac desinentibus sic totus 

sermo modulatus est, ut nulla cantio possit esse gucundior.” 

ROM. II. 5 
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CHAPTER X27. 

Ver. 1. &rö6] Lachm. and Tisch. 8: 596, which Griesb. also 
approved, according to preponderant evidence. But azé also 
retains considerable attestation (D* E* F G, min., Or. Theodoret, 
Dam.), and may easily have been displaced by a sé written on 
the margin from the following. After cious: Elz. has éZoucias, 
which, according to a preponderance of evidence, has been justly 
omitted since Griesb. as a supplement ; and rod also before the 
following @<od is too feebly attested. — Ver. 3. r@i ayald epyw, 
ara +% xx] commended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm., 
Tisch., Fritzsche, according to A B D* FGP 8, 6. 67**, several 
vss., and Fathers. But Elz, Matth., Scholz have riiv dyadéy 
Epyav, GAG ray narav. A presumed emendation in case and num- 
ber. — Ver. 5. aydyan imordocectus]| D E F G, Goth. It. Guelph. 
Ir. have merely ör0or«00:00.. Commended by Griesb. A marginal 
gloss, as the reading dvdéyxn (or adyxn) imordoccode (Lect. 7, 8, 
Aug., Beda, Vulg.: necessitate subdite estote; so Luther) plainly 
shows. — Ver. 7. oi] is wanting in A B D* s*, 67**, Copt. Sahid. 
Vulg. ms. Tol. Damase. Cypr. Aug. Ruf. Cassiod. Omitted by 
Lachm., Tisch., Fritzsche. Rightly; for there was no ground 
for its omission, whereas by its insertion the logical connection 
was established. — Ver. 9. After zAé pas Elz. has od Wevdomap- 
rupjoeis, against decisive evidence. Inserted with a view to 
completeness. —év r@] bracketed by Lachm., is wanting in BFG, 
Vulg. It. and Latin Fathers. But its striking appearance 
of superfluousness might so readily prompt its omission, that 
this evidence is too weak. — Ver. 11. The order 76y jués is de- 
cisively supported. So rightly Lachm. and Tisch. 8. Yet the 
latter has instead of Auäs: ives, according to A B C P s8*, min. 
Clem., which, however, appeared more suitable to <idéres and 

more worthy of the apostle. — Ver. 12. xa? &vövo.] Lachm. and 
Tisch.: évduc. 6é, which also Griesb. approved, according to im- 
portant witnesses; but it would be very readily suggested by 
the preceding adversative connection. 
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Vy. 1-7.’ The proud love of freedom of the Jews (see on 
John viii. 33; Matt. xxii. 17), and their tumultuary spirit 
thereby excited, which was peculiarly ardent from the time of 
Judas Gaulonites (see Acts v. 37; Josephus, Ant. xviii. 1. 1) 
and had shortly before broken out in Rome itself (Suetonius, 
Claud. 25; Dio Cassius, lx. 6; see Introd. § 2, and on Acts 

xviii. 2), redoubled for the Christians—among whom, indeed, 

even the Gentile-Christians might easily enough be led astray 
by the Messianic ideas (theocracy, kingdom of Christ, freedom 
and KAnpovouia of believers, etc.) into perverted thoughts of 
freedom and desires for emancipation (comp. 1 Cor, vi. 1 ff.)— 
the necessity of civil obedience, seeing that they, as confess- 
ing the Messiah (Acts xvii. 6, 7), and regarded by the Gen- 
tiles as a Jewish sect, were much exposed to the suspicion 
of revolutionary enterprise. The danger thus lay, not indeed 
exclusively (Mangold, Beyschlag), but primarily and mostly, on 
the side of the Jewish-Christians, not on that of the Gentile- 

Christians, as Th. Schott, in the interest of the view that Paul 

desired to prepare the Roman church to be the base of opera- 
tions of his western mission to the Gentiles, unhistorically 
assumes. And was not Rome, the very seat of the government 
of the world, just the place above all others where that danger 
was greatest, and where nevertheless the whole Christian body, 
of the Jewish as well as of the Gentile section, had to distin- 

guish itself by exemplary civil order? Hence we have here 
the—in the Pauline epistles unique—detailed and emphatic 
inculcation of obedience towards the magistracy, introduced with- 
out link of connection with what precedes as a new subject.” 

1 For good practical observations on this passage, see Harless, Staat uw. Kirche, 
1870. 

2 It is vain to seek for connections, when Paul himself indicates none. Thus, 

€.g., we are not to say that the mention of private injuries leads him to speak of 
behaviour towards the heathen magistracy (Tholuck and older expositors). He 
does not in fact represent the latter as hostile. Arbitrarily also Th. Schott 
(comp. Borger) thinks that the discourse passes from subordination under God, 
to whom belongs vengeance, to subordination under the executors of the divine 
&zdiznsıs. As though Paul in xii. 19 could have thought of such an ixdiznois ! Just 
as arbitrary, without any hint in the text, is the view of Hofmann : Paul makes 
the transition from the social life of men in general to their conduct in political 
organization, which also belongs to the good, wherewith one is to overcome the evil. 
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Baur, I. p. 384 f, thinks that Paul is here combating Lbionttic 
dualism, which regarded the secular magistrate as of non-divine, 
devilish origin. As if Paul could not, without any such 
antithesis, have held it to be necessary to inculcate upon the 
Romans the divine right of the state-authority ! Moreover, he 
would certainly not merely have kept his eye upon that dualism 
in regard to its practical manifestations (Baur’s subterfuge), 
but would have combated it in principle, and thereby have 
grasped it at the root—The partial resemblance, moreover, 

which exists between vv. 1-4 and 1 Pet. 1. 13, 14 is not 

sufficient to enable us to assume that Peter made use of our 
passage, or that Paul made use of Peter’s epistle; a view, 
which has been lately maintained especially by Weiss, Petrin. 
Lehrbegr. p. 416 ff., and in the Stud. u. Krit. 1865, 4; see, on 
the other hand, Huther on 1 Pet. Introd. § 2. Paul doubtless 
frequently preached a similar doctrine orally respecting duty 
towards the heathen magistracy. And the power of his 
preaching was sufficiently influential in moulding the earliest 
ecclesiastical language, to lead even a Peter, especially on so 
peculiar a subject, involuntarily to echo the words of Paul 
which had vibrated through the whole church. Compare the 
creative influence of Luther upon the language of the church. 

Ver. 1. IIdca vy] In the sense of every man, but (comp. 
on ii. 9) of man conceived in reference to his soul-nature, in 
virtue of which he consciously feels pleasure and displeasure 
(rejoices, is troubled, etc.), and cherishes corresponding im- 
pulses. There lies a certain pathos in the significant: every 
soul, which at once brings into prominence the wniversality of 
the duty. Comp. Actsii. 43, iii. 23; Rev. xvi. 3. — e£ovotaıs 
imepex.| magistrates high in standing (without the article). 
imepex. (see Wisd. vi. 5; 1 Pet. ii. 13; 1 Tim. ü. 2; 2 Mace. 
iii. 11) is added, in order to set forth the drordoe. — izép and 
imo being correlative—as corresponding to the standpoint of 
the magistracy itself (comp. the German: hohe Obrigkeiten) ; 
the motive of obedience follows.—There is no magistracy apart 

from God expresses in general the proceeding of all magistracy 
whatever from God, and then this relation is still more precisely 
defined, in respect of those magistracies which exist in concreto as 
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a divine institution, by tro Ocod Terayp. eiciv; comp. Hom. ZZ. 

ii. 204 ff, ix. 38, 98; Soph. Phil. 140, etal.; Xen. Rep. Lac. 

15.2. Thus Paul has certainly expressed the divine right of 
magistracy, which Christian princes especially designate by 
the expression “ by the grace of God” (since the time of Louis 
the Pious). And ai de odoaı, the extant, actually existing, allows 
no exception, such as that possibly of tyrants or usurpers (in 
opposition to Reiche). The Christian, according to Paul, ought 
to regard any magistracy whatever, provided its rule over him 
subsists de facto, as divinely ordained, since it has not come 
into existence without the operation of God’s will; and this 
applies also to tyrannical or usurped power, although such a 
power, in the counsel of God, is perhaps destined merely to be 
temporary and transitional. From this point of view, the 
Christian obeys not the human caprice and injustice, but the 
will of God, who—in connection with His plan of government 
inaccessible to human insight—has presented even the un- 
worthy and unrighteous ruler as the odoa é£ove/a, and has made 
him the instrument of His measures. Questions as to special 
cases—such as how the Christian is to conduct himself in 
political catastrophes, what magistracy he is to look upon in 
such times as the ovca é€ovcla, as also, how he, if the com- 

mand of the magistrate is against the command of God, is at 
any rate to obey God rather than men (Acts v. 29), et. — Paul 
here leaves unnoticed, and only gives the main injunction of 
obedience, which he does not make contingent on this or that 
form of constitution.’ By no means, however, are we to think 
only of the magisterial office as instituted by God (Chrysostom, 
Oecumenius, and others), but rather of the magistracy in its 
concrete persons and members as the bearers of the divinely- 

ordained office. Comp. of dpyovtes, ver. 3, and vv. 4, 6, 7; 
Dion: Mal. :-Antt: z1,32;Dlut.i Philops 17» Tit. a. ;galsg 
Martyr. Polyc. 10.—Observe, moreover, that Paul has in view 
Gentile magistrates in concreto; consequently he could not 
speak more specially of that which Christian magistrates have 
on their part to do, and which Christian subjects in their duty 
of obedience for God and right’s sake are to expect and to 

1 Comp. Jul. Miiller, dogmat. Abh. p. 651. 
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reguire from them, although he expresses in general—by re- 
peatedly bringing forward the fact that magistrates are the 
servants of God (vv. 3, 4), indeed ministering servants of God 

(ver. 6)—the point of view from which the distinctively 
Christian judgment as to the duties and rights of magistrate 
and subject respectively must proceed. 

Ver. 2."Nare] Since it is instituted by God. — 0 dvrırace.] 
Note the correlation of avrıraco., Urotacec., and rerayw. The 

latter stands in the middle.—€éavtois| Dativus incommodi : their 
resistance to the divinely-ordained magistracy will issue in their 
own self-destruction ; comp. ii. 5; 1 Cor. xi. 29. According to 
Hofmann (who in his Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 443, even imported 
a contrast to T® Kupiw, as in xiv. 6, 7), &avrots is to be viewed 
as in contrast to the Christian body as such; the punishment 
to be suffered is a judgment which lights on the doers 
personally, and is not put to the account of their Christian 
standing. This explanation (“they have to ascribe the punish- 
ment to themselves solely”) is incorrect, because it obtrudes on 
the text a purely fictitious antithesis, and because the apostle 
lays down the relation to the magistracy quite generally, not 
from the specific point of view of Christian standing, according 
to which his readers might perhaps have supposed that they 
had become foreign to the political commonwealth. Had this 
comprehensive error in principle been here in Paul’s view, in 
how entirely different a way must he have expressed what he 
intended than by the single expression &avrois, into which, 
moreover, that alleged thought would have first to be imported ! 
— xpina] a judgment, is understood of itself, according to the 
connection, as a penal judgment. Comp. ii. 2, 3, ii. 8; 1 Cor. 

xi. 29; Gal. v. 10; Mark xii. 40. From whom they will re- 
ceive it, is decided by the fact that with of de avOeornxores, 
according to the context, 77 Tod Ocod darayn is again to be sup- 
plied. It is therefore a penal judgment of God, as the executors 
of which, however, the apyovres are conceived, as ver. 3 proves. 

Consequently the passage does not relate to efernal punishment 
(Reiche and others), but to the temporal punishment which God 
causes to be inflicted by means of the magistrates. Philippi 
prefers to leave xpia without more special definition (comp. 
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also Riickert) ; but against this is the consideration, that ver. 3 

can only arbitrarily be taken otherwise than as assigning the 
ground of what immediately precedes. 

Ver. 3. Oi yap .. . Kaxd] Ground assigned for éavtois xpipa 
Mipbovrat! — To ayado épye] The good work and the evil work? 
are personified. We are not here to compare ii. 7 or ii. 15 
(Reiche, de Wette). — @oBos] « terror, ie. formidandi. For 
examples of the same use, see Kypke, II. p. 183. Comp. 
Lobeck, Paralip. p. 513; just so the Latin Zimor, eg. Propert. 
ii. 5. 40.— 2] the simple neraßarırov. The proposition 
itself may be either interrogatory (Beza, Calvin, and others, 
including Lachmann, Tischendorf, Ewald, Hofmann), or as 

protasis in categorical form (see on 1 Cor. vii. 18, and Pflugk, 
ad Eur. Med. 386). So Luther and others, including Tholuck 
and Philippi. The former is more lively, the latter more 
appropriate and emphatic, and thus more in keeping with 
the whole character of the adjoining context. — érawwov] 
praise, testimony of approbation (which the magistrate is wont 
to bestow ; see also Philo, Vit. M.ı. p. 626 C); not any 
more than in ii. 29,1 Cor. iv. 5, reward (Calvin, Loesner, 

and others). Grotius rightly remarks: “Cum haec scriberet 
Paulus, non saeviebatur Romae in Christianos.” It was still 

the better time of Nero’s rule. But the proposition has a 
general validity, which is based on the divinely-ordained 
position of the magistracy, and is not annulled by their injus- 
tices in practice, which Paul had himself so copiously experi- 
enced. Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 14. 

Ver. 4. ®eod...dya0öv] Establishment of the preceding 

1 For if resistance to the !£ovr/z were not to draw the divine punishment after 
it, the relative position of rulers and subjects would necessarily be such, that in 
good behaviour people would have to stand in fear of them (which would in fact 
annul the divine ordinance) ; the converse, however, is the case with them, viz., 

they are a terror to evil deeds. The yép consequently establishes neither, 
generally, the duty of obedience to the magistracy (Philippi), nor the sense im- 
ported by Hofmann into &zvrois. If the bearers of magisterial power were a terror 
to good works, the maxim of resistance (to obey God rather than men) would 
assert its right, and we should have to say with Neoptolemus in Soph. Philoct. 
1235 (1251) : Ziv ra Bixaiw cov cov ob rapha PoPav. 

2 Beyond the work, and to the intention, the prerogative of the magistrate 
does not extend. Comp. Harless /.c. 
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thought—that the well-doer has not to fear the magistrate, 
but to expect praise from him—-by indicating the relation of 
the magistracy to God, whose servant (didKovos, feminine, as 

in xvi. 1; Dem. 762. 4, and frequently) it is, and to the 
subjects, for whose benefit (defence, protection, blessing) it is so. 
The got is the ethical relation of the Ocod dıarov. Eorı, and 
eis TO ayadov adds the more precise definition. — od yap 
eikh| for not without corresponding reason (frequently so in 

classical Greek), but in order actually to use it, should the case 

require. — nv uayaıp. bopei] What is meant is not the dagger, 
which the Roman emperors and the governing officials next 
to them were accustomed to wear as the token of their jus 
vitae et necis (Aurel. Vict. 13; Grotius and Wetstein in loe.); 
for payarpa, although denoting dagger = mapafıdos in the 
classics (see Spitzner on Hom. ZI. xviii. 597; Duncan, Lez. 
ed. Rost, p. 715), means in the N. T. always sword, viii. 35, 
according to Xen. 7. eg. xii. 11 (but comp. Krüger, Xen. Anab. 
i. 8. 7), differing by its curved form from the straight Eidos ; 
and also among the Greeks the bearing of the sword (Philostr. 
Vit. Ap. vii. 16) is expressly used to represent that power of 
the magistrates. They bore it themselves, and in solemn pro- 
cessions it was borne before them. See Wolf, Cur. On the 

distinction between gopéw (the continued habit of bearing) and 
bepw, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 585. — Ocod yap dar. K.T.A.] 
ground assigned for the assurance ov« efx) T. u. &., in which 
the previously expressed proposition is repeated with emphasis, 
and now its penal reference is appended. — Exdıros eis opynv 
K.T.A.] avenging (1 Thess. iv. 6; Wisd. xii. 12; Ecclus. xxx. 
6; Herodian, vii. 4. 10; Aristaenet. i. 27) in behalf of wrath 
(for the execution of wrath) for him who does evil. This dative 
of reference is neither dependent on eoriv, the position of 
which is here different from the previous one (in opposition 
to Hofmann), nor on eis öpynv (Flatt); it belongs to &&«dvKos 
eis opy. Eis dpyjv is not “superfluous and cumbrous” (de 
Wette),’ but strengthens the idea——We may add that our 
passage proves (comp. Acts xxv. 11) that the abolition of the 

1 The same opinion gave rise to the omission of eis ¢y. in D* FG, 177. et al. 
Clar. Boern. And the fact that it is found in EN* 1. 8. 4. et al. Chrys. Theo» 
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right of capital punishment deprives the magistracy of a power 
which is not merely given to it in the O. T., but is also 
decisively confirmed in the N. T., and which it (herein lies 
the sacred limitation and responsibility of this power) possesses 
as God’s minister ; on which account its application is to be 
upheld as a principle with reference to those cases in law, 
where the actual satisfaction of the divine Nemesis absolutely 
demands it, while at the same time the right of pardon is still 
to be kept open for all concrete cases. The character of being 
unchristian, of barbarism, etc. does not adhere to the right 
itself, but to its abuse in legislation and practice. 

Ver. 5. The necessity of obedience is of such a character, that 
it is not merely externally suggested (by reason of the punish- 
ment to be avoided), but is based also on moral grounds ; and 
these two considerations are exhibited by 6vo as the result of 
all that has been hitherto said (vv. 1-4). It is clear, accord- 
ingly, that avayxn is not specially the moral necessity, but is 
to be taken generally, as it is only with the second dd that 
the moral side of the notion is brought forward. — da rnv 
öpynv] on account of the magistrate’s wrath, ver. 4. — dia tiv 
auveid.] on account of one’s own conscience, Sta TO TANPOdY Ta 
mpoonkovra, Theodoret. It is with the Christian the Christian 
conscience, which as such is bound by God’s ordinance. Hence 
1 Pet. ii. 13: dua tov xvpsov. Aptly Melanchthon: “ Nulla 
potentia humana, nulli exercitus magis muniunt imperia, quam 
haec severissima lex Dei: necesse est obedire propter conscien- 
tiam.” Both definitions given with 64 belong, however, to 
avaykn (sc. ori), which bears the emphasis, like Heb. ix. 23. 

Ver. 6. For on this account you pay taxes—this is the con- 
Jirmation of ver. 5, from the actually subsisting payment of 

taxes; yap retains its sense assigning a reason, and the 
emphatic 61a todro (from this ground) is exactly in accordance 
with the context: Ore ob povov dia THY Opymv, GdAa Kab bia 
THY cuvEelonow avayKkn eotw Vmoraoceodaı. At the basis of 
the argument lies the view, that the existing relation of tax- 
paying is a result of the necessity indicated in ver. 5, and con- 

doret, before txdixos, which Rinck approves, is to be explained by an incorrect 
restoration of the dropped-out word. 
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sequently the confirmation of it. If dua todro be referred to 
vv. 1-4: “ut magistratus Dei mandatu homines maleficos ~ 
puniant, proborum saluti prospiciant,” Fritzsche (comp. Calvin, 
Tholuck, de Wette, Borger), ver. 5 is arbitrarily passed over. 
It follows, moreover, from our passage, that the refusal of taxes 
is the practical rejection of the necessity stated in ver. 5. 
Others take reXeire as imperative (Heumann, Morus, Tholuck, 

Klee, Reiche, Köllner, Hofmann). Against this the ydp, 

which might certainly be taken with the imperative (see on 
vi. 19), is not indeed decisive; but Paul himself gives by his 
odv, ver. 7, the plain indication that he is passing for the first 
time in ver. 7 to the language of summons, which he now also 
introduces, not with the present, but with the aorist. — kat] 
also denotes the relation corresponding to ver. 5. It is not “a 
downward climax” (Hofmann: “even this most external per- 
formance of subjection”), of which there is no indication at 
all either in the text or in the thing itself. The latter is, on 
the contrary, the immediate practical voucher most accordant 
with the experience of every subject. — reXeire] Paul does 
not in this appeal to his readers’ own recognition of what was 
said in ver. 5 (the summons in ver. 7 is opposed to this), but 
to what subsists as matter of fact.— devrovpyot yap Ocovd 
x.7.r.| justifies the fundamental statement, expressed by dua 
tooTo, of the actual bearing of the payment of taxes: jor they 
are ministering servants of God, persevering in activity on this 
very behalf (on no other). The thought in ver. 4, that the 
magistracy is ©eod didxovos, is here by way of climax more 
precisely defined through Aevtoupyoi (which is therefore prefixed 
with emphasis) according to the official sacredness of this rela- 
tion of service, and that conformably to the Christian view of 
the magisterial calling. Accordingly, those who rule, in so 
far as they serve the divine counsel and will, and employ 
their strength and activity to this end, are to be regarded as 
persons whose administration has the character of a divinely 
consecrated sacrificial service, a priestly nature (xv. 16; Phil. 
ii. 17, et al.). This renders the proposition the more appro- 
priate for confirmation of the va Todro «.7.r., which is a 
specifically religious one. — Aeırovpyot ©eov] is predicate, and 
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the subject is understood of itself from the context: they, 
namely magisterial persons (ot äpxovres). Incorrectly as 
regards linguistic usage, Reiche, Kollner, Olshausen take 

mpookapr. to be the subject, in which case certainly the article 
before the participle would be quite indispensable (Reiche 
erroneously appeals to Matt. xx. 16, xxii, 14). — eis adro 
roüro] Zelic direction not of Aesrovpy. (Hofmann), but of 
mpookapt.: for this very object, by which is meant not the 
administration of Zax-paying (Olshausen, Philippi, and older 
interpreters), but the just mentioned Aeurovpyeiv 7TH Oe, in 
which vocation, so characteristically sacred, the magistracy is 
continually and assiduously active, and the subject gives to 
it the means of being so, namely, taxes. Thus the payment 
of taxes is placed by Paul under the highest point of view 
of a religious conscientious duty, so that by means of it the 
divine vocation of the magistracy to provide a constantly active 
sacrificial cultus of God is promoted and facilitated. If eis avro 
rovro was to be referred to the administration of taxes, this 

would not indeed be “nonsensical” (Hofmann), but the emphatic 
mode of expression auro Toto would be without due motive, 
nor could we easily perceive why Paul should have selected the 
verb rpookapr., which expresses the moral notion perseverare. 
The reference of it to the nearest great thought, Aevrouvpyot 
x.T.A., excludes, the more weighty and appropriate that it is, 
any other reference, even that of Hofmann, that aitd Toüro 
points back to the same proposition as dua todto—Instead of 
eis avTo roüro, Paul might have said auro TovT@ (xii. 12); he 
has, however, conceived zpooxapt. absolutely, and given with 
eis the definition of its aim. Comp. on the absolute zpoo- 
kaprepeiv, Num. xiii. 20; Xen. Zell. vii. 5, 14. 

Ver. 7. Hortatory application of the actual state of the 
case contained in vv. 5, 6: perform therefore your duties to 
all (comp. on 1 Cor. vii. 3), ete.—a brief summary (4mödore 

. oper.) and distributive indication of that which is Zo be 
rendered to all magisterial persons generally (räcı), and to 
individuals in particular (tax officers, customs officers, judicial 
and other functionaries), both really (bopos, rédos) and person- 
ally (boos, rıun). — mäcı] to be referred to magistrates, not 
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to all men generally (Estius, Klee, Reiche, Glöckler, comp. also 

Ewald); this is manifestly, from the whole connection—and 
especially from the following specification, as also from the 
fact that the language only becomes general at ver. 8—the only 
reference in conformity with the text.—7@ Tov qopov] sc. 
araırovvrı, which flows logically from damodore mace T. od. 
(Winer, p. 548 [E. T. 737]; Buttmann, p. 338), and is also 
suitable to r. @oBov and T. Tiunv; for, in fact, the discourse 
is concerning magistrates, who—and that not merely as respects 
the notions of that time—do certainly, in accordance with 
their respective positions of power and performances of service, 
demand fear and honour. — dopos and r&Xos are distinguished 
as taxes (on persons and property) and customs (on goods). See 
on Luke xx. 22.— $08os, rıun, fear (not merely reverence), 

veneration. The higher and more powerful the magisterial 
personages, the more they laid claim, as a rule, to be feared ; 

otherwise and lower in the scale, at least to be honowred with 

the respect attaching to their office. 
Vv. 8-14. General exhortation, to love (vv. 8-10), and to 

a Christian walk generally (vv. 11-14). 
Ver. 8. Mndevi undev odeirere] negatively the same thing, 

only generally referred to the relation to everybody—and there- 
with Paul returns to the general duty of Christians—which 
was before said positively in ver. 7: améddote mace Tas dpet- 
rds. By this very parallel, and decisively by the subjective 
negations, dgetAere is determined to be imperative: “ Leave 
toward no one any obligation unfulfilled, reciprocal love excepted,” 
wherein you neither can, nor moreover are expected, ever 
fully to discharge your obligation. The inexwhaustibility of 
the duty of love, the claims of which are not discharged, 
but renewed and accumulated with fulfilment, is expressed. 
Comp. Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophy- 
lact, Augustine, Beza, Grotius, Wetstein, Bengel (“amare 

debitum immortale”), and many others, including Tholuck, 

Riickert, Reithmayr, de Wette, Philippi, Ewald, Umbreit, Hof- 

mann. The point lies in the fact that, while odeirere applies 
to those external performances to which one is bound (“ obliga- 
tio eivilis,” Melanchthon), in the case of the ayarav it means 
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the higher moral obligation, in virtue of which with the 
quotidie solvere is connected the semper debere (Origen). The 
objections of Reiche to the imperative rendering quite over- 
look the fact, that with ei un TO aAAHA. ay. the dpeireTe again 
to be supplied is to be taken not objectively (remain owing 
mutual love !), but subjectively, namely, from the consciousness of 
the impossibility of discharging the debt of iove. But Reiche’s 
own view (so also Schrader, following Heumann, Semler, 
Koppe, Rosenmiiller, Bohme, Flatt, and by way of suggestion, 
Erasmus), that od. is indicative: “all your obligations come 
back to love,” is decidedly incorrect, for ob must then have been 

used, as e.g. in Plato’s testament (Diogenes Laert. iii. 43): odeAo 
5 ovdevt ovdév. The passages adduced on the other hand by 
Reiche from Wetstein are not in point, because they have ju) 
with a participle or infinitive. Fritzsche (comp. Baumgarten- 
Crusius and Krehl): Be owing no one anything; only “ mutuum 
amorem vos hominibus debere censete.” Thereby the whole 
thoughtfulness, the delicate enamel of the passage, is oblite- 
rated, and withal there is imported an idea (censete) which is 
not there. — 0 yap ayar. «.7.A.] A summons to unceasing 
compliance with the command of love having been contained 
in the preceding ei un TO aAANAovs ayarav, Paul now gives 
the ground of this summons by setting forth the high moral 
dignity and significance of love, which is nothing less than the 
fulfilment of the law. Comp. Gal. v. 14; Matt. xxii. 34 ff. — 
Tov Erepov] belongs to ayarav: the other, with whom the loving 
subject has to do (comp. ii. 1, 21; 1 Cor. iv. 6, vi. 1, xiv. 17; 
Jas. iv. 12, etal.). Incorrectly Hofmann! holds that it belongs 
to vouov: the further, the remaining law. For the usage of 
Erepos and @AXos in the sense of otherwise existing (see thereon 
Krüger, Xen. Anab. 1. 4. 2; Nägelsbach, z. Ilias, p. 250 f.) is 
here quite inapplicable; Paul must at least have written kai 
Tas Erepas evroAäs (comp. also Luke xxiii. 32; Plato, Rep. 

1 Who objects with singular erroneousness to the ordinary connection with 
&yar., that Paul would surely (!) have written 6 yap rov Eripov dyaray cov vopoy 
x:xa%p. As though the very order 6 zyaray ray ?repov were not the most common 
of all (viii. 38, 37 ; 1 Cor. ii. 9 ; Gal. ii. 20; Eph. v. 28, e¢a/.)! Quite as common 

is the use of v40; without the article for the (comp. ver. 10) Mosaic law ; see on 
3.12. 
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p. 357 C, and Stallbaum zn loc.). But most intelligibly and 
simply he would have written tov mavra voor, as in Gal. v. 
14. It is impossible to explain the singular 0 Erepos collec- 
tively (with an irrelevant appeal to Rost, § 98, B. 3. 5); 
Erepos vowos could only be another (second) law (comp. Rom. 
vii. 23), and 6 €repos v., therefore, the definite other of two; 
Kühner, II. 1, p. 548. — rerAypwee] present of the completed 
action, as in ii. 25; in and with the loving there has taken 

place (comp. on Gal. v. 14) what the Mosaic law prescribes 
(namely, in respect of duties towards one’s neighbour, see vv. 
9,10; inasmuch as he who loves does not commit adultery, 
does not kill, does not steal, does not covet, etc.). But though 

love is the fulfilment of the law, it is nevertheless not the 

subjective cause of justification, because all human fulfilment 
of the law, even love, is incomplete, and only the complete 

fulfilment of the law would be our righteousness. Rightly 
Melanchthon : “ Dilectio est impletio legis, item est justitia, si 
id intelligatur de idea, non de tali dilectione, qualis est in 
hac vita.” 

Ver. 9. "Avaxeparatotrat] avvrouws Kal Ev Bpayel To mav 
amapriteraı T@v EvroA@v TO Epyov, Chrysostom. But ava is 
not to be neglected (is again comprised; see on Eph. i. 10), 
and is to be referred to the fact that Lev. xix. 18 recapitu- 
lates, summarily repeats, the other previously adduced com- 
mands in reference to one’s neighbour. Comp. Thilo, ad Cod. 
Apocr. p. 223.— The arrangement which makes the jifth* 
commandment follow the sixth is also found in Mark x. 19, 

Luke xviii. 20 (not in Matt. xix. 18), Jas. ii. 11, in Philo, de 

decal., and Clement of Alexandria, Strom. vi. 16. The LXX. 

have, according to Cod. A, the order of the Masoretic original 
text; but in Cod. B the sixth commandment stands imme- 

diately after the fourth, then the seventh, and afterwards the 

fifth ; whereas at Deut. v. 17, according to Cod. B, the order of 

the series is: six, five, seven in the LXX., as here in Paul. The 

latter followed copies of the LXX. which had the same order. 
The deviations of the LXX. from the original text in such a 
case can only be derived from a diversity of tradition in de- 

1 [Reckoning according to the Lutheran mode of division. ] 
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termining the order of succession in the decalogue, not from 
speculative reasons for such a determination, for which there 
is no historical basis.!— On dyar. os éavtov,” see on Matt. 
x31..89: 

Ver. 10. Since all, that the law forbids us to do to our 

neighbour, is morally evil, Paul may now summarily conclude 
his grounding of the commandment of love, as he here does. 
— epyabeodaı with tive te instead of twa te is also found, 
though not frequently, in the Greek writers; comp. 2 Mace. 
xiv. 40; Eur. Zee. 1085 and Pflugk in loc.; Kühner, II. 1, 

p. 277. — TAjpwpa vonov % ayarn]| 6 yap ayamav Tov Erepov 
vonov METANpWKE, ver. 8. Other interpretations of mAnpwua 
(“id quod in lege summum est,” Ch. Schmidt, Rosenmüller ; 
“plus enim continet quam lex, est everriculum omnis injus- 
titiae,” Grotius; see on the other hand Calovius) are opposed 
to the context. Comp. Gal. v. 14, where the point of view of 
the fulfilment of the law by love is still more comprehensive. 
Observe, moreover, that mAnpwua is not equivalent to w)j- 
pocıs, but in the love of one’s neighbour that whereby the law 
is fulfilled has taken place and is realized——The commentary 
on this point, how love works no ill to one’s neighbour, is given 
by Paul in 1 Cor. xiii. 4-7. 

Ver. 11. For compliance with the preceding exhortation to 
love, closing with ver. 10, Paul now presents a further weighty 
motive to be pondered, and then draws in turn from this (vv. 
12 ff.) other exhortations to a Christian walk generally. — kat 
touTo| our and that, ü.e. and indeed, especially as you, ete, It 
adds something peculiarly worthy of remark—here a further 
motive particularly to be noted—to the preceding. See on 
this usage, prevalent also in the classics (which, however, more 

ı This also against Hofmann, who thinks that the order of succession in our 
passage might be founded on the fact that the relation of man and woman 

according to the order of creation is earlier than that of man and man, etc. An 
arbitrarily invented reason, which indeed must have occasioned the transposition 
of the fourth commandment to a place after the sixth. 

2 Of the reading czaurcyv (Lachm., Tisch.), although preponderantly attested, 
we must judge asin Gal. v. 4. In the Greek writers also the emendation czaur. 
is very frequently found in the codd. instead of &zur., where by the latter the 

second person is meant. See especially Kühner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 4. 9. 
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frequently use «al tadra), Hartung, I. p. 146; Baeumlein, 
Partik. p. 147. Comp. 1 Cor. vi. 6, 8; Eph. ii. 8; Phil. 1. 
28; Heb. xi. 12. That to which here todro points back is the 
injunction expressed in ver. 8, and more precisely elucidated 
in vv. 8-10, umdevi pndév ddetrere, ei pr) x.7.X. The repeti- 
tion of it is represented by Toro, so that thus eidores attaches 
itself to the injunction which is again present in the writer's 
conception, and hence all supplements (Bengel and several 
others, wosetre; Tholuck, roı@wev) are dispensed with. The 
connection of rtodto with eiöores (Luther, Glöckler) compli- 
cates the quite simple language, as is also done by Hofmann, 
who makes tov xarpov the object of Toüro eiöores, and brings 
out the following sense: “and having this knowledge of the 
time, that, or, and so knowing the time, that” Even in Soph. 

O. T. 377 kat radr’ is simply and indeed ; the use of roöro 
as absolute object is irrelevant here (see Bernhardy, p. 106; 
Kühner, II. 1, p. 266), because rodro in the sense of in such 
a munner would necessarily derive its more precise contents 
from what precedes. That which Hofmann means, Paul might 
have expressed by «. TodTo eid. Tov xarpod; Kühner, II. 1, p. 
238. — eldores] not considerantes (Grotius and others), but: 
since you know the (present) period, namely, in respect of its 
awakening character (see what follows). —örı @pa x.r.A.] 
Epexegesis of efd07. Tov Karpov: that, namely, it is high time 
that we finally (without waiting longer, see Klotz, ad Devar. 
p. 600) should wake out of sleep. 78 does not belong to wpa, 

but to #pyas EE Umvov éy., and by üUrvos is denoted figuratively 
the condition in which the true moral activity of life is bound 
down and hindered by the power of sin. In this we must 
observe with what right Paul requires this éyepOjvau EE tarvov 
of the regenerate (he even includes himself). He means, for- 
sooth, the full moral awakening, the ethical elevation of life 
in that final degree, which is requisite in order to stand 
worthily before the approaching Son of man (see immediately 
below, viv yap «.r.A.); and in comparison with this the pre- 
vious moral condition, in which much of a sinful element was 

1 Hofmann (citing ver. 42) professes to have compared Wunder in loc., who, 

however, makes no remark upon the xa! rave’ of the passage, p. 18, ed. 3. 
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always hindering the full expression of life, appears to him 
still as ürvos, which one must finally lay aside as on 
awakening out of morning slumber. The Christian life has 
its new epochs of awakening, like faith (see on John ii. 11), 
and love to the Lord (John xiv. 28), and the putting on of 
Christ (ver. 14). This applies also in opposition to Reiche, who, 
because Christians were already awakened from the ethical 
sleep, explains ürmvos as an image of the state of the Christian on 
earth, in so far as he only at first forecasts and hopes for blessed- 

ness,— quite, however, against the Pauline mode of conception 

elsewhere (Eph. v. 14; 1 Thess. v. 6 ff.; comp. also 1 Cor. xv. 
34).— viv yap «.7.d.] Proof of the preceding dpa «.rA. The 
vov is related to 707 not as the line to the point (Hofmann, 
following Hartung), but as the objective Now to the subjective 
(present in consciousness); comp. on the latter, Baeumlein, 
Partik. p. 140 ff. viv is related to aprı (comp. on Gal. i. 10) 
as line to point. — nu@v] Does this belong to the adverb eyyv- 
repov (Beza, Castalio, and others, including Philippi, Hof- 
mann), or to 7 owrnpia (Luther, Calvin, and others, following 

the Vulgate)? The former is most naturally suggested by the 
position of the words; the latter would allow an emphasis, for 
which no motive is assigned, to fall upon Yuav. — 9 owrnpia] 
the Messianic salvation, namely, in its completion, as intro- 

duced by the Parousia, which Paul, along with the whole 
apostolical church, regarded as near, always drawing nearer, and 

setting in even before the decease of the generation. Comp. Phil. 

iv. 5; 1 Pet. iv. 7; see also Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 426. Not 

recognising the latter fact, —notwithstanding that Paul brings 
emphatically into account the short time from his conversion up 
to the present time of his writing (vöv),—commentators have 

1 yoy, as well as iyyderepoy jay and 4 cwrnpia, the latter in the ‚inal-historical 

sense, is to be left textually in the clear and definite literal meaning, in contra- 

distinction to which inexact and vacillating generalizations of the concrete 
relation expressed by Paul, which mix up the nearness of time with the ethical 
approach, appear inadmissible. This applies also against Hofmann, according 
to whom the expectation of the near return of Christ is not found at all in the 
Epistle to the Romans (see Hofmann on Col. p. 181); and Paul is here supposed 
to say that salvation came near to them, at the time when they became believers, 
through the very fact of their becoming believers (?), but that now, after that they 
are believers (?), it stands so much (?) the nearer to them. 

ROM. II, fh 
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been forced to very perverted interpretations; eg. that de- 
liverance by death was meant (Photius and others), or the 
destruction of Jerusalem, a fortunate event for Christianity 
(Michaelis, following older interpreters), or the preaching 
among the Gentiles (Melanchthon), or the inner cw7npia, the 
spiritual salvation of Christianity (Flacius, Calovius, Morus, 

Flatt, Benecke, Schrader, comp. Glöckler). Rightly and clearly 
Chrysostom says: em Ovpaus yap, dnow, 0 Tis kpioews 
&ornke kaıpos. Comp. Theodore of Mopsuestia: owrnpiav de 
Hav Kade THY avactacw, Emweiön TOTE THS GAnOwhs aro- 
Nabouev owrnplas. But the nearer the blessed goal, the more 
wakeful and vigilant we should be. — 1% öre emior.] than when 
we became believers ;+ 1 Cor. iii. 5, xv. 2; Gal. i. 16; Mark 
xvi. 16; Acts xix. 2, and frequently. 

Ver. 12. To évos corresponds here as correlate 7 vv, ae. 
the time before the Parousia, which ceases, when with the 

Parousia the day arrives. vv& and nuepa are accordingly figures 
for the alwv obros and uEAAwv, and 7pépa is not equivalent to 
cwrnpla (de Wette), but the day brings the owrnpia. Comp. 
Heb. x. 25.— The image is appropriate ; for in regard to the 
knowledge, righteousness, and glory which will have a place in 
the future ai#y, this approaching blessed time will be related 
to the imperfect present time as day to night. Theodore of 
Mopsuestia aptly remarks: mépav Kandet Tov aro Tihs TOD 
Xpucrod mapoucias kaipov...vd«era Sé Tov po TovTOV Xpovov. 
— mpoéxorer| not: is past (Luther), but: has made progress, 
processit (see Gal. i. 14; Luke ii. 52; 2 Tim. ii. 46; Lucian, 

Soloec. 6; Joseph. Bell. iv. 4. 6), so that the day is no longer 
distant. It is very possible that Paul conceived to himself 
the time of the approach of the Parousia as the time of twilight, 
with which conception both the preceding dpa amas non «.T.A. 
and the following arodaueda aptly agree. — aroßoneda] as 
one puts off garments. This way of conceiving it (in opposi- 
tion to Fritzsche and Hofmann) corresponds to the correlate 
évdvcdépcba, comp. on Eph. iv. 22. The épya tod akorovs, ü.e. 

2 Incorrectly Luther: ‘‘ than when we believed it.” He appears, with Erasmus, 

to have thought of the belief, that salvation was to be obtained under the law, 

by works. 
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the works, whose element, wherein they are accomplished, ¢s 

darkness (comp. Eph. v. 11), the condition of spiritual want of 
knowledge and of the dominion of sin, are regarded as night- 
clothes, which the sleeper has had on, and which he who has 
risen is now to put off. — évdvo@pe8a] of the putting on of 
arms (ömXa, as vi. 13), which in part are drawn on like 

garments. Comp. Eph. vi. 11; 1 Thess. v. 8.— rod ¢wros] 
not glittering arms (Grotius, Wetstein), but in contrast to Tov 
orörovs: arms (i.e. dispositions, principles, modes of action) 
which belong to the element of (spiritual) light, which one has as 
mebwrionevos by virtue of his existence and life in the divine 
truth of salvation. Tod dwrös has the spiritual sense, as also 
previously tod oxorous, as being in the application of that 
which was said of the wwE and „uepa; but the metaphorical 

expressions are selected as the correlates of vvE and s)uépa. — 
The Christian is a warrior in the service of God and Christ 
against the kingdom of darkness. Comp. Eph. vi. 11, 12; 
2 Cor. vi. 7, x4; 1 Thess. v.8; 1 Tim. ı 18; Rom. 13. 
For profane analogies, see Gataker, ad Anton. p. 58. 

Ver. 13.1. ‘Ns &v nuepa] as one walks in the day (when 
one avoids everything unbecoming). This in a moral sense, 
Paul desires, should be the ruling principle of the Christian, 
who sees the day already dawning (ver. 12). — eioynpudves| 
becomingly, 1 Thess. iv. 12; 1 Cor. vii. 35, xiv. 40. It is 
moral decorum of conduct. — kopoıs x.7.r.] The datives are 
explained from the notion of the way and manner in which 
the repimareiv, i.e. the inner and outward conduct of life, 

ought not to take place (Kühner, II. 1, p. 382), namely, not 
with revellings (k@poıs ,; see respecting this, on Gal. v. 21; 
Welker in Jacobs, Philostr. i. 2, p. 202 ff) and carousals 

(comp. Gal. v. 21), ete. The local view (Philippi) is less in 
keeping with the particulars mentioned, and that of dativus 
commodi (Fritzsche, comp. van Hengel) less befits the figurative 
verb. — koiraıs] congressibus venereis (comp. on ix. 10), Wisd. 

ı This verse, which once struck Augustine’s eye and heart on his opening 
the Bible, decided him, already prepared by the preaching of Ambrose, to fina! 
repentance and to baptism. Confess. viii. 12, 28f. See Bindemann, d. heil. 
Augustinus, I. p. 281 f. 
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iii. 13, and see Kypke, II. p. 185. — aceryeiats] wantonnesses 
(especially of lust). See Tittmann, Synon. p. 151. On the 
sense of the plural, see Lucian, Amor. 21: wa pndév dryvon 
pépos aceryelas. — E7Aw] jealousy (1 Cor. i. 11, iii. 3); neither 
anger (Fritzsche, Philippi, and others), which is not denoted 
by Gros (not even in 1 Cor. iii. 2; 2 Cor. xii. 20; Gal. v. 
20), nor envy (Photius, Luther, and others), which is less in 

accordance with the preceding (koir. x. acery.), whilst strife 
and jealousy follow in the train of the practice of lust—The 
three particulars adduced stand in the internal connection of 
cause and effect. 

Ver. 14. ’Evévcacbe +. küp. I. Xp.] This is the specifically 
Christian nature of the evoxnudves repım. But the expression 
is figurative, signifying the idea: Unite yourselves in the closest 
fellowship of life with Christ, so that you may wholly present 
the mind and life of Christ in your conduct. In classical Greek 
also évdverOai tiva denotes to adopt any one’s mode of sentiment 
and action. See Wetstein and Kypke. But the praesens 

efficacia Christi (see Melanchthon) is that which distinguishes 
the having put on Christ from the adoption of other exemplars. 
Comp. Gal. iii. 27; Eph. iv. 24; Col. ii. 12; and on the 
subject-matter, viii. 9; 1 Cor. vi. 17; Photius in Oecu- 
menius: was de aurov évduTéov; ei TavTa piv avTos ein, 
écwbey Kai EEwdev Ev juiv bawvouevos. Observe further, that 
the having put on Christ in baptism was the entrance into the 
sonship of God (Gal. iii. 27), but that in the further deve- 
lopment of the baptized one each new advance of his moral life 
(comp. on ver. 11) is to be a new putting on of Christ ; there- 
fore it, like the putting on of the new man, is always enjoined 
afresh. Comp. Lipsius, Rechtfertigungsl. p. 186 f.— Kat Ths 
capkos «.7.r.] and make not care of the flesh unto lusts, 1.e. 

take not care for the flesh to such a degree, that lusts are thereby 
excited. By pn the mpovoray moiiodaı eis Emid. together 
is forbidden, not (as Luther and many) merely the eis emıd., 
according to which the whole sentence would resolve itself 
into the two members: Tis o. mpovorav ev moıelode, ara 
un eis em. In that case wa must have stood after 
moteta Oe (see xiv. 1); for a transposition of the negation is not 
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to be assumed in any passage of the N. T. — rijs oapkös] is 

emphatically prefixed, adding to the putting on of the Lord 
previously required, which is the spiritual mode of life, that 
which is to be done bodily. The cap is here not equivalent 
to capa (as is frequently assumed; see on the other hand 
Calovius and Reiche), but is that which composes the material 
substance of man, as the source and seat of sensuous and sinful 

desires, in contrast to the wvedya of man with the vovs. Paul 

purposely chose the expression, because in respect of care for 

the body he wishes to present the point of view that this care 
nourishes and attends to the odp&, and one must therefore 
be on one’s guard against caring for the latter in such measure 
that the lusts, which have their seat in the odp€, are excited 

and strengthened. According to Fritzsche, Paul absolutely 
forbids the taking care for the cap& (he urges that adp& must 
be Llibidinose caro). But to this the expression mpovovay 
rroveto Oe is not at all suitable. The flesh, so understood, is to 

be crucified (Gal. v. 24), the body as determined by it is to be 
put off (Col. ü. 11), its mpa£eıs are to be put to death (Rom. 
viii. 13), because its dpovnna is enmity against God and pro- 
ductive of death (vill. 6, 7). The oap& is here rather the living 
matter of the o@pa, which, as the seat of the emidvniaı, in 

order to guard against the excitement of the latter, ought to 
experience a care that is to be restricted accordingly, and to 
be subordinated to the moral end (comp. on cap&, 1 Cor. vii. 
25, xv, 00 2 Cortiva 10, 1 yin, i oes ca 
iv. 13, 14). In substance and in moral principle, the aded/a 
ownaros (Col. ii. 23) is different from this. Chrysostom 
aptly observes: ®omep yap ov TO mivew ErwAvoev, AAN TO 
peOvew, ovdé TO yapely, GAAG TO aaedyelv, OUTWS OSE TO 
mpovoeiv THS oapkos, GAAG TO eis Emidvnias, olov TO TIP 
xpelav uTrepBawev. Moreover it is clear in itself, that Paul 
has added the second half of ver. 14 in view of what is to be 
handled in chap. xiv., and has thereby prepared the way for a 
transition to the latter. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

Ver. 3. zai 6] Lachm. and Tisch. : 6 62, according to ABC D*8* 
5. Clar. Goth. Clem. Damasc. Mechanical repetition from ver. 
2.— Ver. 4. dwvarig yap éorv] ABC D*FGNS have duare? yap 
(commended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch.) ; D*** 
Bas. Chrys.: divaros yap (so Fritzsche). The original is certainly 
dwarer yao; for dwaréw is found elsewhere in the N.T. only in 
2 Cor. xiii. 3, and was there also in codd. exchanged for more 
current and better known expressions. —6 @sös]| A BC* Px, 
Copt. Sahid. Arm. Goth. Aeth. Aug. ei al.: 6 zips (so Lachm. 
and Tisch.), the origin of which, however, is betrayed by dominus 
ejus in Syr. Erp. It was here (at ver. 3 the connection furnished 
no occasion for it) written on the margin as a gloss, and sup- 
planted the original 6 @eös. — Ver. 5.] Instead of 5 a, ACP s*, 
Vulg. codd. of It. Goth. and some Fathers have és wiv yap; so 
Lachm. (bracketing yép, however) and Tisch. 8. But the testi- 
mony in favour of the mere ög w2v is older, stronger, and more 
diffused ; as is frequently the case, yép was here awkwardly 
inserted to connect the thought. — Ver. 6. za? 6 un Ppovav ray 
jukpav, zupiw ob gpover| is wanting in ABC*DEFGRS, 23. 
57. 67.** Copt. Aeth. Vulg. It. Ruf. Ambrosiast. Pel. Aug. 
Jer. al. Lat.; Chrys. and Theodoret have it a the text. Con- 
demned by Mill, omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. Rightly, 
since the evidence for omission is so decisive, and since the 
interpolation was so very readily suggested by the sense of a 
want of completeness in the passage, in view of the following 
contrast, that the explanation of the omission from homoeote- 
leuton (Riickert, Reiche, de Wette, Fritzsche, Tholuck, Philippi, 
Tischendorf, and several others)—however easily it might have 
been occasioned thereby (especially as zus before 6 éodiwy, which 
Elz. has not, is undoubtedly genuine)—appears nevertheless 
insufficient. Among the oldest witnesses, Syr. is too solitary 
in its support of the words not to suggest the suspicion of an 
interpolation in the text of the Peschito. — Ver. 8. drodvjoxayev] 
Lachm. both times has é&rodvjoxouev, according to ADEFGP 
min. But Paul has in no other place zéy with pres. indie. (in 
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Gal. i. 8 only K and min. have the indic.), and how easily 
might a slip of the pen take place here!— Ver. 9. Before 
antéave Elz. and cholz have xai, against decisive testimony.— 
After amtdave Elz. has zu: dvéorn (which is wanting in A BC x*, 
Copt. Arm. Aeth. and Fathers), and afterwards, instead of ®{noe, 
avéCnoev (against largely preponderating evidence). Further, 
F G, Vulg. Boern. Or. Cyr. (twice) Pel. Ambr. Fulgent. have 
not ¢@yoz at all, although they have avtorn (therefore azédave nai 
aveorn) ; D E, Clar. Germ. Ir. Gaud. have even !{nos x. arédave 
z. aveorn, but D** LP x”* Syr. p. and several Fathers: daéduve 
x. avéeorn x.e(yoe. The origin of all these variations is readily ex- 
plained from arzdavs xa! ¢@qoev (Lachm. and Tisch.), the best at- 
tested, and for that very reason, among the many differences, to 
be set down as original. First, e{nosv was glossed by &vtorn, comp. 
1 Thess. iv. 14. Thus there arose, through the adoption of the 
gloss instead of the original word, the reading drédave xa! dvéorn ; 
and by the adoption of the gloss along with the original word, 
in some cases dwédave x. Elmoe x. dvéorn, IN SOME Cases aréduve x. 
avcorn x. &lnosv (so Matth.)—whence there then arose, by an 
accidental or designed repetition of the AN, the avid. x. dvéorn x. 
avelnosev of the Recepta (very feebly attested, and diffused by 
Erasmus). Finally, the transposition ®{noe x. drtbave x. Aykorn 
was formed, after drédave x. dvéorq was already read, by mistaken 
criticism, inasmuch as there was a desire to restore the original 
2@yoe, but the non-genuineness of dvtorn was as little known as 
the proper place for ®Z{nos, and hence the latter, explained of the 
earthly life of Jesus, was placed before «#20. — Ver. 10. Xpsoroö] 
ABC* DEF G=s* and several vss. and Fathers: ®soö. So 
Lachm. and Tisch., also Fritzsche. Rightly ; Xp:orot was intro- 
duced from the preceding, and perhaps also (comp. Rufinus) 
through comparison of 2 Cor. v. 10.— Ver. 12. duce] Lachm. : 
aroöwosı, according to B D* FG 39. Chrys. But this compound 
is the wswal expression with Aéyov.— Ver. 14. adrot] Elz.: 
zaurov, instead of aired (see exegetical notes). So again Tisch. 8, 
but only according to BC, Chrys. Dam. Theophyl. A re- 
flexive more precise definition. — Ver. 15. öe] Lachm. and 
Tisch.: yép, which Griesb. also commended, according to deci- 
sive testimony. — Ver. 18. Instead of the Rec. u rotros, Lachm. 
and Tisch. have é sourw, according to ABC D* FG Px*, 5. 
Vulg. It. Copt. Sahid. Ruf. Aug. But the Rec. sufficiently 
attested by D*** E Ls**, and almost all min., Syr. utr. Goth. 
Chrys. Theodoret, Tert., is the more to be defended, since é 
sour» might very easily have intruded through the immediately 
preceding &v mvsuwarı ayip. It was less likely that rodrw should 
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be converted into rodrorg on account of the plurality of the par- 
ticulars contained in ver. 17. The latter is rightly retained by 
Beng. Matth. Reiche, Fritzsche, van Hengel, and various others. 
— Ver. 19. öözupev] The reading diixouev, adopted by Tisch. 8, 
although in ABF GLP, is an old error of the pen, attested 
by no version, abandoned rightly also by Lachm. ed. maj. (in the 
ed. min. he had adopted it, written “pr, and taken the sentence 
interrogatively). — After 422704. DEF G, Vulg. It. and a few 
Fathers have gurd£uue. A supplement. — Ver. 21. 7 cxavéd. 
4 &00.] omitted by Tisch. 8, is wanting in AC 67.** Syr. Erp. 
Copt. Aeth. and some Fathers, including Origen. The former 
is suspicious as an addition from ver. 13, the latter as a gloss. 
However, in the case of synonyms, one or the other was often 
omitted, as eg., in ver. 13, rpéoxouma (and therewith 7) is want- 
ing in B, and the evidence in favour of omission is not here 
sufficiently strong to condemn the words. Instead of posz. 7 
oxavd. % &00., S* has merely Aureiras, a gloss in itself correct 
according to ver. 15. — Ver. 22. After ziorm Lachm. and Tisch. 
8 have 7», according to ABCs, Copt. Ruf. Aug. Pel. A double 
writing of IN, or explanatory resolution, to which the weight 
of evidence of almost all vss. and Greek Fathers especially is 
opposed. — On the doxology, xvi. 25-27, not belonging to the 
end of chap. xiv., see critical notes on chap. xvi. 

As elsewhere (Acts xv. 1, 5; Gal ui 1 ff.; Col. ii. 16 ff), 

so there were even in the predominantly Gentile-Christian 
community at Rome, among the Jewish-Christian minority* 
belonging to it, persons who sought still to retain the stand- 
point of pre-Christian legalism. But these Jewish-Christians 
in Rome had not, as elsewhere, come forward as the defenders of 

circumcision, or generally in an aggressive anti-Pauline attitude. 
Hence Paul speaks of them in so forbearing and mild a way, 
and keeps direct polemics entirely in the background. They 
were men not of hostile, but only of prejudiced minds, whose 
moral consciousness lacked the vigour to regard as unessential 
a peculiar asceticism, according to which they ate no flesh (ver. 
2), and drank no wine (ver. 21), and still held to the observance 
of the Jewish feast-days (ver. 5), passing judgment withal, as is 
usually the case with men of a separatist bias, on those who 
were more free, but only earning the contempt of these in 

1 Comp. Beyschlag in the Stud. u. Krit. 1867, p. 645. 
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return. In presence of this asceticism, and in respect of its 
main feature, namely, abstinence from flesh and wine, the 

question arises: Was it based generally (Origen, Chrysostom, 
Theodoret, Jerome, Calovius, and many others, including Reiche 

and Köllner) on the Mosaic-Jewish ordinances respecting 
meat and drink? or, in particular (Clement of Alexandria, 
Ambrosiaster, Augustine, Michaelis, Anm., Flatt, Neander, 

Reithmayr, Tholuck, Philippi), on the dread of heathen sacri- 
ficial flesh and sacrificial wine (comp. the apostolic decrees, 
Acts xv.)? or on both (Erasmus, Toletus, and others, including 
Riickert, Borger, de Wette)? Against the first of these three 
possibilities it may be urged that vv. 2 and 21 do not allow us 
to assume any limitation of the abstinence at all, but require 
it to be understood of flesh and wine generally ; while, on the 
other hand, the law does not forbid all flesh and does not 

forbid wine at all, and the Rabbins forbid only the flesh 
slaughtered by the Goyim and the wine of the Goyim (see 
Eisenmenger, entdecki. Judenth. Il. pp. 616 ff, 620 ff). To 
assume now, with Chrysostom, Oecumenius, and Theophylact, 
that those persons had abstained from all flesh for the reason 
that they might not be blamed by the others on account of 
their despising swine’s flesh, or from contempt towards the 
Gentiles (revés in Theodoret), would be completely arbitrary, 
indeed opposed to the text; for they themselves were on one 
side the censurers, on the other the despised, ver. 3. Against 
the second opinion, that the abstinence in question referred 
only to the flesh offered in sacrifice to idols (Acts xv.) and the 
wine of libation (see Mischn. Surenh. IV. pp. 369, 384; 
Eisenmenger, /.c. p. 621), it may be urged that the whole sec- 
tion contains not a word on the sacrificial character of the 
flesh and wine, while yet we are bound to conclude from 
1 Cor. vill. and x. that Paul would not have passed by this 

essential aspect of the matter without touching on it and 
turning it to account. Hence also the third view, which com- 
bines these, cannot be approved. In fact, the Jewish-Chris- 
tian abstinence in question appears rather to be a supra-legal 

anxiety, such as was nothing rare in Judaism at that time 
(Philo, in Eusebius, Praep. ev. viii. fin. ; Josephus, Vit. 2, 3; 
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Grotius on ver. 2; Ritschl, in the theol. Jahrb. 1855, p. 353), 
under the influence of Zssenie principles (see Ritschl, altkath. 
K. pp. 184, 187). It appears certainly as an é0cdoOpycxeia, 
brought over from Judaism into Christianity by persons of 
Essenic tendencies, and fostered by the ethics of Christianity, 
which combated the flesh." By its adherents, however, among 
the Jewish-Christians of Rome at that time, it was not main- 

tained in opposition to justification by faith, but was so practised 
without pretentiousness and polemics (and in particular with- 
out separation from a common table with the Gentile Chris- 
tians), that the wisdom of the apostolic teaching deemed it 
inappropriate to enter into special conflict with such a remnant 
of an Essenic Iovéaifew, or to speak of it otherwise than with 

the most cautious forbearance. Baur, I. p. 381 ff., declares 

those persons to be Ebionite Christians (according to Epiphanius, 
Heer. xxx. 15, the Ebionites abstained from all use of flesh, 

because flesh originated from generation; see Ritschl, p. 205). 
But against this view it may at once be urged,? that complete 
abstinence from wine on the part of the Ebionites is nowhere 
expressly attested; and further, that, if the weak brethren at 

Rome had been persons who regarded the use of jlesh as on 
principle and absolutely sinful, as was the case with Ebionitism, 
Paul would not have expressed himself so mildly and tolerantly 
respecting an error which would have been fundamental, dual- 
istic as it was and opposed to justification by faith. More- 
over, the Ebionites date only from the destruction of Jerusalem 
(see Ullhorn, d. Homil. u. Recogn. d. Clem. p. 387 ff.) ; hence 
the Roman weak brethren could only be termed Ebionitic in so 
far as their abstinence had the same root with the asceticism 
of the Ebionites, viz. Essenism. That among the numerous 
Roman Jews, who had arrived as prisoners of war from 
Palestine, there were various Essenes who thereafter became 

1 Respecting the Apostle Matthew, Clement of Alexandria, Paedag. ii. 1, 
p- 174 Pott., informs us that he ate only vegetables, no flesh; and of James, 
the brother of the Lord, Augustine, ad Faust. xxii. 3, relates that he had used 

neither flesh nor wine. Comp. Hegesippus in Eusebius ii. 23. But see Ritschl, 
p- 224f. The Peter of the Clementines also practises this abstinence. 

2 Whether the Ebionites of Epiphanius may be derived from Essenism (the 

ordinary view, ably defended by Ritschl in opposition to Schliemann) or not. 
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Christians, cannot be subject to any well-founded doubt (comp. 
Ritschl, p. 233 f.). And the less reason is there to call in 
question not merely the Ebionitic, but also the Zssenze, root of 

the phenomenon (Th. Schott). To refer it to the general 
interest of world - denying holiness does not suffice for the 
explanation of the several passages, and in particular does not 
explain the observance of days and the impure character which 
was attributed to the use of flesh (ver. 14). Hence, too, we 

are not, with Hofmann, to abide by the mere general conclu- 
sion, that doubt prevailed as to whether it was compatible with 
the holiness of the church of God to use such food as man had 
not assigned to him from the beginning, and as the Christian 
should for this very reason rather dispense with than enjoy for 
the sake of good cheer. Thus the matter would amount to an 
odd theoretic reflection, without any connection with histori- 
cal concrete antecedent relations —a view with which we can 

the less be content, since the observance of days cannot exegeti- 
cally be got rid of as a point which had likewise occasioned 
dispute (see on ver. 5). Eichhorn takes the weak brethren to 
be carlier, mostly Gentile-Christian adherents of ascetico-philo- 
sophic, chiefly Neo-Pythagorean principles. There was certainly 
at that time diffused among the Gentiles, through the influence 
of the Neo-Pythagorean philosophy, an abstinence quite analo- 
gous to that Jewish one, as we know from Senec. Ep. 108, 
Porphyr. De abstin., and others (see Grotius on ver. 2, and 
Reiche, II. p. 463 £.); but, on the other hand, that view is 
at variance partly with ver. 5 (comp. Col. ii. 16, 17), partly 
with xv. 8, 9, where Paul sedulously brings into view the 

theocratic dignity of the Jews, while he bids the Gentiles 
praise God on accownt of grace—which is most in harmony with 
the view that the despised weak ones are to be sought among 
the former. It may be also conjectured a priori that our 
ascetics, if they had arrived at their habit by the path of philo- 
sophy, would hardly have behaved themselves in so passive 
and unpretentious a manner and have been merely regarded 
by Paul just as weak one." We may add that vv. 5, 6 do 

! Against Eichhorn’s view also, as it seems to me, the passage in Origer 
militates : ope os zul Thy Dia Popecy Tod witiou THs Tuy turpixuy Emoxyas TUY amd vor 
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not justify us in assuming two parties among the Roman weak 
brethren, so that the «pivovres sjuépav map’ nuepav, ver. 5, are 
to be distinguished from the Aaxava éoOlovtes, ver. 2,—the 
former as the stricter and probably Palestinian, the latter as 
the freer and probably Hellenistic, Jewish - Christians (so 
Philippi). As the observance of the feast days, especially 
of the Sabbaths, was essentially bound up with the Essenic 
tendency, the assumption of such a separation cannot be justi- 
fied exegetically (from the xpivew). Just as little is there 
exegetical ground for the view that the community addressed 
and instructed in xiv. 1 ff. is notified as being Jewish-Ohristian 
in its main composition; whereas xv. 1 ff. betrays a Gentile- 
Christian minority, which had been more exclusive and in- 
tolerant towards the weak than the great body of the church, 
the relation of whom to the weak the apostle has in view in 
chap. xiv. (Mangold, p. 60 ff.) 

Vv. 1-12. Swmmons to brotherliness towards the weak ones 
(ver. 1). First point of difference between the two parties, and 
encouragement in relation to it (vv. 2-4). Second point of 
difference, and encouragement in relation to it (ver. 5). The 
right point of view for both in their differences (ver. 6), and 
reason assigned for it (vv. 7-9); reproof and disallowance of 
the opposite conduct (vv. 10-12). 

Ver. 1. 4é] passing over from the due limitation of care 
for the flesh (xiii. 14) to those who, in the matter of this 
limitation, pursue not the right course, but one springing 
from weakness of faith. — dv aodevodvra tH mioreı) That 
miorıs here also denotes faith in Christ, is self-evident; the 
infirmity, however, is not conceived of—according to the general 
mavra Övvara Te miorevovrı (Mark ix. 23; 1 Cor. xiii. 2)—in 
a general sense and without any more precise character, but, 
in conformity with the context (see vv. 2, 14, 22, 23), as a 

Tluéayopov zul ravivnuiv acentoy. "Extivos wiv yap dice wov wept urns mersverw= 

pearountvns wulov tupixwy arivovral. .. nutis di may To ToIUTO wpaTTwmty, Towovesy 

aur, tre) Umumıklousv 70 copa zu) dovAaywyouusy x.¢7.a. (c. Cels. 4), where Origen 

distinguishes expressly the Pythagorean abstinence as something fundamentally 
(ideally) different from the Christian, and traces the latter to an idea, which 

quite merited the lenient treatment of the apostle and makes the continuance 

of this asceticism in the Christian Church very readily intelligible. 
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want of that ethical strensth of faith, in virtue of which one 
may and should have, along with his faith, the regulative prin- 
ciple of moral conviction and certainty corresponding to its 
nature and contents. In this more definite and precise sense 
those ascetics were weak in faith. Had they not been so, the 
discernment of conscience and assurance of conscience, analo- 

gous to faith, would have enabled them to be free from doubt 
and scruple in respect to that which, in the life of faith, was 

right or wrong, allowable or not allowable, and to act accord- 
ingly; and consequently, in particular, to raise themselves 
above the adiaphora as such, without prejudice and ethical 
narrowness. It is therefore evident that the aodeveaa rH 
mioreı carries with it defectiveness of moral yv@cıs, but this 

does not justify the explaining of riorıs as equivalent to yvacıs 
(Grotius and others), or as equivalent to doctrine believed 
(Beza, Calvin). — mpooXaußdveode] take to you, namely, to the 
intercourse of Christian brotherly fellowship. The opposite 
would be an éxkdetoas Oéreiv (comp. Gal. iv. 17), whereby 
they, instead of being attracted, might be forced to separation. 
So in substance, Erasmus, Grotius, Estius, Semler, Reiche, 

Kollner, Fritzsche, Riickert, de Wette, Tholuck, Philippi, Hof- 

mann, etc. But others take it as: interest yourselves in him, 

“of furthering, helpful support” (Olshausen, comp. Chrysostom), 
which, however, mpooXaußaveodaı Tıva does not mean. Acts 

XXvill. 2 is appealed to, where, however, zpoon. is to take to 

oneself,—a meaning which is here also required by mpoceda- 
Berto, ver. 3, as well as by xv. 7, comp. also xi. 15. — py eis 
Suaxpicels Svadroy.| not to judgings of thoughts. Svaxpices 
duadoy. is a result, which in the case of the enjoined mpocAapf. 
must not be come to, so that thus un eis dvaxp. Sa‘. contains 
a negative more precise definition of mpocrtauPBavecbe, in the 
sense, namely: not in such a manner that the mpooXaußdaveodaı, 
which you bestow on the weak, issues in judgments passed on the 

thoughts. Those persons formed their ideas under the influence 
of conscience; such scruples should be indulgently treated by 
the stronger, and criticisms passing judgments on them should 
not be instituted, whereby the mpooraußaveodaı would be 
abused. Thus &arpıaıs, dijudicatio, retains its usual signi- 
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fication (Heb. v. 4; 1 Cor. xii. 10; Plato, Legg. vi. p. 765 A, 
xi. p. 937 B; Lucian, Herm. 69); and Siaroyopos likewise 
(Matt. xv. 19; Mark vii. 21; Luke ix. 46, et al. ; Rom.i. 21; 
1 Cor. iii. 20). Nothing is to be supplied, but eis is simply to 
be taken in the sense of the result (as just previously eis Eıd., 
xiii. 14), not even as usgue ad (Reiche). Substantially in 
agreement with this view of duaxpic. dvadoy. are Chrysostom, 
Grotius, and others, including Köllner, de Wette, Baumgarten- 

Crusius, Reithmayr, Fritzsche, Krehl, Tholuck, Hofmann, like- 

wise Reiche, who, however, makes the prohibition apply to 
both parties, which is opposed to the text, since the exhorted 
subject is the church, in contradistinction to its weak members, 

while the weak alone are the object of the exhortation. Augus- 
tine aptly, Propos. 78: “non dijudicemus cogitationes infir- 
morum, quasi ferre audeamus sententiam de alieno corde, quod 
non videtur.” Others take dvaxpioess as doubts, which are not 
to be excited in the thoughts of the weak. So Luther, Bengel, 

Cramer, Ernesti, Morus, Bohme, Ammon, Flatt, Klee, Olshausen, 

Philippi, Umbreit. But Öudepioıs never means doubt,’ and 
therefore is not to be explained with Ewald, who takes the 
words as an addition by way of exclamation: “may 7 not 
come from doubts to thoughts! may such an one not become 
uncertain in his conscience!” Following the Vulgate, Beza, 
Camerarius, Er. Schmid, Toletus, Estius, Glockler, and others, 

Sudxp. has also been explained as dispute, which is not 
unfrequently its meaning in the classics (Plato, Legg. vi. p. 
768 A; Polybius, xviiii 11. 3). But dispute concerning 
thoughts would be at least far from clearly expressed by the 
mere genitive (instead of rept dvadoy.); and the notion discep- 
tatio (Eyrneıs, cvfjtnows) is nowhere denoted in the N. T. by 
dıarpıcıs. Riickert takes it as separation: “But be on your 
guard lest the consequence thereof may possibly be this, that 
thoughts and sentiments are severed, become more abruptly 

parted.”  Avdxpsous may certainly bear this meaning (Job 
xxxvil. 16; Plato, Phil. p. 32 A); but in that case the article 

1 Neither in the N. T. nor elsewhere in Greek. Theodoret on ver. 22 f. is 

appealed to, but there d:éxpicis is to be taken as distinction; as also in Oecumenius 

on ver. 20. 
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must have stood before ösadory., and the climactic sense (more 
abruptly) would be gratuitously imported. 

Ver. 2. More particular discussion of the subject, and in 
the first place, exhibition of the first point of difference between 
the two parties. — ds wev] without a corresponding ds öe, in- 
stead of which there is at once put the definite 0 öe do@.: 
the one (i.e. the strong) believes, etc. ; but the weak, etc. Comp. 
Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. ii. 3. 15; Fritzsche, ad Mare. p. 507. 

— mıoredeı bayeiv mavra may mean: he is convinced that he 
may eat all things, so that the notion E£eivar is implied in 
the relation of the verbal notion to the infinitive (Lobeck, ad 
Phryn. p. 753 f£.; Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 235); so Tholuck, 
Borger, and older interpreters. But more agreeable to the 
Th mioreı, ver. 1, and to the contrast 0 doder., is the render- 
ing: he has the confidence, the assurance of faith, to eat all 
things; Winer, p. 302 [E. T. 405]. Comp. Dem. 866. 1, 
and generally Krüger, $ 61. 6. 8. To supply wore (van 
Hengel) is in accordance with the sense, but unnecessary. — 
Aayxava] excludes, according to the connection, all use of flesh, 
not merely that of Levitically unclean animals, or of flesh sacri- 
ficed to idols, or on feast and fast days,—limitations of which 
nature are introduced by most interpreters (including Reiche, 
Köllner, Neander, Tholuck, Philippi). The weak in faith eats 
no flesh, but vegetables are his food. Comp. Wieseler in 
Herzog’s Encyklop. XX. p. 595. 

Ver. 3. Prohibition for each of the two parties. The self- 
consciousness of strength misleads into looking down with 
contempt on the weak ; the narrowness of weakness is unable 
to comprehend the free thinking of the strong one, and judges 
it. — xpıvero] defined by the connection as a condemning 
judgement, pronouncing against the true Christian character, as 
in ii. 1 and frequently. — o ©eös yap «.7.A.] ground assigned 
for un kpıvero; hence auröv is to be referred to Tov Eodiovra 
(ic. him who eats all things), not with Reiche (following 
Calvin and others) to both, the strong and the weak, against 
which ver. 4 is also decisive. — mpocerdBeto| has taken him 
to Himself, namely, into His fellowship (comp. ver. 1) through 
Christ; not: into His house as servant (see on ver. 4), as 
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Vatablus, Reiche, and Hofmann hold. — In 0 ®eös yap «7.2. is 
contained the contrariety to God of this kpivew, and its conse- 
quent impiety; and 

Ver. 4 then adds what a presumptuous intermeddling such 
a kpivew is. In this the emotion rises to an animated apos- 
trophe, addressed to the weak in faith who passes judgment, 
not to both parties, as Reiche and Tholuck think; for zpivov 
‘corresponds to the xpıverw of ver. 3.— ov tis ei] comp. ix. 20. 
It discloses the presumption, without however standing in the 
relation of apodosis to the preceding 6 Oeds avrov mpoceda- 
ßero (Hofmann), which is nowise indicated and is forbidden 
by the fact that the following relation of domestic slave 
points to Christ as Master. — aAAorpıiov oikermv] who is not 
in thy domestic service,’ but in that of another. This other is 
Christ (see ver. 6), not God, who is rather distinguished from 
the master by duv. yap K.T.A. — TO idiw Kupiw] to his own 
master. The dative denotes the relation of subordination to 
the interest of the los rüpıos (Bernhardy, p. 85). His own 
master, and no other,is interested therein ; whence the incom- 

petence of the xpiveww is obvious.—The figurative standing and 
falling is either explained of standing firm (Ps. 1.4; Luke xxi. 
36), and of being condemned (causa cadere) in the divine judg- 
ment (Calvin, Cornelius a Lapide, Grotius, Estius, Wolf, and 

others, including Reiche, Kollner, Borger, Tholuck, Philippi), 

or, as in 1 Cor. x. 12, of continuance and non-continuance in 

the state of true Christian faith and life. So in substance, 
Erasmus, Beza, Vatablus, Toletus, Bengel, Semler, and others, 

including Flatt, de Wette, Fritzsche, Riickert, Maier, Baum- 

garten-Crusius, Umbreit, van Hengel, Hofmann. The use of 

imreıv would not tell against the former (Hofmann), for it 
would have its warrant as contrast to the cwfeo@ar in the 

1 gjz&rns is nowhere else found in Paul ; in the N. T. it occurs in Luke xvi. 

13, Acts x. 7, 1 Pet. ii. 18. It is a more restricted notion than 3.320; ; the 

oixtens is a house-servant (Dem. 1359 ult. ; cixtrns dızxzovos), more closely bound 

to the family than other slaves; hence: oiziraus re xa} dodaovs, Plat. Legg, 
vi. p. 763 A, comp. ix. p. 853 E; so, too, oixéris, housemaid ; both together, 
cixersiz, domestics. The fact that these words are used in the classics also of 

the members of the family themselves (as Xen. Anab. iv. 5. 35, vi. 1), is here 

irrelevant ; but see Wesseling, ad Herod. p. 621. 
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divine judgment figuratively set forth by the standing (Soph. 
Trach. 84, and see Ellendt, Lew. Soph. II. p. 568); but the 
second explanation is to be preferred, partly because the un- 
warranted xpivew denied to the more free the possession of 
a right Christian frame of life, partly because of the following 
duvatel yap «.7.X. For to make to stand in the judgment, .e. 
without figure, to acquit and pronounce righteous, is not the 

work of divine power, but of grace. But according to His power 
(against Reiche’s objection to this, see Eph. iii. 20) God effects 
an inner strengthening, so that the Christian stands in that 
which is good, and even he who thinks more freely does not 
succumb to the dangers to which the nature of his Christian 
faith and life is exposed by the very fact of his freer principles, 
but perseveres in the true Christian state. For this Paul 
looks to God’s power, and promises it. When Tholuck, on the 
ground of the reading 0 xvpuos, finds Zhe thought, that the 
Judge will even find out sufficient reasons for exculpation, this 
is a pure importation into the text. — övvarei] See on 2 Cor. 
xii. 3. Comp. Clem. Hom. i. 6. 

Ver. 5. Second point of difference, as is evident from the 
contents themselves, and in particular from the general lay- 
ing out of the representation, which is quite similar in form 
to ver. 2. Hence we are not here to find, with Hofmann 

(who defends the reading ös ev yap), merely the first member 
of a chain of thought which is intended to make good the cor- 
rectness of the proposition duvate? yap «.r.A.,—so that Paul 
does not pass over to another controverted point. The fact 
that he does not thereupon enter at length on the question 
of days, but returns immediately in ver. 6 to the question 
of food, indicates that the latter formed in the church the 
controversy most prominent and threatening in an ascetic 

? Not, according to the mediate turn, departing from the preceding and hence 
unwarranted, which Philippi now gives to the sense of the figurative expres- 
sion : to uphold in judgment, so far as God upholds in that which is good, which 
alone subsists in the judgment. 

2 This was in fact only an auxiliary sentence, which, as obvious in itself, 

might have been omitted. Were the reading és «iv yep correct, Paul would be 

introducing that which he has to say of the second matter of controversy, in the 
form of a confirmation of that which is just adduced respecting the first. 

ROM. II. U 
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point of view.! Moreover, what he had said on the point 
of food might so readily of itself find its application in an 
analogous manner to the question of days, that an entering 
into equal detail in regard to both points was not required. 
— Kpiver hp. map nu.] he sets his judgment on day before day, 

ze. he is for preferring one day to another, so that he esteems 
one holier than another. This refers to the Jewish feast and 
fast days” still observed by the weak in faith. The classical 
nuepa Trap épav, in the sense alternis diebus (Bernhardy, 
p- 258; Lobeck, ad Aj. 475), does not apply here (in opposi- 
tion to Fritzsche, who imports into our passage the notion 
that the people had ascetically observed, in addition to the 
Sabbath, the second and fifth days of the week). Of so sur- 
prising a (pharisaical, Luke xviii. 12) selection of days there 
is no single trace in the Epistles to the Galatians (not even 
Nwepas, iv. 10) and Colossians, and hardly would i have met 
with such lenient treatment at Paul’s hands. But the Jewish 
observance of days, continued under Christianity, so naturally 
agrees with the Essenic-Jewish character of the weak in faith 
generally, that there is no sufficient ground for thinking, with 
Ewald, of the observance of Sunday (at that time not yet gene- 
rally established), and for seeing in vv. 5 and 6 only an example 
illustrating the preceding, and not a real point of difference 
(comp. Hofmann). On xpivew rı, in the sense of to declare 
oneself for something, i.e. aliguid probare, eligere, comp. Aesch. 
Agam. 471 (xpiva § a&pOovov érxBov), Suppl. 393 (kpive céBas 
To mpos Oedv); Plat. Rep. p. 399E; Xen. Hell. i 7. 11; 
Isocr. Paneg. 46. On mapa, in the sense of preference, Xen. 
Mem. i. 4. 14, and Kühner in loc. ; but in Soph. Aj. 475, rap’ 
Heap nwepa is (in opposition to Valckenaer, Schol. II. p. 153 ff.) 
to be otherwise understood ; see Lobeck ad loc. — xpiver mäcav 
npepav] not omnem diem judicat diem (Bengel, Philippi), but 

corresponding to the first half of the verse: he declares himself 
for each day, so that he would have each esteemed equally 

1 It must have been a matter of practical offence, especially at the agapae. 
2 Comp. Col. ii. 16; Gal. iv. 10. Tothink merely of fast days (Mangold, 

comp. Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 414) is an arbitrary limitation, without any ground 
in the text. 
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holy, not certain days before others. — €xactos «.r.1.] Here 
too, as in the case of an adiaphoron, no more than in ver. 2, 
an objective decision, who is or is notin the right; but rather 

for both parties only the requisite injunction, namely, that each 
should have a complete assurance of faith as to the rightness of 
his conduct, without which persuasion the consciousness of the 
fulfilment of duty is lacking, and consequently the adiaphoron 
becomes sinful (vv. 20, 23). — Anpob.] Comp. iv. 21. — ev 
T. (dim vol] ü.e. in the moral consciousness of his own reason 
(vil. 23), therefore, independently of others’ judgment, assured 
in himself of the motives of action. 

Ver. 6. The right point of view, according to which each 
must have his own full persuasion, expressed not imperatively, 
but indicatively, as the Christian axiom in these matters, 

which conditions and regulates that mAnpopopia. — 0 dpovav 
Tnv nuepav K.T.r.] he who directs his carefulness to the day, 
exercises this carefulness im his interest for the Lord, namely, in 

order thereby to respond to his relation of belonging to the 
Lord. Ti ep. with the article denotes textually the day 
concerned, that which comes into consideration conformably 
to the kpivew tuépav map’ nuepav, not the day as it happens 
(Hofmann). By «vptos most understand God, others (as Estius, 
Riickert, Kollner, Fritzsche, Philippi) Christ. The former ap- 
pears to be correct, on account of evyap. yap T. Oecd; but the latter 
is correct, on account of ver. 9. The absence of the article is 

not at variance with this. See Winer, de sensw vocwm küpuos et 
o küp., Erl. 1828; Gramm. p. 118 [E.T. p. 154]; Fritzsche, 
ad Mare. p. 573. — kvpiw écOier| using his Christian freedom 
in regard to the use of flesh in the interest of the Lord, which 
definite ethical direction of his &odieıv he attests by his 
evxapıoteiv T® Oe@ therein. This refers to the prayer at. 
table, and, as is also the case with the subsequent evy. r. ©., 

not to that offered after the meal (Hofmann), but to that before 
it; comp. Matt. xv. 36, xxvi. 26 ; Acts xxvii. 35; 1 Cor. x. 30, 
xi. 24; 1 Tim. iv. 4. The thanksgiving to God consecrating 
the partaking of food presupposes the conviction that one does 
the Eodieıv in the capacity of belonging to Christ, and conform- 
ably to this specific relation ; for anything that is opposed to 
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Christ the Christian cannot thank the Father of Christ. — 
kal o pi) €o0. x.7.d.] The opposite of the preceding point (the 
observance of days) Paul has not added (see critical notes), 
because he has not at the beginning of ver. 6 planned his lan- 
guage antithetically; and it is only on the mention of the 
second more important point that the conception of the oppo- 
site occurs to him, and he takes it up also. To append the 
antithesis also to the first clause of the verse, was indeed 

not necessary (Philippi) ; but neither would it have been con- 
fusing (Hofmann), especially as the selecting of days and its 
opposite, as well as the eating and not-eating, were for those 
respectively concerned equally matters of conscience. — kupiw 
ovK Eodier] for the Lord he refrains from the eating (of flesh), 
persuaded that this abstinence tends to serve the interest of 
Christ. — kai evyap. T® Oew] That which was previously con- 
ceived as the reason (yap) is here conceived as the consequence 
(kal); and so he utters his thanksgiving table-prayer to God, 
namely, for the other, vegetable food, which forms the meal to 
be enjoyed by him. He is enabled to do so by the conviction 
that his ov« éo@lewv has its holy ethical reference to the Lord. 

Vv. 7-9. Proof for the threefold xvpiw, ver. 6, and that 
generally from the whole sulyective direction of the life of 
Christians towards Christ. Paul does not mean the objective 
dependence on Christ (Rückert, Reiche, Ernesti, Urspr. d. 
Sünde, II. p. 19), because it would not prove what was said 
in ver. 6, but would only establish the obligation thereto. — 
eavro &n] so that he believes that his life belongs to himself, 
that he lives for his own interest and aims. 2 Cor. v. 15. 
Comp. the passages in Wetstein and Fritzsche. The dative is 
thus to be taken in the ethically telic sense, and so, too, in 

Eavro amodımareı, for also the dying of the Christian—in 
so ideal a manner is Paul conscious of the moral power and 
consecration of fellowship of life with Christ—is a moral act 
(Bengel: “eadem ars moriendi, quae vivendi”) in the relation 
of belonging to Christ, in which the Christian at death feels 
and knows that he has stood with his life, and is now also to 

stand in his dying. Such is the conscious ev Kupi@ atro- 
Ovyokew, Rev. xiv. 13. Comp. Phil. i. 20; Rom. vii. 38. — 
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Ver. 8 contains the positive counterpart, proving the negative 

contents of ver. 7, and is likewise to be understood as.a sub- 

jective relation. — On TE yap... re, for as well . . . as also, see 
Hartung, Partikell. I. pp. SS, 115; Baeumlein, Part. p. 219. 
— Tod xupiov éopev| the Lord's property are we. This now 
derives the swm of the entire specifically Christian conscious- 
ness from its previously adduced factors.—In the threefold 
emphatic 7@ Kupi (Tov Kupiov) observe the “divina Christi 
majestas et potestas” (Bengel), to which the Christian knows 
himself to be completely surrendered. 

Ver. 9. Objective historical relation, on which this subjec- 
tive attitude towards Christ, ver. 8 (éav te ody «.7.X.), is 
founded. — Eönae] became alive, to be understood of the reswr- 

rection life. Comp. Rev. ii. 8, xx. 4,5; Rom. v. 10; 2 Cor. 
iv. 10. The aorist denotes the setting in of the state; Kühner, 
ad Xen. Mem. i. 1.18. Wrongly Olshausen (so also Schrader) 
thinks that the earthly life of Jesus is meant, so that there occurs 
a hysteron proteron; in which view he overlooks, first, that the 

mutual reference of the two elements in protasis and apodosis 
is only formal,’ and secondly, that it was not Jesus’ life and 
death, but rather His death and life (resurrection), which led to 
His attainment of the heavenly xupsotys. Comp. viii. 34, vi. 
97105 Pink 11,8. 9; Luke: xxiv, 26> Matty xxvii (18 = 

iva] destination in the divine counsel. This aimed, in the 

death and resurrection of Christ, at the establishment of His 

munus regium, and that over the dead (in Scheol, Phil. ii. 10) 
and living; hence Christians are conscious of belonging to 
Him in living and dying (ver. 8). Unsuitably to &jcev, 
since the raising up of the Lord is certainly, in the apostle’s 
view, the work of God (i. 4, iv. 24, vi. 4, viii. 11, and many 

1 Paul, namely, does not say: Christ died, in order that He might be Lord 

over the dead, and lived, in order that He might be Lord over the living; but 

He died and became alive (both together had the end in view), in order that He 

might rule over dead and living (both together). Fritzsche also, although rightly 
understanding @Z»ee of the resurrection life, urges the mutual reference of d7éxve 

and vexga», and of ace and Zwyrav: By the death of Jesus, God desired to make 
known that He was Lord over the dead, and by the new life of Christ, that He 

was Lord over the living. But this merely declarative view is quite arbitrary ; 
moreover, the fw in #{nss would be quite another than the Zw of the Zuyruv. 
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other passages), Hofmann sees in iva Christ's own purpose 
expressed. 

Ver. 10. 3d SE] discloses the contrast to the xupidtns of 
Jesus. — The first ov addresses the weaker, the second the 
freer Christian, as is clear from ver. 3.— yap] justifies the 
censure of presumption which lies in the preceding questions: 
for all, ete., and therefore in both cases thou as well as he. — 
rapaorno., we shall stand before ; “stare solent, quorum causa 

tractatur,” Grotius ; Acts xxvi. 6; Matt. xxv. 33. — T® Any. T. 

Oeod (see critical notes): for God will cause the judgment to 
be held (John v. 22) by Christ (ii. 16; Acts x. 42, xvii. 31). 
So the judgment-seat upon which Christ will sit (2 Cor. v. 10; 
Polycarp, ad Phil. 6; Matt. xxv. 31) is God’s.— Note how 

decisive is the testimony of such passages against any limita- 
tion of the universality of the final judgment.’ 

Ver. 11. Scripture proof for the wavtes mapactncopcba 
K.7.r., ver. 10. The point of its bearing on the matter lies in 
the wniversality, as is clear from the reference of wav and räca, 

ver. 11, to wavres above, ver. 10. Thus the proposition of 
ver. 10, mavres yap «.r.xX.—althoush in and by itself it required 
no scriptural proof—receives, nevertheless, a hallowed confir- 

mation, which makes the injustice of the previously censured 
judging and despising the more apparent, because it encroaches 
on the universal final judgment of God.—The citation is Isa. 
xlv. 23, quoted very freely with deviations, partly of memory, 
partly intentional, from the LXX., and abbreviated. In Isaiah, 

God certifies upon His oath that all men (including the Gen- 
tiles) shall render to Him adoring homage. This -divine 
utterance—Messianic, because promising the universal triumph 
of the theocracy—is here taken by Paul in the light of that 
highest final historical fulfilment which will take place at the 
judgment of the world. — 6& &y®] Instead of kar’ Euavrod 
öuviw, as the LXX. following the Hebrew have it, Paul uses, 
by a variation of memory, a frequently-occurring verbal for- 
mula of the divine oath: 38 1 (Num. xiv. 21, 28; Deut. 

xxxii. 40, et al.; Dan. xii. 7; Ruth ii. 13; Judith 11, 12).— 

1 This applies also in opposition to Gerlach, d. letzten Dinge, p. 108 ff. Comp. 
i, 6, 16, iii. 6; 2 Cor. v. 10; Gal. vi. 7 ff.; Acts xvii. 31. 
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Aeıyeı küpıos] is added by Paul according to the elsewhere 
familiar ©. T. formula. Comp. xii. 19. — örı] that, because in 
f@ éyo is involved the assurance on oath, that, etc. Comp. 
2 Chron. xviii. 13; 1 Sam. xiv. 44; Judith xi. 7 and 
Fritzsche in loc. — €woi] to me, as the Judge (so in the sense 
of the apostle), for homage and submission. — éEouoroy. T. Ocd| 
departing from the LXX., which, following the Hebrew, has 
oueitaı mäca yA. Tov Ocov, for the reading of Cod. A of the 
LXX. (also x on the margin), e&£ouoAorynoera: instead of dpuetras, 
was probably—seeing that the Septuagint has very frequently 
undergone similar alterations of the text from N. T. citations— 
first introduced from our passage, and not a reading which Paul 
found in his copy of the LXX. (Fritzsche), as is too rashly 
inferred from Phil. ii. 11. The variation itself is—as was 
allowed by the freedom in the handling of Messianic proof- 
passages—intentional, because Paul required, instead of the 
oath of God, a more general conception, which, however, lies 

at the basis of that special conception ; for the swearing is the 
actual acknowledgment and glorification of God as the Judge. 
The correct explanation is: and every tongue shall praise God 
(as the Judge), and therewith submit to His judicial authority 
—parallel in sense to éuol kdprper mav yovv. EEonoroyeicdaı 
with the dative always denotes to praise (xv. 9; Matt. xi. 25; 
Luke x. 21; frequently in the LXX. and Apocrypha, see Biel 
and Schleusner, s.v.): it only denotes to confess, as in later 
Greek, with the accusative of the object, Matt. iii. 6: Jas. v. 

16; Tob. xiii 22. Hence the explanation of Er. Schmid, 

Reiche, Kollner, following Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophy- 
lact, is erroneous: to confess sins, which would only then be 

admissible if the parallelism obviously suggested the supply- 
ing of tas äpaprias. — With the reading 76 Anparı Tod 
Xpıorov, ver. 10, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, Oecu- 

menius, Luther, Calvin, and many others, including Philippi, 
have found in 7@ Oe a proof for the divinity of Christ. 
There would rather be implied the idea, that it is God, whose 
judgment Christ is entrusted by the Father to hold; and this 
thought is contained also in the reading r. 8. 7. ©eov, ver. 10. 

Ver. 12. What follows from the preceding (from mavres 
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yap ... onward). — The emphasis is neither on zrept &avrod (so 
usually) nor on 7@ Oe (Philippi), but on the E&xacros for that 
purpose prefixed, which corresponds to the emphatic wavres, 
av, maca, vv. 10, 11; hence it alone bears the stress, not 

sharing it with wept &avr. and r® Oed (Hofmann). Lach of 
us, none excepted, will respecting himself, etc. How at vari- 
ance with this, therefore, to judge or to despise, as though one 
were not included in the subjection to this our wniversal 
destiny of having to give a personal account to God ! — dacer] 
purely future in sense, like the preceding futures. 

Vy. 13-23. Christians ought not, therefore, mutually to con- 
demn one another, but rather to have the principle of giving no 
offence, ver. 13. Further elucidation of this principle, and 
exhortations to compliance with it. 

Ver. 13. Mnxére (no more, as hitherto) aAAAovs Kpivopev 
is deduced (oöv) from Exactos ov x.7.d.; but xpivouev here 
refers, as a@AA7A. shows, to both parties. — Kpivate] antana- 

clasis: the same word, in order to make the contrast striking 
(for to the «pivey which is against one’s duty that which is in 

accordance with duty is opposed), is repeated, but with the 

modification of reference and of sense, that it addresses the 

freer Christians (for it was they who gave the offence), and 
means in general: let this be your judgment, your moral maxim 
in this point. On the infinitive with the article after a pre- 
paratory demonstrative, comp. 2 Cor. il. 1; Xen. de Rep. Lac. 
9. 1, and see Haase zn loc. ; Breitenbach, ad Xen. Occ. 14. 10. 

— Tpockoupa and cxavdadov: both quite synonymous in the 
metaphorical sense: moral stwmbling-block, an occasion for act- 
ing contrary to conscience. But ridevaı refers to the original 
proper sense of the two words. Comp. on ix. 32, 33, x1. 9; 

LXX. Lev. xix. 14; Judith v. 1. The twofold designation 
is an earnest and exhaustive expression of the idea; hence to 
attempt a real distinction between the synonyms, which differ 
only figuratively (stone ... trap), is arbitrary. 

Ver. 14. Discussion of the preceding injunction, giving 
information regarding it. Paul grants, namely, in principle, 
that the freer brethren are right, but immediately adds an 
exception which arises in practice, and, in assigning the reason 
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for this addition, declares (ver. 15) the not attending to the 
exception a proof of want of love. — kai mereıouaı Ev kup. ’I.] 
More precise definition of the preceding olda. — ev kup.] ie. 
in my fellowship with the Lord; our apa avOpwrivyns dLavolas 
9 rndos, Chrysostom. — koıvov] corresponding to the BeßnAov 
of the Greeks: profane, axa@aprov (Chrysostom), Acts x. 14, 
28, xi. 8; Heb. x. 29. Thus the eating of flesh was held to 
be unholy and unclean, and therefore a thing at variance with 
the holiness of a Christian’s position. Comp. Ezek. xlii. 20 ; 
1 Mace. i. 47, 62.— &v’ adtod] Since the reflexive abrod (with 
the rough breathing) is generally doubtful in the N. T. (comp. 
Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 97 £.), and here the personal adtod 
(with the soft breathing) is quite sufficient and appropriate 
in sense, the latter is to be preferred (Bengel, Matthaei, 

Lachmann, Tischendorf, 7, Hofmann); not, however, to be 

referred to Christ (Theodoret, Bisping, Jatho, and others), but 
to be explained: through üself, ü.e. through tts nature. In ov 

avrod is thus implied the objectively existing uncleanness, in 
contrast (see below) to that which subjectively accrues per 
accidens. On account of the laws relating to food of the 
O. T., Olshausen thinks that the thought of the apostle is 
intended to affirm that “through Christ and His sanctifying 
influence the creation has again become pure and holy.” This 

arbitrary importation of a meaning (followed by Bisping) is 
overthrown by the very circumstance that the abstinence of 
the Roman ascetics was by no means founded on the law— 
which did not in fact forbid the use of flesh generally—but was 
of a supra-legal Essenic character. Moreover, Paul was clear 
and certain, so far as concerns the O. T. laws of food, that 

they had outlived the time of obligatoriness appointed for 
them by God, and were abolished by God Himself, inasmuch 

as in Christ the end of the law had come, and the temporary 
divine institute had given place to the eternal one of the 
gospel as its fulfilment, Matt. v. 17. Comp. on x. 4; Col. ii, 
16 ff.; also on Acts x. 15, 16.— ei #7] not equivalent to 
ara, but nisi, which, without taking 6? avrod also into 

account, applies merely to ovdév xowdv. Comp. on Matt. xii. 
4; Gal. ü. 16. — éxelvp koıvov] ex. with emphasis, as in 2 Cor. 
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x. 18, Mark vii. 15, 20, and very frequently in John. The 

uncleanness is in such a case subjective, coming into existence 
and subsisting actually for the individual through the fettered 
condition of his own conscience. 

Ver. 15. Tap] According to this reading critically beyond 
doubt (see the critical notes) —which, however, Philippi, on 

account of the sense, regards as “absolutely untenable,’—the 
apostle specifies the reason, why he has expressly added the 
exception ei ua) TO Aoyl. x.7.rA. The yap belonging to the 
principal sentence is, according to a very prevalent usage (see 
Baeumlein, Partik. p. 85), taken into the prefixed accessory 
sentence, so that the argumentative thought is: “not without 
good moral ground do I say: ey... koıwov; for it indicates 

a want of love, if the stronger one has not regard to this rela- 
tion towards the weaker.” — da Bpapua] on account of food, i.e. 
because of a kind of food, which he holds to be unclean and 

sees thee eat. — Avreiraı] not: is wyured, which would con- 

sist in the damorAvodaı (Philippi, contrary to N. T. usage), but 
of moral affliction, i.e. vexation of conscience, which is occa- 
sioned by the giving of a oxdydadoy (ver. 13). Analogous 
is Eph. iv. 30. To understand it of the making reproaches on 
account of narrow-mindedness (Grotius, Rosenmüller, Ewald), is 
sratuitously to import the substance of the thought, and does 
not correspond to the connection (vv. 13, 14, 20, 21).— 

ovKEeTL KaTa aya. mepımareis] ü.e. in that case thou hast ceased 
to bear thyself conformably to love. This is the actual state of 
things which subsists, when what is expressed in the protasis 
occurs ; the Avrretraı, namely, is conceived as the fault of the 
subject addressed One... odxért, comp. vii. 20, xi. 6; Gal. 
iii. 18. To take the apodosis interrogatively (Hofmann), is— 
considering the definite character, quite in keeping with the 
context, of the Avrreiraı which is occasioned by the offence 
siven—quite unwarranted, and does not suit the words.’ — 

1 Note that the presents Avr<ira: and weprarcis coincide in time, as indeed the 
two regarded practically coincide in reality. For that, which causes to the weak 
one distress of conscience 3: £powe, is simply the unsparing conduct of the 
strong one no longer under the guidance of love. 

2 According to Hofmann, cixér: x.r.2. is designed simply to submit to the per- 
son addressed the question whether he really allows himself to be induced— 
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The amroAAve is the possible result of the Avresraı : destroy 
him not, bring him not into destruction, namely, through his 

being seduced by thy example to disregard his conscience, and 
to fall out of the moral element of the life of faith into the sin- 
ful element of variance with conscience. That we are to explain 
it of the eternal amedeva, is clear from tmép od X. amedave ; 
for in order to redemption from this Christ offered up His life 
—therefore thou oughtest not to thrust back into area thy 
(so dearly bought) brother through the loveless exercise of 
thy free principles. Comp. 1 Cor. viii. 11, 12. “Ne pluris 
feceris tuum cibum, quam Christus vitam suam,” Bengel. 

Ver. 16. Mn PracdnpcicOw] namely (comp. 2 Thess. ii. 3; 
1 Tim. iv. 12), through your fault. —tipav TO ayadov] your 
good kar éEoxny, 2.0. Bacirela Tod Ocod, ver. 17. So also 
Ewald and Umbreit. It is the sum of the pédrovta ayada, 
Heb. ix. 11, x. 1. How easily it might come to pass that a 
schism, kept up by means of condemnation and contempt, 
on account of eating and drinking, might draw down on that 
jewel of Christians—the object of their whole endeavour, 
hope, and boast—calumnious judgments at the hands of unbe- 
lievers, as if maxims respecting eating and drinking formed 
that on which the Christian was dependent for attaining the 
blessing of the kingdom! In opposition to the context in ver. 
17, following the Fathers (in Suicer, Zhes. I. p. 14), de Wette 
holds that faith is meant;! Luther, Calovius, and others, 

including Philippi: the gospel ; Origen, Pelagius, Beza, Calvin, 
Grotius, Bengel, and many others, including Flatt, Borger, 

Fritzsche, Tholuck, Nielsen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Reithmayr, 

Maier, Bisping, with irrelevant appeal to 1 Cor. x. 30: Chris- 
tian freedom; van Hengel generally: quod in vobis Romanis 
through the weakness of his fellow-Christian in falling into concern on account of 
«a particular food—to alter his conduct so as to behave with a want of love. In 

that case, the apostle must at least have expressed himself by the future zep:- 
xarhoss (wilt thou then no longer behave in conformity with love ?), or by ééacs 

wspiwareiv, or, most clearly, because implying a negative answer: mun ovxivs x. 

ay. reprachons (thou wilt not thus cease, etc. ?); comp. x. 18; 1 Cor. ix, 4. 

1 Among the Fathers, Chrysostom’s view is very vacillating and indefinite : 7 +i» 
rior Ono, 7 any mErAroUTUY tArida av twdddwy, # any canpricuerny svatBesmy en 

xpw nunws TeAciornTi cov, pend? moi TudTny BAacOnucicbas, Theodoret explains 

definitely of faith; so also Photius. 
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bonum est ; better Hofmann: that which, as their essential good, 
gives Christians the advantage over non-Ohristians —a view, 
however, which leaves the precise definition of the notion 
unsettled. With vuar, Paul, after having previously addressed 
a single party in the singular, turns to all; hence we are not, 

with Fritzsche, to think in vu. of the strong believers only 
(and in Pdracd. of the weak believers). Note, further, the 
emphasis of the prefixed vuev (comp. Phil. iii. 20): the 

possession belonging to you, to you Christians, which you must 
therefore all the more guard against slander from without. 

Ver. 17. Motive for complying with the 47 Bracdnm. K.T.A., 
with reference to the contents of the possible slander. — 
9 Bao. T. Oeoü] is not anywhere (comp. on Matt. iii. 2, vi. 
10; 1 Cor. iv. 20; Col. i. 13), and so is not here, anything 
else than the Messiah’s kingdom, the erection of which begins 
with the Parousia,' belonging not to the aiwv odros, but to the 
aiwv pédAdwv (1 Cor. vi. 9, 10, xv. 24,50; Gal. v. 21; Eph. 

v. 5; Col. iv. 11; 1 Thess. ii. 12; 2 Thess. i. 5); not there- 

fore the (invisible) church, the regnum gratiae, or the earthly 
ethical kingdom of God (Reiche, de Wette, Philippi, Lipsius, 
following older expositors), res christiana (Baumgarten-Crusius), 
and the like. “Zhe Messianic kingdom is not eating and 
drinking ;” 2.¢., the essential characteristic of this kingdom does 
not consist in the principle that a man, in order to become a 
member of it, should eat and drink this or that or everything 
without distinction, but in the principle that one should be 
upright, etc. Less accurate, and, although not missing the 
approximate sense, readily lable to be misunderstood (see 
Calovius), is the view of the Greek Fathers, Grotius, and 

many others: the kingdom of God is not obtained through, 
etc. Comp. on John xvii. 3.— Spots, eating, ae. actus 

edendi, different from Bpaua, food, ver. 15 (comp. Tittmann, 

Synon. p. 159), which distinction Paul always observes (in 
opposition to Fritzsche); see on Col. ii. 16. — Öixaoovvn x. 
eipyvn] can, according to the entire context (comp. esp. ver. 
15), and specially according to ver. 18 (dovAevwv 7H X.) and 
ver. 19 (7a THs eipnvns), be taken only in the moral sense, and 

1 wird civ dvacraow, Theodore of Mopsuestia. 
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therefore as ethical wprightness and peace (concord) with the 
brethren ; not in the dogmatic sense: righteousness and peace 

(of reconciliation) with God (Calvin, Calovius, and many others, 

including Riickert, Tholuck, and Philippi; de Wette blends 
the two meanings). But that these virtues presuppose faith 
in Christ as the soil from which they sprang, and as the 
fundamental principium essendi of the kingdom, is self-evident 
from the whole connection. — xapa Ev mvevp. ay.] forms one 
phrase. Comp. 1 Thess. i. 6. It is the holy joyfulness, the 
morally glad frame of heart which has its causal basis and sub- 
sistence in the Holy Spirit, who rules in the Christian ; comp. 
Gal. v. 22, also Phil. iv. 4. It is present even in tribulation, 
2 Cor. vi. 10, and does not yield to death, Phil. ii. 17. The 

transitive explanation of the joy which the Christian diffuses 
over others (Grotius, Koppe, Reiche, and others) is supported 
neither by the simple word nor by N. T. usage elsewhere. 

Ver. 18. Not an explanation, why he hus mentioned by name 

these three particulars, as those in which the kingdom consists 
(Hofmann), but a confirmation of the contents of ver. 17; and 
how greatly must this confirmation have conduced to the re- 
commendation and support of the precept un Pracdnp. K.T.X. 
of ver. 16 as established by ver. 17 !— év rovroıs] (see the 
critical notes) refers to the just mentioned three great moral 

elements. He who in these (not therefore possibly in Bpacus 
and rocıs, and the like unspiritual things) serves Christ, etc. 
On ev with dovdrevew, denoting its moral life-sphere, comp. 
vi. 6.— evdpeot. tr. Gew] “ testimonium, quod expresse ad- 
firmat bona opera renatorum placere Deo,’ Melanchthon. — 
Soxiuos tots avOp.] approved! by men; such is the relation 
according to its moral nature —a fact not annulled by abnor- 
mal manifestations, in which misapprehension, perversion of 
the moral judgment, and the like are at work. “ Paulus hic 

de sincero judicio loquitur,’ Calvin. 
Ver. 19. Hxrhortation, inferred from the doctrinal proposi- 

tion, ver. 17 ; not a question (Buttmann). — 7a Tis eip.] what 

1 So doxsmuos in all N. T. passages (not: worthy, esteemed, and the like) ; see 
Buttmann, in the Stud. u. Krit. 1860, p. 368, who however prefers the reading 
doxiuos in BG* 77 (a copyist’s error). 
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belongs to peace, composes the substance of peace, not different 
in matter of fact from ri efpyvnv. See Bernhardy, p. 325 £.; 

Kühner, II. 1, p. 230. — ris oirodownjs] figurative designation 
of perfecting (here active) in the Christian life. Comp. 2 Cor. 
x. 8, xii. 10; 1 Cor. xiv. 4. According to the context in 

each case, the individual, as here, or the church, or the whole 

Christian body, is a building of God (of which Christ is the 
foundation, 1 Cor. ii. 11; Eph. ii. 20, 21), on which the 
work of building is to proceed until the Parousia.—eis addi. | 
oikooomette eis Tov Eva, 1 Thess. v. 11. 

Ver. 20. Prohibition of the opposite of 74 THs oikodouns 
THs els aNAHA, — kararve] pull down. Comp. 2 Cor. v. 1; 
Gal. ii. 18; Matt. xxvi. 61.— 70 Epyov tod Ocod] here, 
according to the context, the building of God, by which, how- 
ever, is represented not what is mentioned in ver. 17 (the 
dixatocvvyn «k.T.r., so Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius) ; nor yet 
the faith of one’s fellow-Christian (Theodoret, Reiche), or his 
eternal salvation (Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact) ; nor 
all blessings vouchsafed through Christ (Köllner, comp. Borger) ; 
but, according to ver. 15, the Christian as such, in so far as his 

Christian life, his Christian personality, is God’s work (viii. 
29, 30; 2 Cor. v. 17; Eph. ii. 10). Aptly Estius says: 
“fratrem, quem Deus fecit fidelem.” Accordingly, what was 
expressed in ver. 15 by ps Exeivov amoNAve, Ümep od X. 
aredave, is here expressed by pa) Katadve TO Epyov T. Ocov; 
but it is differently conceived and presented, in such a way 
that the brother is thought of there in his relation of redemp- 
tion to Christ, here in his relation of spiritual origin to God. 
The importance of the latter conception is rightly pointed out 
by Calovius: “non levis est culpa, sed horribilis deouaxia, 
opus Dei destruere.” — mdvra pév kadapa «.7.r.| the same 
thought as in ver. 14, repeated in order to enter further into 
the un Everev Bpwparos. “ All (all food) indeed is clean (not 
immoral to enjoy in and by itself), but at as sinful for the man 
who cats amidst offence,’ who nevertheless uses a food, although 
he experiences moral offence in the using it—so that he thus 
against his conscience imitates the freer Christian. Comp. 
1 Cor. viii. 9,10. This reference of the ethical. dative To 
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avOpaTo 76 dia mpock. ead. to the weak in faith (Chrysostom, 
Luther, Beza, Carpzov, Semler, and others, including Riickert, 

Köllner, Philippi, Tholuck, Hofmann) is confirmed by the 
parallel in vv. 13, 14, and admirably suits the connection, in- 

asmuch as aAAd@ «.T.X. unfolds the way and manner in which 
Everev Bp@patos destruction may befall the work of God. Hence 
we must reject the explanation (Pelagius, Grotius, Bengel, 
and others, including Reiche, de Wette, Nielsen, Baumgarten- 

Crusius, Fritzsche, Reithmayr, Krehl, Umbreit, van Hengel) 

of the strong in faith, who acts wrongly in eating under offence 
given, we. although to the offence of the weak. For in that 
case we should have here no reference at all relevant to the 
karaxvaıs of the Epyov 7. ©eod, but only the vague remark 
that it is wrong to eat to the offence of others. — adda] after 
pev; see Vigerus, ed. Herm. p. 536; Hartung, Partikell. II. 
p. 403 f. ; Baeumlein, p. 170. — kaköv] not hurtful (Rückert), 
nor yet bad in the sense of what is not good for him (Hofmann), 
but sinful, the ethical contrast of xafapa. The subject (it) is 
to be understood of itself from what precedes, namely to 
xadapov, the pure in itself. Others supply wav (Reiche), ro 
Bpauwa (Grotius), TO écOlew (Riickert), TO mavra dayeiv 
(Fritzsche, Philippi). Hofmann also renders incorrectly, as 
though it ran, kakov TO avOpoTr@ Td Sia TpocKoppatos Eodieuv. 
— oid] as in ii. 27. 

Ver. 21. Maxim for the strong in faith, which results from 
the preceding aAA& karov x.7.r.: “ It is excellent, morally right 
and good, to eat no flesh, and to drink no wine, and (generally) 
to do nothing whereby thy brother takes offence,’ etc. Comp. 
1 Cor. viii. 13. On an, as joined to the infinitive with the 
article, see Baeumlein, p. 296. The article belongs only to 
un pay. Kp. With the second pmdé, the general covety is 
simply to be supplied’ (Winer, p. 542 [E. T. p. 729]; Butt- 
mann, p. 336), and ev @ also refers back to the eating of flesh 
and drinking of wine. Rickert and Köllner (following Luther, 

* The zeugmatic breviloquence, which leaves the reader to supply, after special 
notions (such as gzyerv and iv here), a more general word, is found also from 
Homer onward among the Greek writers (see Nägelsbach, 2. lias, p. 179, ed. 3). 
Comp. generally, Krüger, § 62. 3. 
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Grotius, Flatt) are mistaken in holding that xcadov is to be 
taken comparatively, and that the comparison les in ev ® 
«.T.A., in which case we should have very arbitrarily to assume 
that the apostle, instead of following it up with an 7 «.7.X. 
(see on Matt. xvii. 8), had been led away from the construc- 
tion. According to Hofmann, we should read unde €v. But 

this would in fact denote, not, as Hofmann thinks, nor yet 

anything at all, but neque unum, or ne unum quidem (see on 

1 Cor. vi. 5; John i. 3), which would be unsuitable here. 
Quite unfounded withal is the objection against the reading 
ev @, that mpookörreıv with év is not elsewhere found; for 
mpookomreı is to be taken by itself (absolutely), and ev @ 
means whereby, as Ev is also to be understood in Ecclus. xxx. 
13 ; see Fritzsche on Eeclus. p. 167. On the absolute rpoc- 
«ort. comp. Ecclus. xxxiv. 17, xiii. 23, also John xi. 9, 10. 
— The following threefold designation of the same thing, 
namely, of the giving occasion for conduct opposed to con- 
science (comp. ver. 13), is explained by the wrgency of the sor- 
rowful thought.— aodevei] not : becomes weak, but, as it always 
denotes: is weak, 2.e. morally powerless to withstand tempta- 
tion and to follow his moral conviction,—not different in sub- 

stance from the two preceding figurative designations already 
employed in ver. 13.—Further, that in ver. 21 not a merely 
problematic extension of abstinence is expressed, as those sup- 
pose who hold the abstinence on the part of the weak not to 
refer to all flesh, and to refer to wine either not at all, or only 

to the wine of libation (see introd. to the chapter, and on 
ver. 2), is evident from ver. 2, where abstinence from all flesh 
is expressed ; and hence here, alongside of the un bayeiv kpea, 
the unöe mıeiv oivoy admits of no other conclusion than that 
the weak in faith drank no wine, but held the use of it like- 

wise (see ver. 14) to be defiling. 
Vv. 22, 23. 30 mictw eyes] may be viewed either con- 

cessively (Luther, Beza, and many others, including Scholz, 

Tischendorf, Fritzsche, Tholuck, Hofmann) or interrogatively 

(Calvin, Grotius, Calovius, and most moderns). Comp. on 
xiii. 3. The latter (already in Oecumenius, and probably also 

Chrysostom) corresponds better to the increasing animation of 
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the discourse. Paul hears, as it were, how the strong in faith 

opposes him with an eyo mioriv éyw, and he replies thereto: 

Thou hast faith? Thou partakest of the confidence of faith 
grounded on Christ, respecting the allowableness of the eating 
and drinking (vv. 2, 21), which is here in question ?—Have it 
For thyself (apreitw cov To cvverdds, Chrysostom) before God, so 
that God is the witness of thy faith, and thou dost not make a 
parade of it before men to the offence of the weak. “ Funda- 
mentum verae prudentiae et dissimulationis,” Bengel. — éye] 
not: thow mayest have it (Reiche), which deprives the «mpe- 
rative expression of its force. — kara ceavrov] for thyself 
alone; see Kühner, II. 1, p. 414. Comp. Heliodorus, vii. 16: 
Kara aavtov Eye Kal umdevi dpdte, also the classical abrös éye, 
keep it for thyself. — uarapıos .. . kararerpıraı forms a two- 
fold consideration, which must influence the strong one not to 
abuse his strong faith to the prejudice of the weaker; namely, 
(1) he has in truth on his side the high advantage, which is 
expressed by waxdpios . . . Soxyuafec; on the other hand, (2) 
the danger is great for the weak one, if he through the ex- 
ample of the strong one is tempted to a partaking contrary to 
his conscience (6 de dvaxpwvopevos «.T.A.). How shouldest thou 
not content thyself with that privilege, and spare this peril to 
the weak! On the formal mutual relation of xpiv., duaxpiv., 
and xataxpiv., comp. 1 Cor. xi. 31, 32, where, however, the 
definition of the sense is not as here. — uaxäpıos] for the 
Messianic blessedness, which has been acquired for him through 
Christ, does not become lost to him through conscientious 
doubts in the determining of his action. — kpivwv] not equiva- 
lent to xarakpivwv, as, since Chrysostom, most interpreters 
think ; against which the climax xpivwv, diaxpwvopevos, kara- 
Kéxptrat is decisive. It means: he who does not hold judgment 
upon himself, .e. he who is so certain of his conviction, that his 
decision for this or that course is liable to no self-judgment ; he 
does not institute any such judgement, as the anxious and un- 
certain one does. — Ev @ dorıuateı] in that which he approves, 
ze. “agendum eligit” (Estius). Luther aptly renders: in that 
which he accepts. Comp. 2 Mace. iv. 3; Dem. 1381.6; Plato, 
Legg. p. 579 C; Diod. Sie. iv. 7.— Ver. 23: But he who 

ROM. II. x 
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wavers (Sıakpiv., qui dubius haeret., see on iv. 20), as to whether, 
namely, the eating is really allowed or not, is, if he shall have 

eaten, condemned, eo ipso (comp. on xiii. 8 ; John iii. 18) liable 
to the divine penal judgment, the opposite of waxdpuos ; comp. 
amoANve, ver. 15. The matter is apprehended from the point 
of view of morally ideal strictness. Actual sel/-condemna- 
tion (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Grotius, and others, including 

Hofmann) would have required a more precise designation. 
— Ort ox Er miatews] sc. &baye. — wav de x.7.X.] may be 
still connected with rs: because he ate not from faith, but all, 
that comes not from faith, is sin. If it is taken independently, 
however, the sense is more emphatic. In the conclusion, 

which proves the xataxéxpitat, mäv de... duapt. Eoriv is the 
major, and ov« é« miotews sc. épaye the minor premiss.—ierıs 
is here also none other than faith according to its moral 
quality (“ conseientiam informans et confirmans,” Bengel), ze. 
faith in Christ, so far as it brings with it the moral confidence 
as to what in general, and under given circumstances, is the 
right Christian mode of action. Respecting the conduct of the 
Christian, Paul lays down the axiom which regulates it gene- 
rally, and more especially in adiaphora, that all which does 
not proceed from that confidence of faith as the moral spring 
of action is sin; to express a moral fundamental law beyond 
the Christian on. of life, is foreign to his aires y 
Hence it was an alien proceeding to oe from th pres A 
expression, indirectly or directly —in disregard of t or ‚€ natı 
law of conscience (ii. 14, 15),—the inforence, an that 
works and even the virtues of unbelievers were a all, of t] 
sins (Augustine, ¢. Julian. iv. 3, et al.; Luther; Iyen, orm. € 
p. 700; Calovius, and others). Very ee (th; „hrysog‘, 
TavTa 88 TavTa Tept THs mporeınevms UTrobécews of epntre 
Tlaiio, ob wepi mavrwv. But against the abuse Of thins- 
sage, as though it made all accountability deper ¢ ident onon 
subjective cal conviction, see Jul. Müllerg;’ von G, Sde, 

I. p. 285, ed. 5; comp. also Delitzsch, Psycholpt ~~ p. 138 
b 4 

1 In this view, the objective will of God would cease to hes sland.g of 
accountability. The bloody deed of Sand, e.g., would have” Xemptefrom 
responsibility, i 
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CHAPTER Xv 

Various writers formerly, from the days of Semler,’ disputed, 
not that Paul was the author of chap. xv. and xvi. (as to the 
doxology, xvi. 25-27, see, however, the critical notes on chap. 
Xvi.), but that chap. xv. and xvi. along with chap. 1.-xiv. com- 
pose one epistle. Semler himself thought that Paul had given 
to the bearers of the letter—of which Phoebe was not the 
bearer—a list, which they might exhibit, of the teachers whom 
they were to visit on their journey by way of Cenchreae (where 
Phoebe dwelt) and Ephesus (where Aquila dwelt), and to whom 
they were to hand a copy of the letter. This list was in his 
view chap. xvi., of which, however, vv. 25-27 had their original 
place after xiv. 23 (which also Paulus, Griesbach, Flatt, Eich- 
horn assumed) ; and chap. xv. was an open letter to those same 
teachers, with whom the travellers were to confer respecting 
the contents.—Paulus (de originib. ep. ad Rom., Jen. 1801, and 
in his Kommentar z. Gal. u. Rom. 1831, Introd.) held chap. xv. 
to be an appended letter for those who were enlightened, and 
chap. xvi. to have been a separate leaf for the bearer of the 
letters, with commendations to the overseers of the church and 
commissions to those whom they were particularly to greet 
from Paul. Griesbach (curae in hist. text. Gr. epp. P. p. 45, and 
in his Opuse. ed. Gabl. vol. ii. p. 63; comp. in opposition to 
him, Gabler himself in the Preface, p. xxiv.), whom in the main 
Flatt followed, saw in chap. xv. an appendix for the further dis- 
cussion of the last subject, subjoined after the conclusion of the 
letter, while chap. xvi. consisted originally of various appended 
leaflets. A similar hypothesis was constructed by Eichhorn 
(Einleit. III. p. 232 ff), who, however, regarded xvi. 1-20 as not 
belonging to Rome at all, but as a letter of commendation for 
Phoebe, probably destined for Corinth, but taken along with 

Comp. Lucht, üb. d. beiden letzt. Kap. d. Rimerbriejs, eine krit. Unters., 
Berlin 1871. 

* Keggemann, praes. Semler de duplici ep. ad Rom. appendice, Hal. 1767, 
and afterwards in Semler’s Paraphrase, 1769. Seein opposition to him, Koppe, 
Hue. II. p. 400 ff., ed. Ammon, Flatt, and Reich.. 
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her to Rome. Among all the grownds by which these varied 
assumptions have been supported, there are none which are 
valid, not even those which appear the least to rest on arbitrary 
assumption. For the statement that Marcion did not read 
chap. xv. and xvi. amounts to this, that he, according to his 
fashion (see Hahn, d. Ev. Marcion’s, p. 50 ff.), excised them." 
See, besides, Nitzsch in the Zeitschr. f. histor. Theol. 1860, I. p. 
285 ff. Further, that Tertullian, c. Mare. v. 14, designates the 
passage xiv. 10 as to be found @n clausula of the epistle, is 
sufficiently explained from the fact that he is arguing against 
Marcion and hence refers to his copy. Comp. also Rönsch, d. 
N. T. Tertullian’s, p. 350. Again, the repeated formulae of con- 
clusion before the final close of the letter (xvi. 20, 24; xv. 33 is 
merely the concluding wish of a section) are most readily and 
naturally understood from the repeated intention of the apostle 
actually to conclude; which was to be done first of all at xvi. 16, 
but was frustrated through the intrusion of the further observa- 
tion ver. 17 ff., and was deferred till ver. 20, after which, however, 
some further commissions of greeting were introduced (vv. 21- 
23), so that not until ver. 24 did the last wish of blessing—and 
now, for the complete conclusion of the whole, the ample doxo- 
logy, vv. 25-27—finish the epistle. Most plausible are the two 
difficulties felt in reference to chap. xvi.; namely, (1) that Paul 
would probably not have had so many acquaintances in Rome, 
where he had not yet been at all, as he greets in chap. xvi., espe- 
cially seeing that, in the epistles subsequently written from 
Rome, he mentions none of them ; and (2) that Aquila and Pris- 
cilla could hardly at that-time have been in Rome (xvi. 3), because 
they not long before were still dwelling in Ephesus (1 Cor. xvi. 
19), and were at a later period likewise in Ephesus (2 Tim. iv. 
19). This has been regarded as the most serious difficulty by 
Ammon (Praefat. p. 24)—who held chap. xvi. to be a letter of 

1 Origen on xvi. 25: ‘‘Caput hoe (viz. xvi. 25-27) Marcion, a quo scrip- 
turae evangelicae et apostolicae interpolatae sunt, de hac epistola penitus 
abstulit ; et non solum hoe, sed et ab eo loco, ubi scriptum est (xiv. 23): omme 
autem, quod non ex fide est, peccatum est, usque ad finem cuncta dissecuit,”’— 

which dissecuit cannot denote a mere mutilation (Reiche and others), but must 

be equivalent in sense to the preceding abstulit. The validity of this testimony 
cannot be overthrown by the silence of Epiphanius on this omission of Marcion, 
as a merely negative reason against it. Marcion’s stumbling-blocks, as regards 
chap. xv., were probably vv. 4 and 8 in particular. Altogether Marcion allowed 
himself to use great violences to this epistle, as he, for example, extruded x. 5- 
xi. 32; Tertullian, c. Marc. v.14. Comp. generally, Hilgenfeld, in the Zeitschr. 
J. hist. Theol. 1855, iii. p. 426 ff. 
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commendation written by the apostle for Phoebe to Corinth 
after the imprisonment at Rome—and recently by Dav. Schulz 
(in the Stud. u. Krit. 1829, p. 609 ff), Schott (sag. p. 249 ff.), 
Reuss (Gesch. d. h. Schrift. § 111), Ewald, Laurent, Lucht. 
Schulz regards chap. xvi. as written from Rome to Ephesus; 
while Schott’s judgment is as follows: “ Totum cap. xvi. com- 
positum est fragmentis diversis! alius cujusdam epistolae bre- 
vioris (maximam partem amissae), quam Paulus Corinthi ad 
coetum quendam Christianum in Asia Minori versantem dederat, 
ita ut, qui schedulas singulas haec fragmenta exhibentes sensim 
sensimque deprehendisset, continua serie unum adjiceret alteri.” 
Reuss (so also Hausrath and Sabatier) sees in xvi. 1-20 a letter 
with which Phoebe, who was travelling to Zphesus, was en- 
trusted to the church there; while Ewald (comp. Mangold, 
also Ritschl in the Jahrb. f. D. Theol. 1866, p. 352) cuts out 
only vv. 3-20, but likewise regards this portion as having ori- 
ginally pertained to an epistle of the apostle to the Ephesians, 
which, according to ver. 7, was written from the Roman cap- 
tivity ; as, indeed, also Laurent (neutest. Stud. p. 31 ff.) extracts 
from vv. 1-24 a special commendatory letter for Phoebe, 
written by the apostle’s own hand to the Ephesians, assuming 
at the same time marginal remarks ;* and Lucht assigns the 
commendation of Phoebe, and the greetings by name in vv. 3-6, 
to a letter to the Ephesians, but the greetings following in ver. 
7 ff. to the editor of the Epistle to the Romans. But (1) just 
in the case of Rome it is readily conceivable that Paul had 
many acquaintances there, some of whom had come from Asia 
and Greece, and had settled in Rome, whether permanently or 
temporarily (several perhaps as missionaries) ; while others, like 
Aquila, had been banished as Jews under Claudius, and then 
had returned as Pauline Christians. (2) It is by no means 
necessary that Paul should have known the whole of those 
saluted by sicht; how many might, though personally unknown, 
be saluted by him! (3) The fact that Paul at a later period, 
when he himself was a prisoner in Rome and wrote thence (in 
my judgment, the Epistle to the Philippians here alone comes 
into consideration; see Introd. to Eph. and Col.; the Pastoral 
Epistles, as non-apostolic, must be disregarded), does not again 
mention any one of those here saluted, may have arisen from the 

1 These being vv. 1-16, vv. 17-20, vv. 21-24, vv. 25-27. 
* And that to such an extent, that of the 16th chapter nothing further is sup- 

posed to have been written by Paul for the Romans than vv. 21, 23, 24. See, 
in opposition, Ritschl, /.c., and Lucht, p. 22 f.--Weisse would have chap. xvi. 
together with chap. ix.-xi. directed to Ephesus, 
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altered circumstances of the time; for between the composition 
of the epistle to Rome and the apostle’s sojourn 77 Rome there 
lies an interval of three years, during which the majority 
of those referred to might have obtained other places of desti- 
nation. Besides, the salutation which Paul in the Epistle to the 
Philippians offers to others (iv. 22) is merely a quite summary 
one. (4) There exists no ground at all for denying that Aquila 
and Priscilla might, after the writing of our First Epistle to 
the Corinthians (1 Cor. xvi. 19), have returned from Ephesus 
to Rome and have informed the apostle of their sojourn and 
activity there. (5) The greeting from all churches in ver. 16 is 
suitable enough for an epistle addressed to the church of the 
capital city of the empire ; and the first-frwits of Asia, ver. 5, was 
everywhere a distinguishing predicate, so that it does not pre- 
suppose one living precisely in Ephesus.’ (6) Were vv. 3-20 a 
portion cast adrift of an epistle to the Ephesians, or even a 
separate small letter to the Ephesians, it would not be easy to 
see how it should have come precisely to this place; it must 
have from the outset lost every trace of the tradition of its origi- 
nal destination to such an extent, that no occasion was found 
even afterwards, when an epistle to the Ephesians was already 
in ecclesiastical use, to subjoin it to that epistle. From all this 
there just as little remains any sufficient ground for severing, 
in opposition to all testimony, chap. xvi., as there is for severing 
chap. xv., having otherwise so close an external and internal 
connection with chap. xiv., from the Epistle to the Romans, 
and giving up the unity of the latter as handed down. 

It was reserved at last for the criticism of Baur to con- 
test the apostolic origin of chap. xv. xvi. (in the Tüüb. Zeitschr. 
1836, 3, and Paulus, I. p. 394 ff, ed. 2; comp. also in the 
theol. Jahrb. 1849, 4, p. 493 ff.; Schwegler, nachapostol. Zeitalt. 
p. 123 ff.; Volkmar, in the theol. Jahrb. 1856, p. 321 ff, and 
Röm. Kirche, 1857, p. 3). Baur finds in the last two chapters 
a making of advances towards the Jewish Christians, such as 
does not suit the tenor of the rest of the epistle. In this view 
he objects particularly to vv. 3, 8, 14 in chap. xv. ; vv. 9-12 is 
a mere accumulation of Bible passages to pacify the Jewish 
Christians; ver. 15 is irrelevant, ver. 20 no less so; the state- 

1 Comp. besides, on the arguments numbered 1-5, van Hengel, II. p. 783 ft. 
2 The two chapters are supposed, forsooth, to belong to a Pauline writer, *‘ who, 

in the spirit of the author of the book of Acts, wished to oppose to the sharp anti- 
Judaism of the apostle a softening and soothing counterpoise in favour of the 
Judaists, and in the interests of unity.” The 15th chapter is supposed to have 
its original in 2 Cor. x. 13-18.—Hilgenfeld has not adhered to Baur’s view. 
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ment of ver. 19: from Jerusalem to Illyrieum, is unhistorical, 
derived from a later interest; vv. 22, 23 do not agree with 
i. 10-13; vv. 24, 28, intimating that Paul intended to visit the 
Romans only on his route to Spain, are surprising; vv. 25, 26 
have been taken by the writer from the epistles to the Corin- 
thians for his own purpose, in order to win over the Jewish 
Christians ; the long series of persons saluted in chap. xvi.—a 
list of notabilities in the early Roman church— was intended to 
afford proof that Paul already stood in confidential relations 
to the best known members of the church, in connection 
with which several names, among them the ouyyswis of the 
apostle as well as Aquila and Priscilla, and their characteriza- 
tion are suspicious; vv. 17-20 are unsuitably placed, and with- 
out characteristic colouring; the position of the final doxology 
is uncertain; the entire complaisance towards the Jewish 
Christians conflicts with Gal. i. and ii. But this same (so- 
called) complaisance (according to Volkmar, “with all manner 
of excuses and half compliments”) is assumed utterly without 
eround, especially seeing that Paul had already in an earlier 
passage expressed so much of deep and true sympathy for his 
people (comp. ix. 1 ff, x. 1, 2, xi. 1, 2, 11 ff, e¢al.); and what- 
ever else is discovered to be irrelevant, unsuitable, and unhis- 
toric in the two chapters is simply and solely placed in this 
wrong licht through the interest of suspicion; while, on the 
other hand, the whole language and mode of representation are 
so distinctively Pauline, that an interpolation so comprehensive 
would in fact stand unique, and how singular, at the same time, 
in being furnished with such different conclusions and fresh 
starts! See, further, Kling in the Stud. u. Krit. 1837, p. 308 ff. ; 
Delitzsch in the Luther. Zeitschr. 1849, p. 609 ff.; Th. Schott, 
p. 119 ff.; Wieseler in Herzog’s Hncyklop. XX. p. 598 f.; Man- 
gold, p. 67 ff. ; Riggenbach in the Luther. Zeitschr. 1868, p. 41 ff. 
—Nevertheless Lucht, /.c., has once more come into very close 
contact with Baur, in proposing the hypothesis that the genuine 
epistle of Paul, extending to xiv. 23, existed in an incomplete 
state ; that thereupon, one hand, summing up the main points of 
the epistle in the (un-Pauline) doxology, added the latter after 
xiv. 23; while another further continued the theme broken 
off at xiv. 23, and subjoined an epilogue, along with greetings, 
to the Romans. In this way two editions arose, of which one 
(A) contained chap. i.-xiv. and xvi. 25-27; while the other 
(B) contained chap. i.-xiv. and xv. 1-16, 24; A and B were 
then supplemented from one another. That which Paul him- 
self had appended after xiv. 23, was removed from it by the 
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Roman clergy, and laid up in their archives (out of considera- 
tion for the ascetics, namely); but subsequently it, along with 
fragments of an epistle to the Ephesians, which had also been 
placed in the archives, had been worked in by the composer of 
chap. xv. and xvi. This entire hypothesis turns upon presup- 
positions and combinations which are partly arbitrary in them- 
selves, and partly without any solid ground or support in the 
detailed exegesis. 

Ver. 2. After éxaoros Elz. has yép, against decisive witnesses. 
— Ver. 4. Instead of the second cporypagn, B C D E F G s*, 
67**, 80, most vss., and several Fathers have éypagn. Ap- 
proved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm., Tisch., Fritzsche. 
Rightly; the compound is an intentional or mechanical repe- 
tition. — Not so strongly attested (though by AB C* Lk) is 
the 6 repeated before r7s apaxr. in Griesb., Lachm., Tisch. 
8, which, since the article again follows, became easily added. 
— Ver. 7. ives] Elz.: qué, against AC D** EF GLS, min, 
most vss., and several Fathers. A correct gloss, indicating 
the reference of öu&s to the Jewish and Gentile Christians. — 
Ver. 8. yép] approved by Griesb., adopted also by Lachm. and 
Tisch. But Elz. and Fritzsche have 62; against which the 
evidence is decisive. Moreover, Aéyw 62 is the customary form 
with Paul for more precise explanation, and hence also shpped 
in here. — yeysvnodaı) Lachm: yevéodas, according to B C* D* FG, 
Arm. Ath. But how readily one of the two syllables TE might 
be passed over, and then the familiar (comp. also Gal. iv. 4) 
yevecdos would be produced! — Ver. 11. After sr Lachm. has 
Aéyes, according to B D E FG, 1, and several vss. ; manifestly an 
addition in accordance with ver. 10. — &rantsare] Lachm. and 
Tisch.: érunecérwouy, according toA BCD Es, 39, Chrys. ms. Dam. 
Both readings are also found in the LXX., and may be borrowed 
thence. The circumstance that after wire the form erane- 
care, as more conformable, readily offered itself, speaks in favour 
of éxaweodrwouy.— Ver. 15. @öerDor] is wanting indeed in A BC s*, 
Copt. Aeth. Cyr. Chrys. Ruf. Aug. (omitted by Lachm. and 
Tisch. 8), and stands in 3, 108, after «£pous; but why should it 
have been added? On the other hand, its omission was readily 
suggested, since it had just appeared for the first time in ver. 
14, and since it seemed simply to stand in the way of the con- 
nection of amd wép.; hence also that transposition in 3, 108.— 
Ver. 17. xabynov| Rightly Lachm. and Tisch. : r7v xadynow. 

The reference of the preponderantly attested article was not 
understood. — Ver. 19. ayiovu] So ACDEFG, min., and most 
vss. and Fathers. Adopted also by Griesb., Lachm., and Scholz. 
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But Elz. (so also Matth., Fritzsche, Tisch. 8), in accordance with 
x and D** LP, most min., Syr. Chrys., and others, has ©e0%. In 
B, Pel. Vigil. there is merely wveuuaros. So Tisch. 7. Since there 
is absolutely no reason why ey. or @cod should have been omitted 
or altered, probably the simple wveiuaro; is the original, which 
was only variously glossed by @y. and ©®soö. — Ver. 20. girori- 
wouwsvov] Lachm. : 9:?.oriwodmor, according toB D* FG P. Tofaci- 
litate the construction. — Ver. 22. r«orXd] BDEFG: vorrazız, 
so Lachm. An interpretation in accordance with i. 13. — Ver. 
23. morrav] Tisch. 7: izavav, according to BC, 37, 59, 71, Dam. 
A modifying gloss, according to an expression peculiarly well 
known from the book of Acts. — Ver. 24. After Sraviav Elz. 
and Tisch. 7 have érsicowas xpos üwäs, which is omitted by 
Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch 8. A contrast to ver. 22, written at 
the side, and then introduced, but rejected by all uncials except 
L s**, and by all vss. except Syr. p. ; attested, however, among 
the Fathers by Theodoret, Theophylact, and Oecumenius, and 
preserved in nearly all the cursives. This old interpolation 
occasioned the insertion of an illustrative ydp after éaziZw (so 
Elz., Tisch., and also Lachm.), the presence of which also in 
principal witnesses (as A BC), in which éAeio. mp. tw. is want- 
ing, does not point to the originality of these words, but only to 
a very early addition and diffusion of them, so that in fact 
those witnesses represent only a half-completed critical restora- 
tion of the original text, whilst those which omit both (as F G) 
still contain the original text or a complete purification of the 
text. — Instead of ig’ ivéy, Lachm. and Tisch. 7 have ag iuär, 
according to DEFG, min., which presents itself as genuine, 
and is explained by ig’ iuéy on account of the passive. B has 
amd voay.— Ver. 29. Xprorod | Elz.: rod sbayyersou rod X., against 

decisive evidence. A gloss.— Ver. 31. diaxovia] Lachm: öwpo- 
gopia, according to B D* F G, which, however, Paul, considering 
the delicacy of designation here throughout observed, can hardly 
have written; it appears to be an explanation.— The repeti- 
tion of wa before 4 dix. (in Elz.) is, according to A BC D* 
F G 8*, 80, justly also omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. — Instead 
of 4 eis Lachm. has 7 &v, according to BD*FG, 213. Both pre- 
positions are suitable to the sense; but the omission of the 
article in the majority of witnesses enables us to perceive how 
7 # arose. This omission, namely, carried with it the alteration 
of eis into &v (66, Chrys. really have merely :), and then 4 & 
arose through an only partial critical restoration. — Ver. 32. 
erw] A C 8*, Copt. Arm. Ruf.: !r0av with omission of the subse- 
quent zai. Too weakly supported; an emendation of style, yet 
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adopted by Tisch. 8.— Instead of @z03, B has xupfov "Inood (so 
Lachm); DEF G, It.: Xpiorod "Inoot; N*: ’Inood Xp. But the 
apostle never says dia deAju. Xpıorod, but always r. 0. ©eoö (comp. 
1.10; 1 Cor.i.1; 2 Cor. i. 1, viii. 5, et al.), as throughout he 
uses derzua constantly of God, when there is mention of His 
omnipotence or gracious will; where said of Christ, the derzu« 
is for him only the moral will (Eph. v. 17). Hence those 
readings are to be regarded as unsuitable glosses after vv. 29, 
30.— xai ocuvavar. ju] has been omitted by Lachm. on the 
authority of B only, in which he is followed by Buttmann. 
From i. 12 ovurapaxdndjves would have been employed as an 
addition, and not owavar.; DE have dvaiew wel ia (2 Tim. 
i. 16). — Ver. 33. The omission of the 47, (bracketed by Lachm.) 
is too weakly attested. 

Vv. 1-13." More general continuation of the subject pre- 
viously treated: Exhortation to the strong to bear with the weak, 
according to Christ's example (vv. 1-4) ; a blessing on concord 
(vv. 5, 6); and a summons to receive one another as brethren, as 
Christ has received them, Jews and Gentiles (vv. 7-12). Bless- 
ing (ver. 13). 

Ver. 1. Connection: To the preceding exposition of the 

perniciousness of the eating indicated in xiv. 23, Paul now 
subjoins the general obligation,’ which is to be fulfilled by the 
strong, over against (6é) that imperilling of the weak. The 
contrast of övvaroi and aövvaroı is just as in chap. xiv.; the 
rn mioteı of more precise definition in xiv. 1 is so fully 
understood of itself after the preceding discussion, that we 
have here no right either to generalize the contrast (Hofmann : 
of the soundness and frailty of the Christian state of the 
subjects generally), or to single out the övvarol as a peculiar 

1 According to Lucht, p. 160 ff., the entire passage vv. 1-3 is post-apostolic, 
not merely in the mode of its presentation, but also in that of its view. In com- 
parison with chap. xiv., all is delineated too generally and abstractly ; the 
example of Christ has in no other place been applied by Paul as it is here in 
vv. 3-7 ; the citations are after the manner of a later point of view ; the argu- 
ment in vv. 9-12 is not free from Jewish-Christian prejudices, etc. All of 
them grounds, which do not stand the test of an unprejudiced and unbiassed 
explanation of details—evil legacies from Baur’s method of suspicion. 

? In opposition to Hofmann, who, assigning to the concluding verses of the 
epistle (xvi. 25-27) their place after xiv. 23, places o@s/Aousy in connection with 
7a 8: duvamivy x.7.2., XVI. 25 ; see on xvi. 25-27. 
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extreme party, which in their opposition to the weak had gone 
further and had demanded more than the remaining members 
of the church who did not belong to the weak (Mangold, 
employing this interpretation in favour of his view as to the 
Jewish-Christian majority of the church, as if the öwvaroi 
had been a Gentile-Christian minority). Against this, yuels 
is already decisive, whereby Paul, in agreement with xiv. 14, 
20, has associated himself with the strong, making his demand 
as respects its positive and negative portions the more urgent. 
— Ta aodevnuara] the actual manifestations, which appear as 
results of the dodeveiv 7h mwicte (xiv. 1). The word is not 
found elsewhere. These imbecillitates are conceived as a burden 
(comp. Gal. vi. 2) which the strong take up and bear from the 
weak, inasmuch as they devote to them, in respect to these weak- 
nesses, patience and the helpful sympathy (2 Cor. xi. 29) of 
ministering love.’ Thus they, in themselves strong and free, 
become servants of the weak, as Paul was servant of all, 1 Cor. 

ix. 19, 22.— ps) Eavrois üpeokeıv] not to please owrselves (1 Cor. 
x. 33); “quemadmodum solent, qui proprio judicio contenti 
alios secure negligunt,” Calvin. This is moral selfishness. 

Ver. 2. eis TO ayad.] for his benefit. Comp. 1 Cor. x. 33; 
1 Thess. ii. 4. A more special definition thereof is mpos 
oikodouny, in order to build wp, to produce Christian perfection 
(in him). See on xiv. 19. According to Fritzsche, eis TO 
ayad. is in respect of what is good, whereby immoral men- 
pleasing is excluded. But its exclusion is understood of itself, 
and is also implied in mpös oikodoumv. On the interchange 
of eis and mpos, comp. iii. 25, 26. 

Ver. 3. Establishment of this duty by the pattern: jor 
Christ also, etc. — adda, Kalas x.7.d.| but, as it is written, the 
reprouches of those reproaching thee fell on me. After aaa a 
comma only is to be placed, and nothing is to be supplied, 
neither sibe displicwit with Erasmus, nor feeit with Grotius and 

1 BaordéZev can the less indicate, as the subjects of the present exhortation, 

persons who were distinct from those addressed by rpocaauBaverde, xiv. 1 (Man- 
gold), because in fact vporAzuß. recurs in ver. 7. How frequently does Paul 
give different forms to the same injunctions! Mangold also lays an incorrect 
stress on the 3, with which chap. xv. opens, as though, according to our 
view, ovv should have been used. 
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others, nor éyévero (Borger) and the like. Had Paul desired 
to express himself in purely narrative form, he would have 
written instead of ae: ©eov, and instead of éué: adtov. But 
he retains the scriptural saying, which he adduces, literally, 
enhancing thereby the direct force and vivacity of the dis- 
course. Comp. 1 Cor. i. 31; Winer, 534, 556 [E. T. pp. 719, 
749].—The passage is Ps. Ixix. 10 (literally after the LXX.), 
where the suffering subject is a type of the Messiah (comp. 
xi. 9; John ii. 17, xv. 25, xix. 28)—That the reproaches of 
the enemies of God fell on Christ, i.e. that the enemies of God 
vented their fury on Christ, proves that Christ was bent on 
pleasing not Himself (for otherwise He would have abstained 
from taking these His sufferings upon Himself; comp. Heb. 
xii. 2, 3, Phil. ii. 6-8), but men, inasmuch as He in order to 

their redemption surrendered Himself, with full self-renun- 
ciation of His avrapkeıa, to the enmity against God of His 
adversaries. Calvin and others: “Ita se Domino devovisse, 

ut descinderetur animo, quoties sacrum ejus nomen patere 
impiorum maledicentiae videret,” so that the idea of self- 
denying devotion to the cause of God (so also de Wette and 
Philippi) is expressed. But according to the connection, it is 
the devotion of Christ, not for the cause of God, but for the 

salvation of humanity (see ver. 2), into fellowship of suffering 
with which He entered, that is to be proposed as an example. 

Comp. Matt. xx. 28. — öveıöionos belongs to later Greek. See 
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 512. 

Ver. 4. In O. T. words Paul had just presented the example 
of Christ as an encouragement, and not without reason: for 
all that was previously written, etc. This reason! might, in 
truth, cause the example of Christ set before them to appear 
all the more inviting and involving the more sacred obligation 
to follow it. — mpoeypadn] po clearly obtains its definition 

1 Even if the closing verses of chap. xvi. had their critically correct position 
at the end of chap. xiv., we still could not, with Hofmann, put the yép in our 
passage into relation to the designation of God contained in those concluding verses. 
This—even apart from the fact that xvi. 25-27 is an independent doxology— 
would be impossible on account of the already interposed vv. 2 and 3, and after 
the zufö; yiyparraı just preceding (to which every reader must have referred 

the wposypagn, ver. 4). Comp. 1 Cor. x. 11. 
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through the „uerepav in the second clause, prefixed with 
emphasis; hence: all that was written before us, before our 
time, by which is meant the collective contents of the O. T. 
Wronely, therefore, Reiche and Hofmann think that it refers 
to the Messianie oracles written before their fulfilment. On 
Sıdack. comp. 2 Tim. ill. 16 — ua ths trop. K. T. maparı. 
7. yp.| through the perseverance and the comfort which the Scrip- 
tures afford to us. That tr. vrow. is to be connected with tay 
ypad. (in opposition to Melanchthon, Grotius, Ammon, Flatt, 
van Hengel, and others), is clear from the fact, that otherwise 

7. iron. would stand severed from the connection, as well as 
from ver. 5: 0 ©eös tijs trou. K. T. TapakA. The vropuovy is 
here also, according to ver. 3, and conformably to the connec- 
tion with raparımoıs, self-denying endurance in all sufferings 
(see on v. 3), opposed to éavtd apeoreıv ; and the ypadai are 
conceived as “ ministerium spiritus” (Melanchthon). Incor- 
rectly Hofmann understands the vrowovy T. ypad. as the 

waiting upon Scripture (namely, upon that which stands written 
in it), upon its fulfilment. Thus there is substituted for the 
notion of vmouovn that of arorapadoria (viii. 19), or dvapovn 
(Symmachus, Ps. xxxvili. 8, Ixx. 6), which even in 2 Thess. 
i. 5 it by no means has (see Liinemann) ; and how strangely 
would the only once used trav ypad. be forced into two entirely 
different references of the genitive ! — ri édmida éywpev de- 
notes having the hope (i.e. the definite and conscious Christian 
hope of the Messianic glory); for to promote the possession of 
this blessed hope by means of patience and comfort in Chris- 
tians, is the object for which the contents of the O. T. were 
written for the instruction of Christians. Accordingly neither 
is €ywp. to be taken as Zeneamus, with Beza and others; nor is 

eXrr., with Reiche and others, of the object of hope. Against 
the latter (see on Col. i. 5) militates the fact that eAmida 
éxev never denotes anything else than the subjective spem 
habere. Acts xxiv. 15; 2 Cor. x. 15; Eph. ii. 12; 1 Thess. 
iv. 13; 1 John ii. 3, ei al.; Wisd. iii. 18 ; Xen. Mem. iv. 2. 

1 The compound is then followed (see critical notes) by the simple expression, 
—a frequent interchange also in the classics ; see Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed. 
p. 59 B. 
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28; Polyb. i. 59. 2. Comp. Lobeck, Aglaoph. I. p. 70. But 
that the éAzis refers to the conversion of the world of nations is 
a misunderstanding of Hofmann’s, which is connected with his 
erroneous reference of ydp, ver. 4 (see on ver. 4). It is the 
hope of eternal salvation which, warranted and fostered by the 
influence of Scripture imparting patience and consolation, can 
and should merge and reconcile all separate efforts of avr- 
apeoreıa, which divide men, into the mutual unanimity of 
Christian sentiment. Comp. Eph. iv. 3, 4. 

Ver. 5. 4é] leading over to the wish that God may grant 
them the concord which it was the design of the previous 
exhortation, vv. 1-4, to establish—The characteristic designa- 

tion of God as the author of the perseverance and of the conso- 
lation,’ is intended not merely to supply an external connection 
with ver. 4, but stands in an internal relation to the following 
TO auto &poveiv, since this cannot exist if men’s minds are not 
patient and consoled, so that they do not allow themselves to 
be disturbed by anything adverse in the like effort which must 
take place in their mutual fellowship (ev aAAA.). Through 
this identity (TO avTo, comp. on xii. 16) of purpose and 
endeavour there exists in a church 7 xapöla Kal 4 un pia, 
Acts iv. 32.—On the form 67, instead of the older Attic 
dom, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 346; Kühner, I. p. 644. — 
kata X. °I.| conformably to Christ, Either Christ is con- 
ceived as the regulative ideal of the frame of mind, according 
to which each is to adjust himself for his part in the common 
TO auto dpoveiv; or: according to the will of Christ (comp. 
John xvii. 21), like card ©eöv, viii. 27. The first is to be 
preferred, since the model of Christ, ver. 3 (comp. ver. 7), is 
still the conception present to the apostle’s mind. Comp. 
Col. ii. 8; Phil. ii, 5; «ara xvpiov, 2 Cor. xi. 17,is somewhat 
different. 

Ver. 6. ’Ev &vi aröparı] By this the preceding öuo@vuador 
is not explained (Reiche)— which is an impossible notion—but 
6400. specifies the source of the Ev Evi or., and is to be closely 

1 Calvin aptly remarks : ‘‘ Solus sane Deus patientiae et consolationis auctor 
est, quia utrumque cordibus nostris instillat per Spiritum suum ; verbo tamen 

suo velut instrumento ad id utitur.” 
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joined with it: unanimously with one mouth, not: unanimously, 

with one mouth. It is otherwise, ¢g., with Dem. 147.1: 

omoOupadov Er pds yvoyms, where the explanatory addition 
has a place. If God isso praised, that each is led by the like 
disposition to the like utterance of praise, then all dissension 
is removed, and the unanimity of the fellowship has found in 
this ovudavos tyve@dia (Theodore of Mopsuestia) its holiest 
expression. On Ev Evi orowarı (instrumental), comp, the 
classical é& Evös arouaros, Plato, 640 C, p. 364 A; Legg. i. 
p. 634E; Rep. Anthol. xi. 159. — Tod kupiov «.7.r.| belongs 
simply to rarepa, not also to ©e0v (in opposition to Grotius, 
Bengel, and others, including Riickert, Reiche, Tholuck (?), 
Fritzsche), and «ai adds epexegetically the specific more precise 
definition. So throughout with this description of God habi- 
tually used by the apostles, as 2 Cor. i. 3, xi. 31; Eph. i. 3; 
Col.i. 3; 1 Pet.i 5. This is clear from the passages, in which 
with war. the genitive (Inood X.) is not subjoined, as 1 Cor. 
xv. 24; Eph. v. 20; Col. iii. 17; Jas. i. 27, ii, 9. See on 
1 Cor. v. 24; 2 Cor. xi. 31; Eph. i. 3. It ought not to have 

been objected, that the form of expression must either have 
been tov Ocdv jydv x. watépa “I. X. or rov Oeov tov war. ’I. X. 
Either of these would be the expression of another idea. But 
as Paul has expressed himself, rov binds the conceptions of God 
and “ Father of Christ” into unity. Comp. Dissen, ad Dem. de 
cor. p. 373 f.; Kühner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 1. 19, ad Anabd. ii. 

2.8. Rightly Theodoret: juav Ocdv éxdreoa tov Ocoy, Tov 
dé xupiov marepa. 

Ver. 7. 4:0] in order, namely, that this object, ver. 6, may 
be attained, that its attainment may not be hindered on your 
part.’ — mpocdapP.] See on xiv. 1. That not the strong alone 
(Hofmann), but Goth parties, and thus the readers collectively, 

are addressed, and that subsequently duds refers to both (not 
merely or principally te the Gentile-Christians, as Riickert and 
Reiche think), follows from dAdAous ; and see vv. 8, 9. — 
mpooeAußero] “ sibi sociavit,” Grotius. Comp. xiv. 3.— eis 

1 Hofmann incorrectly (in accordance wiih his incorrect reference of ver. 1 ff. 
to xvi. 25-27) renders : “‘ for the sake of the hope,” which you may learn from 
Scripture. 
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So&av Ocod] belongs to mpoceraß. vpuas, beside which it stands, 
and to which, in accordance with vv. 8, 9 ff, it is alone suit- 

able. Hence it is not to be connected with mpooAauıß. aA. 
(Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Erasmus, and others); and just as 

little with the latter immediately, but with mpooeXaß. vuäs only 
mediately (as Hofmann splits the reference). But it means: 

that God might be thereby glorified, not: “ut aliquando divinae 
gloriae cum ipso simus (sitis) partieipes,” Grotius (so also Beza, 
Piscator, Calovius, Klee, Benecke, Glockler), which is con- 

demned by vv. 8, 9 ff as opposed to the context. Comp. 
Phil: a) 145 iphoa a2: 

Vy. 8, 9. A more precise explanation—which furnishes a 
still more definite motive for compliance with the mpooAauß. 
anr,—respecting 0 Xpıorös Tpooerdß. vu. eis So&. Oeod, first 
in respect of Jewish-Christians (ver. 8), and then of Gentile- 
Christians (ver. 9), and that in sucha manner that the connec- 
tion of the former with Christ appears as the fulfilment of their 
theocratic claim, but that of the latter as the enjoyment of grace ; 
—a distinction so set forth, not from the Jewish-Christian nar- 

rowness of the author (Lucht), but designedly and ingeniously 
(comp. x1. 28, 29), in order to suggest to the Gentile-Christians 
greater esteem for their weaker Jewish brethren,’ and humility. 
— ‘yo yap] I mean, namely, in order more particularly to 
explain myself respecting the mpooeAaßero buds x.7.r.; other- 
wise in xii 3... But comp. 1 Cor. 1..12; Gl w 1) wa 
Frequently thus in the Greek writers. — didkovoy yeyev. repır.] 
öıar. has emphasis, in order to bring out the original theo- 
eratic dignity of the Jewish-Christians. Christ has become 
minister of the ceircumeised ; for to devote His activity to the 
welfare of the Jewish nation was, according to promise, the 
duty of His Messianic office. Comp. Matt. xx. 28, xv. 24. — 
wmép AAO. cod] more particularly explained at once by what 
follows ; hence: for the sake of the truthfulness of God, in order 

1 The contrast of Jewish and Gentile Christianity is so essentially and radically 
connected with the difference respecting the use of food, that it is wholly 
groundless to ascribe the treatment of that contrast in our passage to the sup- 
posed editor of the epistle (Lucht), who has worked up the Pauline portion of 

the letter, following xiv. 23, into conformity with a later, entirely altered state 
of things. 
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to justify and to demonstrate it through the realization of the 
hallowed promise given to the fathers; comp. 2 Cor. i. 20. 
Thus the mpoceddBeto twas in respect of the Jewish-Chris- 

tians redounded eis d0£av Ocod ; but it redounded to this quite 
otherwise in respect of the Gentile-Christians, ver. 9. — i7rép 
énéous] contrast to ürep adnO. Oeod, ver. 8: on behalf of mercy, 
ie. for mercy, which God has evinced towards them by His 
making them joint partakers in redemption. The references 
of dép in the two cases are thus not alike. — do€dcau, ordi- 

narily understood as dependent on Aéyw, may neither denote : 
have praised (namely, at their adoption), as Reiche, Riickert, 
de Wette, Bisping would explain it, which not merely intro- 
duces an irrelevant idea, but also runs counter to the usage 
of the aorist infinitive (even 2 Cor. vi. 1, see in loc.); nor: 

have to praise (Tholuck, Philippi, and most), for there is no 
mention of a duty according to the parallelism of the two 
verses, since Aéyw yap has not here the sense of commanding 
(see on xii. 3, ii. 22); nor, finally, is it an infinitive without 

reference to time (I say, that the Gentiles praise), as Winer, 
p. 311 f. [E.T. p. 417], and Fritzsche, after the Vulgate, 
Luther, and others, take it, which would have required the 
present infinitive, because Aéyw does not here express the 
notion of walling, hoping, and the like (see Lobeck, ad Phryn. 
p. 749), but simply that of affirming with statement of the 
object. Moreover, the aorist infinitive necessarily leads to this, 
that So&acaı is parallel to the preceding BeBaracat, and conse- 
quently is not governed by Aéy at all, but is connected with 
eis TO, as Castalio and Beza have rightly perceived ; comp. also 
Bengel (“glorificarent”) and van Hengel. Hence: “in order 
that He might ratify the promises of the fathers, but that the 
Gentiles, on behalf of mercy, might praise God.” The former, 
namely, ümep arndelas Ocod eis To BeRaidoae x.7.r., Was 
the proximate design of Christ’s having become minister 
of the circumcised ; and the more remote design, which was 
to be attained through the passing of salvation from the Jews 
to the Gentiles (comp. Gal. iii. 14), consisted in this, that 
on the other hand the Gentiles should praise God on account 
of mercy. Incorrectly, Hofmann takes öo&acaı as optative : 

ROM. II. ¥ 
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Paul wishes that the Gentiles, etc. In this way the eis do&av 
Ocod, ver. 7, would be something which was still only fo set in, 

although it had set in long ago (comp. ix. 24, 25, and see xv. 
16-24). Without ground, Hofmann imports into the simple 
ra €Ovn the idea of “ the Gentile world as a whole ;” it can in 
fact according to the context denote only the Gentile portion 
of those, whom Christ mpocendBero eis Sd€av Ocod.—Observe, 
moreover, how logically correct is the contrast of ürep adm. 
and wmép édéous (in opposition to Olshausen, Fritzsche) ; for 
although God had promised the future mpocAmkıs of the 
Gentiles also (in the prophets), He nevertheless cannot have 
promised it to the Gentiles themselves, as He has given the 
Messianic promise to the Jews themselves and chosen them for 
His people, in accordance with which, He, by virtue of His 
truthfulness, was bound to His word, and consequently the 
Jews, not the Gentiles, were de jure the children in terms of 
the covenant and heirs of the kingdom; comp. ix. 4, 5; Acts 
iii. 25; see also Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 397.—xaOas yéyp.] 
This praising by the Gentiles takes place in conformity with 
(as a fulfilment of) Ps. xviii. 50, which passage is quoted after 
the LXX. The historical subject of the passage, David, is a 
type of Christ ; hence neither the Gentile-Christian (Fritzsche), 
nor the apostle of the Gentiles as the organ of Christ (Hofmann, 
comp. Reiche), nor any messenger of salvation generally to the 
Gentile world (Philippi), is in the sense of the apostle the 
subject of the fulfilment of the prophecy, but only Christ can 
be so. The latter says to God that He, as present among the 
Gentiles (whom He has made His own through their conver- 
sion), will magnify Him. This, however, is a plastic repre- 
sentation of the praise of the Gentiles themselves, which in fact 
takes place &v dvopate kupiov ’Incod and 8? adrod (Col. iii. 17). 
Comp. already Augustine: “tibi per me confitebantur gentes.” 
Bengel aptly says: “ Quod in psalmo Christus dicit se fac- 
turum, id Paulus gentes ait facere; nempe Christus facit in 
gentibus, Heb. ii. 12.” — &a todo] included as a constituent 
part of the citation, but without reference to the matter in hand 
in Paul’s text. — év €@veor] to whom He, through the Spirit, by 
means of the preaching of the gospel has come, and has placed 
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them in communion with Himself.—As to é£oponrory. with the 
dative, comp. on xiv. 11. It presupposes, as well as Wado 

and the corresponding verbs, vv. 10, 11, the divine éneos, 
which had been vouchsafed to the Gentiles, as motive. 

Ver. 10. Iadw] Again, namely, in another passage con- 
taining the same thing. Comp. 1 Cor. iii. 20; Matt. iv. 7, 
v. 33.— réyer] sc. 7 ypady, which is to be taken from 
yeyparrraı, ver. 9. — The passage is Deut. xxxii. 43, closely 
following the LXX., who, however, probably following another 
reading (Gays i in Kemicott), deviate from the Hebrew. 
we 11. Ps. cxvii. 1 (closely following the LXX., but see 

the critical notes) contains a twofold een summons to the 
praise of God, addressed to all Gentile peoples” In this case 
aiveiv and Erraıveiv are not different in degree (Philippi), but 
only in form, like praise and bepraise [loben and beloben]. 

Ver. 12. Isa. xi. 10, with omission of ev TH Nuepa Ereivn 
after oraz, literally after the LXX., who, however, translate 

the original inaccurately. The latter runs: “ And it comes to 
pass at that day, that after the root-shoot of Jesse, which Leg 
as a banner of peoples (BY pb), Gentiles shall inquire ;” see 
Umbreit in the Stud. w. Krit. 1835, p. 553, and the explana- 
tion in reference thereto, p. 880 f.; Drechsler and Delitzsch, 
in loc. But the words of the LXX., as Paul has quoted them, 

run as follows: “ There shall be the root-shoot of Jesse and (te. 

1 The original, according to the present reading, does not mean: ‘‘ Rejoice, ye 

tribes, His people” (de Wette and others; comp. Luther: ‘‘all ye who are His 
people”), since Dj} cannot denote the tribes of the Jewish people; but, as the 

Hiphil WIV allows, either with the Vulgate: ‘‘laudate, gentes, populum ejus” (so 

Gesenius, T’hes. I. p. 272, and Umbreit, p. 358; comp. Kamphausen, Lied Mos. 
p- 219 f.); or: “make to shout for joy, ye Gentiles, His people,” which, how- 
ever, does not fit the connection; or (with Aquila and Theodotion, comp. 
Hofmann), Shout for joy, ye Gentiles, ye who are His people. The latter is to be 
preferred, because j1y7 in the sense of Kal, in the few passages where it is so 

found, is not joined with the accusative, but either is joined with the dative 

5)—as Ps. Ixxxi. 2—or stands absolutely (Ps. xxxii. 11). 

“2 The Messianic fulfilment of this summons is recognised by Paul in the magni- 
fying of God on the part of the Gentiles converted to Christ from all nations. 
This fulfilment he looks upon already as present (for see ver. 7), not merely as a 
fact of the future, “ when the Gentile world as a united whole” magnifies God 
(Hofmann). 
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and indeed, explanatory) He who arises (raises himself) to rule 
over Gentiles ; on Him shall Gentiles hope.” This passage and its 
entire connection are Messianic, and that indeed in so far as 

the idea is therein expressed, that the promised descendant of 
David, the ideal of the theocratic king, will extend His kingdom 

over Gentiles also, and will be the object of their desire (accord- 
ing to the LXX. and Paul: of their believing hope). This 
prophecy likewise Paul sees fulfilled through the magnifying 
of the divine mercy by the already converted Gentiles (vv. 7, 
9). Observe that edvav and ¢Ovn are without the article, and 

hence do not denote “the Gentile world” (Hofmann). — 7 pifa 
is here, according to the Heb. iW, the root-shoot ; comp. 
Ecclus. xlvii. 22; Rev. v. 5, xxii. 6; 1 Mace. i. 10; Ecclus. 
xl. 15. He is the root-shoot of Jesse, because Jesse is the root 
from which He springs, as the ancestor of the Messianic king, 
David, Jesse’s son, sprang from it. TZhis descendant of Jesse 
is the Messiah (comp. Isa. xi. 1, li. 2), who (according to the 
original text) is a banner for peoples, and consequently their 
leader and ruler. Christ has entered on this dominion at His 
exaltation, and He carries it out by successive stages through 
the conversion of the Gentiles. — em aiv@] of the resting of 
hope upon Him (Hemsterh. ad Xen. Eph. p. 128), 1 Tim. 

iv. 10, vi. 17; LXX. Isa. xlii. 4. Comp. miotevew Em avo, 

ix. 33, x. 11. The contents of the hope is the attainment 

of eternal salvation, which will be fulfilled in them at the 
Parousia. 

Ver. 13. As vv. 1-4 passed into a blessing (vv. 5, 6), so 
now the hortatory discourse, begun afresh in ver. 7, passes 

into a blessing (6é), which forms, at the same time, the close 

of the entire section (from chap. xiv. onwards). — 0 O©eos Tijs 

&Amidos] God, who produces the hope (of eternal glory), namely, 

through His Spirit; see the closing words of the verse. This 

description of God (comp. on ver. 5) attaches itself formally to 

édmodow, ver. 12} but rests upon the deeper substantive 

reason, that the becoming filled with joyfulness and peace here 

wished for is not possible without having hope as its basis, 

1 An attachment which, since suas then addresses the church, does not suit” 

the view which holds the latter to be a Jewish-Christian one (Mangold). 
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and that, on the other hand, this becoming filled produces the 
rich increase of hope itself (eis to mepico. x.7.X.). — ao. 
xapäs «.7r.] with all, i.e. with highest joyfulness. Comp. 
Theile, ad Jac. p. 8; Wunder, ad Soph. Phil. 141 f. yapa 
and eipyvm (peace through concord), as xiv. 17.—& TO 
mıorevew] in the believing, to which without yapd and eipnvn 
the fruits would be wanting, and without which no yapd and 
eipyvn could exist. Comp. xiv. 17.— eis TO mepıoa. K.T.A.] 
Aim of the mAnpwoaı «K.T.A.: in order that ye, in virtue of 

the power (working in you) of the Holy Spirit, may be abundant 
in hope, may cherish Christian hope in the richest measure 
(comp: 1,.CoriV:58;1 2) Cor vir Phi 9, Col aay 

Vv. 14-33. The apostle has now come to an end with all 
the instructions and exhortations, which he intended to impart 
to the Romans. Hence he now adds, up to ver. 33, an 
epilogue (which, however, he then follows up in chap. xvi. with 
commendations, greetings, etc.). In this epilogue, which in 
substance corresponds to the introduction, i. 8-16, and by no 
means applies only to the section respecting the weak in faith 
(Melanchthon, Grotius), but to the whole epistle, he testifies 
his good confidence towards the readers, and justifies his in a 
partial degree bold writing by his Gentile-apostolic calling (vv. 
14-16) and working (vv. 17-21), which latter had also been 
usually the hindrance to his coming personally to Rome (ver. 22). 

This observation leads him to his present plan of travel, the 
execution of which will bring him, in the course of his intended 
journey to Spain, to Rome, after he has been at Jerusalem 
(vv. 23-29). For this impending journey he finally begs the 
prayers of the Romans on his behalf (vv. 30-33), and then 

concludes with a blessing (ver. 33). 
Ver. 14. I[létrevcpar 5é] but I am of the conviction ; viii. 38, 

xiv. 14. The 6€ is the simple petaBarixor, leading over to 
the concluding portion of the epistle. — xai adtos eyw] et ipse 

1 According to Lucht, vv. 14-33 contain much that is Pauline and various 

matters historically correct, but also incorrect statements, and, on the whole, a 

non-Pauline tendency. The parallels with passages in the Epistles to the 
Corinthians are to be explained simply by dependence on the latter, ete., p. 185 ff. 
These are self-deceptions of a fanciful criticism, against which it is vain to 
contend. 
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ego; comp. on vii. 25. The apostle is, independently of the 
general advantageous estimation in which the Roman church 
stood with others (i. 8), also for his own personal part of the 
conviction, etc. The emphasis lies on avrös. If the thought 
were: “even J, who have hitherto so unreservedly exhorted 
you” (Philippi, comp. de Wette, Fritzsche, and older inter- 
preters), ¢y# would have the emphasis (comp. Kayo avros, 
Acts x. 26); but al avrés corresponds entirely to the following 
Kal avrot, et ipsi, i.e. even without first of all requiring influence, 
exhortation, etc., on the part of others. Comp. afterwards kat 

aAAAovs. Thus, accordingly, Paul denotes by x. avros eyo 
the autonomy of his judgment, but with a subtle indication of 

the judgment of others as coinciding therewith. Comp. Bengel : 
“Non modo alii hoc de vobis existimant.” Paul intends there- 
with to obviate the idea as if he for his part judged less 
favourably of the church, with reference to the fact, not that 
he had written this letter generally (Hofmann), but that he 
had written it in part roAunpörepov. This is shown by the 
contrast, ver. 15. — aya@wovvns]| goodness, excellence generally 

(that you also of yourselves are very excellent people), not equiva- 
lent to Xxpnororns (as Thom. Mag. p. 391 states), not even in 
Gal. v. 22. Comp. 2 Thess. i 11; Eph. v. 9; Eccles. ix. 18. 
The word is not found in the Greek writers.— The three 

predicates, weoroi «.r.A., advance in co-ordination from the 
general to the particular. — «ai aAA7A.] also to admonish you 
among one another, without having need for a third, who 
should admonish you. On vovdereiv, in which the notion of 
its being well-meant, though not involved in the word of itself, 
is given by the connection or (as in Isocr. de pace, 72) by 
express contrast, see on 1 Cor. xiv. 14, Eph. vi. 4. Paul does 

not express in this verse something more than he strictly 
means (Reiche), but that which he really believes of the 
Roman church, taken as a whole; at which favourable convic- 

tion he—apart from the universally-diffused good report of 
the church (i. 8)— has arrived by means of experiences 
unknown to us, and perhaps also in virtue of his feeling 
assured that he might draw from the individuals and influ- 
ential persons with whom he was acquainted a conclusion 
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respecting the whole. But che fact that he does express it,—this 
commendation,—rests on his apostolic truth, and on that 

wisdom of teaching which by good and real confidence attracts 
a zeal of compliance. 

Ver. 15. More boldly, however (than so good a confidence 
appears to imply), Z wrote to you in part, etc. “ Quasi dicat: 
omeidovra Kal adtov Orpivvo,” Grotius. — ToAunporepov] ad- 
verbially, Thue. iv. 126. 3; Polyb. i. 17. 7; Lucian, Icarom. 
10. The comparative sense is not to be obliterated (Bern- 
hardy, p. 433; Winer, p. 228 [E. T. p. 304]), but may not 
be derived from the lesser right of the apostle’ to write to a 
church not founded by him (Hofmann); comp. Bengel, who 
introduces the further idea: “cum potius ipse venire deberem.” 
It must, in fact, especially seeing that the more precise definition 
amo u£povs is added, be necessarily a specification of the mode, 
expressing the how of the &ypaba. The repetition of aderdor 
flows from the earnestness of feeling. Comp. 1 Cor.i. 10,11; 
Gal. v. 11, 13; Jas. v. 7, 9, 10.—d76 pépous] belongs 
not merely to todp. (“paulo liberius,” Grotius, following the 
Peschito), but, as its position shows, to roAyu. éypada together: 
partly, %.e. in particular places, L wrote more boldly. This refers 
to passages like vi. 12 ff, 19, viii. 9, xi. 17 ff, xii. 3, xiii. 
ot, dd, 14, xiv. 3,4, 10) 18) 15,20, ay. 4; c¢ al. > er 
pépous is implied the contrast, that he has not written roAun- 

potepoy all that he has written (comp. xi. 25; 2 Cor. i. 14), 
but only a part thereof. Hofmann has now exchanged his 
earlier incorrect view, “provisionally and in the meantime” 
(Schriftbew. IL. 2, p. 95), for another also incorrect (similarly 
Th. Schott), namely piecemeal, in contrast to a complete exposi- 
tion of Christian truth, thus equivalent to Ex pépovs, 1 Cor. 
xii 10 (not also in 1 Cor. xii. 27). Besides, this arbitrarily 
imported contrast would suit no epistle less than the Epistle to 

' This lesser right is assumed quite without warrant. Paul certainly wrote to 
other churches of Gentiles not founded by him (Colossians, Laodiceans); and 
how could he, as the apostle of the Gentiles, be of opinion that he thereby was 

taking any special liberty? He had to glorify his office (xi. 13), in doing which 
his care for all churches (2 Cor. xi. 28) certainly suggested no limitation of 
epistolary intercourse to such as he himself had founded, as if it were a boldness 
in him needing excuse, when he also wrote to others. 
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the Romans, which treats the whole gospel in the most complete 
manner. According to Lucht, the expression in this passage 
is only the product of a post-apostolic effort to wipe away the 
“bad impression” of the epistle on the highly esteemed church, 
which had in fact been founded by Peter (comp. Theodore 
of Mopsuestia). — &s Eravan. buds] as again reminding you, 
i.e. in the way and manner of one who reminds you, etc. See 
Bernhardy, p. 476; Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 263; Kühner, II. 

2,p. 649 £.; 1 Thess. ii. 4; Heb. xiii 17. erravan. denotes 
in memoriam revocare. See Plat. Legg. i. p. 688 A; Dem. 

74.7. Comp. eravauvnoıs, Dion. Hal. Rhet.x.18. Theodore 
of Mopsuestia: eis dmournow ayew ov peuabhxate, — dua THY 
xap.| i.e. in order to comply with the apostolic office, with which 
God has favoured me. See ver. 16. 

Ver. 16. Eis To eivaı «.7.r.] Specification of the object 
. . \ a ‚ e \ n [4 

aimed atin tiv 8odeloav jot Umo T. Oeod. — Acırovpyov] Comp. 
on xiil. 6. Paul sets forth the service of his apostolic office, in 
the consciousness of its hallowed dignity, not merely as a public 

> / « ” : 
oikovopia (Ewald: “steward of the people”), but as a priestly 
service of offering, in which ’Incod X. expresses the NecToupyos as 
ordained by Christ. That Christ should be conceived of as He 
to whom the offering is presented (Reiche), is contrary to the con- 
ception of offering, which always refers to @0d as the receiver 
of it. .Comp. xii. 1; Eph. v. 2; Phil. ii. 17. But neither is 
Christ to be conceived of (as by Bengel and Rückert) as high 
priest (a conception not of Paul, but rather of the Epistle to 

! In opposition to Baur’s erroneous explanation of traveu., “further therein 
to remind,” and its reference to what follows, see Mangold, p. 69, who, how- 

ever, on his part, in virtue of the assumption of the Jewish-Christian character 
of the church, limits the 270 pépous arbitrarily to those portions of the epistle 
(especially chap. ix. and x.) in which, in the interest of the Gentile-Christian 
apostolate, Jewish-Christian pretensions had been combated. It is just such 
entirely doctrinal discussions as chap. 1x. x. which answer least to the cha- 
racter of roAunporepov, which presupposes the ready possibility of offence being 
given. The exculpation implied in ver. 15 is not caleulated for a Jewish- 
Christian church (Mangold, p. 72), but rather for a church as yet strange to the 
apostle and held in very good repute, towards which he felt himself not in a like 
relation as e.g. to the Galatians and Corinthians, but in one more delicate and 

calling for more forbearance. Artfully and gently, too, is the os avawıuv. 2.7.2. 

added, as if what was written roAunpsrepov was only meant to be a help to their 
memory. "Avdunsis d’ torly kmıpfon Ppovirews amoAsıwouens, Plat. Legg. v. p. 732 B. 
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the Hebrews, and applying to Christ as the sole Atoner, in which 
case the idea of inferior priests is out of place), but as Lord 
and Ruler of the church, who has appointed His apostle, i. 5. 
Lucht oddly thinks that the writer did not venture to call 
Paul, in consequence of his disputed position, arocToXos, but 
only AecToupyos. — eis Ta EOvy] in reference to the Gentiles; for 
these, as converted by the apostle, are to form the offering to 
be presented. — In the sequel, iepovpyodvra To evayy. T. Ocod 
contains the more precise explanation of Aesrovpy. “I. X., and 
iva. yévnta 7 Tpoahopa Tov Edvav k.r.X. that of eis ra eOvn; 
hence the latter belongs not to iepovpy. (Th. Schott, Hofmann), 
but to what precedes, and is not (with Buttmann) to be omitted 
on the authority of B. — tepoupy. TO evayy. Tr. Oeod] in priestly 
fashion admimistering the gospel of God, we. “ administrans 

evang. a Deo missum hominibus, eoque ministerio velut sacer- 
dotio fungens,” Estius; comp. Chrysostom, Erasmus, and most 
older interpreters, also Rückert, Tholuck, Fritzsche, de Wette, 

Philippi. This usage of iepovpy. is confirmed by passages like 
Herodian. v. 3.16; Joseph. Antt. vi. 6. 2; also by 4 Mace. 
vii. 8, where id alwarı is,to be connected with iepovpyodvras 
Tov vomov (in opposition to Hofmann, who will not admit the 
priestly notion in the word), not with vrepaomidovras (see 
Grimm, Handb. p. 329 f.); comp. Suicer, Thes. s.v.; Kypke 
in loc.; also tepovpyds, Callim. fr. 450; tepovpynua, Joseph. 
Antt. viii. 4. 5 ; iepovpyia, 4 Macc. iv. 1; Plat. Legg. p. 774 E; 
Pollux, 1. 29. Without warrant, Hofmann insists on adher- 

ing to the conception of “administering holy service.” The 
gospel is not indeed the offering (Luther and others), which 
is presented, but the divine institute, which is administered—is 
in priestly fashion served—by the presenting of the offering. 
As to evayy. cod, see on i. 1.—% mpoodopa tav Edvav] the 

offering of the Gentiles, zc. the offering which the Gentiles are, 
Heb. x. 10; Eph. v. 2. The Gentiles converted, and through 
the Spirit consecrated as God’s property, are the offering which 
Paul, as the priest of Jesus Christ, has brought to God. 
Observe, however, the stress laid on the prefixed yevnras: in 
order that there may prosper (see on this use of yiveodaı 
as regards offerings, Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. vi. 4. 9), in 
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accordance with which evmpocd. is then attributive (as well- 
pleasing), and ayıaoy. €. mv. ay. is subordinated to the latter 
as its ground: sanctified through the Holy Spirit, which is 
received through the gospel in baptism, Gal. iii. 2, 5; Tit. 
ii. 5; Eph. v. 26. A contrast to the ceremonial consecration 
of the Levitical offerings. Comp. xii. 1. 

Ver. 17. How readily might what was said in ver. 16 carry 
with it the appearance of vain self-boasting! To obviate this, 
the apostle proceeds: I have accordingly (in pursuance of the 
contents of ver. 16) the boasting (tiv kabxnouv, see the critical 
notes) in Christ Jesus in respect of my relation to God ; ü.e., my 
boasting is something which, by virtue of my connection with 

Christ (whose Aeırovpyos I am, ver. 16), in my position towards 
God (for I administer God’s gospel as an offering priest, ver. 
16), properly belongs to me. The &xw is prefixed with emphasis : 
it does not fail me, like a something which one has not really 
as a possession but only ventures to ascribe to himself; then 
follows with ev X. “I. and ra mp. r. ©., a twofold more pre- 
cisely defined character of this ethical possession, excluding 
everything selfish. Accordingly, we are not to explain as 
though &v X. ’I. bore the main stress and it ran év Xpior® 
ovv THY KabYnoW Exw K.T.A. (which is Fritzsche’s objection to 
the reading Tv Kady.) ; and cavynors is neither here nor else- 
where equivalent to cavynwa (materies gloriandt), but is gloriatio 
(comp. 1 Cor. xv. 31), and the article marks the definite self- 
boasting concerned, which Paul makes (vv. 16, 18). Reiche 
connects ev X. with 7. cavynow, so that 76 kavyäacdaı ev X. 
is to be explained as the boasting onself of Christ (of the aid of 
Christ). Comp. also Ewald. Admissible linguistically, since 
the construction kavxäacdaı ev (v. 3, ii. 17, 23; Phil. iii, 3) 
allowed the annexation without the article ; but at variance with 
the sequel, where what is shown is not the right to boast of 
the help of Christ (of this there is also in ver. 16 no mention), 
but this, that Paul will never boast himself otherwise than 
as simply the instrument of Christ, that he thus has Christ 
only to thank for the «avxäcdaı, only through Him is in the 

1 Not exactly specially “the consciousness of superior knowledge or singular 
spirituality,” Hofmann. Comp. generally 1 Cor. xv. 10. 
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position to boast. — 7a mpds 7. Ocdv] Comp. Heb. ii. 17, v. 1. 
Semler and Rückert take the article in a limiting sense: at 
least before God. But the “at least” is not expressed (Ta ye 
mp. T. ©., or mpos ye T. ©., or Ta mp. T. ©. ye), and Paul has 
indeed actually here and elsewhere frequently boasted before 
men, and with ample warrant, of his sacred calling—We may 
add that this whole assertion of his calling, vv. 17-21, so 
naturally suggested itself to the apostle, when he was on the 
point of extending his activity to Rome and beyond it to the 
extreme west of the Gentile world, that there is no sufficient 

ground for seeking the occasion of it in the circumstances and 
experiences of the Corinthian church at that time (so especially 
Riickert, comp. also Tholuck and Philippi); especially since it 
is nowhere indicated in our epistle (not even in xvi. 17), that 
at that time (at a later epoch it was otherwise, Phil. i. 15 ff.) 
anti-Pauline efforts had occurred in Rome, such as had emerged 
in Corinth. See Introd. § 3. 

Ver. 18. Negative confirmation of what is asserted in ver. 
17. The correct explanation is determined partly by the con- 
nection, to be carefully observed, of ov with cateupy., partly by 
the order of the words, according to which ov kareıpyacaro 
must have the emphasis, not Xpioros (Thecdoret and others, 
including Calovius, Olshausen, Fritzsche, Tholuck). Hence: 

“for I will not (in any given case) embolden myself to speak 
about any of those things (to boast of anything from the 
sphere of that) which Christ has not brought about through 
me, in order to make the Gentiles obedient to Him, by means of 

word and work.” That is, affirmatively expressed: for Z will 
venture to let myself be heard only as to such things, the actual 
fulfilment of which has taken place by Christ through me, ete. ; 
I will therefore never pride myself on anything which belongs 
to the category of those things, which have not been put into 

execution by Christ through me." This would be an untrue 

1 The objection of Hofmann : ‘‘The non-actual forms no collective whole, 

as a constituent element of which a single thing might be conceived,” is a 
mere empty subtlety. Had Paul, e.g., boasted that Christ had wrought many 
conversions through him when he was in Athens, he would have spoken about 
something which would have been a single instance out of the category of the 
non-actual, namely, of that which Christ has not wrought. The view of Hofmann 
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speaking of results, as if the Lord had brought them about 
through me— which nevertheless had not taken place. — eis 
v7ax. edvav] namely, through the adoption of faith in Him ; 
comp. i. 5. — Aöyo x. Epyw] applies to Katepy. .. . COvar. 

Ver. 19. In virtue of what powers Christ, by means of 
word and work, has wrought through the apostle as His 
organ: (1) ev Övvau. onpelwv x. rep,—this refers back to 
épy@; (2) Ev duv. mveiuaros—this applies to Neyo and épye 
together, and is co-ordinated to the above ev duv. amp. K. Tep., 

not subordinated, as Beza, Glockler, and others think, whereby 

the language would lose its simplicity and half of its import 
(the Svvayus mvevp. would pass into the background). Accord- 
ing to Hofmann, who reads in ver. 20 iAoTiwodpar (see the 
critical notes), a new sentence is meant to begin with Aoyw 
Kk. €pyo, the verb of which would be ¢iArotimotdpar. This 
yields, instead of the simple course of the language, a compli- 
cated structure of sentence which is in nowise indicated by 
Paul himself, as he has not written ev Acyw x. Epyw (conform- 
ably to the following). Besides, the evayyediteodaı by word 
and deed (thus the preaching through deeds), would be a modern 
conception foreign to the N. T. The épya accompany and 
accredit the preaching (John x. 38, xiv. 11), but they do not 
preach. Comp. Luke xxiv. 19; Acts vil. 22; 2 Cor. x. 11. 
If iroTypodpae is to be read, then with Lachmann & new 
sentence is to be begun with ver. 20, so that all that precedes 
remains assigned to the efficiency of Christ, which is not the 
case with the view of Hofmann, although it is only in entire 
keeping with the language of Aumility which Paul here uses. 
The genitives are those of derivation: power, which went forth 
Jrom signs and wonders (which Paul, as instrument of Christ, has 
performed), and power, which went forth from the (Holy) Spirit 
(who was communicated to the apostle through Christ) wpon 
the minds of men. Comp. on év dvv. mvevp., 1 Cor. ii. 4, 5. — 

himself amounts to the sense, that the apostle wished to set aside all his own, 
which was not a work of Christ performed through him, with the object of con- 
verting the Gentiles. But thus, through the contrast of his own and the work of 
Christ, the emphasis would be transposed, resting now on Xpirrös, as if it ran 
ay ou Xpioris zursıpydoaro ds’ iuov. 
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onueia Kk. Tépata] not different in substance; both miracles, 

both also denoting their significant aspect. See Fritzsche, 
p. 270 f. The collocation corresponds to the Heb, D’'n2r nink, 
hence usually (the converse only in Acts ii. 22, 43, vi. 8, 
vii. 36, comp. 1. 19) onueta stands first, and where only one 
of the two words is used, it is always onueta, because mins was 

the striking word giving more immediately the character of the 
thing designated. Contrary to the constant usage of the 
N. T., Reiche understands not outward miraculous facts, but 

mental miracles, which the preaching of the gospel has pro- 
duced in the hearts of the newly-converted. Even 2 Cor. xii. 
12 is not to be thus understood ; see in loc. Miracles belonged 
to the omuela Tod dmocTorov (2 Cor. l.c.), hence there is already 
of itself motive enough for their mention in our passage, and 
there is no need for the precarious assumption of a reference to 
pseudo-apostolic jugglers in Rome (Ewald). — ev duvap. mvevp. 
ay.] is related, not “awkwardly” (Hofmann), to @v ov kareıpy. 
Xpıoros; for Christ has, for the sake of His working to be 
effected through the apostle (6? éuod), given to him the Spirit. 
Very unnecessarily, and just as inappropriately,—since cate 
must comprise all the preceding elements,—Hofmann forces € 
Suv. mv. ay., by means of an hyperbaton, into special connection 
with dare. — woe x.7.r.] Zesult, which this working of Christ 
through Paul has had in reference to the extension of Chris- 
tianity. — amo “Iepovo.] From this spot, where Paul first 
entered the apostolical fellowship, Acts ix. 26 ff. (he had 
already previously worked three years, including the sojourn 
in Arabia, at Damascus; see on Gal. i. 17, 18), he defines the 

terminus a quo, because he intends to specify the greatest 
extension of his working i space (from south-east to north- 
west). — kai cdc] enlarges the range of the terminus a quo: 

1 Yet he does not say ‘‘ from Arabia ” (Gal. l.c.), because it was very natural 
for him significantly to place the beginning at that spot where all the other 
apostles had begun their work and the apostolic church itself had arisen—in 
doing which, however, he, by adding xa} zözAw, does nothing to the prejudice 
of history. The less is there to be found in #5 ‘Ispovr. an inconsistency with the 
statements of the Epistle to the Galatians. This in opposition to Lucht, who 
sees also in wéxps +. ’IAAup, an incorrect statement, and attributes to both points 
a special design. 
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and round about, embracing not merely Judaea, but, in corre- 

spondence to the magnitude of the measure of length, Arabia 
and Syria also. Of course, however, «UrAo is not included in 
the dependence on do, but stands in answer to the question 
Where? inasmuch as it adds to the statement /rom whence 
the working took place, the notice of the local sphere, which 
had been jointly affected by that local beginning as its field 
of action: from Jerusalem, and in a eircwit round, Paul 
has fulfilled the gospel as far as Illyria. Flacius, Calovius, 
Paulus, Glockler, following Chrysostom, Theodoret, and others, 
refer «Ur to the are which Paul described in his journey 
from Jerusalem by way of Syria, Asia, Troas, Macedonia, and 
Greece to Illyria. According to this, «UA would specify 
the direction in which he, starting from Jerusalem, moved 

forward. So also Hofmann. This direction would be that 
of a curve. But cvKdo never denotes this, and is never merely 
the opposite of straight out, but always circumeirca (comp. 
Judith i 2; Mark iii. 34, vi. 6,36; Lukeix. 12; Rev. iv. 6; 

very frequently in the Greek writers); and the addition, “ and 
in the are of a circle,’ would have been very superfluous and in- 
deed like an empty piece of ostentation, seeing that in truth the 
straight direction from Jerusalem to Illyria passes for the most 
part through water. No reason also would be discoverable for 
Paul’s adding the «at, and not merely writing xUxAo, in order 
to express: from Jerusalem in a circular direction as far as 
Illyria.—pexpı Tod ’Iddvp.| The idea that Paul, as has recently 
been for the most part assumed, did not get to Illyria at all, but 
only to the frontier of this western region during a Macedonian 
bye-journey, throws upon him an appearance of magnifying his 
deeds, for which the silence of the Acts of the Apostles, fur- 

nishing, as it does, no complete narrative, supplies no warrant. 
Now, since in ver. 23 Illyria may not, without arbitrari- 
ness, be excluded from the regions where he has already 
laboured, because this country would otherwise have still 
afforded scope for labour, we must assume that Paul had really 
made an intermediate journey to Illyria. From what starting- 
point, cannot indeed be shown; hardly so soon as Acts xvili. 
11, but possibly during the journey mentioned in Acts xx. 1-3 
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(see Anger, temp. rat. p. 84), so that his short sojourn in Illyria 
took place not long before his sojourn in Achaia, where he at 

Corinth wrote the Epistle to the Romans. Tit. iii. 12 can 
only be employed in confirmation of this by those who assume 
the authenticity of the Epistle to Titus, and its composition 
thus early (see Wieseler, Philippi). — memAnpwr£vaı TO evayy. 
7. X.] have brought to fulfilment (comp. Col. i. 25) the gospel 
of Christ. This mAnpoVv has taken place in an extensive sense 
through the fact that the gospel is spread abroad everywhere 
from Jerusalem to Illyria, and has met with acceptance. 
Analogous is the conception: 6 Adyos Tod Ocod nvEave, Acts 
vi. 7, xii. 24, xix. 20. So long as the news of salvation has 
not yet reached its full and destined diffusion, it is still in the 
course of growth and increase; but when it has reached every 
quarter, so that no place any longer remains for the labour of 
the preacher (ver. 23), it has passed from the state of growing 
increase into the full measure of its dimensions. This view of 
the sense is alone strictly textual (see ver. 23), while closely 
adhering to the literal signification of evayy., which denotes 
the message itself, not the act of proclamation (Th. Schott, 
Mangold); and hence excludes the many divergent interpre- 
tations, namely: (1) That of Beza, Piscator, Grotius, Bengel, 

de Wette, Riickert, in substance also Kollner, Tholuck, van 

Hengel, and permissively, Reiche, that evayy. is equivalent to 
munus praedicandi evang., which it does not mean; simi- 
larly Ewald: the executed commission of preaching. (2) That 
of Luther, Flacius, Castalio, and others: “ that I have fulfilled 
everything with the gospel,” which is opposed to the words as 
they stand, although repeated by Baur. (3) That of Theophy- 
lact, Erasmus, and others, including Reiche and Olshausen: 

Tryp. TO evayy. denotes completely to proclaim the gospel. But 
the “completely” would in fact have here no relevant weight 
at all (such as at Acts xx. 27); for that Paul had not incom- 
pletely preached the gospel, was understood of itself. Others 
arbitrarily take it otherwise still, e.g. Calvin: “ praedicationem 
ev. quasi supplendo diffundere; coeperunt enim alii priores, 
sed ipse longius sparsit ;” Krehl: that I have put the gospel 
into force and validity; Philippi: that I have realized the 
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gospel, have introduced it into life (the gospel appearing as 
empty, before it is taught, accepted, understood) ; Hofmann, 
with comparison of the not at all analogous expression mAn- 
pody Tov vonov: the message of salvation misses its destina- 
tion, if it remain wnproclaimed—whereby mAnpovv would be 
reduced simply to the notion of xnptocew.—The whole of the 
remark, ver. 19 f., connected with ver. 24, is to be explained, 

according to Baur, I. p. 307, simply from the intention (of 
the later writer) to draw here, as it were, a geographical line 
between two apostolic provinces, of which the one must be 
left to Peter. In opposition to such combinations, although 
Lucht still further elaborates them, it is sufficient simply to 
put into the scale the altogether Pauline character and emo- 
tional stamp of the language in vv. 19-33, in its inner truth, 
simplicity, and chasteness. 

Vv. 20, 21. But prosecuting it as a point of honour to preach 
in this way, the ottw is now first negatively stated: not where 
Christ was named, then positively: but, agreeably to the word of 
Scripture, etc. Hence ovy ömov, not ömov our. — bidoruu.] 
dependent on we, ver. 19. On giroripetcOar, to prosecute any- 
thing so that one seeks one’s honour in it, comp. 2 Cor. v. 9; 
1 Thess. iv. 11; see Wetstein and Kypke. This full signifi- 
cation (not merely the more general one: zealously to prosecute) 
is to be maintained in all passages, including the classical ones, 
and admirably suits the context. The matter was a special 
point of honowr with the apostle in his working ;' 2 Cor. x. 
15, 16. — wvouaoOn] His name, as the contents of confession, 

has been named, namely, by preachers and confessors. See ver. 
21.— ta py) &.T.A.] üe., in order not simply to continue the 
work of conversion already begun by others. Comp. 1 Cor. 
iii. 10. The reason why Paul did not desire this, lay in the high 
consciousness of his apostolic destination (Acts xxvi. 17, 18), 
according to which he recognised the greatest and most difficult 
work, the fownding of the church, as the task of the apostle, 
and found his apostolic honowr in the solution of this task.’ 

1 Lucht here conceives the writer to be dependent even on a mistaken under- 
standing of 2 Cor. x. 15, 16. 

2 The objection of Baur, ii. p. 399, that in truth, if this had been really Paul's 
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Others, as Reiche, specify as the reason, that he had sought 

on account of his freer system of doctrine to avoid polemical 
controversies. This would be a principle of practical prudence, 

corresponding neither to the apostolical idea, nor to Paul’s 
magnanimous character in following it out.— Kalas yéyp.| 
Isa. lii. 15, closely cited after the LXX., who took WS in each 
case as masculine. The passage runs according to the original: 
“ What was never told to them, they see; and what they have 
never heard, they percewe ;” and the subject is the kings, who 
become dumb before the glorified Servant of God, not the 
nations (Hengstenberg, Christol. II. p. 305 ; Philippi). But the 
actual state of the case—seeing that, along with the kings, 
their peoples also must see the glory of the Servant of God— 
allowed the apostle here to put the nations as the subject, the 
Gentile-peoples, to whom, through him, the Servant of God as 

yet unknown to them is made known, we. Jesus Christ, in 
whom the Messianic fulfilment of that prophetic idea concern- 
ing the Servant of God, as the ideal of Israel, had appeared 
realized.’ — epi avrod] addition of the LXX. — dwortac] 
they shall see, namely mentally, in knowledge and faith, « 

(that which the preaching now brings before them). — ot ov« 
aknk.] namely, the news of Him (the gospel). —evvnoovor] 
shall understand it (this news). Comp. Matt. xiii. 23, xv. 10. 

Ver. 22. 40] because, namely, my apostolic mode of 
working, just described (vv. 20, 21), did not yet permit me 
to depart from the districts mentioned, inasmuch as there was 
still work to do in founding. Comp. Beza: “dum huc et 
illue avocor, interpellatus et ita prohibitus.” Incorrectly 
Bengel, Reiche, and others: because in Rome the foundation 

was laid by others. Ver. 23 is decisive against this. — Ta 

principle, the Epistle to the Romans itself would stand in contradiction to it, is 
invalid, since that principle referred only to his working as present in person ; 
whence he thought of visiting the Romans only as diasropevousves (ver. 24), on his 
intended journey to Spain. But to address letters to a church of a Pauline 
stamp, which had nevertheless been founded by others, such as, in fact, he wrote 

to the Colossians and Laodiceans, was not excluded by the above principle, the 
point of which was rather the personal presence at the founding of churches, 
and the oral proclamation of salvation. 

! Comp. Schultz, alttestam. Theol. II. p. 263 ff. 

ROM. II. Z 
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mod] more than moAAdkıs, i. 13 (moAAd): in the most cases 
(mAeiora, Plat. Hipp. maj. p. 281 B), as a rule, not “ so often” 
(Th. Schott). The Vulgate renders correctly: plerwmque. See 
Schaefer, ad Bos. Ell. p. 427; Ast, ad Plat. Legg. p.62 f. Paul 
has had other hindrances also, but mostly such as had their 
ground in the above regulative principle of his working. Hof- 
mann understands évexorr. of external hindrances ; so that Paul 

means that he, even if he would, could not come otherwise 

than in pursuance of that principle, to Rome (whither that 
principle did not lead him). This is at variance with the fol- 
lowing vuvt dé «.r.A., which in unkerı Tomov Exwv Ev T. KX. T. 
expresses the removal now of the hindrance meant by Evexorr. 
— Tod eXdeiv] genitive dependent on the verb of hindering. 
See Bornemann, ad Xen. Anab. i. 7. 20; Fritzsche, ad Matih. 
p. 845. 

Vv. 23, 24. But since I have now no longer room (scope, %.e. 
opportunitatem, see on xii. 19; Kypke, II. p. 190) in these 
regions (from Jerusalem to Illyria, ver. 19). Paul had in all 
these countries founded churches, from which Christianity was 
now spreading through other teachers, and especially through 
his own disciples, over the whole; and consequently he con- 
sidered his apostolic calling to be fulfilled in respect of the 
region mentioned. His further working was to belong to the 
far west, where Christ was not yet named ; hence he meditated, 
in the next instance, transferring his activity in founding 
churches to Spain—a design, indeed, which Lucht denies that 
the apostle entertained, and imputes it to a Jater conception of 
his task, in accordance with which the plan of a journey to 
Spain was invented. Probably the comprehensive maxim, that 

1 With the omission of !reiroumı apis tuas after Sraviav, and of yap after 
iarifw (see the critical notes), the course of the passage flows on simply, so that 
vuvi dt, ver. 23, is connected with Ai», and all that intervenes is parenthetical. 

'f tacdo. apis duas only be struck out and the yzp be retained, with Lachmann, 
Hofmann, Tischendorf, 8, a striking interruption of the construction results. To 
parenthesize iawifa yap... turancéas (Lachmann, followed by Buttmann, l.e. 
p. 252, comp. also Hofmann) is not suitable to the contents of the continuation, 

ver. 25. Ewald extends the parentheses from iariw yap even to Assroupyncus 
avrois, ver. 27. But considering the entirely calm tenor of the whole passage, 

the probability of such large parcntheses, with all their intermediate clauses, is 

just as slight as the probability of an anacoluthia (Tisch. 8). 
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he had no longer a sphere of activity where Christianity 
might be planted at the principal places of a district by his 

personal exertions, was connected with the expectation of the 
nearness of the Parousia, before which the mAjpwya of the 
Gentiles, and in consequence of this also all Israel, had to 
be brought in (xi. 25). — erımodiav] not summum desiderium 
(Beza), but see on iv. 11. The word is not found elsewhere ; 
but comp. emimößneıs, 2 Cor. vii. 7.— Tod édOciv] genitive 
dependent on Emımod. — amo mom. €r.| now for many years ; 
comp. Luke viii. 43. — os av] simulatque, so soon as. See on 
1 Cor. xi 54; Phil. ii. 23. It is a more precise definition to 
what follows, not to the preceding eAdetv mpos tuas (Hofmann), 
because otherwise Paul must have had in mind the plan of the 
journey to Spain for many years, which cannot be supposed 
either in itself or on account of Acts xvi. 9. This applies 
also against Tischendorf in his 8th edition. — Zrraviav] The 
usual Greek name is 'I&npia (Herod. i. 163; Strabo, iii. 4. 
17, p. 166), but Zravia (although in the passages in Athen- 
aeus and Diodorus Siculus the variation ‘Iovavia is found) 
was probably also not rare, and that as a Greek form (Casau- 
bon, ad Athen. p. 574). The Roman form was “Iomavia (1 
Mace. vill. 3). It is the entire Pyrenaean peninsula. See 
Strabo, l..—-That this project of a journey to Spain was not 
executed, see Introd. § 1. Primasius aptly remarks: “ Pro- 
miserat quidem, sed dispensante Deo non ambulavit.” Already 
at Acts xx. 25 a quite different certainty was before the 
apostle’s mind, and in his captivity he no longer entertained 
that plan of travel, Philem. 22, Phil. ii, 24. — Ssamopevop. | 
“quia Romae jam fundata est fides,’ Bengel. — aq’ tpudr] 
(see the critical notes): from you away. — mpotreupd. Exei] 
comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 6, 2 Cor. i. 16, and on Acts xv. 3. As 
was his wont on his apostolical journeys, Paul hoped (“ quasi 
pro jure suo,” Bengel) to obtain an accompaniment on the part 
of some belonging to the church from Rome to Spain, by 
which we must understand an escort all the way thither, since 

Paul would without doubt travel by sea from Italy to Spain, 
the shortest and quickest way. exes, in the sense of éxeice, 
according to a well-known attraction. See John xi. 8, ei al., 
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and on Matt. ii, 22.— aod pép.] “non quantum vellem, sed 
quantum licebit,’ Grotius. It is a limitation out of compli- 
ment. Comp. Chrysostom. But the reservation of later com- 
plete enjoyment (Hofmann) is an idea imported: mp@rov 
denotes in the first place (before I travel further), as Matt. vi. 
33, vil. 5, vill. 21, and frequently. — eumAno0a] of spiritual 
satisfaction through the enjoyment of the longed-for personal 
intercourse (üuwv). Comp. Hom. Ji. xi. 452; Kypke, I. 
p. 191. The commentary on this is given at i. 12. 

Ver. 25. Nuvi de] is not, like the above vuvi Ö& (ver. 23), 
to be regarded as resumptive, as Buttmann and Hofmann, in 
consequence of the reading eArio yap, ver. 24, take it,—a view 
with which what was previously said of the journey to Spain 
by way of Rome does not accord,’ and the passage itself as- 
sumes a very stiff, contorted form. Observe, rather, that the 

first vuvi dé, ver. 23, was said in contrast to the past (Everorr- 
Toumv K.7.r.), but that the second yuri dé, ver. 25, commencing 
a new sentence, is said in contrast to the promised future. 
“So I design and hope to do (as stated in ver. 24): but at 
present a journey to Jerusalem is incumbent upon me; after 
its accomplishment I shall then carry out that promised one 
by way of Rome to Spain (ver. 28).” This vvvi dé is more 
definite than if Paul had said, “ but beforehand” (which Hof- 
mann with this view requires) ; for he thinks that now he is 
just on the point of travelling to Jerusalem, whereas “ but before- 
hand” would admit a later term of the ropevonaı. — dvaxovav 
Tos ay.| in service for the saints (Christians in Jerusalem), con- 
sequently not delaying the Romano-Spanish journey in his own 
interest. The present participle (not future, as Acts xxiv. 17, 
and see Bornemann, ad Xen. Anab. vii. 7. 17) designates the 
very travelling itself as part of the service. See Markland 
and Matthiae, ad Eur. Suppl. 154; Heindorf, ad Phaed. p. 

249 f.; Dissen, ad Pind. p. 81.—The intention, ascribed to 
the apostle, of protecting himself in rear by the collection- 

' Hofmann imports the connection : The participial sentence, ver. 23, is in- 
tended to express, ‘‘ under what circumstances Paul is now setting out on @ 
journey to Jerusalem,” instead of coming to Rome, whither he would otherwise 

at this time see himself destined and impelled. This is certainly not expressed. 
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journey, before he passed into the far west (Th. Schott), is a 
purely gratuituous assumption. 

Ver. 26. More precise information respecting the dvaxovav 
tois ay.: “ Placwit enim Macedonibus,” ete. On evöor., they 
have been pleased, comp. Luke xii. 32; 1 Cor. i.21; Gal.1.15; 
Col. 1.19; 1 Thess. ii. 8. — koıvwv. Tıva roujc. K.7.r.| to bring 
about a participation, in reference to the poor, ue. to make a 

collection for them. The contributor, namely, enters into 
fellowship with the person aided, in so far as he xowwvet Tats 
xpelaıs avdtod, xii. 13; xowwvia is hence the characteristic 
expression for almsgiving, without, however, having changed its 
proper sense communio into the active one of communication ; 
“honesta et aequitatis plena appellatio,” Bengel. Comp. 2 
Cor. ix. 13; Heb. xiii 16. The added rıva, of some sort or 
other, corresponds to the freedom from constraint, and the con- 
sequent indefiniteness, of the amount to be aimed at. On the 
collection itself, see 1 Cor. xvi. 1 ff.; 2 Cor. viii. 9; Acts 

xxiv. 17.— ods mrwyods tov ay.| the poor among the saints 
at Jerusalem. These were thus not all of them poor. Comp. 
Kühner, II. 1, p. 290. Of the community of goods there is 
no longer a trace in Paul. Philippi incorrectly holds that 

the mTwyol Tov ayiwy are the poor saints generally. Since the 
genitive is in any case partitive (even in the passages in 
Matthiae, § 320, p. 791), the expression must at least have 
been rovs (not r@v) ev “Iepove. 

Ver. 27. Information, why they did so, by way of more 
precisely defining the mere evöorncav previously expressed." 
“ They have been pleased, namely, to do it, and (this is the added 

element) their debtors they are.” — The Gentiles have acquired 
a share (€xowvévncay) in the spiritual possession of the Chris- 
tians of Jerusalem (avr@v), in so far as the mother church of 
Christianity was in Jerusalem, so that thus the spiritual 
benefits of Christianity, which in the first instance were 
destined for and communicated to the Jews and subsequently 
passed over also to the Gentiles, have been diffused from 
Jerusalem forth over the Gentile world (which march of 
diffusion so begun continues), as indeed in Antioch itself the 

1 * Est egregia dvagopz simul cum txavopéaces,” Grotius. 
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first church of Gentile Christianity was founded from Jeru- 
salem (Acts xi. 20). — rois mvevuarır.] for the benefits of 
Christianity (faith, justification, peace, love, hope, etc.) proceed 
from the Holy Spirit, are Ta tod mvedpatos Sapa: comp. on 
Eph. i. 3. — rois capxuxois] for the earthly possessions concern 
the material and physical phenomenal natwre of man, which is 
his bodily form of existence. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 11.— The 
conclusion is a majort, which they have received, ad minus, with 

which they are under obligation to requite it. Comp. Chry- 
sostom. By Aerrovpyncaı, Paul places the almsgiving of love 
under the sacred point of view of a sacrificial service (see 
on xiii. 6, xv. 16), which is performed for the benefit of the 
recipients. Comp. 2 Cor. ix. 12; Phil. ii. 30, ii. 25. — That 
farther, as Chrysostom, Calvin, Grotius, and many, including 

Riickert and Olshausen, assume, Paul intended “courteously 

and gently” (Luther) to suggest to the Romans that they 
should likewise bestow alms on those at Jerusalem, is very 
improbable, inasmuch as no reason is perceivable why he 
should not have ventured on a direct summons, and seeing, 
moreover, that he looked upon the work of collection as con- 
cluded, ver. 25. Without any particular design in view (Th. 
Schott thinks that he desired to settle the true relation be- 
tween the Gentile Christians and the apostle to the Gentiles), 
he satisfies merely his own evident and warm interest. 

Ver. 28. Toöro] This work of service for Jerusalem. — x. 
odpayic. K.7.r.| and when I shall have sealed to them this fruit, 
ie. shall have confirmed the produce of the kowwvia, ver. 26, to 
them, secured it as their property. odpaylf. in the figurative 
sense: to confirm, to ratify (see on John iii. 33); for by 
delivery of the moneys they were, on the part of the apostle, 
confirmed to the recipients as the fruit collected for them, after 
the manner of the law of possession, as with seal impressed.’ 

1 The act of handing over itself, namely, was the c¢payis of the collection for 
the recipients. Before the delivery the moneys were indeed destined for them, 
but not yet de facto assured to them as property on the part of the apostle, the 
bearer. Theodore of Mopsuestia well explains the eppeyıraa. by aroxopious zus 
dedwrus, and adds, by way of assigning the reason: si yap xa) cH youn ray 
Vdwxorwy rirsıos AV 6 zupmös, GAR TH Xptia TEARS, UMW Sskamivoy avarsp ovy tvexsy 

55%». Without any ground in the text, Hofmann introduces bearers appointed 
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The expression chosen has a certain solemnity; the apostle is 
moved by the thought that with the close of the work of love 
to which he refers he was to finish his long and great labours 
in the East, and was to take in hand a new field in the far 

West. In these circumstances, an unusual thoughtful ex- 
pression for the concluding act offers itself naturally. But 
that which Fritzsche finds in it (rendering of an account and 
other formalities) neither lies in the simple figurative word, 
nor was it doubtless intended by Paul, considering his apostoli- 
cal dignity. Others take oppayic. in the proper sense, either 
thus: “when I have brought over the money to them, sealed” 
(Erasmus, Cornelius a Lapide, Estius), which, however, the 

words do not express at all, and how paltrily unapostolic the 
thought would be! or, referring avross to the Greek Christians 
(so already Theodoret): “when I have made them secure with 
letter and seal respecting the right delivery of their collection” 
(Glöckler, and so already Michaelis), against which, apart 
from the unsuitableness of the sense, it is decisive that 

avtots brooks no other reference than aur@v and avrois, ver. 

27 (comp. Tots äyloıs, ver. 25). This also against Reithmayı, 
who brings out even a depositing for the almsgivers in God’s 
treasury ! 

Ver. 29. Paul is convinced that his advent to the Romans 
will not be without rich blessing from Christ; he will bring 
with him a fulness (copia, see on Eph. iii. 19) of Christ’s 
blessing. On the matter itself, comp. i. 11. — év is to be 
explained: furnished with. See Bernhardy, p. 209, and on 
1 Cor. iv. 21. Quite contrary to the words, Chrysostem, 
Oecumenius, Calvin, and others: “Scio me... vos inven- 

turum repletos omnibus donis spiritualibus,” Estius. — épyo- 
kevos with the same verb éAedcouat; see Kiihner, II. 2, p. 
656, and ad Xen. Mem. iv. 2. 21. Comp. on 1 Cor. ii. 1; 
Phil. it. 2. | 

on the part of the church, whom the apostle himself conducts to Jerusalem, 
thereby designating the gift to the recipients as one destined for them with his 
knowledge and will. Hofmann’s objection, that the interpretation given above 
rather suggests that it should be termed an unsealing than a sealing, is a cavil 
running counter to the figurative usage elsewhere of c¢payifew and rppayis, 
and which might just as aptly be applied to Hofmann’s own explanation. 
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Vv. 30, 31. Even now (comp. Acts xx. 22, 23, xxi. 10 ff.) 
Paul anticipates that persecutions await him in Judaea on the 
part of the wnbelieving (ameıdovvrwv, inobedientium, who refuse 
the Umaron miortews;, comp. xi. 30, 31; John iii. 36; Acts 
xiv. 2); but even on the part of the Palestinian Christians 
(7. äyloıs), he is not sure of a good reception for his dtarovia, 
because he, the anti-Judaie apostle (comp. x. 21; Acts xxi. 21), 
had set on foot and conducted a Gentile-Christian collection. 
Hence the addition of the exhortation (mapurara) to the 
readers, subjoined by the continuative de, and how urgent and 
fervent !— dia] belonging to mapax.: by means of a moving 
reference to Christ, as xii. 1, 2 Cor. x. 1.— The ayarn tod 
mvevp. is the love wrought by the Holy Spirit (Gal. v. 22); az 
Paul calls in specially by way of inciting his readers to com- 
pliance. — ovvaywr. wot Ev Tais mpocevy.| to contend along with 
me in the prayers which you make, hence: in your prayers. A 
very correct gloss is judy (after mpocevy.) in codd. and vss. ; 
not one disfiguring the sense, as Reiche thinks, who explains : in 
my prayer. So also Ewald. Paul might certainly, according 
to the sympathy of the fellowship of love, claim the joint 
striving of the readers in his prayers; but ürep éwov, which 
would otherwise be superfluous, points most naturally to the 
conclusion that the pocevyai are those of the readers; comp. 
2 Cor. i. 11; Col. iv. 12. The ümep Enod mpös tov Ocor is 
closely, and without the article, attached to tats mpocevyais 
(similarly to mpooevxeodaı ümep, Col. i. 9, et al.): in the 
prayers which you address to God for me (for my welfare). 
Fervent prayer is a striving of the inner man against the 
hostile or dangerous powers, which it is sought to avert or 
overcome, and for the aims, which it is sought to attain. 
Comp. on Col. l.e. — iva puc@ aro «.7.r.| Aim of the joint 
striving: in order that I may be delivered from, etc. See on 
Matt. vi. 13. It did not pass into fulfilment; even now the 
counsel of his Lord, Acts ix. 16, was to be accomplished. — 

n Star. pou n eis ‘Iepove.|] my rendering of service destined for 
Jerusalem. See vv. 25, 26. Comp. 2 Cor. viii. 4, ix. 1. 

Vv. 32, 33. “Iva] Aim of ver. 31, and so final aim of cvva- 
yovicacbat x.7.r., ver. 30. Comp. Gal. iv. 5.— ev xapa] in 
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joyfulness But as a prisoner he came to Rome, whither the 
will of God (8a OcAxjp. Ocod) led him, nevertheless, otherwise 
than it had been his desire (comp. i. 10). — ovvavaravowuaı] 
refresh myself with you, namely, through the mutual communi- 
cation of faith, of inward experiences, of love, of hope, ete. 

Comp. cvupmapakrnOjvat, 1. 12.—In the closing wish, ver. 

33, the-designation of God as 0 ©eös ris eipyvns, the God who 
brings about peace, was the more naturally suggested, as the 
forebodings of the opposite of eipyvm which he was going to 
encounter had just been before the apostle’s mind. Hence 
we have neither to assume a reference to the differences in 
xiv. 1 ff. (Grotius and others), nor to take eipyvn of the peace 
of reconciliation, v. 1 (Philippi), or in the wide sense of salus 
(Fritzsche). Comp. rather 1 Cor. xiv. 33; 2 Cor. xiii. 11; 
Phil. rv: 9; Rom. xvi.-20; 1. Thess. v. 23. 

1 It would even with the reading aéay (see the critical notes), which Hofmann 

follows, belong to this word, beside which it stands, uot to ua. (Hofmann). 
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CHAPTER Vi 

Ver. 3. Upiexav] Elz.: Tipfozimrev, against decisive evidence. 
After Acts xviii. 2; 1 Cor. xvi. 19 (Elz,). — Ver. 5.’ Aciag]| Elz. 
has *“Ayatas, against almost equally decisive evidence ; but it is 
defended by Ammon and de Wette on the testimony of the 
Peschito, and because 1 Cor. xvi. 15 might certainly give occa- 
sion for changing ’Ay. into ’Ac. But the reading ’ay. might 
readily also have come into the text through the mere marginal 
writing of the parallel passage 1 Cor. l.c., especially if it was 
considered that Paul wrote his letter in Achaia; hence the 
ereatly preponderant external attestation in favour of "As. retains 
its validity. — Ver. 6. inäs] approved by Griesb., adopted also by 
Lachm. and Tisch. 8, according to A B C* s* min. Syr. utr. Arr. 
Copt. Aeth. But Elz, Scholz, Tisch. 7, Fritzsche have juéc. 
Since Paul in the context sends greeting to persons who stood 
in a peculiar relation to himself, and thereby the alteration of 
iuts into jue was very easily suggested, the more does the 
external evidence turn the scale in favour of twés, especially 
as the reading & iu» in DEF G, Vule. It. Ruf. Ambrosiast. 
attests the original eig jus (of which it is an interpretation). — 
Ver. 7. of ... yéyo.] DEF G: ror xpd guod. Gloss, following 
on a mistaken reference of the relative to drooröros. — Ver. 14. 
The order of the names: ‘Epujy, Harpößav,' Epwäv (so Lachm. and 
Tisch., also Fritzsche) is rendered certain by A BC D* FG Py, 
min. vss. Ruf. — Ver. 16. véou:] is wanting in Elz., but is 
justly adopted by Griesb., following Mill, and by later editors 
on decisive evidence, and because it might easily give offence. 
— Ver. 18. zai edroyias] is wanting in DEFG, min. It. Omitted 
through the homocoteleuton. — Ver. 19. 29 iui] The ordinary 
reading of r6 before ég’ iui has the greatest preponderance of 
evidence against it. Lachm. and Tisch.: ¢9 dui obv xuipw, as 
ABCLPx*, min. Dam. Ruf. read. Rightly: the sequence of 
the words in the Recepta (yafpw oiv first) is the ordinary one. 
— After ver. 20, äwzv in Elz. is condemned by decisive testi- 
mony. — Ver. 21. dordlovraı] Decisive witnesses have dord- 
Gras. Commended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and 
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Fritzsche. The plural came to be introduced on account of the 
plurality of persons. — Ver. 24 is wanting entirely in ABC 8, 5, 
137, Copt. Aeth. Vulg. ms. Harl.* Ruf.; it is found after ver. 
27 in P, 17, 80, Syr. Arm. Aeth. Erp. Ambrosiast. Omitted by 
Lachm. and Tisch. 8; rejected also by Koppe and Reiche, who 
think that it is an interpolated repetition of the benediction, 
ver. 20, which, after the transference of vv. 25-27 to the end of 
chap. xiv., was added in order not to leave the epistle without 
a conclusion. But the witnesses for omission are precisely those 
which have the doxology vv. 25-27 in the ordinary place, either 
merely in this place (as BC x, 137), or likewise also after chap. 
xiv. (as AP, 5); and the witnesses for the Zransposition of the 

- verse to the end are likewise not those, which have the doxology 
merely after chap. xiv. or not at all. Hence we may with 
safety conclude that ver. 24 was omitted or transposed for the 
reason that copyists stumbled partly at the fact that Paul, con- 
trary to his manner elsewhere, should have joined a blessing 
and a doxology together, and partly at least at the circumstance 
that he should have placed the latter after the former (all other 
epistles conclude with the blessing). 

On the doxology, vv. 25-27. This is found (1) at the end of 
chap. xvi. in BC D* Ex, 16, 66,1 80, 137, 176, codd. in Ruf. 
codd. in Erasm. Syr. Erp. Copt. Aeth. Vulg. ms. and ed. Clar. 
Germ. Ruf. Ambrosiast. Pel. and the other Latin Fathers. 
(2) It is found at the end of chap. xiv. in Land almost all min. ; 
further, in the Greek lectionaries, the Arab. vss., in Polyglots, 
Syr. p. Goth. (2) Slav. ms. and ed. codd. in Ruf. Chrys. Theo- 
doret, Damasc. Theophyl. Oecum. Theodul. (3) It is found at 
both places in AP, 5, 17, 109, lat. Finally (4), it is not found 
at all in D***? FG (where, however, after chap. xiv., a gap of 
six lines is left), codd. in Erasm. codd. in Jerome,’ Marcion. 
See the complete examination of the evidence in Reiche, Comm. 
crit., and Tisch. 8, also Lucht, p. 49 ff. —Among the critics and 

1 A transcript of the first Erasmian edition, which, however, has on the mar- 
gin the observation, that iv rots rudaias dvevypépus this doxology stands at the 

end of chap. xiv. 
2 In D, namely, the doxology from the first hand stands after chap. xvi., but 

the emendator indicates it as to be deleted, without assigning it to the end of 
chap. xiv. 

3 Jerome on Eph. iii. 5: “ Qui volunt prophetas non intellexisse, quod dixe- 
rint... illud quoque, quod ad Rom. in plerisque codd. invenitur, ad confirma- 
tionem sui dogmatis trahunt legentes: ei autem, qui potest vos roborare, etc.” 
But that already before Marcion the doxology was wanting in codd., there is no 

certain trace. 
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exegetes, (1) the ordinary position in chap. xvi. has been main- 
tained by the Complut. Erasm. Steph. Beza (ed. 3-5), Calvin, 
Bengel, Koppe, Böhme, Rinck, Lachmann, Köllner, Scholz, 
Fritzsche, de Wette, Rückert, Reithmayr, Philippi, Tischendorf, 
Tholuck, Ewald, van Hengel, and others. (2) The position 
after xiv. 23 has been approved by Grotius, Mill, Wetstein, and 
Semler, following Beza (ed. 1 and 2); Griesbach and Matthiae re- 
moved it to that place in their critical texts; and Morus, Paulus, 
Eichhorn, Klee, Schrader, Hofmann, Laurent, and others agree 
thereto. (3) The verses were rejected as spurious by Schmidt, 
Einl. in’s N. T. p. 227, Reiche, Krehl, Lucht.—Now the ques- 
tion is: Is the doxology genuine? and if it is, has it its original 
position at the close of chap. xiv. or of chap.xvi.? We answer: I. 
The doxology is genuine. For (a) the witnesses for entire omis- 
sion are, as against the preponderance of those who have it in 
one of the two passages or in both, much too weak, especially 
as the transposition and double insertion are very capable of 
explanation (see below). (0) The language and the entire cha- 
racter of it are highly Pauline,—a fact which even opponents 
must admit, who accordingly assume its compilation out of 
Pauline phrases.’ (c) The contents of it admirably suit the 
entire contents of the epistle. (d) The internal reasons adduced 
against it by its assailants are completely untenable. It is 
maintained (see especially Reiche, and comp. Lucht): («) That 
at each place, where the doxology appears, it is unsuitable. 
But it appears as disturbing the connection only after xiv. 23, 
and it is not at all unsuitable after chap. xvi., where it rather, 
after the closing wishes more than once repeated, forms with 
great appropriateness and emphasis the main conclusion which 
now actually ensues. (6) That it has not the simplicity of the 
Pauline doxologies, is pompous, overloaded, etc. It is certainly 
more bulky and laboured than others; but no other Pauline 
doxology stands at the end of an entire epistle where the great 
power of thought in the writing concentrated itself in feeling— 
no other at the end of a section, the purport and importance 
of which can be compared with that of the entire Epistle to the 
vomans. Hence it can by no means appear strange that such 

a doxology has obtained the character of overflowing fulness 
from the whole recollection of what had been written,—a col- 
lective recollection which, so far from being fitted to beget in a 
rich and lively disposition only an ordinary and plain thanksgiv- 

! Un-Pauline constituent elements and modes of representation, which Lucht 
believes are to be found generally in the two last chapters, have no existence in 
reality ; the grounds of offence are disposed of by the exposition. 
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ing to God, is fitted rather to produce an outpouring of fervour 
and fulness of thought, under the influence of which the inte- 
rest of easy expression and of simple presentation falls into the 
background. (y) That the whole conception is uncertain, many 
expressions and combinations are obscure, unusual, even quite 
unintelligible ; and (6) that the conjunction of stayy. wou zul +. 
xhpuywe I. X. is un-Pauline and unsuitable; as is in like man- 
ner @avepwötvros, Which verb is never used by Paul of the utter- 
ances of the prophets,—groundless occasions of offence, which 
are made to disappear by a correct explanation. On such 
internal grounds Reiche builds the hypothesis, that in the 
public reading the merely epistolary last two chapters were omitted ; 
that the public reading thus ended at xiv. 23; and the doxology 
spoken at the end of that reading was written first on the mar- 
gin, afterwards also in the text, consequently after xiv. 23, whence 
copyists, on recognising its unsuitable position, removed it to the end 
of the epistle. It is thus the work of an anagnostes, who compiled 
at clumsily from Pauline formulas, and that in imitation of the con- 
clusion of the Epistle of Jude." In opposition to this whole view, 
it is particularly to be borne in mind: (1) that the assumption 
that only the doctrinal part of the epistle was publicly read is 
a pure fancy, and is as much at variance with the high rever- 
ence for what was apostolic, as with the circumstance that, 
according to the lectionaries, these very chapters xv. and xvi. 
consist wholly of sections for reading; (2) that at least xv. 
1-13 would have been included in the reading, and the doxo- 
logy must thus have obtained its place after xv. 13; (3) that 
the presumed custom of uttering a doxology when the reading 
of an apostolic writing was finished, does not at all admit of 
proof; (4) that a Pauline doxology would have been chosen for 
imitation more naturally than that of Jude 24, 25, as indeed, 
conversely, Jude /.c. would more naturally presuppose an ac- 
quaintance with our passage ; (5) that rd sdayy. wov was not at all 
suitable to the person of an anagnostes ; and indeed an imitative 
reader was hardly in the position and mood to pour forth an 
expression of praise in so overflowing a gush, and thereby in 
anacoluthic construction. But when Lucht refuses a Pauline 
character to the doxology, in respect not merely of form and dic- 
tion, but also of the thought which it contains, and recognises in 
it a gnosticizing and conciliatory stamp, this judgment rests on 
misinterpretations in detail and on presuppositions, which lie 
altogether outside the range of the N. T., along with a recourse 

! Inthe Comment. crit. p. 116, Reiche is of opinion that it may have been 
added ‘a homine privato, qui ingenio suo indulgeret.” 
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to the rejection of the genuineness not merely of the Pastoral 
epistles, but also of the so-called epistles of the captivity.—II. 
The position of the doxology after xvi. 24 is the original one. 
For (a) the external witnesses for this view are preponderant, 
not indeed in number, but in value. See above, and compare 
Gabler, Praef. ad Griesb., Opuse. p. 24. (b) Its position at the 
end of chap. xvi. was quite fitted to excite offence and to occa- 
sion a transposition, partly because no other epistle of the 
apostle concludes with a doxology; partly because here even 
the usual formal conclusion of an epistle (the apostolical bless- 
ing) immediately precedes ; partly because suas ornpizas seemed 
specially to refer back to the section respecting the weak in 
faith. The latter point was decisive at the same time as to the 
place to which—the connection between chap. xiv. and xv. 
as a unity being far from sufficiently appreciated—the doxology 
was referred, namely after xiv. 23, where there is the last direct 
mention of the weak, while xv. 1 then turns directly to the strong. 
Several other defenders of the ordinary position (see especially 
Koppe, Zxe. II. p. 404; Gabler, lc. p. 26; Bertholdt, EZinleit. 
V1.8 715; Hug, Zinl. IL. p. 397, with whom Reithmayr agrees) 
thought, indeed, that the omission of at least chap. xvi. in the 
reading of the letter had occasioned the beautiful and weighty 
doxology, which it was desired should not be excluded from the 
reading, to be placed after chap. xiv.—not after chap. xv., either 
(Bertholdt, Hug) because chap. xv. has already a conckusion, 
or because the supposed reference of orzpiZas to the weak in 
faith pointed out that place. But the whole supposition that an 
integral portion of the epistle was omitted in reading is entirely 
incapable of being established. Not more plausible is the 
theory to which Rinck has recourse (comp. already Zeger and 
Böhme) : “ In codd. ex recensione Marcionis perseriptis librarios, 
ipso fortasse Marcione auctore, clausulam ex fine epistolae assuisse, 
et postquam quod deerat a correctoribus suppletum esset, alios 
hance clausulam iterasse, alios hinc, alios illine, alios utrimque 
ejecisse” (Lucubr. crit. p. 135). Marcion himself and his dis- 
ciples rejected (Origen, interpr. Ruf.), indeed, the doxology on 
account of its contents (see especially ver. 26, dia re ypapav mpopn- 
rızö,) ; but the orthodox certainly did not concern themselves 
with Marcionitic copies ; indeed, Origen says expressly, that in 
the copies “ quae non sunt c Marcione temerata,” the doxology is 
found differently placed either after chap. xiv. or after chap. xvi. 
Ewald, regarding vv. 3-20 as the fragment of an epistle to the 
Ephesians, believes that a reader somewhere about the beginning 
of the second century observed the heterogeneous character of 
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that portion, but then excised too much, namely chap. xv. and 
xvi. Such a copy, in his view, Marcion had; but now that 
chap. xiv. was without a proper conclusion, at least the doxo- 
logy xvi. 25-27 came to be appended thereto by other copyists. 
But apart from the above opinion respecting vv. 3-20 in itself 
(see, in opposition to it, the critical notes on chap. xv.), it would 
not be at all easy to see why they should not have removed 
merely vv. 3-20 from the copies, and why, instead of this, 
chap. xvi. should have been entirely excised, and even chap. 
xv. in addition. To explain this, the smaller importance of this 
chapter—which, moreover, is assumed without historical war- 
rant—does not suffice.—Further, if the genuineness of the doxo- 
logy itself, as well as its customary position, is to be esteemed 
assured, it follows at the same time from what we have said (1) 
in respect of the duplication of the doxology after chap. xiv. and 
xvi. in critical authorities, that it proceeds from those who, while 
aware of the difference as to the place of the words, were not 
able or did not venture to decide respecting the original posi- 
tion, and hence, taking the certain for the uncertain, inserted 
the words in both places; (2) in respect of the entire omission 
in authorities, that it is the work of an old precarious criticism, 
which drew from the uncertain position the conclusion of non- 
genuineness, along with which there operated the consideration, 
that the doxology was unsuitable after xiv. 23 as interrupting 
the connection, and after xvi. 24 as having its place even after 
the concluding wish. 

Vv. 1, 2. Recommendation (cuvicrnus, comp. 2 Cor. v. 12, 
et al. ; see Jacobs, ad Anthol. IX. p. 438; Bornemann, ad Xen. 

Symp. iv. 63, p. 154) of Phoebe, who is held to be the bearer 
of the epistle—a supposition which there is nothing to con- 
tradict. In the twofold predicate, aderd. judy (our, ü.e. my 
and your Christian sister) and odcav Sid. «.7.X., there lies a 
twofold motive, a more general and a more special one, for 
attending to the commendation. — Svaxovov] feminine, as Dem. 
762. 4: Sidkovov, 7 tus Exphiro. The designation by the 
word Ödiarövıoca, not used in classical Greek, is found only 
subsequently, as frequently in the Constitutt. apost. See, on 
these ministrae, as they are called in Pliny, Zp. x. 97, the 
female attendants on the poor, sick, and strangers of the 
church, Bingham, Orig. I. pp. 341-366; Schoene, Geschichts- 
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Jorsch. üb. d. kirchl. Gebr. III. p. 102 ff.; Herzog, in his 
Eneykl. UL p. 368 f. Very groundlessly Lucht, because this 
service in the church was of later date (but comp. xii. 7; 
Phil. i. 1), pronounces the words odcav.... Keyyp. not to 
belong to Paul, and ascribes them to the supposed editor. 
Respecting the yfjpar, 1 Tim. v. 9, see Huther in loc. — 
Keyxpeat, eastern port of Corinth, on the Saronic Gulf. See 
Wetstein. Comp. on Acts xviii. 18. — ta aurnv, x.7.d.] Aim of 
the commendation. — €v xvpiw] characterizes the mpocdexec- 
Gat as Christian ; it is to be no common service of hospitality, 
but to take place in Christ, ze. so that it is fulfilled in the 
fellowship of Christ, in virtue of which one lives and moves 
in Christ. Comp. Phil. ii. 29. — d&lws tv äylov] either: as 
it is becoming for saints (Christians) to receive fellow-Christians 
(so ordinarily), or: “ sieut sanctos exeipi oportet,’ Grotius, Chry- 
sostom. The former (so also Fritzsche and Philippi) is the 
correct explanation, because most naturally suggesting itself, 
as modal definition of the action of receiving. — kal yap aurn] 
nam et ipsa, for she also on her part (not airy, hacc). — Trpo- 
atatis| a directrix, protectress (Lucian, bis accus. 29 ; Dio Cass. 
xlii. 39 ; Dindorf, Soph. O. C. 459, and Praef. ad Soph. p. LXL. ; 
Lobeck, Paralip. p.271). She became (i.e. se praestitit, Kühner, 
ad Xen. Anab. i. 7. 4) a patrona multorum through the exer- 
cise of her calling. Paul might, indeed, have written rapa- 
orarıs, corresponding to rapaornre (Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 32; Soph. 
Trach. 891, Ocd. C. 559; comp. év voooıs mapacrarıs, Muso- 

nius in Sfob. jl. p. 416, 43); but he selects the word which is 
conformable to her official position, and more honourable. — 
kal av7od euod] and of myself, my own person (see on vii. 25). 
Historical proof of this cannot be given. Perhaps Paul had 
once been ill during a sojourn with the church of Cenchreae. 

Vy. 3-16. The apostle’s salutations. 
Vv. 3, 4. IIpioka (2 Tim. iv. 19) is not different from 

IIpiskiäXa; comp. on Acts xviii. 2.— Her husband’ Aquila 
! That Paul names the wife first, is not to be regarded as accidental. Pro- 

bably the preponderant Christian activity and estimation were on her side. 
Hence here, where both are saluted (comp. 2 Tim. iv. 19), the precedence of the 
wife, —a distinction for which in 1 Cor. xvi. 19, where both salute, no occasion 
was given. On the precedence given to the wife in Acts xviii. 18, see in loc. 
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was a native of Pontus (Acts xviii. 1), and Reiche incorrectly 
eonjectures that he was called Pontius Aquila, which name 
Luke erroneously referred to his native country ;' for, looking 
to the close connection in which Aquila stood with Paul, and 
Paul again with Luke, a correct acquaintance with the matter 
must be presumed in the latter. This married couple, expelled 
from Rome as Jews under Claudius, had been converted at 

Corinth by Paul (see on Acts xviii. 1), had then migrated 
to Ephesus (Acts xviii. 18, 26; 1 Cor. xvi. 19), are now 
again in Rome, but, according to 2 Tim iv. 19, were at a later 

period once more in Ephesus. — ev Xpict@ "Incod] Distinc- 
tive character of cuvepyots; for labour for the gospel lives 
and moves in Christ as its very element. Comp. vv. 9, 12. 
— Ver. 4. The marks of parenthesis are to be omitted, be- 
cause the construction is not interrupted. — oftwes «.r.X.] Note 
the peculiar grounds assigned (quippe qui) for this and several 
following greetings. — Urep] not instead of, but for, in order 
to the saving of my life. — tov Eavr. tpdynr. b7éPnKay] have 
submitted their own neck, namely, under the executioner’s axe. 

In the absence of historical information we can just as little 
decide with certainty on the question whether the expression 
is to be taken Jzterally, that is, of a moment when they were 
to be actually executed but in some way or other were still 
saved, or (so the expositors) figuratively, of the incurring of an 
extreme danger to life—as on the question where the incident 
referred to took place? whether at Ephesus, Acts xix.? or 2 
Cor. i. 8? or at Corinth, Acts xvii. 6 ff.? or elsewhere ? 

or, generally, in the midst of labour and tribulation shared 
with Paul? Wetstein, Heumann, and Semler think of bail 

(i7réOnxav would then be: they gave pledge ; see Lobeck, ad 
Phryn. p. 468). Possibly; but the nearest conception which 
offers itself as the words stand is that of tpayndoxorreiv 
(Plut. Mor. p. 398 D), whether it be thought of as a reality or 
as a figure. The latter, however, is, as being said of both, the 

most probable. The readers knew what was meant. — rov 

e@vav] On account of this sacrifice for me, the apostle of the 

' Aquila also, the translator of the Bible, was, as is well known, from Pontus 
(Sinope). 

ROM. I. 2A 
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Gentiles. The notice contemplates the inclusion of the Roman 
church, which in fact was also a Gentile church. 

Ver. 5. Kat ryv kart’ oik. aut. éxxr.] and the church which 
is in their house. Considering the size of Rome, it may be 
readily conceived that, besides the full assembly of the collec- 
tive church, particular sectional assemblies were also formed, 
which were wont to meet in the houses of prominent members 
of the church. Such a house was that of Aquila and Priscilla, 
who had also in Ephesus given their dwelling for a similar 
object, 1 Cor. xvi. 19; Col. iv. 15; Philem. 2. Such house- 
churches are related therefore to the collective community, 
to which, as such, the epistles are directed, simply as the part, 
which has in addition its own special greeting, to the whole. 
Others (following Origen, Chrysostom, Theophylact, etc., with 
Koppe, Flatt, Klee, Glockler) hold that the inmates of the house- 
hold are intended. An arbitrary assumption of an unexampled 
hyperbole in the use of éxxAncia. That all the following 
saluted persons, up to ver. 12, were members of the house-church 
of Aquila and Prisca (Hofmann), is an arbitrary assumption, 
which is rendered very improbable by the repeated dowdcac@e, 
forming in each case a fresh beginning. — ’Eraiverov'] Un- 
known like all the following down to ver. 15, but see the note 
on ‘Poddov, ver. 13. The traditions of the Fathers made most 
of them bishops and martyrs (see Justiniani, Comm., and 
Braun, Sel. sacr. i. 2. 29 ff.), and the Synopsis of Dorotheus 
places most of them among the seventy disciples. That 
Epaenetus had come to Rome with Aquila and Prisca (Hof- 
mann), is very precariously conjectured from his being men- 
tioned immediately after that couple. — amapyi) ths Ac. eis 
X.] first-frwits of Asia (partitive genitive, see on vill. 23) im 
reference to Christ, ic. that one of the Asiatics, who had first 
been converted to Christ.?—’Ac. is the western portion of 
Asia Minor, as in Acts ii. 9; 1 Cor. xvi. 19; 2 Cor.1 8. 

1 On the accentuation of the name, as well as that of "Epaeres, ver. 22, see 

Lipsius, gramm. Unters. p. 80. The name itself is also frequently found in 

the Greek writers. 
2 With the reading raph vis ’Ayaias it was necessary, in order not to fall 

into variance with 1 Cor. xvi. 15, to take drapya as a first-fruit, one of the 

first converted,—certainly an explanatory makeshift, which weakens greatly the 
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Ver. 6. How far Mary had toiled much for the Romans (eis 
vas), was as well known to the readers and to the apostle 
himself, who awards to her on that account the salutation of 

acknowledgement and commendation, as it is unknown to us. 
It may have happened abroad (as van Hengel and others 
think) or in Rome itself through eminent loving activity, 
possibly in a special emergency which was now past (hence 
not coma, but the aorist). Reiche refers éxom. to activity in 
teaching, for which, however, since the text annexes no defini- 
tion (as in 1 Tim. v. 17), and since Mary is not more specially 
known, there is no reason, and generally, as respects public 
teaching (1 Cor. xiv. 34, 35), little probability. On eis, comp. 
Gal. iv. 11. 

Ver. 7. 'Iovviav] is taken by Chrysostom, Grotius, and 
others, including Reiche, as feminine (Junia, who is then to 
be regarded probably as the wife or sister of Andronicus) ; 
but by most of the more recent expositors as a masculine 
name, Junias, equivalent to Junianus (therefore to be accented 
’Iovviäs). No decision can be arrived at, although the follow- 
ing description, ver. 7 (in opposition to Fritzsche), commends the 
latter supposition. — ovyyevets] is explained by many (includ- 
ing Reiche, de Wette, Hofmann) as member of the same race 

or people (according to ix. 3). But the explanation kinsmen is 
to be preferred, partly because the word itself, without other 
definition in the context, immediately points to this (Mark 
vi. 4; Acts x. 24, et al.) ; partly because it is only in this sense 
that it has a significance of special commendation ; especially as 
in Rome there were many Jewish-Christians, and hence one 
does not see how the epithet was to be something characteristic 
in the particular case of those named, if it signified only 
kindred in the sense of belonging to the same people. We 
know too little of the apostle’s kindred (comp. also Acts xxiii. 
16), to reject this explanation on account of vv. 11, 21, or 
to venture to employ it in throwing suspicion on the genuine- 

significance of the notice, and by which 1 Cor. Z.c. would also be affected. Not 
less forced would be the combination, by which we should regard Epaenetus as 
an inmate of Stephanas’ house, who had been converted at the same time with 
him (Tholuck, yet only permissively, following older interpreters). 
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ness of the chapter (Baur). But Reiche’s reason—that Andro- 
nicus and Junias are expressly designated as Jews, because 
it would just be non-Jews who were saluted —is quite 
futile, since the nationality of those previously saluted is 
unknown to us, and Aquila and Prisca were likewise Jews.’ 
Just as groundlessly, Hofmann thinks that in an epistle to the 
Gentile-Christian church the kinsmen of the apostle would 
be Jews. This is purely arbitrary, and yields, besides, for 
the designation of the persons intended an element, which, in 

the case of the actual relatives of the Jewish-Christian apostle, 
is quite obvious of itself, and the mention of which, moreover, 
in presence of the Gentile-Christians, would have been some- 
what indelicate—Where and in what manner they had been 
imprisoned with Paul,’ is, owing to the incompleteness of the 
information in the book of Acts (comp. on 2 Cor. vi. 5), 
entirely unknown. Clement, 1 Cor. v., states that Paul had 
seven times borne fetters. Ewald, in connection with his view 

that we have here a fragment of an epistle to the Ephesians, 
assumes that Andronicus and Junias, while Paul was impri- 
soned in Rome, lay at the same time confined in Zphesus ; 
and Lucht perceives only the anachronism of a forger. — 
emionpoı Ev T. atroat.| émionuos, like insignis, a vox media 
(comp. Matt. xxvii. 16), here in the good sense: distinguished, 
i.e. most honourably known by the apostles. Comp. Eur. Hee. 
379: Emionuos Ev Bporois, Hippol. 103; Polyb. x. 3. 3, xv. 
34. 3; Lucian, mere. cond. 28. So Beza, Grotius, and others, 

1 Probably Mary also—the name already points to this—was a Jewess; indeed, 

Epaenetus himself appears to have been a Jew (against Hofmann), since he is 

characterized generally as the first-fruits of Asia, not as arapyn ray tévay of this 
country, and according to history, the Christian first-fruits of a country in- 
habited also by Jews were, as a rule, Jews. Comp. Acts xviii. 6, xxviii. 24 ff. 

2 The expression itself places the relation of their captivity under the 
figurative conception of captivity in war (vii. 23; 2 Cor. x. 5; Eph. iv. 8). 
Comp. Lucian, Asin. 27; Photius, Bibl. p. 133, 8. As the Christians, and 

peculiarly the teachers and overseers in the service of Christ, their commander- 
in-chief, are cverparimras amongst one another (see on Phil. ii. 35, Philem. 2), so 

also are they, in captivity with one another, cuvaizpdérwros (see on Col. iv. 10, 
Philem. 23). An arbitrary play of interpretation occurs in Hofmann: those 
whom Christ has won from the world and made His own, just as the apostle 

himself. Aptly Chrysostom points out the fellowship of suffering with Paul, 

implied in cvvaizuéa., as the most glorious crown of these men. 
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including Koppe, Flatt, Reiche, de Wette, Fritzsche, Philippi, 
van Hengel, Hofmann, and rightly; for drocroxos is used 
by Paul only in 1 Cor. xv. 7 in the wider sense (comp. 
Acts xiv. 4, 14), nevertheless even there with such restriction 
that James and the twelve are included in the reference. 
Hence we must not, especially considering our entire ignorance 
of the two persons, explain, with Origen, Chrysostom, Luther, 
Calvin, Estius, Wolf, and many others, including Tholuck, 

Köllner, Rückert, Reithmayr, Ewald: distinguished among the 
apostles (in other words, distinguished apostles). That Andro- 
nicus and Junias were held in peculiar honour by the apostles, 
does not exclude their repute with the Christians generally, 
but rather points, for their especial commendation, to closer 

relations which they had with the apostles. Lucht mis- 
interprets the expression of décor. of the original aposties in 
contrast to Paul. — po ewoö] That they had been converted 
exactly at Pentecost (Grotius, Koppe), is just as little capable 
of proof, as that they had been the first preachers of the gospel 
in Rome (Wolf). — yeyovaoıv Ev X.] not: became apostles in 
Christ (Reithmayr, following Origen), but: became Christians, 
entered the fellowship of Christ, attained to the év Xpıoro eivaı. 
They were thus apyatos walnrai (Acts xxi. 16). “ Venerabiles 
facit aetas, in Christo maxime,” Bengel. On yiveodaı Ev, see 

Nägelsbach, z. Ilias, p. 295, ed. 3; comp. on Phil. ii. 7. 
Vv. 8, 9. "AumAıav] the abbreviated ’AumAuarov, as codd., 

vss., and Fathers actually read, a name which (in form like 
Donatus, Fortunatus, etc., see Grotius) was frequent; see Gruter, 

Ind. — ev kvpiw]| gives to the ayar. u. the specific Christian 
character ; comp. on ver. 2.—T. ouvepy. nuav] nu@v refers, 
since Paul speaks always of himself in the singular here, to the 
readers along with himself, comp. ver. 1, not to those named 

in vv. 3-8 (van Hengel). He was probably a stranger who 
was at this time in Rome, and united his activity with that of 
Roman Christians towards the extension and furtherance of 
the gospel, whereby he was a fellow-labourer of the apostle 
and of the readers. — The name Says: Inser. 268. 

Ver. 10. Apelles (comp. Hor. Sat. I. v. 100) is not to be 

confounded with the celebrated Apollos (Acts xviii. 24; 1 Cor. 
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i. 12, iii. 4), as Origen, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Grotius, and 

others have done. Whether he was a freedman remains an 
open question, owing to the frequency of the name, which 
also occurs of freedmen. — Tov dorıuov Ev X.] te. the tried 
Christian. Christ, the personal object of his believing fidelity, 
is conceived as the element wherein he is approved. Comp. 
&pövinos Ev X., 1 Cor. iv. 10, and similar passages. — rovs 
éx av ’ApictoBovrov] those of the people (perhaps: slaves) 
of Aristobulus, comp. 1 Cor. i. 11. That Paul means the 
Christians among them, is self-evident; in the similar saluta- 
tion, ver. 11, he adds it redundantly. Aristobulus himself 
was therefore no Christian; unless he (so Grotius) had been 
already dead, in which case he might have been a Christian. 

Vv. 11,12. Narcissus is by Grotius, Michaelis, and Neander, 

held to be the powerful freedman of Claudius (Suet. Claud. 
28; Tacit. Ann. xi. 29 ff, xii 57). It is possible, although 
Narcissus, according to Tacitus, Ann. xiii. 1, was already dead 
(see Wieseler, Chronol. p. 371 ff). A decision, however, 
cannot be arrived at; but, considering the frequency of the 
name, the suspicion of an anachronism (Lucht) is groundless. 
—The three women, ver. 12, perhaps deaconesses, are other- 
wise unknown. Note how Persis is distinguished above the 
two previously named women; as also how delicately Paul has 
not added pov, after tv ayarıryv, as with the men’s names, 
vv. 8, 9, although he means his sentiment of love towards 
Persis. Observe, also, the distinction between komıwcas (pre- 
sent) and exomiacev. The particular circumstances of the case 
are unknown to us. 

Ver. 13. Rufus may be the son of Simon of Cyrene, Mark 
xv. 21. Comp. in loc. The fact that in Mark, who probably 
wrote in Rome, the man is assumed to be well known, would 

agree with the eulogy here: tov éxXexrov Ev kuplw, the elect 
one in the fellowship of the Lord, i.e. who is distinguished as a 
Christian.‘ For if these words denoted merely the Christian, 

1 On ixAexrös, exquisitus, in the sense of excellens (comp. 1 Tim. v. 21; 1 Pet. ; 

ii. 4; 2 John i. 13; Wisd. iii. 14; Bar. iii. 30), because it is just the selected that 
is wont to be the eminently qualified, see Schleusner, Thes. II. p. 289. But 
Hofmann explains as if it ran röv ixAsxröv wou: who is to me a choice Christian 
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“who in fellowship with the Lord is chosen to blessedness” 
(Reiche), they would not—as is, nevertheless, the case with all 
the remaining predicates—express a special element of com- 
mendation. — kai €uod] pregnant, delicate, and grateful hint 
of the peculiar love and care which Paul (where and how, is 
entirely unknown") had enjoyed at her hands. Comp. ver. 2; 
1 Cor. xvi. 18; Philem. 11; and see on 1 Cor. i. 2. 

Vv. 14,15. Hermas was not, as already Origen declared 
him to be, the composer of the book 6 rorunv,” which, accord- 

ing to the Canon Muratorianus, is said to have been composed 
by a brother of the Roman bishop Pius I, and in any case 
belongs to no earlier period than the second century. — x. T. 
avy aura aderp.| It is possible, but on account of the more 
general designation deviating from ver. 5, not probable, that 
those named here as well as in ver. 15 were members, well 

known to the apostle, of two exkAnyoiaı in Rome (so Hofmann), 

according to which view by the brethren with them would be 
meant the remaining persons taking part in these assemblies, 
for the most part doubtless unknown to him. It is possible 
also that some other Christian associations unknown to us 
(Fritzsche and Philippi think of associations of trade and 
commerce) are intended. We have no knowledge on this 
point. Reiche thinks of two mission-societies. But mavres, 
ver. 15, points to a considerable number, and there is no trace 
in the Book of Acts of so formal and numerous mission- 
societies ; they were doubtless still foreign to that period. 
Probably also Paul would have given some thoughtful indica- 
tion or other of this important characteristic point.—The 
whole of the names in vv. 14,15 are found in Gruter and 

brother; he calls the ordinary interpretation unapostolic (wherefore ?), and 
groundlessly appeals to ri» @yararäv, ver. 12. In the case of the latter the 
loving subject is, according to a very common usage, self-evident. 

! Hofmann entertains the conjecture, which is in no way capable of proof, that 
Rufus lived with his mother in Jerusalem when Paul himself sojourned there ; 
and that then Paul dwelt in the house of the mother, and enjoyed her motherly 
care.—If, again, the demonstration of love intended falls in a later period of the 

apostle’s life, his expression in our passage is the more courteous; hence it by 
no means requires the above precarious combination. 

* The critical discussions as to this work, quite recently conducted by Zahn, 
and Lipsius in particular, have no bearing here. 
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elsewhere.—Julia appears to have been the wife of Philologus ; 
the analogy of the following Nnpea x. nv aderdi aurod 
makes it less probable that the name denotes a man (Julias, 
comp. on ver. 7). 

Ver. 16. The series of greetings which Paul has to offer 
from himself is concluded. But he now desires that his readers 
should also exchange greetings among one another, reciprocally, 
and that with the loving sign of the holy kiss. The subject 
of this greeting is thus every member of the church himself, who 
kisses another (see on 1 Cor. xvi. 20), not Paul, so that meo 

nomine should be supplied (Bengel, Koppe). This is forbidden 
by GAAjAous. Comp. 1 Cor. l.e.; 2 Cor. xiii. 12; Justin, 
Ap. i. 65. The case is otherwise with 1 Thess. v. 26 (see 
Lünemann in loc.).—The ancient custom, especially in the 
East, and particularly among the Jews, of uniting a greeting 
with a kiss, gave birth to the Christian practice of the ayov 
pirnua (1 Pet. v. 14: Gira ayarns; Const. ap. ii. 57. 12, 
viii. 5.5: 70 Ev xupio Pidrynya, Tertullian, de orat. 4: osculum 
pacis), termed ayvov, because it was no profane thing, but had 
Christian consecration, expressing the holy Christian fellow- 

ship of love.'—éeat] From many churches greetings had 
been doubtless entrusted to the apostle for the Romans, since 
he had certainly not previously withheld from them his project 
of travelling to Rome (perhaps also, of writing thither before- 
hand). Concerning the rest, what Erasmus says holds good: 
“Quoniam cognovit omnium erga Romanos studium, omnium 
nomine salutat.” The universal shape of the utterance by no 
means justifies us in pronouncing this greeting not to be the 
apostle’s, and deriving it from 1 Cor. xvi. 19, 20 (Lucht) ; 
it rather corresponds entirely to that cordial and buoyant 
consciousness of fellowship, in which he did not feel himself 
prompted narrowly to examine his summary expression. Others 
arbitrarily limit mäoaı to the Greek churches (Grotius), or 
simply to the churches in Corinth and its ports (Michaelis, 

1 That Paul actually desires that the reciprocal greeting by a kiss on the part 
of all should take place after the reading of the epistle, ought not to have been 

disputed (Calvin, Philippi). A ceremony indeed he does not desire ; but he 

summons not merely to love, but to the kiss of love. 
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Olshausen, and others), or at least to those in which Paul had 
been (Bengel). 

Vv. 17-20. A warning, added by way of supplement, against 
the erroneous teachers who were then at work. This very sup- 
plementary position given to the warning, as well as its 
brevity, hardly entering at all into the subject itself (comp. on 
the other hand, the detailed treatment in chap. xiv. xv. of a less 
important contrast), evinces that Paul is not here speaking, as 
Wieseler, following older interpreters, holds, against such as 
already were actually making divisions in Rome. He would 
have treated so dangerous an evil in the doctrinal connection 
of the epistle and at leneth, not in such a manner as to show 
that it only occurred to him at the close to add a warning 
word. Hence this is to be regarded as directed against an evil 
possibly setting in. Doubtless he was apprehensive from the 
manifold experience acquired by him, that, as elsewhere (comp. 
Gal104 6,1125. Col. ine Soff, 3) Balin) 208, 18,19 H2 Cor 
xi. 13 ff.), so also in Rome, Jewish zealots for the law’ might 
arise and cause divisions in their controversy with Pauline 
Christianity. This occasioned his warning, from which his 
readers knew to what kind of persons it referred,—a warning, 
therefore, against danger, such as he gave subsequently to the 
Philippians also (Phil. iii.), to whom the evil must have been 
all the nearer. Paul might, however, the more readily consider 
it enough to bring in this warning only supplementarily and 
briefly, since in Rome the Gentile-Christian element was the 
preponderant one, and the mind of the church in general 
was so strongly in favour of the Pauline gospel (vv. 19, 20, 
vi. 17), that a permanent Judaistic influence was at present 
not yet to be apprehended. How, notwithstanding, an anti- 

1 The brief indications, vv. 17, 18, do not suggest philosophical Gentile- 

Christians (Hammond, Clericus), but (see on ver. 18) Judaizers, against whom 
Paul offers his warning. Hofmann prefers to abide by the generality of the 
warning, whether the troubles might be of Gentile origin or micht arise from 
doctrines of Jewish legalism. But this view does not satisfy the concrete traits 
in vv. 17, 18, 20. See the correct interpretation already in Chrysostom and 
Theodore of Mopsuestia. The latter says: Ay 08 rept ray dard “lovdalwy, of 
Emuyraxboe TEpsioveTss vous amd av mırrevovrus Tis vomimäs Execbus waparnpn- 
asws weibeı Ersıp@wvro. 
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Pauline doctrinal agitation took place later in Rome, see Phil. 
i. 15 ff Moreover, the precautionary destination of our pas- 
sage, and that in presence of the greatness of the danger, is 
sufficient to make us understand its contents and expression 
as well as its isolated position at the close. At least there 
does not appear any necessity for setting it down as an original 
constituent portion of an epistle addressed to a church founded 
by Paul himself, namely, to the church of the Ephesians 
(Ewald, Lucht). 

Ver. 17. Sxorety] to have in view, in order, namely, to guard 
against; comp. Bréezrere, Phil. iii. 2; but oxoreiv, speculari, is 
stronger, comp. also Phil. iii. 17. — tas deyoor.] comp. Gal. 
v. 20; 1 Mace. ii. 29; Dem. 423.4; Plat. Zegg.i.p. 630A; 
Dion. Hal. viii 72. The article denotes those anti-Pauline 
divisions and offences, aravdara,—i.e. temptations to departure 
from the true Christian faith and life, well known to the 

readers,—which at that time arose in so many quarters in 
Pauline churches, and might readily threaten the Romans 
also. — éxxkdivate am adtav] turn away from them, shun them, 
go out of their way. Comp. 1 Pet. 11.11; Ps. cxix. 102; 

Eeclus. xxii. 11; Thucyd. v. 73. 3; more usually with the 
accusative. Grotius rashly concludes: “non fuisse tune con- 
ventus communes aut presbyterium Romae ; alioquin voluisset 
tales excommunicari.” Paul rather counsels a rule of conduct 
for each individual member of the church, leaving the measures 
to be adopted on the part of the church, in case of necessity, 
to the church-government there (which was one regularly 
organized, in opposition to Bengel, see xii. 6 ff). The dis- 
turbers, besides, against whom they are warned, are in fact 

viewed not as members of the church, but as intruders from 

without. Comp. Acts xv. 1; Gal. ii, 4.—The reference to 
the doctrine received certainly implies a church having Pauline 
instruction, but not exactly one founded by Paul himself 
(Ewald), like that at Ephesus. Comp. vi. 17; Col. i. 23. 

Ver. 18. Reason assigned for the injunction of ver. 17. 
— oi roıwodroı] “hi tales; notatur substantia cum sua quali- 
tate,” Bengel. — ov dovr.] Note the position of the negation ; 
the thought is: to the Lord they refuse service, but their own 
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belly they serve. Thereby they belonged to the category of 
the éy@pol ro} oraupod 7. Xp., Phil. iii. 18.—On 7H koı%la 
Sovrevev, TH yaorpı Sovrevew, abdomini servire (Seneca, de 
benef. vii. 26), as & designation of selfishness, bent only on 

good cheer in eating and drinking, comp. on Phil. iii. 19; 
Jacobs, ad Anthol. IX. p. 416. For this object the sectaries 
sought to make use of the influence and following which they 
obtained. Comp. Lucian, de morte Peregr. 11 ff. Behind their 
teaching, although this was not itself of an Epicurean nature 
(Hofmann), there lurked, hypocritically concealed, the tendency 
to epicurean practice. — dia TAs ypnoTon. x. edroy.| by means of 
the kind (having a good-natured sound) and fair-set language, 
which they hold. On ypyoron. comp. Jul. Capitol. vit. Pertin. 
13; Eustath. p. 1437, 53, and the classical Aöyyos xpmorot, Aeyeuv 
xpnot& K.T.A.; on evAoyia, language finely expressed (here: 
fine phrases), Plat. Rep. p. 400 D; Lucian, Zexiph. 1; Aesop. 
229. The two words characterize contents (xpnoroX.) and form 
(evr.); hence it is preferable to take evAoy. in the above 
signification than in the ordinary one of praise, extolling (Phi- 
lippi). Comp. Luther: stately language. — tov ürarwv] of the 
gualeless (Heb. vil. 26), who themselves have nothing evil in 
their mind, and are prepared for nothing evil. See Wetstein 
in loc.; Ruhnken, ad Tim. p. 56; Schaefer, ad Greg. Cor. 

p. 342.—The assertion that Paul appears too severe in the 
accusation of his opponents (Rückert) cannot be made good. 
He writes from long and ample experience. | 

Ver. 19. Not a second ground assigned for, or justification 
of, the warning of ver. 17 (Tholuck, de Wette, Philippi; 
comp. also Reithmayr and Hofmann); for this use of a second 
really co-ordinated yap is nowhere to be assumed in the N. T. 
See on the contrary, on viii. 6. Nor is it to be taken, with 

Fritzsche : “nam vos innocentibus qui facile decipiuntur homi- 
nibus annumerandos esse, ex eo intelligitur, quod vos Christo 
obedientes esse nemo ignorat;” for the latter is exactly the 
opposite of ready liability to seduction. Nor with Riickert: 
for the general diffusion of the news that you are such good 
Christians will soon bring those men to Rome, that they may 
sow their tares ; which is not expressed. Nor yet again with 
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Calvin and others, Reiche, and Köllner: for you are indeed 

good Christians, whereat I rejoice; but I desire, ete.—against 
which the expression, especially the want of wev and the pre- 
sence of od», is decisive. In order to a correct understanding, 

one should note the emphatically prefixed vüu@v, which stands 
in correlation—and that antithetic—with tay axakwv. Hence 
(as also Philippi admits, comp. van Hengel): “ not without 
reason do I say: the hearts of the guileless ; for you they will 
not lead astray, because you do not belong to such as the 
mere araroı, but distinguish yourselves so much by obedience 
(towards the gospel), that this has become universally known; 
respecting you therefore (here, too, €b’ vuiv stands first empha- 
tically ; see the critical notes) I rejoice,’ yet desire that you 
may be wise and pure,’—a delicate combination of warning 
with the expression of firm confidence. Strangely, Lucht, com- 
paring Acts xx. 29, assigns ver. 19 to an epistle to the 
Ephesians. — eis ra aya0.] in reference to the good, which you 
have to do. By this general expression Paul means specially 
fidelity towards the pure gospel. — dxepaious eis TO karov] 
pure in reference to evil, so that you keep yourselves unmixed 
with it, free from it. Comp. Phil. i. 15, Matt. x. 16; and 
see respecting axepatos generally, Ruhnken, ad Tim. p. 18. 

Ver. 20. Encouraging promise; hence ovvtphpe: is not 
with Flatt to be taken as optative, contrary to linguistic usage, 
nor is the erroneous gloss of the reading ovytpiae (A, 67**, 
Theodoret, Oec., Jer., Ambros., Rup.) to be approved.—Paul 
regards the sectaries, because they are servants not of Christ, 

but of their belly (ver. 18), as organs of Satan (comp. 2 Cor. 
xi. 15); hence his figurative expression of the thought, founded 
on Gen. ii. 15: “ The God of peace will grant you (when the 
authors of division appear amongst you) shortly the complete 
victory over them.”—As ©eos Tis eipyvns (pacificus) God appears 

1 In the reading of the Recepta defended by Hofmann, xaipw ody +d ig’ du, 

xaipsıv would not have to be supplied after zo (as Hofmann very oddly thinks) ; 
but +0 29’ vuiv sc. ov would, according to a well-known usage (see Bernhardy, 
p- 329; Krüger, § 68. 41. 9; Schaefer, ad Bos. Hil. p. 277; Kühner, II. 1, 

p- 434), be a more precise definition to yaipw : I rejoice, as to what concerns you. 

In this case, 29’ duiv would be by no means dependent on the notion xaipw, but 
the latter would stand absolutely. 
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in contrast to those mowüvres Tas Suyootacias (ver. 17). 
Comp. on xv. 33.—The bruising of Satan and treading him 
under feet takes place in God’s power; hence 6 Oeds «.r.A. 
Comp. 1 Mace. i. 22 (and Grimm in loc.), iv. 10, et al. — 9 
xapıs K.7.r.| The grace of our Lord, etc.; therewith, as with 
the usual concluding blessing of his epistles, Paul would close. 
But he has as yet delivered no special greetings from those 
around him at Corinth, whether it be that they are now for the 
first time entrusted to him, or that he now for the first time 

observes that he has not yet mentioned them in what precedes 
(as after ver. 16). This induces him now further to add 
vv. 21-23 after the conclusion already written down in ver. 
20; then to repeat the above blessing in ver. 24; and finally, 
after recalling anew all which he had delivered to the Romans, 
in a full outburst of deeply moved piety to make the doxology, 
vv. 25-27, the final close of the entire letter. 

Ver. 21. Tı400.] It may surprise us that he is not brought 
forward at the head of the epistle as its joint writer (as in 2 Cor. 
es Pik 1:1; Coli: 13) ly Thess) i P32! Thess: i. 1)) since 

he was at that time with Paul. But it is possible that he 
was absent just when Paul began to compose the epistle, and 
hence the apostle availed himself in the writing of it of the 
hand of a more subordinate person, who had no place in the 
superscription (ver. 22); it is possible also that the matter 
took this shape for the inward reason, that Paul deemed it 
suitable to appear with his epistle before the Roman church, 
to which he was still so strange, in all his unique and undi- 
vided apostolic authority. — Aovkıos] Not identical with Luke, 
as Origen, Semler, and others held ;* but whether with Lucius 
of Cyrene, Acts xiii. 1, is uncertain. Just as little can it 
(even after Lucht’s attempt) be ascertained, whether ’Idowv is 

the same who is mentioned in Acts xvii. 5. Zwoimarpos 
may be one with Zorarpos, Acts xx. 4; yet both names, 
Zwoir. and Ywr., are frequently found in the Greek writers. 
— cuyyeveis] as vv. 7, 11. Why it should be reckoned 

* Considered probable also by Tiele in the Stud. u. Krit. 1858, p. 753 ff.—In 
the Constitt. ap. vii. 46. 2, Lucius is mentioned as the name of the bishop of 
Cenchreae appointed by Paul. 
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‘more than improbable” (Hofmann) that Paul had at that 
time three kinsmen in Rome (vv. 7, 11), and three in his 

neighbourhood at the time of writing, it is not at all easy to 
see. 

Ver. 22. Tertius, probably an Italian with whom the 
readers were acquainted, was at that time with Paul in Corinth, 
and wrote the letter, which the apostle dictated to him. The 
view that he made a fair copy of the apostolic draught (Beza, 
Grotius) is the more groundless, since Paul was wont to 
dictate his epistles (1 Cor. xvi. 21; Gal. vi. 11; Col. iv. 
16; 2 Thess. iii. 17). In his own name Tertius writes his 
greeting ; for it was very natural that, when he called the 
apostle’s attention to his personal wish to send a greeting, 
his own greeting (which Grotius and Laurent, without sufh- 
cient ground, relegate to the margin) would not be dictated 
by the apostle, but left to himself to express. In ver. 23, 
Paul again proceeds with his dictation. Quite groundlessly, 
Olshausen (following Eichhorn) thinks that Paul wrote the 
doxology immediately after ver. 20, and did so on a small 
separate piece of parchment, the other blank side of which the 
scribe Tertius used, in order to write on it in his own name 

vv. 21-24. But how incontestably 6 cuvepyos pov, ver. 21, 
points to Paul himself !— év xupiw] To be referred to dem. ;. 
the Christian salutation, offered in the consciousness of living 
fellowship with Christ. Comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 19. 

Ver. 23. I'dios] Perhaps the same who is mentioned in 
1 Cor. i. 14; it may at the same time be assumed, that the 
person mentioned in Acts xx. 4 (not also he who appears in 
Acts xix. 29) is not a different one, against which the circum- 
stance that he was of Derbe is no proof. But considering the 
great frequency of the name (see also 3 John 1; Constitt. ap. 
vii. 46. 1; Martyr. Polyc. 22), no decision can be given. 
Origen: “Fertur traditione majorum, quod hic Cajus fuit 
episcopus Thessalonicensis ecclesiae.” — &évos, guest-friend, is 
in the Greek writers not merely the person entertained, but 
also, as here, the entertainer (see Sturz, Lex. Xen. III. p. 218; 

Duncan, ed. Rost. p. 799). Paul lodged with Caius, as during 
his first sojourn in Corinth with Aquila, and then with Justus 
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(Acts xviii. 1-7). — kal rs éxxd. 0X.] Whether this be a 
reference to the circumstance that Caius gave his house for 
the meetings of the church (Grotius), or to the fact that, while 
the apostle lodged with him, there were at the same time very 
numerous visits of persons belonging to the church of Corinth, 
whom Caius hospitably received,—a view which corresponds 
better to the thoughtfully chosen designation—in any case 
Eévos does not stand to ris ExkX. 6A. in the same strict relation 
as to wov. Comp. ver. 13, tHv umrepa aitod Kal Euod. If 
the lodging of those coming from abroad (Hofmann, following 
Erasmus and others) were meant, tis ExkX. öAms would have 

been understood of the collective Christian body, and the 

hyperbolical expression would appear more jesting than thought- 
ful. Comp. rather on 7 exkAnola öAm, 1 Cor. xiv. 23, also 
v. 11, xv. 22. Nor is the expression suitable to the Roman 
church, in so far, namely, as Paul converted many of its 

members during their exile (Märcker), because it would be too 
disproportionate. — "Epaoros] Different from the one men- 
tioned in Acts xix. 22 and 2 Tim. iv. 20; for the person 
sending greeting here was not, like Timothy, a travelling 
assistant of the apostle, but administrator of the city-chest, eity- 
chamberlain in Corinth (arcarius civitatis, see Wetstein) ; 
unless we should assume—for which, however, no necessity 
presents itself—that he had given up his civic position and is 
here designated according to his former office (Pelagius, Estius, 
Calovius, Klee, and others, comp. also Reiche). For another, 

but forced explanation, see Otto, Pastoralbr. p. 55. The name 

Erastus was very frequent. The less are we, with Lucht, to 

discover an error in Acts xix. 22 and 1 Tim. iv. 20. Grotius, 

moreover, has rightly observed: “Vides jam ab initio, quam- 
quam paucos, aliquos tamen fuisse Christianos in dignitate 
positos.” Comp. 1 Cor. i. 26 ff. — Respecting Quartus abso- 
lutely nothing is known. Were aöeAdos a brother according 
to the flesh, namely of Erastus, Paul would have added adrod 
(comp. ver. 15); hence it is to be understood in the sense of 
Christian brotherhood, and to be assumed that the relations of 

this Quartus suggested to the apostle no more precise predi- 
cate, and were well known to the readers. 
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Ver. 24. In 2 Thess. iii. 16, 18, the closing blessing is also 

repeated. Wolf aptly observes: “Ita hodienum, ubi epistola 
vale dicto consummata est, et alia paucis commemoranda 
menti se adhuc offerunt, scribere solemus: vale iterum.” 

Vv. 25-27. As a final complete conclusion, we have now 
this praising of God, rich in contents, deep in feeling (perhaps 
added by the apostle’s own hand), in which the leading ideas 
contained in the whole epistle, as they had already found in 
the introduction, i. 1-5, their preluding keynote, and again 
in xi. 33 ff. their preliminary doxological expression, now 
further receive, in the fullest unison of inspired piety, their 
concentrated outburst for the ultimate true consecration of the 
whole. No one but Hofmann, who assigns to these three verses 
their place after xiv. 23 (see the critical notes), could deny 
that they form a doxology at all. According to him, 76 dé 
Suvapévo is to be connected with odciroper, xv. 1, and to be 
governed by this verb (thus: to Him, who ws able... we are 
debtors, etc.). This is, however, nothing less than a monstrosity 
of exegetical violence, and that, first, because the verses 

carry on their front the most immediate and characteristic 
stamp of a doxology (comp. especially Jude 24, 25), in which 
even the aunv is not wanting (comp. ix. 5, xi. 36); secondly, 
because the fulness and the powerful pathos of the passage 
would be quite disproportionate as a preparatory basis for the 
injunction that follows in xv. 1, and would be without corre- 
sponding motive; thirdly, because in ver. 25 ünas stands, but 
in the supposed continuation, xv. 1, nuets, which is an evidence 

against their mutual connection; and lastly, because the 6é, 

xv. 1, stands inexorably in the way. This öe, namely, could 
not be the antithetic de of the apodosis and after participles, 
especially after absolute participles (Klotz, ad Devar. p. 372 ff. ; 
Kühner, II. 2, p. 818; Baeumlein, Partik. pp. 92 f, 94), but 
only the reswmptive (Kühner, II. 2, p. 815 ; Baeumlein, p. 97); 
and then Paul must have written not öbeiNowev de, but either 
auto Sé öbeiXonev, which av7@ would reassume the previously 
described subject, or he must have put his de in ver. 27 along 
with pdvp cops Oc, and therefore somewhat thus: pove dé 
copd Ocd... dpetroper. 
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Ver. 25. Zrnpi£aı] to make firm and stedfast. Luke xxii. 
ao Rome is Peet hess) 11. 2: 2° Thess. 10°17, ef al: "The 
description of God by 76 dvvayévp twas armpl&aı corre- 
sponds to the entire scope of the epistle. Comp. i. 11 (in 
opposition to Lucht). — duäs] tudv tas Kxapdias, 1 Thess. iii. 
13.— Kata TO evayy. wov] is closely connected with ornp. (to 
strengthen in respect of my gospel), so that we are not to supply 
in fide (Koppe, de Wette, van Hengel) or the like (Reiche: “in 
the religious and moral life”); but the sense is not different 
from ornp. Ev T@ evayy. wov (comp. 2 Thess. ii. 17; 2 Pet. 
1. 12), namely : so to operate upon you that you may remain sted- 

fastly faithful to my gospel, and not become addicted to doctrines 
and principles deviating from it. More far-fetched is the 
explanation of others (taking cara in the sense of the rule) : 
“so to strengthen you, that you may now live and act according 

to my gospel,’ Kollner (comp. Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophy- 
lact, Wolf, Koppe, Tholuck) ; or (cata of the regulative modal 
character): after the fashion of my gospel (Hofmann).—The 
expression TO evayyer. prov, the gospel preached by me, cannot, 

seeing that in Rome Pauline Christianity was in the ascendant, 
be accounted, on an impartial consideration of the apostolic 
consciousness, and in comparison with ü. 16 (see also 2 Thess. 
ii. 14; 2 Tim. i. 8; Gal. ii. 2), as in itself surprising, least 
of all when we attend to the added: kat To knypuypa ’Inood 

Xpictov. This, namely, far from aiming at a conciliatory 
comparison with the preaching of the other apostles (Lucht), is 
a more precise definition of To evayy. mov, proceeding from 

the humble piety of the apostle. As he wrote or uttered the 

latter expression, he at once vividly felt that his gospel was 
withal nothing else than the preaching which Christ Himself 
caused to go forth (through him as His organ) ; and by making 
this addition, he satisfies his own principle: od yap ToApjnow 
Aarely TL @v Ov kareıpydoaro Xpiatos Ou’ Euod hoyw K. Epryo, 
xv. 18. Comp. on the thought, Eph. ii. 17; 2 Cor. xiii. 3. 
This humility, amidst all the boldness in other respects of his 
apostolic consciousness, suggested itself the more to his heart, 
because in connection with a praise of God. With this 
view of the genitive agree substantially Riickert, de Wette, 

ROM. II. a? oR 
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Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald. The more usual expla- 

nation: the preaching concerning Christ (Erasmus, Luther, 
Calvin, and many others, including Kollner, Tholuck (?), Reith- 
mayr, Philippi), yields after ro evayy. wou somewhat of tauto- 
logy, and forfeits the thoughtful correlation between pov and 
*Incov Xpictod. The personal oral preaching of Christ Him- 
self during His earthly life (Grotius, Wolf, Koppe, Bohme, 
Hofmann), to which Paul never expressly refers in his epistles 
(not even in Gal. v. 1), is not to be thought of. — Kata amo- 
Kdhuw puotTnp. K.T.A.] co-ordinated to the preceding xara 
... Xptotod, and likewise dependent on ormpi&aı. In the 
exalted feeling of the sublime dignity of the gospel, in so far 
as he has just designated it as the xypuypya of Jesus Christ, the 
apostle cannot leave the description of its character without 
also designating it further according to its grand and sacred con- 
tents (not according to its novelty, as Hofmann explains, which 
hes neither in the text nor in the connection), and that with 
a theocratic glance back upon the primitive counsel of salva- 
tion of God: as revelation of a secret kept in silence in eternal 
times (comp. Col. i. 26; Eph. i. 9,1. 4; 1 Cor. ü. 7). Note 
the bipartite character of the designation by the twofold kara, 
according to which Paul sets forth the gospel, (1) ratione sub- 
jecti, as his gospel and knpvyua of Christ, and (2) ratione objecti, 
as the revelation of the primitive sacred mystery—The second 
kara is to be taken quite like the first (comp. Col. ii. 8); but 
Paul designates the divine decree of the redemption of the world‘ 
as avormpiov (comp. generally on xi. 25), in so far as it, 
formed indeed by God from eternity (hidden in God, Eph. 

ili. 9), and in the fulness of time accomplished by Christ, was 

first disclosed” through the gospel, ze. laid open to human 
contemplation (Eph. iii. 4, 8, 9, vi. 19); hence the gospel is 
the actual amordxvyıs of this secret. The article was not 

! The bestowal of blessing on the Gentiles (Eph. iii. 6) is an essential feature of 

the contents of the zuerapiov; but to refer the latter in our passage to this alone 

(Beza, Bengel, Philippi, Tholuck, and others) is not justified by the context. 
* This disclosure made to men through the preaching of the gospel (i. 17; Gal. 

iii, 23) is meant according to the context, and not ‘‘ mihi data patefactio” (van 
Hengel), which Paul elsewhere, when he means it, actually expresses. Comp. 
Gal. i. 16; Eph. iii. 3; 1 Cor. ii. 10; Eph. iii. 5; Gal. i. 12. 
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requisite with azrox., since the following genitive has no 
article, and, besides, a preposition precedes (Winer, p. 118 f. 
[E. T. p. 155]; comp. 1 Pet.i.7). But puvornpéov, if it was to 
be in itself the definite secret, must have had the article (Eph. 
iii. 3, 9; Col. i. 26); hence we must explain “of a secret,’ so 

that it is only the subsequent concrete description which 
expresses what secret is meant: “in respect to the revelation of 
a secret, which was kept silent in eternal times, but now has been 
brought to light,’ ete. Among the varying explanations, the 
only one linguistically correct is that of Fritzsche (comp. 
Köllner, Rückert, Tholuck, and Philippi), who makes xara 
amok, zuvot. dependent not merely on ornpi£aı, but on TO dé 
duvap. vuas ornp. taken together, and takes cata as in conse- 

quence of, thus namely: “qui potest vos corroborare in. . 
secundum patefactionem arcani, h. e. postquam facta est pate- 

factio arcani, 7. q. émel amexadvhOn yvormpıov;” more exactly 
Rückert, Philippi, Tholuck: in correspondence with the revela- 
tion, etc. But no necessity exists for taking xara here in 
another sense than previously (as e.g. there is such a necessity, 
obviously, with car’ émvtayjv immediately below); on the 

contrary, after the words, “ who is in a position to strengthen 
you in respect of the gospel,” the idea “secundum patefac- 
tionem arcani” would be superfluous and self-evident, and 
therefore the weighty mode of its expression would be without 
motive and turgid. It would be otherwise if kara amord- 
Aviv «.7.r. were intended to establish not the ability of God, 
but His willingness. Incorrectly, in fine, Olshausen and older 
expositors think that 7d yeyevnuévoy should be supplied: 
“which preaching has taken place through revelation of a secret,” 
ete. This Paul would have known how to say properly, had 
he meant it. — xpovors aiwv.| Period in which the ceovy. took 
place; Acts viii. 11, xiii. 20; Josh. ii. 20; Winer, p. 205 [E.T. 
p. 273]; Kuhner, II. 1, p. 386. From the very beginning 
down to the time of the N. T. proclamation reach the xpovou 
aiovıoı, which are meant and popularly so designated. Bengel: 
“tempora primo sui initio aeternitatem quasi praeviam attin- 
gentia.” Comp. 2 Tim. i. 9; Tit.i. 2. As at almost every 
word of the doxology, Lucht has taken offence at the expression 
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xpovors aiwv.' And Reiche incorrectly understands the course 
of eternity down to the time of the prophets. For by atroxdan. 
AvoTnp. x.7.r. Paul wished to designate the New Testament 
gospel (snpvypa "Incov Xpiorov), which therefore had not 
been preached before Christ; but he thinks of the propheti- 
cal predictions as the means used (ver. 26) for the making it 
known, and justly, since in them the publication has not 
yet taken place, but there is contained merely the still obscure 
preindication and preparatory promise (i. 2) which were only to 
obtain their full and certain light through the far later arora- 
Aves of the mystery, and consequently were to serve as a 
medium of faith to the preaching which announces the secret 
of salvation. Comp. Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 293. Suggestively 
Bengel remarks: “ V. T. est tanquam horologium in suo cursu 
tacito; N. T. est sonitus et pulsus aeris.” The silence respect- 
ing the secret was first put an end to by the preaching of the 
N. T., so that now the davepwors came in its place; and up to 
that time even the prophetic language was, in reference to the 
world, as yet a silence, because containing only evveokiaouevos 
(Theodoret) what afterwards (“a complemento,’ Calovius) was 
to become through the evangelical preaching manifest, brought 
clearly to light (comp. i. 19, iii. 21; Col. iv. 4; 1 Pet.i 10, 
11,720; Tit, 1.2, 35.27 780): 

Ver. 26. Contrast of xpovos alwv. cecvy. — But which has 
been made manifest in the present time, and by means of pro- 
phetie writings, according to the commandment of the eternal 

God, in order to produce obedience of faith, has been made 
known among all nations. In this happy relation of the present 
time, with regard to that which the ypovos aiwvıoı lacked, how 
powerful a motive to the praise of God !— davepwdevros de 

vov] Comp. Col. i. 26, vuvi de épavepoOn, in the same con- 
trast ; but here the stress lies, in contradistinction to the imme- 

diately preceding ceovynu., on davepwd. Reiche’s observation, 

1 The fashion, in which he professes to explain the separate elements from a 
Gnostic atmosphere, is so arbitrary as to place itself beyond the pale of contro- 
versy. Thus, e.g., pov. aiwy. is held to refer to the Gnostic aeons, czcrynu. to 

the Gnostic Sige, di ypag. xpopnr. to the yvaicss of allegorical explanation of 
Scripture. 
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that the davepwaıs is never attributed to the prophets, is 
not at all applicable ; for it is not in fact ascribed to the 
prophets here, and davepwd. is not even connected with da 
ypad. mpod., which re! undoubtedly assigns to the following 
participle yvopıcH” The mystery has, namely, in the Christian 
present been clearly placed in the light, has been made an object 
of knowledge (comp. on i. 19), a result obviously accomplished 
through the gospel (comp. Col. i. 26; Tit. 1. 3); and with 
this davepwors, in and by itself, there was connected in further 
concrete development the general publication of the secret, as 
it is more precisely designated by dua re ypadwv . . . yvopıcd. 
This general publication was, namely, one which took place 
(1) by means of prophetic writings (comp. i. 2), inasmuch as, 
after the precedent of Jesus Himself (John v. 39; Matt. v. 
17; Luke xxiv. 27, 44), it was brought into connection with 
the prophecies of the O. T. testifying beforehand (1 Pet. i. 11), 
the fulfilment of the same was exhibited, and they were em- 
ployed as a proof and confirmation of the evangelical preach- 
ing (comp. also Acts xvii. 11), and generally as a medium 
enabling the latter to produce knowledge and faith. (2) It took 
place at the command of God (x. 17; Tit. i. 3), whose servants 
(i. 9) and stewards of His mysteries (1 Cor. iv. 1) the apostles 
are, conscious of His command (Gal.i.1,15). (3) It was made 
in order to produce obedience towards the faith (comp. on i. 5), 

1 Te is wanting indeed in DE 34, 87, Syr. Erp. Copt. Aeth. Arm. Slav. Vulg. 
Clar. Germ. Chrys. and some Latin Fathers; but this is to be regarded as a 
hasty deletion, occasioned by the fact that, without precise consideration of the 
sense and of the following connection, 3:2 ypog. xpop. was mechanically attached 

to Pavspwe. as nearest in position, and the necessity in point of construction for 
its belonging to yvapıo#., widely separated by the intervening notices, was not 
perceived. In order thereupon to supply the want of connection between the 
two participles, which arose through the omission of the +2, an ef was inserted 
before xe’ in versions (Syr. Erp. Aeth.). 

2 This, too, against Hofmann, who makes 3% ypu. xpop. be added to vov 

by means of ¢é, in the sense of ‘‘ just as also.” But the rt must have added to 
the »dy something homogeneous, supplementing (Baeumlein, Partik. p. 211; 
Kühner, II. 2, p. 787), not a notion dissimilar to it. Generally, it would not 
be easy to see why Paul should not have placed his <é only after zac’ imırayn», 

and thereby have given to the second participial sentence—which, according to 

Hofmann’s explanation, follows without connecting particle—a connecting link 
in conformity with the sense. 
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and that (4) among all nations. — Tod aiwviov Ocod] aiwv. is 
not a faint allusion to xpovoıs aiwvioıs (Reiche) ; but stands in 
a very natural and apt relation of meaning thereto, since it is 
only as eternal (Baruch iv. 8, 22; Hist. Susann. 42) that God 
could dispose of the eternal times and of the present, so that 
what was kept silent in the former should be made known in 
the latter. — eis 7. 7. €@vn| Consequently the publication was 
not confined to the Jews, but was accomplished among all 
Gentile peoples; comp. 1. 5. As to eis of the direction, comp. 
John vii. 26, and see on Mark i. 39, xiv. 9. 

Ver. 27. Move cop Océ Sia "Inood X.] to be closely 
connected (without a comma after Oe): to the through Jesus 
Christ only wise God, i.e. to the God who through Christ has 
shown Himself as the alone wise, so wise, that in comparison 

with Him this predicate can be applied to no other being 
(comp. Luke xvii. 19 ; John xvii. 3; 1 Tim. vi. 15, 16,117; 

2 Mace. i. 25), the absolutely wise. Comp. Plato, Phaedr. p. 
278 D; Diog. Laert. i. 12; Philo, de migr. Abr. I. p. 457. 4. 
The connection: “to the alone wise God be the glory through 
Christ” (Pesch., Chrysostom, Luther, Beza, Calvin, Estius, 

Grotius, Morus, van Hengel, and several others), is inadmis- 

sible because of &, which indeed is omitted by Beza and 
Grotius after the Complut. edition, but is critically so certified 
(it is wanting merely in B) that it can only appear to have 
been omitted with a view to relieve the construction ; although 
Riickert also sees himself forced to omit it, and Ewald (comp. 
Märcker, p. 8), while retaining the &, so translates as if it ran 
© Sia “I. X. 7 do€a. Thus, too, Hofmann connects the words, 

seeking through the dative povw copd Oecd to bring them 
into government with ddeiropuev, xv. 1 (see on vv. 25-27). 
Instances of such a prefixing of parts of sentences having an 
emphasis before the relative are found, indeed, in the Greek 

writers (Schaefer, App. ad Dem. IV. p. 462; Stallbaum, ad 
Plat. Phaedr. pp. 238 A, 363 A; comp. on Acts i. 2); yet in 
the N. T. we have no passage of this kind (wrongly Hofmann 
adduces 1 Pet. iv. 11, Heb. xiii. 21, as bearing on this); and 
it would not be easy to perceive any special reason why Paul 
should have so uniquely laid stress on dca "I. X. — The de- 
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scription of God, begun on the side of His power in ver. 25, 

passes over at the conclusion of the doxology into the em- 
phasizing of His wisdom, to which the representation of the 
gospel as aroraAvnkıs uvormpiov.. . yvopıodevros involuntarily 
led him in a very natural process of thought; for so long as 
the mystery was covered by silence, the wisdom of God in its 
highest potency was not yet brought to heht—a result which 
took place by the very means of that amorarvyrıs. Comp. xi. 
32-34. This at the same time applies against Reiche, who 
believes pove cope to be unsuitable here and to be taken 
from Jude 25 var. (the spurious addition cod, Jude 25, as 
also in 1 Tim. i. 17, has manifestly flowed from our passage). 
— 61a ’Inooo Xpictod] ic. through the appearance and the 

whole work of Jesus Christ. Thereby God caused Himself to 
be practically recognised as the alone wise. Comp. xi. 33 ff. ; 
Eph. iii. 8 ff. Similarly, in Jude 25, ova “Incot Xpuctod 
K.T.A. 18 connected, not with the following öö£a, but with the 

preceding owrnpı nuwv. Too narrowly, Fritzsche limits dua 
"I. X., in accordance with Col. ii. 3 (but see in loc.), to the con- 
tents of His teaching. It is precisely the facts which bring to 
light the wisdom of the divine measures in the execution of 
the plan of redemption through Christ,—the death and the 
resurrection and exaltation of Jesus (iv. 24, 25, viii. 34, et al.), 

—that form the sum and substance of the conception of our 
Suva “Incod Xpictod. — @] In the lively pressure of the great 
intermediate thoughts connected with the mention of the 
gospel, vv. 24, 25, the syntactic connection has escaped the 
apostle. Not taking note that 7@ de övvauevo and the resump- 
tive pove cops Oco are still without their government, he 
adds, as though they had already received it at the beginning 
of the over-full sentence (through xapıs de TO Suvapévo K.T.A. 
or the like), the expression—still remaining due—of the 
praise itself by means of the (critically certain) relative, so 
that now the above datives are left to stand as anacoluthie. 
Comp. Acts xxiv. 5, 6, and the remark thereon. See also 

Winer, p. 528 [E.T. p. 710]; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 252. 
Others, indeed, think that Paul allowed himself to be induced 

by the intermediate thoughts to turn from the doxology to 
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God at first designed, and to direct the tribute of praise to 
Christ instead, the Mediator and Revealer of the wisdom of 

God, so as thereby mediately to praise God Himself. See 
especially Philippi, also Reithmayr, Baumgarten-Crusius, and 
Tholuck (doubtfully). Such doxologies as if to God, are 
found addressed to Christ doubtless in Heb. xiii. 21, 2 Tim. 

iv. 18, Rev. i. 6, and later in Clement ei al., but in the really 

apostolical writings nowhere at all (see on ix. 5); and that 
Paul here still, even after the intermediate observations, re- 

tained the idea of praising God, so that that é must accordingly 
be referred not to Christ, but to God, is quite clearly proved 
by the resumptive nove cop Oecd. For a formally quite simi- 
lar anacoluthon' in the doxology, see Martyr. Polye. 20: T@ 

Övvanevo Travtas Huds eloaryaryeiv Ev TH ab’Tod Xapırı K. Swped 
eis THY aimvıov avTOD Bacirelay Sia TOD TaLdds avTOD wovoyevods 
‘Inood Xpicrov, © 1) ÖöEa, Tıun, Kpatos, weyadkwotyn eis aidvas. 
— 1% 0a] sc. ein, not €ori, according to 1 Pet. iv. 11 (Hof- 
mann), where the connection is different and &orıv must be 
written (Lachm.), and its emphasis is to be noted. The article 
designates the befitting honour, as in xi. 36. 

1 For the suggestion that in this passage from the Martyr. Polyc. ra dwvax. 

is dependent on the preceding ixaoyés (Hofmann), is simply a violent and very 

unsuitably devised evasion. Dressel has the unbiassed and correct punctuation. 

THE END. 

MURRAY AND GIBB, EDINBURGH, 

TRINTERS TO HER MAJESTY'S STATIONERY OFFICE. 
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